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SITTING OF MONDAY, 10 DECEMBER 1984
Contents
2.
3.
1 . Resamption of the session
Tibate
Agenda:
Mr Habsburg; Mr Pannella; Mr Vl'urtz
tYaioing of the immunity of a Membei 
-Report (Doc. 2-1105/84) by Mr Donnez:
Mr Donnez; Mr Tognoli; Mr Molinai; Mr
Tortora; Mr Barzanti; Mr Pannelk; Mr
Almirante
Votes:
Mr Patterson; Mr Herman; Mr oon der
Ving; Mr Herman; Mr Gautier; Mr Seal;
Mr oon der Ving; Mrs Van Hemeldonck; Sir
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament which was adjourned on
15 November 1984.1
2. Tibute
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, we have learned
with sorrow of the death of our colleague Mr Jiirgen
Fred Catberutood; Mr Alaoanos; Mr Cryer;
Mr Ducarme; Mr oon Vogau; Mrs Cassan-
mdgnlgo Cerretti; Mrs Gredal; Mr Kyrkos;
Mr Patterson
6, ACP-EEC 
- 
Report (Doc.2-1104/8a) by
Mr tilurtz:
Mr tVurtz; Mr Baget Bozzo; Mr Vergeer; Mr
Price; Mr Guermeur; Mr Kuijpers; Mr Pan-
tazi; Mrs Daly; Mr Balfe; Mr Richard (Com-
mission); Mr Neuman
7. EEC-Yetnen dgreement 
- 
Report (Doc. 2-
1 102/84) by Mrs 
'Vieczoreh-Zeul:
Mrs tYieczoreh-Zeul; Dame Shekgh Roberts;
Mr oan Aerssen; Mr Cryer
Brinckmeier. Born on 15 April 1935 at Plauen, Mr
Brinckmeier was a Member of our Assembly since his
election by universal suffrage in 1984. A member of
the Socialist Group, Mr Brinckmeier sat on our Parlia-
ment's Committee on External Economic Relations.
He earned the esteem of all those who, during this all
too brief period, saw him at work.
On behalf of you all I express my sincerest condol-
ences to our colleague's family, as well as rc the politi-
cal group m which he belonged.
I ask you to observe one minute's silence in memory of
our colleague.
(Tbe Assembly rose and obsented one minate\ silence)
3. Agenda
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 13 November 1984 the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda, which has
been distributed.
4.
5.
11
18
I Approoal of Minutes 
- 
\Vaioing of the immunity of a
Member 
- 
Petitions 
- 
Transfers of appropriations 
-lVithdrawal of a motion for a retolution 
- 
Cbanges in
refenak 
- 
Doatments receioed 
- 
Texts of treaties for-
anrded by tbe Council: see Minurcs.
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President
At this morning's meering rhe political group chairmen
instructed me to propose a number of changes.
On Monday:
- 
the vote on the report (Doc. 2-l 105/84) by Mr
Donnez will take - place immediately aftei the
debate; /
- 
since the rapponeur on rhe 1985 budget will not
be in a position to inform the House of the Com-
mittee on Budgets' deliberations unril romorrow,
the budget debate is deferred till tomorrow morn-
ln8;
- 
this afrcrnoon we shall consider the reporr(Doc.2-1104/8\ by Mr Vunz and the repon
(Doc. 2- I 102/84) by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, roday is
International Human Rights Day. I would remind the
House that in the United Nadons, 36 years ago, the
question of human righm was casr in a very clear
mould and that this was rhe work of a trear European,
the lare President Ren6 Cassin. I think it is fitting 
- 
at
a time when human rights are still as importanr an
issue for us in Europe as they ever were 
- 
that we
should remember this anniversary. If we bear in mind
that people were again shot at the Berlin Vall just a
few weeks ago it is perhaps imponant thar we in the
free pan of Europe should go on pronouncing on the
subject of human rights just as clearly as rhe European
Parliament has previously done on more than one
occasron.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Mr Habsburt, your sraremenr is nored.
Mr Pannella (NI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am afraid
I was not paying atrenrion. May I ask what the first
item on today's agenda will be, once rhe order of busi-
ness has been agreed.
President. 
- 
The first item is the vote on rhe morion
for a resoludon contained in the repon (Doc.2-952/
84) by Mr von Bismarck.
Mr Pannella (NI).- (FR) Mr President, that is what
I thought you said. Therefore I would like m raise a
point of order.
I believe my poinr is fully jusdfied. Under Rule 7t(3)
of the Rules of Procedure it must be entered as the
first item for the sitring, but Rule 5(4) stipulates that
our committee's reporr should be rhe first item on rhe
agenda.
You will, therefore, have to reverse the order you have
just proposed, by taking first the repon of the Legal
Affairs and Citizens'Rights Committee on the request
to waive Mr Tonora's parliamentary immunity.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Your obsenation is well-founded. It will
be given due consideradon.
(The President read out the changes to the agenda for
Tuesday, lVednesday and Thursday)t
On Fiday:
- 
vote on the procedures without reporr.;
- 
vote on the reports without debate:
. repon (Doc. 2-1162/84) by Mr Evrigenis;
. reports (Doc.2-1159/84; 2-116l/84) by Mr
Tolman.
The Council and Commission request the application
of urgent procedure pursuan[ to Rule 57 of the Rules
of Procedure on the reporr. by Mrs Viehoff on behalf
of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technol-
ogy on the action programme in the field of biotech-
nology.
Parliament will be consulred on rhis reques[ for
urgency at the beginning of the sitting of Tuesday,
11 December, and, if urgency is decided, rhe report
will be placed on Friday's agenda, after rhe votes.
Funhermore, I have received from the Communist and
Allies Group a requesr under Rule 56 to include a
debate on the recent US decision to restrict impons of
European steel tubing.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) \7e did make such a
request, Mr President, but as the group chairmen are
agreed on holding a debate on rhe marrer under the
urgency procedure, and as our agenda is already quite
a full one, we have no objection to withdrawing our
request. Ve would like, however, to have a statement
on this subject from both the Council and the Com-
mission, if the urgenry debate takes place.
(Parliament adopted tbe drafi agenda tbus amendcd)2
4. lVaioing of tbe immanity of a Member
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. 2-
1105/84) by Mr Donnez, drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, on
I See Minutes.2 Deadline for tabling amendments and motions for rcsolutions
- 
Speaking time: see Minutes.
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Prcsidcnt
the request for Mr Enzo Tonora's parliamentary
immunity to be waived.
Mr Donnez (Ll, rapportear. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, for the first time since the recent
elections, this House is being asked to rule on the
waiving of the parliamentary immuniry of one of our
Members. I have thereforr endeavoured to include as
much information as possible in the report before you
- 
without it being exhaustive, for all that 
- 
so as to
establish genuine jurisprudential guidelines for our
reactions and decisions, panicularly where the purpose
of parliamentary immuniry is concerned.
As I pointed out in a recent debate, during the pre-
vious term of office of Parliament, and at the request
of the Legal Affairs Committee, I supponed a good
number of requests for the waiving of parliamentary
immunity, and we managed to develop, at the time, a
genuine system of precedents. I use this term, although
it is somewhat inappropriate, to underline the need for
us to adopt a srict, unambiguous attitude, at the out-
set, on the subject of parliamentary immunity, in order
to avoid any regrettable excess, whether stemming
from the political or national allegiance of one or
other Member of our Parliament. Ve really ought to
be able to divest ourselves of such notions as political
allegiance or nationaliry, whenever we are asked rc
rule on a request for the waiving of parliamentary
immunity. \7e should not 
- 
and I shall come back to
this 
- 
act as judges, but strictly apply the jurisprud-
ence. If we can achieve this, we shall be able to avoid
regrettable excesses.
The repon which I have the honour of presenting to
the House today embodies the legal principles which
we established earlier. But it also goes funher and
refines and strengthens them. Given that the repon
was adopted, with only one abstention, by this Parlia-
ment's Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens'
Rights, I would hope that the House could also adopt
it.
I would point out that parliamentary immunity is
provided for in Anicle 10 of the Prorocol annexed to
the Treaties establishing the Community. This Article
is also in the repon before you. There is little point in
going over it again. Suffice to add merely that as far as
the application, both of Anicle 10 and of the legisla-
tive provisions contained therein is concerned, parlia-
mentary immunity is not a privilege. Let us at least get
this much clear at the outset. Far from being a privi-
lege, it is a guarantee of the independence given to our
parliamentary institution in its relations with all other
powers, of whatever nature, to ensure our freedom of
movement, actiori and vote.
It is this Buarantee of independence which \re have to
uphold at all times. This explains in panicular, since
parliamenary immuniry is not a privilege given to an
individual Member as such, why no legal effect is
given to a surrender of immuniry. The absence of legal
effect is explained by the definition I have just given. It
does not, of course, mean that we should disregard the
opinion of a Member of our House who is the subject
of a request to waive immunity. I would go so far as to
suggest that we should look favourably on his request,
bearing in mind, however, that the request has no legal
effecq and draw the appropriate conclusions.
'!7e 
also have to examine the length of time for which
parliamentary immunity is to be granted. The answer
to this would appear to be simple, inasmuch as the
Coun of Justice considers that the European Parlia-
ment holds one session annually. Such a definition
implies that parliamentary immunity continues to
apply, even between part-sessions. Furthermore, bear-
ing in mind the purpose of parliamentary immunity, it
covers the entire period of the mandate, irrespective of
the dare on which the supposed acff were committed.
This point needs to be sressed. It has been somewhat
disputed, although I feel this has now been cleared up.
At any rate, if this repon is adoprcd by the House, the
point will no longer be at issue, and this, I feel, would
be a good thing.
On the matter of the principles which have to be
defined definitively, I would add that this parliamen-
tary immuniry is totally independent of the national
immuniry granted by national parliaments. This is
necessarily the case, not that I wish to belinle parlia-
menary immuniry as laid down by one or other of the
national parliaments but because we in the Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, in submitdng
this repon to the House, take the view that each
national parliament has its own jurisprudence and that
we should be totally independent of our respecdve
national parliaments 
- 
even if this means running the
risk of conflict with one or other of them 
- 
so that we
may know where we are goint, and because it is, I
would venture to suggesr, one of those rare instances
where we can demonstrate that we are a completely
independent body, and a true parliament in every
sense of the word. Indeed it is one of those rare occa-
sions where this parliament can demonsrate its parlia-
mentary mission. I would, however, insist that the
independent stance which I envisage does not belittle
what takes place in Bonn, Paris, Dublin, London or
Rome but is, if anything, the opposite.
For my part, I would like to see Member State parlia-
ments using the jurisprudence established by this
House as a model which would ultimately serve as the
basis for a European Community law on parliamentary
immuniry. Indeed we are in the process of forging
such Community law, something which is important
from the point of view of principles.
On the basis of these principles the criteria used by us
for their application have always been perfectly clear.
\7e have steadfastly upheld parliamentary immuniry in
those cases where the accusation relarcd [o the Mem-
ber's parliamentary function. This ensures the
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independence of our institution. To preclude ambigu-
iry I have stated that it is the 'relatedness to parliamen-
tary activity' which should be taken into account. In
the present case I have simply stated that all actions
which may be considered as forming part of an MEP's
activity should be covered by parliamentary immunity.
These are the principles which I am asking the House
to adopt; and if I have dealt with them ar some length,
it is because the specific case before us is only the first,
and will surely be followed soon by orhers. This is why
I am asking you to endorse the principles before you
so [hat in all future cases which come before the
House we shall know exactly on which specific princi-
ple to base our decisions.
I should now like to turn to the specific request to
waive the parliamentary immunity of a Member of this
House, Mr Tonora.
Mr Tonora has been indicted on rwo charges in Italy.
On the basis of these two charges the Italian judicial
authorities have introduced a request m the President
of this Parliament to waive Mr Tonora's parliamen-
tary immunity. The matter was referred to our Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights and has
culminated in the repon we are now presenting.
The rwo charges I have just referred to concern, in the
first place, membership of an association, la Nuova
Camorra Organizzata, which is oudawed in Italy. It is
considered a criminal organization, in common with
certain terrorist associations in Italy, and the Italian
law provides that anyone belonging to such an associa-
tion shall be prosecuted by the competent judicial
authority.
The indictment forwarded rc this Parliament by the
Italian judicial authorides also accuses Mr Tortora of
drug and narcotics trafficking. Need I add thaq in
drawing your attention rc these two charges, neither I
nor the Commistee on legal Affairs and Citizens'
Rights, are attempting to take sides. There is even less
reason for Parliament to take sides. In a lenlthy and
very well-written document, Mr Tortora protesm ro
the House his innocence. You have no doubt read
what I might call 'the defence' which he has submit-
ted, and it is not for us to set ourselves up as judges.
'We are not the judges! The Italian judicial authorities,
for their part, believe that Mr Tonora is guilty. That is
their affair. Mr Tonora prorcsn his innocence. That is
his right; just as he is endtled to add: 'To prove my
innocence I am asking you to waive my parliamentary
immuniry, to allow me to appear before the judges of
my countq/.
I wanted to give an account of all the facts, but wirh-
out going into the details, for that is forbidden by our
internal Rules of Procedure. Ve must limit ourselves
to an examination of the charges, and not the facm
which gave rise to it, to ascernin whether it justifies
the request to waive the parliamentary immunity. This
is our brief.
I must emphasize the point in order to prevent any
misinterpretation, whether of my words, or of the vote
when it is mken. It is not for us to state, in the event of
the House's following my proposal to waive Mr Tor-
tora's immunity, that he is guilty. Ve shall not be say-
ing thar I stress the point:'we are not his judges.\7e
are simply notint that the indictment against Mr Tor-
tora is not of a political nature, does not concern Mr
Tonora's political activity and, on the basis of this
consideration alone, his parliamentary immunity
should be waived in conformity with the principles
which I have oudined.
I trust that the lengthy statement on my part has been
sufficiently detailed to permit future requests to waive
immunity to be dealt with more rapidly. I would ask
your indulgence, while adding that it was indispens-
able, for a matter of such import calls for thorough
examination. I hope that even if I spoke too long, I
was at least clear.
Mr Tognoli (S). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I have asked to speak on rhe question of
the waiver of Mr Enzo Tonora's parliamentary
immuniry in order to emphasize, first of all, the wis-
dom of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens'
Rights in proposing that authority be given for crimi-
nal proceedings to be brought against Mr Tonora, to
the exclusion of any waiver of immunity from arrest or
loss of personal liberry.
I should like to express my appreciation of the correct-
ness of Mr Tonora's behaviour; both before and after
his'election as a Member of this Parliament, he made
known his intention to go on trial, without taking
advantage of his immunity.
Although, in the present state of the law, the waiver of
immunity is not something that can be decided upon
by the individual, but only as the result of a vote of
this Assembly ruling in regard to an institutional pre-
rogative, there is no doubt that the attitude of the indi-
vidual concerned is of considerable imponance, from
both the moral and rhe political points of view. '!7e
cannot disregard the fact that the explanation he has
given of his personal reasons for requesting the waiver
also has a legal significance that ought not to go
unrecognized, and that, in this case, I wish to acknow-
ledge.
I confess, however, that, having followed the events
concerning Mr Tonora, and having given considera-
tion to the charges made against hiin on the basis of
reports and statements by members of the 'Camorra',
but being at the same time concerned at the long
period of detention that the honourable gentleman has
already undcrgone, if it were not for the fact rhat Mr
Tonora himself had requested the waiver I should per-
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sonally 
- 
without in any way wishing to set myself up
in place of the proper judges 
- 
have voted against the
request. I am not one of those who consider the prero-
gaiiue of parliamentary immunity to be superfluous.
\Thilsr it may be true that, today, some of the original
reasons that led to the introduction of this right, as a
defence for elected Assemblies against the action of
judges too closely dependent on the Crown or the
exeludve, have lost their force somewhat, it has
equally to be said that there are many other reasons
wirich point strongly in favour of the maintenance of
this guaranrce, probably in an updated form. I cannot
avoid the conclusion that, without this immunity, we
should be helping to confer on the judiciary, in
Europe and in the various Member States, a kind of
orerriding power, thereby introducing a kind of
'government by judges'.
There have been calls for reform of the various asPects
of immunity, and these are also being discussed in the
Italian Parliament. It is to be hoped that these reforms
will be directed towards removing the abuses, the
interpretations of convenience, and the special privi-
leges that can stem from this prerogative, provided
thit no regulations are introduced that open the back
door to political persecution.
Parliamentary prerogatives have always provided
material for anti-parliamentary argument. Such argu-
ment is based more on a condemnation of the use of
these institutions for personal or Partisan Purposes
than on reasons of principle.
By his behaviour Mr Tonora is giving parliamentary
immunity and Parliament itself their proper dignity,
enabling us rc defend parliamenary tuaranrces'
For my pan, I shall vote for the motion for the reasons
I have explained, and also because of the esteem and
friendship I feel for Mr Tonora, who asked my Italian
socialist colleagues and myself to take this line. I
would ask you, however, Mr President, in so far as it
is within your power, to ask the Italian Government to
ensure that the trial involving Mr Tonora should be
held as soon as possible, in accordance with Italian law
and citizens' rights. Speed in carrying out the due pro-
cesses of law, and promptness in delivering verdicts,
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, are, equallY, octs
of justice.
Mr Molinari (ARC). 
- 
UT) Mr President, I too
should like to express my suppon for the decision of
the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights
- 
which follows, moreover, a request made by Mr
Tonora himself 
- 
to grant, authority for proceedings
to be brought, and I join also in applauding the very
correct behaviour of the honourable Member, not
only because he himself asked to be tried by the Ialian
couns free from any protection by Parliamenq but
also because he to some extent used the parliamentary
mandate to denounce a situation that, from the legal
standpoint, is not all that it should be in our country'
Suppon, therefore, and praise for Mr Tortora's behav-
iour, which does not question the value of parliamen-
tary immuniry, especially parliamentary- immunity for
all'offences of a political nature, which we consider
must be preserved and maintained as one of the funda-
mental rights of the \flestern democracies, and as the
expression of a culture that must in any event be con-
firmed.
But because I have praised the behaviour and the
moral, human and political wonh of Mr Tortora in
the presence of this Parliament, may I personally be
allowed 
- 
I am not involving my SrouP in this 
- 
to
denounce to this Parliament and to you, Mr President,
the very different behaviour of another Member who
sits on these benches 
- 
and I refer rc the Christian-
Democrat member Salvo Lima. In my country, Italy,
in recent months there has not been a newspaPer 
-
whether daily, weekly or monthly 
- 
that has not
reported Salvo Lima's links with Mafia groups' even at
an international level. Not a day passes without this
honourable Member of the European Parliament
being referred to in the nev/spaPers, on account of his
friends, all of whom have been in prison in recent
months, from Vito Cincimino, ex-mayor of Palermo,
who was jailed because of his connecdons with the
Mafia, to his cousins Ignazio and Nino Salvo, the
bosses of Sicily and Palermo, who were also jailed on
account of their connections with the Mafia. And all
of them are connecrcd with Mr Lima'
There are the repons of the anti-Mafia committee of
the Italian Parliament, which refer to Mr Lima no
fewer than 164 times in 164 pages of 25 volumes. He is
a man so much talked about, so much discussed, so
much suspected, so widely accused 
- 
we may as well
say it 
- 
who has been the sub.iect of dozens of legal
proceedings in our country. But we all know how
ihese things finish up, when you hold a position of
prestige and power in Sicily, in Italy and, possibly, in
the European Parliament as well. It is at all events
clear thar such a man ought at least to feel it his dury
to give an account of his acdons. It is not a question
heri of waiting to see what the Italian legal authorities
willdo.
Institutions have the right to make a political and
moral judgment, and this institution has a dury to
judge politically 
- 
not from the judges'standpoint,
but politically and morally 
- 
a man who for 30 years
has been talked about in this way in his country; a man
whose friends are all in prison and all members of the
Mafia; a man who is connected with the international
drug trafficking groups. These things are in all the
Italian papers, and I am amazed that the Christian
Democrat members do not feel it their duty to press
Salvo Lima to stand up and tell the President what his
position is in Italy. Let him stand up just once and say
something about the charges against him'
(The President urged tbe speaker to conclude)
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I do not consider that this is something of only secon-
dary imponance: it is very imponant, Mr Presidenr.
The Mafia is not only something Italian 
- 
it is now
connected with the internadonal nerworks. I have put
down a resolution on rhe subject and I hope, Mr
President, rhat this resolution, which concerns Mr
Lima, will be examined urgently by the Bureau.
Mr Tortora (ND. 
- 
@R) Mr President, I panicu-
larly welcome the excellenr reporr of the Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens''Rights. Ir could scarcely
have been otherwise since it was drawn up by Mr
Donnez.
Mr President, I have a letrer of resignation, which I
i4tend to-presenr ro you, in the case of rejection by the
House of the Legal Affairs Committee's motion for a
resolution aurhorizing legal proceedings against me.
Yet I have no doubt that the House will not deny me
as a citizen the right, and not only the dury, to be
acquitted or found guilry when he is the object of legal
proceedings.
I'have already stated, in common with the Radicals
whom I have the honour of representing in this battle
for the equaliry of the citizen in the eyis of the law,
that I ask norhing more rhan the chance to demon-
strate that every citizen, whether a Member of Parlia-
ment or not, has a sacred dury to appearr before hisjudges and demand that justice be done, provided, of
course, that the rule of law prevails.
The infamous and defamatory crimes of which I am
accused have nothing, ar leasr nor ar firsr glance, to do
with political acdviry. Vith the grearest reipect for the
liberry of the individual, I repeat thar the principle of
immunity, designed to defend liberty, and not ro pro-
tect criminals, is nor at issue here. I feel sure you have
grasped this.
However, if I may, I would like to address a special
plea to the Italian Members of the House. At present
Italy is experiencing some dreadful events which con-
cern not only myself but all of you and calls for your
utmost vigilance. Something terrible and dangerous is
taking place in our country which threatens the rights
of citizens, who are often at the mercy of ridiculous
proceedings, or so-called 'reformed' criminals. Fellow
Ialian Members, I have to inform you that if such a
situation has come about 
- 
and it has 
- 
the way to
remedy it is by restoring the judiciary to its proper
place, through laws and reforms of the code, and nor
by sleight of hand, tricks, unbelievable privileges such
as freedom from prosecution, which is tantamount, in
such circumsrances, ro veritable impunity.
I should like to thank you, in advance, for your vore,
and close with a reminder that today, l0 December
1984, something may change in rhe sryle of polidcs in
our country, and we badly need it.
Mr Barzanti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I wish ro announce that I and the
Communist Group will vote in favour of the repon
that Mr Donnez has presented, afrer a great deal of
hard work on rhe pan of all of the Committee on
Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights.
It is no coincidence that this repon has the unanimous
supporr of the Committee on Legal Affairs. It makes
very clear 
- 
and I think rhat this also provides food
for thought for our narional legislatures 
- 
that parlia-
mentary immuniry does not and must nor constitute a
privilege for individual Members, but instead a tuar-
antee of the independence of Parliament ois-ri-ois
other powers.
\7ith these considerations as its point of depanure 
-without, however, their implying any judgmenr on rhe
case in which Mr Tonora is allegedly implicated 
-the repon ends with a proposal which I entirely sup-
pon, for the reasons on which ir is based. There is no
question of our having ro vore for or against the insti-
tution of immunity; whar we are doing is emphasizing
the fact that this immunity can still be of value in pro-
tecting the instirution of Parliament.
I, too, should like to acknowledge that Mr Tonora
has behaved in an exrremely correct and loyal manner,
giving us thereby an example that I think is deserving
of our attention. Ve are well aware thar the waivei
authorizing the bringing of proceedings is quite dis-
tinct, from the procedural point ofview also, from the
waiver which implies arresr, as is made very clear by
Anicle 68 of the Italian Constitution, the provisions of
which are applicable to MEPs pursuanr to the refer-
ence made in Anicle 10 of the Prorocol on the Privi-
leges and Immunities of the European Communities.
In this panicular insrance, the authorization to bring
proceedings has been granted after a calm appraisal of
all the details of the case, and, I repeat, I am in com-
plete agreement with it. This appraisal also takes
account of Anicle 6 of the European Convention on
Human Rights, which emphasizes that eveqy citizen 
-Member of Parliament or nor 
- 
musr be judged fairly
and within a reasonable dme. It is therefore in thii
spirit, also, thar we are about to vote in favour of the
waiver of Mr Tonora's parliamentary immuniry.
Mr Pannella (ND. 
- 
(I) M, President, ladies and
gentlemen, since the beginning of the last Parliament
we Inlian Radicals, whilsr fully recognizing the pow-
erful arguments in favour of the defence, albeit
reformed, of the institution of parliamentary immun-
ity, have emphasized the need also to bear always in
mind the inalienable right of the Member to appear
before the judge if at any time he is accused of ibme
offence or orher.
There is a contradiction 
- 
a very stark one 
- 
which
we wish to make clear: whilst there exisr the preroga-
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tives of the guarantees and the independence of an
Assembly, there also exists the inalienable right of the
individual to be judged, discharged or condemned if at
any time he is publicly accused by the legal authorities
of having committed this or that offence. It is a right
that stands in opposition to some extent 
- 
often dra-
matically so 
- 
to the collective need of an Assembly
rc defend historically its own independence from pos-
sible attack through the persecution of individual
members of that Assembly.
Having said that, Mr President, we wish to show our
very deep gratirude for the statemenrc so far made in
this Chamber, as well as those very numerous and
exhaustive ones already made to the Committee on
Legal Affairs and Cidzens' Rights, supponing the con-
tinuous, constant request, repeated daily and at every
opponunity by the Radical, friend, colleague and
comrade Enzo Tonora, who warned us that it was not
only his right but it was also to his advantage, as well
as to the advantage of our Assembly, to see justice
done in this way.
Ve are entirely convinced, therefore, that the repon
of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens'
Rights, with im written explanations and those added,
today, in the speech by Mr Donnez 
- 
which was
excellent, thorough and precise, as usual 
- 
will
receive our almost unanimous 
- 
I hope it will be
unanimous 
- 
approval, and that we shall all vote in
favour of this authorization to bring proceedings.
Nevenheless I feel a duty, ladies and gentlemen, to say
a few things, very briefly and succinctly.
I shall personally vote in favour so that it will be possi-
ble to judge, with Tonora, ac$ of justice that I con-
sider infamous, literally disgraceful and infamous. I
will quote just one example, ladies and gentlemen: the
night of the blitz 
- 
when Enzo Tonora was arrested
as the result simply of an accusation made by a multi-
assassin of unsound mind, who was acknowledged as
such on a number of occasions by the Italian courts 
-about 150 Italian citizens were arrested with Tonora
- 
and were released after weeks or months 
-because they were guilry only of having the same name
as somebody else! Mr President, Iadies and gentlemen,
such things do not happen even in Russia, where peo-
ple may indeed disappear, but where at least the legal
authorities are ashamed of these mistakes and do not
admit them: they kill the people involved, rue, but
without pleading the legal right to do so! That eve-
ning, about 150 Italian citizens were arrested, as was
Tortora, and the Italian legal authorities, without pro-
secuting 
- 
on the grounds of incompetence and pro-
fessional inadequary 
- 
the magistrates responsible for
the arrests, then released these people without even
begging their pardon: 'V'e made a mistake, we
arrested them because their names were the same as
those of the people we were really after'.
It is for this reason too, that we want this trial. And we
hope that not only Amnesty International will be pres-
ent, but that you, honourable Members, will appear in
force 
- 
when the trial takes place 
- 
to witness this
monstrosity.
(Inteffuption by Mr Klepsch)
I see that someone, who is not Italian, is prorcsting' I
have only one thinB to say to him: for our pan, it will
be a great honour to accept any debate on the fac6
and not on gossip, since we know that justice is a con-
dition of independence and freedom and, in the
Socratic manner, as Radicals, we are so convinced of
this that, if ever the right of immunity should be
invoked, it will always be our intention to call for, and
obtain, trials instead; because, if the laws or the magis-
trates are unjust, that is the great, civilized, non-
violent way to crearc justice.
Mr Almirantc (DR).- (ID Mr President, I have the
honour to express, on behalf of the Group of the
European Right, our vote in favour of the request put
forward by Mr Donnez, and the request in the same
terms made by Mr Tonora.
'S7e have very much appreciated, and I personally have
very much appreciated, the repon by Mr Donnez,
whom I should like to take this opponunity now of
thanking also for his action during the last Parliament,
when he behaved with the same correctness and the
same high principles when dealing with an authoriza-
tion to bring proceedings against me personally, which
was granrcd also at my request. And I should like also
to express my warm appreciation to Mr Tonora for
the correctness, the openness, and the loyalty with
which he has behaved, and which has marked every-
thing he has said. The question of authorization to
bring proceedings is one of very Breat importance
indeed, especially because 
- 
and we have just been
reminded of this 
- 
each one of us, in representing his
own country, also represents the justice 
- 
or injustice,
as the case may be 
- 
existing in that country. There is
not yet a regulation of European law that Prorccm us
and qualifies us at the same time.
\7e therefore consider Mr Donnez's repon a brave step
forward in the service of justice, law, moraliry and the
restoration of moral principles.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted the proposalfor a decision)
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5. Votes
Rcport (Doc. 2-951/ta) by Mr von Bismarck" drawn
up on behalf of the Qemmigiss on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy, on the propo-
sd from thc Commission to the Council (Doc.2-
944/84 
- 
COM(t4) 587 ffnal) for the adoption of the
annual report on the cconomic situation in the Com-
munity and the establish-ent of economic policy
guidelines for 19t5.r
Mr Pattercon (ED).- MrPresident, on rhe first page
of this documenr rhe lasr indent of the preamble refeis
to the result of the vore on the Commission's proposal.
The proposal in question is the proposal for the adop-
tion of the economic repon by the Commission to the
Council, and we have not yet voted on [har proposal.
There was no quorum on rhe Friday of the iasr pan-
session. Therefore, I think we should firsr of all take
the vote on [he proposal and only afterwards come to
the report itself.
President. 
- 
I mke note of your proposal.
Motionfor a resolution
Before paragraph I 
-Amendment No 1
Mr Pattersoo (ED). 
- 
I think that what I said could
not have been translared properly. I am asking that rhe
first vote be on the Commission proposal to adopt the
report. !7e have not actually voted on rhe Commission
proposal yet and we should do that before we actually
vote on Mr von Bismarck's report. Again, I refer you
to the founh indent of the preamble: 'Having regard
to the result of the vote on the Commission's propo-
sal'. '$7e have not yet taken the vote on the Commis-
sion's proposal.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Patterson, we are not required to
vote on rhe Commission proposal but on the motion
for a resolution covering the Commission's annual
report on the economic situation, contained in the
repon by Mr von Bismarck.
Mr Patterson (ED).- I have the Commission text in
front of me. If you look at page lO7, it says: proposal
for a Council decision. Thas isihe documint on which
we should first take the vote 
- 
this proposal for a
Council decision. Having adopted that, whicli is the
vote referred rc in the founh indent, rhen we can go
on and vote on Mr von Bismarck's report.
Presidcnt. 
- 
That is not the position. Mr Herman,
can you enlighten us by telling us your committee's
point of view?
Mr Hcrman (PPE), depaty rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) In pre-
vious years, Mr President, it was never dealt with in
this way. However, there is a cenain logic in Mr Pat-
terson's approach. It is correct ro say rhar if we draw
up a report which calls for a decision by the Council,
then logically we should vote. It is no less rrue, how-
ever, that in previous years we did not proceed in the
manner now being suggested by Mr Patterson.
President. 
- 
If I understand you correcrly, you are
sutgestin8 that we proceed as in previous years.
Mr Heman (PPE), deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(FR). That
is a conclusion you are at libeny to draw, Mr Presi-
dent, but it is not what I said.
President. 
- 
In any case I have scarcely any choice.
\7hat is on the agenda is the motion for a resolution
and that is what I must put to the House, which is of
course free to reject it eirher for the reasons given by
Mr Patterson or for any other reason. I cannot do
otherwise.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, both
are doubtless righq and the contradiction persists for
purely formal reasons. I therefore propose that the
report be referred back rc the Commitree which can
then rectify this error.
Mr Herman (PPE), depary rapportear. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, Parliament would be holding itself up co
ridicule in the eyes of public opinion if it were ro posr-
pone the vore on a morion for a resolution conceining
a text which is being examined by the Council rodaf
and which was dealt with earlier ar the European Sum-
mit in Dublin. It has been considered very good,
accepred, and will no doubt be taken up again at a
future Economic and Finance Council- Pirliament
should therefore take a position on it today.
(Parliament rejected the requestfor refenal)
After rejection ofparagraphs I7 to l9
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, now rhar we
have rejected the last few paragraphs we shall nor be
forwarding this repon to the Council of Ministers as
its concluding formula would otherwise have required
us to do.
Mr Scal (Sl, Chairman of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Afairs and Industial Poticy. 
- 
MrI See debates of 16. ll. 1984.
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President, I feel that in view of the fact that this repon
has been decimated and there is very little of it left,
you should ask the rapponeur whether, in fact, he
v/an6 [o proceed with a vote on the report as a whole.
As has been said, it is not going to go anywhere now
and what is left of the repon cenainly does not repre-
sent any, or in any event represents very few, of the
views of the committee.
President. 
- 
Mr Seal, a reques[ for referral has been
presented an rejected. According to the Rules there
cannot be two votes on a request for referral.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this
does not constitute a precedent.'!7e have already on
one occasion not voted on a report whose conclusions
had been rejected and declared the matter settled.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is extremely
clear, even if the situation is confused.
(Laugbter)
Parliament will vote presently on the motion for a
resolution as a whole.
Explanations ofztote
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) A rapporteur
who does no[ even take the rouble to be here to
defend his repon, a text which was rejected paragraph
by paragraph, an unacceptable document from the
Commission 
- 
all these points have already been
made during the debate. I think it is clear that the
Socialist Group wanrs to get this out of the way as
soon as possible.'Sfle want this humiliating document
from the Commission and the frivolous comments by
the rapponeur, Mr von Bismarck, forgotten as quickly
as possible, and we shall therefore vote against.
On this International Human Rights Day we simply
want to emphasize once again that social and econo-
mic human rights are the essendal precondidon for the
exercise of all other human rights. Vhat chance do
these human rights have if the multinationals get off
scot-free in the repon on the economic situation,
when we are daily confronted with closures of firms
and mass dismissals? \flhere are the elementary social
and economic human rights of the British minework-
ers who month after month keep up the bitter struggle
to stay in work in the face of heartless employers and
an even more heanless government? \flhat chance do
social and economic human rights have if every radical
measure to redistribute work and wealth like those we
have proposed is rejected? Vhat kind of economic
recovery will we have if both the Commission and the
rapporteur turn the victims of the economic crisis into
the scapegoats by claiming that unemployment is the
result of high labour costs?
To conclude, I must express my group's indignation at
Amendment No 25 tabled by Mr Le Chevallier and
Mr de Camaret, which has a definite racist undenone
and is unworthy of a democratic European Parlia-
ment. I hope that Parliament will unanimously reject
this repon and resolution.
(Appkusefrom the lefi)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Vice-President
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).- Mr President, this is,
as you have said, an extraordinary situation. But it is
also an extremely serious situadon.'We have 13 million
people unemployed in the Community. The Commis-
sion has put forward positive ideas to Bet those unem-
ployed back to work again. Ve have not adopted the
repon of Mr von Bismarck by a very narrow majority
of votes. But there is no coherent and thought-out
proposal from those who have destroyed the von Bis-
marck repon as to what should be done about our
l3 million unemployed.
(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)
I would like them to take positive responsibility, as we
have done on this side, for putting forward hard, con-
crete, well-thought-out economic proposals to get
those people back to work again. There is a complerc
void and a complete vacuum on the other side.
( Interrr.tptions fron the lefi )
I tried, while I had anything to do with this, to get as
much cross-pany support. on this in the last Parliament
as I could, and while I had anything rc do with it there
was cross-pany support.. Unfonunately we have not
gor it now, but do not let us put the whole of this
economic recovery programme down the plughole,
which is what you are about to do. Let us at least take
what remains of the von Bismarck repon and vote for
what remains, thereby approving the Commission
rePort.
(Interruptions from tbe lefi)
Before you turn down the Commission repon, bear in
mind that because of the pressures of this Parliament,
and of no one else 
- 
I repeat, no one else but this
Parliament 
- 
the economic summit has agreed to put
unemployment at the top of the agenda for the first
time. Do you want your reply to the Dublin Summit to
be that we cannot agree and we are doing nothing?
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Ve on this side are in favour of voting for what
remains in order to keep the thing alive and in order,
at least, to make sure rhar the decision taken by the
Dublin Summit is not rejected by this Parliament and
that the unemployed people in Europe can ar least
have someone to look rc to carry their cause forward.
(Applausefrom the European Demouatic Groap)
Mr davanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) \7e too found the rig-
marole of the amendments enrenaining, but despite
the cosmetic veneer put on things by a few of the
Socialist Group amendmenr it is not hard, in both the
von Bismarck and Commission documenm, to make
out the ugly imprint of Thatcherism which, as we
know, has produced the massive wave of unemploy-
ment in Great Britain and led to opposition of the son
coming from the Bridsh miners.
In our opinion the Commission document is wonh
neither taning up nor debating. Ve in the Communist
Pany of Greece refuse even to discuss a document
which calls on the Greek Governmenr ro set aside
index-linking, reduce social spending and confer new
privileges on big business.
Ve think, therefore, that the only fitring thing for the
European Parliament to do with the von Bismarck and
Commission reports is to reject them.
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
The hypocrisy of the Tories is
astounding. Their spokesman talks about wanring jobs
whilst their own governmenr in rhe United Kingdom is
trying to smash the Nadonal Union of Mineworkers
whose only aim is to preserye 20 000 jobs in the coal-
mining industry.
( Intemrp tions from the Europe an Democratic benche s )
They are people fighting for jobs. If the Tories wanr ro
fight for jobs, let them meet the requests and legiti-
mate demands of the National Union of Mineworkers!
(Mixed reactions)
Let us make sure rhat we vore against this repon. This
repon is straightforward Thatcherism which is even
causing people like Ian Gilmour to criricize it publicly.
On page 29, f.or example, it clearly sets our as a pana-
cea for unemploymen[ more public expenditure cuts.
More public expenditure cuts means more people on
the dole queue. The irony and the illogicaliry of the
Thatcher position has been revealed. Vhere is the big-
gest public expenditure in the Unircd Kingdom today?
It is financing the dole queue which has been caused
by Thatcher's monetarist policies and the cuts ip public
expenditure.
( Intemrp tions from t he European Democratic benches )
Seventeen thousand million a year is now being spent
financing the dole queue in the United Kingdom.
There is no cure for unemployment in that. Of course,
page 32 of the Commission document talks about that
illusion which the Tories are always pursuing: reduc-
ing taxation and giving entrepreneurs the freedom to
create jobs. That is what Geoffrey Howe said in 1979
when he was Chancellor of the Exchequer . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Cryer, your speaking time is up.
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, given the
incoherence of the debate and of the vote on rhe
amendmenr, the Liberal and Democratic Group
intends to abstain. It is a matter of respecting coher-
ence, faced with Parliament's undoubted loss of face
but not putting forward anything coherent throughout
the debate.
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
result of rhis vote has placed Parliament in an
extremely invidious position. The repon we have
voted on here is a decisive one for the funher develop-
ment of the European Community's economic poliry.
Combating unemployment, esrablishing the inrcrnal
market, funher developing the European moneary
system 
- 
these are areas in which Parliament and the
Community can help to do something about unem-
ployment. Pan of rhis House has now rejected all
these proposals.
Like the Bismarck reporr we have reacted favourably
to the Commission's reporr on the economic situation
of the Communiry. The Dublin summit did the same,
and Socialist governments also endorsed it 
- 
even rhe
Greek Government, and cenainly the French Govern-
ment. And so I cannot understand why vinually the
entire Socialist Group has rejected these sensible and
reasonable proposals. Precisely because this repon is
so imponant I would urge you at least ro vore for what
remains of this repon when the final vorc is taken.
Mrs Cassa.-agnego Cerretti (PPE) iz witing. 
-(17) In expressing my vore in favour of the repon by
Mr von Bismarck, and my appreciadon of the Com-
mission's annual report, I want to emphasize the
imponance of the development of the EMS as an
essential element for the economic convergence of the
countries of the EEC. In rhese pa$ five years rhe EMS
has helped not only ro sr.rengrhen economic converg-
ence 
- 
albeit insufficiently 
- 
but also to make Euro-
pean rates of interest less dependent on those in rhe
United States, and also to increase Europe's monetary
stability. \7e need therefore ro srrengrhen the EMS, as
an element in the economic strategy and monenry dis-
cipline of the Communrty. The tovernmenrs must take
concrete steps to make the ECU more widely used 
-as the currenry for internal saving, for example, and
the replacement currency 
- 
nor an additional cur-
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rency 
- 
for other financial activities. It would be dis-
astrous if, with the introduction of the ECU, the
highly gratifying successes achieved by the govern-
ments of Member States in the fight against inflation
were all brought to nought, and there were a general
growth of inflation, all due to the lack of discipline in
the financial control mechanism where the ECU is
concerned.
Mrs Gredal (S), iz writing. 
- 
(DA) There is no
doubt that the Danish Social Democrats will vote
against the von Bismarck repon on the economic situ-
ation in the Community and poliry guidelines. Lilie
the Herman plan for economic recovery in Europe, it is
based on traditional conservative concepts of untram-
melled growth policy and the free play of market
forces. The means of economic action are thus the old
and familiar ones which again and again have shown
their inadequacy in a time of recession. The underly-
ing conservative philosophy of free trade can be seen
here too to be incapable of solving the major structural
problems which arise in industrial and regional policy.
The endre question of unemployment also remains
untouched, without political direction.
Ve in the Danish Social Democrat Group in contrast
mke the view that the fight against unemployment
must have priority and that the following main points
must be covered in an economic model for a solution.
An active employment policy must be pursued, the
quesdon of reductions in working hours must be dis-
cussed in negotiations between the two sides of indus-
try and the debate on ecoiromic democracy and
codetermination must be resumed. Jobs must be
created through the coordination of industrial policy
efforts aimed at expanding and modernizing industry
through research, product development and the
introduction of new technology. This requires political
direction and decisive action, which the von Bismarck
report 
- 
with its old-fashioned blind faith in market
forces 
- 
cannot deliver.
The Danish Social Domocrat Members will therefore
be voting against the repon.
Mr Kyrkos (COM), in witing. 
- 
(GR) In spirc of
the interesting analyses and panicular ideas contained
in the von Bismarck report, especially as regards the
monetary sector and tackling aspects of unemploy-
ment, etc., the internal Communist Pany of Greece
will vorc against it because it disagrees radically with
the repon's overall logic. And this because the repon
favours putting a squeeze on the incomes of working
people in the interests of big business, something
which would makes the existing crisis more acute,
worsen unemployment and lead to inevitable social
tensions.
The repon stresses the nced to achieve a high degree
of convergence in the economic policies of the mem-
bers of the Community without, however, recognizing
the need for the governmentsto have alarge measure
of freedom in making their decisions so as to enable
them to comply with the mandates given to them by
their electorates. Notwithstanding this it ignores the
unacceptable delay in implementing the Community
obligation to bring about convergence of the econom-
ies, which is widening the gap between the richer and
less-developed counries, and the fact that 
- 
as Dub-
lin showed 
- 
this is literally regarded with scorn. And
while the need for a technological breakthrough in the
European economy is rightly underlined, scant atten-
tion is given rc the need for these effons rc be decen-
valized and for all the member countries rc participarc
in attaining the objecdve in order to avoid adding a
funher contributory factor to uneven development.
Aside from this the internal Communist Pany of
Greece attaches prime imponance to measures for
widening economic and trading links as a whole, and
especially with the eastern bloc countries and the
Third Vorld, for reducing wasteful arms expenditure
and for preventing the flight of European capital to
the US because of the high inrcrest rates there, and the
von Bismarck repon avoids these crucial issues. Essen-
tially, therefore, despirc the care which has gone into
it, it expresses the policy of the ruling economic circles
and offers no way out of the crisis.
(Parliament rejected the motionfor a resolation)t
Mr Patterson (ED).- Mr President, will you now
clarify the constitutional position? \flill you confirm
that the process of consultation of Parlhment by the
Council is now concluded and that the Council can now
go ahead if it has not already done so in adopting this
very excellent Commission repon?
President. 
- 
Mr Patterson, the Parliament has
declared its opinion, so I presume that the Council can
now act.
6. ACP-EEC
President. 
- 
The next item it the report (Doc.2-
1104/84) by Mr Vurtz, on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, on the achieve-
ments of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consult-
ative Assembly.
Mr Vurtz (COM), ropporter,tr. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, Parliament's Committee on
t Mr Herman, deputy rapporteur, was:
- 
for Amendments Nos I to 3 (lst sentence), 6/rev.,9,ll and 27;
- 
against Amendmenm Nos 3 (2nd sentence), 4, 5/rcv.,
7/rev.,8,10, l2 to 26,28 and29.
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Development and Cooperation has done me the hon-
our of asking me to draw up the repon on the out-
come of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consult-
ative Assembly in 1984.
Our debate is taking place in a period which has been
dominarcd by rwo major events. The first is rhe recent
signing in Lom6 of the third Convention between the
EEC and the 65 African, Caribbean and Pacific pan-
ners for a funher five-year period. The second is the
emergence of a new single body within the ACP-EEC
framework, the Joint Assembly, to replace the dual
strucrure which has operared hitheno. All the more
useful, therefore, at this juncture, rhat our Parliament
should take a close look firstly at the international
context in which the ACP-EEC consultations rook
place this year, and secondly, at the principal quesrions
dealt with and the decisions taken on such occasions,
before turning to the lessons to be drawn from such
experience for the fonhcoming period.
Allow me to cover successively these three aspecrs
which you will find covered both in rhe repon and in
the motion for a resolution before you. To begin with
the international conrexr: it is characterized by consi-
derable political tension and economic and monetary
pressure together with the deadlock in most of the
international North-South forums such as Unctad,
UNDA, IDA or Unesco. This has been accompa-
nied by a renewal of the arms race, swallowing up for
the purchase of increasingly sophisticated and lerhal
arms vast sums of money urgently needed for human-
inrian projects. Such 
"-p"r.do*'is panicularly unac-ceptable in the Third \7orld which has to bear the
full brunt of age-old scourges such as hunger, malnu-
trition, illircracy, poveny and the cumulative effect of
all the woes of underdevelopment. Let us remember
that per capim food production has decreased by lo/o
annually in those countries south of the Sahara, all of
them ACP counrries, that the share of rhese countries
in international trade has diminished, from over 30lo in
1950 to approximately l0/o wday, and that rhe indebt-
edness of African countries has increased ninefold
over the past l5 years. However instructive the
figures, they cannot hope to express the plight of the
hundreds of millions of human beings in their every-
day lives. All of these smrisrics were of course widely
touched upon in rhe debates of the ACP-EEC Con-
sultative Assembly and reflected in the repons which
were adopted.
This brings me to a recapitulation of the most signifi-
cant. aspecrs of the Consultative Assembly's work,
both in Brazzaville and Luxembourg. At rhe outser I
should like to emphasize the value of rhe content and
the generosity of approach inherenr in the repon
drawn up by my friend, Renzo Trivelli. Given the brief
of examining the achievements of the Lom6 Conven-
tion and of indicating a course for the future, he
approached his task in a good-narured manner and
focused on the cardinal features of ACP-EEC cooper-
ation, such as cooperation on financial, agricultural
and food matters, market prices for raw materials, and
the operation of Stabex. He underlined the need to
promote the autonomous development of the ACP
countries, and self-sufficiency in food.
He urged a substantial increase in the amount of cre-
dits to be granted under Lom€ III, above that granted
under Lom6 II, basing his argument on objective cri-
teria such as monetary depreciation, population
growth and the increase in the number of Lom6 Con-
vention States or associate States.
Turning to Lom6 III, I should like to emphasize that,
on the panicularly controversial issues in the negotia-
tions, such as the so-called dialogue on political issues
or, for that matter, human rights, the positions
adopted by the Consultative Assembly offer every
chance for agreement. More generally the debates
confirmed the extent of the ACP countries' preoccu-
pation with the appalling drought currently afflicting a
large area of the African condnent. A year ago the
ACP-EEC Consulmtive Assembly ser up a working
Broup on the environment, [o examine the conditionsfor carrying out specific measures. This year it
adopted a resolution calling for a special aid plan for
the Sahel. Vhile we welcome rhe Council's'approval
of an emergency aid programme, we cannor but disap-
prove of the Council's arrempr to subsantially reduce
food aid in 1985.
Both the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and rhe Consulr-
ative Assembly also adopted the resolutions, the rexts
of which appear as annexes ro our report, dealing
wirh fishing, consultations between the two sides of
industry, the situarion in Chad, and developint coun-
tries. On the latter, it was decided to draw up a reporr
for the fonhcoming meeting of the Joint Commitrce.A working group on the role played by women in
development was also ser up.
Finally, the imponance of the situation in sourhern
Africa for the work of the ACP-EEC was reflected in
two resolutions adopted by the meeting. The first of
these notes the outcome of the fact-finding mission to
those countries affected by South African attression.
The Consultadve Assembly also forcefully reiterated
its condemnation of rhe apanheid sysrem as the under-
lying cause of the tension in this region of the globe. It
called on rhe European Communiry and its Member
States to dercr their privare firms from providing
economic assisnnce to South Africa. It referred to rhe
very resolute rcxt ir adopred in Rome, two years ear-
lier, which specifically calls for economic sancrions
against South Africa.
The second resolution on southern Africa, which was
unanimously adopted by the Consultative Assembly,
calls for the release of Nelson Mandela, the longest-
held political prisoner in the world, and calls on rhe
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers ro exerr pressure ro
this end.
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I should like now to turn to the lessons to be learned
from the final deliberations of the former ACP-EEC
bodies.
I shall confine my remark to one such lesson in an
effon to preserve or to give our debates 
- 
of which
this current one is an example 
- 
our working groups,
and our resolutions a credibility which has been consi-
derably blunrcd. I am referring to the concrerc action
which we can anticipate both from the Commission
and from the Council as a result of the recommenda-
tions which will be submitted to them and to the spe-
cific requests which will be made by the new ACP-
EEC Joint Assembly.
The formation of this new Assembly may provide new
hope that the Community will take more serious
account of the passionate and deeply-felt convictions
of the representarives of 75 countries.
Ve would urge these policy makers to seize this
opponunity. Our citizens and our countries have
everything to gain.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, by coincidence
our debate is taking place today, l0 December, which
the United Nations has designated as the 'Interna-
tional Human Rights Day'. The first such right is the
right to life and to have sufficient to eat. This funda-
menml human right 
- 
we are reminded of it by the
unbearable pictures we see every day 
- 
is today
denied to millions of human beings. An examination of
the underlying causes and responsibilities for such a
state of affairs lies outside the scope of this report.
Notwithsmnding, how could we be indifferent to it?
This is why, in closing, I wish to express the hope that
rhe debate and the vote in the House will be as con-
structive as that in the Committee on Development
and Cooperation which adoprcd the present repon by
an overwhelming majority.
Mr Baget Bozzo (S). 
- 
(17) It is significant that this
debarc is taking place in an almost empty Chamber, as
though the problem of the European crisis, from the
economic standpoint, was more interesting than this
great human crisis that we are witnessing. \fle have to
bear in mind, as the rapponeur said, that the countries
associated with us in the Lom6 Convention are becom-
ing increasingly less involved in our European market
and, in practice, what they receive from us they have
to spend 
- 
with a very much poorer rate of exchange
- 
in our own COuntrieS.
Dramatic events such as the Sahel famine are largely
foreseeable, and they have political consequences. A
drought caused the fall of the regime of the Negus,
Haile Selassie, and in Ethiopia, drought causes mil-
lions of deaths. Naturally, as the population grows and
increases the desenification of the land, so the number
of deaths increases.
And so we have to ask ourselves whether our approach
to this problem is adequate; in other words whether, in
reality, the effort that we are making within the frame-
work of collaboration with the ACP countries is sim-
ply a contribution to the survival in a small way of
their present governmenr, or whether it reflects an
intention really to help these counries.
Ve have to ask ourselves what will become of Europe
when, in 20 years' time, 129 million Africans will
be in a state of malnutrition. I wonder, therefore,
whether what we are doing is really sufficient 
-whether, that is, we fully recognize rhe size of the
problem. As Mr'lVurtz has reminded us, the Council
has not increased food aid overall, and the action in
Ethiopia was decided on only under the pressure of
immediace needs, without having regard to a broader
vision of the problem.
\7hat will happen when the next droughts occur? It is
abundantly clear that this needs a different political
concept and a different view, on broader lines, of rela-
dons between us and these countries. In addition we
cannor ignore the question of South Africa and the
recent report of the South African Catholic bishops . . .
(Tbe President urged tbe speaher to conclude)
. . . who issued a violent condemnation of the action of
the police, who have caused so many deaths in the
black community.
President. 
- 
Could I point out. to Members that
although there is no actual rule of the House that
Members stand when speaking, it is the custom when
Members speak from their places that they do stand.
Mr Vergeer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to begin by congratuladng the rapponeur on the
excellent repon he has presented to Parliament. I do
not think our aim today should be to have an extensive
debate on all the problems facing the Sahel. Vhat we
should be discussing today is the repon on the last
meedng.of the Joint Committee, an excellent report in
my oPlnlon.
I can confine myself to just a few comments, Mr Presi-
dent, and I shall not theretbre exceed my speaking
time. In my opinion,'the concern that has again been
expressed by the Consultative Assembly about the ser-
ious impasse in the Nonh-South dialogue, especially in
the international organizations, cannot be overem-
phasized. Unfonunately, one of the main reasons for
this is undoubtedly the growing indifference of the
developed counries. Yet new life must be breathed
into these North-South mlks in the not too distant
future so that a number of major problems can be dis-
cussed and an attempt made to find soludons. The
rapponeur has mentioned one of these problems, a
matter that should cause us very grave concern: the
growing debt burden of the developing countries.
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Secondly, Mr President, I wish to refer ro para-
graph 17 of the motion for a resolution, which con-
cerns the possible, fonhcoming enlargement of the
Community to include Spain and Ponugal, a very rop-
ical subject ar the moment in view of the negotiations
now in progress. I welcome the fact that the resolution
reiterates the very serious concern felt by the Consult-
ative Assembly of the ACP and European Community
that the ACP counries should not suffer as a result of
the Community's enlargement. Particularly imponant
in this respect 
- 
and I believe the rapporteur makes
specific reference rc this in his resolution 
- 
are rhe
developing countries' expofts of cane sugar.
Mr President, the Luxembourg meeting undeniably
again showed that it is high time a parliamentary body
known as the 'Joint Assembly' was established, and I
am pleased this is now to be done. Vhat happened in
Luxembourg was [hat the Joint Committee and the
Consultative Assembly met for a week and then by
chance 
- 
or not by chance: it was probably well
planned 
- 
a request was made to see if a quorum
existed, and there was no quorum in the Joint Com-
mittee. As a result, it was unable to deliver an opinion
to the Consultative Assembly on the resolution on
South Africa, and l0 minutes before the end of rhe
meeting, at the end of the week, there was an almost
intolerable rush to find a consensus. I believe it is
abundantly clear from rhis rhar we cannor go on in this
way-
Mr President, I said I would not exceed my speaking
time, but I have already done so. The morion for a
resolution will have my group's wholehearted
approval.
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I have been very
glad rc panicipate in rhe work of the Joint Committee
and the Assembly and I think that this has been
extremely worthwhile work. The essence of it is to
achieve greater mutual understanding and to improve
the effectiveness of our cooperation. I notice in para-
graph 5 of the \Vunz reporr rhat_ we alk about 'the
instruments appropriate to the real development needs
of the ACP States'. It is regarding one of rhe instru-
ments of cooperation that I want to mlk today.
I want to mlk about a panicular problem which has
arisen giving rise to some doubts about the way in
which one of our existing instruments is working. It
stems from the provision that in the selection of suc-
cessful tenders the Commission must choose the most
economically advantageous offer. Now I accept the
necessity for such a provision but I have grave doubts
about the way that the Commission is currently inter-
preting this requirement. The case rhar I have in mind
is that of LIAT Airways, a Caribbean airline which
needed to replace several of im aircraft. There was an
arrangement made through the Caribbean Develop-
ment Bank, who made a contracr with the Commis-
sion for an EIB loan. And in the rerms of that conuacr
cenain conditions relating to the rype of aircraft were
laid down. Subsequenily, the Commission in its inrcr-
preadon of this provision, that it should choose the
most economically advantageous offer, totally
breached the rerms of the contract rhar ir had with the
Caribbean Development Bank which laid down cenain
of rhe needs of the airline ro operate in the conditions
that it had to face.
Mr President, I am concerned not just about this case
but about what it brings to light as to the way in which
the Commission interpret their powers because the
House need have no doubt, it has caused great dis-
quiet in the Caribbean that the Commission have bro-
ken that conuact, that the Commission, faced with
two independent expens taking opposite views, have
chosen one rather than the other and that the Com-
mission have sought to burden the airline with a num-
ber of additional costs and with' an aircraft that has
only flown after the close of tenders.
Mr President, I hope that the Commission will indi-
cate to us some reason why they have aken rhe line
they have. But I hope that Parliament will inquire into
the facts of this case and the greater disquiet that it
should cause us.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I would
like to begin by congratulating the rapponeur on rhe
work he has done, and to echo his convicrion rhar the
deliberations of the Joint Committee and rhe Consult-
ative Assembly respectively, in Luxembourg, resulted
in substandal and significanr progress at panicularly
crucial juncture 
- 
concluding the negotiations on
drawing up rhe new Lom6 Convention 
- 
which coin-
cided with what we then considered a rcntative agree-
ment on Chad.
My group welcomes the high standard of the repons
presented in Luxembourg, in panicular that on the
implementation of Lom6 II, and on rhe environmenr
and cooperation. I welcome the provision in the new
Joint Committee for a working group on the environ-
ment. I would also stress the excellence of Mrs
Ewing's repon on fishing, which was adopted unani-
mously.
I believe this tesrifies eloquently to the usefulness of
the now-merged Joint Committee and Consulative
Assembly as a form for fruitful dialogue berween the
directly-elected represenratives of the Communiq/s
citizens and the policy makers of the developing coun-
tries. The newly-merged bodies also provide excellent
information to the European Parliament on problems
which are of great concern to world public opinion.
I should now like ro give my opinion on the lVunz
repon. It should lead us, I believe, rc judge harshly
Nonh-South cooperarion. Vhile it is undeniable that
progress has been made as a resulr of the Lom6 Con-
ventions, one cannor avoid concluding that major
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industrial nations have been found wanting in their
cooperation and development aid to the Third \7orld.
I would cite in this respect the United Starcs, the
Soviet Union and Japan; the economic means at their
disposal are considerable, but the aid they give is ludi-
crously small in the context of their means, and the
needs of the developing counries.
I should also like to draw attention to the plague of
developing countries' debt, universally perceived as a
misfortune which will require something of a miracle
to remedy. I would also mention the increasingly dan-
gerous and alarming gap between the acceleration of
desenification and the effons made rc contain it. I
share the generally bitter reaction to the failure to
increase the level of food aid in the 1985 budget and
the failure of the recent European Council in Dublin,
apart from some good intentions, to examine this
point.
\7ith the rapporreur's indulgence, for the matter is not
dealt with in his repon, I should like to mendon those
developing countries which have no association links
with the Community and who would not generally be
covered in a debate such as this. I believe they are too
often forgotten, and, when one realizes that their per
capita annual income is less than USD 400 
- 
Haiti,
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, for example 
- 
I
feel one should underline the problem their plight
poses for the international community at large, but
also indeed that of other large countries whose econ-
omies are just at the take-off stage and who are some-
what ignored. The cases of India and China spring to
mind, where it is imponant for the EEC to make a
contribution.
Having made this point I would like to pay ribute to
the strength of conviction and effectiveness of the
institutions in Luxembourg. It has resulted in an overal
substantial increase in the funding of the Lom6 Con-
vention, from 7 000 million ECU to 8 500 million
ECU. Such an increase was, I believe, brought about
as a result of pressure by these institutions.
I would also like to refer to the new concept of private
investment in developing countries, referred rc in the
Vunz report. The pressure which I have just referred
ro will, I believe, ultimarcly ensure tangible aid to
developing countries by paving the way for private
investment to make a conribution.
That said, I should like to make two critical comments
on the 'S7unz repon. To begin with I regret the lin-
kage, in one paragraph of the motion for a resolution,
between disarmament, which is necessary, and
development aid. It is disingenuous to say that a scal-
ing down of the arms race would mean an increase in
development aid. Neither the Soviet Union nor the
Unircd States, both of whom have a large arms pro-
gramme, it is true, assist development to any signifi-
cant degree 
- 
that is also true. But Japan has a mini-
mal arms protramme, and yet its development aid
contribution is one of the lowest. Hence we should
dispense with the notion of linking arms reduction and
increased development aid. I am an advocate of disar-
mament, but I reject the argument linking both issues
which would, I feel, be better served in an effon to
attain the goal sought.
My second criticism concerns the absence of comment
on Chad. I am referring to the resolution on Chad,
which was adopted, but which is absent from the
repon under discussion today, even though the events
which have unfolded vindicate the Joint Committee's
views.
Finally, a third comment, Mr President. I feel we
jumped the gun somewhat in anticipating Angola's
accession rc the Lom6 Convention. Ve now under-
stand that Angola did not sign. No doubt substantial
pressure was brought to bear on her to refrain.
I shall vote for this repon only if it makes no mention
of disarmament and abandons the linkage.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenq ladies
and gentlemen, we share the sentiments expressed in
the lVunz report, but we feel we must question the
way in which the proceedings were conducted in Lux-
embourg. Towards the end everything was done with
excessive haste, and the groups were not treated com-
pletely equally during the proceedings. Ve feel com-
pelled to introduce this somewhat sour note into the
praises being sung here today.
I also feel that too licle thought is given at such meet-
ings to the daily violations of human rights in all the
countries concerned. This was the first such meeting I
have attended, but I must say that, when the apparat-
chiks from these countries meet our representatives,
we tend to ignore this fact.
Mrs Pantazi (S).- (GR) Mr President, apan from
giving an objective appraisal Mr Vunz's report con-
tains things which, together with the new third Lom6
Convention, oblige us to make a shon analysis of our
positions in relation to the Communiry's development
policy.
It is acknowledged that the crisis we are passing
through is principally due to the crying structural
inequalities between the developed and developing
countries. To overcome this crisis we have to breathe
new life into the Nonh-South dialogue, which is
bogged down in endless academic deliberations, and
establish equal-ranking cooperation between the
developed and developing countries so as to create the
conditions in urhich the latter can proceed with auton-
omous development according to the needs and priori-
ties determined by them and their peoples. Ve con-
sider the Commission's recent moves to use agricul-
tural surpluses for food aid to be positive and encour-
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aging. The ultimate aim, however, musr be to make
has repeatedly been discussed by and these countries
self-sufficienr in food production through the setting-
up of specific agricultural developmenr programmes.
Another point I would like to give particular menrion
to is the external debt of these countries. .!7e are sorry
to see that the new Lom6 III agreement makes no
mention of this despite the fact thar it forms a parr of
the priorities I have referred to and has repeatedly
been discussed by and been rhe subject of resolutions
adopted by rhe ACP-EEC Consulrative Assembly. I
have not got time to go into great detail, but I cannot
avoid noting one comparison. The sum recklessly
spent on arms each.year amounrs to 650 billion dol-
lars, which corresponds to the debt of the developing
countries. Ve therefore wholeheanedly endorse rhe
paragraph in rhe repon which proposes rhar resources
made available from reduced arms expenditure be allo-
cated for development purposes. Ve recommend that
this proposal be included in the iniriatives of the Com-
munity's Foreign Ministers in the lighr of the impend-
ing disarmament talks in Geneva.
A final point I would like to touch on is rhe condem-
nation of the racist regime in South Africa. Noting rhe
findings of the Committee of Inquiry we urge that all
legitimate pressures be applied to bring a halt to this
country's aggression and destabilizing activiries againsr
its neighbours.
To wind up, Mr President, I wanr to emphasize that
the repon contains everything that it should objec-
tively contain, and we therefore recommend the
House to adopt it as ir sands and to reject any amend-
ment which alters its content.
Mrs Daly (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on this Inrerna-
tional Day of Human Righm I panicularly wish to
welcome paragraph 9 of the morion for a resolution
and the inclusion in the third Lom6 Convention of the
text referring to human righm. I believe it is a welcome
step forward that we have persuaded our friends in the
ACP countries to accepr the imponance of respect for
human righm. It is to be hoped that rhis will lead to a
meaningful dialogue on human rights. I hope rhat rhis
dialogue will, in turn, lead to discussion of the human
rights of ACP nationals not only in their own coun-
tries but also in the European Community counrries.
My group welcomes the fact rhat the ACP-EEC work-
ing pany on human righrc has had its first meering and
that it will be continuing rhis imponant work.
I continually hear from my constituents and from
members of Amnesty International about rhe abuse of
human rights in, for example, Uganda. In that counrry
the governmenr has admitred the possibility of irc
roops having been involved in the killings ar rhe
Ugandan Manyrs Shrine at Numagongo in May 1984.
So I will welcome the opponuniry of discussing these
reports with our colleagues from Uganda on the
working pany. Those members of the public through-
out Europe who have doubr about giving aid to the
developing world undoubtedly need reassurance on
the whole question of human rights in some countries.
Turning to hunger and famine in the world, my group
is extremely concerned about the worsening famine in
many ACP countries and about the fact that the public
think that famine exists only in Ethiopia. Ve welcome
the agreement from Dublin rc provide 1.2 million
tonnes in food aid to Africa and we want to see more
aid provided if this is necessary. Sfle want ro see rhe
111 million ECU of emergency aid which remains
unspent from Anicle 137 of the second Lom6 Conven-
tion used before that Convention expires at the end of
February 1985.
Finally, my group hopes that at its next meering in
January the Joint Committee will give detailed consid-
eration to the causes of famine and the response of rhe
Community and the ACP governmenr to the problem
of hunger. I myself would like to see a clearing house
set up so that we could marry our capaciry in the
Community to give in kind with known areas of need
in the developing countries.
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
Mr President, I sran by observing
that yet again in an imponant debare there is not a sin-
gle Liberal presenr in this Chamber.
I want to mention three panicular matters. Firstly,
sugar. Members will have nored that in the resolution
there is a specific reference ro rhe Porruguese sutar
quota and in this negotiarion for Ponuguese accession
we hope that the full 300 000 ronnes of Ponuguese-
imponed cane sugar will, as one of the amendmenr
nbled says, 'be added ro rhe sutar cane impons quota
under the Sugar Protocol'. This for two principal rea-
sons. Firstly, the cane sugar industry in rhe Third
Vorld will obviously be very severely affected if
Ponuguese impons are cur down and secondly, the
sugar refining indusry in the Unircd Kingdom and in
Ponugal will also be substandally affected if rhere is a
cu$ack. It is quirc inexcusable for European farmers
to be growing sugar beet at the cost of the Third
Vorld.
I would also like to endorse what was said abour rhe
Leeward Islands Air Transport case. If ever rhere was
a case of the Commission being seen !o indulge in
sleight-of-hand to get its own way it was that one. It
has caused treat concern in the Unircd Kingdom
aerospace industry where it was seen that a contract
was won fairly and above board and after a bit of jig-
gery-pokery 
- 
ro pur no better word on it 
- 
the con-
tract ends up going to a plane that had not yet taken
ro the skies. That is a very dubious way of conducting
business. I would like to place on record the grave
concern of many members of my union who recently
came to lobby the House of Commons and lobby me
about the way in which this conracr was awarded.
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Finally, I want to turn to the question of drought and
human rights. I listened with inrcrest to what Mrs
Daly said about human rights and there is norhing
there that I can disagree wirh. But surely one of the
fundamental human rights this rather fat Vestern
world has overlooked is the right to have food in rhe
first place. Many of us, and I suspect it is not confined
to this side of the Chamber, were appalled to hear that
the extra food aid for Ethiopia is apparently to be
found, among orher places, frqm Bangladesh; that the
starving are to be fed at the cost of the hungry. That is
not an acceptable situation for people on the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation. It is not an
acceptable situation for us to be alking about human
righm which are essential, without mlking about the
human right to eat in the first place. This is a point
which has been made to me by ambassadors and by
ministers from a whole variety of Third '!7orld coun-
tries of all sons of political hues.
So, in adopting this repon and in thanking Mr \Vunz
for his very hard work and excellent reporr, I do hope
that we will bear in mind that all of the human rights
are needed, including the right to eat.
Mr Richard Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, it seems to me that there are really two ways in
which I could possibly reply to this debate, which is to
concenrate on Mr !7urtz's report on the one hand or
alternatively to try and give considered answers to rhe
various points on different issues which have been
raised by various parliamentarians.
Can I very briefly give two or lhree answers, perhaps
somewhat sketchy ones, [o some points that have been
raised. But really what I want to do is to concenffarc
on ![r'$7'urtz's repon which essentially was a proce-
dural document and that is what I want to talk about.
As far as three points raised by Mr Balfe are con-
cerned, I gather that of the 300 000 tonnes of
Ponuguese sugar, only 100 000 tonnes comes from the
ACP countries. In the negotiations over enlargemenr,
the current Community offer in relation to ACP
sutar, as far as Portugal is concerned, is 70 OOO
tonnes. I do not think that the negotiations have as yet
concluded.
As regards the issue of LIAT and the plane, I under-
stand there is a question down on this tomorrow,
when the Commissioner will be pleased rc go into it in
some not inconsiderable deail.
As for the third point, drought and emergency aid, if
indeed the situation was as Mr Balfe describes it I can
only say that the Commission would be equally con-
cerned that there was merely a reshuffling, if you like,
of food aid rather than a genuine fresh effort. I think
that the way in which Mr Balfe put it was a little srark.
I think there are also some quesrions down on this
tomorrow, and it is a matter which the Commission
would obviously be prepared to answer in some detail.
Turning to Mr 'S7unz's report, we welcome it, and
indeed we have nothing but praise for the work of the
Consultative fusembly. The Commission considers
that the Assembly did a most valuable job in exercising
political supervision over the management of coopera-
tion by the ACP and Community executives. \flhat is
more, I think it has done much to impan a political
impetus to this old process,'in panicular as regards the
negotiations for the third Lom6 Convention, which
was signed, as the House knows, the day before yes-
terday.
The resolutions which were passed in Luxembourg in
September are of great imponance. First, there is the
one referred to already this afternoon, the general
resolution based on Mr Trivelli's report, covering all
the main heads of cooperation which were duly
enshrined in the new Convention. I cite, for example,
the new institutional provisions or the provisions on
social and cultural cooperation which reflect the pro-
posals of the Consultative Assembly session in Berlin.
Again, the formula finally arrived at on human rights
owes much to the advance groundwork put in by the
Assembly. The House will therefore see for itself in
reading the Convention that it is very much in line
with the views expressed at the meetings of the joint
parliamentary bodies.
The other resolutions too, notably those on drought
and desertificarion, the environment, fisheries and
southern Africa, are in the Commission's view exceed-
ingly to the point. The House is aware of the import-
ance we attach and have attached to these matters in
the negotiation of the Convention. \7e shall continue
to attach imponance to them in its implementation.
Mr President, it is not long till the next meeting of the
ACP-EEC Joint Committee, ro be held in Burundi in
January. This will probably be the Committee's last
meeting under the Lom6 II set-up, since, if the Com-
mission's proposals are acceprcd, the second 1985
meetinB will take place in accordance with the rules of
Lom6 III. The idea is that the transitional arrange-
ments for continuing cooperation should be estab-
lished quickly by 1 March. As regards the institutional
and trade provisions, we feel that an expedited imple-
mentation of LomE III would be in order and, I ima-
gine, would be in accordance with the general wishes
of this House.
Finally, may I say that in parallel with the European
Parliament's preparation of its opinion, the ACP and
Communiry represenatives should also be able at that
meednt in Burundi to make a first assessment of the
results of the negotiations and the outlook for
Lom6 III. The Commission will obviously be reponing
there on the follow-up to the Consultative Assembly's
resolutions.
In conclusion, Mr President, may I reiterate what I
said at the outset. \7e welcome Mr Vunz's report,
which we find helpful and valuable, and we have
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nothing but praise for the work of the Consulntive
Assembly.
Mr Newman (S).- The Commissioner, in his reply,
referred to my question tomorrow on the contract
concerning Leeward Islands Air Transpon and said
that the issue would be dealt with then. Bearing in
mind that the question is number 45 tomorrow, can I
suggest that either he deals with it now or you, as
President, assure me that it will in fact be dealt with
lomorrour?
President. 
- 
Mr Newman, as you point out, your
question is number 45. I cannot give you an assurance
from the Chair that it will be dealt wirh tomorrow. All
I can say is that if it is not dealt with orally you will
receive a demiled written reply the following day. It
will be up to you whether you keep your question
down for an oral answer or whether you just accept
the written reply from the Commission. I am afraid I
cannot call Commissioner Richard back to answer rhar
question now.
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next votint rime.
7. EEC-Yemen dgreeflenl
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the report (Doc. 2-
1102/84) by Mrs Ytieczorek-Zeul, on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-800/84 
- 
COM(84) 416 final) for a
regulation concerning the conclusion of the
Cooperation Agreement between the European
Economic Community and rhe Yemen Arab
Republic.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul (S), ft,pporteilr. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the proposed cooper-
ation agreement between the European Communiry
and the Yemen Arab Republic is the first of its kind to
be envisaged with one of the Gulf States. Up ro now
the European Communiry has had no contractual ties
with this region. The agreement is thus a 'first' borh
for the Yemen Arab Republic and for the European
Community, and it is to be hoped that other Smtes in
the region will follow suit, perhaps even rhe Gulf
Cooperation Council.
In its resolution of 15 September 1981 the European
Parliament welcomed the Council Decision of January
and February 1980 on cooperarion agreements of this
kind, and expressed the hope that they would aim at
long-term cooperation and take accounr of the reci-
procal interests of the panies concerned and of the
political dimension contained in the Euro-Arab dia-
logue.
Ve are glad that an initiative which the European
Parliament too has promorcd with special enthusiasm
has now borne fruit. In spring 1984 the European Par-
liament delegation for relations with the Gulf States
visited the Yemen Arab Republic, which currendy
holds the chairmanship of the Interparliamentary Arab
Union. It familiaiized itself with the situation in the
country, with problems and progress concerning the
agreement which was then at the discussion stage, and
with the situation in the Middle East in general.
The prompt follow-up by the Commission and Coun-
cil is gratifying, although vre are obliged to note that
the Council has not adhered correctly to the Luns-
Vestenerp procedure. Our position in committee was
thus a somewhat difficult one, as we had to produce a
repon within a very shon time. This in turn gives rise
to new circumstances here, so that we need to com-
plete the draft report now before us and make it more
precise. A number of corrections are also required to
Pan B.
Despite the reservations which arise as a result of pro-
cedural considerations we are submitting this repon
today because we think this conflict is an internal
Community matter which should be thrashed out
internally. But we mus[ not allow the Yemen Arab
Republic to suffer as a result, and rhe decision on the
agreemenr musr nor be delayed.
Like many countries outside the European Com-
muniry the Yemen Arab Republic doubdess has rou-
ble enough coming to terms with the plethora of
European institutions. In our draft report we rhus
endorse the proposed cooperation agreemenr. If rhe
European Parliament supports it and approves our
resolution, we shall consider this agreement as ratified.
The additions ro rhe morion for a resolution in our
repon, which we propose in our amendmenm, cover
three main points: firstly, the Yemen Arab Republic is
a developing country. And so in our view the coopera-
tion agreement should place less emphasis on trade
and should concenrare far more on cooperation
aimed at funhering development.
Ve are therefore particularly happy to find that the
other committees we have consulrcd, especially the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, are
thinking along rhe same lines as the Committee on
External Economic Reladons. Cooperation should
above all assist rural development and the development
of the Yemen Arab Republic's agriculture, to enable it
to feed its populadon. Vhen we were in the Yemen
Arab Republic last February as rhe delegation for EP
relations wirh the Gulf Stares we reached the convic-
tion that these specific cooperariqn objectives were the
ones best suited ro meer rhe real needs of the country.
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Secondly, we believe that an appropriate financial pro-
tocol, appropriarc financial undenakings, should be
tied in with this agreement, otherwise there would be
little change in the state of cooperation to date
between the European Community and the Yemen
Arab Republic, and the agreement would be a purely
formal framework which would in the long term dis-
appoint rather than fulfil expectations.
Thirdly, we would sress the polidcal dimension of this
agreement as a step towards sronger Communiry
commitment to the objective of peaceful solutions to
the conflicts in this region.
Through a cooperation agreement of this kind we
have hopes of working together well and for a long
period of dme. The aim of such agreements must not
be to impose on these countries our own model of
industrial development. 'We must aim to cooperate as
Partners.
One personal comment, if I may. The European Par-
liament has already on many occasions stated, with
reference to the situation in the Member States of the
European Communiry, that the majoriry of the popu-
lation, i.e. women, cannot and must not be excluded
from playing their pan in and influencing political
thought, and they must not be denied equal rights.
\7hat I mean is, without wishing to interfere in that
country's domestic affairs, that we hope to see
women's righr granted a place also in the Yemen Arab
Republic and above all that women in that country
should be given the vote.
Our Commitrce approves the proposed cooperation
agreement. Very attentively, and certainly in the inter-
ests of our Yemeni cooperation panners, we shall
monitor and suppon the work of the Joint Committee
and ensure that the agreement is correctly imple-
mented in line with the objectives set out here by the
Committee on External Economic Relations and Par-
liament's delegadon to the Gulf.
President. 
- 
If the following speakers are brief and if
I may ask the inrcrpreters for an extra five minutes, we
could finish this debate by 8.05 p.m.
Dame Shelagh Roberts (ED), Cbairman of the Com-
mittee on External Economic Rektions. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I inrcrvene in this debarc to draw Parliament's
arrenrion in panicular rc paragraphs 3 and 4 of the
motion for a resolution which deal with the inade-
quary of the consultation with Parliament over the
terms of this agreement.
The facts are tha[ the negotiations were concluded on
22May o{ this year. Clearly, Mgqbe-rs of.Parliament
were not in a position immediately before the elections
to deal with the matter, but we could have dealt with it
in the lamer pan of July when the Committee on
External Economic Relations was constituted. !7e'
might indeed have wished to avail ourselves of the
opponuniry of a meeting as provided for under the
Luns-Vesterterp procedure. \7hat in fact happened
was that the committee was only nodfied of the. con-
tents of the agreement on 25 September, the agree-
ment was signed on 9 October and we were hasrcned,
as the rapporteur has already indicated, into giving our
rePort.
I would like the Council to take norc of the fact that it
was with some difficulry that I was able to persuade
the Committee on External Economic Relarions to
take the repon in time to have it on the agenda for the
December pan-session. I would also like the Council
rc understand that if there were [o be a repetition of
this degree of haste and failure to consult adequately,
the committee might not be so accommodating on
another occasion.
Mr van Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, your
suggestion is a good and a wise one. In view of the
imponance of this rcpic, in the eyes of my group also,
because it constitutes a new initiative, five minutes will
nor be enouth. It would not do jusdce to the matter at
issue! Consequently I would ask that this point be held
over until tomorrow, when we can still express our
views briefly, but with the necessary clariry. A five-
minute debate would not do justice to this new initia-
tive. Nor would it be very polite to our new friends.
President. 
- 
Mr van Aerssen, if that is the case and
you want to give it a bit more time than we can allow,
I will have ro rule that the debate will be continued on
\Tednesday night.
Mr Crycr (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President. I
was somewhat at a loss to understand your interpreta-
tion of the Rules when my comrade raised a question
on the possibility of the Commissioner answering a
matter now rather than tomorrow, when his question
would be too late, and you said you could not call on
the Commissioner. Surely, under Rule 55(5) you could
ask the Commissioner if he udshed to make a request
to be heard, because under Rule 56(5) Members of the
Commission and the Council 'shall be heard at their
request'. I have no doubt that had you given the Com-
missioner an opponuniry, he would have been only
too anxious to explain the curious circumstances in
which a plane was ordered from a British aircraft fac-
tory and somehow was replaced by a French plane not
yet on the drawing-board even. I would be grateful for
your confirmation that would have been the position
had you given him that opponunity.
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President. 
- 
Mr Cryer, the question put by Mr New-
man relates to a question down for Question Time,
and therefore I felt it more appropriate that it be dealt
with in Question Time rather than enlarging the
debate on Mr Vurtz's report. That is why I did not
call the Commissioner. No doubt Mr Newman could
speak to him privately after this sitting, but the appro-
priate place for answering the question is in Question
Time.
(The sitting anas closed at 8 p.*.),
I Agendafor the next sitting: see Minutes
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD
Wce-heside*
(The sitting anas opened at 9 a.m.)t
t. Membership d* r":Xi;:nof the European Com-
President. 
- 
By letter of 10 Decemb er l9B4 the Presi-
dent of the Commission, Mr Thorn, informed me that
Mr Pisani, Vice-President of the Commission, has
asked to be relieved of that posr in order to take up his
new duties.
The Commission has agreed that Mr Pisani's duties
will be taken over by the Commission President.
when I first put forward this demand a few months
back, certain colleagues srying to me: yes, but that
goes without safng 
- 
it is impossible for a budget not
to cover the whole year. And they righdy referred to
the Treaties, which clearly srare rhar the financial year
runs from I January to 31 December. It should there-
fore be self-evident, and it might be addcd that there is
hardly a finance minister in any of the ten Communiry
countries who would contemplate presenting to his
national parliament a budget proposal which only cov-
ered ten monrhs, with a commenr to the effect that
'any problems arising subsequently we can solve as we
go along'! !7e cannot imagine anything like that hap-
pening, yet here we are with the rcn finance ministers
of the Communiry joining rogether rc propose a
budget which does not apply ro rhe year as a whole.
\7ith regard to the rejection by the Council of funher
negotiations, I must say that personally I find it irres-
ponsible. I would have preferred 
- 
and I think that
goes for many here in this chamber 
- 
ro negodarc
right up rc the last day, indeed to the last minute, in
order to reach a solurion and to avoid a budget crisis.
But the Council chose to break off negodarions 
-with three days still ro run. In view of this decision in
the Council we are fully entitled rc ask the quesrion:
who is really rejecting the budget? Is it really Parlia-
ment, or is it rhe Council which is rejecdng the
budget?
The question is as follows: what precisely is the propo-
sal which Parliament will be rejecting on Thursday?
'!Vhy, the proposal which the Council senr ro Parlia-
ment after its second reading was almosr identical to
the proposal it sent after its first reading. The differ-
ences consisted of purely cosmeric changes. They were
cosmetic in the sense that a few irems were enrcred in
brackets, and a few items were accepted which Parlia-
ment would have been able rc adopr on its own in any
case. In other words, progress in relation to the first
reading in the Council was infinitesimal. let me rry ro
slT up the three main problems which were clearly
defined by Parliament during our first reading of thl
budget proposal.
The first of course relates to the whole question of the
EAGGF Guaranree Secdon: the funds entered in the
Council proposal do not cover rhe entire year. It is of
course difficult rc say ar rhe present time how grear
the need will be in 1985, bur it is clear that the sum of
18 000 million enrcred by the Council of Ministers is
not enough. The Commission's estimarc is presumably
the best we have ar rhe present time, and aicording to
that estimate there is a ihonfall of I 300 million. Vith
regard to the problems surrounding the repayments to
the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, it musr be said that these are not included in the
Council's budget proposal. This despite the fact that a
political agreemenr was reached at Fontainebleau rhat
these repayments should be made. \7e may argue
about how the money is rc be repaid. Parliament has
one view, the Council has another. But the principle at
2. B*dget 198i
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next irem is rhe repon by Mr Fich,
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on the rejec-
tion of the draft budger of the Communities for rhe
1985 financial year (Doc. 2-1185/84).
Mr Fich (Sl, principal rd?portet4r. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presi-
denq the Committee on Budgets recommends rejec-
tion of the budget for 1985. At its meering yesterday
evening, the Committee on Budgets searched repear-
edly for a way of avoiding this ourcome, but the iesult
nras negarive with 35 votes in favour of rejection, one
against and one absrention. The fact that the Com-
mittee on Budgets came ro this conclusion was due to
rwo decisions: one was the resolution of the Com-
mittee on Budgets itself last week, which was adopted
by 33 votes in favour, none against and no abstentions.
The plain message of this resolution was rhar rhe
Comminee on Budgets demanded that the budget for
1985 should cover she whole of 1985 and thar no
second budget might be adopted. That was one of the
decisions. The orher was thar taken by the Council
according to which the Council refused ro negoriare
funher with rhe Committee on Budgets and rifused
any funher discussion on the framing of a budget for
the whole of tggs. These rwo decisions taken mgether
could only lead the Committee on Budgets to rhe con-
clusion it has reached, namely to recommed a rejec-
tion of the budget proposal.
Vith regard ro the first point, i.e. that the budger
should cover rhe whole year, I remember clearly,
I App.roo.al.of Minutes 
- 
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- 
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issue here is that this problem has been overlooked in
the budget proposal. And finally we have to norc that
the funds made available for non-compulsory expendi-
ture are extremely small and that Parliament is being
allowed very little scope for increasing these funds. It
is panicularly distasteful to me 
- 
and I think the
Committee on Budgets as a whole feels the same way
- 
that chapter 9, i.e. policy towards the developing
countries, has been systematically plundered. Time
and again that is the area which bears the brunt of
Council cutbacks in non-cornpulsory expenditure, and
I must say that, in view of the problems we are faced
with in relation to the developing countries, the policy
the Council of Ministers is pursuing here is utterly
incomprehensible to me. Parliament's Committee on
Budgets was not willing to accept this proposal from
the Council of Ministers as it srcod afrcr the first read-
ing and cannot, accept it as it stands, broadly speaking,
after the second reading. The Commitrce therefore
proposes that it be rejected.
Vhat is the problem in the Council of Ministers? It is
not of course th'at the entire Council of Ministers
thinks that we should be presented with such a budget
proposal. It is that two or three governments are of the
opinion that this is.the way.. These 
.two or three gov-
ernments are now in a position unilaterally to deter-
mine the position of the Council of Ministers. They
maintain that the prime concern is to balance the
budget, and it is clear that budget balance is one of the
requirements of the Treaties 
- 
it is stated in the Trea-
ties, but there are other things in the Treaties as well,
such as the fact that the budget must cover the whole
year. Moreover Parliament has clearly stated its priori-
ties, namely the fight against unemployment and the
fight against hunger in the world, and we do not see
these things in the proposal which has been put before
us. It must be said that, when the Council of Ministers,
or part of it, adheres so rigidly to balance in the
budget, it becomes a slave to a single provision, where-
as it should'of course be a slave to all the provisions of
the Treary concerned with the budget, since they con-
tain the other things which Parliament has demanded.
Clearly, rejection of the budget raises a number of
practical problems. It has already been said that prob-
lems may arise in relation to the Social Fund and the
developing countries, problems in getting the Esprit
programme staned and of course, after a dme, prob-
lems in relation to the EAGGF Guarantee Section. But
these problems can be solved if the will is there. I
therefore appeal to both the Council and the Commis-
sion and to my colleagues here in the chamber to
endeavour, when the provisional rwelfth system result-
ing from budget rejection takes effect, to minimize the
damage to third parties, so that we do not hurt the
innocent but keep it a conflict between Parliament and
rhe Council 
- 
not a conflict in which third panies are
tiken hostage for one reason or another.
Mr President, we have now had five or six years of
budget crisis, and I personally would have liked us to
have one year of budget Peace 
- 
indeed I have
worked m try to achieve that. It does not look as
though this wish will be fulfilled. \7hen the Council
had finished its work on the budget proposal, I too
realized there was nothing to be done' It was not pos-
sible to bring the views into sufficient convergence to
afford us a year of budget peace. But in spite of every-
thing I remain convinced that the Community will
very soon need a year of budget peace, for these per-
sistent budget crises year afrcr year mean that many
other things have to be halted. !fle are unable to make
progress in a whole range of policy fields, because all
attention is focussed on these budget crises.
As my last but one point, I should like to address a
word of heartfelt thanks rc the Irish presidency. It is
my firm opinion that the Irish presidenry has done
everthing in its power to meet Parliament's wishes in
solving the budget crisis, but of course the presidenry
was not able to settle all the problems in the Council,
and that is why we are in this situation. I can assure
Mr O'Keeffe, who has just entered the chamber, that
the budget rejection which will probably take place on
Thursday will not be any negative reflection on the
Irish presidency. The Irish presidency does'not in my
view share the blame for the situation we shall be in
when the budget is rejected.
Mr President, with these words I commend my report
- 
e .very short repon covering only four points 
- 
to
Parliament to assess and decide upon on Thursday.
Mr Cot (Sl, Cbairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.-(IR) Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the budget
vote is a fundamental event in the life of any parlia-
ment. It is the decisive moment at which the contract is
concluded with the representatives of the people, the
moment which should mark the conjugation of the
efforts to be pursued over the coming year in all the
Community's fields of activity, the moment at which
the will to finance the full range of the Community's
programmes should be demonsrated.
Clearly, therefore, rejection of the budget is a grave
matter. Let me assure you that your Committee on
Budgets does not under-estimate the gravity of the
decision that it is recommending to you.
You must be in no doubt that the system of provisional
rwelfths, which will be brought in if you adopt our
motion for a resolution, does involve serious disadvan-
tages, in that it blocks the launching gf new policies
and obstructs the smooth operation of existing poli-
cies, funding for which has to be released month by
month, on a limited basis. I must point ou[, however,
that finance for rwo or more months can be drawn,
subject to a Council decision in the case of compulsory
expenditure or a Council proposal approved by the
European Parliament in the case of non-compulsory
expenditure.
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Finally, it is absolutely clear that rhis sysrem will com-
plicate the work of the incoming Commission, on
whose first sreps we shall be casdng a symparheric eye.
'!7e have no desire to put the Commission under
excessive pressure, but it will neverrheless be ham-
pered, handicapped in such a situation. -
Vhy have we been driven to rhis extreme? Because, as
our rapporteur has just been saying, this budget is a
budget for ten months instead of twelve, whereas a
budget covering a full year is clearly required under
the terms of rhe Treary of Rome. Needless ro say,
none of our nadonal parliaments would be prepared to
consider such a budget!
But, we shall be rcld, you are quibbling about demils,
about principles, when the Community is in a state of
crisis. Vhar is true is that, as we see ir, this is not a
question of details but a matter of principle: budgetary
provision on an annual basis is rhe expression of a
communiry, of solidariry. It is the means used to give
an undertaking that the finance needed [o cover com-
mitmenm entered into will be provided over [he com-
ing year; a budget for ten months would be a negarion
of the very concepr of a communiry. Community spirit
would be dissipated as we enrered an era of consrant
haggling, an eta of never-ending blackmail. Ten
months for 1985? !7hy not six or eight monrhs for
1986 or 1987, followed by some son of system for
doling out resources on a piecemeal basis, which
would put paid to any norion of a community?
My description of this situation is not exaggerated. It
became clear ro us in the course of the budgetary con-
ciliadon procedure that a number of States were of the
view rhat the estimates made by the Commission, on
the basis of which the draft budget for 1985 had been
prepared, were uncenain, liable to fluctuation, of
doubrful reliability, and declared that they would sup-
pl-ement the funding [o rhe exrcnt necessary at the end
of the year.
This will give you a fair indication of the doubts that
had set in about whether it would even be possible to
operate to this budger, precisely because ir was nor
going to be capable of covering rwelve months. \7hat a
retrograde srcp compared with the acqais communau-
taire, compared wirh the text of rhe Treary of Rome
itself! \7e believe 
- 
and this is the fundamental reason
for the stance adopted by your Committee on Budgerc
- 
that, in a period of crisis such as the present, thlre
is a need for a greater spirit of communiry, more soli-
dariry, and rhat rhis Parliamenr has no right to allow
the budget 
- 
the instrumenr of this spiiir of com-
munity and solidariry 
- 
to disinregrate.
Admittedly, some members of the Council were recep-
rive to our concern and well disposed to conciliation,
and the Council made a gesrure of sorts by writing
into the budget, in square brackets, the amount
needed to make up the shonfall.
Vithout belittling the effons and goodwill shown by
some 
- 
notably the Irish Presidenry, to which I in
turn wish to pay tribute here 
- 
I can only rake nore,
point the finger and decry this curious hypocrisy of
the entry between square brackets, this new legal cate-
gory, this curiosity which is anything bur a budget
commitmenl since we are being told in the same breath
that a supplementary budget will have to be arranged
in 1985 in order ro cope. The position is therefore as
we thoughr: this is not a budget for twelve monrhs,
since a second budget ar leasr will be needed ro ger us
through the year.
The explanation given to us by the Council is that this
is the only way ro avoid lapsing into illegality, to
ensure rhat we do not breach the agreemenm of lgzo
and 1975 setting the l0/o VAT ceiling on Communiry
own resources. But there is a solution, the very one
adopted by the Commission and the Council for the
supplementary and amending budget for 1984: an
intergovernmental agreement on advances from the
States to meer rhe situation. Indeed, the Commission
imelf had indicated this course in its prelimin ary draft,
which had envisaged advances on own resources. Nor
is it even necessary to andcipate the cenain exhaustion
of own resources in order to opt for such advances, a
fact made clear to us in connecdon with the supple-
mentary budget for 1984. Moreover, I would be
tempted, here, ro reply: if one course is illegal, the
orher is even more so. Vhile it may be rrue ihat, as
matrcrs smnd, no solurion is available which would be
entirely consistent wirh all the agreements concluded
subsequent to the Treary of Rome, the Council for its
pan is displaying contempt for the most fundamenral
provisions of the Treaty, which is the basic chaner of
our Community, and for the principle of annuality
which is spells out in unequivocal terms.
The crux of the matter 
- 
and here again I can reveal
withour any breach of confidence thar one member of
the Council admitred as much 
- 
is that the problem
confronting us is political, not legal. The ourcome
hinges on whether or nor we have the will to use this
basic instrumenr, rhe annual budgeq in the inrerests of
preserving our Community.
Parliament and its Commirtee on Budgers have tried
to keep rhe door open unril the last minute. Mr Fich,
our rapporteur, has made the most strenuous effons rc
this end, for which I take this opponuniry to thank
him. The budgetary conciliadon proceduie was fol-
lowed. It led to nothing. '$7e were nevenheless pre-
pared to wair, and we did wait until the last momenr,
until yesterday evening, before recommending to the
House the grave srep of rejecting the budget. \7e rrere
prepared ro engate in a final effon at conciliadon,
which could have taken place this week. The Council
decided that rhis would not be appropriate. It is now
necessary to draw the only radonal conclusion, which
is that rhe budget musr be rejected. This is what your
Committee decided last evening, by a very iarge
majoriry.
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Consequently, your Committee decided that it would
be illogical for it to give its opinion on the amend-
ments which might have been proposed on the second
reading, since that would have been inconsistent with
the motion for a resolution that it is proposing, which
calls for the outright rejection of the budget.
A final word, Ladies and Gentlemen: if we adopt this
course, if you endorse the opinion of your Committee
on Budgets, firmness and consistency will be essential.
The worst possible thing would be for us to reject this
draft budget now, only to accept it lock, stock and
barrel a few weeks or months hence. If we adopt this
motion for a resolution, we must stick to it; only by
doing this can we make an effective contribution to
the consolidation of the Community institutions. Ve
must realize what this motion for a resolution commits
us to.
(Applause)
Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. 
- 
Mr
President, on this my fourth monthly appearance
before you in plenary sitting, it is my task to present to
you the most important points in the Council's deci-
sions taken at its second reading of the draft budget
on 29 and 30 November. The Council's session was
preceded by a meeting with the parliamentary delega-
don led by your President, Mr Pflimlin, and followed
almost immediately by .y meeting on 3 December
with your Committee on Budgem.
The general opinion among my colleagues in the
Council, and indeed among parliamentarians whom I
have had the opponunity to consult, was that the
meeting between the Council and the parliamentary
delegation was a genuine dialogue in which the parti-
cipants seriously addressed themselves to the main
questions and were able to explain, on both sides and
with reasons, how they thought progress could be
made. During the Council session I had ample evi-
dence that what had been said on the parliamennry
side was in the forefront of Ministers' minds as they
examined the results of your votes at the first reading.
I had the opponunity to report on the Council session
to your Committee on Budgets and to answer the bar-
rage of questions which its members posed to me.
I understand that yesterday evening your Committee
on Budgets decided to recommend to you to reject the
draft budget. I also understand that in the discussion
one of the reasons for adopting such a hard line was
that since the Council had decided not to come to
Strasbourg on'$Tednesday to hold a consultation with
the Parliament, there was nothing nev/ to discuss and
rejection was the only possible course.
I say thar this surprises me because of the things said at
the same Committee on Budgets last week, when, in
response to a su8gestion that the Council should be
invircd to a consultation, a number of speakers from
different groups made it abundantly clear that they did
not wish to invite the Council to come to Strasbourg
and no such invitation emerged from your committee.
(Protests)
Indeed, your committee took an indicadve vote in
favour of rejection as if the last words had already
been said. I have to say to you in all frankness that this
greatly handicapped my personal attempts to sustain
the dialogue between the Council and Parliament and
that I greatly regret a tactic which has resulted in a
totally spurious reason for voting for rejection.
The stated reason is that the draft budget as modified
by the Council allegedly does not cover 12 months. I
turn immediately to this question, which has com-
manded the most discussion both within the Council
and in exchanges with your Committee on Budgem
and with your delegation in dialogue 
- 
the question
of the supplemenmry and amending budget for 1985.
In interinstitutional discussion this question has been
addressed under a number of descriptions 
- 
thel0
months' budget, respect for the rule of annuality, res-
pect for the proper funcdoning of the common agri-
cultural policy, and so on.
For the full understanding of the Council's strategy, it
may be helpful if I recall the main factors which have
been in discussion: this means to some extent retracing
what I have said in previous interventions. Throughout
the budgetary procedure for 1985, the Council has
taken as ir guiding principle that the budget should
respect the legislation in force at the time when the
budgets is adopted, which means that expenditure
should remain within the 1% VAT ceiling. No
resources in excess of 1% VAT are currently available
to the Community under any Treaty anicle or under
any legislative decision of the Council or under any
agreement among the Member States. No simple
budgetary entry referring to additional receipts actu-
ally creates these receipts, and any proposed expendi-
ture dependent upon the existence of extra receipts
would not be possible.
To remain within the 10lo limit, the Council reduced
the amount requested in the preliminary draft budget.
In effecting this reduction, it had full regard to the
provisions of Anicle 203 and, in panicular, to Parlia-
ment's righ6 in the field of non-compulsory expendi-
ture. Consequently, the Council was impelled to
reduce the agricultural expenditure proposed by the
Commission in the preliminary draft budget. This
meant that if the Commission's estimates of agricul-
tural expenditure in 1985 are accurate 
- 
and the
Commission has confirmed that it maintains them,
then the provilion in the budget is insufficient for the
full year. It was in recognition of this that the Council
at im first reading entered into a formal obligation
which includes an undenaking to meet by 1 October
1985 the additional budgetary requirements that will
arise in 1985.
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It also stated that this would be done through a sup-
plementary and amending budget for which additional
funds will be provided. This is not a legal text and it
did not ar rhar point give rise to budgetary entries. It
was, however, a firm assurance that the whole of the
1985 budgetary requirements would be financed. How
this was rc be done was left open because, in the inter-
val, a number of other decisions relative ro the 1985
solution were due to be taken. I October was chosen
as the last date for decision 
- 
nor the d,arc for deci-
sion but the last date for decision because it seemed to
the Council essenrial that the 1985 supplementary
budget quesrion should have been resolved before the
Treaty date, 5 October, for placing the drafr 1985
budget before Parliament.
Some misunderstanding has crept into the quesrion of
the budgetary requirements of the common agricul-
tural policy. Some parliamentarians have said that the
figure of I 315 million ECU, which is rhe difference
between what the Commission asked for and what rhe
Council provided, is insufficient because it does not
take account of the financial consequences of the
1985/86 price-fixing. The fact is that in the procedure
for the establishment of an annual budget ihe Corn-
mission and the budgetaqy authority based themselves
on constanr hypothesis without taking account of pos-
sible changes in agricultural regulations in the annual
price-fixing. It has also been said that the extra provi-
sion, I 315 million ECU, may in anry case be insuffi-
cient. In fact, ir is not so long ago since a number of
parliamenmrians were arguing that the 1984 agricul-
tural expenditure provision was likely to be excessive.
Since then we have seen, in the events of the 1984 sup-
plementary and amending budget and in the ourrurn,
how difficult it is ro estimare, even close to the time of
expenditure, exactly how much policy execution costs.
Vhen I have appeared before you on a number of
occasions during the past three months, I have
explained ro you that the Council considered that rhe
whole of the necessary common agricultural poliry in
1985 was covered 
- 
first, by the budgetary enries
which the Council made at first reading and second,
by the terms of its statement, which y/as an obligadon
upon the Council to provide additional funds. You
were not satisfied. In your first reading you voted for
increased CAP spending and for additional receipts.
You jusdfied this by safng that the budget had to
cover the whole 12 monrhs, but in doing so you unbal-
anced the budget because you postularcd expenditure
for which there is no corresponding income. Your r"y-
ing that there would be income did not create ir, and
your proposed revenue entry does not even create any
obligadon on rhe Council or the Member States to
provide it. That obligation had already been entered
into by the Council in rhe form which I have des-
cribed.
The Council has consequently found it impossible to
follow you because you were asking it ro agree to a
non-funded budget. However, it recognized your con-
cern and, in an effon ro meet it, did agree ro rwo
budgetary enries. The first corresponds to your wish
to place credits for additional CAP expenditure into
reserve in Chapter 29. The second concerns the cor-
responding receipts. However, in order to show rhat
these receipts do not yet exist and therefore thar
expenditure cannor be incurred, the Council placed
these amounts in square brackets, observed that they
were nor included in the budgetary totals and recalled
in the form of commentary its declaration concerning
the addidonal budgetary requirements for which addi-
tional funds will be provided 
- 
this without prejudice
to the nature of these funds.
I have heard it argued that the step forward which rhe
Council took in response to Parliamenr's demands is a
divergence from budget pracrices observed throughout
the Member Sares, because ir still leaves the Com-
munity with a budget for less than 12 months. As I
have explained, I do no[ accepr and the Council does
not accepr the substance of the criticism, because
financing and expenditure are assured for rhe whole
l2 monrhs of 1985, just as they are also assured by the
Council's acrions and those of rhe Member States for
the whole of tgg+ 
- 
the year in which own resources
ran out.
I would also point our rhar the argument which
invokes national budgets shows the danger of false
analogies leading, as they musr, ro unfounded conclu-
sions. To the regret of many Member States their
national budgers balance and cover a budgetary year
only because of recourse to public secror borrowing.
The plain fact is that we in rhe Communiry do not
possess this faciliry. Vhether in some vast budgeary
reform we should possess it is irrelevanr ro the discus-
sion we are having today.
Some honourable Members contend that there is, in
fact, no financing problem because, in their opinion,
Parliament has the power ro determine the level of
receipts. Vharcver else may be said about this long-
standing argumenr, I think we could agree rhar no
Communiry institurion has the power ro fix VAT in
excess of the ceiling prevailing at the time. I should be
surprised if you were to maintain that Parliament has
the power to dictate rc the Member Starcs what they
should pay under the terms of legislation u,hich doei
not exist and which the Council, as legislator, would
have to adopt as the legal basis for iny budgerary
entry providing for other receipts. Thus, when some of
you criticize the budget by alleging that the Council
has the power to provide additional receipts but has
refrained from exercising rhat power, you 
"ie, to 
put it
very simply, in error. The Council has said, originally
in its statemenr and now in the framework of budget-
ary entries, that addirional funds willbe provided.
Some honourable Members have said that while they
might not agree with what the Council did at firjr
reading, it was at least logical. Vhar the Council did at
second reading was equally logical because it trans-
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posed its statement into budgeary terms. The question
is asked: Are these budgetary entries a legal basis for
additional revenue and additional expenditure? The
clear answer is that in themselves they are not and
were not intended to be. They indicate how additional
CAP expenditure which will give rise to additional
budgeary requirements will be met. In that sense the
Council's decision at second reading is a political sig-
nal. You frequently tell us that what you want with the
Council is a serious political discussion. A political sig-
nal of that kind is not one to be interpreted by looking
at Trealy anicles. It is perhaps unfortunate that on
both sides of the budgetary authority we tend at times
to overlook this disdnction and inflict upon ourselves
some of our more sterile quarrels.
Vhat, in essence, is the result of the Council decision
on 1985 CAP expenditure and funding? It maintains
the balance of the budger It does not prejudice the
form which the additional funds will take. It recog-
nizes explicitly that additional budgetary requirements
will arise in 1985. It shows how these additional
requirements will be met. It ranslates the Council's
statement, which remains unchanged as an obligation
entered inrc by the Council, into language used in the
budget. It indicates in the budget itself a figure for
EAGGF expenditure over the year. My view, which I
have conveyed to you often enough, was that what the
Council had offered on its first reading was, in all the
circumstances, equitable. At its second reading and in
an unmistakable response to your advocary, the
Council has gone beyond its earlier solution and has,
in my view, succeeded in finding the point at which
the budgetary authority should now reach the agree-
ment which will enable the budget to be adopted.
Another question which presently divides us is the cor-
rec[ion of budgetary imbalances or, in more familiar
terms, the budget correction for the UK 
- 
with Ger-
man consequences. Before I come rc the point of
divergence, it is highly satisfactory to note that now
on the principle of budgetary correction there is no
disagreement, either on the budgetary amount or on
the actual correction being made in the 1985 budget,
where you have not employed Chapter 100 this year.
In the light of the long and divisive history of budget-
ary corrections, this can be regarded as a significant
concertation within the budgeary authoriry.
Unfortunately, we remain divided on the method. You
vorcd for compensation to be on the expenditure side.
In effect you are in favour of continuing existing
arrangemenr based on regulations which expire this
year and which there is no proposal to renew. Your
argument, pan of which is to be found in the resolu-
tion which you adopted on the os/n-resources deci-
sion, is as follows. First, expenditure poliry is the
answer to budgeary imbalance, and this was recog-
nized by the European Council. Second, modulating
the VAT payment by Member States violates the prin-
ciple of unity. Third the European Council was wrong
to give to budgeary correcdon the same duration as
the increase in own resources, because you prefer a
shoner period. You sometimes argue that budgetary
correction will make a hole in expenditure.
Quite frankly, none of these arguments holds water.
The European Council meetint in Fontainebleau
declared that expenditure policy was the solution to
budgetary disequilibria, uldmately. But since this ulti-
mate solution is not available and has not come appre-
ciably closer since the great debate began several years
ato, the European Council decided that the correc-
tions should be deducted from the UK's normal VAT
share in the budget year following the one in respect
of which the correction is granted with an adjustment
also in the VAT share of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many.
Vhen my predecessors in the French presidency des-
cribed this to you at the incomplete stage of the nego-
tiations last March they said this, and I quorc:
'To save the peace of our marriage among Ten,
the presidenry, like the Commission and the
European Council recognized reluctantly that the
only way of avoiding the return to annual quarrels
damaging to the good functioning of the Com-
munity was to construct a mechanism resting on
simple and equitable rules. This, and we do not
conceal it, is a 'considerable concession to one of
the newcomers in the Community'.
The solution found by the European Council was wel-
comed all round as one capable of ending the series of
weary and debilitating annual wrangles to secure ad
boc rebates. It was pan and parcel of the agreement on
ov/n resources described by my own Prime Minister as
opening the way to an increase in own resources, thus
providing the means for the enlargement and the
relaunch of the Community and creating an atmos-
phere and spirit in which a relaunch becomes possible.
The Taoiseach also pointed out that the agreement
does not strike at fundamental Communiry principles.
It does not incorporate features which would under-
mine the system of own resources. In its definition of
the basis for the correction it gave clear recognition to
the fact that customs duties and agricultural levies of
which are the propeny of the Communiry should be
added, and I quote:
'I will not pretend that the agreement fully corres-
ponds to Community financial onhodoxy, but it is
a pragmatic arrangement which has resolved a
longstanding problem without doing violence to
the foundations of the Communiry.'
I myself analysed the correction system for you on
13 November. I said then that it was simple, transpar-
ent, effective and, in addition, abolished the need for
the long administrative tail of the other system. I
pointed out that in budgetary terms the effect is pre-
cisely the same and for this reason it was impossible to
understand your comment in your own resources
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resolution that correcrion on rhe receipts side reduces
the resources available whereas correcion via expendi-
ture does not. In fact, some among you suggest that if
there is a correction it reduces expenditure available
for other purposes and rhat there is therefore a hole in
the draft budget. It is this hole which you propose ro
plug with the additional receiprs of t.5 billion, which
you have chosen to wrire in on the receipts side.
Let me remind you that the Council in the draft
budget makes no provision at this stage for the budg-
etary correc[ion. It refers to this in ir declaration
along with the additional financing of CAP expendi-
ture. If therefore the budget were adopted in the form
in which the Council presenrc it to you, there would
be no hole and no shonfall of budgetary means
because of the correction. The European Council's
conclusion clearly says rhar the resulting cost for the
other Member States will be shared among rhem
according to their normal VAT share with rhe adjust-
ment for Germany.
I have said before, and I make no apology for saying it
again, that it is my hope that we can avoid endless
debate over this question. There cannot be much
doubt that politically 
- 
I am thinking of relations
among the Member States 
- 
administrarively 
- 
I am
thinking of the vast amounr of sheer paperwork and
bureaucrary which is required to operarc special mea-
sures 
- 
and in terms of measurable effect 
- 
I am
thinking of the availability of budgetary resources 
-the system negoriated through successive European
Council meedngs up to Fontainebleau, is one that will
work in a sraightforward fashion without perperuat-
ing wearisome negotiations and persisring discord.
There are a number of other imponanr matrers which
engage the Council and which I should reporr ro you
more briefly. The Council followed your initiative on
the Mediterranean integrated programmes by placing
15 m ECU in commitments in Chapter 100 and leaving
open the lines to which they should be ransferred, this
being a matrer ro be settled within the framework of
the enabling legislation. As you know, the Mediterra-
nean integrated programmes were extensively dis-
cussed at th. fuiopJrn Council meering in Dublin
about which my Prime Minister will be speaking later
today. The Council maintained the bulk of the
increases in commitments which you provided for the
Regional and Social Funds. These now well exceed the
Commission's proposals in the preliminary draft
budget.
'\7hen I reponed to you in October on the meeting in
San Jos6, you asked about the Community's aid effon
in Central America. The Council has made provision
both in commitments and paymenrc for increased
assistance in 1985 to Central American countries.
The Council rook a series of decisions concerning
food aid. This has, perhaps, become one of the most
imponant chapters in our budger so far as the outside
world is concerned, as well as being a long-standing
priority of the European Parliament. Vhat we are able
to do now within the framework of our budgetary
work is insufficient. The European Council in Dublin,
to which I presented my recommendations following
my recent visit to pans of Africa, has decided on a
greatly increased effort from the Member States of the
Community. It will be an early and urgent task, but
not one for today, rc give effect to the European
Council decision that toal food supply to Africa from
the Communiry and from the Member States should
be raised to 1.2 million tonnes.
Because of the imponance of the subject and because I
think there are a few differences between us, I think I
should explain the current situation in some denil.
Pan of the Community's food aid is in cereals and rice
under the provisions of the Food Aid Convention. You
wanted to increase payment appropriations for cereals
and rice for the Convention, but these increases are
not in fact needed and would not serve a purpose so
far as the Convention is concerned. The Council has
therefore maintained the payment appropriations as
well as the commitment appropriations requested by
the Commission. These will enable the Community to
discharge its obligations under the Convention. You
also proposed reductions in the appropriations for
milk powder and for buner oil. These reducrions
would have prevented the Commission from maintain-
ing its effon on behalf of traditional beneficiaries. For
this reason,,the Council agreed to a reduction of only
10m ECU in commirments and 9.7m ECU in pay-
men6, the payment appropriations being used to
increase food aid in cereals. For food aid, vegenble
oils and olive oil the Council reinstated the amounts
proposed by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget. For food aid and other products the Council
accepted Parliament's amendment in its entirery.
I believe that this is a balanced package and that it
deserves to go ahead as the first effon while u/e pre-
pare for a second phase of massive cereal supply from
the Community and im Member States to rhe stricken
areas of Africa.
The Council gave special attention to what you had
suggesrcd for Title 7 and it agreed that these are areas
of acrivity which are vital to the future economic
well-being of the Community. For rhe title as a whole,
the Council agreed to add 89m ECU of commitment
and 55m ECU of paymenr appropriations. This
includes increased appropriations for hydrocarbon
development projects and for rhe main research pro-
Brammes, radioactive wasrc management, non-nuclear
energ'y, environment, development of developing
counries, Esprit, advanced communication techno-
logy and stimulation of scientific and rcchnical porcn-
tial.
This analysis of the budgetary structure which
emerges from the Council's second reading leaves me
to share with you some reflections prompted by things
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said by some members of your Committee on Budgets
on what would happen if the necessary majority is
found among you to reject the 1985 draft budget.
At the meetint of your Committee on Budger last
Monday, I sketched out some of the consequences
which rejection of the 1985 draft budget wouid have
as far as the implementation of some of the major
Community policies are concerned. My brief analysis
has since been translated into a somewhat more
detailed one by the Commission representative in your
Committee on Budgets.
According to the Commission which, as you know,
would be responsible for implementing the system of
provisional twelfths, the application from l January of
the parameters imposed by Anicle 204 would have the
following effects. For EAGGF guarantee: instead of
the 18.3 billion ECU available in 1984 and the 18 bil-
Iion available in the 1985 draft, only 16.7 billion ECU
would be available under provisional twelfths. There is
a cenain irony in the fact that rejection of the budget
would have the effect of reducing the amount of
money available for EAGGF guarantee by 1.3 billion
ECU, exactly the same amount by which the Council
has committed itself to increasing it by I October next.
The Commission funher concludes that it would be
able to make average monthly advances of only
1.34 billion, as compared with the 1.6 billion which it
considers necessary. So right from the beginning of
January we would have an EAGGF problem on our
hands.
It could, of course, be argued that the Treaty provides
for the Council to go beyond the provisional twelfths
in respect of compulsory expenditure. But, of course,
as outgoing President, I can give no Buarantee as to
what the Council's position on that question will be in
rhe New Year.
The Commission funher drew attention to the social
policy sector. In 1984 1.63 billion ECU were available
in payments. In our 1985 draft we have budgeted for
1.44billion, whereas the application of provisional
welfths leaves us with 1.29 billion. In fact the situation
in respect of the Social Fund would be even more ser-
ious in the event of the rejection of the budgel
Anicle 4, paragraph 2 of the Social Fund regulation
No 2950183 provides that: 'The Commission shall
take decisions on applications before 3l March. If the
date of adoption for the budget for the financial year
is after I March, the Commission shall take its deci-
sions within 30 days of that date'. This seems to indi-
carc that all activiry resulting from the new Social
Fund Regulation, the commitment of fresh appropria-
tions and all payments arising therefrom would be
totally blocked until the month following the formal
adoption of the 1985 budget. The Community would
not even be able to operate on the basis of a provi-
sional twelfth system.
In the politically sensitive area of the budget devoted
ro cooperation and food aid 
- 
Title 9 
- 
the volume
of payment appropriations available under provisional
twelfths would be cut back to 700m ECU as against
841m in the amended draft budget and 929m in 1984.
On the revenue side there would not be a major prob-
lem, since the VAT component would be limited, to
the 1984 level; traditional own resources, customs
duties and agricultural levies are collected as they
arise. There would, however, be certain cash-flow
problems in view of the panicular situation obtaining
ar the end of this year.
Mr President, when the Council met the parliamentary
delegation for the budgenry dialogue 10 days ago, I
was left with the impression that there was a genuine
desire all round to sustain our arguments but to avoid
a conflict if the outcome of this conflict would be to
the Community's loss. Unfonunately, this is no longer
the case. I have given you a full statement of the rea-
sons upon which I base the contentions of the budget
presented ro you by the pouncil, a budget which will
cover the whole year. I have explained the commit-
ment which the Council has taken upon itself to
ensure that the whole of the 12 months will be cov-
ered. I have today also tried to explain to you what the
budget does and the pursuit and development of some
of the major policies which have been worked out
among our institutions. I believe that budgetary pow-
ers should be used to carry these policies forward, not
to frustrate or block.
I therefore call upon you to join with us in the Council
in creating the conditions which will permit the budget
rc be adopted and will permit 1985 to become a year
in which the Community moves forward towards the
goals which it has already set for itself, and the others
which are in the course of elaboration, rarher than the
year in which budgetary sanctions are applied and a
vast effon has to be invested among the institutions in
finding solutions to problems which we impose upon
ourselves as distinct from those with which we are
confronted.
Very simply, in conclusion, I do not suggest that the
budget as it stands is a perfect one.
(Laughter)
How could it be? Ve are subject to financial con-
straints because the necessary additional resources are
not yet available to us. Parliament is as much bound by
the present limitations in the Treaty as is Council. Asjoint budgetary authority, you jointly share budgetary
powers. Yer, ipso facto, this means you also share the
responsibilities, of which the principal one, I suggest
to you, is rc find a practical solution to our current
problems.
Is it in the interests of the Communiry and its citizens
to have a budget for 1985? I believe that the answer
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must be a resounding'Yes'. The corollary naurally, I
believe, must be that it is not in the inrcrests of the
Community and its citizens ro have rejection.
I would ask rhose who, in these difficult financial cir-
cumstances, would elevarc a desirable objective into an
unbreachable principle to reflect on the adage, is it
wise rc cut off your nose to spite your face? My final
appeal to you therefore, as a politician speaking to
politicians, is based on rhe mosr fundamental principle
of all, now that interinstitutional procedure, discussion
and dialogue has brought us ro the point where that
fundamental ptinciple can inform your decision.
Vhat is the principle of which I speak? Very simply, it
involves basing your decision on whether adopting the
budget for 1985 is in the best interests of the Com-
muniry and its cirizens or nor. Surely, as poliricians,
that must be the basic and fundamenral motive inform-
ing your decision. If you accept this principle, then it
seems clear to me thar we musr have a budget for 1985
and we must have it now!
(Apphuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO
Mr President, despite this similariry in the positions of
the institutions in the evaluation of the Communiq/s
expenditure requirements, there is a significant differ-
ence of approach between the Council and Parliament
as regards the means of financing these requirements.
The Commission has consisrenrly advocated the adop-
tion of an initial budget for 1985 providing full and
proper provision for these requirements for the com-
plete l2-month period. Ve have also presented the
necessary legisladve proposals to enable such a budget
to be adopted. Parliament has endorsed the need for a
l2-month budget. The Council, while committing
itself politically to the eventual establishment of a drafs
supplementary budget for the additional amount
required, has not been able so far ro adopt the new
legal instrument necessary to permit resources in
excess of 10/o of VAT to be called up.
In addition, Mr President, there is a problem concern-
ing the measures of budgerary compensarion for the
United Kingdom and Germany. Here again I have
made the Commission's position on rhe matter clear
on earlier occasions. Vhatever the merits of the case,
the Commission recognizes rhat rhe agreemenr
reached at Fontainebleau which provided explicitly for
this compensation to be effected through an abatement
on the revenue side, was the product of a long and dif-
ficult negotiadon. !7e therefore consider it right to
make proposals which are consisrent with that agree-
ment.
The Commission naturally hopes rhat despite rhe dif-
ferences of view between the two arms of the budget
authority, ir will none the less be possible to reach
agreement on a 1985 budget. Ve believe that it would
be in the best interesrs of the Communiry to avoid a
budgetary crisis now after so many monrhs, not ro say
years, of difficuldes and conflicts in the budgetary
field. The objective of adopring a budget for 1983
without another budgeary crisis would seem even
more warranred, given the large consensus which exits
on the Communiq/s actual budgetary needs for the
comrnS year.
Finally, Mr President, ther€ are rhe continued prob-
lems over enlargement and the need to reach agree-
ment on the ways of funher developing the Com-
munity and carrying it forward to be taken into
account. For all these reasons and in accordance with
the joint declaradon of 30 June 1982, President Thorn
has invited his presidential colleagues of Parliament
and the Council to a rialogue meering this afternoon
in an attempt ro prepare the ground for a resolution of
the outstanding problems. The Commission hopes
very much that it will be possible for the Council and
Parliament, even at this late hour, to come to an
agreemenr and adopt a budget for 1985. 'V'e, for our
pan, Mr Presidenr, will use our best endeavours ro
help rc bring about such an atreemenr.
If the Council and Parliament fail to resolve their dif-
ferences, and rhe budger is rejected, I, as the House
Wce-Presi.dcnt
Mr Tugendhat, Wce-fuesident of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, when I spoke in this House last month,
during Parliament's first reading of the 1985 budget, I
was glad ro nore that Parliamenr seems disposed to
follow the basic approach of the Commission as
regards rhe 1985 budget. Parliament expressly
endorsed the Commission's view that the budger
should cover all the necessary expenditure require-
ments of the year and it restore d a large proponion of
the cum which the Council had made in the non-com-
pulsoly field in respecr of the proposals put forward by
the Commission in ir preliminary draft budget.
Indeed, on all the major lines Parliament's figures
were within 50/o of those of the Commission.
The Council in its second reading has accepted a num-
ber of Parliament's amendments in the non-compul-
sory field and has recognized, in a somewhar more
clear and explicit fashion, the expenditure require-
ments for the EAGGF tuaranree which the Commis-
sion originally identified in its preliminary drafr
budget. Thus Parliament and the Council do not differ
so very much in terms of their evaluation of rhe Com-
munity's expenditure needs in 1985. In fact, they both
follow rather closely what the Commission originally
proposed. There is, of course, some discrepancy 
- 
as
there has been during all the past eight years which I
have experienced as budger Commissioner 
- 
in the
appreciation with regard ro non-compulsory expendi-
ture. But even this is nor, this year, so very dramatic.
1
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knows, will not be here next year rc deal with the con-
sequences. I, therefore, have no personal interest to
defend. But I am sure, Mr President, that continued
inter-institutional conflicts over questions that public
opinion finds veqy difficult to understand is not in the
best interests of the Community. Vhen powers are
divided berc/een two institutions, as they are in the
budgetarT field, creative tension is inevitable. But the
interests of the Communiry as a whole ought to come
before those of individual institutions. Mr President, if
the Council and if Parliament care about the Com-
munity, they should be prepared to reach a compro-
mlse.
(Applause)
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has no diffi-
culty in agreeing with the conclusions drawn by the
rapponeur. Even at the first reading the committee
expressed considerable dissadsfaction with the draft
budget because it does not meet the requirement that a
budget should normally cover expenditure and
revenue for a whole year.
That is why we have given our full suppon to the
amendment that calls for a I 300m ECU increase in
EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure and why we
have proposed modifications to the appropriations for
the Guidance Section of the EAGGF. Despite all its
undenakings, the Council has made concessions in
only a few insignificant respects and left the basic
issues untouched. The threat of all manner of blocking
in early 1985 is a form of blackmail for which we must
hold the Council responsible and which is also due to
its obstinacy.
Fufthermore, most members of the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and perhaps many
other Members of Parliament are wondering who in
fact rules the roost in the Council of Ministers now.
'!/e have the impression that some of the Finance Min-
isters are putting the brakes on or completely obstruct-
ing any kind of normal budgetary evolution, and this
is to ignore the fact that some of these Ministers will
be sitting on the Commission benches from next
month, with all the ontological problems that will
entail.
Ve of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food wonder how much influence the Agriculture
Ministers have now that they have been forced to play
the role of rcchnical ministers, charged with imple-
menting what others label as agricultural policy. Let us
have none of these complaints that the represenatives
of agricultural interests in both Parliament and the
Council think only of spending. The introduction of
the milk quota and the considerable opposition to this
measure among farmers in all the Community coun-
tries are proof that Parliament and the Council of
Agriculture Ministers have the courage to take and
suppon unpopular measures designed to cut expendi-
ture drastically.
'!7e hope that on the adoption of this draft budget
Parliament, the Council and the various branches of
the Council will again assume their respecdve respon-
sibilities. It will then be possible to pursue the agricul-
rural policy as it should be, and this agricultural
poliry, the only common poliry, will not be at the
merry of a few Finance Ministers.
Mr Adam (S). 
- 
Mr President, the committee has
not formally considered the question of possible rejec-
tion of the budget for 1985. I suspect that our com-
mittee is perhaps bemer placed than some of the other
structural spending committees and therefore might be
able to face the prospect of rejection a little bit more
evenly.
It would be churlish not to recognize the attempt that
the Council made, at its second reading to come some
way to meet our requests for additional expenditure
on the energy and research side. But I am bound to
point out to Parliament that v/e still lack a firm com-
mitment from the Council towards the framework
programme which was agreed last year. Ve are still
waiting for firm signs from the Council that they will
adopt a solid-fuel policy. Our past experience of the
way in which the money that we have managed to add
during the budget procedure has not been spent takes
the edge off many of the commen$ that the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council has made this morning.
Ve recognize that there is going to be a big pressure
exerted on non-compulsory expenditure in 1985 just
as there has been in 1984. The committee has already
discussed this aspect of the budgetary problem. !fle are
determined as a committee rc do everything vre can to
ensure that even in a provisional twelfths system the
Commission will spend the money for the budgetary
items rhat we have already agreed. This is one of the
questions that the President-in-Office of the Council
did not really address this morning. A great deal has
been said about the agricultural sector. Very little has
been said about the non-compulsory expenditure and
the way in which Parliament's rights over that sector
of the expenditure are progressively being squeezed.
As a committee we recotnize the challenge that we are
facing and we suppon. the Committee on Budgem in
its stand.
Mrs De Backcr-Van Ocken (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the profound differ-
ences of opinion between Parliament and the Council
have already been discussed at length. I should like, in
my turn, to say a few words about a problem which
many people may think less important but which will
be a stumbling block in cooperation berween the
Council and Parliament and clearly reflects a troubled
reladonship between the two institutions. I am speak-
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ing now principally as a member of the Commitree on
'S7omen's Rights, but I shall also quote a number of
flagrant examples I have collected as a member of the
Committee on Developmenr and Cooperation.
There is nothing unusual about the Council nor vanr-
ing to exceed cenain budgetary limirs. Ve appreciate
that it is not willing [o accepr the figures proposed and
approved by Parliamenr withour a murmur 
- 
estab-
lishing a budget is always rarher like haggling in a Per-
sian market 
- 
but it is inconceivable that the Council
should go completely against the trends and polidcal
tendencies indicated by Parliament. And yer rhis is
precisely what is happening. Parliament wants the dis-
proportionately high rate of unemploymenr among
women ro be nckled with suitable informarion and
training instruments. The Council says no. At the
request of the general rappofteur these items are
approved by the Committee on Vomen's Rights, the
Commirtee on Social Affairs and Employmenr, rhe
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Sport and rhe Committee on Budgem. The
whole of Parliament atrees. But the Council again
removes these appropriations, despite the clear argu-
ments that have been advanced, even where an
increase in expenditure is not in fact requested.
The siruation is even worse where development coop-
eration is concerned. The Commission, rhe Committee
on Budgets and the plenary opr for a srrucrural
approach and a forward-looking poliry to make
today's disastrous food shonages impossible in the
future. The Council does not agree. To improve food
supplies, parliamentary commirrees and Parliament
propose that dairy products should be replaced with
cereals and rice, which would not enrail an increase in
expenditure. The Council does not wanr rhis and rein-
states its original figures. This is really incredible! It
reminds us of the fighting that goes on in the national
governments between rhe finance and other ministers,
but they at leasr have a lengthy and thorough consul-
tation procedure for arriving at a consensus. There is
none of that here. Like some god, the Council thinks it
can reject everything and that it must reprimand Par-
liament.
But worst of all, the Council uses fine words ro avow
the very principles Parliament wants ro see adopted. In
San Jos6 everyone was very philantrophic, unemploy-
men[ was said rc be the greatest evil, but in facr 
-contrary to Parliament's will 
- 
an efficient form of
food aid is being boycotted, a realisric employmenr
policy is rejected, and there is even a tendency to
regard the problems which women face as marginal.
This disregard for Parliament's political will is unac-
ceptable.
Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr Presidenr, I rise in the absence
of the committee's draftsman, Mrs Dury, because I
think it is imponant rhat somebody should reply to
what the President-in-Office had ro say about the
consequences of rejection for the Social Fund. Parlia-
ment has been in the forefront of rhe institutional bat-
tle to increase the Social Fund, so that ir contains an
adequate response to the problem of unemployment.
Any threat to advances on the Social Fund musr of
course make us pause. However, we ought to take
note of the fact that in rhe year that has just finished,
1984, the Commission was unable Lo pay any advances
on the new projects under the new regulation for the
Social. Fund until September and my commirree will be
receiving a reporr nexr week from the Commission
which, I suspect,-will indiacate rhar the vast amount of
new advances were paid only in the last rwo monrhs of
this year. It is also true [hat in view of the budgetary
constraints, it is mosr unlikely rhar the Commission
will be able to make advances against the Socia[ Fund
for new projects during the first quaner of next year
anyway. In other words, the squeeze on resources in
such that the regulation irself cannot be implemented
as originally inrcnded. Indeed, in proposing the budget
for this year, the Commission has already reduced rhe
rate of advances available well to below the 50% thar
was foreseen in the regulation. Therefore, when consi-
dering the issue of rejection, I do not consider person-
ally that the Social Fund is an issue because whatever
happens whether we reject it or not today, ir is most
unlikely that the Commission would be able to pay
advances on neq/ projects in rhe first quaner of next
year. But by the first quaner of nexr year we rrusr thar
the Council will have come ro its senses and have
adopted a budget for the full 12 monrhs which will
enable us all rc implement the Community policies. I
make that point simply because the President-in-Off-
ice made specific reference to the Social Fund and I
think that Parliament's position should be made clear.
Mr Ebel (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as rapponeur for rhe Subcommittee on
Fisheries I should like to point out rhat my Committee
rejects the 1985 draft budget not only for the reasons
outlined this morning ro rhe House by rhe general rap-
porteur, but also because it wishes to express its deep
disappointmenr ar rhe fact that the Council has seen
fit, in the second reading, to cut back the provision of
15 million ECU in rhe non-compulsory area of fisher-
ies by 13 million ECU, thus reducing it ro a mere
2 million ECU. In the interests of the European fishing
industry we can on no account accept this.
During tHe first reading I emphasized that my Com-
mittee, wirh meticulous care and taking accognt of the
Communiq/s current financial circumstances, was
seeking to use only those funds which were absolutely
essential if the common fisheries policy were ro con-
tinue at all. In our view the Council's measures have
reduced our good intentions to a joke. Consequently
.my Committee finds itself unable to approve this
budget in its present form.
Mr Daakert (S).- (NL) Mr President, I will begin
by thanking Commissioner Tugendhat for what he lias
-t
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just said. I say this with some hesitation because I did
not think there was any chance of his being rcday after
the European Parliament' refusal ro granr the Com-
mission a discharge, although I am grateful for the
work he has done in the last few years. In recent
weeks I have seen quite a few Commissioners beating
a nasty retreat, and rhis leads me to conclude that not
everyhing can be left to the President in the Commis-
sion's last few weeks. But I think it would have been
politically better if the appropriarc Commissioners had
drawn the logical political conclusions on the basis of
the statements made in 1977 by Commissioner Tugen-
dhat and others. I believe this would have improved
the Commission's political prestige. I will say no more
about this, Mr President.
The President of the Council, who is no longer here,
has just said that it is not in the Communiry's interests
for this budgct to be rejected. I agree with him. At the
same time, I would say that it is even less in the Com-
muniq/s interests for this budget to be adopted. That
is the dilemma facing a Parliament which is aware of
irs responsibiliry. My group takes the view rhat rhis
budget must be rejected because its adoprion is even
less in the Community's interests than its rejecdon.
Vhy? Because 
- 
and I will summarize rhe reasons by
again quoting the Presidcnt of the Council 
- 
the
Council is mking so long to find practical solutions to
our current problems that there is no sign of a genuine
and responsible approach to the Community's budget-
ary problems
As the Socialist Group pointed out in larc 1983 on the
basis of thc information then available, thcre has been
a considerablc shonfall in the l9E4 budget, and the
Commission must ake some of the responsibility for
this. At the time no one thought this would happen,
but I bclieve the dismal fact that a supplementary
budget was needed in 1984 shows thar those who
predictcd this shonfall were right.
A supplemennry budget then, but I will let rhat pass.
However, if the establishment of this supplementary
budget has to be accompanied by thc violation of basic
principles relating to proper budgetary policy, I believe
we are even less likcly to find practical soludons.
I am still nor sure how things really stand with rhis
1984 supplementary budget. Ve know thal rwenue
will be substantially lower than rhe Council estimared.
There is considerable uncenainry about expenditure
owing to thc confusion over budgct lines and cash
items. This clouds the issuc, ineviably resulting in
growing rcnsion in the cooperation berween the rwo
sides of the budgetary authoriry, in one side viewing
the other with increasing distrust and in disputes
becoming unavoidable. In my opinion, the Council is
completely and exclusively to blame for this approach.
I believe Parliament is now nlking about rejection
because it does not considcr such an approach to the
budget to be in the Communiry's interests.
Despite all the Council's juggling, I can only describe
the draft 1985 budget a monstrosiry. The Council has
provided for morc agriculural expenditure at the
second reading than at the first. But I do not under-
smnd why it has to be put in square brackets. From
experience I know that thc Council has always used
square brackets to indicarc that it is not alking about
what was between these bracke$, but that is, of
course, a minor point. For all practical purposes they
mean nothing, and the chairman of the Committee on
Budgets has already said that, according to the Coun-
cil, a supplementary budget will have to be established
to make this expenditure possible.
The Financial Regulation is extremely clear on the
question of supplemcntary budgets. It says that one of
the featurcs of a supplementary budget is that it can-
not be foreseen when the budget proper is established.
Vell, I have never known anything placed berween
square brackets not to be foreseeable. Nor in the
Communiq/s budgctary history have I ever known
compulsory expenditure to differ so radically from the
Commission's forecasts as the Council is now predict-
ing for 1985.
Furthermore, the President of the Council did not dis-
cuss thc British contribution. If I consider the deci-
sions taken in Fontainebleau to be valid 
- 
and why
should I not consider them to be valid? 
- 
many of the
Member States will easily exceed the 10lo limit, which
means that in the final analysis we cannot even exclude
the possibiliry of expenditure being met from intergov-
ernmental contributions rather than own resources.
This is a corruption of the Community's budget policy
and is irreconcilable with the search for practical solu-
tions to our present problems. Vith this kind of prob-
lem the Council of Ministers is helping to smash the
Community's budget and seriously to impede the
operations of the budgetary aurhoriry.
It is for these reasons that the Socialist Group is in
favour of rejection. Ve also have various very prac-
tical ideas in mind in this respect. I would refer you
once again to the history of the 1984 supplementary
budget. The Council failed to consider the additional
expenditure that would have to be met by the Member
States or by the Community to get rhrough 1984. The
Member States put in bids as if at an auction for the
amount they were willing rc provide rc get the Com-
munity over its difficulties. The amount to be provided
was fixed quite arbitrarily at exactly I 000 m ECU,
although this has not yet been received and will only
be collected in 1985, ifat all.
I would not completely exclude the possibilicy of our
facing a situation in 1985 in which, let us say, 3 000 m
to 4 000 m ECU is needed and the Member States
again play the game they played in 1984 and say: we
bid I 500 m or 2 000 m ECU, and otherwise we will
adjust revenue slightly and the Commission will save
something on projecrcd expenditure. Parliament might
thus put itself in the position of adopting amendments
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to the budget, being satisfied vith the result, with the
favourable effects they vill have on Community
policy, and then in September being confrontcd with a
Council of Ministers that wants three or four times as
much as Parliamant has enrcred in the budget through
the amendments it has adopted.
That too is a corruption of the relationship berween
the rc/o sides of the budgetary authority, which I
believe is unacceptable, and I therefore say: if Parlia-
ment does not reject this budget, it will be weakening
its position as a bastion of a joint budget policy of the
budgetary authoriry. I also feel that, by not rejecting
the budget, Parliament will harm and weaken the
Community. These are the basic reasons why my
group is opposed to the draft budgct in its present
form.
I do not understand why the President of the Council
should suddenly say the Parliament did not want con-
sulntions, rhat the Committee on Budgets or the polit-
ical groups in this committee were opposed to consul-
adons. Mr President, how absolutely ridiculous. All
the members of the Committee on Budgets have made
it abundantly clear that we are, of coursc, prepared to
talk to the Council, but that we think consultations
with the Council will not produce anything unless it is
prepared to go funher than it has so far done where
this basic element of the 1985 budget, resources for
the full N/elve months, is concerned. I did not hear
Mr O'Keefe give any indication in his statement of the
Council being prepared to do this. This means that at
best the Council would be willing to give Parliament
ren, twensy or thirry million more, to buy off Parlia-
ment with a tip at the expense of basic budget policy
principles. Mr President, that is something rc which
we cannot a8ree.
(Applause)
Mr Langcs (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Coun-
cil President is of course right when he says at the end
of his speech that it is bettcr that the European Com-
muniry should have a budget for 1985 than no budget.
But let me rcll him this: what you, Sir, have laid before
us on behalf of the Council is no true budget. To put it
differently: the piece of paper whereby you hope to
wriggle out of the problem, using a formula which you
have placed in square brackets and have yourself just
described as 'budgetary tcrminology', cannot be
accepted as a budget for this Communiry, for its many
hundreds of millions of citizens and also for those
world citizens whose interests we have at hean, pani-
cularly as regards development policy.
For this reason, Mr President-in-Office, I have to tell
you on behalf of the Christian-Democradc Group that
we are unequivocally and unanimously of the view
that we must reject this budget. Ve must reject it
because 
- 
and here I need not repeat what my friend
Mr Danken has said 
- 
the Council has known for
years that we should need special financial arrange-
men$ for 19E5, but it has not fulfillcd its obligations.
It has fallen dovn on the job.
Ve must reject the budgct 
- 
not that we find this
easy, not that we want to give the Council a slap on
the wrist, but simply for the sake of the Communiry.
For this Communiry requires of us sensible and appro-
priate policies; it wants us to be able to inroduce and
finance reforms in the agricultural sector, to makc
progress in our industrial policy and to purcue a mean-
ingful development policy.
Parliament made its proposals, Mr President-in-
Office, and without being vain enough rc claim that
we alone had all the answers we did think that we, as
the elccted representadves of thcse 270 million citi-
zens, were entitled to some say in them. The Council
does not think so. For the Council this Parliament is
merely a plaything, to be rcssed about at whim and
told that it has to bov to political necessiry. But we
shall not allow ourselvcs to bccome the Council's play-
thing, for the citizens of the Communiry do not expect
us to compound the indecisiveness and incompercnce
of the Council by bending the rules and drawing up a
budget of a kind unequalled anym,here else on eanh,
even if you, Sir, have sought to deny that this is the
case.
The Council has conceded that this budget will not
enable us to achieve shc minimum required of us 
-whether for ten, eleven or nine months, it doesn't mat-
ter 
- 
and it is wrong for the Council to keep alking
of a'supplementary budget.'This would not be a sup-
plemenary budget: the Council is saying right from
the start'I have to have tzro budgets'.
It was actually my intention today rc thank the Irish
presidency, for it has made great effons, and I know
that no less than five Member Sates were unwilling to
agree to a reasonable solution. But your speech today,
Sir, was an acempt to throw up a treat smokescreen.
To repeat what you said yourself: if, in connection
with the system of provisional ffelfths you say it is
impossible to predict what the Council will do in Janu-
ary about the EAGGF 
- 
this is precisely what we
members of this House are saying! Come October,
who can say if the Council will still remember what it
has promised rcday? !7ho can say if the Council is
really prepared to keep those promises? It has under-
takcn obligations to iaelf, but nor as regards the
budgeu It has not enacted any budget law, but has
made statcments. Think of the supplementary budget
and how hard it was to get one country to meet its
obligations. Do you believe we can trust the word of
this Council:
This Council's word counts for very little in this Par-
liament 
- 
unfonunately, it must be said, for the
European Communiry would have bcen better scrved
if we, Parliament and Council, could have overcome
I
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the crisis together. Once rhe budget is rejected we
shall be prepared rc talk vith the Council again.
It will then have to show us that is is truly prepared to
understand that Europe is not the sum of ren srar€s,
but the community of its peoples.
(Apphuse)
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I very much
regret that thc Budget Council decided nor ro meet
tomorrow in Strasbourg. It has been the custom for
some years now rhat the Budget Council does meet in
Strasbourg the day before rhe second reading by Par-
liament of the following year's budget. I fear thar the
decision by rhe Council not rc meer shows rhat there is
no spirit in the Council to seek a compromise. I heard
clearly what Commissioner Tugendhar said. Indeed, at
the conciliadon meeting I made a plea to rhe Council
and to my parliamentary colleagues to try to seek a
compromise. However, I am afraid rhat dre Council,
by deciding not to meer, has uken a provocative step
that has vinually ensured that this budget will be
rejected on Thursday.
Also 
- 
and this is in a sense more worrying I this
decision by the Council demonstrates a lack of respect
by the Council for the other arm of the budgetary
authority. 'We are a joint budgctary aurhoriry and
when the Communiry is facing the possibility of no
budget for the ensuing year, one would expect the rwo
arms of the budgetary authority to get together and
try to seek a soludon. Thc failure of the Council to
meet tomorrow in Strasbourg shows that it does not
take ir position as part of the budgetary aurhority ser-
iously enough.
I would, of course, like to join otherc who have
pointed out that we musr not blame the Irish presi-
denry. The Irish presidency has tried very hard, I am
sure, to avoid this potential conflict. However, I.am
afraid I must say to the President of rhe Budget Coun-
cil that I think he was misleading when he said in his
speech that he believes that the Comminee on Budgets
did not wish to have a conciliation meeting tomorrow.
That is a completcly incorrect understanding of what
transpired last week in the Committee on Budgets. I
am certain that there was a hope in the Commitrce on
Budgets that we would have a meering and that some
agreement would be reached. Of course the Com-
mittee of Budgets wanted to send a signal to rhe
Council rc show rhat it sought a cenain minimum step
by the Council, but I really do think rhat it is a spu-
rious point rc suttest that rhe Council could not come
because it never received an invitation. That really is
not a serious defence of its decision.
The fundamenal objection to rhis budget is rhar it
does not include all the anticipated expendirure and all
the anticipated required income for next year. It is a
fundamental principle of all budgeary sysrcms, as
other speakers have already said, that a budget must
bc a budget for a full year in the light of the best esti-
marcs available at the time. The Presidcnt-in-Officc of
the Council, the Commission and all of us know that
this budget does not include all estimatcd cxpenditure
for next year. Vhat has happened is that there have
been decisions to spend rnoncl but thcre has been no
decision on how to finance it. That is principally
because one Member Sate has refused to bring for-
ward the date when new increased own-resources will
be introduced. However, the fact remains that this is
an incomplete budgct, and the Council must not be
allowed to get away with it.
The President-in-Office of the Council refered to the
commitment made by the Council to provide the fund-
ing for next year for the addidonal expenditure. He
really cannot have it both ways. It is either a commit-
ment, in which case it should be in the budget, or it is
not a commitment, in which case Parliament's case
remains correc that this is not a complete budget. The
Council cannot have its cake and eat it. It is a commit-
ment or it is not a commitment. The position adoprcd
by the Council is simply not clear.
It is imponant for Members of this House, when
deciding on Thursday whether or nor to vote for
rejection, rc considel the altcrnative. The almosr cer-
tain alternadve faced by the Commitrce on Budgets
and all of us is to repear rhe firsr reading amendments.
I have linle doubr that those amendments that received
218 vorcs first time round would almost cenainly
receive those same votes the second time round. !7e
have been told quite clearly that if those amendments
were repearcd, then the budget would eirher be
unsignable by the President of Parliament or would be
unexecutable by the Commission. In either case l,e
would have a disputed budget and we would be on to
a system of rwelfths anryay. I pcrsonally, thereforc,
have no doubt that in one way or another we are mov-
ing towards a situation where we must have the
rcrelfths. It is obvious that a rejection is the clear way
out, and a disputed budget is legally murky.
I, therefore, come ro rhe conclusion that it is in the
long-term intcrests of rhe European Communiry that
we have a cle* outcome to this budgetary procedure.
That means that we as parliamentarians are required
to reject this budget on Thursday.
(Applause)
Mrs Barberella (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, we
think that, in the situation created by rhc decisions of
the Council of Ministers, Parliament has no alternative
but to reject the 1985 draft budget.
The Council has in fact refused to consider anf gen-
uine modificadon that would make this draft, which
was presented to us in Ocotober, into a proper budget,
by which I mean a budget covering 12 months' income
and expenditure.
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I think that the gravity of this fact must be denounced
in no uncenain rcrms, and that the rejection of the
budget by Parliament must mean precisely that. It is
not a question, in fact, of a matter of form, of con-
forming to the basic financial rules 
- 
which is, of
course, still very imponant 
- 
it is a question of subst-
ance, a question of the refusal to take into account all
- 
I say all 
- 
the expenditure that follows compulso-
rily from the regulations in force or from decisions
which have in any event already been taken.
I must say frankly that I find very surprising the line of
argument taken just now by the representative of the
Council, President O'Keeffe for whom, moreover, I
have a very great personal respect. He told us that,
since there is not at present a legal basis for covering
this expenditure 
- 
expenditure that is compulsory 
-the Council could not include it in the budget. He
funhermore added 
- 
and this is the line taken by the
Council, not only by President O'Keeffe 
- 
that the
Council would in any event be ready rc take this
expenditure into account, if necessary, in the months
to come.
Now what he is saying in effect is that the Council,
which cannot find the legal basis mday, would find it
- 
perhaps 
- 
in a few months time. The specious
nature of this kind of reasoning-is of course obvious,
and we all well know what lies beneath it, which is the
real motive behind the Council's position where the
failure to include a great deal of expenditure is con-
cerned.
For many ministers 
- 
and we have seen this very
clearly during the cbnciliation process berween the
European Parliamentary delegation and the Council
of Minister 
- 
the non-inclusion of all the expenditure
that is today forseeable means, in fact, a cut in
expenditure pure and simple and, it goes without say-
ing, a cut mainly in agricultural expendirure.
I think it should be said very clearly that we do not
dispute in any way the fact that there is a problem
where agricultural expenditure is concerned, and that
this problem should be solved as quickly as possible.
Vhat we do not accept is that this serious problem can
be dealt with and solved in this way. lZhat we consider
necessary, instead of lide accounting tricks or crafry
little legal loopholes, is a serious re-discussion of rwo
precise points; namely, what should be the function of
the agricultural sector in the context of the Com-
muniq/s economy in the'80s, and, hence, what should
be the dimension of this sector, in the framework of
new actions by the Community and of the political
and economic reoovery of Europe. For this reason we
cannot accept the asphyxiated, bloodless, bruised
vision of Europe that emerges from the Council's draft
budget. It is the picture of a Communiry that would
finish up with a substandally reduced common agricul-
tural policy, and with the climination of that nucleus
of structural measures which are necessary for the
improvement of the productive apparatus of the Com-
muniry; and it would be a Communiry in which
increasingly great importance 
- 
and this is a very ser-
ious danger 
- 
would be attached to any non-Com-
muniry solution such as, for example, that which was
attempted in order to resolve the question of the
imbalance of the British contribution rc the budget.
It is in this political conrcxt that we see Parliament's
rejection of the budget. It is cenainly not, Mr
O'Keeffe, a peevish.gesture by Parliament because the
Council is not represented here and now at Sras-
bourg. I think this needs to be very clear: we are not
rejecting the budget because the Council and the Min-
isters are not here today. And I think another point
also should be made clear, which seems very surprising
to me: it is not true that Parliament, or even earlier,
the Committee on Budgets, did not leave doors open
for a funher discussion with the Council after the
Brussels conciliadon. The decision to reject was only
taken by the Committee on Budgcts yesterday eve-
ning. Parliament was still available. Otherwise I should
like m know what is the meaning of this late meeting
of the 3 presidens, which should take place this after-
noon. I should like to be told, clearly, whether the
President of the Council of Ministers is authorized to
discuss a swelve-month budget. I think that his honest
answer will cenainly be 'No'. And so they cannot
come along and say, in their airy-fariry, ambiguous
way, that if Parliament had shown itself available,
things might have gone differently.
I think that, the situation being as it is, we are under
an obligation rc reject the budget; not because 
- 
and
I say this again 
- 
the Council has not come, but
because the Council of Ministers has clearly and very
definircly rejected all of the European Parliament's
essential reques6. And, in fact, it should also be
emphasized ilrat Parliament's requests were and are
the indispensable minimum for the survival of the
Communiry.
May I be allowed to make another point: I think that
we cannot discuss the question of the budget without
making also some reference rc the question of the
so-called 'budgetary discipline'. As we all know, a text
was adopted at Dublin, and this tex[ was considered
unacceptable by thc President of the Europcan Parlia-
ment himself, Mr Pflimlin, at his meetings with the
Council. Now, whilst obviously we are not all pre-
pared to establish a direct'link'berween the question
of the budget and the question of discipline, I think
that we all ought however to be aware that the Coun-
cil's two decisions 
- 
rc keep its draft budget
unchanged, and to adopt the budgetary discipline 
-still leads to the same results 
- 
that is to say, a smaller
Community that is progressively deprived of all pros-
pects for the future.
And so, by rejecting this draft budget and, more sub-
stantially, an atdtude on the pan of the Council that
goes in the direction that I have just emphasized, we
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denounce a situation that cannot be acceprcd. Parlia-
ment is playing no wrecker's game. I think that we are
all of us-awarJin this Chamber that rejection is a diffi-
cult decision, and that this decision is one to be taken
in full awareness of its consequences, and iu serious-
ness.
Ve consider, tlerefore, thaq in a situation for which
responsibiliry lies elsewhere, it is the duty of the Euro-
pein Parliament to reject this draft budget,for two
lundamental reasons 
- 
to state clearly that the situa-
tion cannot continue as it is, and, at the same time, to
leave a door open for the creation of new conditions
by means of a-draft budget that will meet,the funda-
mental requirements for 
- 
I repeat 
- 
the survival
and, it is to be hoped, the recovery of Europe.
(Applaase from the left)
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, I should like first of all to thank our rap-
poneur, Mr Fich, for the work that he has done and
the objectiviry with which he presented his conclusions
to the Committee on Budgets yesterday evening.
Following what has been said by previous speakers, I
should like to state the position of the Liberal and
Democratic Group on this fundamental issue of the
budget for 1985 in the clearest possible rcrms.
The Liberal and Democratic Group will be voting to
reject the budget, as proposed by the Committee on
Budgets, for thi good and simple reason that the draft
presinted by the Council for a second reading is unac-
ceptable. It will give us no joy, Mr President-in-Office
of the Council, to adopt this course; we were hoping
right up rc the last that the Council would be able to
respond to our appeal and make the effon to organize
conciliation in the hope that a solution might ulti-
mately be found. At the last meeting of the Commimee
on Budgets held in Brussels 
- 
and I am afraid that I
cannot share your opinion 
- 
we made ourselves very
clear, you understood perfectly well, and you were
fully aware that only the Council could organize this
conciliation; as we said at the dme, this was not our
Prero8ative.
But let us be clear in our minds. In the present circum-
stances it would have been unrealistic to exPect a Per-
fect budget, or even a reasonably sadsfacmry one.
Parliament was quite aware of that. But there are lim-
its which we cannot allow to be exceeded, Mr Presi-
dent, and these are the limits dercrmined by the essen-
dal principles which govern any budget, whether the
Communiry's or a national budget, since, if these prin-
ciples are not adhered to, what one has is not a ProPer
budget but rather a charade which brings no credit on
those associated with it. Ve are not prepared to be
associarcd with this one. A budget for ten months,
with or without square brackets, is not a budget. Nor
is it a budget when l0o/o of the total is set to one side.
Ve shall not give our agreement to such a document'
The Commun'iryut, bi in a very shaky state if Par-
liament is now making a rejection issure of the failure
to ake account of ihe full amount of agriculural
expenditure. Hisrcry does sometimes give a hint, even
to Members of the European Parliament'
Mr President, Parliament cannot allow the only real
common policy to be mangled, but nor can it counte-
nance thi abandonment of other rules which are
essendal if the Member States .ue to get on'bgether.
For the sake of solidariry we accePt tle provision by
the Communiry of shon-term aid to a Member Starc,
on an exceptional basis. Hence Parliament's agree-
ment, in tet.nt yeats, to addidonal expenditure in
favour of the United Kingdom and the Federal
Reoublic of Germanv. On the other hand, it would be
e*tre.ely dangeroui if we now agreed, again for the
sake of solidarity, to a declining scale in the payments
made by cenain Member Sates. This would be an
assault on the European idea itself, it would be almost
as though we had decided rc break uP the Com-
munity. V. see Fontainebleau as having raised false
hopes; we mu$ not allow it to become the starting-
point of the disintegration of Europe as-w,ell' So let us
hear no more about the conclusions of the Fonaine-
bleau summit being the new bible from which we must
all take our lead, let no-one count on this institution
to join the wreckers.
Under the present circumstances, I would describe
rejection of ihe budget as a healthy measure. It should
create conditions under which the seriousness of the
present crisis can be borne in upon all concerned over
ihe coming months. This is what we can hope will
come out of effotts to find soludons. Thus, this rejec-
don will be anything but a negative decision; on the
contrary, it will be a rational choice made by a respon-
sible institution, and that institution is the European
Parliamenr
Mr President, the most imponant pan of our task has
assuredly yet to come, after we have rejected this draft
budget.-The Commission and the Council will be
bringing a new [ext before us in a few months, and
theri can be no question of our then approving what
we shall have rejected on Thursday.'Were we to do so,
we would probably destroy the reputation of this
House for evermore. Today we must therefore make a
commitment that under no circumsances shall we
flinch in what may fairly be described as a battle for
the survival of the Community. No-one must be in any
doubt that the essential principles which we are
defending today will be defended just as energetically
over the ioming months. Ve in the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group accePt that commitment.
Mr President, before concluding I should like to men-
tion that we considered that there could be no ques-
tion of going ahead with this rejection without know-
ing what impact it would have on food aid, bearing in
mind the tragic situation in the Sahel counries. It
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transpires that the Commission will be able to draw
several provisional twelfths at the bcginning of t985,
so that the lack of a budget will have no repircussions
on this sector. This was an essential consideration.
May I just add by way of conclusion that, should rhe
votc unfortunately go against tle motion for a resolu-
tion, we in the Liberal and Democraric Group are con-
vinced that Parliament should not take the risky
c(xrrse of trying to make amendments to a draft
budgct #hich is impossiblc to amend. 'S[e must leave
the Council to take full responsibiliry for the conscqu-
ences of such a budgct. Adding a fevi appropriations
here and there would be a futile exercise when we had
n9 ghance to change the essenrials, those very aspecr
of this budget which have attracted this motion ior a
resolution rejecting it. If the vote for rejection falls
short of thc necessary qualified majoriry, therefore,
thc Libcral and Democratic Group will'vote against
each and every amendment abled. However, the
question is unlikely to arise, Mr President, since the
political troups have been declaring themselves unani-
mously in favour of rejecrion of this budgcr
(Appkrcefron the Liberal and Demoqatic Group)
year? The unfonunare experience of the year now
ending is there to remind us. The system of advances
from Member States to make up shonfalls in own
resources is a bad sysr€m. It is conducive to haggling
and ulterior molives, it means that the Communiry has
to go cap in hand, dependent on how generous or
otherwise its various members are feeling, and its poli-
cies are suffering as a resulL
The Community has now run out of cash. Its accounts
will soon be in the red because a single Member State
has paid its contribution, while the rcpresentative of
another is percisting in disputing the need for these
payments. This being rhe case, what value can be
attached to the Council's promise to Parliament of a
supplementary budgct for 1985 when it is obvious that
the Member States are nor in agreement on either the
nature or the amount of the new resources to be made
available?
The Council felt that it was offering Parliament a
compromise vith chc inclusion, in square brackets, of
an exlra I 315 million ECU for the EAGGF Guaran-
tee Secdon. In fact, however, as is made clear by the
commentary accompanying this entry, this promise of
funding is contingenr upon the creation of new
resources, but it is precisely the Council's inabiliry to
agree on these new resources that has been the prob-
lem these several months past.
\7hen we know rhar a number of those Member States
which have the greatcst responsibilities in the Com-
muniry do not wish rc pay, how can Parliament settle
for a promise made with so little to back it up? The
truth is therc for all to see. At a time when own
resources are exhausrcd, certain Member States are
refusing to pey, to creat€ the new revenues that arc
r_equired. The lack of a legal basis pleaded by the
Council is just a prerext, a false pretexr, a poor excuse.
'Vhat is lacking is not the legal basis, but the political
will rc find a way our of this perennial financial crisis.
The Council is in fact under an obligation ro create
the necessary legal basis. There is nothing, apan from
its lack of a clearly affirmed political will, tb prevent
the Council introducing an intermcdiate rarc of Vnf
between the present l0/o and, the 1.4 % which is to be
fpplicd from I January 1985, or alternatively bringingforward the date. This would be all the easier in -thai
no stan has yer been made in the procedures for radfi-
cation of the new VAT ceiling by the national parlia-
ments. By declining to take the necessary action, the
Council brings upon iaelf full responsibiliry for the
crisis in prospc6. This is no longer an inrcr-instiru-
tional crisis between the Council and Parliamenr over
Parliament's margin of mancuvre or about the classi-
fication of expenditure. It is a much more deeply
rooted crisis, affecdng the life of the whole Com-
muniry and its future. How can one possibly think in
terms of ambitious policies for the Communiry when
its finances are kept in a permanently precarioui statc?
This situadon is all the more unaoceptable when at the
same time it is intended to precipitate enlargement of
IN THE CHAIR: MR l"tLOR
Vce-hesideat
Mr Pesty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, Ladies and
Gendemen, wirh the second reading of the draft
budget of the Communiry for 1985, we approach the
final act of what has been a shadow play ihroughout.
It is quirc obvious that this bad play requires aiapta-
tion, so thar it can be acrcd out with full lighting next
time.
The Council of Ministen has stood is ground, show-
ing no sign of wishing rc respond to Parliament's mes-
sage to iq if not actudly pretending not to understand
fo, fu{ yeq this message has been made absolurcly
plain, both by Parliamenr's vore on rhe firsr reading
and in 
,the representations made by its delegadon
during the budgetary conciliation meeting.
The crux of the problem is the Council's failure rc res-
pond to Parliament's desire to vote on a proper
budget, a balanced budget covering both the revenue
and expenditure sides of all the Communiq/s commit-
ments for the coming year. Thc Commirtee on Budg-
ets expressed this wish in a unanimous vore. This is no
longer a simple mancr of adhering to a principle of
budgerary l"y: annuality 
- 
but a fundamental pol-
itical issue: the.abiliry of the Community to honoui its
commirments, its commirmens to rhe farmers in pani-
cular. \[hat credence can be attached to a policy when
there is no guiuantee that it can be financcd foi a full
I
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the Community to include Spain and Portugal, which
will bring fresh financial difficulties on top of those we
are already experiencing, at a time when the budgetary
foundations of the existing Communiry are shakier
and more unreliable than they have ever been. Have
rashness and irresponsibiliry become the order of the
day at meetings of the European Council, from Stutt-
tart to Dublin, by way of Fonainebleau?
Vith the Council's present intransigence, we no lon-
Ber even have the choice berween adoption or rejec-
tion of the budget, the real option being between, on
the one hand, a permancht crisis which some people
want to cover up by pressing on regardless in this dan-
gerous way and, on the other, a shon, sharp crisis
which will burst the boil and at last enable the existing
Community of Ten to make a fresh start on a sound
footing.
It is not by offering a few gimmichs, such as the Euro-
pean passport, which salve the consciences of their
proposers, who are able to claim that they are advanc-
ing thc cause of citizens' Europe, chat our peoples will
be won over to the Communiry, but by giving the
Community the means with which to pursue a real
agricultural policy and a real industrial policy, and to
combat unemployment effectively.
Nor is the current crisis an institutional crisis, as some
people are claiming in their anempts rc breathe fresh
life into the European Union idea. It is a crisis stem-
ming from the wcakcning of commitment to the Com-
munity and the fresh outbreak of national self-interest.
New institutional rules will have no effect on this.
Our vote on the budget this year has far more than
purely budgetary implications. It is an eminently politi-
cal vote, in which Parliament must make a clear affir-
mation of a cenain conception of the Communiry's
future.
The Group of the European Democratic Alliance, for
its pan, considers that the time has come !o arrest the
continuing dccline in communavuire spirit. It will
accordingly not be voting for the draft budget for
1985, which guaranrces finance for the CAP for only
ten months and in so doing merely gives expression to
this decline in commtnaruire spirit which we find
unacceptable. Only a strong resurgense in this spirit
wilt bring the Community out of is prescnt crisis.
Vith the Council showing no signs of movement and a
new Commission about to be installed, it falls to Par-
liament to trigger such a salutary resurtence by reject-
ing any mediocre compromise that might be proposed
to it.
(Appkuse fiom the Group of the Erropean Democratic
Alliance)
Mr Bon& (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the Danish
Peoplc's Movement against Membership of the Euro-
pean Community does not want any Part in the rejec-
tion of the budget, and we shall therefore abstain in
the vote on the Fich repon on Thursday. The repon
sets the scene for a new Power struggle with the repre-
sentatives of the Member States in the Council of
Minisrcrs on a wide range of issues. That is of course
not stated in the repon, but it is the attitude of the
Comminee on Budgets, and it was also in the previous
rePort.
To begin with, it exceeds the VAT ceiling, it wants
Parliament rc exceed its margin of mancuvre, it wants
to change the classifications, to inuoduce new remarks
in order to legislate by way of the budget, to introduce
loan transactions and to transfer the development fund
to the budget, it wants to extend Community cooPera-
tion to new areas which are not covered by the Trea-
, des, and finally it wants to amend the revenue side of
the budget so that it can stan to levy taxes' This is, as
has been rightly stared by the Council of Ministers,
illegal, but it is all these dcmands for power which
Parliament is now being asked to support through a
budget rejection which has been wrapped up in fine
words to the effect that a year has twelvc months. The
Fich repon lacks the solid grounds on which, accord-
ing to rhe Treaties, the budget can be rejected. It is not
that the Committee on Budgets does not have those
solid grounds; the fact is that, once the repon began
rc develop concrerc argumen$, it would undermine
the necessary majority of 218 votes. If it had said
something about more money for agriculture, as had
been the intcntion as first, the British members would
have dissociated themselves from the rejection resolu-
tion. If it had said that too much money was going to
agriculture, others would have dissociated themselves.
It has said nothing wharoever in order to secure the
218 votes, but the consequence may nevenheless be
very serious for the farmers who are dependent on the
common agricultural arrangemenr, not just in the
months during which there will be no budget but also
for many years to come. According to the proposd for
budgetary discipline, the ceiling for agricultural
expenditure will be set on the basis of the average utili-
zation of appropriations for agriculture in 1984 and
1985 and, if the indicators are cut back, all future
increases will be affected. Rejecdon of the budget
therefore, unless it is quickly replaced by a new
budget, will become a time bomb under the common
agricultural policy. That is what some people in this
fusembly want, but it is incomprehensible for the sup-
porters of the common agricultural policy to join in
rejecting the budget and hence in planting that bomb
under the common agricultural policy.
\7e in the People's Movement are not panicularly
keen on the common agriculural policy, with its
stockpiles of surpluses and direct destruction of food.
But the agricultural policy must not be changed as the
r4ndom result of a power struggle between the Coun-
cil of Ministers and Parliament. The agricultural regu-
latory system must be changed in the proper manner,
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by new legislation enacted by thc Council of Minis-
t€rs.
Mr Dinitri.dis (DR). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, col-
leagues, r,e believe that in the firct placc every budget
exprcsses a political will rcgether with the orientations
which determine rhat will. As far as the Communiry is
concerned we believe that ir budget should be seen as
the instrument for progress in Europe in sectors whereit is panicularly weak and which are of decisive
imponance for its future. It should also be the instru-
menr for bringing the citizens of Europe closer rc the
peoples of the resr of the world.
For these reasons the Communiry budget should set
out a clear poliry with concrere and ambirious objec-
tives. 'Ve note, first of all, that rhe 1985 budget
breaches the basic rules of public economy. By prod-
ucing a budget for ten monrhs rhe Council has disre-
garded the principle of annualiry. Also breached, with
the exclusion of the European Development Fund, of
the ECSC and of Communiry borowing and lending,
is the principle of universaliry. To these breaches of
the budgetary rules one should add the monerary con-
straints which are preventing the Communiry from
engendering steady development in sectors which are
crucial to its future and from successfully implement-
ing the various common policy procedures. Virh a
budget which limits resources rc lolo of value-added
tax how is it possible ro ensure equitable and satisfac-
tory payments for farmers, prepare for enlargement of
the Communiry, develop new Communiry- activities
and make a proper response to the demands for a
campaign of food aid in Africa? There is a need for
greater generosiry towards counries afflicred by hun-
ger. Vhen one has a desire to do something one must
also have the wherewithal with which to do ir At this
dme the Community is riven by institutional wrangling
and facdonal strife which are seriously damaging iri
credibiliry.
Finally, looking at the budger from a political angle we
can see thar it is a budget of recession which bffers
nothing in rhe way of medium-term or long-term solu-
tions. Everyone is secretly hoping that financial srin-
gency will curb expenditure on agriculture, and so
allow other policies to be developed, without, how-
ei,er, wishing rc accepr responsibiiiry for it. But who
can- mainrain that the agriculture objectives envisaged
in the Treaty of Rome, such as increased productivity,
decent incomes for farmers, stabilizadon-of the mar-
kets and smoorh market supply at prices the consu-
mers can afford, have actually been achieved? Lasdy,
the budget makes sharp cqtbacks in the research,
energy and industry sectors which are the Com-
mu.niq/s fropg f9r the future, and European industry
will pay dearly for this. In other words, we are sacrif-
icing the future for the sake of the present. \7e are let-
ting others pave the way towards the rwenry-firsr cen-
tury while we are slow to plan the future of Europe.
For these reasons, Mr President, the Group of thc
European Righr will not be vodnt for the draft
budget.
Mr Pia (S). 
- 
Mr President, in my view a budgct
debate, even the second reading of a budget, is still an
occasion for a political discussion and not an occasion
for a legal debate berween the Membcrs of rhis Parlia-
ment. I feel somewhat uncomfonable about being on
Thursday in a majoriry, I confidendy expecq whowill
vote to reject the budget when I am fully awarc that
the reasons for many people'voting in that same direc-
tion will bc totally at odds with my own reasons. So
maybe it will help if I am consistent and state again the
reasons why I find this budget quite unacceptable.
Parliament will vote as a Parliament, I believe, to
reject the budget. I will vorc as a Socialisr to reject it
because Socialism is about equality or it is about
nothing. Socialism is about equaliry and equality is
about political and social prioriries. So let us go back
to the basis and the basics on which this budget has
been prepared. The realiry 
- 
and I apologize for
repeating this 
- 
of the Communiry in which we live
which our Member Smrcs created is that we have less
than 100/o of our people involved in agriculture, more
than 600/o involved in manufacuring industry, and
120lo unemployed and yer f,re still have a budgeq in
spite of all of rhc changes that have been made, in
which rwo-thirds of its total amounr is to be spenr on
less than the l07o of our people engaged in agricul-
ture. This really is not acceptable ro me as a Socialist
and I would lugtest ir should not be acceptable ro any
Parliament which has any broad social concern for the
totality of rhe people that it supposedly represents.
Now the Council draft, the Commission draft, Parlia-
ment's amendments really amount to more or less the
same thing. There is not a 50/o margin berween the
three budgets thar we have gone through in this Par-
liament so far. But in all of them, in Padiamem,s
amendments too, we are proposing a roughly l0o/o
incrcase in CAP expenditure nexr year, a roughly I o/o
increase in regional and transpon spending a 4olo
increase in social spcnding and about 5o/o f,or develop-
ment and cooperation. Vhat this means is rhat once
again we have a real increase in agricultural expendi-
ture in spite.of the fact that ru/o-thirds.of our budget
goes there already and it means that after inflation we
have an actual cut in the expenditures that concern us
in the social field and in the regional and industrial
sectors. That is not a budget that is accepable to me as
a Socialist and I would have thoughr it is not acccpn-
ble either to a Parliament wirh social concern.
I want to reflect just for a moment on what happens if
we do rejecr the budget. Of course we go over to a
systg-ry of rwelfths. But we go over to a rystem of
rwelfths in which agriculural expenditure is'compul-
sory.That-compulsory expenditure will not stop and
the growth of the CAP will not stop until we have a
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legal basis, a new legal basis, for budgctary disciplinc.
I think we must get that clear. Until we have a legal
basis to conrol runaway agricultural expendirure we
shall continue with a situation where the avarice of the
farming communiry is contribudng to the destruction
of our industrial sectors in every counry of this Com-
muniry.
So if we Bo to a sysrcm of twelfths, I ask myself what
are the political consequenc€s. I put to you a thesis for
your consideration; it may not be one you will accept.
From my point of view, if Parliament is blamed for aid
not going to Ethiopia, for social expenditure being
trimmed and for regional funds being trimmed back
even funher, I put it to you that our development
budget is only I 500 million for l0 countries anyway,
which is a rath€r small amount. Our total Social Fund
is only I 900 million and our total Regional and
Transpon Fund is only I I billion. So it is possible 
- 
I
do not ask you to agree but I ask you to understand
my point 
- 
that I will be able to show to the people I
represent far more clearly under a sysrcm of rwclfths
that these non-compulsory funds are a cloak of
anemprcd respectability to disguise an agricultural
mechanism which is unacceptable. Hopefully, each
month, as the twelfths come forward and are
demanded, the people of the Member States will see
very clearly 12 times a yeer, not once a year exactly
hop much this agricultural mechanism is costing them.
For these reasons 
- 
the cosmetic nature of the nonob-
ligatory expenditure and the fact that that might be
brought home more fully to the people who elect us 
-I do not fear going rc a syst€m of twelfths.
Let me conclude, Mr President, by saying again, that
to me rejection is not a rcchnical or a legal matter, nor
is it an act of sadness. To me it brings rhe possibility of
there being light at the end of the tunnel. It brings the
possibiliry of bringing home to the electors of rhe
Member Starcs just how distoned our budget has
always been since the foundadon of the Communiry
and it brings the hope that people will in consequence
realize just how much of their money is being wasted
on an absolutely out-of-date agricultural mechanism
when that money could be used to address the real
problems of the European countries at this moment.
I have confidence in the people of Europe and believe
they could actually next year under a system of
twelfths see the reality of the European Communiry
budget for what ir is and demand the changes that
some Member States in the Council are moving
towards. My rejection is based on those political
grounds, but also on the hope and the confidence that
those people will then demand that we creare a system
of cooperation berween the Member States whereby
we address the political prioriries of unemployment,
jobs, social need, economic growth, Europe going for-
ward rcwards a stronger economy in harmony and not
being constantly disracted by an agricultural sysrcm
which is 30 years out of date, which is whar the com-
mon market today unfonunately still has.
Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenq the
draft budget presentcd a few days ago for second
reading is vinually unchanged from the one we
debated last month because, apart from a few minor
concessions, the Council has rejected the main
demands madc by this House, something we have
grown accustomed rc in recent years.
fu all those who have spoken have pointed out, the
fact of the matter is the budget the Council is asking
us rc accept only covers expenditure for 10 months,
and the Council irclf admits this because by vay of
a reminder at its last meeting it insened 1 315 million
ECUs in brackets in Anicle 901 as 'other revenue'
with a footnote, indicadve of ineptitude on im pan if
not of laggardliness, that it should commence the
search for a way of making up the shonfall in the 1985
budget as of now. The Council is giving us a promise
and asking us rc make do with thar The promise is to
be found in a norc under Anicle 9. A careful scrutiny
of this shows that the problem of how the shonfall is
rc be made up, the drnger ofreal appropriations in the
follow-up budget 
- 
not the supplementary one 
-which will be needed in 1985 being underestimarcd
and rhe prospects of false accountinB through the
postponement of payment and commitment appropria-
dons, or through transfers over to the following year,
are all still there.
Parliament has no choice other than to reject the 1985
budget. This will not solve the problem, of course, and
while not facing the new Commission with accom-
plished facts it will put it in a difficult position. But it is
the only logical thing to do given the Council's nega-
tive stance and its complete lack of willingness to show
flexibility. This is why, moreover, it cancelled rcmor-
row's planned meeting of the Budgetary Council,
because it had nothing to offer towards a solution of
the problem, nor any wish for one. It has been said
dme after time in the Committee on Budget's discus-
sions that if we were to accept the budget as it is there
would be nothing to stop us having a budget for
7 months in 1986 and for 5 months in 1987, and so on,
until finally all the revenues would be in brackets and
that would be the end of it.
The aim is not to create difficulties, nor to reject the
budget in order to highlight the European Parlia-
ment's sphere of authoriry, or even its power. Vitness
rc this are the effons that have been made to find
some son of solution. I am thinking in panicular of
the proposals to place a clear legal commitment on the
Council in respect of revenues. If these had been
accepted we would have avoided the geomerical exer-
cise of having sums in brackets and we would have a
proper budget and not something which is in essence
an adding up of totals and a declaration of good
intent. I hope Mr O'Keeffe will forgive me but I do
not think the Council was prevented from mking the
right decisions by legal considerations. It has shown us
before that when necessary, and when it so desires, it
can go about matters in a much more innovative way.
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Basically, therefore, the motion for rejcction of the
budgct is an attcmpt rc get us back to a sane and pro-
per framework for aiding thc development of the
Communiry and strengthening the regional policies,
the new policies and the development programmes, in
shon to a creative budget instead of a document full of
sharp little tricks.
The Community's economic affairs are a serious mat-
ter and it is not permissible for us to reat thcm so
lightly, like a mere exercise in accountancy. Therefore
the budget must be rejected and, as the chairman of
thc Commitree on Budgets has said, we musr take a
firm stand and be resolute. Only this will press home
the underlying and genuine reasons for the rejection
and allop us to have hope that what has happened this
year will not be repeatcd eve(y year and that ulti-
mately the Communiry will be ablc rc get on with ful-
filling the aspirations of the peoples of Europe.
Mrs Oppcnheim (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidcnt, having
heard the repon of thc Council today, I must confess I
am rather surprised. For now we are suddenly told
that the reason why the Council is not in Strasbourg
today is that it did not receive an invitation to a consi-
liation meeting. But I arn not aware of any rule which
smrcs that Parliament or the Commitrce on Budgets
must send invitations to the Council. I might be
tempted to ask the President of Parliament or the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets whether we
are in any way ar fault in this affair. Are we to blame
that no meeting has taken place? Even so, we do not
vote on the repon of the Commitrce on Budgets until
Thursday, and there is still time rc sir down at rhe
negotiating table. I realize that there is not very much
time, but anything can be done if thc will is there, and
I must appeal 
- 
as many others havc done 
- 
for a
meeting to be called at which some attempt should
nevertheless be made to reach agreemenr on cenain
mattcrs, so that these persistent budget crises can be
avoided. I also noted that the Council representative at
the end of his speech was moved to thump the table
and say'we mu$ have a budget for 1985!' ler us see
some results from this decisive anitude.
The Commission has appealed for a compromise. And
the Commission has also complained that there is a
lack of will to cooperate between the Communiry
institutions.'We can only agree on that. But who is it
that refuses to negotiate? Vho is it, that wants a fight?
I cannot see that the Europcan Parliament is to be cri-
ticized for anphing in this connection. It is the Coun-
cil which, for what real reason ure do not know, has
refused to netotiatc with Parliament.
Soon afrcr I became a member of Parliament, we
began discussing the budget, and ure got into a dispute
over the budget. It is deplorable. For we should not
forget who stands to suffer from the budget dispute. It
is the cidzens of Europe who will be thc fall guy in the
failure of the rwo institutions to son things out
begween them. And it cannot come as any surprise to
the Council that the European Parliament, to which it
has itself given a measure of budgetary power, should
also seek to exercise that power. Not as a shov of
strength or as a means of demonstrating what we want
done, but because we want to share in the responsibil-
ity for producing a realisdc budget which 
- 
as has
already been pointed out several times 
- 
covers not
just part of thc ycar but ilre vhole year. It is an untcn-
able situadon, and the Council must also realize that
in cenain circumsances 
- 
if the budget is rejectcd 
-we shall be forcing the Communiry to exist from
monrh to month. It is an unrcnable situadon. And at a
time when many critical voiccs are raised against the
European Communiry, it is even morc embarrassing
that we cannot agree on cenain things and that we
continue to have budget crises. Ve cannot expcct the
individual Member Satc and the individual Com-
muniry citizen to show good will and perhaps make
sacrifices in a common cause, when the Community
institutions themselves cannot even manage to do so.
And, seen in thesc rcrms, there is not much more to be
done, if we cannot think of a better way forward. Ve
must say 'thank you' to the Council, for in realiry the
Council has made it so easy for Parliament rc reach its
decision, which is in any case serious enough. If the
Council had not adoptcd this attitude, it might have
been more difficult for the Europcan Parliament. But
we can votc with a clear conscience.
Mr Ch.Ebciron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, as
many speakers have pointcd out, the Council has been
unwilling to heed the warning that it got from the
European Parliament at the dme of the first reading of
the budget.
Vhile it cannot be denied that the Council has taken a
few rcntative steps towards Parliament's position, this
has been no more than a purely formal move thc main
object of which, as very quickly became clcar, has
been to head off opposition.
Ve for our pan are unconvinced by the Council and,
to judge from the words of many previous speakers,
we are not alone.
In agreeing to a scattering of additional appropriations
for the structural funds, the Council had no great
effon rc make, since it has remained within the limits
that it itself set, without taking account, of Parliament's
opinion. But that is not the most imponanr aspecr.
The worst of it is that the Council has refused rc make
a clear commitment rc a proper budgct covcring
rwelve months, with the inclusion of advances on own
resources to make good the predictable budget deficit.
It has admittcdly acknowledged that rhe resources
would not be enough to cover rhe full year's expendi-
turc, but it has declined rc act on this by making the
necessary provision in the budgct.
I
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The danger to which I drew attenrion ar the time of
the first reading has not been removed, and during the
conciliadon meeting a number of Member Starcs made
no secret of the facr that they did indeed intend to
take advantage of this situation in order ro put pres-
sure on agricultural expenditure throughout 1985 and
in. panicular to exert downward pressure on farm
pnces.
The realiry of this threat was heightened by thc Euro-
pean Council meeting in Dublin, which, without even
involving thc European Parliament, maintained the
full rigour of the principlcs of budgetary discipline,
which is emerging as a formidable weapon against
agriculture.
The French Communist Members are nor prepared rc
see the farmers being used as hostages again in the
budget procedure, as rhey were this year at the time of
the vote on the supplemenary budget.
It is therefore primarily in order to ensure that the
farmers are not penalized yet again and to put a halr to
the policy of dismantling agriculture rhat we shall be
voting to reject rhe draft budget.
This is our basis reason, but it is nor rhe only one. Our
decision is based on other considerations as well. The
Council is perpetuating the budget rebares to the
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, and moreover is keeping them on the revenue
side, thus depriving Parliament of all possibility of
exercising control. In my opinion, the British Prime
Minisrcr is really receiving preferential rrearmenr.
Despite the deterioration in the world food situation,
the Council has refused to resrore the full amount of
the appropriations to provide food aid and combat
hunger in the world. In Turkey the jails are being
filled with political prisonerc, and thcre are more and
more executions. But the Council, which is so ready to
proclaim the defence of human rights, rejects Parlia-
ment's amendments and keeps rhe appropriations for
special aid and the founh financial protocol in rhe
budger
In voting rc reject the budget, we mean to expose
vhat is hidden behind the facade of figures, to show
up a certain approach to the construction of Europe
for what it is. In fact, when I say construcdon, this is a
euphemism: demolition would be a bener word. fu we
have seen in both Dublin and Fontainebleau, quotas
are becoming the basis of Community rules. Ve have
seen this with stcel, with milk, and now with wine.
Vhen is this Europe of the pickaxe and chain-saw
going to end?
Our decision to reject the budget has the merit of
being perfecrly clear on the political plane. Ve believe
that the time has come to sound the alarm and issue a
solemn warning to the Council.
The French Communists and Allies, for their part, are
ready to do this.
Mr Dc Vries (L). 
- 
(NL) By rejecting the draft 1985
budget, we shall not only be expressing an opinion on
this budget. Our opinion is clear enough. Ve have
always made it clear that we are opposed to a budget
which covers only tcn months, takes no account of
current agricultural commitments, does not include
the compensation formally to be paid rc Britain and
Germany on the expcnditure side and offers no scope
for a new policy. Nor has she Council becn willing to
include in the budget the European Development
Fund, borrowing and lending acdvities or revenue
from the superlevy on milk in 1985, as Parliament has
requesrcd time and again.
By rejecting the budget, Mr President, we shall above
all be expressing an opinion on the present situation in
the Community, a Communiry in which no more deci-
sions are tahen, except decisions to postpone deci-
sions, a Communiry in which decisions taken by the
European Council are not implemenrcd by the various
Councils of Ministers and in which one Council, the
Budget Council, is doing its utmost to gain control
over another, the Council of Agriculure Ministers, a
Communiry in which the Council can only agree on
budgetary and other mafiers ar the expense of Parlia-
ment's powers.
It is not only in contcnt that the l9E5 budget is no
good. The procedure that has becn followed is equally
unacceptable. The Council has made a ravesry of the
budgetary consultations with Parliament. If consula-
tions are to be wonhwhile, there musr be willingness
to compromise, and the Council is unwilling ro com-
promise. The same disdain for Parliament is evident
from the documenr on budgetary discipline shat was
adopted in Dublin. In terms of both its contcnt and the
manner in which it was adopted, this document also
demonsratcs the Council's blatant refusal ro respecr
Parliament's rights and opinions. It too demonstrates
thc Council's unwillingness ro see Parliament as a
partner in the construction of Europe.
It is therefore hardly surprising that Parliamcnt should
refuse to help to desroy Europe. Either an elected
democratic body is takcn seriously, or it must be abol-
ished. There is no middle course. A directly elected
parliament does not allow itself to be ignored. The
governments that rightly show concern about democ-
racy in such countries as Nicaragua, South Africa and
Poland must realize how hollow rheir words sound if
they are not prepared to put inrc pracdce in the Euro-
pean Community what they consider desirable else-
urhere.
Mr President, the crisis in Europe, the mosr serious
since de Gaulle's cmpry chair poliry in 1955, cannot be
covered up, as the Courrcil is asking us to do by adopr-
ing the 1985 budget. Nor can this crisis be resolved
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without the European Parliament. The erosion of the
Community will only be checked if the Commission,
the Council and Parliament join forces. Our citizens
have a right to expect this of us.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, it is sad at
rhis stage to note that neither the Council nor the
Commission have any of their representatives present
listening to this section of the second reading of the
budget. I think, Mr President, you should ake note of
that.
During its first reading last month, I condemned the
Council's draft budget for 1985. My condemnation
was based on a number of shoncomings in the draft
and in panicular the fact that it only covered a period
of 9 to l0 monrhs. I referred to it then as disgraceful
financial planning. Today, Mr President, I would like
to reircrate this criticism in the strongest possible
teEns.
The consultation was totally negative 
- 
the consequ-
ence, of course, of the Council's intransigence.Vhile
people in these institutions may comprehend the tac-
tics employed by some member governments, the gen-
eral public does not understand the reasons for the
institutional differences, and it is becoming abundandy
clear that they have no confidence in the future of the
Community. The blame for this state of affairs lies
squarely on the shoulders of the Council. The time for
child's play is over if there is to be an economic com-
munity of any significance in five years' time.
Now is the time for the President-in-Office of the
Council and the entire Council of Ministers to take
the acdon necessary !o restore to the people some con-
fidence in the future of Europe. This can be done by
providing the finance and, in panicular, the 1 350 m
ECU needed for agricultural spending. If this were
done, I am convinced that this Parliament would sup-
pon the 1985 budget. If not, it has no alternative but
to reject it.
The shonfall in agricultural expenditure of I 350 m
ECU in the 1985 draft budget, as presenrcd by the
Council, still remains. There is a deliberate attempt on
the pan of the Council to hoodwink this Parliament
by putting a figure of t lso m ECU in brackets. Do
they really think we are foolish enough to accept what
is in reality a fictitious entry? Could it be that this
attempt at subrcrfuge is nothing more than a first step
rc funher unacceptable cuts in farm spending?
There is still no provision in the 1985 draft budget for
farm-price increases in the 1985-86 marketing year.
There is nothing like enough for a coherent pro-
gramme of destocking existing surpluses which we are
all concerned about dnd the entire Communiry is con-
cerned about. It is vital that there be 1.3 billion ECU in
the EAGGF (Guarantee Section), Chapter 29, thereby
providing the finance necessary to cover expenditure
in the guarantee secdon for the full l2months of
1985.
The political commitment to do this is not enough,
which means in effect that there is no budget from the
Council for the full 12 months of 1985. The consequ-
ences for the Common Agriculural Policy if this pro-
posed budget were adopted would be nothing less than
a massacre for the 8 million people employed in agri-
culture in this Communiry. The very foundation of
Europe would be uprooted. It would pave the way for
another triumphant march of nationalism over Euro-
peanism. Indeed, these consequences would extend
not only to farming but to the 350/o of the people who
ouride farming are dependent on agriculture in the
processing industry.
It should be borne in mind, Mr President, that the
funds disbursed by the EAGGF help to sustain the
investment capaciry of the agricultural sector and
thereby assit all the European economic sectors,
whether upsream such as the farm machinery industry
or downstream such as the agrifoodstuffs industry.
The confidence of European farmers has been badly
shaken. Vith all the adverse decisions affecting the
CAP which have been taken in recent years and the
continuing threat of budgetarT discipline hanging over
them, the farmers of our Community are no longer in
a posirion to plan ahead. This Parliament must make
its contribution to the restoration of much-needed
confidence to the agricultural community. Ve must
develop an assertive pride in our agricultural heritage
in this Community. If we do not, the nadonalism of a
few will have disastrous effects on the Europe of the
future.
I would counsel caution with regard to the whole
question of surpluses, where it is true to say that at the
moment there are structural surpluses in cenain prod-
ucts. \fe shall have to be careful for the future.
Europe's role is not limited to the boundaries of the 10
Member Starcs. Not only are we a major trading pan-
ner on the world market, we also have an obligation to
the starving millions of the world. How many more
tragedies like Ethiopia and other Sahel regions do we
need to bring this message home?
If we continue seriously undermining the confidence
and the morale of our farmers, we may well find our-
selves in the years ahead unable to meet these commit:
ments.'We have an obligation, first, to show our soli-
dariry to the farming communiry and restore their lost
confidence and, secondly, to demonstrarc that we are
genuinely serious about tackling the problem caused
by structural surpluses.
The President-in-Office of the Council, Mr O'Keeffe,
said in his address this mornirig. 'Ve must have a
budget for 19E5 and we must have it now'. It is not to
the European Parliament he should say this, but to his
colleagues in the Council. He has failed there, but let
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him not try to whitewash his and the Council's inabil-
ity to overcome the child's play nctics that have been
used in recent times but realistically face the problems!
Even at this late stage, I appeal to the Council, in the
interests of Europe, to havc the political will and cour-
age to make the necessary alterations so that their dis-
astrous draft will in effect become an annual budget.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenq at this point there is no
real budget for 1985. There are no guarantees for
Communiry farmers, not to mendon other secors'
Not in the Social and Regional Funds, food aid, or
anything else is there anything at all that gives any
reassurance prior to enlargement of the Community to
Spain and Ponugal. And I, Mr President, shall be vot-
ing against this budget.
Mr Collinot (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I do not
propose rc dwell on the motives for rejecting the
budget, which have becn discussed at sufficient length
by earlier speakers. Insrcad I shall be considering the
consequences to which this rejection will lead.
The first point to be noted is that the system of provi-
sional rwelfths will reduce the Communiry's financial
capaciry by 4 billion ECU. As a result, the appropria-
tions for the EAGGF Guarantee Section will be 15 bil-
lion ECU, insrcad of the 18 billion for which the
Council has made provision. Similarly, cooPeration
and development aid will be cut from almost I billion
to 700 million ECU.
The crisis brought on by the Council will severely
damage the inrcrests of farmers, who already face the
milk and wine quotas decided upon in Dublin and will
now be the losers in this most recent institutional
wrangle. The peoples of the Sahel countries and
Ethiopia will also suffer 
- 
tragically 
- 
as a result of
the Council's indecision.
How can tJre Council talk of a balanced budget when
it is going to be necessary in the course of 1985 to vote
a supplementarT budget of almost 5 billion ECU,
vastly grearcr than the one for 1984? In addition to
making good the underprovision for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section, it will have to cover the compensa-
tion to the United Kindgom, thc shortfall in VAT
revenues, and the new agricultural prices lor 1985/
1986.
In the circumstances, Mr President, we maintain that,
if the European Community was to be saved, it was
necessary for Members of this Parliament to face up to
their responsibilities, so that we could then make a
fresh stan on a sounder basis. Come what may, the
Community must maintain its uniry within and its soli-
dariry in relations with the rest of the world. Ve in the
Group of the Europcan Right maintain that only com-
pliance with the Treacy and serious conciliation
' between the branches of the budgeary authoriry can
bring new confidence in the future of Europe.
Mr Papoutsis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, at the first
reading of the budgct the European Parliament came
face to face with its responsibilities. Ve had rc make a
united response to the problems of today with an early
endorsement of the Community's budget for 1985. At
the same time, however, we had to take account of the
major problems of tomorrow in the building of a
Europe equipped to meet its people's needs.
I would not say we came up with a bold solution, one
that would match up entirely with our exPecntions.
However, we did manate to exPress our opposition to
the way Europe is at a standstill. Ve increased com-
mitment appropriations and drafted a budget which
was realistic and for the whole of tggs and not just a
revenue and expenditure sheet for ten months.
Our role at this sitting today is even more crucial, even
more imponant. Ve know now that the Council has
effectively declined to put forward a real budger Ve
know now shat when the Council listened to what we
had to say on the equally definitive matter of financial
stringency it did so simply out of polircness. Ve know
now, and s/e can be sure about this, that our rights
and also the role of the European Parliament are fin-
ally being repudiated.
Mr President, the challenges and problems facing the
Community today are well-known. Our poliry choices
for tackling them are also well-known. But along with
hope for the success of these policies there is also a
high degree of anxiety about the possibility of failure.
A failure which would have the most grave, if not irre-
parable, consequences for Europe's future. Vill the
new policies become a real instrument for technologi-
cal reconstruction or will we just have a showcase
poliry which will widen the gap between our technol-
ogy and the rcchnologies of the United States and
Japan? Vill enlargement be a step towards European
integration or will it make the divisions berween the
peoples more acute and add yet another problem? Vill
the regional poliry be a vehicle for integrated struc-
tural changes or will it degenerate into a gesture of
charity and an instrument for keeping uP cenain Pre-
tensions? Vill our dealings with the Third lforld con-
tribute to its economic growth, to the strentthening of
peace and international cooperation, or will they do
irreparable harm to our credibility and ability to nego-
tiate any policy of cooperation in the future?
The Council has given its answer to these viml ques-
tions in the shape of the budget it has recommended rc
us and the financial stringency which goes with it. It is
an answer which offers the worst possible outlook for
Europe and ir peoples because it clearly leads down
the road to stagnation, consraints and, in the long
run, decline. It is our dury today to safeguard the
future of Europe as regards democracy and develop-
ment. To this end we have an obligation to give
expression to our polidcal will yet again by rejecting
the budget.
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Mr President, I would also like rc say a fcw things
about specific mafters vhich are of direct interest to
the Greek people. Parliament and the Commission
accepted rhe Greek memorandum drawing anention
to the pardcular problems of our country and the main
response of the Community to the nced to tackle our
problcms and put our economy on a firm footing has
been adoption of the Meditcrranean programmes and
the decision to conributc to rhe Greek five-year
development programme.
Everyone knows rhat the abiliry of the less-developed
areas of the Communiry likc Greece to make a go of it
with the developed counrries is directly related to the
implementation of the structural policies. The econo-
mic growth of the Community, and likewise its cohe-
sion, depend directly on rhe convergence of the econ-
omies that these things l{d lp to. All the Communiryinstitutions agree on this. Ir is demonsrably clear
today that the social policy, the regional policy and all
of the structural policies have definidve social priority.
A prioriry which must be pursued with measures of
substance and not with wishful thinking offering the
prospec, in practice, of constraint and under-develop-
ment. Because the increase in commitmcnt appropria-
tions for the structural funds proposed by the Council
opens up only the prospect of constraint and under-
development. Because the approach so far ro the Med-
iterranean programmes offers only the prospect of
constraint and under-derrelopment, and these are only
a couple of indications of the attirude that has pre-
vailed in the Council.
The 1985 budget is a token of the Communiry's failure
to get to grips wirh the real problems of the peoples of
Europe with care and decisiveness at a time when
Europe is facing historic challenges. It is yet anorher
indication of the need which becomes more obvious
every day for us to develop a nevr realistic policy and
to lay the foundations for the Europe of rhe future, a
Europe of democrary, development and social justice.
Mr President, on the basis of these reflections and
expressing the view of the Greek Socialist Members as
well as the anxieties and aspirarions of all rhe Greek
people, we shall vote against the 1985 budget.
simple reason that the problems revealed in our first
budget discussions with the Council have persisted
unchanged.
These problems largcly conoern three areas, which
President O'Keefe has already talked about this morn-
ing. Firstly, it has long been known that the Com-
muniqy's 1985 income would not be enough ro meer
all its expenditure, so that as in 1984 the Member
Statcs would have to pay advances. The Council of
Ministcrs has acknowledged this in its budget deci-
sions. Despite this it is nor prepared, at least for the
momenq to provide for any additional funds over and
above thc Communiq/s own resources but proposes to
draw up a short, ten-month budget to be followed in
autumn 1985 by a budget to cover the remaining
months of the year. This procedure is an infringemenr
of the Communiq/s Financial Regulation and would
also be unacceptable in any of the national parlia-
ments. 'We, therefore, stand by our call for a budget
covering all twelve months of rhe year. But since the
Council will nor accept this the whole budget will be
thrown out. The Council will bear full responsibiliry
for this, for it has known perfectly well rhat the Com-
munity would need additional funding from the indivi-
dual Member States over and above its own resources
for 1985.
The second reason for the unacceptabiliry of the
budget procedure overall is as follows, and a number
of speakers have alreadytouched on it. In reoent years
compulsory expenditure has consistendy increased as a
result of Council decisions, panicularly in the agricul-
tural sector, and this has caused the finance ministers
meetint in the Council to call for decisions imposing
budgeury disciplinc. The formula which the Council
has now come up with proposes that once farm price
decisions are agreed on the Council of Finance Minis-
tcrs should draw up a budget rc be discussed before-
hand with the European Parliament. In my view this
formula is not acceptable. Anyone can discuss, but
decisions need to be taken jointly by both arms of the
budgetary authoriry 
- 
Parliament and Council. If the
Council is unable ro atree jointly with the European
Parliament on rh€ quesdon of budgetary discipline
then we, the European Parliament, shall make use of
the very same formula s,hich the Council of Ministers
has set for itself. But we shall reverse rhe terms Council
and Parliamear. In orher words, before the beginning
of the financial year the European Parliament will
draw up a budget and discuss it beforehand with the
Council of Minisrcrs. Ve shall see what this kind of
procedure before the beginning of rhc financial year
leads to.
The third reason for the budget's unacceptabiliry is as
follows: it provides neither for the requisite agricul-
tural spending nor for paymenr of the United King-
dom's refund. During the last plenary sitting we had a
long debate to the effect that the amounr of this
refund as agreed on by the Fontainebleau summit, i.e. '
one thousand million ECU, was indeed payabte but
IN THE CHAIR: I."TDY ELLES
Vce-hesident
Mr Pfcnnig (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen. I knou, that cenain members of the
Council of Ministers will not be unhappy if the Euro-
pean Parliament rejects the Communiry budget for
1985. Nevenheless I cannor recommend that this
budget be approved. I cannor do this 
- 
and my group
in company with other troups will reject it 
- 
for the
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that under the existing Financial Regulation it could
only be paid from the expcnditure sidc of thc budget
to special projects in thc United Kingdom. Here too
the Council is unreasonable and would like to put off
the problem till the eutumn, perhaps hoping that the
Financial Regulation will have bcen changed by then.
It will not have been: rwo Member Statcs have made
that quite clear. And so I wonder what the Council
means by not agreeing rc allow for this refund rc the
United Kingdom in the budget, as proposed by thc
European Parliament.
I can draw only one conclusion from it: the Council is
clearly persisting in its effons to upset the balance of
the Europcan Communiry, not only its budget but also
its Financial Reguladon. The procedure now proposed
by the Commission is totally unacceptable, as we indi-
carcd in the week of our last plenaqy sitdng. That pro-
cedure is not a federal financing sysrcm of the kind
which the Communiry has had to date, but rather one
which would be suitable for financing a tennis club 
-all club members paying one per cent of their income,
except for one member who only pays when he actu-
ally uses the couns. For the Community this just won't
do! For this third reason also the 1985 budget will be
rejected !
Sir Frcd Cathcrwood (ED). 
- 
The issue before us is
whether we confirm the Council's breach of the
Treaty 
- 
both the letter and the spirit 
- 
in approving
a budget that does not cover expenditure. The Com-
mission says its does not cover expenditure; it is quite
clear about that. That is the advice that the Council
has been given; we are not imagining it! The Council
itself admits that it does nor cover expenditure, other-
wise it would not include I 315 m ECU in square
brackets. That is an admission by the Council. So there
is no quesdon of whether this budget covers expendi-
ture or not.
'Ve are asked to approve this breach on the grounds
that d hoc arrangements will be made larcr in the
year. !/e all know, of course, that the Council has
been forced into d hoc anangements in absolutely
evenhing that it does because of the Luxembourg
Compromise; the compromise that renationalized the
decision-making of the Community. But until now the
Council has respected the disciplines of the budget,
and the pressures on the Council have not renational-
ized the decision-making process of the budget. But
the proposal from the Council does renadonalize the
budget. Thcre will be an intcrgovernmental agreement
later in the year to decide how much is needed. Ten
governmen$ will get together and they will make the
decision as to how much is nceded and where it should
go. Then they will propose a supplementary budget
and we will be dependent on their agreement at inrcr-
governmental level as to whcther ve accept that sup-
plementary budget or not. So the budget of the Com-
munity will be decided no longer in Community insti-
tutions but in an ad boc intergovernmental forum
where everything will be decided on the margin that
matters 
- 
rhat margin of manoeuvre which has so far
been rcserved rc the Communiry institutions in a well
understood reladonship berween the three major insti-
tutions.
fue we exaggcrating? Are we making an undue fuss?
Vill we be told that we are making too much of a fuss;
that we are being legalistic? It does not really matter.
But if you look at what has happened after the Luxem-
bourg Compromise, I do not think we are making an
undue fuss. That staned as a fairly reasonable request
that vinl national interests should require absolute
unanimity. But as soon as the decision-making was
renationalized 
- 
even on a reasonable basis 
- 
the rot
spread not just into the Council, not just into Coreper,
but into the Commission which would not or could
not put any proposals but the lowest common denomi-
nator. Look at what has happened to the Community
since the spread of the rot when decision making was
renationalized.
The Parliament, Madam President, is the only cordon
sanitaire againn this corruption of the Community
process. There is no vay forward in the renadonaliza-
tion of the Communiry. Therc is no blucprint for a
Community that is run by nadonal decision making
and by ad hoc arrangements on the budget. That is no
way forward for the smallest country or for the largest
country. There is no logical power behind that pro-
cess. Therefore, we have to act as the cordon sanitaire
- 
the one institution that is not afraid of the Council;
the one institution that can stand up rc the Council;
the one institution that can say no, you cannot do it,
you must not do it, it is against the spirit and the letter
of the Treary. Ve have absolutely no alternative,
whatever it costs, but to say, no, the budget must not
be renationalized, it must be got back to a proper form
in the Treary. Only in this way will the fair words of
Fontainebleau be transformed into a Community that
is going rc take Europe forward. So we have an
extremely imponant decision to make, and it is
encouraging to feel that the vasr majoritiy of Parlia-
ment is behind this decision and is going to put a road-
block in the way of the Council and make it absolutely
clear that it must keep the the budget of the Com-
muniry in Communiry hands and that the Communiry
must go forward to re-Communiry decision-making as
wcll as keeping to the Communiry budget.
MrAlavuos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, we
in the Communist Party of Greece voted against the
1984 budget. On that occasion we were a small minor-
iry. As regards rhe 1985 budget we said at the first
reading that we were moving towards voting against it.
'![ith great surprise, however, we see that today we
belong to the overwhelming, not to say unanimous,
majoritiy of the European Parliament due to vorc
against the budget, a majority which stretches from
the progressive benches to the benches of
Mrs Thatcher, and even of Mr [r Pen.
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The Committee on Budgets has recommended rejec-
tion of the budget. But where has it chosen to stand
and fight? On the poliry of austeriry which runs right
through the 1985 budget? No. On the issue of finan-
cial stringenry which is all-pervasive in the 1985
budget? No. On the refunds to Great Britain which
have led ro the impasse facing the Communiry budget
today? No. The Comminee on Budgets has chosen to
stand and fight on whether the supplementary budget
for 1985 should be drawn up today as it proposes, and
there is more sense in this, or next Seprcmber as thc
Council is proposing.
So we see a conflict between insdtutions on a matter
which from a political and economic standpoint is not
of prime importance, while the tremendously impor-
tant polirical and economic issue of how the Com-
munity's resources are distributed is downgraded and
made subordinate to institutional wrangling. In our
opinion this is a misleading and dangerous contriv-
ance. For the political, social and economic differ-
ences, that is, to be concealed behind institutional
jousting, behind the European Parliament's oneness in
frantically striving to widen its authority. And it really
was with panicular sorrow that earlier on we saw the
European Democratic Group speaker, Sir Fred Cath-
erwood, applaud the speech by Mr Pitt of the labour
Parry when, judging by what is said at leasr, enormous
economic and political differences separate their two
panies.
At the national level, Madam President, the voting
down of a budget means a government crisis and pos-
sibly elections, and in most cases this is a political tra-
gedy. But at the Communiry level the Commission, the
Council and the policies i la Thatcher and Kohl which
run right through the EEC remain inviolate. This in
our view is a farce at the expense of the working peo-
ple of the Community. I remind you of what the Presi-
dent of the Council said, namely that with the system
of N/elfths 1.3 billion ECUs will effectively be cur
from EAGGF guarantee. To wind up, Madam Presi-
dent, I want to stress that in voting against the budget
the Communist Party of Greece will not, of course, be
doing so because it wishes, shouldcr to shoulder with
the New Democracy and orher parties, to get more
powers for the European Parliament, but because it
disagrees with financial stringency, because rhis
budget is cffectively a rejection of all our amendments
on the Mediterranean programmes and the five-year
programme, etc., because it disagrees vith the amend-
ments which seek to make credir available to Turkey
and because it disagrees with the pro-monopoly policy
of austeriry which runs right through the budger
Mrs Tove Niclscn (L). 
- 
(DA) Madam President,
the President-in-Office of the Council said today that
it is not in the interesr of the Communiry or of irc ciri-
zens for us to reject the budger for 1985. I entirely
agree that we need a budget, but it must be a realisdc
budget, and the President-in-Office has today plainly
admitted thar there is no coverage for the whole of
1985. Put a different way: it is not a realistic budget
that the Council is putting fonvard, and it is not there-
fore adequate for the heavy and serious asks we are
faced with. It cannot be in the interests of the Com-
munity and neither can it be 
- 
for that very reason 
-in the interests of its cidzens. There are a number of
problems in the Communiry which are best solved in
cooperation, and that is what we are working for in
the European Parliament. It is precisley in the Euro-
pean Parliament that we work politically across
national frontiers. Many tasks await us. Ve urgently
need to create more new jobs, and this is something
we have repeatedly affirmed. Ve need a common
indusuial policy, a common transport policy, and we
need to do more for the developing countries. And I
could mention other urtent tasks which we need to do
something about, for we are srontest as a Com-
munity.
It is regreuably a characteristic of the Council thar the
members work, think and act on national lines. It is
nadonal solutions and attitudes in panicular which
work against the Community, to the detriment of the
citizens of Europe. It is my hope that European atti-
tudes will soon find their place in the Council. It is
only then, I believe, that, as fully equal panners in
cooperation, we shall be able to reach rational solu-
tions in which wc can have respect for one anorher.
That is unfonunately something we srill have to wait
for, but I urgently appeal to the Council to understand
that we have cenain tasks which we take seriously,
which we are anxious to accomplish and which are
best accomplished 
- 
or can only be accomplished 
-if the Council thinks and acts in a European spirit,too.
Mr Fich, as the main rapporteur for the 1985 budget
at both first and second readings, has made a yery
clear statement of Parliament's duties. fu a member of
the Liberal Parry in Denmark I greatly appreciate his
objective and well-founded demands to the Council of
Ministers, and I fcrvently hope that Mr Fich's pro-
European views, which have emerged with great clar-
ity, will also be taken to hean by his own pany in
Denmark, the Social Democratic Pary. My own
parry, Vensre, is an unequivocally pro-European
pany, and our programme does not seek to hide the
fact. On the contrary, we are at pains to demonstrate
the betrcr Europe we wish to join in creating in the
Communiry.
But the situation in Denmark is such that we still do
not have the cooperation of the Danish social demo-
crats in the Folketing, where rhe decisions regarding
action in the Council are taken, i.e. that parry does not
dare acknowledge that to which it was previously
committcd, in other words a pro-European anitude
which will afford us the possibiliry of solving thc really
pressing and concrete pioblems.-I hope that MrFicir
will find it possible to influence his own party at home.
If he succeeds, Denmark may once again in the Coun-
cil be a counry committed to what it bclieved in urhen
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we took our decision to join the Community. For the
situation is that we are approaching a vital crossroads
in European policy, and the Member States must make
their position clear. Ve must solve cenain problems
and we must show the will to do so. I deplore the
Council's refusal, and unfonunately it seems to be the
Council's final anitude. \7e have no other option than
to reject the budget. But I urge the Council in the
srontest possible terms to sart to think and afi in a
European spirit, for that is what will benefit the Com-
muniry and the citizens of Europe. That is why we
have been elected to the European Parliament, and we
want to honour our commitment. I call upon the
Council of Ministers to join us in shouldering the
common responsibility we have! The citizens of
Europe are endded to expect it of us.
Mr Rigo (S). 
- 
(17) Madam President, here we are,
at the second reading, discussing the 1985 budget
which contains, in an even worse form, the same con-
uadictions as the 1984 supplementary budget. There
was never any doubt that, after the surreptitious
enlargement of the 1984 revenue, and the surreptitious
reduction of the 1984 expenditure. These factors
would have their repercussions in1985. The Council's
presenadon of a budget covering only 10 months is
the natural consequence of a political attitude
adopted. It is therefore from the political standpoint
that the 1985 budget should be assessed. This pan
budget is not a proposal nor a policy and neither,
strictly speaking, is it a budget: it is, in 
-short, as
Mrs Scrivener has said, an 'unacceptable fact'. It is an
unacceptable fact made worse on two counts: the first
is the lack of conciliadon on the eve of the second
reading, in accordance with established practice' so
that the Council could review and regain a positive
relationship with the Parliament and revise the lines of
the budget; the second count, which is even more ser-
ious, is the decision taken at the Dublin Summit of 3
and 4 December by the Heads of State and Govern-
ment on budgetory discipline, whereby the Parliament
was deprived of ir authoriry, and the Council became
in practice the sole budgetory authoriry. Parliament
will henceforth be 'heard' and will no longer take part
in a process of co-decision. This is in open violation of
the spirit and leter of the Treaties, which make Parlia-
ment one of the two budgetary authorities. This is not
a corporate defence of our lnstitution; it is very much
more. It is a denunciation of the blocking, systemati-
cally practised by the Council, of the development of
Communiry poliry. And this budget is a further proof
of that. Therefore, either we take the opponuniry pre-
sented by this budget to re-establish, forcibly, 6ur own
initiative, or inevitably we shall find ourselves on a
downward path leading to the reduction and final
neuualization of the functions of the European Parlia-
ment. It is natural that, where the 1985 budget is con-
cerned, we should find uniry besween Parliamentary
groups with different ideas and different philosophies.
But the 'No' cannot be an end unto itself 
- 
2 'frJo' 1s
a budget thaq covering as it does a period of only
l0 months, becomes a document that from the
accounting point of view is totally unaccePtable.
As I was saying, this must be the occasion for a solemn
call to Member States to respect the spirit and letter of
the Treaty. !7e say this in this Chamber, strengthened
by the popular vorc that, only a few months ago, gave
us the mandate to represent and carry forward the
idea of Europe in this institution and in our own coun-
tries.
\[e also have to study and carry forward a new proPo-
sal from Parliament affecting the sectors of produc-
tion, research, and scientific and rcchnological
development.
Mr Pitt, when criticizing the imbalance in the budget
between agricultural and non-compulsory expendi-
ture, put his finger on one of the fundamental ele-
ments in the disagreement and difficulry that Parlia-
ment and the Community experience in keeping a
relationship going that involves all the national forces
present in Parliament. This can only however be done
through a policy of income enlargement which,
rcgether with greater financial independence for Par-
liament, also makes it possible to enlarge non-compul-
sory expenditure and, hence, to make possible a poliry
that will make us competitive with the other countries
that rcday dominate the world economy.
A new Community poliry is absolutely vital, and we
take a very good view of the fact that the President of
the new Commission, Mr Delors, has taken charge of
monetary poliry for the very purpose of suengthening
the European currency amontst the currencies of the
world, and putting forward an economic policy that
will reverse the present rend.
During his visit to China President Reagan remarked
that 1984 was the first year in which foreign trade
across the Pacific exceeded that across the Atlantic.
This is something that would have been absolutely
unthinkable l0 years ago. In those areas of Eastern
fuia production goes ahead at a pace very close to
what was achieved in post-war Europe in the '50s and
'50s. It is therefore those counuies, as well as America,
that we have to keep our sights on in our endeavours
to extricate Europe from the role of'decadent noble-
man', a Europe incapable of reacting and facing up to
the new situations occurring today in the world, a
Europe wirh an outlook that lives in the past, on tradi-
don, on history, but which is unable to get into step
with future prospects.
This is the point, then, that we have to tackle with this
budget. Member States must re-think this poliry, from
Britain 
- 
which cannot retain pan of its contributions
except for a limited period of time, and then only as a
reimbursement under the expenditure Chapter 
- 
to
Vestern Germany, which must agree to raise its VAT
contribudon to l.4o/o as soon as possible, to France
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and Ialy, which must equally review their agricultural
policy.
Thank you, Madam President, for having allowed me
to bring these problcms,to Parliamenr's art€nrion.
Mr C-ornclissen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
following on from the general political -conclusions
Mr Langes has drawn, I should like to'consider rhree
points at treater length. Findy, Britain's compensation
and the implications it has for the Federal Republic.
Our objections to this compensation being offsor
againsr rhe VAT owed by the United Kingdom, with
the European Parliament playing no pan, have been
brushed aside by the Council with a reference ro Fon-
tainebleau. Fontainebleau appears to be a kind of deus
'ex 
mrcbina. That was what was agreed there, and thar
is the end of the matter. No funher discussion. But not
even Fontainebleau can conceal the fact rhat there is
now a shonfall of some I 500 m ECU in the budget.
After all, the repayment has not been included on the
expenditure side, and no adjustmenr has been made to
revenue either. Conrary [o proper budgetary princi-
ples, the problem is to be solved with a supplementaqy
budget.
Secondly, rhe slashing of non-compulsory expendi-
ture. This expenditure is essential if there is rc be a
European approach to the problems facing the public
in and outside Europe. The rhree main problems are
hunger in the world, an unacceptably high level of
unemployment and the threat to the environment. The
dreadful disaster caused by poisonous gas in India is
clear proof of our obligations as stewards of God's
creation. At the first rcading rhe European Parliament
adopted, amendments which would resore 323 m
ECU of the non-compulsory expenditure removed by
the Council, but it has agreed to only half of this.
Thirdly, the budget covers expenditure and revenue
for only ten months. The Council realizes this, but the
I 300 m ECU entered by the European Parliament for
agricultural expcnditure and rhe corresponding
rdvenue have large brackets around them and ari
accompanied by a footnote and other rcstrictive provi-
sions. As a resulr of what I would call this striptease in
brackets, everything is in rhe air again where this item
is concerned. The Council percists in its view that it
should prescnr a budget which covers only pan of the
year, which is undoubtedly a novelry in rhe parliamen-
ary history of rhe Communiry and the Member
States, but I simply see it as evidence of the Member
States impotence. I refuse to believe that the national
governments do not realize that the Communiry's own
resources muss be increased if new European poliry is
to be developcd. The fac that European poliry which
replaced national policies would ease the burden on
the national budgets musr surely appeal to the national
Finance Ministers. To paraphrase a Dutch srying, I
would say to them: your guilder is wonh a guildcr and
a half in Europe.
In his speech she President of the Council clearly
demonstratcd the Council's political impotence wirh
his constant refeience to the present lack of resources
to meet neoessary expenditure. But that is precisely rhc
issue at the moment: the Council has known this for
rwelve months, but it simply cannor agree on rhe
Commission's and Parliamenr's proposals for the crca-
tion of the legal basis for new resources. I am afraid
that thc Council's policy is increasingly becoming one
of 'let's live for rcday and see what romorros, brings'.
This summer n e were electcd to protcct the interests
of the Community and its cidzens. This budgct is
unfonunately incompatible with devclopment towards
a democratic Europe. The adopdon of this ramshackle
budget would nor bc a stcp forwards but a step back-
wards. I realize that its rejection will also have reper-
cussions for the Communir/s future dcvclopmenr.
Unfonunately, we have no choice. Thursday, the day
on which the vote will bc taken, promises to be a black
day for Europe unless the Council repents and thinks
European. But, Madam President, s,e shall never say
die. Even aftcr this European winter there will be
another spring.
Mr Pricc (ED). 
- 
Madam President, if the European
Parliament rejects this budget it will be for rhe sole
reason that ir does nor cover the expenditure needs of
the Communiry for 12 months. Essentially this criti-
cism of the Council is not a criticism of the way that it
has exercised its budgetary powers bur its legisladve
powers. It was clear to everyone, long before the 1985
budget discussion began with a preliminary draft
budget, that extra resources over rhe I Vo ceiling would
be required for 1985. The l% ceiling is a limit which
has to be respected in the budget so if the increase was
to be put in place in time for a l2-month budget to be
adopted, the Council should have acted in respect of
its legislative powers some time ago. They failed. So
now we have the choice of either rejecting thc budget
or simply accepting the Council's framcwork in rhe
draft budget and adding smallish sums ro non-compul-
sory expenditure. That is the choice that faces us. It is
clear which of these courses the European Parliament
is about to adopt. It is to reject the budget.
All I can say is that I hope it will not be long before
the Council does put in place the necessary legislation
to enable a new draft budget, covering 12 months, to
be put before us.
I have one panicular sadncss about the effect of rejec-
tion and that is that we have nor bcen able rc end wirh
a clear challenge ro the Council about Parliament's
powers over rhe revenue side of the budget. In its res-
ponse to our first reading amendments dealing with
revenue, the Council has said amendments within the
meaning of Anicle 203 of the EEC Treary concern
non-compulsory expenditure and nor revenue.
Anicle 203(a) of the Treaty makes it quirc clear that
Parliament has rhe right to amend rhe draft budget
I
t
I
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and to proposc modifications relating to compulsory
cxpenditure. So what the Treaty makes quitc clear is
that thc only exception to the normal procedure in
relation to thc budgct is for Compulsory cxpenditure.
Thus the Treaty itself makes quite clear that Parlia-
ment has the power to amend the draft budgct both in
respect of non-compulsory expendiure and in respect
of revenue. I am sorry that this point will not bc
clerrcd up now. It cenainly has to bc in the future.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, my
Group has already satcd iu position on the budget. I
would therefore merely wish to add a word on an
aspect of this budget or, more cxactly, of the Council's
proposals which srikes us as particularly scandalous:
this is the idea of restoring the 1985 appropriations for
special aid and the founh financial protocol bercreen
the Communiry and Turkey.
It was doubtless in order to fustify the Council's posi-
tion on this matter that the President-in-Office replied
to a question of mine on 24 October last that 'the Ten
had noted several positive developments and were
intcrestcd to see that the elected Turkish Government
was rapidly moving towards restoration of human
rights and freedoms in Turkcy'.
Sincc that datc, however,273 ciizens have been sent-
cnced for political activities in Turkey; one man, Hidir
Aslan, has been execurcd; ll have been sentcnced to
death, 25 to life imprisonment and the others to
between 5 and 36 years in prison.
In the circumstances 
- 
and I was anxious to draw
your attention to this matrcr 
- 
I belicve that it would
bring discrcdit on the House and the Communiry to
cndorse such a move.
(Appkrsefrom tbe LeIt)
Mrs Fuillct (S). 
- 
(FR) One minurc's silence for a
defunct budget: that, Iadies and Gcndemen is what I
am tempted to call for.
However, parliamentary procedure requires me to
speak to the motion for a resoludon to reject the draft
budget for 1985.
How could che Council have believed for one moment
that the European Parliament, a Communiry institu-
tion dcmocradcally elected by univcrsal suffrrge,
could have lent ia agrecment to a budgct covering
only ten months of the year, thereby disregarding the
fundamental principles without which there can be no
dcmocratic life?
Mr President-in-Office of thc Council, your arBu-
ments failed to convince mc. Thry go against reason'
they go against the Treaties and, as I vas just sayrng,
they go against democracy.
It is really unthinkeble for any elected representadve
who has been given rcsponsibiliry for financial admin-
istration to prescnt r truncatcd budget in which the
details of revenue and expenditure are not shown
clearly but buried under layers of cosmetics, the anif-
ices of this new fashion for'square brackets'. If they
had been round brackets, Iedics and Gendemen,
vould we have found them acceptable? This is a ques-
don that I have been asking myself for a number of
days. Vhat a far cry from the spirit of thc Treaties!
Vhat a far cry from the tnre European idea!
The European Parliament has the right to vote on
expcnditurc. It has a role to play in regard to non-
compulsory expenditure, a role which cannot be
reduccd and cannot bc taken away from it. The Euro-
pean Parliament is not responsible for the lack of
agreement prevailing itt the Council. The farmers and
the unemployed,are eien less responsible.
It would have bcen quitc possible to cover the full
year's expenditure, Ladies and Gentlemen. The Coun-
cil had a choice between the rystem of advances under
intergovernmental agreemcnts, 
- 
which we, as Euro-
pean parliamentarians, find very uncomfonablc 
- 
and
a sysrcm under which the increase in own resources
could have been brought into operation with cffect'
from 1985. At a timc when all Honourable Members
are agrced that what we want is more European soli-
darity, I as a Frcnch Socialist find it a great shame that
the wisdom of those Member States which wanted to
increase the level of own resources by raising the VAT
percentage did not prevail and that other Statcs, tak-
ing advantage of the unanimity rule, should have set a
new condition which nust be mct before this increase
can be implemented, thereby delaying the inaugura-
tion of ncw policies and thc possibility of building a
Europe which is closer to hcr citizens without penaliz-
ing the farming community.
I also find it a great shame that the Council should
have turned a deaf ear to the appeals made to it by our
Committee on Budgets, which had left the door ajar in
the hope of a last conciliation meeting. The Council
did not listcn to us, the Council left its door closed,
the Council will bear the consequbnces.
Mindful of these consequences, we shall be keeping to
the commitment that wG gave in this Chamber to rejcct
the budget for 1985. !7e are convinced that this is thc
only course open to us if wc do not wish rc witness the
deterioration and eventual collapse of the Communiry.
It is the only way in which we can honour the contract
that we have entered into with the citizens of Europe.
Everyone who wants Europe to speak with a single
voice so that it will meke iaelf heard will appreciate
that it was only after very serious thought and with
great sadness that we reached this decision. Ve believe
that the future vill show that we were right. Major
undenakings must bc approached with firmness and
rigour. It is with these considerations in mind that the
i
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Socialists in the European Parliament will vore ro
reject the 1985 budger
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen. In his speech the President-in=Office
of the Council claimed that the Council had submiwed
a fair budget draft for the firsr reading and had been
more than fair over the second reading.
I don't know if it is very democratic for one body to
lay claim to a monopoly in fairness 
- 
but can a
budget be fair when it in no way meets the economic
and social requirements of the European Communiry
which is faced by such mass unemployment? Can a
budget be fair when two thirds of the appropriations
for development aid proposed by Parliament are wiped
out 
- 
rc the tune of 135 million ECU? \7hen the
Council President then says in this context that it is
inappropriate to do more for rice and cereals I ask
myself if this is not an example of panicularly cruel
heanlessnes, given the masses of people who are
starving in the Sahel and in Erhiopia. Can this budget
be fair when it ignores, for example, the culural and
information requirements posed by International
Youth Year?
The decisive reason for our rejection of this budget is,
however, the principle of the annual nature of the
budget which has not been respect€d here, and rhe fact
that insufficient funds, 1 300 million ECU of them for
agriculture, are forthcoming. But talking of a supple-
mentary budget here makes a ravesry of the idea of a
supplementary budgeq for a supplemennry budget is
only justified when relatively unforeseen measures
have to be financed. This is nor the case here.
But much could be said on this during this difficult
period, and indeed Parliament has already seen a thint
or rwo in connection with the 1984 supplementary
budget. Then the Commission made curs in rhe very
areas which were of panicular interest to Parliament,
whilst the Council deliberately did not creare rhe
necessary legal bases, in order thereby, for example in
tfie matter of non-compulsory expenditure, to under-
mine Parliament's budgetary powers by means of a
plor
This is where the blame lies, if we are apporrioning
blame, and this is why Parliamenr cannor acquiesce. It
is not Parliament which will be deemed to be at fault if
certain things cannot be done nexr year because of the
provisional twelfths rystem, bur the Council, becauseby using a supplementary budget and the related
mechanisms it makes special measures impossible.
For this reason and in view of rhe fact that the refunds
to the United Kingdom and Federal Republic of Ger-
many are to be paid out of income, thereby undermin-
ing Parliament's budgetaqy pov'ers, that only a small
compensatory rise in non-compulsory expenditure is
envisaged in this budget and that the necessary
increase in income has not been made. Parliament
really has no choice, if it wishes to show its mettle, but
to reject the budget.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, we
agree with the recommendation of the Committee on
Budgets and intend to vote against the Council's draft.
Ve ask ourselves, however, about the more substan-
tive matters behind the present dispute berc/een the
institutions which is a repeat of what seems to happen
without fail wery year. In our judgement the issue at
sake is not purely a legal one, about which parry is
being more faithful to the lerter and the spirit of the
Treades establishing the Communiry, but is about
what the Community will be able to do to overcome
its present deep crisis. Clearly, for this rc happen new
funds, either in the form of advance payments or
through a sharp increase in own resources, will need
to be made available in order to finance a major effon
based on new policies and aimed, in confirmation of
the principle of Communiry solidarity, at bridging the
disparities which exist. However, this calls for the
institutions rc have the political will to get close rc the
peoples so that they can rise to the challenge of his-
tory. Our Parliament has achieved this to a degree, but
it has come up against the shon-sighted money-chan-
ger's logic of the Council.
I would like to.mention one example. It concerns the
Mediterranean protrammes. The Commission devised
them and the European Parliament approved them
almost unanimously, but the Council is bankrupting
them and in doing so it is also bankrupting the idea of
Community solidarity, increasing bitterness, widening
the disputes and divides besween the peoples, sabotag-
ing the enlargement involving Spain and Portugal and
reducing the historic perspecrive of the Community to
pygmy proponions. Yet, as Mr lVunz righdy poinred
out a short while ago, it can find money ro encourate
the Evren junta in disregard of Parliament's categori-
cal qpposition. Mr Cot and Mr Fich have told us that.
rejecting the budget constir,urcs a political commit-
ment. The internal Communist Parry of Greece will
stand firm on this commirmenr for a new democratic
x/ay out of the crisis and a new formula which mea-
sures up to the mandate of those who have enrusrcd
us with their aspirations.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, Ladies
and Gentlemen, rejection of the budget presenrcd by
the Council is motivarcd by respect for rhe letrcr and
spirit of the Treaties and in line with the rone ser ar rhe
Fontainebleau summit.
Respect for the Treaties clearly implies thar a balanced
annual budget must be drawn up and that due Consid-
eration must be shown for Parliament's budgetary
powers, neither of which has been done, as has been
pointed out by most of the previous speakers. I for my
pan consider that it is useful, and actually in the inter-
I
i
)
I
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ests of the Communiry, to expose the Council's
double-alk. On the one hend, it affirms its desire to
develop new policies; on the other, it refuses to enrcr
the necessary revenues in the budget, thus denying
itself the financial means for these policies. A number
of Governmens were prepared rc make this entry, it
would appear, despite the Council's protesadon of
solidarity amont the Governments.'!tre are not con-
vinced that this solidariry exists, any more than it
appears to exist between, say, the Council of Minisrcrs
for Technologl, the Council of Ministers for Agricul-
ture and the Council of Finance Ministers.
In the case of the common agriculrural policy, for inst-
ance, the expenditure envisaged on the basis of the
current legislation by both the Commission and Parlia-
ment results in a deficit of I 315 million ECU. But the
Council refuses to enrcr this amount on a binding basis
on the expenditure side and to make provision for the
correspondint revenue, for instance by enrcring cer-
tain negative expenditure on the revenue side, such as
the superlevy on milk or the expenditure stemming
from failure to comply with Community preference.
In the case of new policies, the appropriations shown
by the Council in its draft budget for 1985 are lower
than those for 1984, and most of Parliament's amend-
menu aimed at increasing them have been rejected by
Council.
These rwo examples clearly show how impossible the
Council is finding it to reach agreement among its
number.
The French Socialist Members cannot accept this state
of affairs. Because they are deeply committed to the
construction of Europe, they are in favour of rejecting
the budget. They are convinced that any funher adv-
ance by Europe requires financing for the proposals on
which the French Presidency secured adoption at Fon-
tainebleau, among which I should like rc mention in
particular reform of the common agricultural poliry,
measures to combat unemployment, food aid, regional
development, and enlargement. If this finance is to be
provided, own resources must be increa5ed, mainly
through VAT, as vas agreed at Fontainebleau,
although some members of the Council are now hold-
ing back.
I should like to make rwo points by way of conclusion.
First, rejection will allow the new Commission, which
takes up its duties in January, to present a budgeary
document which they themselves will have to imple-
menr. Thar is a good thing. Secondly, by rejecting the
budget, Parliament is taking a step in the direcdon of
evolution of the Treaties, which x/as another point to
emerge from the Fontainebleau summit and has been
aken up by the Dooge Committee in its interim
report, which I quote: 'A Parliament elected by uni-
versal suffrage cannot, in good democratic logic, be
confined any longer to a consultative role or reduced
rc having powers of decision over only a small pan of
Community expenditure'.
President. 
- 
The debate will continue tomorrow eve-
ning.
was s*spended at lp.m, and res*med at
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Presidcnt
3. European Council in Dublin
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the statement by the
Council and the Commission on the outcome of the
European Council meeting in Dublin on 3 and
4 December 1984.
I welcome Mr FitzGcrald, President-in-Office of the
European Council.
(Applause)
Mr FitzGerald, Presi.dent-in-Offce of tbe Europeat
Council. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, I am
very happy to have the honour of addressing you for
the second time in the current Irish Presidency of the
Council.
I propose rc report to you on the outcome of the
meeting of the European Council held in Dublin on 3
and 4 December. I am also pleased to present rc you
today, as provided for in the Stuttgart Solemn Decla-
ration, the annual repon on progress made in 1984
towards achieving European Union. My colleague
Peter Barry, as President-in-Office of the Council,
will report to you more fully tomorrow on the pro-
gress made in the Community over the past five
months.
I look forward to hearing the statements by the Presi-
dent of the Commission and by the leaders or spokes-
persons for the political groups and then replying
briefly before I take my leave, as I also have to report
!o our parliament in Dublin on the actions of the
tovernment of Ireland over the past five months!
I understand that a recond appearance by the Presi-
dent of the European Council before Parliament
during a presidenry and a personal reply to the debate
represent innovations. If so, I am glad to break new
ground in inter-institutional relations, as I was happy
(Tbe sitting
3 p.*.)
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to do in a number of respects as President of the Gen-
eral Affairs Council in 1975.
(Apphrce)
Throughout the current Irish Presidency my col-
leagues in government and I have been mosr anxious
to ensure good relations berween Padiament and the
Council and, where possiblc, ro encourage funher
beneficial developments in these relations.
Following my address to you on 25 July last when I
met the enlarged Bureau to seek their opinion on rhe
appointmcnt of Jacques Delors as Presidenr of the
Commission, we had a very useful exchange of views,
in the course of which rhe Bureau asked that the Presi-
dency arrange for a third meedng berween thc
cnlargcd Bureau and the tcn Ministcrs for Foreign
Affairs of the Member Statcs. As you know, this meet-
ing took place on 20 November last.
In accordance with the comrniunent I gave here last
July and in response rc a specific approach from your
President, I ensured that there would be close conact
beru/een Parliamenr and the ad boc Committee on
Institutional Mairs. By tomorrow there will have been
four formd or informal meetings bcrween che chair-
man of the committec on tle one side and your Presi-
dent or delegation from Parliament on the other.
I was vcry glad to receivc your President in Dublin on
3l October, following the meetings I had with him
and previously with his predecessor at thc beginning of
the Irish presidency. Vhile President Pflimlin wai in
Dublin, I arranged for him ro meet the Irish represen-
tadve on the Committee for a People's Europe, who
was then about to convene the committee's firct meer-
ing. That committce has also made arrangements ro
ensure close liaison with Parliament.
Throughout the Presidency we have ensured the oper-
ation of the established mechanisms of Council-pailia-
ment relations, including the recent consultation on
the third lom6 Convendon in the framcwork of thc
Luns-Vestenerp procedure in its now cxtcnded ambit.
I acknowledge, of course, that there has been a ceftain
strain in relationship in regard to budgetary maners.
Such tension between Parliamenr and the Council is
not surprising. It is a normal and even a neccssary fea-
ture in our European institutional framework, espe-
cially at this stage of institutional da,elopmenu fhc
Presidency has made every effon to ensure that t&is
tcnsion *'ould bc resolved in a hcdthy way in full con-
formity with Treary provisions, including those relat-
ing to the powers and prerogatives of Parliament
Togcther with other Ministcrs concerncd, I discussed
thc issues in question with President Pflimlin when he
visitcd Dublin. Following rhat, arrangcments vere
made for a meedng of rhe Presidents of the three insti-
tutions. Subsequently, before the Council set our r,o
adopt conclusions on budgctary disciplinc, a dialogue,
sllli gmerisin narurc, took place with a delegation from
Parliamcnt, as a result of which cenain modifications
were proposcd to thc intcnded provisions in order to
mect Parliamenr's conccrns. As you all wcll know, it
was not possibleto reach full atreemenr on the modi-
fications beforc the European Council mer, bur we
werc ablc, I am happy ro say, rc obtain full agreement
in Dublin on proccdures which I believe go a consider-
able distance to meet the views expressed by Parlia-
ment uPon this mattcr.
I would hope 
- 
and I think the word 'hope''is proba-
bly the best one 
- 
that in detcrmining your approach
to tfre outstanding budgctery questions Parliament will
ake account of the circumsranccs in which the Presi-
dency had ro operatc, following the agreements
reached by thc European Council at Brussels and Fon-
tainebleau and the efforts ve have made in shc Presi-
dency to demonstratc respect for Parliamcnt and to
enhance its role in the conduct of intcrinstitutional
relations and.of Communiry business generally.
Let me now rurn to the main issues discussed at the
European Council mceting lasr week. At Fontainc-
blcau thc European Council confirmed that the
enlargcment negodations should be completed by
30 Septcmber 1984 at the latest. Vc in Ireland had
grave doubts as to the feasibiliry of this objectivc,
given that the negotiations had been in progress for
five years, that Communiry positions remained to be
settled for very imponant chapters of the negotiations
and that thc Fontainebleau meeting had dccided on a
reform of the common organizadon of the wine mar-
ket as a nccessary stcp preparatory to enlargement.
Dcspitc these doubts,we accepted the deadline on the
basis that wc would makc every effon to ensure that ir
was respecrcd and that in any case irs retcntion would
maintain thc pressure on all panies to makc the deci-
sions necessary for enlargemenr to proceed. Ve madc
the completion of the negotiadons in time to ensure
the entry of Spain and Ponugal on I January 1986 a
paramounr priority for the Irish Presidency and took
steps rc inrcnsify and speed up the negotiations. I
received the Spanish Prime Minister, Mr Felipe Gon-
zales, and senior colleagues in Dublin on 20 Seprcm-
!e1last in order to give an impetus at the highest polit-
ical level to the process.
I also ravelled to Ponugal four days larcr, on 24 Sep-
tember, where discussions I had wirh the Prime Minii-
tcr Mario Soarcs and his ministers led spcedily to thc
subsequent signarure in Dublin on 24Ooober by
Di Soares and myself of a constat d'rccrrdwhich statcs
that as alarge measure of agreement has been reached
bemreen the Communiry and Ponugal, the process of
Portuguese integration into the Community is now
irrevercible.
As a result of these efforts, and with ccrtain ooopera-
tion from Member States and the applicant counrries,
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imponant progress was made in the negodations.
However, this progress was impeded by the inabiliry
of Member States to reach agreement among them-
selves on positions to put to the applicant starcs on
several vinlly imponant issues. The European Council
meeting in Dublin last week was therefore faced with
a very considerable challcnge. The psychological
impact on the applicant states of the failure to resolve
the outstanding issues would have been extremely ser-
ious and could have had profound political conse-
quences.
Against that background I think it is fair rc say that
the major task of the Dublin meedng was !o unblock
the negotiadons on enlargement, in panicular by over-
coming the grave 
- 
at dmes apparendy even insuper-
able 
- 
difficulties which have prevented agreement
being reached in either the Agriculture or Foreign
Affairs Councils on reform of the market organization
for wine. This was an essential preliminary to semling
the Communiry position on wine for negotiations with
Spain and Ponugal.
Following the work done over the previous few
months on the basis of successive Presidency com-
promises brought before the different Councils, the
differences between the countries involved had nar-
rowed. Nevenheless, following the Foreign Affairs
Council on 26-28 November, qre were faced with a
deadlock which could have brought the enlargement
negotiations to a halt. Once it was clear, following the
failure of the General Council of Foreign Ministers on
28 November, that the issues would have to be mken
up at the European Council, I immediately initiated a
round of contacr on the following two days 
- 
29 and
30 November 
- 
designed to establish the basis for a
funher Presidency initiadve to break the deadlock. I
visited Paris-and Rome where I met President Miner-
rand and Prime Minister Craxi with other senior min-
isters concerned, as well as meeting briefly Prime Min-
ister Papandreou. In Dublin, before the Council, I met
President Thorn and Chancellor Kohl. fu a result of
these meetings and of telephone contacts over the
intervening weekends with Paris and Rome, the Presi-
dcncy was able to table at the commencement of the
Council a new compromise which was warmly wel-
comed as a suitable basis for discussion. The ensuing
discussions were, a[ times, difficulq but they led even-
rually to an understanding which is embodied in a text
on table wine that was agreed on Tuesday last by the
Heads of State or Government. This text forms an
inrcgral pan of the Presidengy's conclusions of the
mceting and represents, I believe, a fair and prudent
approach with an equitable balance of sacrifices and
burdens berween the Member States, panicularly
those which are significant producers of rrine.
The agreement on wine enabled the relevant Heads of
State or Government to lift their reserlves which had
hitheno prevented the finalization of Community pos-
itions on Spanish agriculture and fisheries. The agree-
ments on enlargement and wine are, howcver, subject
to a reservarion by Greece.
Following a procedure agreed by me as President of
the Council with the Greek Prime Minister, I first read
rc the meeting a statement by him recording that
Greece did not agree with enlargement unless a satis-
f.aaory position of the Community was taken on inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes, and that this was
also the Greek position concerning wine, followed by
a text smting the agreed Community position, that is
to say agreed by all ten Member States, that, and I
quote: 'Negotiations on enlargement will therefore
have to proceed on an ad referendum.basis in view of
the above declaration placing a Greek reserve on this
issue'. The texts of these two statements, as agreed
with the Greek Prime Minister, have been included as
an integral pan of the Presidency's conclusions of the
European Council and have been circulatcd.
This means 
- 
and this has been confirmed by Prime
Minister Papandreaou in the Greek Parliament since
then 
- 
that negotiations on enlargement on the basis
agreed by the Communiry can now go ahead on the
individual chapters, but that the whole matter of
enlargement remains d referendum in the light of the
Greek reserve.
The negotiations over the remaining chapters and
issues will, I have no doubt, be tough. The Presidenry,
in close collaboration with the Commission; is contin-
uing to make every effon to ensure that they will be
completed as soon as possible. I believe that the differ-
ences besween the Community and the applicant
counries can be speedily overcome.
The need to bring these negotiations to a rapid con-
clusion is clear, for following agreement, several
months will be required to prepare the rcxts for signa-
ture. If the process of ratifications is to be completed
in dme, these texts mrst be ready for approval at the
latest by the dme the European Council meets in
March. That Council will then, I hope, be able to con-
clude an agreement on integrated Mediterranean pro-
trammes which will be acceptable to Greece and
which will enable the Greek resenation to be lifud
and the ratification process to commence as from that
date.
Indeed, it is desirable that this dmetable be improved
upon if at all possible. \7hat would not be accepable
and would not be workable would be a drifting of
negotiations leaving us in a position where in March,
even if the Greek reservation were lifted, some months
would have to elapse before we reached the stage
where the texts were a'railable to submit for ratifica-
tion to the parliaments which, at that stage, would
have gone on their surnmer holidays. That we must at
all costs avoid.
(Appkase)
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In relation to these integrared Mediterranean pro-
grammes, Members will recall that the points of agree-
ment reached by the European Council in Brussels in
March and confirmed by the Presidency Conclusions
of the Fontainebleau meeting conrained a secdon on
structural funds. Agreement was recorded rhat these
integrated Mediterranean programmes would be
launched in favour of che southern regions of the pres-
ent Community so as to be operational in 1985.
Designed rc be of limited duration, such programmes
will also cover, rhe conclusion smred, problems raised
in the Greek memorandum. This implies 
- 
if I may
add in parenthesis 
- 
a certain element of prioritiy for
Greece. It was agreed that the financial resources allo-
cated rc aid from the funds, having regard ro the inrc-
grarcd Mediterranean programmes, would be signifi-
cantly increased in real terms within the limits of
financing possibilities. I would place more emphasis on
the first of those clauses than on the second. But both,
obviously, are relevanr.
Members will recall the Commission's proposals in
regard to the financial endowmenr and the duration of
the integrated Mediterranean programmes. You will
also know of the steps taken by rhe Budger Council
and by Parliament itself in regard to the inscription of
initial commitment appropriations for these pro-
grammes in the draft budget for 1985.
Ve had protracted and at times difficult discussions on
the integrated Mediterranean programmes in Dublin. I
believe that all members of the European Council
accept the panicular economic and political impon-
ance that attaches to the implemenrarion of these pro-
grammes. Speaking as Head of the Government of
Ireland, I can say that we have considerable sympathy
for the Greek view that enlargement should nor have
an adverse effecr on the economy of a country which,
like my own, is among the less prosperous Member
States. I was glad in rhis connection that a Greek pro-
posal, modified slighdy by the Presidency on the basis
of the Rome Treaty, was agreed for incorporadon in
our conclusions on the economic and social situadon
rc the effect thar the Communiry should take measures
designed, in the words of the preamble rc that fieatf t
to 'reduce the differences existing berween the various
regions and rhe backwardness of the less favoured
regions'.
I recall that in this connecdon, as Foreign Minister of
Ireland io 1976, when the Greek application for mem-
bership was first made active, I secured atreemenr rhar
in connection with enlargement, and in particular with
Greek accession, the financial resources of the Com-
munity would be increased sufficiently to ensure the
continuation of the common projects and policies of
the Communiry or those which it intended ro pursue
in the future. The Communiry must now address itself
vigorously and speedily ro rhe issue of integrated
Mediterranean programmes so as to work out how
Greek concerns can be met sadsfactorily. The Irish
Presiilency will give a posirive lead and direction to
this effon in the period remaining to it. I know that
the Italian Presidency will wish to continue this effon
wholeheartedly in the early months of the new year.
In my address last July to this House, I put forward
my belief that the principal preoccupation of our peo-
ple is the inrclerably high level of unemployment. I
v/ent on to oudine at some length why and how rhe
Community could play an effective role in tackling
this problem through joint action by the Member
States which, taken rogether and acting as a unir,
could provide a sdmulus for growth and employment
far greater than the capacity of any single Member
State, even one of the larger Member States acting on
its own. At the outset of our Presidency we made this
one of the prioriry issues, and we have pursued ir con-
sistently since then in discussions with partners, wirh
' the Commission and with the representarives of the
European trade unions and European employers, both
of whom I met in the period before the European
Council.
To give funher momenrum to this initiative I sug-
gested in a letter which I sent ro the Heads of State or
Government before the Council meeting in Dublin
that we should have a discussion of substance at rhar
Council meeting on the economic and social situation,
and that, given the dominance and persistence of the
problem of unemployment, we should discuss a collec-
dve effon to turn employment rends in a far more
positive direction at the European level as we were
endeavouring to do in our own counrry 
- 
as indeed
had been suggested by the Commission's excellent and
balanced annual economic reporr. This repon, which
was very warmly received at the European Council
and has since, I believe, been endorsed by the relevanr
Council of Ministers, reflects many of the suggestions
contained in the valuable Alben and Ball study which
you yourselves commissioned, and in the draft Pro-
gramme for Economic Recovery adopted by you on
27 March 1984 and forwarded to the European Coun-
cil.
There is a pressing need to tackle this problem because
fowth in rhe Communiry is expected ro be no more
than 2.250/o in rhe current year. That is well below the
Communiq/s capacity and on the basis of a continua-
tion of presenr policies no increase is foreseen next
year in Communiry growth which is markedly below
the performance of the Unircd Sates and Japan, not
merely the performance of the United Starcs rhis year,
but below the reduced performance expected by the
Unircd States next year.
At the same dme growth in world trade is expected to
fall next year from 90lo in the current year to 5olo and,
most critically, unemploymenr in the Communiry at
110/o this year is expected to rise even funher to
I 1.570 next year. That means 1 3 million people unem-
ployed and it could rise even funher were groriwh in
world rade to fall below the expected figure.
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If we consider the Community's performance in a lon-
ger term perspective there are rwo central and dissurb-
ing facts: firsdy, growth shows no sign of recovering
to its capaciry level in the Community, which clearly is
needed to reverse the still surging tide of unemploy-
ment. Secondly, we have not been getting enough jobs
even out of the inadequate growth we have had, as
compared, for example, with the performance of the
United States. !7ith inflation falling, with our Com-
muniry's external payments now expected to show a
slight surplus for the Communiry as a whole next year,
and with profits and investments rising, we need to
and can do better.
In presenting this analysis of the situation to the Dub-
Iin Council as I did, I said that in facing these issues
we should have regard to the Commission's guidelines
as set out in its Annual Economic Repon 
- 
taking
them as an overall package of proposals. Among the
guidelines in the repon to which I drew attention were
not only monetary policies that would srcer clear of
any acceleration in inflation and the removal of obsta-
cles to aking on labour and the strengthening of com-
petitiveness, but also other objectives which y/ere not
in fact included in the report to the European Council
but which are in the annual report to the Commission,
for example, the general objective of a progressive
increase in the actual and potential growth rarc, com-
bined with low and declining inflation, a pause in the
reduction of dcficits, where these have been brought
soundly under conrol, in order to reduce tax burdens;
and the need to develop cooperative action with the
Unircd Starcs and Japan to susmin an adequate overall
growth in world rade in the period ahead when the
contribution from the United States will apparently be
reduced.
The discussions in the European Council which fol-
lowed my introductory remarks were notably con-
structive and wide-ranging and were in fact the first
such in-depth discussions which the Council has had
on this topic for quite a long time past and which I
think shows the dangers of our Community becoming
introspective and becoming so deeply involved in
tackling specific problems that it loses sight of what
should be the major objectives on behalf of all our
peoples.
The agreement reached by the European Council on
these matters is set out in the Conclusions of the Presi-
dency. It accurately reflects the points actually made in
the discussion which I personally noted and summar-
ized. It is not, as has occasionally been the case in the
past 
- 
that is an understatement 
- 
a series of formu-
lae prepared in advance as a draft communiquE, but
reflects the actual discussion that took place in the
European Council.
I am very happy to report the European Council's
acceptance of the priority to be given to unemploy-
ment and their acceptance of the balanced package of
proposals contained in the Commissions's report.
Moreover, the Council has agreed rc the speedy
implementadon of these proposals. There is also at my
insistence a specific request to the ECO/FIN Council
and the Commission to keep external developments
under continuous review and to report back rc the
next meeting in March on what measures might be
appropriate for the Communiry or may already have
been initiarcd to assure the objective of a progressive
increase in the actual and porcntial growth rate for the
Community rc the benefit of employment even in the
face, I may add, of what may be deteriorating trends
in world rade and the United States' economy.
In addition, we asked the appropriate Ministerial
Councils of the Communiry m review manpower poli-
cies and foster enterprise, especially among the young;
to complete the Internal Market, including implemen-
ntion of European standards; to achieve a greater role
for the ECU and rc develop and strengthen the EMS;
to implement without delay previous polidcal commit-
menff on transport policy where there were signs of
slippage taking place in respect of decisions aheady
undenaken in principle by the Transport Council and
rc strengthen the rcchnological base of the Com-
munity, for which purpose the Commission was asked
to submit an action programme to our next meeting.
The third major subject dealt with at the Dublin meet-
ing was the appalling famine which is ravaging the
peoples of so many countries in Africa, such as Ethio-
pia and the Sahel countries. These peoples are suffer-
ing the effecm of an unprecedented drought and wide-
spread malnurition and famine. At least 2m tonnes of
grain are required for these panicular countries until
next year's harvest, in order to meet the priority needs
of the countries hardest hit.
Conscious of the very clear expectations of public opi-
nion in our Member States, and of the approaches
made to me from a number of quaners, including this
Parliament's Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation, and of my own personal responsibility as Presi-
dent, I took the initiative rc put this item on the
agenda with a view to getting a clear and unambi-
guous political commitment from the European Coun-
cil on further contributions on a scale commensurate
with the urgent needs of the situation.
At the meeting I stressed the urgency of concened
inrcrnational action to relieve the manifest disaster in
Ethiopia and the Sahdl. I proposed to the Heads of
State and Government a specific commitment that the
Community and its Member States would provide
between now and thc next harvest 1.2m tonnes of
cereals 
- 
that is approximately 600/o of the estimated
priority needs of these panicular areas. I also proposed
that the Dublin Council should appeal to other donor
countries to match this effon in order that the total
need of the famine-stricken countries are met esPe-
cially in the months immediately ahead.
It was my view that it was the obligation of Europe to
take on the responsibiliry for the greater pan of this
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commitment and by so doing to induce in orher donor
countries a positive attitude. Moreover, we would
have the moral right to demand such an attitude from
thcm.
(Apphuse)
These proposals were,adopted by the European Coun-
cil, which instructed the Commission, after consul-
tation vith the Member States with a view to establish-
ing the amounr of grain that has to be provided by
Member Sarcs bilaterally, to make a proposal to the
Council with respect to thc addirional Communiry
effon over and above that already provided for, that
would be needed to attain the figure ol l.Zm tonnes.
This approach was necessary because it became clear
in the course of deliberations in the Council that we
did not have available ro us details of the bilateral
commitments and inrcntions of Member Sarcs, so we
could not make ar rhat meeting a final assessment of
the scale of additional Communiry aid that might be
needed to supplement the bilatcral action of member
countries. May I, in this connection, say that that bila-
tcral action has been significant and generous on rhe
pan of many member governments and notably tener-
ous also on the pan of the peoples of rhe Communiry.
In my own country, already the amount raised by vol-
unary subscription has reached a figure of IRf Zm, a
figure of the order of lOm ECU, which, if matched
throughout the Communiry 
- 
which I hope it will be
- 
would mean the equivalent of t billion ECU of vol-
unury effon. I urge othet member countries rc see
whethcr this example of voluntary effon in my own
country could not be followed 
- 
as well as, of course,
official action by tovernmenrs and by the Communiry.
(Apphuse)
The aid to be provided by the Community could be
provided in a varicry of ways. In pan it could involve
carmarking for this purpose a proporrion of ACP
emergency aid or thc allocation to tte area of addi-
tional amounts over and above those already provided
for from the Communiq/s food aid provisioni 
- 
but
only, of-course, where this aid is not already ear-
marked for other countries and where it is capable of
being applied to this area without prejudicing the
Communiq/s czpaciry to copc with fresh emergencies
that might arise elsewhcre in rhe world in 1985.
(Apphuse)
For the rest, ir may, as I pointed out ar rhe European
Council, require a supplementary budget. That
remains to be dercrmined.
The European Council invircd the Council of Minis-
rcrc to take, on the basis of such a Commission propo-
sal, any dccisions that may be necessary in order to
secure thc achievement of the total of l.2mtonnes,
and I said I would also appeal to other donor coun-
tries m match this effon to bring the rctal to
2m tonnes.
The Council also stressed the need for urgency. In
order to avoid the threatened shonfall in the period
immediately ahead: grain supplies ar, or approaching,
the pons now fall u,ell shon of what has been esteb-
lished as rhc capaciry of rhese pons and of transpon
facilitics available berween them and the affectcd
areas. There has been a notable under-estimation of
the capaciry of those involved in this operation on the
spot to take over supplies and a tendency to think that
there was no point in providing supplies beyond a cer-
tain level bccause they could nor ger through. The fact
is that the authorities and all those concerned havc
vrorked so well and effectively that the capaciry to get
grain through the ports and to the people who need it
is much treatcr than andcipated. There is already an
immcdiate shonage of supplies that must be met now.
Any delay in meeting it is something for which ve
could never forgive ourselves.
Finally, the European Council emphasized the need to
undenake urgenr action m speed up and suppon the
process of recovery and rehabilitation in African coun-
ries. This will entail active suppon by rhe Community
for those counrries' effons to achieve self-sufficiency
and securiry in food, and to implement long-tcrm'
operations to combat drought and desenification.
The main aid instrument in the Community for
medium and 'long-term developmenr measures, in
which this House has always aken a close inreresq is,
of cource, the [,om6 Convention. You will be aware of
the successful conclusion of the Third LomE Conven-
tion, which was signed in lom6 last Saturday by rny
colleague, the Irish Minisrcr for Foreign Affairs,
Mr Peter Barry TD, and the President of the Commis-
sion, Gaston Thorn, on behalf on the Communiry.
This is in fact the third occasion on which rhis conven-
tion has been concluded under an Irish Presidency.
This is apparendy a permanenr institution, and we are
quite preparedrc take it on indefinitely.
(I-augbte)
On environmen[ issues, we asked the Environment
Ministers at their Council meeting on 5 December to
make every effon rc reach agreemenr on guidelines
for a Communiry policy on the reduction of lead in
petrol and vehicle emissions. During our Presidency
ye hlve devoted a large amount of time to securing
decisions in thcse areas.
I am glad to be able ro rcporr, therefore, thar at rhe
meeting on 6 December the Environment Council did
agree on the texr of a directive providing for the
introducdon of unleaded petrol on a mandatory basis
for 1989, with an oprion for iu earlier introduction
should Member States so wish. This directive vill be
formally adopted once rhe Council receives the opi-
nion of this Parliament. On vehicle emissions, the
/
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Council reached agreement on guidelines to apply in
this area and has committed itself to aking final deci-
sions in this area at i$ next meeting. The protection of
the Cnvironment is an area which is rightly arracting
concerned attendon by the European public and gov-
ernments. At our meeting in Dublin we agreed to have
a substantive discussion on environmental issues at our
next meeting in March.
The European Council also considered several politi-
cal issues of major inrcrnational concern: the situation
in the Middle East, East-\7est relations and Cenral
America. Ve adopted conclusions on each of these
imponant items and also on the problem of terrorism
and the abuse of diplomatic immunides.
The imponance which the Ten attach to the continu-
tation of the dialogue begun in Costa Rica last Sep-
tember and, in particular, our firm view that a solution
to the Central American crisis can be found only
through peaceful means is clearly reflected in the con-
clusions of the European Council on the issue. As
these conclusions state, we see the Contadora process
as the best available means of achieving such a peace-
ful solution and we hope that the current difficulties in
reaching agreement on the final text of the Contadora
Act will soon be overcome.
For my own part, and not speaking on this point for
the Presidency, I have been encouraged by the pro-
gress made in El Salvador in the form of meetings
berween the President and guerilla leaders, who
include democratic politicians forced out by the coup
of tglg against the democratic rEgime then beginning
rc take shape. I have also been encouraged by the pro-
gress, incomplete though it be in cenain respects,
towards consolidation of a pluralist system in Nicara-
gua based on the recent elections.
The Middle East is an area in which the Ten have
playcd an imponant role in recent years and they
remain convinced that a just, lasting and comprehen-
sive peace can be secured in that area only on the basis
of a reconciliation of the rights of Israel and of the
Palesdnian people. It is imponant not to exaggerate
the scope for activiry by the Ten at this stage. How-
ever, I think it is important that the Ten remain pre-
pared to play an active role should circumstances war-
rant it. It was vith this end in view that the European
Council has restarcd publicly the Ten's position and
their rcadiness o assist in the search for a solution.
Ve also reaffirmed the Ten's support for the sover-
eignty, independence and territorial integrity of the
lebanon and the view that all foreign forces must be
withdrawn from the country except those whose pres-
ence is requesrcd by the Lebanese Government. The
concern of the European Council was expressed,
moreover, at the apparently intractable Iran-Iraq con-
flict and the slaughrcr and destruction which this con-
flict has brought.
East-Vest reladons, while still troubled, have over the
last few months shown clear signs of improvement.
The European Council expressed the Ten's intention
to continue to encourage a constructive, comprehen-
sive and realistic dialogue berween East and Vest and
an early return to stable and predictable reladons
between the two superpowers. Of key imponance is
the resumption of crucial arms control negotiations
and the urtent need for the opening of talls aimed at
avoiding an arms race in space. The European Council
therefore welcomed the recently announced US-Soviet
agreement to enter into new negotiations on the arms
quesrion.
I think thas at this point it is wonh noting that at the
negoriations in which the Ten themselves are taking
part, the Stockholm Conference on Disarmament in
Europe, there has been a recent important agreement
on the problems of a working structure for the Con-
ference, problems which had reflected deep-seated dif-
ferences berween East and Vest but which have been
resolved with the aid of some of the neutral countries.
'Ve hope that this will permit negotiations there to get
underway on concrete measures aimed at increasing
confidence and securiry on our continent. S7e in the
European Council underlinead the continuing central
role which the CSCE process as set out in the Helsinki
Final Act, plays in East-Vest relations.
The Foreign Ministers, at their meeting on 11 Septem-
ber, approved a general approach by the Ten m the
problem of the abuse of diplomatic immunities for ter-
rorist purposes, central to which was the principle on
which governmen$ in my own country have always
insisted since the foundation of our State, namely, that
no concessions under duress should ever be made to
those who practice terrorism.
(Apphtse)
The European Council endorsed the approach already
approved by the Foreign Ministers.
Towards the end of the meetinB we convened separ-
ately as representatives of the tovernments of the
Member States and, in accordance with the Treaty
provisions, appointed by common accord the Mem-
bers of the new Commission, whose names will be well
known to you at this stage. fu President of the Euro-
pean Council, I had invited the President-designarc of
the Commission rc attend the dinner for Heads of
State or Government and the Commission President
on the first evening. I was very happy that Jacques
Delors was present for our discussions over dinner.
As President-in-Office of the European Council, I
thanked President Thorn at the conclusion of our
meeting for his work and the work of his Commission
during the past four years and wished him and the
outgoing members well for the future, sendments
which I gladly repeat here.
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Those of us who served in national tovernments
during this period know that it was an extremely diffi-
cult period in vhich to hold this office. At Communiry
level this period was dominated by disputes among rhe
Member States about the incidence of the Communiry
budget. In these circumsances the task of the Com-
mission was often a thankless one. However, inspired
by the European commitment of my old friend, Gas-
ton Thorn, the Commission was ever ready with
advice and proposals designed to bring the Com-
munity through these difficulties with its patrimony
intact and im capaciry for funher developmenr upheld.
That we have largely succeeded in doing so is due in
no small measure rc the effons of rhe Commission and
Gaston Thorn, which I salute. I hope that the other
outgoing Members of the Commission will pardon me
if I also pay a triburc to the Irish Member of rhe Com-
mission, Dick Burke.
(Apphtse)
Equally I would like now to express the hope that the
new Commission and its Presidenr-designate, Jacques
Delors, whose success in allocating responsibilities to
the Members of this new Commission at this early
state auturs well for its work, will find that their
period in office is productive and that it will see deci-
sive progress in widening and deepening European
integration.
At the Dublin meeting we received an interim repon
from the committce chaired by Senator Dooge, whose
appointment I announced in rhis Chamber lasr July.
This committee has been undertaking the task of
defining the structure needed to achieve rhe purposes
that I have just mentioned. The interim repoft u/as
warmly received by the Heads of State or Governmenr
in Dublin, and we had a full and useful discussion on
the issues that it raises. fu indicated in the Presidency's
conclusions, the European Council recognized the
high qualiry of the work of the commiuee and the
need for it to continue its work with a view to securing
the maximum degree of agreement. !7e also agreed
that the interim repon should be published. For our
next meeting in March 1985 we asked the committee
to complete its work and to submit a report which,
after preliminary consideration at that meeting, will be
the main subject and focus of the European Council in
June 1985.
This decision, taken after careful consideration and
full discussion amongst Members of the European
Council, is evidence of the seriousness with which the
European Council is taking this subject of European
Union to which Parliamenr has pointed the way. It is
my hope and expectation rhar when the then President
addresses you about our meednt at the European
Council next June, he will be able rc rcll you of sub-
stantive and concrete progress towards European
Union based on the final repon of the Dooge Com-
mittee. I suggest that it mighr be helpful in the funher
consideration of this matter if Parliament were to hold
an early debate on the interim report now published 
-although this is, of course, entirely a matter for you.
' But it could be very helpful to the comminee if it had
the benefit of Parliament's views in good time in ad-
vance of the preparation of its final repon. The rela-
tions it has had with Parliament informally since its
establishment indicated clcarly im desire to take on
board the views and ideas of this Assembly.
The European Council also noted the interim repon
of the ad Doc Commimee on the People's Europe and
asked that committce rc make a further repon to it
next March. Since this committee first met last month,
it has shown a welcome determination to ackle s€r-
iously the tasks set for it. It has agreed upon a specific
protramme of work, at once extensive and intensive,
and is approaching this work in a sensible and politi-
cally sensitive manner, seeking to avoid becoming
another layer of bureaucrary, but rather wanting to
provide the necessary impetus and to concenrrare
effons on a rante of specific measures that are likely
to be of direct concern to the people of Europe in their
everyday activities, which can be put into effecr in the
near future.
I believe that the recent meeting of the European
Council was in more u/ays than one successful. $7e
reached agreements that allow enlargement negotia-
tions to go ahead ad referendum,'we underrook sub-
suntial commitments to provide aid m relieve famine
in Africa until the next harvestl we agreed that a bal-
anced range of economic and social measures pro-
posed by the Commission tackling rigidities and defi-
ciencies on the supply side but also seeking ro secure
an adequate development of trade and demand should
be speedily implemented to increase potential and
actual economic growh and ro benefit employment,
and we have prepared the way for fundamental con-
sideration of European Union next June. These
resul6, with those of earlier meerings and the work
currently being done to implement these conclusions,
provide, I believe, a firm basis on which to relaunch
the Communiry in 1985. This, I believe has ro be our
objective.
Ve must maintain the momenrum for decisive srcps
towards European Union. As we put behind us a
period of internecine disputes, we have a unique
opponunity rc make a breakthrough to a qualitatively
different European entiry, and rc make a realiry of a
European Union that will be somerhing more rhan a
grandiose new name for our exisdng inadequate struc-
tures. !7e must seize this opponuniry now.
(Appkuse)
May I, in conclusion, wish the Members of this Parlia-
ment a Happy Christmas and a more prosperous New
Year than that at present forecast by the Commission.
( Laug b t er, pro longe d app kus e )
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President. 
- 
Mr President-in-Office of the European
Council, I should like rc thank you, on behalf of this
Assembly as a whole, on the very detailed statement
you have just made. I should also like to thank you for
having agreed 
- 
and I believe this is something with-
out precedent 
- 
to reply personally to the speeches
which will be made in the course of the debate.
You mentioned my visit to Dublin. I am sure that the
consideration I received from all side was not given to
me personally but to the House which I had the hon-
our of representing in your capital city. I should also
like to take this occasion, on my own behalf and
indeed, I am sure, on behalf of the vast majoriry of my
colleagues to pay tribute to the Irish Presidency. Hav-
ing taken pan in several meetings of the Council I can
testify to the fact that the Irish Presidency has done
everything in its power to improve relations between
the Council and the European Parliament. I should
like to pay special tribute to Mr Barry, Mr Dukes and
Mr O'Keeffe whom I had the honour of meeting in
rhis connection.
If this Parliament has again had reason not to be
otally satisfied with the development of relationships
berween the Council and Parliament it is not rc the
Irish Presidency that our complaints should be
addressed. On the conrary, I must thank it for all it
has done to improve relations between our institutions.
(Apphuse)
Mr Tho.q President of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the results
of the Dublin European Council have just been pre-
sented to you by its President-in-Office, Doctor Fitz-
Gerald. 'Vishing to be very brief today, I propose to
give you my reactions, as a member of the European
Council and President of the Commission, to two
exuemely imponant issues discussed in Dublin, which
demonstrate once again the urgent need for a very
early return to strict application of the Treary and the
procedures that it lays down.
Before I come to these rwo topics, I should like to
touch upon a point which vas being discussed a few
moments ago by my friend Garret FitzGerald, to say
that, thanks to him, the Council has demonstrated its
readiness to take action to combat famine. However, if
this action is really to deseffe to be described as an
additional effon, there must be a readiness both here
and elsewhere 
- 
in the Council 
- 
to go to the effort
of backing it with a supplementary budget.
(Apphuse)
Responding to your call, Mr President of the Euro-
pean Council, we are leaving no stone unturned in
seeking ways and means of stepping up the effort on
behalf of the starving. But if Europe really intends to
show thas it is ready to deploy extra resources, then
the Council and, I am confident, the Parliament will
have to demonstrate this tomorrow.
A word now, Mr President, on the agreement on
budgetary discipline. Even though it may be legally
unassailable in terms of form, as it now stands it repre-
sents, I am convinced, not only what might be des-
cribed as a sideswipe at the European Parliament but
the sordid expression of a logic based on book-keep-
ing principles to the exclusion of all else.
A financial framework imposed each year by the
Council alone according to virtually aurcmatic rules
can never be a substitute for the responsible, concened
selection of common policies and programmes'
(Appkuse)
Mr President, Mr President of the European Council,
the proposal made by the Commission in February
1984 remains, in my view, the only proposal on this
subject which is reasonably belanced, the only one
which nkes account of desirable developments in
Community action, the only one which shows true
respect for the powers of the European Parliament.
This is an imponant matter, Mr President, in my view.
Vhy? Because our institutions are sdll at an early stage
of their development, the stage during which tradi-
tions and practices are evolved which will later acquire
obligatory force. In this Europe in statu nascendiwhich
still lacks traditions, the need to show respect for our
insritutions is greater than it will ever be. It is wronB to
allow one's reactions to be governed exclusively by
legalistic considerations. !7hen dealing with accoun-
mnts who are far too concerned with the short term,
due weight must also be given to a logic of long-term
development.
The Council of Mini*ers is inviting you to a meeting
before it fixes its frame of reference. I should therefore
like to make the following suggestion to Honourable
Members. Having received this invitation, Ladies and
Gentlemen, why not stan by working out your posi-
don on the basis of a proposal from the Commission,
and then reply? Then, and only then, will the Council
show whether it is preparing itself, or ready to prePare
itself, for a real debate on Community priorities and
the basis on which they should be ranslated into
budget aggregates or has made up its mind to ignore
the powers of Parliament and treat this Assembly,
which has been elected by universal suffrage, as a con-
sultadve body.
The further we depart from the institudonal balance
intended by the Treaty, the greater will be the risk of a
drift away from the communautaire to the intergovern-
mental (the constant threat, our perennial enemy), a
drift away from the solidarity of a de jure Communiry
towards the unpromising ways of alliances and bal-
ances of power.
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This point, which some people may think I have put
rather harshly, can seffe to illustratc what I have to
sey on thc second issue, Mr President. This is the sub-ject of intcgrated Mediterranean programmes, which
some people, even at a very high level, appcar to have
suddenly discovered in Dublin, although they have
been mentioned for years in the communiqu6s issued
aftcr European Council meetings.
No, this is not a new subject. As you will doubtless
femember, Iadies and Gendemen, it goes back to rhe
timc when the Community addresscd itself to the
problem of reforming the common agricultural policy,
from which it was difficult for rhe, Mediterranean
regions rc, benefit, because of their structural back-
wardness. It goes back a very long dme.
Having established that adjusting the balance of the
EAGGF Guarantee Section would not be enough, the
Commission proposed the organization of integrated
structural protrammes for the Mediterranean regions,
which were necessary in order to enable them to make
up the development leeway and all the more fully jus-
dfied in that the economies of these regions would be
affected directly by the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal to the Community, which was then thought to be
not far off.
That, Ladies and Gentlemen,was contained in the
reply to the mandate of 30 May.
(Apphase)
And it was as long ago as the London summit that
Prcsident Papandreou announced his position on inte-
gratcd Medircrranean programmes. If I mendon this,
it is only to refresh the memories of those who, appar-
ently, do not always read the whole of the commu-
niqu6s that they sign.
The Stuugan European Council, in June 1983,
stressed its appreciadon of the work that the Commis-
sion had done on integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes. It invited the Council of Ministers rc reach
agreement on practical decisions in time for the Euro-
pean Council which was to be held in Arhens in
December 1983, decisions ro quorc the communiqu6,
on 'solurions rc allow Greece to become fully inte-
grated into the Communiry system'. The overall
budgct for this, 6 billion ECU for the three Member
States conceined over a 6-year period, was clearly
established at that time, whereas the original proposals
had been for roughly double this figure. It had there-
fore been arrived at on the basis of precise quantifica-
tion, and was not a political or fantary figure as some
people have made out.
The draft Reguladon submitted to the Council of
Ministers in August 1983 was the subject of detailed
discussions. The European Parliament,' for its pan,
lent its full suppon ro rhis text. Ttrar is another thing
which seems to have been overlooked in Dublin. The
European Council itself renewed its commitment in
Brussels last March. Again I quote: 'Intcgratcd Medi-
terranean protrammes vill be launched for rhe benefit
of the southern regions of the existing Community, so
as to be operational by 1985'. To read on: 'Their pur-
pose will be to improve the economic strucures in
these regions so that rhey may be able to adjust under
the best possible condidons to rhe new siruation
created by enlargement. They will also prepare the
ground for solution of the problems raised in rhc
Greek memorandum',
Mr President, Ladies and Gendemen, whar could bc
clearer? fuid yet, alrhough it was in November 1983
that the Commission's detailed financial staremcnr on
integrated Mediterranean programmes reachcd the
Council's table, the subject was nor discussed once by
the Council bcrween 1983 and rhe Dublin summir In
the circumstances, vhich is the more extraordinary,
the European Council's surprise or the reaction from
the Greek Prime Minisrcr?
I am not in rhe process, Mr President, of pleading
Mr Papandreou's case for him. Moreover, let me make
it absolutely clear thar I disapprove of thc linkage that
he is seeking to establish besween this issue and rhe
subject of enlargement, just as I disapprove the lin-
kages of all sorts that osher governments make
between the most diverse issues.
(Appkuse)
Every issue should be reated on its own merits in this
Community, which does not just come to life on thc
occasion of meedngs of the European Council but
goes on all the year round.
I am afraid, Ladies and Gentlemen, that rhese effons
to make up packages are likely to leave rhe Com-
muniry tied up in knots.
The point thac I am rryrng rc make today is simply that
commitments entered into should be honoured, and
honoured towards each and every Member State of
the Communiry. Neither a devil-take-the-hindmost
attitude nor abuse of the right of vero 
- 
by any coun-
try 
- 
is any subsdtute for solidariry and mutual trust.
Tomorrow, Mr President, I shall have more rc say
about the grounds for hope and the fears rhat I have
been left with afur rhe four years during which I havc
had the honour to be President of the European Com-
mission.
Before concluding these brief commenrs on the Euro-
pean Council in Dublin, I should like to say a few
words about rhe institutional question, and more parti-
cularly about the Dooge Committee.
Mr President, Ladies and Gendemen, on numerous
occasions, notably at the time of the 25th annivercary
of the Community, I had called for such a commitrcL
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to be set up, to work out the basis for the second stage
of European developmcnt. fu you will remember, I
warmly welcomed rhc decision taken ar Fontainebleau,
and I have been even more delighted at the determina-
tion with which the Dooge Committee has seemed rc
be making progress these past fcx, months. I imagine
that your Parliament, the European Parliament, will
also have seen this as confirming the accuracy of the
political intuition which prompted you to draw up and
then adopt the draft Eeaty on the European Union.
It is my impression, Ladies and Gentlemen, that the
period ahead is going to be one calling for a great deal
of persistencc and vigilance. It will be for the Parlia-
ment in panicular, but also for the incoming Commis-
sion, to ensure that the European Council's table does
not once again become encumbered with the problems
of the day, so that it will have time to give its attcntion
m thc political future of the construcrion of Europe,
instead of preparing this scheme, like so many before
it, for a first, second or third class burial.
I have to say, Mr President, rhat I am extremely dis-
urbed at the way in which rhe integration process has
been delayed. This has already meanr rhar it will not
be possible to clarify the situation before the negotia-
tions on accession are completed, which had been the
inrcntion 
- 
and this is the imponant thing 
- 
of Par-
liament and the Commission.
These, then, are the main lessons thar I draw from the
European Council in Dublin.
There is an urgent need, in my view, for the European
Council, which is an institution of great prestige, to
resume its true mission, which is rc provide the politi-
cal driving force and to lay down generil strarcgy.
Mr Prcsident, this means rhat each of the Communiry
institutions must perform the tasfts which the Treaties
assign to it, and rc it alone. The Parliament and rhe
Commission have always tried, with grearcr or lesser
success, to discharge their duties, in the case of inte-
grated Medircrranean programmes as in all other
areas. All, and I mean a$ the institutions are collec-
tively responsible for Europe's future, so rhat any disa-
greements among them can only be detrimenal rc the
cause behind which they should be united.
Let us hope that this will be appreciated by the Euro-
pean Council and the Council of Ministers, ro which
we look for government.
(Applaase)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-President
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I should like to thank the President of
the Commission for again giving us an inspiring
speech. Mr Thorn will makc his farewell speech rc
Parliament tomonow, but I havc no doubt that hc will
always remain deeply committcd to the European idca
and prepared to defend the intcrests of Europe.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Prcsident FitzGerald, Presi-
dent Thorn, Mr Presidcnt, media reactions to the
Dublin summit remind mc of the view from the sum-
mit of Mont Blanc during bad weather. Everyone's in
a fog. No onc is surc vhcthcr a final decision on the
entry t€rms for Spain and Ponugal has been reachcd
or not. Is the hard-won compromise on wine defini-
tive, or are there to be changes? Has a decision on the
lntegrated Mediterranean Programmes been reached
in principle or not? To be quite honesq I myself am
unable to decide whether Dublin has brought protress
or not,
A colleague with a wealth of political experience has
advised me to look on the bright side. He says it
sounds better to say that a bottle is half full than half
empty.Ve have come to be very lukewarm in our eval-
uadon of summits. At the 1981 summits first tlc
United Kingdom Government blocked the entire fish-
eries policy, and then the plans to reform the CAP and
Community financing camc to nothing. Thc thrce
1982 summits were notable for the fact that again the
problems of Communiry financing and the so-callcd
mandate of 30 May 1980 were postponed on each
occasion. In 1983 the financial questions vere again
shelved in March and June, and the'Athens summit in
December was dramatic
If one remembers all this, then the Fontainebleau sum-
mit was a success by comparison, although a number
of bad compromise solutions carry the seeds of new
conflicts within them. Given the failure of the summiu
of earlier years one must, all in all, be satisfied with the
Dublin summit. Especially as it is not as yet altogether
clear whether the Greek protest over the Integrated
Medircrranean Programmes will preclude all funher
discussion of enlargcment, or whether it is merely a
threat to torpedo enlargement if Greece deems it
necessary.
Despite this cautiously optimistic assessment I will not
hide the fact that we are unable, either on thc subject
of agricultural reform and financial reform or on that
of funher European development, to acclaim any not-
able progress. The great handicap of the European
Council was again very evident.
Communiry ministers regard the European Council
not as the institution responsible for taking poliry
decisions but mistakenly as a kind of 'supreme coun of
exper6'. Thus in Dublin ten heads of sate and
government, representing the srongest economic bloc
in the world, had to consider problems of the wine
industry as if they were Eained vintners or wine che-
mists. This again brought out the petdfogging, small-
minded haggling which gives the European Com-
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muniry such a bad name amont its citizens. It seems
that everyone is concerned only to get as much as he
can for himself, without understanding, in view of the
great economic, ecological and securiry challenges
which face us, that common solidariry alone will gain
the greatest benefit for each of us and thus for all of
us.
Mr President, I have repeatedly told the Council and
the Member States of the European Communiry on
behalf of the Socialist Group that enlargement of the
Community to include Spain and Ponugal is for us an
act of political will to establish and secure democrary
in Europe, and one to which these rwo sates are end-
tled.
(Appk*se)
Enlargement of the Communiry to include Spain and
Ponugal is one of the most imponant matters we have
to decide on at present. !7e insist that at all events the
preparabry work should press on as fast as possible so
that Spain and Ponugal can sign by March at the
latest and the accession date of I January 1986 can still
be meu Ve also call on our Greek friends to do their
bit in ensuring that the negotiations are not blocked.
Ve do this for the precise reason that we understand
the Greek prime minisrc/s position on the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes. More than ru/o years ago
this House underlined the close reladonship between
the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes and the
proposed accession of Spain and Ponugal.
My Group has repeatedly pointed out that a nesr stra-
rcgy sr:rs needed to solve the structural problems in the
Mediterranean area as a whole 
- 
including Spain and
Ponugal. My Group is convinced that those who for
political reasons are in favour of enlargement to
include Spain and Portugal must also be in favour of
the Inrcgrated Mediterranean Programmes.
President FitzGerald, President Thorn, Mr President,
with the existence of nearly 13 million unemployed in
mind the Dublin summit also concerned itself with
economic policy. But what message have the ten
Member States to send to the young unemployed who
have been waiting for years for a job? They talk of nx
concessions for the higher income levels, of investment
incentives to help the economy. They call for a reduc-
tion in labour costs 
- 
i.e. jobs 
- 
and they call for
grearcr enrepreneurial initiative, particularly among
young entrepreneurs. And yet 250/o of the European
workforce under 25 are unemployed. That is the grim
realiry. Vhere is the great polidcal initiadve by the
European Communiry? Vhere is the great political
initiative by the governments of Europe to give these
young people hope for the future?
Ve socialists insist that something must be done first
and foremost to creat€ jobs for young people. That is
one of our prime tasks in Europe today. \7e have pro-
posed a programme on the subject, but we have to
admit that vinually nothing has been done by the
Communiry so far. In this programme we call firsdy
for the promodon of new technology and a research
aqd innovation poliry consciously aimed at creating
new jobs, particularly for young people. Secondly we
ask that existing work be distributed amont all work-
ers by means of a sensible shonening and rearrange-
ment of working time. Thirdly we call for public and
private investment, aimed not simply at quandtive
growth but at qualitative growth. This means a new
indusrial poliry which will protect our natural envi-
ronment. Ve demand more supPort for small busi-
nesses, cooperatives, craft undenakings with the aim
of creating new jobs. Founhly, we call for more fund-
ing of high-yield, high-quality training and education.
'$7e want aids for the establishment and financing of
training centres for young people specializing in high
rcchnology subjects. Ve democratic socialists have as
our objective that the European Member States should
set aside about one per cent of their gross domestic
product for investments which will lead to the creation
of new jobs.
Allow me in this context to make one basic comment
on the state of the European Communiry. The resolu-
dons reached by the Dublin summit again show that
this Europe is principally a Europe of farm subsidies
and free trade areas. It is a Europe of entrepreneurs
and enterprizes. Ve, however, are fighdng for a
Europe of the people, which puts the interests of the
workforce first. All those who truly wish for progress
in Europe must realize that the European idea can
only develop funher if the majoriry of Europe's citi-
zens, if its workers recognize that it is not only an
economic Community, but their own Communiry.
Our discussions on 'budgetary discipline' prompt me
to make another comment on the role of the Council
and the European Parliament. The heads of govern-
ment of the Member States and the councils of minis-
rcrs must understand once and for all that there is no
point in trying to reach decisions over the heads of us
parliamentarians as if this Parliament had no direct
mandate from the European electorate. The Council
decision on budgetary discipline thus has the begin-
nings at least of an imponant resolve. In my view it
reflects the recognition that such questions can only be
solved by joint endeavour.
Parliament ought now to make clear that it too wants
budgetary discipline, true budgeiary discipline with a
reduction in expenditure for the production of butter
mountains and milk and wine lakes, true budgetary
discipline with strict supervision of spending and bur-
eaucracies. But budgetary discipline also means that
prioriry must be given rc funding the imponant things,
whilst the unimportant things must wait. The members
of the Socialist Group will be vigilant to ensure that
this is done.
Mr Klcpsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) President FitzGerald,
President Thorn, Mr President. I should like to begin
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by thanking Prime Minister FitzGerald most warmly
for his repon and above all for his work over the last
six months 
- 
panicularly at the Dublin summit.
Ve are grateful to the Irish Taoiseach in that he man-
aged at this summit to achieve a breakthrough in at
least one question which is of great importance to the
Community, namely the rcrms of entry which the
European Community is to offer in its negotiations
with Spain and Ponugal. This is no mean achievement.
Ve know how much hard vork it involved.
But this also prompts me to make a critical observa-
tion. '$7here have we now Bot to with summits and
their raison d'Afie?\/hen the European summits were
created their objective was to discuss and set in train
ongoing inidatives for the European Community. I
don't wish to be unfair 
- 
there were rc/o such initia-
tives in Dublin, which I shall deaF with presently. For
me, however, the decisive point is that a question
which should in my view have been solved by the agri-
culture ministers, i.e. how the Communiry is to settle
the wine problem in the context of the entri terms
offered to Spain and Ponugal, ought to have meant
only one day's work for the heads of government.
This shows us, however, what our summits have come
to. They have become a kind of patching-up forum for
the Council. Let me say a few more words regarding
the Council. Ve ought perhaps to consider whether,
in view of the wealth of difficulties facing the Euro-
pean Communiry, it is actually right to use the foreign
ministers as coordinators for all these problems 
-people whose time is in any case fully taken up by
problems on the overall world scene and who then
have to fit in these meetings in addition to others. I
think we should seriously reflect whether this is the
right construction for the extremely imponant organ
of the Member States which constitut€s the corner-
stone of the Community.
In the same conrcxt there is also the otler, as yet
unsolved problem of the coordination amongst them-
selves of the various ministerial councils. I would also
like to say a word or two on this. First, however, I am
glad that the negotiation terms for Spain and Ponugal
are now on the table. Drafting of the entry terms has
taken a very long time, though, so that very litde time
now remains for the negotiations themselves. But these
ncgotiations must be conducted extremely carefully.
Parliament wants Spain and Ponugal as members of
the Communiry, but xre want no repedtion of earlier
events whose consequences are still causing us prob-
lems. Ve don't want the negotiations to be imperfect,
incomplerc, with too much being left open and then
dominating the Communiry's normal business after-
wards. And so we would call on the Council today, in
the context of the mandate imposed by the summit, to
conduct the negodadons carefully and in depth, rc get
results and not to leave all the major questions open.
I must say a word or two on the side about the Inte-
grarcd Mediterranean Programmes here, and pani-
cuarly to Mr Papandrcou. After what President Thorn
has just said, I can only smilc. I have heard today that
before Dublin nobody had raised the question of the
Integrated Mediterranean Programmes at a summit,
somithing which Parliament had conshndy called for,
and so it is naturally fascinadng rc see that it has fin-
ally occurred to those responsiblc, at the eleventh
hour, before Spain and Ponugal join, to think about
this imponant itcm of the Community's political work.
It is cenainly no fault of the European Parliament that
this quesdon is only now receiving attention.
I should like to add e word on budgetary procedure. I
see this also as a chance for Parliament to make clear
to public opinion and the Council that we must strive
mgether to overcome the shortfall in democracy in the
European Community. The European Communiry too
has a democratic supervisory body of the kind we have
in each of the Member States, namely the European
Parliament. Parliament endeavours to fulfil its supen i-
sory duties. But we see with some amazement that the
representatives of the member governments, all of
them elected on the basis of a democratic strucure
and active in their own national fields, consmntly
atrcmpt to set up within the European Community
structures of an oligarchical narure 
- 
there is no
other word for it.
The growing inabiliry to take decisions is the fault not
least of the increasing influence of the bureaucrats and
the decreasing influence of the politicians at Com-
muniry level. Budgetary discipline is thus an excellent
staning point for joint reflection on the problem. !7e
have a common budgetary authority. Parliament will
on no account allow itself to be relegated to the satus
of a consultative body whose recommendations are lis-
tened to and folloc/ed 
- 
or not, as the case may be. I
think this has to be said on behalf of the whole House.
But for me the decisive point is that we need a demo--
cratic structure in the European Community and we
need to srcm the uncontrollably spreading influence of
bureaucratic structures. For this reason Parliament is
not prepared to see its powers cunailed. On behalf of
my Group I wish to thank the Bovernments of Italy,
Luxembourg and Belgium which have made great
effons to uphold the powers of Parliament in the mat-
ter of budgetary discipline.
On a positive note, I have already said that I welcome
the Council's unanimiry in ir acccssment of the
economic situadon and on the measurcs to be taken
pursuant to the Commission's proposals. My Group
welcomes this programme, for there is no point in sim-
ply saying all the time that we must solve the problems
of employment policy. Vhat is needed are concrete
Community mcasures all directed towards the same
end. The Commission proposal is a very good staning
point for this, and we are happy to hear that there was
broad agreement on it amongst the heads of govern-
ment.
il
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The problems of the Communiry's economic policy
boil down rc the funher development of economic and
moneary union, innovation, and the qucstions of how
we are to cooperarc in order to remain comperitive on
world markem and how ve are to carry out structural
reorganization in order ro creare rhe new jobs which
are so urgently required.
Ve note with regret that the interim repon of rhe
Dooge committee, which we consider a good one, was
considered by the Council only in passing. But we also
norc that there was a willingness to discuss on the basis
of this. Parliament should voice its opinion on rhe
matrcr clearly before the decisive summir in Milan. !7e
too have put forward our proposal for the funher
developmenr of the Community in the form of the
decision passed by this House last summer and for-
warded to all the narional parliamenrc, viz. our draft
treaty. \7e hope that our expecations for an ongoing
conception of the Council 
- 
of the governments 
-inspired by the work of rhe Dooge commitrce, will be
marched by our achievements and crowned by success.
Let me now touch briefly on rwo poinrc. One is the
1985 budget which we have been discussing rhis morn-
ing. Ve had really hoped that the summit would pro-
vide a breakrhrough for the Communiry on rhis. I
know that the Irish Taoiseach did his best to get
results on this matter roo. Ir is characteristic of the
summit that it has again shelved this most pressing
Community problem and proposes to wait until
autumn of this year before really solving it. This will
again be the eleventh hour 
- 
nor the best hour for
good solutions.
On behalf of my Group I should now like rc thank
Prime Minister FitzGerald for having looked after this
Community like a father and not like a srcpfather,
which is the treatmenr we have come to expecr from
,the Council. ![e would also like ro say rhar this Dublin
summit was a success 
- 
but successful in an area
where we would once have deemed success to be auto-
matic. \7e have now reached a point in the Com-
munity where agreement on a common netotiation
package, in view of the coundess problems facing rhe
Community 
- 
and I will not name rhem all again 
-can already be hailed as an oursranding achievemenl
My Group will do its utmost to help solve all the ques-
tions raised. But we srand by our conrendon that the
citizens of Europe have sent us here to supervise the
exercise of power on their behalf. And they have sent
us here so thar we should strive for the funher
development of the European Community. This will
remain our principal objective!
(Apphtse from the cente)
Sir Henry Plumb (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mr Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, Mr President of the
Commission, in June of this year many of us had the
pleasant task on that occasion of congratuladng the
French presidency upon the successful Fontaineblcau
European Council. Today, I would like similarly rc
congratulate the Irish presidency on the Dublin Coun-
cil, which I think has marked a substantial step for-
ward in the development of the Community.
For the past five years the negotiations berween Spain
and Ponugal on the one hand and the Community on
the other have dragged on unsarisfactorily. It was not
merely the negodations which were difficult, but
rather that negotiations were impossible as long as the
rwo sides werc unclear what their own negotiadng
positions were. The Dublin Council has done rhe
Community a service in clearing away some of the fog
that Rudi Arndt spoke of and laying the groundwork
for a Communiry position on rhe basis of which, I am
confident, that Spagish and Ponuguese accession can
become a reality.
Over the past year budgetary questions have often
dominated the agenda of the Communiry, as they may
well in the future. These continuing wrangles oyer
money have sadly brought the Community into disre-
pute in the eyes of many Europeans. The Com-
muniry's inabiliry to engage in suqcessful negotiations
with Spain and Ponugal were similarly, in the eyes of
many, an example of rhe slowness and the inabiliry to
compromise which are the continuing dangers rc pro-
gress of the European Communiry. I believe rhat rhe
results of the Dublin Summit are an example of the
way in which the Community's problems can be
solved.
I am panicularly encouraged by the progress made on
the problem of Community overproduction in wine.
Mr Klepsch said that these problems that so often
occur should be dealt with and resolved by Agriculure
Ministers. Bur, on this occasion, ir was a major issue
and at least some agreement was reached.
And so, as a Community, we have faced up to rhe
undeniable difficulties posed for cerain of us by Span-
ish and Ponuguese accession and in a consrrucrive
spirit we have managed largely m resolve them. Even
the problem posed by rhe enormous Spanish fishing
fleet is capable of solution if we bear in mind thai
Spain has traditionally fished ouride its own warcrs
and will wish to conrinue to do so after accession.
I am confident roo that the Greek problems which
have arisen since rhe Dublin meeting can be resolved
in the same way; and I appeal to our Greek colleagues
to be reasonable on this overall maner.
I am not hostile, Mr President, ro rhe idea of some
separation berween the temperate agricultural product
of the nonh and rhar of the Medircrranean. Is is all a
question of balance, and it is a question of fair sharing
of burdens and of benefiu. I believe that integrateJ
Medircrranean programmes should be realized basi-
cally through existing Communiry funds. \7e musr res-
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pect rhe imponance of budgetaqy discipline and we
must resped the imponance of market management.
Until now, I have concentrarcd on the Community
side of the negotiations.
\7hen Spain and Ponugal join the Communiry they
will bring with them an imponant missing pan in that
European jigsaw. The political reasons which make
Spanish and Portuguese accession so nesessary are
familiar to all and they need not be repeated. The
srengthening of democracy in both these countries
and their integration into Vestern Europe are clearly
essential goals for the Communiry.
One notes also in the repon Mr FitzGerald gave us
the other useful work that was carried out in Dublin. I
panicularly welcome the aid committed to Ethiopia
and rc other countries, in panicular the 1.2 million
tonnes of grain next year. The people of Europe
righdy expec that we will, where we can, use our
over-production to help those in desperate need. This
has become one of the most important issues of our
time.
I panicularly welcome, Mr President-in-Office, your
comments on the imponance of economic recovery
and the importance of recognizing the whole question
of unemployment and panicularly among young Peo-
ple. Creating a Common Market, bringing down those
barriers to rade is obviously essential if we are going
to have a true and united Europe.
Mr President, a countryman of mine, George Orwell,
predicted rcrrible things for Europe and the world in
igg+. Looking back on the year we see that his fears
were exatterated. At Fontainebleau and Dublin the
Communiry substantially removed at least two prob-
lems which had plagued it for many years. Therefore,
I would like to thank the President-in-Office, Mr
FitzGerald, for the pan he has played in making pro-
gress particularly during the last six months. I thank
also Mr Gaston Thorn for his effons and those of his
colleagues in using all their endeavours rc make pro-
gress in the interests of European uniry.
(Appkasefrom the European Democratic Group)
Mr Dc Pasqudc (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the
trumpets weie ready at Dublin to sound a victory fan-
fare, but they could only play muted, as we can see
from President FizGerald's speech and the speeches
also of Mr Klepsch and Mr Plumb. The weary ritual
of declarations of confidence and family photos failed
yet again to conceal the comatose state of the Coun-
cil's political initiative. The crisis has grown more
acute, and the governmen$, when obliged to take a
decision on particular quesdons, end up, as at Dublin,
with solutions that are both late and confused' This is
what happened over the question of the wine industry,
which has been aggravated over the years by Com-
muniry reguladons to the point where the posidon is
now despirarc, and a compromise has been agree{
vhich I tannot give an appraisal of now, but which
certainly presents serious disadvantages and does not
resolve the problems. Half measures do not remove
problems, they only increase the damage, and so we
haue co.e to a new conflict over the budget and
budgetary discipline, the graviry of which 
- 
believe
me,-President FitzGcrald of us underesti-
mates.
In such a context, despite all good intendons, the
Dublin Summit could not produce favourable results.
It should have been the Enlargement Summit, and it
was not; and this is really not 
- 
as they would have us
believe 
- 
a passing incident. The truth is very differ-
ent: for years the accession negotiadons have been
'conducted on the shifting sands of technical devices,
dragging wearily on beset by panicular controversies
thailrC still, today, largely unresolved. A quarrel
amongst the needy has been kept going when it could
have been avoided if, from the very outset, there had
been a clear political and economic decision. Vhat
was necessary, as we have always maintained, v/as to
fit the irrelinquishable need for enlargement inrc a
programme for the renewal of the Communiq/s poli-
cies which, as we know, have had a negadve impact on
dre Mediterranean regions in terms of the growing
gap bemreen incomes, low productiviry, greater infla-
tion, unemployment and low levels of vocational train-
ing.
If nothing were to change, enlargement would for the
most part open up new markets to the large European
exporting firms, making the imbalance sdll worse (and
thii is what cenain powerful grouPs in Europe defin-
irely aim to achieve). Ve Italian Communists on the
other hand are advocates of enlargement for opposite
reasons, and we call for it rc be brought about on the
date that was planned, because we want a Communiry
that is not only stronger from the political sandpoint
but also more balanced from the point of view of the
economy. For us, the objecdvq to be pursued is the
suengthening of the economy and production of the
endre Mediterranean area, through a recovery poliry
agreed within the Community and concentrated on
tlie Meditarranean area. For these reasons we have
appreciated for its true wonh the position taken up in
Dublin by the Greek Prime Minister, with his strong,
timely reminder of the need, when enlargement of the
Communiry akes place, to put into effect, in the
absence of any new poliry, at the very least those mea-
sures already decided on for the Mediterranean
regions. The campaign that has been built up around
thii position reflects uneasy conscience, disappoint-
ment, surprise, and shows Papandreou as a spoilspon,
perhaps because he has spoilt the spon of hypocriqy.
But was it not that same European Council, as Presi-
dent Thorn reminded us, 4 years ago, that made prov-
ision for these programmes in the famous mandate of
30 May? Vas it'not the European Council at Brussels
that accorded 
- 
I quote the exact words 
- 
'absolute
rl
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prioriq/ to approval of the Meditcrranean pro-
Brammes and then, subsequently, at Fontainebleau
decided that they were ro be quite definitely launched
in 1985? How can we now show surprise, and come
down out of the clouds, as if we had never heard it
mentioned? Our Parliament is totally commited, pas-
sionately and with integriry, to supporting this propo-
sal, seeing in it the stan, albeit modest and insufficiint,
of a reversal of the trend. Parliament has called for
integrated, coordinated programmes, with a specific
budget allocation, additional to rhe allocarion of struc-
tural funds, so as ro guaranrce ar leasr a modicum of
effectiveness. But it is not only a quesrion of money,
which is what Prime Minister Thatcher and Chancel-
lor Kohl show that they think it is. \7e do not believe
that we should follow ihe English teaching, and fight
to the lasr scudo over the skin of the Communiry. For
us ir is important to conrrol the volume and quantiry
of resources to be used for resrcring equilibrium, but it
is-still more imponanr to alrcr the nature and qualiry
of the machinery of intcgration. The Mediterranean
protrammes are a rimid step in rhis direction. To
approve them by March, conforming as far as possible
to the view expressed by Parliament, is a dury ihat the
Council cannot evade. Ve hope that during rhe Italian
Presidency positive conclusions can be reached borh as
reg-ar{s enlargement and as regards the programmes,
and that a-new space can be opened up in thii way for
a policy of peace, development and cooperation in the
Medircrranean.
(Appkuefron tbe Commanist andAllies Group)
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I wish first of all
to address the President of the European Council rc
tell him that we in the Liberal and Democratic Group
thank him most sincerely for the efforu which noi
only he but all members of his Government have made
to conduct the affairs of the European Communiry
under the best possible conditions during the sii
rilonths of this Irish Presidency. It has proved to be a
difficult presidency from all points of view, since
although many problems were thought m have been
settled at the Fontainebleau summit ii very soon tran-
spired that a grear deal of yagueness remained and
there were many difficulties of interpretation which
meant thar rhere were complex problems to be tackled
by the Irish Presidency. I need only mention, by way
of example,,the budget and the supplementary budget,
problems which have been settled after a fashion 
-even if the solutions found have nor been entirely to
the satisfaction of the European Parliament.
Above all I should like rc suess that the Third lom6
Convention was signed under the best possible condi-
tions, whereas rhere was reason, in a difficult interna-
tional environment, to wonder whether there would
not be lasr-minute difficulties. It is tlrerefore a message
of gratirude that I have for the President of the Eur6-
pean Council.
The Dublin meedng, however, has left us in the Lib-
eral and Democratic Group in a very pessimistic
mood. Vhen Dublin came up, you were confronting
three major difficulties. A number of matters, such as
the wine problem, had been held over until that meet-
ing, where they had no business to be on the agenda.
They should have been setrled properly by the Minis-
ters for Agriculture. One really wonders why ten
Heads of State or Government should be concerning
themselves wirh the problems of the price or the exrenr
of distilladon. If only they had taken the opponunity
offered by this wine lake rc prove the veracity of thl
saying 'in vino veritas'! But there was not even this
consolation, and this was anything but the summit of
truth. Is it a marter of distrust of their minisrers? I do
not want to believe that, but in fact all the conceivable
explanations are bad.
The second difficulry was thar the problems were so
closely interlinked, or rarher that such commitments
had been given by cenain governmen$ that they really
inrcnded to yield no ground beyond a cenain limit of
expenditure, especially bearing in mind that dates have
been set in advance, as in the case of enlargement, and
that it will be impossible ro make any progress.
Given these difficulties, what were the results? fu
others have already pointed our, ir is difficult to take
stock, nor least because the tendency of members of
small clubs to self-satisfacdon and self-congratulation
is such that it is difficult to be sure whar rhe true situa-
tion is. Even so, we immediately had a number of mis-
givings; and what we have heard from President
Thorn today has in fact only confirmed what I myself
said in this Chamber a few months ago on the suLject
of our grave apprehension about specific points which
condition the future of the Communiry.
First of all, regarding the difficulties outstanding over
enlargement, panicularly because sufficient resources
have not been allocated and the preliminaries have not
been_soned out. Perhaps they have for winegrowing,
but they certainly have not for fisheries. And I refer to
the problem of expenditure advisedly, even if the sraitjacket which is now to be put on the Parliament, with
the measures introduced in the inrcrest of budgemry
discipline, is already much tighter than intended 6y the
Treaties, according ro a proper interpretation.
Another problem and another preliminary: wine mak-
ing. Compromises have been asked for. They have
been agreed to, by many wine growers. ,But ii these
compromises have been agreed ro, there should be
something in exchange, and we find it very disturbing
that Europeans in cenain carcgories 
- 
and 
-o.e anl
more of them 
- 
are now being asked ro accept rhe
limitation of policies applied in the past and to forgot
what they had reason to believe were establislied
rights. They would doubrless find these compromises
acceptable if they could see that they fitted inrc an
overall percpective, and I stress this because there are
no citizens who are more committed to the consruc-
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tion of Europe than our farmers. But they see nothing
of the sort.
There is absolutely no overall perspective as far as
agriculture is concerned. Much more serious, how-
ever, is the lack of any overall perspective for the
fuure of Europe. \flhat emerges from the European
Council in Dublin is that it dealt with everyday prob-
lems 
- 
imponant problems, adminedly, but specific
nevertheless 
- 
and ackled none of the major prob-
lems which condition the future of European integra-
tion. The Council had the bpponuniry to do so pre-
senrcd to it by the report from the Dooge Committee.
It hardly made a start. Even the resolution eventually
adopted is more dmid than the already very timid draft
that had been prepared. How, in the circumstances,
can the citizens of Europe still have any hope or feel-
ing that the Heads of State or Government w'ho are
responsible for the affairs of their countries are really
trying to achieve progress in Europe ? \[e now know
the ourcome: in the field of polidcal cooperation,
which provides a good symbolic representation of
what European union ought to be, the resolutions
which were adopted, against the background of a
really very complex international situadon, are over-
whelmingly sad and banal.
Even so, some people found consolation by rclling
themselves that at least there was the aid to Ethiopia.
Ve have heard what the President of the Commission
had to say on this subject. Once again it will take a
supplementary budget if the commitments given by the
European Council are to be honoured. I should there-
fore like to repeat a very sad comment which I heard
in this connection: they have taken from the starving
in order to give to the dying. Let us hope that this will
not soon be applicable to the whole of Europe!
(Appkuse)
Mr de la Maltne (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, European
Councils come and go, and I am afraid they all resem-
ble one another. The one in Dublin was no excePtion
to this rule, displaying the characteristic faults. I
should like to discuss two of these faults briefly.
First of all, European Councils should confine them-
selves to matters within their competence, and this
they are not doing. Like its predecessors, this Council
in Dublin spent much of its time dealing with matters
which were not its concern, a case in point being regu-
lation of the wine-growing sector, of which it made a
pretry bad job, a point to which I shall return in a
moment. As in the past, then, this European Council
dealt with matters which were not its concern instead
of getting on with its real business.
Secondly, this European Council, like previous ones,
was initially presented as a success. Naturally, when
we are told that a European Council has been a suc-
cess, we are happy rc believe it, since it gives us plea-
sure, but we very quickly realize 
- 
this time as on
previous occasions 
- 
that, unfortunately, there has
been no success at all.
I should like to say a few words about these wo
aspects of European Councils, these rwo defects. First,
a procedural error.
'!7e have often said in this House that care should be
taken not to allow the European Council rc turn into
an appeal body for the Communiry institutions. There
"r. 
rn"ny disadvantages in such an arrangement, the
first of which is that the European Council does not
perform its proper r6le 
- 
an imponant one 
- 
and
toncernr itsilf with other things. It becomes bogged
down in details of which, not surprisingly, it does not
always have a very firm grasp. Reladons berween the
Community institutions become distoned, the Com-
mission can no longer play iu rOle and, because of
these procedural errors, the Community as a whole
proceeds by fir and starts. Deadlocks arise, no funher
progress can be made. Then the situation is drama-
tized and a European Council meets' A solution is
found, or not as the case may be. More often than not
nothing conclusive is achieved, but these consmnt dra-
mar 
".e 
not conducive to the smooth running of the
Communiry as a whole.
The second defect of European Councils is to be
found in their anempts to cover up the truth. I quite
understand that each President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil tries for reasons which have to do with domestic
politics or personal political careers 
- 
let's say domes-
tic politics, to be kind 
- 
to make sure that any Euro-
pean Council over which he has presided is presented
to public opinion as a success, and of course the media
pla-y their part in this. He becomes the object of envy,
for a shon while at least, but a few hours or days later
reality returns to the surface and 
- 
this has to be
emphasized 
- 
the facts are not as they have been pre-
sented to us. The Council has functioned as an appeal
body, but it does not even fulfil that role, since its
decisions have been disavowed or blocked'
These meetings of the European Council earn no
credit by raising false hopes and disguising the facts,
Mr President-in-Office, and Dublin was no excePtion'
Turning now to *re subjects of discussion, we find that
there was much talk of enlargement. To judge, once
again, from the media coverage and from what you
were srying earlier, I understand that you talked at
great lengt[ about enlargement and only very briefly
about the problems of inrcrnational poliry, although
the latter are given great prominence in the commu-
niqu6. However, as Mrs Veil has just said, the con-
tents of the communiqu6 are so devoid of meaning,
despite its lengrh, that you probably thought that it
wai not wofth your while spending much time on this
subject in your speech.
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Enlargement was rherefore the subject of extensive
discussion. And wine was onc of the main topics. An
agreement was reached, as we were informed with
massive publiciry. I have to say that I do not get the
impression that the farmers in the Communiry regard
this as a good agreement, assuming that it is a real
agreement. But let us suppose that agreement has been
reached. I have been told by winegrowers that the
'whole system is based on compulsory disdllation, at
500/o of rhe guidance price. kt me point out that the
pricc in Spain is 8 francs, rhat rhe guidance price in the
Communiry is 23.5 francs, and thar rhe rerurn on dis-
tilladon at 500/o of 23.5 francs will be about I I francs,
so that our friends in Spain 
- 
and more power ro
their elbows 
- 
will elready be making more as a result
of this mechanism which was devised by the European
Council in Dublin, but has already been blocked, per-
haps for the best. In the event, this agrecment, which
appears to have given no joy to the wine-growers in
the Communiry, was blocked the very next day or the
day afrcr because it was remembered 
- 
happily 
-that commirmenrs 
- 
more binding than promises 
-had been entered into on the intcgrated Mediterra-
nean programmes. On the subject of rhese pro-
grammes, the Council failed rc reach agreemenr. It
was said that this subjecr was imponant, essential, cru-
cial, and that it would come under consideration again
in the immediare future. But care was taken nor [o
mention how much finance would be devoted to it.
That is the sticking point. It is one thing to say that
integratcd Mediterranean protrammes are imponant
but, bearing in mind tfie cur:rent financial situation in
she Communiry, if no figure is pur on the amount to
be devoted to rhem, such talk.is wonhless. Since no
scrious commitment has been given on the problem of
inrcgratcd Mediterranean programmes, we are back,
so to speak, to square one.
On fisheries, another imponant aspect of enlargement,
there appears to have been no discussion whatsoever.
To conclude on the subject of enlargement, which was
a vital issue in Dublin, can it be said rhat any progress
was made? fu we have seen, a very strong political will
to advance towards enlaqgement did emerge. Of that
there is no doubt. But was this will [o advance, to
make progress rcwards enlargement come what may,
reflected in a will on the pan of our governments ro
get on with what needed to be done beforehand,
organization of the integratcd Medircrranean pro-
grammes and many other rhings besides? Our disdnct
impression was that it was not. Is there a readiness to
share the costs of enlargemcnt equitably? Ve do not
think so. Ve find this most regretable. Regrettable for
thc Spanish and the Ponuguese. Rcgrcttable for rhe
best interests of the Community. Regrettable for the
entire Community. Ve havq, not forgotten the first
enlargement, and I have seen whar it has led ro. Now,
because there is a ven! strong political will in rhis
direction, we are heading for another enlargement,
regardless of cost. The problems will come later. How
will our poor Communiry stand thcn 
- 
and in this I
include the Spanish as well as ourselves? It will not be
in the happiest of circumstances.
There was also discussion, Mr Presidenq of the com-
pet€nce of the Council, the competence of the institu-
tions and fresh impetus for the Communiry. This is
altogether a bettcr subject. Bur ir has been deferred
until March and June. You said just now rhat it was a
good staning-point. It can be called wharcver one
Iikes. I have no objection if defering subjects to the
next summit is described as a good starting-point. I am
perfectly happy, as long as we all understand what is
meant by a good staning-point. Also deferred was the
Dooge Commitrce, covered in flowers.
The Dooge Commitrce 
- 
and the rcxt which you
have all read gives great prominence ro this 
- 
rightly
emphasizes the increased role of our Parliament. But
what did we find, just as we were taking our hats off
rc the proposals of the Dooge Committee? Ve found
that a decision had been taken on budgetary discipline,
and that the effect of this decision was ro stifle Parlia-
ment. Just when the staning-point on rhe course plot-
ted by the Dooge Commimee was being established,
budgetary discipline was introduced.
During the last three weeks we have seen three conci-
liation meetings with the Council. One on the legisla-
tive, or paralegislative, powers of Parliamenr, one on
budgetary discipline, and one on the budget. Vhat
have these three meetings achieved? Three times
nothing.
Vhat a consras!, ladies and gentlemen, between the
pious words about what is going rc be done romor-
row, or the day afrcr tomorrow, about the Doogc
Committee proposals and the day-to-day realiry of rhe
Council's position on instirutional development! This
is another conrast which fills us with misgivings for
the future.
The President of the Council ended by wishing us a
happy Christmas. I would say to him that he has not
put much in our srockings, and that giving presents is
more than a matrcr of good wishes and words. Pre-
sents have to be paid for, Mr President.! It will take
more than the words and wishes of the European
Council to build Europe! There must be a readiness to
pay the cost of building Europe. '$7e, who are Euro-
peans, know that Europe will pay a hundred dmes
over. But rhere has to be a willingness to make sacrif-
ices first of all. There seems to be no such willingness
in dre European Council, and this is why we have to
say, regretfully, rhat our stockings are empry and that
this Council in Dublin has brought us very liitle.
(Appktse fron the Right)
Mr Picrmont (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq the
Council considered the intcrim report of the Dooge
Committce at the Dublin summit. In his brief reference
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ro it the Council President makes no mention of the
fact that the Irish representative vored against the
adoption of the section headed'securiry and defence'.
The section in question smrcs as its overall objective
rhat Member States should have a greater awareness
of their common interests in the field of security. In
other words, the European Community's implicit role
as civilian cornerstone of the western military alliance
is to become an explicit one; the civilian Community is
to be expanded to form among other things a military
- 
militarized 
- 
Communiry.
I say militarized deliberately, for the minimum pro-
gramme to which Ireland too will be committed
-xpressly provides for the joint conception, develop-
mint and manufacture of weapon sysrcms and general
high-rcchnology equipment 
- 
and for European tech-
nological supremacy genqrally in industry too, i.e. by
means of armaments research and development. So
nine EC counries continue to worship the god of war
and are cold-bloodedly expanding the arms industry.
But that is just the minimum Protramme. For the com-
mitted European unionists the interim report provides
funher fields for miliary adion 
- 
in addition to
NATO the VEU. The'!7EU's effons towards cooPer-
ation on arms will cause arms production to shoot up.
It will increase the pressure on countries which still
operarc restrictions m liberalize arms exPorts to the
Tiird \7orld. lastly, the arms lobby which has
increased its influence in all the member countries of
the VEU will use that influence to inflate defence
budgets instead of cutting them.
This is one aspect of the matter. Another is the obliga-
tion to help other members which the VEU Treary
conains. This could in the rwinkling of an eye drag
Member States into a war, if just one country were [o
get involved in a military adventure, and it would be
worldwide, for the \(EU is not limited to western
Europe! And so it is the ideal instrument whereby the
relevant countries of Europe can retain their imperi-
alistic posirion of military suPremacy, and control the
sea routes which feed their voracious aPPetircs for
vegeable and mineral ravr marcrials, so that in case of
criiis they are able to intenene directly on the spot'
The VEU could, not least, become the back door
through which the Federal Republic gains access to
nuclear weapons.
Ve thus call on this Parliament to slam the door
resoundingly on all thcse efforu.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) The Group of the
European Right also pays tribute to the remendous
courtcsy and dedicadon shown by the Irish Presi-
dency, and, despite the cares of the day, reciprocate its
wishes for a happy Christmas.
The obfective, however, is to pull Europe together.
But where is the evidence of the necessary political will
to be found? It is as though the lack of any such will
had permeated the proceedings of a Council set uP as
such for the specific PurPose of laying down a Euro-
pean poliry. ''l7hatever is within your Power you must
'h"r. ih. courage rc do.' It was this Sreat srength, this
great docrine, this gre"t lesson of energy which made
Europe what it is, and meant that we are Europeans
and not Indians, Chinese or Africans, as Paul Claudel
wrote. However, to judge from the trend in our PoPu-
lation chans, there is reason to doubt whether Euro-
pcans still have any will to survive. Equally strong
irounds for this doubt are rc be found in the culpable
ieakness with which we have abandoned the Chris-
tians in Lebanon to their miserable fate, or again in the
spectacle of Africa reduced to famine because we lack
,ir..ou..g. to speak out against the essential c-ause of
its inabiliry to feld its peoples: the expansion of Marx-
ism on a continent where a decidedly poor job has
been made of emancipation'
And now we find that the right of peoples rc self-
determination 'is becoming a tyrannical principle
because our Member Starcs lack the suength of char-
acrcr to stand by its essendal corollary, which is 'the
right of others to live', even where, as in New Cale-
donia, the others are the majority of the population.
No economic power exists without political strength,
still less withoui thc ability to come to the assistance of
our people, all our people, or to offer military cooPer-
ation to our partners in the Near East or in Africa.
The Group of the European Right similarly maintains
that the Communiry will not survive without its com-
mon agricultural policy, the cornersrcae of the Treary
of Rome, but at its present stage of development it
requires fundamental revision of the rules according to
which it is financed 
- 
with no place for compromise.
Moreover, enlargement of the Communiry cannot be
radfied until the rules have been defined and adequate
resources have been made available. It also requires a
major effon of research and new ProPosals for expan-
sion of exports. Facing up to the challenges of the 21st
century, the Group of the European Right maintains
that there will be no economic recoYery without vigo-
rouspolicies to increase the binhrate nonh of the
Mediterranean and to develop resources to the south,
without a refusal to confuse the decision to confeder-
ate our nations with a free-trade area which would set
the scene for the enslavement of Europe, that appen-
dix ludicrously cut away from fuia, as Emmanuel Berl
put it.
(Appktsefrom tlx Group of the European Right)
Mr Plaskovitis (S).- (GR) Mr President, the cycli-
cal road from Stuttgan to Athens, from Athens to
Fontainebleau and from Fontainebleau to Dublin
always leads us back persistently rc the same question:
whai son of Europe do we ultimately want? Or bet-
Er,what son of Europe is wanted by those who effec-
Ii
i
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tively run the European Communiry and who, ar qyery
meering of the European Council, manate rc imposl
inacdon and inenia after first having looked aftei the
interests of their own powerful countries?
!7e have listened again today to the starcments of the
spokesmen for rhe Council and the Commission. Ve
have also read the official texts of the outcome of the
Dublin Summit, and although we acknowledge the
effons made by the Irish President of the Counlil we
have the feeling that we are hearing yet again what
was said to us in June 1983, March t9S+ and
. J_une 1984, with some differenccs, perhaps, in the way
things are ser our, but with no differcnci in the subst-
ance and in the intentions of those who draft these
official rcxts.
If one leaves our rhe sizeable refund rc Great Britain
which Mrs Thatcher Bor our of the Communiry with
her blackmailing in spite of what it says in the treades,
the compromise on milk prices and the conditionai
and dubious agreemen[ on wine everything is as it was
before if not funher behind. Everphing ii cloaked in
high-sounding language which, of couri", no one has
to pay for- Everything is held over ro the next presi-
dency and the everlasting recitation of vague hopes
and promises concerning decisions on matters which
are.of vital imponance for the European Community
no -longer has the capacity to amuse anyone, let alont
make us lose sight of reality.
The realiry is that some of those in the Community,
not the weaker members, of course, are consciousiy
seeking lo ru-rn it into a free trade zone offering an
eary market for the producrs of their advanced indus-
tries at the expense of rhe Communiq/s poorer areas
by cuning back, among other things, on the common
agricultural policy 70 to 800/o of rhe funds of which go
to supponing the farm products of the countries of the
nonh.
Is this then the Europe 
- 
ostensibly united in political
cooperation 
- 
that the controlling countries want ro
impose on the small and less-developed countries of
the Communiry? Is this the solidariry berween ir sen
Member States which, according to rhe reaties, is sup-
posed to be its guiding principle and the supreme pur-
pose of ir existence?
At the time of the deliberarions on the mandate of
30 May 1980 dealing with the reshaping of the Com-
muniq/s policies the political will was expressed to
give additional support to the Medirerranean areas
and to de-velop Community acdviry for the purpose of
helping these areas. At the end of l9g2 the Commis-
sion promised to submir integrated dwelopmenr pro-
gram.mes for implementation by the Communiry in the
Mediterranean counrries. At Stutrgan the Council
pronounced itself satisfied with the Commission,s
deailed and constructive examination of the problems
arising from Greece's accession and decided ihar con-
crete decisions should be aken ar the next European
Council. In March 1984 in Brussels and June 1984 at
Fontainebleau there was an explicit decision on the
integrated Mediterranean programmes and thesc were
fixed to start in 1985 in view of the impending aooes-
sion of Spain and Ponugal and the memorandum sub-
mitted by the Greek Government.
All of this has been confirmed already by the esteemed
President of the Commission 
- 
to whom I am
indebrcd for his objectivity 
- 
and I think that the
manifest link be*cen enlargement and the financing
of the integrated Medircrranean program..s 
"..rgeIquite clearly from his speech. Yer when ve arrivJ at
Dublin we suddenly find all those countries which had
agreed on this son of arrangemenr at Fontainebleau
suddenly getting cold feet.
Colleagues, rhe burden to the budget of the integrated
Mediteranean protrammes amoun$ to 6.5 billion
ECUs. over six years, just 40/o of the Communiqy's
annual budget. Is it not logical that this sum should-be
made available as a matter of necessiry so that the
problems arising from enlargemenr-can be coped with?
Is it not true, perhaps, that it is the Mediierranean
countries which will have to pay the price for enlarge-
ment? To finish, Mr President, I repeat the question I
asked at the beginning. \7hat son of Europe do we
wanr [o hold out for our peoples?
Mr Spinelli (COM), Chairman of tbe Committee on
Institutional Affair* 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am going
to propose to this House that, ar the end of thii
debate, it adopt motion for a resolution N. 2-1231lg4
which our Rules of Procedure, in their mysterious wis-
dom, require to be tabled with the signatures of 2l
hono_urable Members, but which has been debated by
the Comminee on Insriturional Affairs, which adoptei
it by a large majoriry. It is therefore on behalf of the
Committee that I speak.
Having studied the Dooge repon, and learnt of rhe
treatment that it has received from the Council, we
have two commenr and one formal request to make.
The first commenr is that we find it extraordinary that
the Council should have aken so long over rhe tiansi-
tion from the stage of the existing Community to rhar
of a real political and economic Union.
'The house is on fire', one might say, and this morn-
ing's debare on the budget provided yet funher confir-
mation of the everwidening gulf that has developed
berween what Europe needs-and what the exisiing
Communiry is able to do for it. Ten mondrs havl
elapsed since this Parliament presented our countries
with a draft for dealing with this siruation, a detailed
draft into which it had pur a great deal of thought.
And when a reporr which for the most pan confiims
the ideas conained in Parliament,s draft (it has been
described as an inrcrim reporr, but it could more
appropriarcly be called a final report) is submitted to
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the Council, the Council does not even begin to exam-
ine it, but defers it for six months.
Are you not afraid, Gentlemen of the European Coun-
cil, that the favourable conditions, under which it
would be possible to make a start now, will not have
disappeared six months hencc before we have been
able to take advantage of them? !7e therefore ask that,
in six months' time, you will not still be just debadng
this issue but making up your minds.
The secound comment is that the Dooge Committee,
in its majority proposal for an intergovernmental con-
ference to be convened in the near future to netotiate
and sign the final draft of the treary on the Union,
defines the conditions for panicipation in this confer-
ence in terms which we find acceptable as long as they
are properly understood. Quite obviously, the basis of
such a conference must be the overall results achieved
ro date in the construction of Europe, by which I
mean both the acquis comm*nautai,E propcr and the
Stuttgan declaration. Our draft is quite clear on this
poinq sdpulating that the acqais communautaire must
be maintained until such time as the Union, once it has
come into being, decides rc develop or modify it.
This said, the d hocCommittee proposes that the con-
ference should draw its inspiration from the spirit and
method adoprcd in Parliament's draft reaty. Now
these words, if they are to have any meaning, must be
interpreted as signifying that the conference will work
on the basis of Parliament's draft treaty, proposing
modificadons where it considers them appropriate, but
not changing the spirit or the method. If this prere-
quisite were disregarded, if all and sundry were
allowed to ascribe whatever meaning they chose to the
words 'European Union', if the spirit and method
adopted in our draft were rc be ignored, a ghosdy
presence left to roam the corridors of the conference
centre, it would be a foregone conclusion that the
conference would be a failure, producing only sembl-
ances of solutions.
In addition to these two comments, our motion for a
resolution contains a formal request: to be involved in
the drafting of a treaty on political and economic
Union 
- 
a union capable of meeting the great chal-
lenges which neither our States nor our existing Com-
munities are any longer in a position to meet 
- 
which
cannot be regarded as a routine task for our diplom-
atic staffs.
Vhile it is true that a l'reatqy must have been negotiated
among our governments before they can sign it and
propose it for radficadon, it is also undoubtedly true
that this panicular treary will be one containing the
actual constitution of a union of Sates and citizens.
But, as Europeans, our citizens are legitimately repre-
sented by this Parliament. Consequently, the Euro-
pean Parliament calls upon the ad boc Committee to
propose in its final report in March, and the European
Council to adopt in June, a method of negotiation
which does justice to the originaliry of the construc-
tion of Europe, bringing in the intergovernmental con-
ference and Parliament as partners in the drafting of
the Treary. This Treary should be treated as final and
ready for ratification once it has been adopted in
identical terms by the intergovernmental conference
and the Parliament of all the peoples of the Com-
muniry.
President FitzGerald has asked us to give the ad boc
Committee sufficient notice of our requirements. $7ell,
as of now, the ad Eoc Committee and the European
Council know what we require: it is conained in the
motion for a resolution which I have just presented to
you.
Ladies and Bendemen, by voting for this motion for a
resolution we shall be reminding everyone that we
have been sent here by our fellow citizens to contri-
bute to the construction of a real union of our peoples,
not by words but by action.
(Applause)
Mr FitzGcrald, Prcsident-in-Offce of tbe European
Council. 
- 
First of all, Mr President, I should like to
thank the speakers who were good enough to say kind
things about the Irish Presidency. Ve inherircd a situ-
ation which had promise because of the great progress
made at Fontainebleau but where there remained out-
standing a number of issues, some of some complexity,
which constituted potential obstacles to the process of
enlargement of the Community, and other difficulties,
some of them relating to the question of the relation-
ship between Parliament and the Council.
'Ve have uicd 
- 
and I think with some success 
- 
to
nckle these problems, although it was not possible,
and I did not think it would be possible in our Presi-
dency nor for some presidencies to come, to resolve
the outsnnding issues berween Parliament and the
Council, which are necessarily the subject of a process
of evolution. This evolution in the institutional rela-
tionships is far from complete. At the moment it is,
from the point of view of Parliament, unsatisfactory,
and anyone who is a poli-tician and faces political reali-
ties must see it as unsatrsfactory.
I am not surprised to hear a note of frustradon
amongst many who spoke on this aspect of the Com-
munity, and I do not think that their frustration will
disappear overnight. I think that a difficult process has
to be gone through. Parliament must 
- 
and I speak
for myself as Taoiseach rather than as President at this
point 
- 
assen iaelf. And, speaking as President-in-
Office of the Council, I would say that the Council
has to take its responsibilities.
I now turn to some of the specific points dealt with.
First, it v/as suggcsrcd that the European Council had
involved itself 
- 
on this occasion as on many other
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occasions 
- 
with details with which, it was suggested
not very kindly, it was not competenr to deal. I say
'not very kindly', but I am not disputing the accuracy
of the suggestion. Nor am I suggesting that the situa-
tion in which matters of great deail and complexiry
are left to be settled at the lcvel of Heads of Govcrn-
ment is in any way satisfactory. Speaking personally 
-and I shall throughout my few remarks be disdnguish-
ing carefully between my presidential r6le and cenain
personal reactions 
-I agree thoroughly with thosewho are unhappy about the way in which the Euro-
pean Council has become a kind of Coun of Appeal,
and at times not even an effecdve Court of Appeal. As
Minister for Foreign Affairs in 1974, rcn years ago, I
challenged the decision to establish the European
Council without clearly establishing that it would not,
in fact, have this r6le forced upon it. I said that it
should operate, if it were rc be constituted genuinely,
as an additional motive force for the Communiry.
Vith the criticisms of that kind made of the way in
which the European Council has come ro operarc, I
would personally agree. As President-in-Office of thc
Council I must, however, say rhat, given the situation
that faces the Communiry at various points in time
when problems have not been resolved at rhe other
levels at which rhey should have been resolved, and
where if all Heads of Government had given proper
instructions they might have been resolved, then it is
necessary for the European Council in those situations
to resolve those problems. In other words, I make no
apology for having resolved rhe problem of wine, but I
regret that this maner fell to me rc undenake. I regret
it because I think it is wrong in principle. I do not
regret it personally, because I learned a lot about wine
and viticulture which I would not otherrvise have had
to learn.
(I-aughte)
It has been suggested by Mr Arndt, Mrs Veil and, to
some degree, Mr de la Maldne, thar the result in res-
pect of wine is in some way conf$ed. Mr Arndt
indeed stressed this and challenged this poinr. I would
say there is no confusion whatcver on this point. There
may have appeared to be some confusion in the imme-
diate aftermath of the European Council, but there is
no confusion. A clear decision was taken which
removed any obstacle to the purcuit of the negotiation
with Spain and Ponugal on the subject of wine as on
the other outstanding dossiers.
This was made perfectly clear in the Greek Parliament
by Mr Papandreou, the Greek Prime Minister, speak-
ing during the last couple of days. He said specifically
that there had been an uninrcndond misunderstanding
to the effect that Greece had stated that it had a reser-
vation about the wine serlemenr indcpendently of its
general reservations regarding the integrated Mediter-
ranean programmes. He went on @ say:
'I solemnly declare here rhar we have no special
reservations about the agreement already drafted
other than the general reservation which we have
expressed and that is to make the issue of enlarge-
ment ad referendum until March'.
And an official communication to that effect has been
received in Brussels from the Greek Permanent Repre-
sentative making it clear that Greece will give its for-
mal atreement on wine at rhe next Foreign Affairs
Council on 17 and 18 December, while mainaining,
of course, its general reserlye on wine and enlargement
as for all subjects relating to enlartement.
There is therefore no confusion about wine. Vhat I
detected in the remarls of several speakers was some
unhappiness about the conclusion of rhe negodadon
on wine which is a quirc different point and one
which, again speaking as Taoiseach, I can fully under-
stand as one who had to face the same kind of pre5-
sures in relation to milk some monrhs ago. All my
dairy sympathies extend to the wine-producing coun-
tries and to those speaking on behalf of their consti-
tuents in those countrics ! But the way has been cleared
for negotiations. kt there be no doubt about that.
Those negotiations can now proceed and there is no
reason why the Communiry and Spain and Ponugal
should not now rapidly reach agreement. No doubt, as
I said, the negotiations will be tough and rhere will be
problems, bur there is no obstacle ro rhat agreement in
terms of internal difficulties within the Communiry 
-they have been rcsolved. Vhile that may be seen as an
issue which should not have come to the European
Council, when ir did come rhere at least we settled it!
The other point which Mr Arndr raised and orher peo-
ple spoke on as well, indeed, was the question of the
inrcgrated Mediterranean programmes. Mr Klepsch,
Sir Henry Plumb, Mr De Pasquale and Mr Plaskovitis
all spoke on rhis subject. I must say, speaking as Tao-
iseach and perhaps in this case as President as well, I
can atree rhar this matter should have been dealt with
elsewhere sooner and that it should not have come as
such a surprise rhar there is a major outstanding issue
here and the European Council should have been
more ready rc cope wirh rhis problem when it was
raised. Nonetheless, rhe fact is rhat it is a major out-
standing issue. I do nor want ro suBtest for one
moment here that it is not a major outstanding prob-
lem. Ve have clearcd away the obstacles ro rhe com-
plction of the ncgotiation. Vc havenot cleared a major
hurdle in respee of the enlargement of rhe Com-
muniry. That hurdle can be overcome in March only if
there is on both sides a willingness to face realities, a
willingness on the pan of the members of the Com-
muniry other than Greece, to face the realiry that thcre
is an obligation to undcnake in respect of Greece, and
also the other Meditcrranean countries, a series of
programmes on an adequate scale to deal with the
special difficulties in those areas which, in the case of
Greece, include those raised in the Greek memoran-
dum; and of cource, on the other hand 
- 
and one has
to say this too 
- 
a willingness on the pan of Grcece
to face the realities of a Communiry which faces budg-
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etary difficulties and whose Member States have diffi-
culty in securing accepmnce by their own parliaments
of significant increases in Communiry spending. I
believe this problem can be resolved. I do not know if
it will be. I pray that it shall be.
In respect of economic and social policy, I have rc say
that I was surprised by the absence of discussion. It
was raised indeed by Mr Arndt, who raised a number
of cogent points on this issue. I will not claim in this
respect too much for the European Council. I would
simply say that from the beginning of our Presidenry
we have sought to raise the real issues that arise here
in respect of the concertation of economic policies.
The effons we have made have met with perhaps a
limited response but, nonetheless, a real response. The
Annual Repon of the European Commission has on
rhis occasion faced these issues more thoroughly and
in a much more cogent way than previously and, inter-
estingly enough, although some Member Sates might
have difficulry with some of the ideas raised in that
report 
- 
raised quite blundy 
- 
they responded
extremely positively to the report. This suggests to me
that it is valuable that the European Commission
should raise issues in this way and that they should not
hesitate to raise real issues because from the previous
attitudes of member tovernmenr there may be some
reason rc think that they might be unhappy about cer-
tain issues being raised.
All I can say on this is that a start has been made. The
repon of the European Commission has been acceprcd
and it includes, if I may say so to Mr Arndt, a number
of measures contained in the economic recovery pro-
gramme, of the Socialist Group. So some progress has
been made. Vhat remains is rc secure the implementa-
tion of the proposals included in the European Com-
mission repon and its acceptance in principle as a
package, but in very general terms, by the European
Council. If I may address Parliament, Sir, I think that
if we are to make progress here and if member tovern-
ments are to face their obligations and are to be
encouraged tD cerry through their commitments, it is
imponant that Parliament should play its role fully.
The one disappointment to me in the debate today was
that excepting Mr Arndt 
- 
and I hope I am not being
unfair to anybody else 
- 
there has been relatively lit-
tle discussion of these issues and if progress is to be
made, governmens must come under pressure from
Parliament in a way which has not been evident here
today. That last point I make as Taoiseach rather than
as President.
On budgetary discipline, I have to say as President
that the Council has now agreed to meet Parliament
each year shonly before it is due to fix the reference
framework for that year. It has also invircd the Com-
mission and Parliament to examine with it ways in
which the cooperation necessary for a budgetary dis-
cipline common to all three insdtudons may be
broughr about. And in the later stages of the budgetary
process all the powers and prerogatives of Parliament
under tht Treaties, panicularly under Anicle 203,
remain unimpaired md will continue to have full
force. Having said that as President, I have to add as
Taoiseach, Prime Minister of my own country, that I
am by no means happy with the marked tendency to
put the budget into a strait-jacket.
Vith regard to the Dooge Repon, I want to say to
those who spoke on this subject, including Mr
Klepsch, Mrs Veil and others, that there was a serious
discussion on this at the European Council. I think it is
a mistake to dismiss the discussion that took place. I
took very full notes on it myself, which I have yet to
transcribe. But there was a serious debate and discus-
sion and it vas wide-ranging and constructive and you
should not underestimarc the response. But this is an
interim report and it would, I think, have been unfor-
tunate if in fact it had been treated as a final repon
and if the Council had gone on to ake decisions at
this point on the basis of matters raised in the interim
report in a manner that would have diminished the
work of the in committee, in concluding its delibera-
tions. It might have inhibited it,or even led to a prema-
ture termination of its aitivities.
I think it is right that the European Council should
have had a seriout discussion but should not have
taken up a position undl the committee's repon is
completed. The committee itself wishes to develop a
number of points more fully, and I think there are fur-
ther useful discussions rc take place within the Parlia-
ment and the comniitrce. Because of the fact that up to
this point the committee's work has been confidential,
such consultations as have taken place informally
between the Parliament and the committee have been
limircd in characrer. Now that the interim repon has
been published, there is the opponunity for a parlia-
mentary debate, for a fuller input from Parliament. I
think it would have been a great piry if the European
Council had in any yray purported m take up a posi-
tion on the repon before that process had been carried
through. I am satisfied that the right approach to this
problem was to have an interim repon, to have a ser-
ious discussion on it, to have it published, to have it
debated and then rc draw up a final report, that final
report to be the subject of really serious discussion in
the European Council.
There have been criticisms that that is delayed till next
June. I can undersand why. You in this Parliament,
who have been so responsible for the initiative for a
serious movement towards European union, are impa-
tient at delays in this respect. I would share your impa-
tience were I a Mcmber of this Parliament. But m look
at it realistically, it was put rc the European Council
that to attempt to discuss this mamer in March and m
bring it to a conclusion with the ourtanding business
at that time, which clearly was going to include mat-
rcrs reladng to enlargement 
- 
in panicular, the inte-
Brarcd Medircrranean programmes 
- 
would have so
reduced the time for discussion that that discussion
might not have been fruitful and that it was much bet-
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ter to leave it to the June European Council;'to makeit either the sole or rhe main subject of discussion
there and to give up time specifically to it. I was happy
to accepr thar proposal and I prefer it to the idea that
the committee's reporr might be dealt wirh in a cur-
sory, summaly, inadequate way at the March Euro-
pean Council.
I7hile I regret the delay, I urge you and Mr Spinelli to
accept that the extra three months may prove very
wonhwhile, both in terms of giving member govern-
men6 a chance to reflect on rhe reporr before aking a
position and in ensuring that adequate time will be
given at the European Council to discuss it.
I have noted the points in Mr Spinelli's resolution. He
himself in paragraph 5 requests that the intergovern-
mental conference referred to be convened ar the end
ofthe European Council meering ofJune 1985. I can-
not, of course, as President, commit the European
Council in this matter; I can only say that the question
of an intergovernmental conference was referred to in
our discussions. I do nor recall anybody taking a nega-
tive position on il That is not to say that members are
committed to it, it remains entirely open, and, speak-
ing as Taoiseach, I hope that at the June Council, as
Mr Spinelli has said, a decision will be taken in favour
of such a conference.
In respect of paragraph 8 of Mr Spinelli's resolution,
in which he refers so the need for contacts with parlia-
ments of the Member States, I fully accept that. I have
some difficulty about the first words of the resolution,
which says 'The Parliament instructs the committee'. I
think Parliament will have some difficulty in instruct-
ing a committee which was appointed by Heads of
Government, but it will have no difficulty in securing
the cooperation of the committee in further consul-
tation with Parliament. So, leaving aside the verb, I
can accept all the rest of paragraph 8 and I believe the
commitree can do so roo. I believe thar those discus-
sions will be constructive.
Finally 
- 
and I am rying to be very brief, Mr Presi-
dent 
- 
ro cover the main issues that were raised in the
debate as I have tried to norc them and so deal with
them in some coherenr form, Mrs Veil referred to the
declarations in the framework of political cooperation
by the European Council as'banal'. I can understand
why she might feel that. I would point out, however,
fim of all that there have been some European Coun-
cils which did not address themselves ro rhese issues at
all. It is betrer that the European Council should at
least discuss these matters, hckle them and make some
declaration than that they should make none.
Secondly, it is very difficult in practice 
- 
just as you
in this Parliament have difficulry in reaching agree-
ment on resolutions ar rimes, in soning out different
points of view 
- 
to draft a statemenr of poliry to be
representative of the views of rcn Member States in
language that all can agree to without ar rimes des-
cending to a cenain banaliry, because anything too
specific will tend to come up againsr relucrance on the
pan of some member governments at least about
expressing the point.
May I make a personal observation from long experi-
ence of political cooperation going back rc 1973? I
think one should distinguish berween the declaradons
that are made either by the General Affairs Council or
by the European Council on political cooperation mar-
ters, and the actual process of political cooperarion
itself. It is inevitable, I feel, regretfully, that the declar-
ations made have to be very general in form and some-
what limited in scope in order to command the assent
of all Member Sares, not merely ro rhe senrimenrs in
them, but to the publication of those sendments as rhe
views of ten member countries.
That does not mean, however, that the discussions on
political cooperadon have not had a profound effect
on bringing togerher rhe approaches of member coun-
tries to foreign policy in a way which I think is still
inadequarcly appreciated. I remember with great clar-
iry when I became Minister of Foreign Affairs of my
counry in 1973 the wide differences that existed
between member countries on foreign-poliry issues
which they had never discussed together. For example,
on the Middle East, there was a gulf berween some-
Member States and orhers. Vithin five years the mem-
ber countries had come ro form a common view on the
Middle East. Since then they have been approaching
other issues such as Southern Africa and Central
America and have also come much closer together in
the percepdon of the real situarion. They do not
always find it possible or politic to make a public state-
ment of precisely what they feel in language that all
can assen[ rc, but one should not underestimarc the
exrcnt to which in these internal discussions our coun-
tries have moved together in forming a much more
united appraisal of these issues than was the case some
years ato. I would for one never undervalue the pro-
cess of political cooperarion, however one may criti-
cize panicular declarations made publicly. I say rhat
speaking on my own behalf, but I think I am permitted
to make that comment.
Mr President, those are my responses, panly on behalf
of the Presidency, panly on my own behalf, and I trust
that the record of my remarks will distinguish ade-
quately begween the rwo so rhar none of my nine col-
leagues will accuse me of saying things on their behalf
which they do not agree with. I have tried to deal in a
pracdcal way with the different issues raised, and I feel
that the kind of dialogue that we have had rcday, th-e
opponuniry to lisrcn to your commenr here and for
me to respond is useful. I hope that if this is a prece-
dent 
- 
I understand it is 
- 
it will be followed in the
future, for it is only through this kind of dialogue
bem/een Parliament and the Council, wirh all-its
imperfections and with some of its dangers 
- 
of
which I am very conscious also, personally 
- 
that we
can build rogether the kind of Communiry we are
seeking to build. I hope and believe that next June we
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shall take a fundamental step in that direction and that
in doing so we shall be responding not only to the
views, but basically to the initiative of this Parliament,
which, panicularly in response to Mr Spinelli, has had
a vision of the Europe of the future which is still, cer-
tainly, one that will cause difficulties for individual
governmenr and for many governments, one with
which there will be disagreement in panicular respects,
but which nonetheless in ir broad thrust is something
which I think is shared by most, if not all, the govern-
ments of the members countries and is shared besween
this Parliament and the governments in question.
Having put behind us, I hope, by June next all the
internal quarrels, the internecine struggles that we
have had over issues that should never have evoked
such tensions and never have taken so much time, hav-
ing achieved enlargement and got that settled, we have
the opponuniry then, and then is the moment to make
protress. I hope we will grasp that opponunity.
(kolonged apphase)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS
Vce-President
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as I was lis-
tening to Taoiseach FitzGerald, I thought to myself:
here we have a man of good will who did his best with
a great deal of energy and commitment to make a suc-
cess of the Dublin summit, but was unfonunately una-
ble to do more because he was faced with a weak
structure. This is the present tragedy of Europe: a
strong idea but a weak structure.
On behalf of my group, the EPP, Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like to say a few words about
the intcrim report of the Dooge Comminee and the
action taken on it by the Council in Dublin.'S7e are, of
course, satisfied with what the interim report has to
say. At the time I put my question I did not think so
much could have been done about the activities of the
Dooge Committee by December. The report reflects
Parliament's philosophy, its methods and spirit, not
sufficiently so, but there is definitely a link. Even now,
in the conclusions it draws, it calls for an intergovern-
mental conference. However, while we are pleased
with the ad hoc committee's work, we think it a pity
the Council did not immediarcly comply with the
request clearly stated by this committee, which
believes there is a need for an intergovernmental con-
ference in the near future to negotiarc on a draft treaty
on European Union.
Ve have no time to lose. The idea of European Union
dates back rc the summit meeting of Heads of State or
Government held in The Hague inl969. lnl972
andl973 it was said that European Union should be
achieved by the end of the decade, by 1980. It is
now 1984, and Europe is losing ground by the day. I
do not want to repeat what has been said here so often
about economic recovery and the fight against unem-
ployment.
Allow me to mention another topical issue that has
been discussed today, the Community's role in mea-
sures to combat famine in Africa. I well remember
Commissioner Pisani, when asked about the causes of
the emergenry in Ethiopia and the Sahel, saying in this
very Chamber a month ago in a dramatic speech: ''S7e
are all to blame, and k oie paralysante et paralytique de
la Communautd in panicular.' Those were the words
he used. Ve have been aware of the situadon in Africa
for years. It has often been discussed here. But the
Community has been unable to take action.
'Ve have long known that we cannot fight unemploy-
ment without real European integration, but we do
nothing about it. Vhen Mr FitzGerald says, as he has
just done, that he is surprised so little has so far been
said about the problem of unemployment, we must
surely remind him of the many occasions on which we
have pointed to the cause of this problem.
And while we are still having to discuss budgetary dis-
cipline and the 1985 budget in this Parliament, we
know only too well, because it has been said so often,
that, while we may now be squabbling over 1.000m
ECU, hundreds of millions of ECU are wasted every
year because we have not made enough progress in the
Community. A document the Commission recently
submimed rc the DooBe Committee even says as much.
So we have no time to lose, and we therefore urge this
Parliament and the Council not to leave the plans for
institutional improvements on the shelf but to get on
with the job and debate the subject in the next few
months.
A question that becomes more urgent as time passes is
this: who vants to press ahead? \7hich of the Member
States want to to on down the road towards European
Union? Because one thing is clear from the Dooge
Committee's repon and from the reactions of the rcn
Member Starcs: three have expressed reservations
about various shades of meaning, some hint at the pos-
sibiliry of greater consensus, but the repon imelf
clearly says that the principle of h diferenciation de k
rigle communautaire must be applied. Ve said this
during our debate on the draft treary on European
Union on 14 February 1984.
'!7e must take this road, which does not mean a two-
speed Europe, one of the richer countries and another
of the poorer counries, because, let it be noted, it is
often the very prosperous who are most opposed to
political union. I will not name any names, but every-
one knows which country or counries may be con-
cerned. That is the task we face, and we of this Parlia-
ment have opted for a twin-track strategy. The resolu-
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tion that has been tabled by the Committee on
Institutional Affairs clearly confirms this.
The first track consists of acdon at the level of the
Council, of the governments and now of rhe Dooge
Committee, because this is what we said in the resolu-
tion of 14 February: we tackle the governments firct.
The discussions are under way ar rhis level, which per-
haps no one dared to hope a few months ago, and no
one would have dreamt that so much progress would
be made. But we insist that this work continue, and we
intend to take up Prime Minister FitzGerald's sugtes-
tion that everything possible should be done to have a
large-scale debate on the subject before the European
Council meeting in Milan. Ve would add that the
European Parliament must be involved. That goes
without saying. This Parliament is the expression of
democratic political forces in all rhe counrries of
Europe and in Europe as a Communiry. Ir is incon-
ceivable that Parliament should not be treated as an
equal panner in the discussions held at the level of the
Council of the governments.
I now come to the second track. On 14 February we
said that we would then rurn to the national parlia-
ments, and we have already made preparations for rhis
in the Commirtee on Institutional Affairs. Contact has
been made with various national parliaments, and we
hope to step up these activities in rhe coming monrhs.
This is necessary, ladies and gentlemen, and I appeal
to the national parliaments to receive rhese delega-
tions, to consult with them, to obtain information
from them, to make suggesrions, because the work on
the construction of Europe has in the final analysis
been done by the national parliaments. They have
expressed the will of their pcoples. If we intend to be
democratic, we musr take due accounr of this.
Mr Klepsch has said that what we in fact have at the
moment is a kind of oligarchic sysrem without suffi-
cient parliamentary conrol. Politically, no one can
exercise democratic control over the Council. Ve
must therefore go back to the national parliaments and
put questions to them abour democracy in Europe and
above all about efficiency in Europd. Ve have drawn
up a programme for the coming months, and we shall
continue to work on it.
\7e sometimes hear references to Euro-sclerosis, the
hardening of the Euro-aneries, the stiffening of the
Euromuscles, and if we compare ourselves to the resr
of the world, to Japan, rhe United States, the Pacific
region, we cannor fail rc be concerned. But just as
almost thirry years ago, in similarly difficult circum-
stances, the fathers of Europe said that y/e musr coop-
erate and do away with economic protectionism, we
must say that today's political, nationalist protection-
ism must be done away with. This political prorection-
ism is just as destructive as economic protectionism. It
leads to isolation, it leads to decay, to decline. In the
foreseeable future we shall account for only 50lo of the
world's population. To this impressive figure there is
only one response: if we want rc have any kind of
future, we must cooperate, or there will be only decay.
(Applaase fion the centre)
Mr Toksvig (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenq I rise to
speak in the fint instance in order to thank Dr Fitz-
Gerald for what is without doubt the best speech I
have heard in the six months I have been here in Par-
liament. It was a strong speech which was above all
European and which invoked all the European ideas
that should inspire all of us here in this chamber. He
said that the European Council should not be a kind
of Coun of Appeal and thar politicians might feel that
the relationship between the Council and Parliament is
unsatisfactory. He is so very right in that, bur he put it
in such a vay as to ser a standard of eloquence which
we would all find it difficult to follow.
\7e have indeed seen what has so far emerged from
the work of the Dooge Comminee: a few ideas,
hedged with reservations, which are loosely formu-
lated and have not been properly thoughr through, bur
ideas which are now on the table and which we musr
discuss futher over the next six months. I must say that
the ideas which have been put forward in the interim
repon of the Dooge Committee are immensely excit-
rnt.
I had hoped 
- 
and I have said so before in Parliament
- 
that the Irish presidency might have enabled us to
senle the question of the enlargement of the Com-
muniry to include Spain and Ponugal. It has often
been said that the achievement of a solution to the
question of Spanish and Ponuguese enrry will be a
measure of the seriousness with which we take Euro-
pean cooperation. Ve had rhe same hopes of the pre-
vious presidency; u/e musr now pin rhese hopes for a
solution to the problem on rhe next presidency. \7e
are one year from the target darc of I January 1986. It
was cenainly nice to hear Dr FitzGerald norc rhat we
have apparendy disposed of the wine problems and
that the Commission is poised rc senle the remaining
problems as rapidly as possible, ie problems relating to
the Mediterranean region, which were also mentioned
by the Greek Prime Ministcr.
But we expect 
- 
and it iS imponant to continue press-
ing this pbint home 
- 
that the rwo new countries will
be admitted in such a way that we have an integration
procedure that can also be used in the event that coun-
tries other than Spain and Ponugal express the wish in
the near future to join us. This is an open Community
based exclusively on pluralist democracy, and other
friends of ours are our rhere waiting for us. So now we
look to the Italian presidenry ro ensure that the whole
ratificarion process does not create problems. This is a
crucial moment.
Mn Dc March (COM). 
- 
(FR) Are we to take satis-
faction in the agreement concluded in Dublin? The
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French Communists think not, but on the contrary
find two reasons to be worried.
First, the apprehensions that we voiced after the Fon-
tainebleau summit have proved rc be completely iusti-
fied. The compromises conceded to Mrs Thatcher
have had a considerable influence on the conclusions
reached in Dublin. It has now become clear what is
really meant by budgetary discipline: savage inroads
into the tuaranrces given rc farmers, negation of Par-
liament's budgetary powers.
Secondly, having seen all these attacks on agriculture,
we do not think that it is a matter of chancc that the
Ten should have decided that wine production is rc be
sacrificed so rhat enlargement can be proceeded with.
This afternoon the President of the Council
announced o this House: there is a clear decision on
wine, there is no longer any obsacle to enlargement.
He even stressed that he understood the difficuldes
that this would cause to the growers and the regions
concerned. Mr President, this decision affects whole
regions in the wine-growing South, and the consequ-
ences will be very grave. Not only the balance of local
economics but centuries of qualiry wine-growing rad-
ition will be destroyed! The careers of our young
farmers will be destroyed too. So we now find in
December 1984 that, far from bringing about an
adjustment of the balance in favour of the southern
pan of the Community, enlargement has become the
prercxt for singling out the southern regions and Med-
iterranean products for panicularly harsh reatment.
The handling of the integrated Mediterranean pro-
gramme has drawn a sharp reaction from Mr Papan-
dreou, and I understand his modves entirely. The
scheme aimed at putting a proportion of French prod-
ucers out of business will solve none of the fundamen-
tal problems. This is expecially rue in the case of wine
since Spain is the biggest grower in the world and
large areas on which wine of high quality and strength
is now growing will soon be used to grow blended
wines. Before long we will be faced with the same
problems. Thus, and there can be no illusions about
this, Dublin will make matters worse for growers, for
farmers, when what we need in the Community, in all
the regions of the Community, is a modern, expanding
farming industqy affording decent incomes, at a time
when the numbers of poor people are rising in all our
countries.
But let us be clear: the wine problem is not going to be
settled. Nor are the problems going to be settled in
other secrcrs: steel, shipbuilding, fisheries, fruit and
vegetables. In each of these sectors, enlargement will
result in rcrrible waste of human resources, by the des-
rruction of productive capaciry in the Community.
Admittedly, the applicant countries themselves are
heading this way. Spein is making ready for a drasdc
run-down in its shipbuilding and shipping industries.
Nobody 
- 
neither the Commission nor the Member
States 
- 
is in any position to calculate what the cost
will be. And yet the entry of the United Kingdom and
Greece should have taught us lessons enabling us to
, avoid many of the errors which we are now commit-
ting again. Mrs Thatchels obstinacy, holding back the
functioning of thc Communiry in order to obtain
special reatmenq should give the applicant countries
pause. How can we fail to be alarmed at the absence of
any serious satistical study of how enlargement is
going to affect our relations with the Maghreb coun-
tries and the developing countries?
The truth is that there is a clear, quite specific political
purpose behind these disastrous arrangements. How
can we overlook the link between Spain's presence in
the Communiry and her involvement in NATO, which
has been stressed so much by Europcan commentators
that it cannot be in any doubt? How can we overlook
the fact that cenain Heads of State would gladly take
the first opponuniry to use enlargement as a Pretext
for an attack on the rule stipulating unanimous voting?
It is therefore the farmers with family holdings who
are having to bear the cost of a free-trade policy, while
the Unitcd States and its multinational corporations
make light of a 33 billion deficit on trade in agricul-
tural produce with the Communiry.
Ve cannot remain silent in the face of the Dublin
compromise, which is fraught with shon-term dangers
for employment in agriculture. The measures agreed
in Dublin are going to meet with a legitimarc reaction
from the farming world in France, in our regions. Ve
Communist Members will be giving them our full
backing. None of the decisions taken in Dublin will
make any real impact on the crisis besetting the Com-
muniry.
One of the Heads of State at the European Council
drew attention to some imponant facts: unemploy-
ment has been rising steadily in the Communiry for 14
consecutive years, industry is being run down, capital
is flooding out of Europe and into the United States,
the Nonh-South dialogue is making no progress. All
this is the opposite of the logic of development to
which our colleague Mr Arndt was referring, a logic in
which man and real moderniry are put at the centre of
development plans. The Community is missing the
opponunity to purrue a noble ambidon which the citi-
zens of our countries would have supponed. Unfor-
tunately, Dublin brought us no closer at all to realiza-
tion of the practical aspiration to create a Europe of
her peoples.
Mrs Hammcrich (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
have the impression that many of the honourable
speakers have expressed great anger and annoyance
towards the President-in-Office of the Council,
reproaching him for our failure to make sufficient pro-
gress during his rcrm of office and for the inadequate
achievements of the Dublin meeting. But the Presi-
dent-in-Office cannot force Member States to go fur-
ther than they want to; the European Community has
to be a voluntary Communiry after all. No-one can
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force others to do anything, and I do not rhink that
anyone in this chamber would wanr a Council presi-
dent to force countries into somethint they do not
want. But, if we stand by this principle of freedom,
there is no reason for such anger as has been shown.
The Spaak II project has been widely discussed in
Denmark. Thanks not to our Governmenr but to the
Danish People's Movement againsr Membership of the
European Community. The Government actually
refused to make the inrcrim repon available to the
Folketing before the Dublin meedng. It was confiden-
tial, according to our Foreign Minister. But we disa-
gree. \fle feel it goes without saying rhat people should
be informed in advance of any plans for their future
which are due to be discussed. For that reason we in
our movement had to take on the responsibiliry, which
is by rights incumbent on the Governmenr, of getting
hold of the document and of ensuring that a debate is
held in our country on its contenr, and we felt that
that was a simple democratic thing to do. Twenry-four
hours after we had obnined the repon, it lay on the
table before the members of our Folketing, translated
into Danish, analysed, commenrcd and printed. This
crearcd the possibiliry of an open dcbate 
- 
at all
events, a better possibiliry than existed previously. For
example, a debarc on those plans for EEC armament
contained in the interim reporr, which speaks of the
design, development and production of arms. Ve con-
sider that to be very dangerous. Or a debate on rhe
attack on the right of veto which is contained in the
document: the right of veto is to be limited and even-
tually abolished. This is something we consider to be
no less dangerous. These rwo points in the debase
alone aroused fierce opposition in Denmark, and the
majority of Danes have no ambition to form pan of a
Cenual European superpower. 'Ve do not think that
big is necessarily beautiful; we believe more in local
democracy and decentralizadon. But I want to be con-
structive here, and I promise that we in our movement
shall be following the Spaak II project very closely and
attendvely up to March and beyond to June in Milan.
\7e shall make sure rhat the work becomes known and
that people in our country get a chance to form their
own opinion on the matrer. \7e shall make sure that
no development is forced rhrough which people in our
counry do not wans.
Mr Romuddi (DR).- (17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, from what we have read and heard a shon
time ago from President FitzGerald whom we thank
very sincerely, we must say that the Dublin Summit
y/as one of the usual summit failures that have charac-
rr.rized and impeded, in recent years, rhe progress of
our Community, to the point of crearint on a number
of occasions the feeling that progress was definirely
not feasible. But we hope that that is not the case, and
that, with goodwill, considerable progress is possible.
True, there was no 'wine war' at Dublin, but rhat was
only because, in the end, Italy, because of weakness,
and France, for its own special political motiyes,
agreed that the wine adulrcrarcrs, adding their sugar,
could fight this war, or rather win it without having to
fight. This is the worst way to resolve, or rather, leave
unresolved, a problem of considerable importance
such as this is, not least having regard to the question
of the enlargement of the Community, which has been
very sadly bogged down, and that not only 
- 
we have
to say this 
- 
because of the unexpected veto by
Papandreou, which was remarkable yet not forseeable,
but also because of the suppon 
- 
albeit discreet, I
would go so far even as to say silent, though no less
interested for that 
- 
given to that verc by Italy and
France, too timid to see the intcgrated Mediterranean
policy 
- 
which is already compromised, though for
very different reasons 
- 
compromised yet funher.
No enlargement, therefore, although some poin6 have
been smoothed away, but 
- 
against all hopes 
- 
the
target of 1985 could be put back.
Vith regard to the project for Union, which was the
subject that should have dominated the Dublin meet-
ing, there was only fine talk, nice words about the
'delighdul Utopia', as Mrs Thatcher called it, but
nothing of substance, or rather, c/orse rhan nothing.
Ve have, though, at all events, to keep trying: things
are now at their worst, and I really do not know what
will be the fate of rhe documenr rhar bears the name
Spinelli, which was drawn up by our own Parliament.
fu far as the Middle East is concerned, we have
remained a long way behind in relarion to that old
Venice declaration which is often recalled by every-
one, but practically never taken into consideration by
anyone. Our Italian Prime Minister and the Italian
Foreign Minister, who were veqy much hoping m be
appointed, when the time came to assume the Presi-
dency-in-Office, as mediators for the Community in
the affairs of that troubled, complex political and mili-
tery area, were really somewhat disappointed, ar the
bad Dublin decisions: this was rhe fault of their fanci-
ful ideas and ingenuousness which, however, we hope
will not be rypical of the next 6-month period of off-
ice, not least where rhe other problems are concerned.
Mr Sed (Sl, chainnan of the Committee on Economic
and Moneury Afairs and Industial Policy. 
- 
Mr
Presidenq in true political fashion the Dublin state-
ment means a lot of different things to different peo-
ple. But I want to concenrare on the economic situa-
tion because the starcmenr thar have been made by
the Council and also in this fusembly differ substan-
tially from the statemenr made by the British Prime
Minisrcr in the House of Commons. I would urge all
the Conservatives 
- 
if any of rhem were presenr 
-and panicularly their spokesman, Sir Fred Cather-
wood, to read the commenm of their Prime Minister in
Hansard of 5 December. Yesterday Sir Fred Carher-
s,ood stated that the prioriry had swirched ro the
problem of unemployment. This was also stated today
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by the President-in-Office of the Council, Mr Fitz-
Gerald. I say to them both that it cenainly was not
adopted as the first priority of the British Prime Minis-
ter. Their problem with unemployment is how to
change the system of producing the official figures so
that they stay consunt at 3 million while the actual job
losses continue to rise.
Vhile Sir Fred Catherwood, Conservative Member of
this Assembly, is giving credit here to the Assembly for
changing the Community's priorities on unemploy-
ment, their leader, Mrs Thatcher, in the House of
Commons stated, and I quote:
'The creation of more jobs has to be achieved in the
context of moderation in the evolution of real wages
and a pause in the growth of current public expendi-
ture and a decline for several years in its share of the
gross domestic product'.
And that is all she said about the economic pan of the
debate in Dublin. Those are the only comments she
made to the House of Commons.
The acceptance of these principles by the Council is
cenainly a different story from what we have heard
today from the President-in-Office of the Council. I
can say to Members here from other counries that in
Britain these principles do not produce any jobs at all.
If you do not believe me, look at what six years of
these principles have done to Britain. Not only have
we 4 million people unemployed but a repon this week
by the independent Low-payment Unit showed that in
addition 8 million British workers are earning only
9107 per week, which is the officialpoverty line. That
means that 12 million working people in Britain are
going to have a white Christmas 
- 
they have been
bled white by Scrooge Thatcher and her economic
policies; policies that we understand she is now foist-
ing on the rest of the Common Market countries. If
she is then I hope that the Council 
- 
and it is a pity
that the President-in-Office has gone 
- 
will repudiate
those policies. In addition to Thatcher's battle with the
miners, a battle in which the miners are fighting only
to keep jobs, Mrs Thatcher and our Conservatives like
Sir Fred Catherwood there are working quietly to
push millions of workers and their families in Britain
deeper into the pit of poverry. And it is no wonder that
we in the British Labour Group here are enraged by
the hypocrisy of you Tories when you speak about
giving priority to unemployment when your Prime
Minister is working hard at raising unemployment.
Mr President, yesterday in this House we rejected the
von Bismarck report because that too was based on the
economics of repression, and if we'd voted on the
Commission's proposal, as Mr Patrcrson wanted, then
that too would have been rejected. This House does
not want Thatcherite monetarism, and the new Com-
mission should take note of yesterday's vote. And
there is no evidence at all that holding down wages
reduces unemployment It has not worked in Britain
and it has not worked in any other country, not even
in America where the recovery has not, as has often
been stated, been fuelled by a fall in real wages.
Indeed, all the economic models that have been used
in Europe show that falling wages do not reduce
unemployment.
There are at least 14 million people unemployed in the
Common Market and for each one of these there is a
cost of least t2000 per year to their Member State
governments. So we in the Community are Paylnt 1
minimum of 30 billion a yeer to keep people out of
work. If we are going to change this situation we have
got to reject Thatcherism and the views of people like
Mr von Bismarck. \7e have Bot to invest in jobs, put
money into public services, pay for Community pro-
jects. In other words we have got to invest in people.
There is an alternative to unemployment, but it can
only be achieved by using alternative policies to those
that have been put forward by the Commission. I hope
that the President-in-Office of the Council has taken
note of the fact that Parliament yesterday showed that
it wanted to reject the von Bismarck report and also
that it does not accept the Commission's economic
report. I call upon the Council to reject that repon
and instruct the Commission to produce a final repon
based on increased public spending and a united refla-
tion of Member State economies.
IvIr Cost nzo (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the Sum-
mit Meetings of Heads of State and Government
repeat themselves with almost constant monotony'
with their reports of difficulties, explanations of prob-
lems, and indicadons of solutions; but they go no fur-
ther. They seem incapable of breaking down the wall
that divides hopes and proposals from the implemena-
tion of coherent policies and concrete measures. This
operadonal stage is something that is indicated and
something that is promised, but invariably it is finally
put off, from one 5-month period to the next. It is the
old story of passing the buck.
Dublin could not offer anything new or anything sub-
stantially different from the results of the Stuttgan,
Athens and Fontainebleau Summits. The Irish Presi-
dency did what it could. No blame can be attached to
the Irish Government. On the contrary, it undoubtedly
has the merit of not having attemprcd to delude the
Parliament with resounding, emphatic affirmations of
proposals. The realism and goodwill that it showed
should be acknowledged.
Proposals, some of them new, emerged even from the
European Council meeting at Fontainebleau; however
we should be wise not to over-emphasize the results of
that Summit. Athens did not accept the stimulus prov-
ided by Stuttgan, Fontainebleau did not succeed in
covering the gap left by Athens, and Dublin could not
get underway a structure whose design we know, but
for which we have not the necessary technical and
financial resources available.
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The answer to the 'call for Europe' that we have heard
also during the last electoral campaign cannot be rhe
answer that the European Councils offer us, whether
from Fontainebleau or Dublin.
It is not sufficient to seek refuge in the formation of a/
Doc committees, or in declarations rhat it is necessary
to- re-examine employment policy especially as it
effects the young, or that we have rc compiete the
internal marker, give the ECU a wider role, strengthen
the Communiq/s technological base, and take srcps ro
reduce the dispariry betureen thc different regions.
Affirming all this will cenainly not provoke hostile
reactions, but neither will it be any longer successful in
provoking enthusiasm and confidence in the cidzcns
of-Europe, so long as such affirmadons remain merely
affirmations of proposals.
These last affirmations of the Dublin Summit are
clearly refuted by the behaviour of the governments in
whose name they are made. It is not possible, it is no
longer acceptable that such things should be said, such
tlryets oudined, and at rhe same time the purse strings
should be drawn tight 
- 
that is to say, the budgei,
which is the essential, irreplaceable power supply for
any initiative, should be blocked.
A new expression now dominates our debates 
- 
'The
People's Europe'.
But where and hov can rhis People's Europe be
achieved except in a Communiry founded on authori-
tative supranational institurions? Institutions whose
powers cannor be replaced by inrcrgovernmenral
negotiations, or ransferc w ad boc committces.
The executive Commission proposes and implements
the Community's policies. The European Parliament
has always taken rhis line, and has endorsed it in its
new draft Treaty.
Parliament's requesr rhar the memberc of the new
Commission should be sworn in before the elected
represenatives of the European people is cenainly
more than legitimate, and is in the interesr of the
Commission.
The Commission could not find completc democratic
legitimary in any other place. This new Commission
must immediately give concrete signs of a 'new
approach', a new approach that musr go funher than
the new principle 
- 
however wonhy that may be
of distributing the ponfolios. This is a different 'new
approach', which the citizens of Europe have been
waiting for for years; they have been waidng for new
deeds, which are sysrcmatically proclaimed and prom-
ised, but subsequently just as rystcmadcally disre-
garded.
People_are now expecting something else, something
more than solemn declarations and fascinating pro-
trammes. No-one listens any longer to a Europe
which is all talk.
'!7e must all of us 
- 
the Council, the Commission, rhe
Parliament 
- 
buckle down so it and get things done,
so that Europe can bccome a place of deeds, not
words.
Mr Ephrcnidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mrs
Tharcher is eating up our money with rhe refunds and
other ladies here, whom I respect, are eating up the
time we need in order rc starc our views. Something
will have to be done about ir. Anyway, I would like to
say a couple of things in the minute left to me.
Firstly, in our opinion the working pcople of Europe
will reap no good from rhe decisions taken in Dublin.
Quite the opposite,.things will get worse for thcm as
regards unemployment and all the other problems they
face following previous decisions aimed at supponing
national interests and the interests of the multination-
als. No initiative wharsoever has been fonhcoming on
the question of ddte*e and disarmament, though there
has been a welter of dcmagoguery and idle talk. Not
that it could have been otherwise, given that a few
days ago representatives of the same governments,
urged on by Reagan, decided ar the meeting of NATO
toeancrease military spending by 400/0.
Secondly, as regards enlargement, ir has become abun-
dandy clear thar there has been a determined effon to
make the Mediterranean and backward areas of the
Communiry, and our counrry in panicular, pay the
cost of this. Ve note the positive stance that the Greek
Government has taken on this. Ve make the point,
however, that it should remain firmly resolute and
impervious to pleas for understanding. If anyone
ought to show understanding it is those who have
exploited Greek membership and wish to exploit the
membership of Spain and Ponugal to widen their own
sphere of influence. Ve shall insist on this, Mr Presi-
dent, and we shall make life hard for our governmenr;
though not here because we do not give this Parlia-
ment the right to get involved in the affairs of our
counry. I7e shall raise the matter in rhe Greck Parlia-
ment, before the Greek people, and we shall advise the
governmenr not to be led astray by rhe parry of the
Right which, even more in tune than the organ-grin-
der, has criticized it for wandng rc stand up againsr
what they tried to impose on it in Dublin.
Mr Roclur du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
I do not wish to talk about wine or about the Dooge
Committee. I wish to raise a maner which passed
almost unnoticed at the Dublin summit alrhough it is
an imponant aspect of rhe consrruction of Europe:
policy on the environment and consumer prorcction.
Once again policy in this area has been postponed.
Instead of addressing the problems involved, the Dub-
lin summit said: 'Ve shall discuss it next March, in
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Brussels'. This procrasdnation has now become a
habit, but it has also become rymbolic of the conrcmpt
shown for the concerns of a substantial proportion of
the population.
Vhat, then, is to be done? Do we really have to wait
until the last tree in the European Communiry dies
before holding a Breat ceremony celebrating the cause
of conservation around this last survivor?
Deferred until March. And why should that be? Vhat
are the rcrms of reference for the analysis that the
European Council is going to undenake? I should
have been most gradfied if the Irish Minisrcr had been
able to enlighrcn us on this subject.
Mr President, the Council of Ministers has at least
shown an interest in one item. This is the question of
the lead conrcnt of petrol, on which it invited the
Council of Environment-Minisrcrs to take a decision
as quickly as possible. But what do we find? The deci-
sion aken does not tally in the slighrcst with the opi-
nion submitted by the European Parliament's Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, which Parliament itself is probably
going to endorse beford the week is out.
Finally, there was no discussion at all of consumer
policy at this Dublin summit. Perhaps this is because
rhere has not been any Council meeting on consumer
affairs under the Irish Presidency, although one was
promised.
Mr President, we are still very far from having Preven-
tive, integrated, panicipatory policies on the environ-
ment and consumer affairs. And that is really very
disappointing.
Mr Focke (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen. The Dublin summit also pledged itself to help
fight the famine in Africa. !7e read that and have
heard it again here today. I am grateful to the Irish
presidency for its pan in bringing this decision about.
It is a decision in the right direction. It is a resPonse to
pressure from the European Parliament and panicu-
larly its Committee on Development and Cooperation,
also from European public opinion which has been
appalled at what is happening in Ethiopia and the
Sahel.
Ir is also based on the understanding that we shall
probably have to live with this catastrophe for the
whole of 1985 and up to the nex[ harvest, however
that harvest turns out. It explains the far-sighted deci-
sion to earmark 1.2 million tonnes of grain for 1985
from the European Community, so that there will be
no funher hiatus in the campaign. This means 500 mil-
lion rcnnes more from the European Communiry and
200.000 tonnes more from its Member Starcs.
How is this to be financed? It would have been logical
for the Dublin summit to have taken a decision at once
on the quesdon of additional financing. It would then
have still been consistent and credible. But unfonun-
ately it did not do this. It was not prepared rc mobilize
additional funds, with the result that the Commission
and we ourselves are now obliged to scraPe together
what we can from the bottom of the emergency aid
barrel of the Fifth European Development Fund of
L,om6 II and from bits and pieces left over from the
1984 budget which would othcrwise be lost.
A good decision, then, but unfortunately a shameful
compromise agreement over how to ranslarc it into
reality. Once again 
- 
and we are constandy finding
the Council guilry of this 
- 
there is a Breal inconsis-
tency berween what is proposed and what then has to
be done to implement the proposals.
This Dublin decision also says 
- 
I welcome this, and
it reflects the call by the Committee on Development
and Cooperation 
- 
that there must be greater and
bewer coordination by the Community, the Member
States, other providers of aid and the non-governmen-
al organizations. A start has been made. Vhat is
needed now is perseverance and funher improvement.
It is to be hoped that the heads of state and tovern-
ment will bear this in mind at home.
A funher section of this decision decrees that prioriry
must be given to medium- and long-term cooPeration
over development, promoting self-sufficiency in food
and devising srategics to provide food' Desenification
must be combated and the root of the problem thus
tackled. The Committee on Development and Coop-
eration has also called for this, because it does not
want to see no money or possibly less money given to
combat the problem in the long term, which is what is
really needed, just because we have at Present to deal
with an emergency.
Efforts on both fronts need to be intensified here'
Unfonunately we find that the Council has savagely
cut back in the 1985 budget the additional funds
which Parliament in conjuncdon with the developing
countries had envisaged in this very sector' Funds
intended for the medium- and long-rcrm fight against
world hunger, food strategies and self-sufficienry in
food have been cut to one-third, or just about half. So
much for the credibiliry of the Council, which gives
with one hand and takes away with the other!
The same applies to Lom6 III. I have just been in
Lom6 and was present at the signing. I have seen what
hopes the ACP countries have of this convention, how
much faith they have that we shall help them. People
were dancing and singing in the streets in celebration
of Lom6 III. I wonder if our financial provision, which
thanks to the United Kingdom and Federal Republic
will barely be enough to march inflation, will be gen-
erous enough to enable the wonhwhile new objectives
of [om6 III 
- 
food strategies, priority rural develop-
ment, a halt to desertificadon in Africa and elsewhere
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'- rc be realized. Here again what rhe Council does
falls far shon of what is actually n'eeded.
The European Parliament will ensure that rhe concern
currently felt by the European public does not decline
again once there are no more television pictures to
remind us.'!7e shall stimulate awareness of rhe contin-
uing cooperation on development, which needs ro be
intensified and broadened.
(Appkusefron the brt)
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The Greek Governmenr
put its foot down in Dublin with, as Mr Papandreaou
has said, a conditional veto. 'Ve criticize rhe govern-
ment for not having taken a sronter line at Fontaine-
bleau and before, and for allowing vatueness ro persisr
which has now developed inm a clear thumbsdown.
The Inrcrnal Communist Parcy of Greece is solidly in
favour of Spanish and Ponuguese accession because
the panicipadon of these swo countries will bring a
new balance rc the Community. It considers, however,
that the position taken by the Greek Governmenr,
which expresses rhe inrcrests of the small countries and
their demand to be listened ro on a basis of equaliry
and not made monkeys of, will make it necessary ro
look for solutions which are acceptable to all con-
cerned and consrructive for the future of the Com-
muniry.
Mr FitzGerald spoke with a cenain oprimism which
we do not share. Vhat happened in Dublin was
revealed to us by Mr Thorn. The leaders of the con-
trolling countries were either suffering from collective
amnesia or wenr there unprepared. Mr Thorn
reminded us that work has been in protress on rhe
integrated Mediterranean programmes since 1983.
Mrs Focke is right to prorcsr about the sham where
Third Vorld counrries are concerned. Bur should we
not be protesting abour rhe sham going on in our own
house? The European Parliament has repeatedly made
its views clear on the things that were treated with dis-
dain or disregarded or trodden underfoot in Dublin,
and it has considered them to be an obligation binding
on all of us. If we wanr rle Community to be consist-
ent towards rhe countries of the Third Vorld, it must
first be consisrent here ar home. And when something
has been confirmed by joint decisions over the years ii
is just not on for the controlling counrries, which have
exceeded the bounds of any legal framework, to go
against the decisions of our Parliament and make a
total mockery of anphing that does not suit their
interests. I think that Parliament has the power ro rec-
tify things and the shot over the bows with the recent
rejection of the budget is a warning that should be
taken very seriously.
Mr Rogalle (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, a long Greek
minute will also be a long German minure, but basi-
cally my inrervention is rendered superfluous by the
fact that the Council Presidenr is no longer presenr. I
wished to ask him personally about the People's
Europe, because I have on several occasions senr him
telegrams and have never had a personal reply from
him.
My question is quite simple. Vhen will the members of
the Council, i.e. presidents, ministers and heads of
starc, stop listening only to their officials 
- 
loyal, well
meaning people who are comfortably ensconced in
warm offices, who draft all manner of documents,
never give a thought to the ordinary citizen, are com-
pletely isolated from him and above all are never
threatened by unemployment? !7hen will rhey learn to
trust us, because we consider that efforu to establish a
People's Europe represenr the only chance of getting
things going again in a cost-effecrive manner?
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
Pursuant to Rule 67 of the Rules of Procedure, I call
Sir Fred Catherwood for a personal statement.
Sir Frcd Cattrcrwood (ED). 
- 
I should like to make a
personal satemenr in view of the attack on me person-
ally by the chairman of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy. I under-
stand that I am entitled ro make a sraremenr in reply.
I am deeply shocked that the chairman of a com-
mittee, and a senior committee ar rhat, should atack
one of the members of that commirtee in public
debate. I actually do not think I can remember any
committee chairman publicly attacking a member of
his committee in debate in the whole lifetime of the di-
rectly-elected Parliament. I really do not see how a
committee chairman can hope rc retain his impaniality
and the confidence of his members if he makes per-
sonal attacks on their integrity. I am reminded that his
rwo predecessors were Jacques Moreau, with whom I
had extremely good relations 
- 
although v/e were
from politically very different panies 
- 
and before
that Jacques Delors. I cannot imagine either Jacques
Moreau or Jacques Delors making a personal attack
on a member of his commitree. He accuses me of
claiming hypocritically ro care for rhe unemployed
while all the time I do nothing of the kind.
He accuses me of claiming rhat I have made some con-
tribution to European economic recovery when I actu-
ally do nor care anfhing about it. I did not claim
arylhing at all in the speech I made yesterday. I simply
said that while I had anything to do with the'economit
recovery programme 
- 
which I had with the five
other comminee chairmen from different political par-
ties 
- 
I tried to keep the spirit which I think com-
mittee chairmen should keep; I tried to keep a spirit of
r Tablty.g of motionsfor resolutions on tbe European Council:
see Minutcs.
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compromise so that we all acted together to try to help
promote economic recovery. I would commend to Mr
Seal the spirit that Jacques Moreau and the other
chairmen showed if he wants to continue as chairman
of the Committee on Economic and Monenry Affairs
and Industrial Reladons, and have the people who are
in that committee working with him.
(Apphuse)
4. Appointment oftbe new Commission
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the report by Mr Formigoni, on behalf of the Pol-
itical Affairs Committee, on the appointment and
swearing-in of the new Commission (Doc.2-
ttt9 / 84),
- 
the report by Mrs Vayssade, on behalf of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights,
and the appointment of Lord Cockfield as Mem-
ber of the Commission of the European Commu-
nities and on the interpretation and application of
Anicle l0 of the Treaty establishing a single
Council and a single Commission of the European
Communities (Treaties, 1985, Anicle 785)
(Doc. 2-1145/84).
Mr Formigoni (PPE), rapporter4r. 
- 
(IT) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the motion for a resolu-
tion that is before us today was drawn up by me on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee of which I
have the honour to be Chairman. It concerns one of
rhe institutional problems that has been most debated
within our Parliament, namely the relationship that
linls our institution with the Commission, the execu-
rive arm of the Communiry. It is a question that, in my
view, is of the utmost imponance to the funherance of
the process of integration becc/een Member States.
The European Parliament, through its intervention in
the process of forming the executive arm of the Com-
munity, intends first of all to strengthen the primary
r6le of the Commission. This is an aim that, already on
other occasions, has been the concern of our Assem-
bly. I should like to refer to all of these occasions,
because they are all imponant, but that is obviously
not possible. I would recall only that, in 1979, the
'Three Vise Men', in their report on the European
Institutions, observed that the r6le of the Commission
had declined, compared with the level of presdge and
authority that characterized this institution in the first
years of the Community's existence. And, moreover,
the report of the 'Three Vise Men' had already been
preceded in May l978,by a report by lord Reay on
inter-institutional relations, which was also presented
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, and spe-
cifically dealt with the question of the appointment of
the Commission.
'Vell, the motion for a resolution that we are about to
examine and then vote on,.ladies and gentlemen, is in
line with these statcd positions and with another
authoritative precedent, which I should also like to
recall. I refer to the passage in the Vedel repon in
which, whilst excluding that the members of the Com-
mission should be nominated by the European Parlia-
ment, it was said that Parliament had co-decisional
powers so that it could help, together with the tovern-
ments of Member States, achieved the objective of
ensuring that the composition of the European execu-
tive should be the best possible one.
Ladies and gendemen, the reasons underlying the ini-
tiative of the Political Affairs Committee are obvious
and, I believe, can have the wide atreement of this
Assembly. The Polidcal Affairs Committee, moreover,
approved this motion for a resolution by a very large
majority. Vhat are we seeking to achieve with our
motion? !7e wish to emphasize that the European Par-
liament vants to play a pan in the formation of a new
Commission. fu the European Parliament, we wish rc
know the guidelines for the Commission's political
action programme, before giving it our approval. And
we want, definitely, m make closer the relationship
between the European Parliament and the executive'
Ve, the European Parliament, also want the Commis-
sion 
- 
whose members are still designated by the
Governments of Member States 
- 
to enjoy, from the
day that it is constituted, the support and agreement
that only the institution that represents the peoples of
the Communiry can give it.
In this way we intend to oppose a tendency, which is,
alas! widespread, that seeks to reduce the Commis-
sion's role to the execution of merely technical or
secretarial office functions, increasingly reducing its
political and operational capabiliry. The vote of inves-
titure and confidence in the new Commission 
- 
if
Parliament decides to accord it that vorc 
- 
will fully
reconstitute the independence of action of the Com-
mission and stimulate its creative capacity, which is
indispensible 
- 
today more than ever before 
- 
in the
context of the world in which the European Com-
munity has to act.
Ladies and tendemen, I should like also to add that, in
realiry, the motion for a resolution that is before us
today does not introduce any absolutely new element
from our Parliament's point of view. Already where
the previous Commission was concerned 
- 
of which
Mr Thorn was appointed President 
- 
our Parliament,
at its plenary session of 12 February 1981, expressed
itself in these terms: 'approves the investiture of the
Commission', asking at the same time to be given a
share, in the future, in the appointment of members of
the Commission on the occasion of its renewal.
Vell, the investiture of the Commission, which at that
dme could have been interpreted as an unpublished,
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and I would say almost irrelevant, expression in the
relationship berween the executive and the Parliamenr,
today becontes a politically concrerr procedure, which
can be codified by Parliament on the basis of the reso-
lution on *,hich we are ro vore. Naturally, all of us, or
at lea$ the majoriry of us, must now be in agreement
on the sages of this Parliamentary investiture proce-
dure. In the Political Affairs Committee there were
inidally tcro lines of thought on this subject. Afrcr a
great deal of hard work, and after having had an
exhaustive and very fruitful meeting with President
Delors on the subject, rhe Political Affairs Committee
of the European Parliament approved 
. 
by a wide
majoriry the motion that we are submitring to you
rcday, namely that the debate in the pan-session of
January 1985, on the Commission's programme, be
concluded with rhe vote of investiture and confidence,
if the statemenr presenrcd by the Commission meets
with the approval of the members of the European
Parliament.
Vhy do we propose this procedure? Because ir seems
right to us rhat the European Parliament should
immediately express its agreement or disagreement to
the new Commission. \Taiting a monrh, or even [wo,
before the formal appointment of the Commission by
Parliamenr, would mean that rhe Commission would
stan its work quite independently of what our verdict
was 
- 
hking, that is, decisions of fundamental
imponance to its subsequent work wirhout regard to
the views of the European Parliament.
That is why the Political Affairs Committee, after hav-
ing carefully examined the differenr possibilities, came
out almost unanimously in favour of the proposal that,
as early as [he parr-session in January, 1985, Parlia-
ment should express its opinion imrnediately after rhe
statement outlining the broad lines of the Commis-
sion's programme. And it is m this point in parricular,
ladies and genrlemen, that I should like to draw your
attendon today. I should like to emphasize that it is
not a quesdon of our establishing here and now
whether we shall acsept or not accepr the new Com-
mission's proposed programme. This we shall.have to
do, and it will cenainly not be easy, in the month of
Januaqy. Vhat we have now to decide, in this part-
session, is the definite procedure by which we shall
grant or withhold our confidence in the new Commis-
sion and will formalize its appointment, giving it the
official blessing of democratic representadvenesi.
Finally, ladies and gendemen, I should like to use
these last few moments of my speaking time ro say a
word about the proposal put forward by the Political
Affairs Committee, regarding the procedure whereby
the members of the new Commission are called upon
to be sworn in by the Presidenr of the European Coun
of Justice. Ve ask that the new commissioners shall
take on this solemn commitment here, in the Chamber
of the European Parliamenr ar Srasbourg. Ttis pro-
posal was put forward in the Political Affairs Com-
mittee by Mr Hensch, the firct Vicc-Chairman of the
Political Affairs Committee, to whom I very willingly
acknowledge the intelligence and farsightedness of
this idea, which the Political Affairs Committee
adopted by a very wide majoriry. Vhar is the idea
behind this proposal? It is to give the appointment of
the new Commission a solemn characer that will be
evident to European pu-blic.opinion, which the Com-
muniry 
- 
as so many of us have been repeating for so
long, now 
- 
all too often regales wirh scenes thar are
discouraging and certainly not edifying. The solemn
investiture here at Strasbourg, with the Commission
being sworn in by rhe Coun before the European Par-
liament, would on the other hand be a welcome scene,
capable of bringing new hope to Europe.
I should like to add, Mr Presidenr, that this idea was
received most enthusiastically by the press and rclevi-
sion, whereas the idea of rejecting the motion, which I
heard circuladng among a few members of the Parlia-
ment, provoked the greatest dismay amongst members
of those rwo sections of the media. Some of them,
journalists of various nationalities, even srcpped me rc
ask whether we were nor our of our minds to think of
rejecting this motion. I will go so far as ro repear rhe
expression that was used, even though it is perhaps not
qtite in order: they asked me 'if we were mad' 
- 
they
said 'vous €tes compldtemenr fous' rc think of reject-
ing the proposal for this solemn swearing-in.
Mr President, I can only agree wholeheanedly with
this view of the journalists, and I hope that the major-
iry of the members of our Parliament will approve of
our motion in its entirery.
Mrs Yayssade (Sl, rapportew. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the report that I have m presenr
to you today on behalf of the Committee on l,egal
Affairs and Cidzens' fughts is, I believe, entirely con-
sistent wirh what Mr Formigoni has just been talking
about, in rhat it seeks rc maximize and strengthen the
Commission's capacity for action by ensuring its com-
plete independence.
Anicle 10 of the 'Merger Treatt' stipulates three pre-
requisites for membership of the Commission of the
Communitiesr compercnce, independence beyond
doubq and nationaliry of a Member State.
The Treary gives no other details about these require-
ments and, in panicular, there is no list of incompati-
bilities such as the list applicable in rhe casc of Mem-
bers of this Parliament. \fe nevenheless felt, in the
Committee on legal Affairs, that members[rip of a
Member State's legislarure was incompatible wirh the
independence o be expected from a Member of rhe
Commission and that where such an incompatibiliry
arose 
- 
as in several instances in the past, notably in
the case of Members of the Commission wishing to
stand in elecdons 
- 
one had to decide eirher to join
the Commission or ro withdraw.
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In the case that we are discussing today, involving one
of the Commissioners nominated by the United King-
dom, who is a member of the House of Lords, there
was therefore a problem, and this problem was
referred to us for examination. Lord Cockfield is a
member of the House of lords, and he is a member of
the House of lords for life. He is therefore not in a
position to resign, which would be an-option in differ-
ent circumstances or in the case of membership of
other assemblies.
Does this then mean that he is a member of the legisla-
rure of a Member State and therefore disqualified
from being a Commissioner of the European Commu-
nities?
On a closer examination of his position in the light of
rhe Standing Orders of the House of Lords, we found
that Sanding Order No 20 allows members of the
House of Lords to take leave of absence, on requcst,
so rhat for a time they have nothing rc do with the
business of the House, attending no sittings, not vot-
ing, and therefore taking no pan in the legislative pro-
oess.
The majoriry of the Commitsee on kgal Affairs took
the view that the requirement of the Treaty would be
met if Lord Cockfield applied for leave of absence,
thus severing all connections with the British legisla-
tive process so that there would no longer be any
obstacle m his membership of the Commission as long
as he remained on lcave of absence throughout, on the
undcrstanding that any thought of returning to the
House of Lords would place him under an obligadon
to resign from the Commission.
This was the majoriry decision of the Committee on
Legal Affairs.
I have to repon that a substantial minority was not of
rhis opinion, taking the view that the status of peer
could not be disclaimed and that leave of absence was
nor sufficient. I nevenheless believe that the interpre-
tation proposed to you by the Committee on lrgal
Affairs is the fairest one, and moreover it agrecs with
the inrcrpreation of other legal services of the Com-
munity. However, we must always be very careful
whenever circumstances arise in which the indepen-
dence of the Commission may be in question.
(Apphusefrom tbe lefi)
Mr Preg (ED). 
- 
Mr President, could you tell us
what is going to happen to this debate on this panicu-
larly imponant subject? Ve are now approaching
7 p.m. at which timc, I understand, Question Time is
due to begin. I would be interested in knowing where
the remaindcr of the debate fits into the agenda.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Ve shall internrpt the debate at this
'point.
It will be continued tomorrow during the night sitting
after the Vieczorek-Zeul repon.
INTHE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vce-hesident
Topical and wgent debate (announcement)
Prcsident. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule a8(2) of the Rules of
Procedure the list of subjects for the topical and
urtent debate for the sitting of l3 December has been
drawn up.
(Tlte President read out the list of subjects)t
Pursuant rc the second sub-paragraph of Rule 48(2)
any objections to this list which must be supponed by
at least 21 Members or a political group and submined
in writing, sefiing out the reasons, must be forwarded
before 3 p.m. tomorow, Vednesday, 12 Deccmber.
The vote on the objections will be takcn, without
debate, tomorrow at 3 p.m.
Mr Formigoni (PPE). 
- 
(m Mr President, I should
like rc ask for some information. In the list of motions
for resolutions pursutnt to Anicle 48, I have not heard
any mention of the motion for a resolution which is
down in my name and the namcs of others, regarding
the consultation of Parliament afrcr the conclusion of
the negotiations for the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal to the Community.
I should like to know if it is down as a matrcr of
urgency or not, and, if not, why not.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Formigoni, as you are aware it is the
political groups, or rather the chairmen of the political
groups, who decide on the order of prioriry. You have
just been informed that, under Rule 48, objections
may be lodged, provided they are forwarded by 3 p.m.
romorrow, lTednesday. The vote on these objections
will be held, without debate, at the same time.
6. Action tahen on the opinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the communication
from the Commission of the European Communities
on the opinions and resolutions of the European Par-
liament.2
I See Minutcs.2 See Annex.
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Mr Sirnmonds (ED). 
- 
Madam President, firstly,
may I welcome Mr Andriessen ro this new position
replying on behalf of the Commission on agricultural
questions. I know that his formal appoinrment to the
new Commission in that capaciry is a few weeks away
as yet, but for my group can I say how delighted we
are to see him there.
Since the European Parliament agreed rhe resolution
by .y colleagues, Mr Provan, in September, uncer-
tainly about the imposition of dairy quoras has
increased rather than lessened. Vill the Commission
now please provide an up-to-date surcmenr on rhe
imposition of dairy quoras and the action that they.
have taken and are taking to ensure that quoas are
applied fully and fairly throughour rhe Community?
\7hat action is the Commission planning on the full
imposition of quotas to allow flexibility ro ensure a
flourishing dairy indusry?
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(NZ) Parliamenr has asked the Commission ro take
this opponunity to report on rhe application of the
quota system. As you will appreciarc, rhe Commis-
sioner responsible for agriculture, Mr Dalsager, would
have liked rc do this himself. However, he is unable to
be here because he has m atrcnd a meeting of the
Council of Agriculture Ministers that is still in pro-
gress, which is why I am now making this statement.
May I begin by thanking the questioner for his kind
words and for the support they received in this Parlia-
ment.
The Commission is, of course, willing to keep Parlia-
ment informed at all times on the application of Com-
muniry legisladon relating to rhe milk quora sysrem.
As everyone knows, the applicadon of this system ini-
tially raised various problems. I think this is hardly
surprising since it was a new sysrcm and had to be
introduced at compararively shon norice and therefore
had its teething troubles. The Commission has also
taken due accounr of the problems and therefore
decided ro postpone rhe date for the first payment of
the l.ry by 75 days, from 30 September unril
14 December 1984. It has also stood by its earlier deci-
sion that only 50% of the amount due need be paid on
the first occasion, that is, nor later than 14 December
t984.
As regards the trend in milk production, I can say thar
considerable progress has been made towards the
achievement of the objecdve ser for 1984/85, the
reduction of milk supplies to the 1981 level plus 2ol0.
From April o October 1984 milk supplies were 3.40/o
down on the corresponding period last year and in
September and October 5Vo and 70/o lower respec-
tively. Even more promising is the appreciable decline
in the production of butter and skimmed milk powder:
9.50lo less butter and 15.50/o less skimmed milk powder
was produced from April to October than in the cor-
responding period last year.
If this encouraging trend in milk supplies continues 
-and I must point out in this connection that the termi-
nation arrangement which seven Member States have
introduced or plan to inrroduce has not yet had its full
effect 
- 
there is eve{f reason to believe that the nrget
of 99.4 m tonnes for the Communiry as a whole will be
achieved in 1984/85.
Eight Member States have already adoprcd legisladon
on the application of the lery in their territory. Ireland
has taken the required administrative measures,
including the communication of the reference quand-
des to buyers, and the relevant legisladve measures are
high on next year's agenda. Italy has jusr taken the
necessary steps to introduce the termination arrange-
ment but has not yet raken any other action to apply
the levy system. The provisional reference quantities
have already been communicated to mosr producers or
buyers who may have rc pay a levy on supplies from
April to September 1984. It would seem that only in
Luxembourg will ir be impossible to communicarc rhe
provisional reference quantities in time for the first
collecdon of levies.
The provisional reference quantities will be adjusted in
accordance wirh the Member States' decisions on rhe
allocadon of specific or additional reference quanti-
ties. In Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands the
decision-making process concerning requesr in rhese
specific cases has almost been completed. Belgium and
the United Kingdom have also made good progress in
allocating specific or additional reference quanides,
and the French authorities have now decided on rhe
premises to be applied to requests for special treat-
ment.
The Member States have made various requesr for the
more flexible application of the levy system, which
would necessitate changes ro rhe Council's regula-
tions. The Commission has studied these requesrc very
carefully bur concludes that it should nor propose
changes rc the Council's regulations unril it is ensured
tha-t the presenr regularions are being correcdy
enforced in every Member Smte. Most Member Satei
are meeting the requiremenr thar they should include
the levy system in rheir narional legislation, and in all
except Italy the legal basis is completely, or almost
complercly, in order. At present rhe Commission is
investigating the narional arrangemenrs for the imple-
mentation of the levy sysrcm to see wherher they com-
ply with the reguladons now in force.
The Commission has decided that action can be taken
against Member States which fail to apply the levy sys-
tem or to implement rhe regulations correctly. Under
Anicle 169 of the Treary of Rome the Italian auth-
orities have been sent a letter pointing out that Italy
has failed to take the necessary measuies. Action may
also be taken in the near future against orher Member
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States for failure rc implement the Communiry regula-
tions correctly.
fu I have akeadysaid, Madam Presidenq it has been
decided that the first instalment of the superlevy must
be paid by 15 December at the latest. The Commission
rherefore expects the Member States to ensure that
these payments are made. Funhermore, the advances
for December on Guarantee Section expenditure have
been reduced by an appropriate estimated amount.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) First of all may I as a
Christian Demociat wish you, Commissioner Andries-
sen, all the best and congratulate you on your appoint-
ment to this imponant ponfolio of agriculture in the
new Commission and on the fact that you are today
experiencing a son of preview of your new responsi-
bilities.
Vhat you have just said on behalf of your colleague
was just a review of the facts as they sand at present.
May I ask you therefore 
- 
does the Commission
know whether all Member States will, by the deadline
of 15 December, not only declare that they must pay
the superlevy, but also pay it? There is a great differ-
ence between the two! Indeed, the final funding of this
year's budget depends on it. Or am I wrong in think-
ing that as things stand at present only one Member
Ssate will be paying the superlevy on time, whilst the
other Member States will not be doing so until next
spring?
Secondly, is the Commission prepared to agree to a
change from individual farm quota to dairy quota in
the Member States? For someone applying the indivi-
dual farm quota has rc pay much more than if he
applies the dairy quota, because then he cannot bal-
ance out his various production figures.
Thirdly, you know that in a number of Member Starcs
the success of the quota system depends on whether
the measures which have been introduced on milk
returns yield results. In France this has happened. In
the Federal Republic it has not happened as yet. One
reason for this is that the Commission has not so far
been prepared rc submit a proposal to change the leas-
ing system, so that milk production can be transferred
ro orher producers, for today leasing costs are higher
than milk returns. Consequently any farmer would
prefer to lease his land rather than . . . . . .
(Tbe President calk on the speaher to pat his sapplemen-
tary qaestion.)
That was my question, but sometimes you need to
explain why the quesdon is being asked. For this
reason I ask your indulgence for the fact that I have
given a brief explanation of each question.
Mr Proven (ED). 
- 
I also should like to give a y/arm
welcome to Mr Andriessen, because we as a Parlia-
ment have had a very warm working relationship with
him in the past.
He informed us that the Commission has already
made or is about to make a deducdon from advances
to various Member States' intervention boards as a
means of collecting the superlevy due for the first six
months. As far as I can see, this raises two questions.
How can the Commission calculate what is due either
on dairy quom or farm quota until details have been
returned by the Member States? Have they made an
esdmarc, therefore, of what this is likely to be?
The second point is: how can they legally do this when
the first payment for the superlevy is not due until
15 December? I would be inrcrested to hear the Com-
mission's answer because, presumably, they have taken
this decision as a collecdve body rather than having
Mr Dalsager do it on his own. However, I have just
heard a rumour that, in fact, the Council of Ministers
has decided to put back further the date for the collec-
don of the superlevy. Can the Commission confirm
this? Has it yet had confirmation from Brussels
because, if this true, it puts the whole quota system in
jeopardy?
Mr Volff (L). 
- 
(FR) I too should to congratulate
the new Commissioner and commend like the clarity
of rhe statement that he has just made.
Even so, I find that a number of problems still remain.
I cenainly appreciate that it is difficult for the Com-
mission to cover everything and give details on all
aspec6. Nevenheless, production conditions are signi-
ficantly different between lowland and upland farm-
ing. In a previous question concerning hill farming, I
asked whether the Commission was not planning 
-
whether we could not expect in the not too distant
future 
- 
changes in the system and different quoas.
His reply at the time, which was perfectly accurate,
was that it was up to each country to pursue its own
policy in this field.
However, I can only observe that a funher reduction
of 0.80/o in milk quotas has just been applied. This will
have a significant impact in regions where the milk
quota has been cut by l0/o over a twelve-month period.
President. 
- 
Mr Volff, I would remind you of the
need to put shon and concise questions rc the Institu-
tion concerned.
Mr Volff (L).- (FR) The question is as follows: Do
you think, MrCommissioner, that you can calculate
the amounts rc be allocated, since the Member States
do not yet know them exactly, or in fact not at all in
the case of some areas? My second question is this: Do
you think that it will be possible for the Commission
to apply different quotas to upland and lowland farm-
ers respectively?
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Presidcnt. 
- 
In view of the points which sdll have to
be dealt with and the limited time at our disposal, I
call on speakers to put rheir quesrions concisely.
Mr Tolman (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr Commissioner, my
congratulations on your appointment and on your
maiden speech. I believe the Commission, rhe Council
and Parliament all agree that the system musr be cor-
rectly applied. But rhe situation is confused. At the
moment the Commission is saying l4 December, the
Council has said 15 February, and in September Par-
liament proposed 31 March. Payment has been
deferred then, but not waived. This is where the con-
fusion lies, and hence my quesrion.
Commissioner Dalsager said in committee: payment of
500/o by mid-December, only producers whose cases
are still being examined need not pay. Can you tell us,
Mr Commissioner, what the present situasion is? How
many cases are still being examined? I think rhere are
many of them in various counries. Producers whose
cases are still being examined or have only just been
processed have not yet been able rc adjusr their prod-
uction. \7hat proponion will have to pay by mid-
December? Vould ir nor be far better, as generally
agreed, to do as Parliament has suggested and say: we
appreciate the situadon and payment need not be
made until 31 March? Then rhose who have to pay do
so and those who will ger the money back straight
away do not.
Mr Dalsrss (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Commissioner, I too
should like to congrarulate you on your new responsi-
bilities. Ve shall have many opportunities of discuss-
ing this or rhar in the Committee on Agriculture, Fish-
eries and Food.
You say that Italy has not as yer inroduced any legis-
lation to impose rhis quota sysrem. Do you think it
vrould be possible to regard the whole of Italy as a sin-
gle dairy, as the Italian Government seeks rc do?
Vould rhe Commission cndorse that? Do you think it
is feasible?
Secondly, as regards the quota sysrem, it applies to all
areas, good and bad. I have a panicular affecdon for
the hill and mountain regions. Do you nor think thar a
special sysrem can be devised for the hill and mountain
regions, which are too hard hit by it?
Ygu say that posirive results have already been
achieved, in that production has decreased. Ail righr,
we know that the farmerc are no[ allowed to produce
as much. But has the Commission thought about fixing
prices for the production which falk rlithin the quoa
limits? One cannor cut production without serdng
adequarc prices for the quantities which are produced.
Mr Friih (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Commissioner, I should
like to add my sincere congratulations and good
wishes for the difficulr task which lies before you and
which you will, we hope, complete satisfactorily. I
endorse what Mr Dalsass has said. Your words sug-
gested that we could already claim success. But this
success is surely not yer a realiry, because significant
changes and rebellions are taking place in the dairy
industry which panicularly affect the position as
regards income. I hope you will have somethint ro say
on this.
'$Vhy, moreover, was it not possible rc collect the
superlevy by the end of rhe year, given that it was
incrcdibly hard to set up the rysrcm in the first six
months of rhe year. Milk production cannot just be
turned off like a tap. I trust you have borne that in
mind. Is rhe Commission prepared to complicate trade
with quotas, as it is constantly called on ro do, a move
which you, however, seem to observe from an inflexi-
ble standpoint?
Mr Gatti (COM). 
- 
(m Mr Commissioner, you
said that production has fallen, and I can tell you rhat
it has fallen, but not because of the regulation rhat you
quorcd, since you yourself confirmed rhat, in various
countries, the regulation is still nor applied, and there-
fore the regulation referred to can in no way be given
the credit for the fall in production. I should like to
ask you therefore, as my first quesrion: 'In view of
these difficulties in its application, does the Commis-
sion really intend to alrcr it?'
My second quesdon: 'You spoke of other Sarcs in
addition to Italy, who apparently have not applied the
rule. I think it would be a good rhing if you rcld us
who these states are'.
My last question: 'You said that Italy was called upon
to respec the Treary of Rome. Now, the Italian
tovernment sates publicly 
- 
it is in all newspapers 
-that the Commission apparantely gave its assenr
regarding the national quota for this country.
I think it is right that we should know whcther what
the Italian governmenr says is rrue 
- 
and I repcat, it
says it publicly 
- 
or whether the rruth is as the Com-
missioner has here sated it'.
Mr An&iessen, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(NZ) Madam President, I should like to thank rhose
who have wished me luck and success in the ncw posr
I hope to be taking up in a few weels. This discusiion
is a welcome foretaste of things [o come, and I look
forward to my new term of office.
You are all aware of the circumstances and back-
g_round rc-the agreement eventually reached by the
Council of Ministers on the Commission's proposal
for the introduction of a quota sysrem in the Com-
muniry. I stand by whar the Commission has said in
the past: if earlier action had been taken by other
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means to counteract the rend in producdon, it might
not have been necessary to inroduce so radical a sys-
tem. But now that ure have it, I think we have no alter-
native but to do our utmost to make the best of this
sysrcm.
If this difficult aspect of common agricultural poliry is
to succeed, it must above all remain credible, which
means that the system as such must not be flourcd but
applied reasonably and fairly. Proceeding from this
general principle, I will now turn to some of the spe-
cific questions that have been put.
In answer to Mr Bocklet's ques[ion, I have no reason
ar rhe moment to assume that the Member States will
not apply the current Community rules on 14 Decem-
ber and so fail to pay what is owed.
Mr Bocklet's second question concerned the letting of
land and the transfer of quotas. This is a rather diffi-
cult subject, as has been explained in earlier discus-
sions. The Commission is now looking into it and
must take a decision as soon as possible. I will not
therefore express a final opinion on these suggestions
at this sage, but I will say that the Commission feels
there is still some difficulry in this respect.
In reply to Mr Provan's supplementary question I
should like to say the following: the Commission has
indeed taken account of the payment of the superlevy
when assessing applications and fixing the advances
for December. These calculations have been made on
the basis of the information on milk supplies for-
warded to the Commission by the Member States. In a
number of cases the Member States have provided
aicurate esdmates of the additional levies to be paid.
This is panicularly true of the United Kingdom.
Unlike the honourable Member, I cannot see any legal
problem since the deductions from applications con-
cern December, and thus the whole month of Decem-
ber, when the Member States are required to pay at
least 500/o of the additional levy. The deductions
referred to concern all the Member States except
three: Italy and Greece have been excluded because
under the current arrangement they need not make
their payments undl the end of the marketing year,
and Denmark has not exceeded its quota. I can also
tell the honourable Member that, like other decisions,
this one was taken by the Commission as a collecdve
body.
Regarding his comment on today's Council meeting, I
have just heard that there is strong pressure in the
Council for a further po$ponement of the payment of
the superlevy. I assume that Mr Dalsager will be
informing the Commission tomorrow about the out-
come of this Council meedng. I will therefore confine
myself rc reminding the House that the Commission
has already decided to halve any paymenm due and to
put back the payment deadline by 75 days. Payment is,
of course, only due where the quota has been
exceeded. In any case, there will have to be a full set-
dement of accounts at the end of the season.
I am sure 
- 
and this brings me back to the remarks
with which I began my satement 
- 
that it is not Par-
liament's intention to jeopardize the quoa system as
such with oo much manipulation of the payments.
Madam President, I now come rc the questions put by
Mr \[olff, who referred to the problems faced by hill
farmers. The system includes rwo special provisions
for dairy producers in mountain areas. Firstly, the
superlevy will be paid 
- 
where it needs to be paid at
all 
- 
only once, at the end of the season. Secondly,
France has been authorized by the Communiry to
modulate the target reduction in milk production in
mountain areas. Thc target reduction for the whole of
France is 2ol0, that for mountain areas only 1010. This
is, of course, subject to the total quota fixed for
France.
In reply to Mr Tolman's question I should like to say
that account has been taken in the rules on the appli-
cation of the system of the possibility of making
exceptions in cases of hardship. Our impression at the
moment 
- 
and it is a provisional one, of course 
- 
is
that this gives the Member States sufficient scoPe m
caier for these cases of hardship.
To Mr Dalsass I would say that special provisions has
already been made for ltaly: payment once at the end
of the season. It must be assumed that the trends in the
prices of quoa milk will be favourable. I would
emphasize that the Commission did not agree to the
idea of a large national quoa, about which Mr Dalsass
has evidently read in the Italian press.
In answer to Mr Frtih I would say that it was neces-
sary to provide an incentive to reduce production from
the outset, and the Commission therefore felt that the
sysrcm should apply from the end of the first six-
month period, albeit with the provisos I have just men-
doned. I felt that we should be able to say that, Prov-
ided the requirement that the poliry should remain
credible was satisfied, the Commission had demon-
strated the flexibility needed to solve any problems
rhat might arise.
In reply to Mr Gatti I should like to say that I feel the
figures I have quorcd reveal that the sysrcm is really
effecdve. I can well imagine that, although the system
is not yet fully operative, the fact that it will be in due
course has influenced producers' decisions on produc-
tion. I would also describe that as sound entrepreneu-
rial thinking. A study is being made of the Member
Starcs where a mixed price rystem is being used until a
common buying sysrcm has been inuoduced.'S7'e must
await the findings of this study before we decide what
measures should be taken. Although I may not have
been able to answer every question that has been put, I
hope I have gone some way towards meeting the
request for information and the Commission's views.
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President. 
- 
Thank you, Commissioner. On behalf of
the Bureau I should like to offer you my best wishes in
your new Post.
7. Question Time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. 2-1160/84).
Ve begin with questions to rhe Commission.
Quesdon No I by Mr Normanton (H-l l0/84):
Subject: Loss of employment
Has the Commission considered the unemploy-
ment which may arise as a direct consequenced of
the introduction of legislation reducing or forbid-
ing the use of lead in petrol and will rhe Commis-
sion give urgenr thoughr to making financial prov-
isions from the EEC Budget to deal with this
problem.
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.(DE) Ahhough it is not yet possible to lauge how
long it will mke to implemenr the new legislarion the
Commission considers ir unlikely that rhis measure will
have generally negative effects on rhe labour market
immediately lead-free petrol is introduced on all the
Community markets. Rarely is there a srrucrural
change which can in principle be evaluated in advance
as clearly as rhis one and which covers ren or more
years. In these circumstances employers can be
expected to solve on their own any problems arising
from the demand for lead-free petrol.
During this period, ren years or so, rhe number of the
employed will decrease in any case naturally. There
will also be a need ro crearc time and jobs in and out-
side the relevant companies and regions. Thus it can
be expected that the development and manufacture of
clean engines and accessories not harmful to the envi-
ronmenr will help ro creare new jobs.
Sales of lead 
- 
free petrol in the next ten or fifteen
years will also increase and thus require considerable
investment on the pan of the petroleum industry.
European manufactures of refinery equipment are also
likely to need additional labour ro meer this demand.
For all these reasons the Commission does not believe
that special financial provisions need to be made.
Mr Normanton (ED). 
- 
I thank the Commissioner
for that very full answer, but may I bring to his notice
that in my consriruency I have one chemical plant
where, upon rhe introducrion of fully-fledged lead-
free petrol, when it becomes mandatory, rhey are quite
convinced there will be no alternative for that com-
pany but to dispense with the services of at least
250 men and women. Does the Commission not agree
with me that where a policy has been established by
the Community, in the Communiry's inrerests, the
Community carries an obligation to make some provi-
sion for dealing with redundancies, including the
retraining of persons unemployed where this is directly
and solely a consequence of a Community policy deci-
sion?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) My reply in no way precludes the
use of funds available, for example, for measures
under the Social Fund or Regional Fund, or the use of
other available means. Each case would have to be
considered on its merits.
From my own personal contacts with the companies
concerned, however. I have the impression that there
are no difficulties regarding this matter which cannot
be solved over 12, 15 even 17 years.
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) \(hat is the Commis-
sion's position on rhe repon rhat lead in perol can
cause damage to healrh when it gets into the blood,
panicularly in young people? Does it nor consider rhar
the proposed date of 1989 for the introduction of
lead-free petrol is roo larc and rhat it would already be
technically possible in 1985?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) As regards the first pan of the
Honourable Member's question, these repons were a
reason for us to seize the initiative and propose suira-
ble Community measures, and also a reason for the
United Kingdom Governmenr ro approve rhem.
As regards the second pan, considerable doubts exist
as to whether this petrol can actually be made available
throughout the Community on the necessary scale
within twelve months. But whether its introduction
should be put off till 1989 for rcchnical reasons is
another matter.
President. 
- 
Question No 2, by Mr Marshall (H-
t4t /84):
Subject: Auctions
Is the Commission aware that British Fine An
Auctioneers, such as Christie's, have been prev-
enrcd from holding aucrions in France? Vhat acr-
ion does it propose to take ro remove this restric-
tion?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Eirst
of all the Commission would refer the House to its
reply of l8January 1984 to a similar question by
Mr Pearce. As it pointed our on that occasion France
and a number of other Member States differ from the
United Kingdom in that they do not permit public
aucrions of goods or other moveables by private
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dealers. Under French law such auctions have rc be
conducted by public officials such as an authorized
auctioneer, Commissaire Priseur, notary or bailiff.
This does not infringe Communiry law, notably Ani-
cles 57(2) or 59 of the EEC Treaty, since the ban on
the conduct of public auctions by private individuals
applies equally to French nationals and to the nation-
als of other Member States.
An activity such as public auctions can also under
Article 55, Paragraph I and Anicle 55 of the Treary be
forbidden to non-nationals if the activity is reserved by
law to public officials and thus regarded as a sovereign
act.
In view of this special rule the Commission sees no
great hope of success and thus no great urgency in
puning to the Council immediately harmonized rules
for the conduct of public auctions.
Mr Manhall (ED).- That answer is very unsadsfac-
tory. !7hat the French law in effect is doing is prohi-
biting an activity in which rhe French do not excel but
others do; public auctions throughout the world are
accepted means of selling works of an and it is there-
fore a protectionist device by the French to forbid that
form of selling. Vould the Commissioner accept that
the result of this is that a number of public auctions
take place just outside the borders of France? If public
auctions are good enough for the people of Monaco ,
I would suggest that they are good enough for the
people of the Community. Should he not reexamine
'his answer, which is excessively legalistic and not in
accord with the facts of life?
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) I agree with my Honourable
Friend on one point, that not everything arising out of
the law is consistent with the facts of life. I have
replied that in view of this law the Commission sees no
possibiliry and no great point in aking up this matter
immediately. That is not to say, however, that in due
course and in the context of a general liberalization of
services not only France but also other Member States
which insist on public auctions being conducted by
public officials may not be prepared for total or panial
harmonization and ready to take appropriate mea-
sures.
Mr Kuiipcn (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I should like to hear
from the Commissioner whether VAT rates are also to
be harmonized. It is unacceptable that different VAT
sysrcms should apply to art auctions in the Member
States.
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) I fully share the view that har-
monization of VAT is desirable and indeed necessary
for this reason too. I greatly regret the fact that the
Commission has made no protress on the matter. I
would add in reply to the first questioner that I believe
it will be easier to agree on harmonization once VAT
rates have been aligned, and that prospects for success
depend largely on this.
Mr Gerontopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) You will be
aware that in many instances objects sold at auctions
have been stolen from various museums and archaeo-
logical sites. I should like to ask the Commissioner
whether he does not think that auctions should be sub-
ject to checks, that objects which are found to have
been stolen should be restored rc the countries to
which they belong and that auction houses which have
accepted stolen objects should be banned from practis-
ing in the counries of the EEC?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) My first reaction to the question
is that it needs to be divided into a large number of
subsidiary quesdons and answered in depth in a writ-
ten reply. The first pan of the question is this: to what
extent must bans on the expon of archeological ane-
facts be complied with, to what extent are they not
complied with or can be got round by measures of this
kind? Secondly, to what extent do measures of this
kind constitute a cover-up of criminal acts? This too is
a problem facing the European an market. Thirdly,
what is the pan played by forgeries or unauthorized
copies? All this means such a wealth of individual
problems that they cannot be answered adequately
during this Question Time. But I shall be glad to con-
sider giving a more detailed answer on behalf of the
Commission in due course.
President. 
- 
Question No 3, by Mr MacSharry (H-
176/84):
Subject: Building and construction industry
Vill the Commission give urgent consideration to
the drawing up of proposals aimed at stimulating
the building and construction industries at EEC
level in view of the need to achieve both economic
recovery and increased employment?
Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) My
Honourable friend is aware that the Commission
regards the whole construction industry as extremely
imponant for a variery of sectors of the economy and
for the Community's labour market. In view of the
very difficult situation currently facing the Com-
muniry's economy and the construction industry, the
Commission is making effons m develop policies con-
sistently aimed at restoring the balance of the econ-
omy and finance sectors and panicularly of the labour
market. It has declared war on inflation, budget defi-
cits and company indebtedness and is encouraging
capital investment and competitiveness on the part of
the Communiry's industry.
The competent Commission depanments have begun
an inventory of the specific difficulties facing all trade
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and industry sectors involvcd with consrruction. The
Commission will use its entire body of political instru-
ments to help, for example the general programme on
research and energy policy, its policy measures on
employment and education, its internal market poliry,
panicularly the question of snndards, poliry on the
development of new technologies and its financing
mechanisms.
The main problem is that of financing. The greatest
obstacle here is that the excessively high interest rates
currently obtaining on world markets have drastically
dampened investor enrhusiasm. In addition there have
always been sizeable differences berween the various
Member States as regards the financing of large-scale
projecr by the privare and public secors. Here too the
Commission is striving for convergence and is setdng
in rain its financing mechanism, such as the European
Investment Bank, Regional Fund and the new financ-
ing instrumenr accordingly.
Funds especially for large-scale projects are also
offered by the so-called club of European Communiry
credit institutions specializing in long-rerm financing,
which is dedicated to the provision of funds for large-
scale projects involving more than one counrry.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I thank the Commissioner
for his reply. Unfonunarcly, however, I do not see any.
of the definite proposals requested in the question.
The Commission is thinking in terms of convergence
and concern and so on. Can the Commissioner con-
firm that the construction industry plays an invaluable
role in tenerating employment and that investment in
this industry is an imponanr means of reducing the
differences that exist berween the developed and less-
developed regions of rhe Communiry? Secondly,
would he confirm that the imponance of the consrruc-
tion industry has been totally ignored and that, as of
now, there are a million less people employed in this
industry than there were ten years ago? Is he aware
that up to 500/o of consrruction workers in Ireland are
unemployed? Can he envisage any realistic proposals
to resolve this problem which is a very serious one for
my country?
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) In reply to the firsr pan of my
Honourable friend's quesdon I can unreservedly say
yes. As regards the second, I would point out that of
course the fall-off of employment in rhe consrruction
industry reflects not only a fall-off in economic activ-
iry but also a cenain rationalizadon in the consrrucrion
industry. As regards the third pan, I would say that in
those regions which under the Regional Fund receive
investment funding promored by the European Invesr-
ment Bank and vrhich also benefit under the Social
Fund the Community is naturally helping ro prevenr
the currently unsarisfacrory level of employment from
worsening. The Commission does not expecr ro see a
radical improvement rhroughout the Communiry until
such time as interest rates again make construction
wonhwhile.
As regards Ireland in panicular, I am not ar presenr
equipped to say whether there is any possibiliry of ask-
ing the Communiry for a specific measure for Ireland.
One would have m discuss this funher in detail, bear-
ing in mind of course the whole list of measures I have
mendoned.
Mr Ncwens (S). 
- 
IThat is the Commissioney's atti-
tude to the fact that enormous numbers of people are
in desperate need of housing accommodation, particu-
larly in large cities such as london, ar rhe same rime
that ever-increasing numbers of consrruction workers
who might be building the houses are unemployed? Is
the Commissioner aware, for example, that a family in
my consdtuenry in Central London was recently burnr
to death in sub-standard bed-and-breakfast accommo-
dadon of a variery which many thousands of families
are forced to accept? Is there nor an overwhelming
case for switching resources, perhaps from agriculture
or elsewhere, rc inner cities and also for making Lon-
don eligible for regional aid to deal with this problem,
which would stimulate the building and construction
industries and make a contribution both to economic
recovery and solving the growing housing crisis?
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) Housing construcrion is a maner
for the Member States. I am nor aware of the details of
the examples which my Honourable friend has just
quoted from his l,ondon constituency. But I cannot
imagine that measures of agriculture policy would help
to solve the problem of London. The l,ondon problem
is also specifically a marrcr for the United Kingdom's
economic policy and funhermore, I would repear, a
problem of interest rates which are not at present real-
istic.
Mr Bdfc (S). 
- 
Yesterday the President indicated
that the quesdon on rhe consrruction of the aircraft for
the Leeward Islands Air Transpon Authoriry would be
dealt with today. In view of the considerable concern
this has caused to members of my union, would the
Commissioner make a starcment on the matter?
Mr Narjcs. 
- 
(DE) I'm sorry, I didn't actually hear
the question properly. I was unable to grasp the drift
of the quesdon from the interpreation.
Mr Bdfc (S). 
- 
Yesterday the Chair, in answer to an
intervention by Mr Newman, indicated thar the ques-
tion about the construcrion of aircraft for rhe keward
Islands Air Transpon Authority would be answered
today. I assumed that it would be included in the reply
to a question on rhe construcrion industry, which is
what this question is about.
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President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, I would ask you nor to inter-
rupt the discussion of Mr MacSharry's question.
Mn Vichoff (S). 
- 
(NL) The Commissioner says
that the construction of dwellings is rhe responsibiliry
of the Member States. This may be the case, but he
argued that rationalization in building was one of the
causes of the decline of the construction industry.
Given the serious shonage of housing that still exists
in various Member States, where people are still living
in hovels, where people who have been affected by
eanhquakes are still living in sheds, I fail to see how
he can maintain that rationalization in building is the
cause of the decline of the construcdon industry. I also
wonder why, if he stands by rhis argument, he other-
wise says that this is none of our business since the
construction industry is the Member Surcs' responsi-
bility.
Mr Neries. 
- 
(DE) I welcome this question because it
gives me a chance to clear up rwo misconceptions. I
make a distinction between the construction industry,
on the one hand, and housing construction on the
other hand.
The construction industqy and its operations are of
course a field which the Communiry monitors and for
which it feels concern and a degree of responsibiliry.
Housing construction that is to say publicly promoted
building measures or those encouraged 
- 
if I can put
it that way 
- 
by government incentives, is a purely
national matrcr. The rwo areas are connected, but the
Commission can only comment on the construction
industqy.
Second misconception: in response to the question of
how one can employ the million construction workers
now redundant, I pointed our rhat these one million
construction workers are out of work not only because
the demand for housing and construction work has
declined, but also because the construction industry
has in the last fifteen years undergone a massive
rationalization process, and that these two factors
have to be regarded independently of one another.
Mr Hughes (S). 
- 
I was very interested in the Com-
missioner's comments, panicularly in his view that
there is a lack of money available for investment in the
building sector. In the UK, where there are over 4 mil-
lion unemployed, public investment and expenditure
have been consmntly hackcd back. In most pans of the
public sector new building and capital investment have
vinually ccased and maintenance budgets amount to a
fraction of the spending needed, creating a crumbling
infrastructure and severe problems for the future. Yet,
in the face of this, the British Government promises
more of the same but also tax curs of I 3 000 m in nexr
year's budget. Does the Commissioner atree thar poli-
cies are needed to ensure that amounts such as this
I 3 000 m are used to maximize economic recovery
and employment by being aimed at public investment
through the building uade?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) In answering this question I
would refer first of all to the Commission's annual
activity repon which was published four weels ago
and which sets out in a carefully studied form the ele-
ments which we havc to consider and which the gov-
crnmenr have to consider in their economic policy-
making. The Commission does not preclude the possi-
bility that those Member States which have made some
progress in reducing the level of their new indebted-
ness will take measures of their own to subilize
demand.
Mr Scligman (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I am rather
surprised you have given the floor to 4 members of
that group on the other side and I gather you are only
giving it to one on this side. Are we not going back to
the rule of one from each group, please?
'!7e have lisrcned to 4 very simplistic questions sug-
gesting you can just throw money at this problem. Is it
not true that the main way to get houses built is to
build them at prices that people can afford to pay and
therefore can afford the mongages? Therefore, is it
not true that lower interest-rates and lower inflation
are the answer to the problems of the building trade?
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) As I said in my first reply and my
subsequent reply the decisive criterion for the reactiva-
tion of demand in all sectors 
- 
housing construction,
commercial building and public works too 
- 
is
interest rates. local authorities in Europe could build
more again and launch more constnrction projects if
their total interest burden decreased in line with
decreases in interest rate so that they could restructure
their entire debt pile.
Mr McCertin (PPE). 
- 
Does the Commissioner
agree that the building of dwellings by governments in
Member States with serious public-sector deficits will
not solve the economic problems of those sarcs, parti-
cularly when those houses must be let at subsidized
rents, and that the letting of such houses at subsidized
rents can only funher agtravate the economic prob-
lems of such economies and lead to a funher deterior-
ation in their competitiveness?
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) I share the concern voiced in this
question. A truly enduring reactivation of housing
construction requires forms which are not conducive
to long-term subsidies, for the further removed hous-
ing becomes from the market, the more precarious its
position and the smaller its contribudon to overall
economic development.
Mr Manhall (ED). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner not
agree that the level of interest-rates, which is so visal
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to the future of the building indusrry, is related to the
level of public borrowing and that the recipe of cenain
Members of spending more money would raise
interest-rates and make it more difficult for the build-
ing industry? \7ould he agree that forecasts indicate
that the British economy has much rosier prospects for
1985 than the vast bulk of Communiry countries?
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) To take the last pan of my Hon-
ourable friend's question first, I have no reason to sup-
pose that the forecasts published for 1985 by the
United Kingdom Government are incorrect.
Secondly, it is true that the level of public borrowing,
of private borrowing and also the resulting level of
interest rates are all related on capital markets. But I
would add that the question of the level of borrowing
also plays a role oumide Europe, panicularly in the
USA, and that it also affects interesr rares in Europe.
President. 
- 
Question No 4, by Mr Gerontopoulos(H-232/8\:
Subject: Financing the construction of sports
facilities through Community Funds
The International Olympics Committee has
decided to make a close study of the proposal put
forward by the President of the Hellenic
Republic, Mr Karamanlis, for a permanent sirc for
the Olympic Games in Greece and to draw up a
report on the matter. Naturally, holding the
Olympic Games in Greece would entail Eemen-
dous costs for the counrry in constructing rhe
requisite infrastructure (spons facilities, hotels,
transport infrastructure etc.).
Vould the Commission state whether it would be
prepared to propose that the construction of the
indispensable infrastructure (sponing, social and
transport) should be financed through the Com-
munity's financial instruments (in panicular, the
ERDD, if, of course the Greek Government
should request this, and would the consrrucrion of
infrastructure such as stadiums, swimming pools
and sponing facilities in general qualify for ERDF
finance under the relevant regularions?
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(NZ) Regional Fund resources may be used for the
construction of spons facilities if such suppon is
needed to promote tourism in regions which qualify
for Regional Fund aid. That is, of course, a basic
requirement. Applications received from Member
States for projects of this kind are examined by the
Commission in the usual way. It considers whether the
relevant conditions have been satisfied and naturally
whether the projects concerned complies wirh the
priorities set out in rhe Regional Fund regulation,
which as Parliament knows, will enter into force on
I January 1985. Thus, if the Greek Government sub-
mits such projects to the Commission, it will consider
them in the usual way.
Mr Gcrontopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) The place desig-
nated for the permanent siting of the Olympic Games
is Olympia. As you know, the Peloponnese, to which
Olympia belongs, is an area which is receiving support
from the Regional Fund. I should therefore like the
Commissioner to give me a direct answer to this ques-
tion. \flill the sports facilities to be constructed there
for the holding of games of worldwide interesq which
will be attended by hundreds of thousands of specta-
tors, conriburc to the development of tourism or not?
Mr Andriesscn. 
- 
(NL) I have not denied that the
Olympic Games invariably have the effect of promot-
ing tourism. That is a fact. I therefore believe that pro-
jects connected with the Olympic Games could be
considered. In general rcrms I am thus able to answer
the honourable Member's question in the affirmadve.
'l7hether such projects can be included among the
priorities that eventually have to be set, given the
limited resources available to the Fund, is not a ques-
don I can ansy/er at [he moment. But as I have said, if
the Greek Government plans to provide a permanent
sirc for the Olympic Games in Greece and submits
appropriate projects to the Commission, they will be
rearcd accordingly.
Mr Vandemeulcbroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I find the
Commissioner's answer rather surprising. In view of
the many priorities that are under discussion for
Greece and other countries, I do not think there
should be any talk of megalomaniac projects. My
question is therefore linked to Question No 14, which
calls on the Communiry to contribute towards the
financing of a five-year Greek protramme. I want rc
ask the Commissioner whether it would not be much
better to help the poorest areas of Greece under the
five-year Greek plan rather than helping to provide
infrastructural facilities for rhe Olympic Games as parr
of some megalomaniac project.
Mr Andriessc* 
- 
(NL) I have just explained what is
possible under the Regional Fund regulations. The
Commission will, of course, have to weigh the priori-
ties, as I have said. How far the Commission will go
along with what the honourable Member chooses ro
call megalomaniac plans is, of course, a decision that I
cannot and will nor anriciparc. Vhen matrers of
imponance to a Member State are appraised, what the
national authorities and governments think and say
about them must also be considered. This applies not
only to Greece but to all the Member States of the
Communiry.
Mr Yan Miert (S). 
- 
(NL) Docs the Commissioner
not feel that, if the Olympic Committee should opr for
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a permanent site for the Olympic Games to replace the
travelling circus we now have, the project will be very
imponant for the whole Communiry and that there-
fore thought might well be given to a special effon on
the pan of the Communiry ro crearc a permanent
infrastructure for the Olympic Games, which would
then after all take place within the fronriers of the
European Communiry?
Mr An&icssen. 
- 
(NL) I believe this is a factor that I
will recommend the Commission to consider very ser-
iously if and when it should receive applications.
Mr Ro8a[r (S).- (DE) Our discussion shows what
a fascinating subject the Olympic Games are. I would
not wish to pour cold warcr on my Greek friend's
hopes when I say that, whilst a project of this kind
ought cenainly to be considered as part of the Inte-
grated Mediterranean Programmes, I wonder if the
Commission is aware that not only Greece, but also
the Ruhrgebiet is seeking to host the Olympic Games
and is asking for Communiry funds. If it is not, I take
it upon myself to tell the Commission now!
Mr Andricsscn. 
- 
(NL) The Commission is always
extremely pleased when it is not only asked questions
but also receives information in this Parliamenr. I am
therefore most grateful to the honourable Member for
the information he has provided. I was aware of shese
plans, but this may not be true of the whole Commis-
sion. I might add that other cities in the Communiry
are candidates for the Olympic Games, as Parliament
undoubtedly knows. I would poinr out that rhe Greek
idea is rather different in that, as I believe
Mr Van Mien said, it concerns a permanent site for
the Olympic Games in the Communiry. I am not
therefore saying that other projecs would not be con-
sidered. AII I am srying is that we are now talking
about the application of a Communiry regulation
which can only be applied to a limited area of the
Community. Ve are talking about the Regional Fund,
and I do not know if it goes entirely without saying
that the .ueas to which the regulation applies can be
extended as far as the last speaker seems to have
implied.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Arising from the Commis-
sioner's firct reply, could I ask him, whether he has
examined the possibility of having a cenain percentate
of the European Regional Development Fund or the
Social Fund set aside specifically for the provision of
sporting facilities in certain pans of the Community?
Mr Andriesset 
- 
(NL) fu far as I know 
- 
and I
must unfortunately admit that I cannot recall every
last detail of the regulation that will be entering into
force shonly 
- 
a specific amount has not been set
aside in the Fund for this kind of acdviry. To be
honest, I even wonder if that would be desirable. I
believe that the disbursement of the Fund's resources
should follow a more general weighing of the priori-
ties. I doubt that specific sports projects, in which I
would explicidy include infrastructural facilities to
enable these spor6 events to take place or to be
reached by the public, would figure among the priori-
ties. I think an ad boc approach under more integrated
programmes is better than setdng aside specific sums
for each activiry or sector. This is a provisional and
more or less personal opinion, because I do not know
for the moment precisely what the wording is on this
asPec.
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
Arising from the Commissioner's
commitment to supporting sport 
- 
which I must
assume would include the spon of Commissioner bait-
ing 
- 
and arising from agreement to eschew travelling
circuses, will the Commission therefore lend suppon
for a single meeting place for the European Parlia-
ment?
Mr Andricss (NL) I would have preferred,
Madam President, rc see the last Parliament take a
decision on this itself.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mr Musso (H-242/
84):
Subject: The social and economic situation and
development of the regions of the Com-
muniry.
The second Periodic Repon on the social and
economic situadon and development of rhe
regions of the Communiry lists, in Chapter 7 , Par-
agraph I (5) (7.1.-5), 'the regions facing the most
serious problems in the Communiqy'; these
include Corsica and the French Overseas Depan-
ments (D.O.M.), the only French regions siuated
at more than one standard deviation below the
Community average.
\[hy has the Commission not yet classified Cor-
sica a top prioriry region like the D.O.M.
' (France), the Mezzogiorno in Italy or most Greek
regions, and can it state when it intends to do so?
Mr Andricsscn, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) ln answering the honourable Member's ques-
tion, I will begin by srying that the words'top prioriry
region' do not appear in the Regional Fund reguladon.
This quite simply means that Corsica cannot be classi-
fied as such under the regulation. I would add that, if
the situation in Corsica is compared to that in other
regions of the Community, Italy's Mezzogiornio, for
example, it should be said that Corsica ought to be
designated one of the regions of the Communiry that
face serious problems. Per capita incomes and the
employment situation are roughly comparable. This
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means that, for the purposes of the Rcgional Fund,
Corcica is classificd with such regions as Ireland,
Nonhern Ireland, the Mczzogiorno, most of the
Greek rcgions, the Overseas Depanments and various
regions in the Nonh and Vest of the United King-
dom, cenual ltaly and Bclgium and can therefore be
treatcd in the same way as these regions. There is con-
sequendy no reason for spccific measures to be pro-
posed for Corcica.
Mr Musso (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I thank the Commissioner
for his reply, but he will not be surprised if I tcll him
that it does not sadsfy me. I am afraid that he may not
have understood the question.
I appreciate, Mr Commissioner, that this mattcr is not
suicdy within your area of competcnce, since we shall
be dealing with you on tke subject of agriculture in
fumre. I should like you rc reread my qucstion and
address yourself rc thc mo$ recent report on the
regions of the EEC. The word 'regions' is not my
invention. There is a special repon, prepared by the
Commission, the institution of which you :ue a Mem-
ber, on thc regions of thc EEC, and this is the fint
report in which Corsica is dealt with individually, hav-
ing been attached to the Provencc-C6te d'Azur rcgion
in the pasu For the first time, it has been separated
from the Provence-C6tc d'Azur region and it has
therefore been possible rc produce spccific figures for
the various indices in Corsica. fu is clear from this
report, or rather from the indices that have been calcu-
latcd, Corsica is pan of what is callcd a specific
rcgio.n, one. of what you in the Commission call rcp
Pnonsy reSlons.
According rc the Commission's sysrcm of classifica-
tion, Mr Commissioner, thcrc are top prioriry regions
and prioriry regions.
I therefore repeat my question. I should like rc know
why it is, despite the commitment given by Mr Com-
missioner Natali when writing on 5 April 1984 to rhe
chairmen of the Corsican chambcrs of commerce, that
Corsica has not yet been classificd as a top prioriry
region? I am anxious to see this region classified as a
top priority region, alongside the orher regions ro
which you have just referred.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) Therc appears to be some
confusion here. I did nor deny that Corsica is one of
the regions that qualifies most for Communiry assist-
ance. I explicitly said that in the Regional Fund this
region is put on a par with other arcas-that are
accorded prioriry treatmenl However, I cannot help it
if the Regional Fund regulation does not include rhe
words 'top prioriry region'. These words appear in rhe
Social Fund regulation but not in the Regional Fund
regulation. But if other Communiry instruments, in
which such notions do cxist, provide for special reat-
ment for Corsica, I am quirc prepared, at the honoura-
ble Mcmbe/s urging, to drav thc faa to the attcntion
of the appropriatc Commissioners, but this is not at
present the crse with the Rcgional Fund.
Mr Lnburyhs (NI).- (NL) | should likc to ask, fint,
vhat applications have already been reccivcd for aid rc
Bclgian Limburg, the Corsica of thc mainland; second,
what assistance has actually bcen provided; third, if
there are funher opponunities for granting special aid
to this provincc, where there is a danger of mines
being closed and multinationals like Blucbell are clos-
ing their doors.
Sir Jameo Scoa-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Madam President,
I gather that we have finished Question Time. In that
case the point of order that I am making is that my
Question is No 13. '!7e have managcd to deal with
precisely five questions in what is meant to be one and
a half hours of Question Time. That I find absolutely
appalling and completely unacccptable. I am not
apponioning blamc to you Madam President, to the
Commissioner or rc my colleagues, but in point of fact
we really should tet through morc than that. I knov
that at the beginning of Question Time a lot of dme
was taken on the matrcr of milk quotas and so on.
However, if that vas so and it vas known to be so by
the Presidenry, then arrangements should have been
made for Quesdon Time rc go on longer. I find it
quitc unacceptable that we have only managed rc take
fivc questions in the shon time we have had for ques-
tions hcre today. I am not saying that my question is
more imponant than anybody else's, but we really
must do better than we have done this evening.
(Apphuse)
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent. Thc agenda that we adoptcd does say rhat Ques-
tion Time will go on for an hour and a half. Sincc we
have only had three-quancrs of an hour, does this
mean that thc outstanding three-quancrs of an hour
which is duc for Question Time will bc allocatcd
tomorrow in addition to the Question Time rhat is
down for Foreign Affairc. Rule 44(1) says:
Question Time shall be held at each part-session
at such times as may be decided by Parliament on
a proposal from the enlarged Bureau.
Now the proposal was for an hour and a half. It vas
agreed by Parliament and it secms ro me, therefore,
that you could pass on the information that the
remaining three-quaners of an hour that is outstand-
ing should be allocated tomorrow, panicularly bcaring
in mind that we lost Quesdon Time at the last pan-
session despite the many objections and protcstations
of Members of qhc fusembly.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Ladics and gendemen, if instcad of rais-
ing questions of this son Members complied with thc
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request I repeatcdly made to thc House for greater
conciseness, wc would have made great€r progress on
this paniculer itcm.
Mrs Ven Hemcldonck (S). 
- 
(NZ) Does rhe Com-
mission realize that there are also regions in the Nonh
of the Community that are having very serious prob-
lems and that thc reorganization of a multinational
will mean the loss of goo jobs in Limburg. This is, of
course, panly due to the Communiqy's failure to
implement the Vredeling dirccdve.
Mr An&iesscn. 
- 
(NL) I am well aware that there
are veqf serious social problems throughout rhe Com-
munity at present and that all the Communiq/s
regions are trying to obtain all available resources for
themselves. This does not alter the fact that the
Regional Fund in its present form has ceftain priori-
ties. In addition, rhere are opponunities for undenak-
ing cenain projects, supponing programmes and so on
in areas where restructuring is taking place. I believe
this makes for a reasonably balanced Fund. The ori-
ginal question concerned, I believe, the most back-
ward regions of the Community. In the past Parlia-
ment too has emphasized the need for thesc regions to
be given priority. This reflects the solidariry that has
been included in the Community concept. I cannot
therefore but defend the Regional Fund in its present
form, the form in which it will enter into force on
I January 1985.
Mr Columbu (ARC). 
- 
(m I will cut short my
speech on Sardinia, and simply ask the Commissioncr
whether there is any intention 
- 
and possibility 
- 
of
increasing the volume of aid to Sardinia, which is third
on the list of disadvanaged regions; and could prioriry
aid be granted, seeing that, of the previous aid granted
to Italy, only 3.40/o went to Sardinia.
Mr An&icsscn. 
- 
(NL) I am afraid I cannot ansr/er
this question. I do not have any information to hand
on the situadon in Sardinia. This question is not, of
qourse, directly connectcd with the question submitted
to the Commission. But I am quite prepared to provide
the honourable Member, and Padiament too, of
gourre, with a writrcn enswer.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, because of the
hour I am obliged to interrupt our work at this point.
I therefore declare the fim part of Qucstion Time
concluded.l'2
(Tbe sitting was closed at 8.35 p.n.)
See Anncx, Question Time.
Agenfu for i xt sititry : see Minutcs.
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ANNEX
Commission ection on_Europ_ean Padiamcnt 
-opinions on_ Commissiog pro-posals dclivcrcd at the I and II October and Novembcr 19E4 part-sessions
This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the acdon taken by the
Commission in respect of amendments proposed at the I and II October and November
1984 pan-sessions in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid
granted.
A.L Commission proposak to uhich Parliament proposed amdments that haoe been accepted
bythe Commksioninfill
Repon by Mr Mtinch on the proposal (COM(8a) 215) for a decision establishing a plan
to foster European scientific and technical cooperation and exchanges (1985-88)
On 20 Novembep 1984 the Commission adopted an amended version of the above
proposal, rc be sent to the Council. The amendments relate to Anicles 3 and 5 of the
original proposal to the Council and are those requested by the European Parliament
on 25 October 1984.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 26 October 1984, pp.
247-248
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 26 October 1984, p. 12
A.II. Commksion proposak to afiich Parliament proposed amendments that have beea
accepted by tbe Commission in part
1. Repon by Mrs Van Hemeldonck on the proposal (COM(83) a98 final) for a directive
on air quality standards for nitrogen dioxide
A proposal amended under the second paragraph of Anicle 149 of the Treaty is to be
sent to the Council in the next few days.
Commission's position at debate : Verbatim repon of proccedings, 15 November 1984, pp.
225-229
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15 November 1984, pp.25-35
2. Report by Mrc Schleicher on the proposal (COM(83) 70a final) for a directive on the
limitation of emissions of polluants into the air from large combustion planr
A proposal amended under the second paragraph of Anicle 149 of the Treaty is to be
sent to the Council in the next few days.
Commission's position at debate : Verbatim repon of proceedings, 15 November 1984, pp.
226-229
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 16 November 1984, pp. 43-53
B. Commission proposak to wbicb Parliament proposed ameadments tbat tbe Commision has
rctfeh able to dccept
1. Repon by Mr Pfennig on the amended Commission proposal (COM(84) 384) for a
Council decision on the system of Communiry own resources
'fu the Commission considers that it must implement the agreement reached at dre
European Council session at Fontainebleau, being aware of the urgent need for a
soludon with regard to Community own resources, it decided at its 755th meering
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(24 October 1984) not rc alter its amended proposal for a- Council decision on the
sysrcm of Community own resources (COM(8a) 384 final of I July 1984)''
Commission's position at debate : Verbadm repon of proceedings, 23 October 1984, pp.
25-26
Text of proposd adoptcd by EP: Minutes of 25 October 1984, pp' 19'27
2. Supplementary repon by Mrs Veber on the proposal (COM(83) 528 final) for a deci-
sion concerning the adoption of a schedule for the first phase of operation of the informa-
tion rystem on- th. state of rhe environment and natural resources in the Community
(1e84-87)
The Commission considers that the text now being discussed at the Council covers
most of the points the Parliament wanted. Only one of its requests would entail alter-
ation of the Commission proposal, viz item 10 (broadening the scope to include the
sea), as the sum being budglted for would be insufficient. The Commission feels,
therlfore, that it is niith..-n...rsary nor desirable to revise the proposal for the
momenr.. It will prepare a reporr, as i,arliament requested, by the end of the second
year rhe programrni has been in operation at the latest, showing how their requesr
ha.,e been 
""t d ot and 
will, if appropriate, ProPose additional schemes.
Commission's position at debate : Verbatim report of proceedings, 16 November 1984,
p.260
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 16 November 1984, pp. I 1 -1 8
j. Report by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling on rhe proposal (COM(84) 265 final) for a decision
esabfiJhing 
" 
Itd loint programme to encourage exchanges of young workers within the
Communiry
Vhen the proposal is considered at the Permanent Representatives' Committee's
meeting on L Dece-ber 1984 the Commission intends to press for some of the propo-
sals in the parliamentary resolution being accepted'
A decision on rhe programme is scheduled to be taken at the Council session on
SocialAffairs on 13 December 1984'
Commission's position at debarc: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 16 November 1984, pp.
242-293
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15 November 1984, pp.76-84
4. Report by Mr Parodi on rhe proposal (COM(83) 750 final) for a draft recommenda-
tion concerning the adoption of a European emergency health card
Although the Commission is not intending to Present an amended proposal, it has
taken riote, as Mr Richard stated at the plenary sitdng, of a certain number of Parlia-
ment's ideas and suggestions, which it will beai in mind during later discussions at the
Council.
On 29 November the Ministers of Health met for the first time, informally, since
1978, and among the subjecrs discussed was the need for joint action rc facilitate
emergency ueatment of persons travelling between Member States'
As the Commission represena[ive, Mr Richard took that opponuniry.to explain Par-
liament's point of view concerning the health card and, especially, the need for the
Ministers to come quickly rc a decision.
(Discussions, on rhe pracrical arrangements in particular, are to condnue at the Coun-
cil *orking-parry. Another ministirial meeting is planned under the Imlian Presi-
dency).
Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon of proceedings, 16 November 1984, pp'
267-268
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minurcs of 16 November 1984' pp' 620
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5_. Intcrim repon by Mn Maij-vctgen on the commission communication to the
council and the standing committee on Employment on combating long-tcrm uncmploy-
ment (COM(84) 484)
The Commission wishes to starc that it was very pleased with the amendments pro-
posed by the European Parliament, which supponcd thc commission,s draft,.*lr-
tion and even proposed that it be morc strong[yworded in some places.
The Commission has not amended its proposal to the Council, but when its represen-
tatives presentcd the resolution to the Council's working parry they madc considera-
ble use of Parliamenr's argumenrs and propogls to t.y ti'u;ni *,. coun.it to 
""..1t:rs great a commitment as possible in thc resoludon.
It will be notcd that the draft Council resolution will bc going bcfore tle Permanent
Represenatives on 5 December and the Council r.riion -on Social Affairs onl3 December.
commission's position at debate : verbatim repon of proceedings, 24 october 19g4, pp.
122-126
Text of proposal adoptcd by EP: Minutes of 25 Octobe r 19g1, pp.3g-42
6. Repon by M1-Ivl9sahy on the commission proposal (coM(g4) 379) for a decision
concerning a specific Communiry scheme to combat iouerty
As Mr Richards said in his statcments to Parliament on 26October and ll Novcm-
ber, most of the amendments proposed by the parliamentary committce were on much
the same lines as drose being.proposed ai thajdme by the bouncil vorking p"rry ;;
Social Main. The commission has made a poipt of informing the vorki& p"6,;;
its meetings of all the amendments proposed Ly parliament. "
Some of thosc amendments have already been acceptcd by the vorking parry 
- 
the
definirion of 'the pool, noo, very close to parliament's, bcing an importint example.
However, as Mr Richard explained, for practical reasons the Commission cannor
accePt Ewo of the amendments proposed. Tire fint of these is the insenion in Anicle I
of the. phrase 'at least 800/o of the total budget will be allocatcd rc projects as men-
tioned above'; in view of the modess size oF the overall budget 
"nd *r cosr of th.other parts of the scheme. (such as coordination, evaluarion, iniormation, gt".) ,uch 
"iamendment would considerably reduce the commission,s room for manceuvre.
In the second instance the Commission considers that it would be awksrard to have to
have recourse consandy ,o an approval procedure 1as suggcstcJ in amendments 12
and 15 in Document 2'785/84 of 22 Octo-ber). The C'ornri'riion will however r.. th"i
Parliament is informed. of.decisions on any major question relatint t the schc-e, isit has done in thc past in the case of the documentietdng ou, .rp.iifi. ii;l[;il;;
cular sub-areas for a second spccific communiry scheme L 
--b"t poverq/.
c^ommission's position at debatc: verbadm repon of proceedings, 24 october 19g4, pp.
122-126
Text of proposal adoptcd by EP: Minutes of 25 Octobe r 19g4,pp.72_76
C. Commksion proposak in respea ofuhicb Parlhment &lioeredfavorrabh opinions or did
n o t re q re s t fo rrul amc ndm ett
1' Report by Mr de C?.rt1y Ling on the proposal (COM(84) 378 final) for establishing
the Communiq/s generalizcd scheme of priferences ior l9g5
The resolution of 16 Novembcr 1984 closing the consultation proccdure on the GSpfor 1985 endorses the commission's propoil in the rn"in 
"nd at., not recommendthat their aims be altered orwidened. -
However, in item 16 of the resolurion the Commission is asked to provide parliamenr
with-a repon on the economic effects of the GSP as soon as possibl'y, 
"U"i"urty UifoiIrevision of the rystcm, scheduled for 19g6, takes plaie. '. "
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Such a report was alrealdy requested by Parliament in its resoludon on the scheme for
1983.
The research institute asked to carry this out (FI\trlfA 
- 
Instirut fUr Viruchafu-
forschung, Hamburg) has completed its work and the Commission departments now
have the iepon in German. After the English text has been received and the report has
been considered it will be possible to lay the conclusions bcfore Parliament.
Commission's position at debase: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 16 November 1984,
p.260
Texr of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15 November 1984, p. 6
2. Report by Mrs Braun-Moser on the proposal (COM(8a) 3a8) for a third directive on
summer-tlme arranSemen$
The Council Vorking Parry on Transpon Quesdons has considered the Commission
proposal. It felt rhat it would be best to keep to the present arrangements, which the
second directive established, with a few specific changes. It has now prepared a new
draft directivc along these lines. It will be suggested that the Council adopt this direc-
dve, as an A item, at the session on l l December 1984'
Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon of proceedings, ll October 1984,
p.205
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 11 October 1984, p. 60
D. Disaster aid supplied since hst part-session
Emergency aidfor tbird counties
Financial aid
Country
Mozambique
Philippines
Cambodia
Ethiopia
Niger
Kenya
Cape Verde
Ethiopia
Niger
Chad
Sum Reason
1,000,000 ECU drought
500,000 hurricane
250,000 floods
3,000,000 famine/
drought
500,000 drought
1,000,000 drought
200,000 rains
3,000,000 famine
1,500,000 famine
2,500,000 famine
9,000,000 famine
2,000,000 famine
3,000,000 famine
3,000,000 famine
Distibuted by
EEC Delegation/
Zimbabwe
M6decins sans
frontidres
EEC Delegation/
Thailand
EEC Delegation
(1.s m ECU)
ICRC (1.s m ECQ
EEC Delegation
Government f
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation/
Senegal
ICRC (1 m ECU)
EEC Delegadon
(2 m ECU)
ICRC
EEC Delegation
RRC
UNHCR
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
Date of decision
4.9.84
26.9.84
16. 10. 84
17.9.84
26. 9.84
9. 10. 84
18. 10.84
12. |t.84
1;11.84
l. 11.84
l.ll.84
1.11.84
1. 11.84
1. 11.84
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Mali
Mauritania
Burkina Fasso
Senegal
Sudan
Rwanda
Zaire
Sudan
Central
African
Republic
Co*ntry
Philippines
Niger
Rwanda
Ethiopia
Sudan
Kenya
Cambodia
Burundi
Tanzania
kbanon
Mozambique
Niger
Chad
2,000,000
1,000,000
500,000
500,ooo
1,o0o,oo0
1,000,000
500,000
400,000
100,000
famine
famine
famine
famine
famine
famine
famine
Chadian
refugees
Chadian
refugees
Food aid
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegadon
EEC Delegation
EEC Delcgation
UNHCR
UNHCR
Reason
hurricanes
drought
drought
famine
famine
famine
famine
drought
floods
drought
famine
refugees in
southern I*banon
dhought
drought
drought
1.11.84
l. 1r.84
1.11.84
1. 11.84
12.11.84
23. 11.84
23. tt.8+
23.1.84
23.11.84
Date of decision
3. 10.84
9. 10.84
15. 10.84
16. 10.84
25.10.84
31. 10.84
31. 10.84
19.11.84
21. 11.84
6.11.84
6.11.84
2t.11.84
5.11.84
21. 11.84
12.11.84
15.11.84
15. I 1. 84
t5. I 1. 84
14.11.84
14.11.84
14.11.84
14. il.84
14. 11.84
21.11.84
21. tl.84
21. t1.84
Zaire
Ethiopia
Quantity
350 t powdered milk
3,000 t cereals
302 t sugar
10,000 t cereals
350 t powdered milk
250 t butter-oil
200 t vegetable oil
50 t powdered milk
1,000 t cereals
400 t beans
10,000 t cereals
10,000 t cereals
500 t cereals
60 t powdered milk
10,000 t cereals
13,141 t cereals
5,000 t cereals
1,200 t cereals
730 t cereals
100 t vegetable oil
400 t beans
600 t cereals
150 r beans
150 t vegetable oil
250 t powdered milk
100 t butter-oil
10,000 t cereals
9,000 t cereals
9,000 r cereals
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Mauritania
Mali
Papua New
Guinea
Country
Greece
(Messinia)
Italy
(Catania)
drought
drought
refugees
21.11.84
21. 11.84
30. I 1, 84
30.11.84
30.11.84
30.11.84
81000 t cereals
8,000 t cereals
1,200 t cereals
160 t fish
30 t powdered milk
12 t vegetable oil
Countrylagency Cereak
Decision of 25 October 1984
Quantity (tonnes)
Skimmed Bttter-oil
milh powdcr
Sierra Leone
Ghana
Togo
Ethiopia
Somalia
Sudan
Kenya
Uganda
Tanzania
Rwanda
Burundi
Guyana
Ecuador
Peru
5,000
15,000
3,000
25,000
23,000
7,000
11,000
15,000
4,000
5,000
400
1,200
2,800
400
1,200
200
100
300
200
1,400
500
50
200
340
50
30
185
340
Other products
500 v.o.
300 v.o.
200
I 14,000 8,200 1,895
Emergency aidwithin the Community
800 v.o. :
vegetable oil
Distibuted by Date of decision
Government 31. 10.84
Government 21.11.84
Sum
100,000 ECU
200,000
Reason
eanhquake
eanhquake
* hurricane
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faina: Enhrgeme* of the Commmity
to inclde Spain and Portugal; No 106
b Mo Euing: Fisberies negotiations
uitb Spain; No 131, by Mr MacSharry:
Spankb accession an tbe Regional Fund;
and No 138, by Mr Lonas: Spanisb
accession to the EEC:
Mr Barty; Mr Marshall; Mr Barty Mr
Wijsenbeek; Mr Bany; Mr MacShany;
Mr Barry; Mr Lom,as; Mr Barty; Mrthrra; Mr Bany; Mr Beyer de Ryke;
Mr Barry; Mr MclYlilhn-Satt; Mr
Barry; Mr Mattina; Mr Barry; Mr oan
Aenseq Mr Barry; Mr Barrett; Mr
Barry; Mr Mclvlabon; Mr Barty
Qrestion No 101, by Mr von'Wogau:
S tandard c:rs t o m s do cttme n t :
Mr Barry; Mr eon Wogar; Mr Barry;
Mr Panerson; Mr Barry; Mr De Vies;
Mr Barry; Mr Rogalk; Mr Bany; Mr
Aigner; Mr Banl; Mr Vijsmbeeh
Qrestion No llQ by Mrs Tbome-
Patendtre: Tlte abolition of mstoms ard
police fonulities at tbe internal frontien
of tbe Commrnity in the interests of tln
free mooement of penons and meastres
to combat drugs; and No ttZ b Sir
Jach Steuart-Chrh: Dntg abtse on
Corncil agafus: Mr Borry; Mrs
Tbome-Patet6tre; Mr Barry; Mr De
Vies; Mr Barry; Mr Rogalh; Mr
Barry; Mr van Aensen; Mr Barry; Mr
Cryer; Mr Barry
Qrcstion N-o 1t3, b Mr Hrme:
Srper-leq on mik prodrction:
Mr Barry; Mr Hrne; Mr Bany
t4t
107
109
1.
141
144
Qtiestion Time (Doc. 2-116d84) (contd):
Qrcstions to the Council
c Qrcstion No 98, by Mr Chistodouhr:
Commmity fituncing for the projects of
the fioe -year Greeh ptogramme :
Mr Barry (Council); Mr Christodorht;
Mr Barry; Mr Ahvanos; Mr Bany; Mr
Hutton; Mr Bany; Mr Anastassopoilos;
Mr Barry
lll
139
146
t39 148
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leir,s
o Question No 116 by Mrs Faith: Com-
munity merchant shipping fleet: Mr
Barry; Mrs Faitb; Mr Barry; Mr Mar-
shall; Mr Barry; Mr Fitzgerald:
Qrestions to the Foreign Ministers
o Question No 154 b Sir Peter Van-
nech: hotection of the Community's oil
suppliesfrom tbe G*lf Sutes:
Mr Barry (Foreign Ministers); Mr Ttr-
ner; Mr Barry
o Question No 153, by Mr Suorou: Kill-
ing of EEC natioruk by Albankn bor-
der gmrds:
Mr Bany; Mr Suzrou; Mr Barry
o Question No 154, by MrTzounis: Ini-
tiatioes by tbe Cteeh Gooennertt to
tredte o Balhan nuchar-free zone:
Mr Barry; Mr Tzounis; Mr Barry; Mr
Hughes; Mr Barry; Mr Epbremidis; Mr
Barry; MrAogeitns; Mr Barry
o Qucstion No 157, by Mr Anasassopou-
los: Tbe shooting-down of tbe South
Korean airliner:
Mr Bany; Mrs tVeber; Mr Anastasso-
poulos; Mr Bany; Mr Akoanos; Mr
Barry; Mrs Veber
o Qrestion No 158, b M, Ahvanos:
Nicaragu:
Mr Bany; Mr Balfe; Mr Barry; Mr Ak-
oanosl Mr Bany; Sir lames Scott-Hop-
hins; Mr Barry
7. End of tlte Commission\ term of offce:
MrThorn (Commission); Mrs Veil
Question No 114, by Mr Baneu: Voh-
tions by Spanisb fubing oeseb of Com-
mrnity uatefi:
Mr Barry; Mr Barrett; Mr Barry 148
Qrestion No 115, b M, Fitzgerald:
Verolme shipyard:
Mr Barry; Mr Fitzgerald; Mr Barry; Mr
Pearce; Mr Barry; Sir fames Scoa-Hop-
152
Enoironment 
- 
Second ,"Port (Doc. 2-
1119/84) b7 Mr Slnrlock:
Mr Sherloch; Mrs Lmtz-Cornette; Mr Sher-
lock; Mr Nordmann; Mr Sherlock; Mr
oon'V'ogau; Mr Carossino; Mr Nord; Mr
Hrchfield; Mr Slnrlock
Votes:
Mr Pkshooitis; Mr Van der Lek; Mrs Ham-
meich; Mr Muntingh; Mrs Hammeicb; Mn
Cassannagnago Cenetti; Mr Broh; Mrs
Chorraqui; Mrs Laioe-Groenenful; Mr
Verbeeh; Mr Chistensen; Mrs Pery; Mr
Hackfreld; Mr Narjes (Commision); Mr
Romraldi; Mr Hindley; Mrs Squarcialapi;
Mr Gautier; Mr Sherlock; Mrs Weber; Mr
Hrckfield; Mr Sberloch; Mr Narjes; Mr
Sherloch; Mr Collins; Mrs Caroline Jachson;
Mrs Jepsen; Mr Veraier; Mr Roehnu du
Vvier; Mr Hrchfield; Mr Pearce; Mn
Flescb; Mr Alber; Mr Chistensen; Mr Gal-
land; Mn Squrcial*pi; Mr Hrchfield .
Budget for I 98 5 (contd) :
Mrs Ho[; Mr Bernard-Reymond; Mr Fich;
Mr O'Keefe (Co*ncil); Mr Cot
EEC-Yemen Cooperation Agreement
(contd):
Mr Seeler; Mr van Aerssen; Mr Andriessen(Commksion) 
:
Appointment of the neu) Commission
(antd):
Mr Htinsch; Mr Miihlen; Mr oan Aensen;
Mr Nord; Mr Hoon; Mr hice; Mr Gazis
Competition policy 
- 
Report (Doc.2-
1133/84) by Mr Gaatier:
Mr Gautier, Mr \Vijsenbeeh; Mr Rogalh;
Mr Franz; Mr P, Beazley Mr Bonaccini; Mr
Romeos; Mr Chanteie; Mr Patterson; Mrs
Van Rooy; Mr Cassidy; Mr Andiessen
(Commission); Mr P. Beazley Mr Andies-
sen; Mr O'Keeft (Council); Mr oan Aerssen
Are there any comments?
Mr Petterson (Ep). 
- 
Mr President, I have a com-
ment on the Minutes of yestcrday and specifically on
the itcm where it says that the first pan of Question
Time was concluded.
There are two rules which I wan[ to cite here,
Rule 44(1), which Mr Cryer mentioned yesterday:
158
9.
149
150
151
160
170
10.
11.
151
t75
12.
13.153
t79
154
155
t74
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
kesidcnt
(The sitting utas opened at 10 am.)
l. Apptooal of the minutes
Presi&nt. 
- 
The minutcs of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting havc been distributed.
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Question Time shall be held at each pan-session
at such time as may be decided by Parliament on a
proposal from the enlarged Bureau.
That relates to the decision we took on Monday that
Question Time to the Commission should be one-
and-a-half hours to be held yesterday. The second
rule, Rule 55(2) says:
Once adopted, the agcnda shall not be amended,
except in application of Rules 47 and 84 to 88 or
on a proposal from the President.
Now, nowhere can I find there has ever been a propo-
sal from the Prcsident or provision under any other
rule that Question Time rc rhe Commission, ser downfor one-and-a-half hours, should be cunailed to
three-quaners of an hour, which is what occurred.
Vhat is more, 95 questions rc the Commission were
tabled, and only 5 of them were dealt wirh yesterday.
This is quite absurd, Mr President, as you will readily
agree, and the question I have on the Minutes is first
of all whether it is possible under our Rules rc close
the first pan of Quesdon Time before the full one-
and-a-half hours, as decided by Parliament on Mon-
day, are completed, and secondly, when the second
three-quarters of an hour of quesdons to the Commis-
sion will cake place. Is there provision for the conrin-
uation of Tuesday's agenda eirher today, tomorrow or
on Friday?
Presideot. 
- 
Mr Parrcrson, I have taken careful note
of your commenr and shall pass rhem on to the
Bureau,
Mr H:insch (S).- (DE) Mr President, in the Min-
urcs of yesterday's sitting Ircm 10 'Topical and urgent
debates 
- 
Announcement of the list of subjects 
-Point Il-Disarmament' sarcs rhe following:
Motion foi a resolution fut Mr Hdnsch and. otbers on
bebalf of tbe Socialist Group.
However, the working document starcs correcly that
the motion was tabled by me and 2l orher Members,
and so it is not a Socialist Group morion. I would ask
you to make the necessary amendment.
President. 
- 
The Minutes will be amended accord-
ingly.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr to raise a
point similar ro rhar which Mr Patterson has raised. I
agree entirely with his comments and I am glad you
are going to refer the matter rc rhe Bureau, because I
really do not think we can go on much longer having
the proper Question Time which Parliament should
have under its Rules continually cunailed.
But I do want to ask you, on a subsidiary poinq this.
There were on the order-paper some 95 questions to '
the Commission. Some of these questions were put
down 3 months or more ago. Many of these qucstions
are becoming increasingly oudarcd and somewhat
irrclevant and of much less concern, pcrhaps, than
some of the questions which Members may be putting
down at this very dme. I am concerned to see that in
pursuanoe of a rule which apparently was adoptcd in
the days of the non-elecrcd Parliament in 1976, ques-
tions carried over are given precedence. This may be
justificd on some occasions, but I would ask you ear-
nestly rc examine the situadon and determine whether
in fact it is not perhaps better rhat some new questions
which have a much more immediate impact should be
given preference to questions which have been hang-
ing around for many months and in some cases are no
longer topical.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Elliott, your commens will also be
noted in the Minutes.
I should just like rc point out borh m you and to
MrPatterson that, drawing up the agenda is an
extremely difficult ask, since we have to include very
many reports plus urgent quesdons and, of course, rhe
debates which we have to hold after hearing state-
ments by the Presidents of the Council and Commis-
slon.
But I shall once again pass on ro the Bureau the wish
expressed by several Members that Question Time
should not be shonened.
Mr Crycr (S). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr to refer to
Item 13 in the Minutes of yesterday, in which the
President announced the agenda for today. In fact, as
Mr Patterson has made clear, I raised the point about
Question Time being cunailed to three-quaners of an
hour immediately before your predecessor in the Chair
made the announcement of the agenda and therefore
she did not have time to consider making any adjust-
ment. \Thilst I appreciare your suggesrion, Mr Prebi-
dent, that you should refer this to the Bureau, the
problem there is that the pan-session will probably be
over by the time the Bureau has considered the matter
and decided rc uy earnestly next time rc have one-
and-a-half hours for Question Time. Therefore, manyI ask you to use your powers under Rule 56(2) w
introduce 
- 
not immediatcly, but after you have given
it consideration during the day 
- 
an amendmenr to
the agenda so thar ar some stage, either rcday or
tomorrow, we have the remaining three-quaners of an
hour of that pan of Question Time?
You may recall, Mr President, rhar during rhe Novem-
ber pan-session I objected 
- 
and several orher Mem-
bers did also 
- 
to the complere removal of Question
Time from rhe November pan-session. You replied
thar that was the son of rhing that had been done
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before. Ifwe do not have the additional three-quaners
of an hour it means that for gwo months the total
period of questioning to the Commission has been
ieduced to ihtee-qu"ners of an hour. I think I speak
for many Members here when I say that that simply is
not adequate.
Sir Hcnry Plumb (ED). 
- 
Mr President, you made it
perfectly clear at the beginning of the w-eek.to the
iroup chairmen that it was going rc be a difficult week
iith-regard to trying to get all the matters into the
p.og."ri..; but i want to raise the question of the
alloiation of speaking time, having looked at the items
rc be dealt with on-the agenda for the rest of rhis
week. Really, I am putting a question to you which I
suggest should be considered further by the enlarged
Bureau,
During our group meedng last week, when we looked
at the ageni", as every group does, allocations of
speakinglime were made on the basis of the original
diaft aginda. That left us with 17 minurcs in all to deal
with ail the different economic debates and so on. As
well understood this week, the agenda was completely
changed and therefore allocations of speaking- dme to
our [roup were changed as well. For this afternoon
and -evening, therefore, we were allocated those
17 minutes, but because yesterday's agenda c/as not
kept to 
- 
three items were carried over 
- 
our ori-
ginal speakers for rcday 
- 
that is, the speakcrs on
Iompetition and taxation 
- 
have rc be whimled down
if yelterday's overflow is to be accommodated.
Alternatively, of course, we could assume that the
economic items are not taken today at all, but tomor-
row, and tomorrow's items on Friday. fu things are,
there is only one report on the agenda for Friday (the
Viehoff repon), and I wonder whether you would not
consider moving on some items to Friday. \7hat it
really means is slotting in those, f,wo exra kems, 275
and 292, which leaves us, if my arithmetic is righq pre-
cisely 3 minutes to deal with all the economic debates
if wi are to spend 4 minutes on the Sherlock repon
and l0 minutes on Ircms 275 and 292. Frankly,
Mr President, it does make nonsense of making a sen-
sible contribution on these extremely imponant mat-
ters if we are rc do so in precisely 3 minutes. I hope,
therefore, that you will consider this matter in the
enlarged Bureau and come back to it after having
looked at it in the light of the new agenda tomorrow',
so that we understand more clearly where we are.
President. 
- 
Sir Henry, as you are aware, the
enlarged Bureau, of which you are a member, is due to
meet a[ 4 p.m. rcday. This matter can therefore be
dealt with at that meeting.
( Parliament approoed the Minates )t
2. Agenda
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received from the Committee on
Budgetary Control a request that the rePoft (Doc. 2-
l26i/84)' by Mrs Boserup on the clos-ure of the
"""ountt 
of- the European Communiry for 1982 be
placed on the agenda following Parliament's vote
iefusing the discharge for the 1982 budget.
I would point out that the committee has asked for
this report to be dealt with without debate '
I have been informed that rcn Members of this House
are opposed rc this matter being dealt with without
debate'and have accordingly invoked Rule 34(l) of the
Rules of Procedure.
Therefore, in accordance with the same provision of
the Rules of Procedure, the report is referred back rc
the compittee responsible.
Mr Dankcrt (S).- (FR) Mr President, I should like
to point out that if tlere is a request to take a rePort
without debate, it is impossible according to
Rule 34(1) of the Rules of Procedure rc deal with it
during the current pan-session. It must therefore be
autoriadcally carried over to the January part-session.
Mr d'Omesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Following certain pre-
vious incidenr, you decided, I think, to forbid all
demonstrations ai the entrance to the debating cham-
ber.
Today we are being subjected to another demonstra-
tion. i.lo matter how charming it is, it is totally out of
place, and I would ask you, Mr President, to instruct
that this demonstration should srcP so that we can tet
on with our proceedings in peace.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The matrcr has been referred to the
Questors, since it is their responsibiliry.
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, there is no
doubt ihat Mr Dankert is right in his reference to the
Rules of Procedure. But since it is inrcnded only to
prevent a committee from rushing an ad hoc rcsolwion
ihrough Parliament, it ought at least to be possible to
adopithis repon with debate. I think that the Bureau
should settle this question.
President. 
- 
I assure you, Mr Aigner, that referral
back to committee is automatic.
3. Decisiononurgenq
Proposals from ,t[c Commission to thc Council
(Doc.2-t2ao/t4 
- 
COM(sa) 711 find) on:I Doamotts receioed: see Minutcs.
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Prcsidcnt
I. e dccision on ttc condusion of en agrccment in thc
form ofan exchengc of lcttcn bctrccn thc Europcen
Economic Community, on tte onc hend, and- thc
Govcrnncnt of Deamerk end thc locd Governmcnt
of Grccirlen4 on ttc otfier, concerning the provisionel
applrcation of the furccmeat on fishcrics aod thc pro-
tocol on ttc confitioos rcleting to ffshing, signcd on
r3 M.l.& r9t4i
II. e regulation leying down ccttain spcciffc measurss
in conacction with the spcdal erra^otcmcnt on fisherics
applicablc o Grccnlend.
Mr Proran (ED). 
- 
I think we arc hlling into a rap
herc where the Council o{ Ministers, which is seekini
urgency on this ma[tcr of Greenland and some of thi
arangcmenlf for it to leave the Communiry is con-
cerned. I believe Parliamenr is being treated ixtremely
shabbily because it would appear that the r.qu.rt fo,
urgency was only rcceived last night. I think before we
take a decision ve mu$ have i sarement from the
Council.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Ir,ft Provan has protested
againsl this already. IZe have had occasion quite often
rgcend; p prorcst against wh-at is becoming-a practice
of notifying us of a reque$ for urgency one day andgryAry us to give our consenr the iollowing day.
This is a very unsatisfaaory situation. I do not wanr to
exaggerare unnecessarily the significance of the
fequest concerning the Greenland fishcries agreemenr,
but s,c should not have a situation where we-are being
asked to act in this way. As you know, we have a subl
committce on fisheries that takes its business and its
responsibilities very seriously. IIe would like to have a
meeting of rhat committee and sit dovn and check rhe
figures..Ve. have no opponunity of doing this or look-
rng scnously ar rhe agreement. \7hat we have been
3skqd rc {o 19afy is to rubber-stamp something that
has been decidcd by the Council and the Comnission
previously. Nonetheless, we realize the urgency and
we accePt it.
Prcoidcnt. 
- 
As was announced yesterday, the matter
has been referred to us by the iouncil. i'understand
Mr Clintont objections, but this is the only course we
can take. The Rules of Procedure oblige ui to include
this mattcr on the agenda and to hear-one speaker for
and one against.
Mr Fich (S).- (DA) Mr President, I would like to
speak in favour of the urgent consideration of these
matters concerning rclations between the Communiry
and Greenland. An agreemenr was reached in the
Council for Greenland to leave thc.Communiry on
I January,-but unfonunately only nine countriesiave
so far ratified it. One counrry has not done so, which
will thus cause problems'on I January 19g5. Vhat is
nou, proposed is an inrcrim solution equivalent to the
atreemenr already'concluded. I thereforc rcgard it in
fact as a purely tcchnical matter; the aim is to bridge a
gap created by ole countq/s failurc to ratify thc
agreemenL I would rherefore rccommend thar this be
done, with rhe following swo reques$: firstly, the
question should bc placed on thc agenda at a point
where it is ccnain to be considered, for rhere are no
more 
_,part-sessions beforc 1 January 1985, and
secondly, the committee responsible should bc asked
to consider the mattcr without a report to ensure that
it is dealt with this week.
Mr.Provan (ED). 
- 
MrPresident, I have alreedy
made one or rwo remerks on this subject. I think it ii
unfortunatc 
- 
let us put it no higher than that 
- 
that
the Council,'having had thc whole of 1984 to consult
Parliament and try and make proper arangements for
Greenland's leaving the Community, has waitcd until
thc very lasr moment to ask us to dcal with this by
urgent proccdure. I think, Mr President, thar you
would be in order 
- 
and I hope you would allow'thc
Council some time to make a statcmcnr before we take
a decision on whether rc granr urgency or nor 
- 
to
demand a srarcment from the Council ai to why it has
left it so latc. I think it is wrong for parliament to be
treated so shabbily. Ve havc riccived no documents
and no information whatsoarer and, as you said, this
request for urgency rcachcd Parliamcnt for the first
tim.e y-esterday. I think Parliament is being Eeated
badly by the Council, and I think we have gJt to take
great-care in the way that we proceed from now on. I,
therefore, hope that you will ask the Council to maki
a statement before we vot€ on this now. Vc can make
up our minds as to what we are going to do.
Mr Misenbcck (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I just
say that it has once again taken me some rime to
attrac your ancntion. Ours musr be the only parlia-
ment in rhe urorld in which a section has to sit behind
the Pre-sidenq the same goes for our collcagues on
your lcft, as well. Perhaps when we cnlarge 
"["in, *ccould at least bring the President's chaiiba& a few
metres.
However, to some to the point, Mr president. A fcw
months ago, 
-I pu1 a question, an oral question withdebatc, on the fishing atreement witli Greenland.
Mr C_linton will tcll you that it has findly dawned on
the Committec on Agriculture, Fisheriis and Food
that a fishing agreemenr will soon be concluded with
Greenland. I foresaw it long ago.
Mr President, I am pleased that we will be having one
more debatc on this issue before Greenland withlraws
from the Communities. I hope that my oral question
with debate can be included iq this urtenr'debate.
Unlike Mr Provan, I am prepared
Ppli&nt. 
- 
Mr Vijsenbeek's oral qucstion will bc
added to Friday's agenda.
1
'l
I
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Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidcnt, I havc nothing
against this question being includcd, but I am slighdy
concemed at your decision to place it on Friday's
agcnda, for everyone here knows what happens at Fri-
day sittings 
- 
we do not always have time for every-
thing. I would therefore like'to have an assurance that
the matrcr will be placed first on the agenda for Friday
rc make quite sure we can considcr it.
ooo
Proposel from the Commission to thc Council
(Doc.2-1241184 
- 
COM(t4l 715 find) on e rcgule-
tioa on tredc arnngcmcnrc bctvccn Grccnlmd and thc
Eri,ropcan Economic Community.
Demc Shclegh Robcrts lEDl, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on External Economic Rektions. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I think in fact it is the Committee on External
Economic Relations that would be dealing with this
matter if Parliament grants urgency. Since Parliament
has granted urgency on the previous proposal, I sug-
gest it would bc logical to agree rc urgency on this one
as well.
(Parliament agreed to urgent procedure)
ooo
Proposd from thc Commission to thc Council
(Doc,2-1242184 
- 
COM(t4) 723 Gnal) for e rcgula-
tion emcnding Rcguletion (EEC) No 2l5llt4 on ttc
custoEs territory of thc Conmunity.
Mr Rogdle (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq I do not
know if you are taking things in a logical order and, if
so, what the logic behind it is. I should like to oppose
utgent procedure while at the same time refraining
from philosophizing about it. The Agreement in ques-
don darcs back to 13 March 1984, and I think that our
ovn dignity should dictate that we do everything pos-
sible to measure urgency otr a different scale from that
which the officials in the Council or the Commission
use. That is my first point.
Sccondly, I am perhaps in the enviable position of
being the only one amont you to have worked as a
customs official on the borders which it is claimed are
now customs borders. Although I am only a substitute
member of the comminee responsible, i. e. the Com-
mittce on I-cgal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, I still feel
that I can judge maaers vith some competence since,
as a membcr of the Comminee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, I have drawn up an opinion on a
similar question.'Ve are talking here about changing
the customs territory of the Community with effect
from I January on the basis of the exclusion of Green-
land. I can only adviseagainst doing so by urgcnt pro-
ccdure, since this woulil mcan that a number of impor-
tant considerations concerning the Community's cus-
toms tcrrircry and thc contradiction beswecn thc
Communiqy's customs tcrritory and that of the Mem-
bcr Statcs are not dcalt with. I should thcrefore likc to
urge you to allow enough dme for discussion on thc
subject and firmly oppose urgent proccdure.
tlr Fich (S).- (DA) | would likc to speak in favour
of urgency, for we must remain logical, we have just
granrcd urgency for the first cwo poins, so we must
ilso do so for thc third point, which relates to the
same question. Thc Socialist Group suPPorts urgcncy.
This iJ a purely tcchnical detail in my opinion, for we
have to setde matters by I January, in line with what
has been decided in all the Communiq/s institutions.
Greenland will leave the Communiry on I January;
this cannot be altered.
(Parliament agreed to urgeat procedtre)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, vhat is
happening outsidc the Chamber is simply unwonhy of
Par[iamenr It is likc a Christmas fair or a circus rather
than anything serious, and I would ask that the
Quaestorc, who have obviously done nothing about it,
should see rc it that order is rcstored.
(Apphuse)
Mr Crycr (S). 
- 
Mr President, there havc been nro
critics of the collection ouuide thc Chambcr and I
think that before the marer is reported to the Quacs-
tors, vhich I think is what you said earlier, there
should also bc an expression of opinion very much in
support of the scasonal collcction outside, a seasonal
collecdon for the childrcn of mining familics who are
out on strike in the Unitcd Kingdom due to thc
intransigence and hard-heancd attitude of thc United
Kingdom Government. I think that the demonstradons
are being carried out in a very proper manner . . .
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Cryer, we cannot get involved in a
dcbarc. I have already answercd that qucstion.
a. Iish hesidaxl 
- 
Political CooPerdtion 
-Unemploymmt
Presidcnt. 
- 
Thc next item is the joint debatc on:
- 
the satement by the President-in-Office of thc
Council on the lrish Presidency;
- 
the stat€ment by tht President-in-Office of the
Foreign Minisrcrc on political cooperation;
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President
- 
oral quesdons with debatc by Mr Arndt and
others, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to the
Commission (Doc. 2-l 088/84) :
Subject: Combating youth unemployment
How does rhe Commission explain the discrep-
ancy berween their proposals for action to combat
youth unemployment and the funds earmarked in
the 1985 preliminary draft budget for the Social
Fund?
Vhat steps will the Commission take rc improve
on the inadequate measures taken by rhe Council
to combat youth unemploymenr and in the field of
redistribution of work?
How does the Commission assess its *,ork for as
long as it does not succeed in inducing the Coun-
cil m ensure that its acrion on behalf of the young
unemployed in the Community produces an
effect?
and to the Council (Doc.2-1089/84):
Subject: Measures to combat youth unemploy-
ment
Has the Council taken note of the facr that:
- 
that European Parliament considers youth
unemploymcnt to be a problem of extreme
urtency, and has adopted I 1 resolutions on
this issue since the exraordinary pan-session
on unemployment in April 1983;
- 
despitc Council decisions, no coordinated
measures have been aken at European level
commensurare with rhe ragic situation of
young people;
- 
despite verbal assuranccs by the European
Council and rhe Council of Social Affairc
Ministers the resources of the European
Social Fund for combadnt youth unemploy-
ment are being steadily reduced in reladon to
the total volume of the budget;
- 
fewer and fewer of the vast number of appli-
carions to the ESF can rherefore be satisfied;
- 
consequendy, the proponion of unemployed
young people who can be assisted at Euro-
pean level is steadily falling;
- 
millions of young people have no prospects of
finding a job and so the economic and psy-
chological plight of a considerable proporrion
of a vhole tenerarion is growing as a result of
the indecision and inactiviry of the govern-
ments of the Member Satcs?
Mr Barry, hesident-in-Offce of tbe Corncil. 
-Mr President, Ireland assumed the presidency in the
immediate aftermath of the Fontainebleau European
Council. I think the achievements of Fontainebleau
wcre tenerally acknowledged as notable, espccially
the decisions on increased own resources and arrange-
ments for thc British and German budgetary rebates,
But the very success of rhat Summit served ro obscure
somewhat the reality that there still remained to be
solved other issues of considerable imponance for the
Communiq/s functioning and for its funher develop-
ment,
It was clear before the end of 1984 that the Com-
muniry would reach shc 10lo VAT limir and it was
imperative that a way be found to finance the shonfall
in the budget for this year. There was also of course
the task of drawing up the budget for 1985 which, it
became increasingly clear in the early pan of the Irish
presidcncy, would only be approved by the Council if
it kept within the l% limit. Much work remained-to
be done in the negotiations for the [om6 III Conven-
tion. Fontainebleau had confirmed that the negotia-
tions with Spain and Portugalshould be completed by
30 Spetember of this year. But we, in assuming the
presidency, soon realized how unrealisdc this target
date was, givcn the fact that the Communiry itself had
yet to atree on a common position ro put ro rhe Afri-
can counries on all the major issues.
Also outstanding when shc Irish presidenry com-
menced was agreemenr between Member States on a
definitive text on budgctary discipline. It became clear
as the presidency protressed that unless and until such
arrangemenrc were reached, progress on certain other
budgetary issues would be blocked. Our presidency
had the funher task of setting up the rwo ad hoc com-
miuees, one on insritutional affairs and the other on a
people's Europe, and getdng their work undcr way.
Thus, the Irish presidency was faced with what I rhink
it is fair to describe as a formidable set of issues which
demanded rc be tackled with urgency and with deci-
siveness. Hopes had been raised by the Fontainebleau
decisions thar the relaunching of the Community in all
its elements could finally get under way. Bur the cli-
marc within the Communiry scems still unconducive rc
the exercise of the necessary political will to enable a
number of major decisions to be taken.
Mr President, in accordance virh established practice I
would like in my statcmenr to you to ser our the pro-
gress made on the various imponant issues during the
Irish Presidency. I should, of course, point our that
some three weeks remain before we shed our presiden-
tial responsibilities, and during this period there will be
a number of imponant Councils. I very much hope
that we will bc able to make funher advances in Com-
muniry affairs before the end of this year.
I stan with enlargemcnt, appropriately I would sug-
gesq since we have from thc very beginning of our
Presidency made this an issue of the utmost impon-
ance and prioriry. Spain and Ponugal applied for
membership in 1977 . Yet in July of this year the Irish
Presidency was faced with a situation where the cen-
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tral and most difficult chapters of the negotiations
were still outsanding. These included agriculture,
wine, olive oil, fisheries, indusrial tariff dismantling
and social affairs. The Presidency set itself the imme-
diate priority of achieving agreed internal Communiry
positions on this range of issues. Clearly, negotiations
berween the Communiry and the applicant Starcs
could be serious and substantial only when Spain and
Ponugal could assess Communiry offers across the
board and not on a piecemeal basis. As a result of the
agreements u,e vere able to reach at the Foreign
Affairs Council in October/November and later at the
European Council in Dublin last week, the Com-
munity has now put forward proposals on all major
negotiation issues, subject, of course, to the reserve
which our Greek colleagues have placed on enlarge-
ment generally.
The status of the negodations has been transformed in
recent months. \7e still, of course, have serious, diffi-
cult and sensitive netotiations in front of us. In many
ways the enlargement negodations remind me of a
marathon race. They have, for instance, been in pro-
gress now for six years, and at times during that
period many were doubtful about whether they could
ultimately be brought to a finish. However, we are
now on the final lap. The irreversibiliry of the integra-
don of Spain and Ponugal into the Communiry, to use
the language of the Solemn Declaration which we
signed with Ponugal in October, can no longer be
questioned. The commitment to 1 January 1986 as the
date of accession must be honoured.
I am delighted, therefore, to tell the European Parlia-
ment, always such a staunch supponer of enlargement,
that our Europe of free and democratic nations, which
has perhaps for rco long been turned inward on itself,
has now found the courate and the sense of self-confi-
dence and the political commitment necessary to make
enlargement an early realiry. The primary objective of
the Irish Presidenry has therefore been realized. I
believe that the dynamic_created by our breakthrough
on enlargement will have a profoundly positive effect
on all areas of Communiry activisy. The Community is
on the move again. But the speed of this movement
will depend to a significant degree on how committed
to reform we can show ourselves rc be. My own posi-
tion on this is quite clear. I have always held, to quote
a nineteenth century Irish political leader, that no one
can set the bounds to the march of a nadon. In the
future there seems [o be no reason why this should not
hold equally true for the European Communiry.
The most immediate problem facing us early this year
was the threat that the Community would run out of
funds before the end of the year. Ve faced this prob-
lem, and I believe a satisfactory solution has been
found. The supplementary budget was agreed in
Council on 2 October, and I am pleased to have this
opponuniry to thank Parliament for its cooperation
with the Council in recognizing and appreciating the
extcnt of the difficulties and expediting the adoption
of the supplementary budgel In addition to securing
agreement in the Council, the difficult problem of
funding for the proposal was overcome. An intergov-
ernmental agreement for reimbursement of advances
would provide the means of overcoming the limita-
dons on Community funding, pending the introduc-
don of new own resources,
You have presently before you the draft general
budget for 1985. I realize that there are strong views in
this House on the draft budget submimed by the
Council. I would ask you, however, to consider the
degree to which the recent Budget Council on
29 November has moved towards the position of Par-
liament. I ask you also to consider just what would be
the likely effect of any protracted blocking by Parlia-
ment of final agreement on the budget. It would
extend for yet another year the divisive financial prob-
lem which has preoccupied the Communiry for so long
now. I put it to you that it is in everyone's interesc to
ensure tha[ there is no impediment in the way of Com-
muniry financing for 1985.
On 4 December the Council adopted im conclusions
on budgetary discipline. It also adopted its position on
cooperation with the European Parliament and the
Commission. The conclusions on budgetary discipline
in no way affect Parliament's powers as pan of the
budgetary authoriry. At that Council we decided that
we would invite a delegation from Parliament [o meel
with the Council shonly before the meeting at which
we are due to fix the reference framework for the
year. In addition, the Council decided that it would
invite both Parliament and the Commission to exam-
ine ways of procuring the cooperation necessary for a
budgetary discipline common to all three institutions.
Another crisis which faced the Community six months
ago was and indeed still is the general impasse on deci-
sion-making and the loss of movement towards Euro-
pean inrcgration. There is a perception amongst our
citizens that the Community, in the wake of the long
wrangle over the British rebate and the delay in tackl-
ing problems of common policies, is somewhat para-
lyzed and lacking in the will to make some clear sub-
stantive movement rcwards Ereater inrcgration. A lack
of progress in the full implementation of such basic
principles as freedom of movement and right of estab-
lishment has added to the perception of Communiry
inadequacy.
The European Council meeting at Fontainebleau was
very conscious of this perception and decided to set up
the two ad boc committees with the task of bringing
forward suggestions to break this deadlock, to reform
the administrative process, to put a human face on the
Communiry and generally to reestablish the idealism
which guided the founders of the Community. Ve
have been pleased during our Presidency to inaugurate
these committees, and yesterday the Taoiseach gave
an outline of their progress. I am sure that Parliament
would be anxious to see both committees bring for-
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ward ideas imbued with imagination and flair that
would give the Communiry a genuine sense of purpose
and make the Community both comprehensible and
relevant to its citizens.
Vhen I was speaking rc you last July, I said thar the
question of good relations with Parliamenr was ro us
an issue of substance and that we saw it as more than a
token gesture rhat had to be made. I hope you will
aBree that the obligation which we entered into ar that
time has been fully discharged. Every session of Parlia-
ment was attended by an Irish Minister in his capaciry
as President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers. By
the end of this month committees of Parliament will
have been addressed by Irish Ministers on 23 occa-
sions. Our desire for good relationships was, I rhink,
funhgr demonstrared by the Taoise-ach's prompt and
positive response to your requesr, Mr President, for a
meeting beryreen rhe 10 Foreign Minisrers and the
enlarged Bureau of Parliament. I believe the meeting
consisrcd of friendly exchanges which marked a mile-
stone in the Presidency and a funher stage in the evo-
lution of good Parliament/Council relationships.
Mr President, might I also take this opponunity to say
how glad we y/ere to welcome you ro Ireland during
your recent visit. \fle see rhis as a funher step towards
good reladonships berween the Parliament and the
Presidency-in-Off ice.
The President-in-Office of the European Council, the
Taoiseach, Dr FitzGerald, pointed out to you yesrer-
day that the European Council had welcomed the
prioriry given to the problems of unemployment in the
Commission's annual economic repon and supported
the guidelines ser our in that reporr. As the Taoiseach
said, the European Council agreed that the Com-
muniry and ir Member States should take measures to
reduce regional imbalances. Significant progress has
been made in recent months towards rhe compledon
of the internal market. The restoration of Community
competitiveness and the strengthening of its technol-
ogical basis are now major objectives. The conclusions
of the European Council are poinrers for Communiry
acdon, action which is vital for our well-being and
vhich I am confident will be carried forward in the
period ahead.
In the social affairs area we are focusing arrention on
unemployment. A number of resolurions have already
been agreed in such areas as youth unemployment and
the situation of unemployed women. The Irish Presi-
dency is seriously concerned about the increasing
number of long-term unemployed. Approximately
one-third of those unemployed in the Communiry
have been out of work for more than one year. Long-
term unemploymenr was discussed at the informal
social affairs meering held early in our Presidency and
was also a cenral item on rhe agenda of the Standing
Committee on Employment. The adopdon of a resolu-
tion on long-term unemployment is a prioriry, and we
shall be seeking rhe agreemenr of the Social Affairs
Ministers, when they meet tomorrow, to draft a reso-
lution on action to combat this problem.
I7e also hope for proposals on a protramme of action
and research to combat the problem of poveny. In
addition we expect progress on positive acdon in
favour of women and the exchange of young workerc.
fu far as the draft directive on information and con-
sultadon is concerned, which was formerly known as
the Vredeling proposal, I am pleased to be able to
repon that a report will be submitted to the Social
Affairs Council on that.
!7hen I spoke to the Assembly in July, I indicated that
the conclusion of the neBotiations for a new I-om6
Convention was the second major prioriry of rhe Irish
Presidenry. I am pleased m inform you that at the
meeting with my ACP colleague, Mr Namalion, For-
eign Minister of Papua New Guinea, on 22 November
that object was achieved. Last Saturday in Lom6 I had
the honour of signing the rhird ACP/EEC Convention
on behalf of the Council of Minisrers.
The new Convention is another milestone in the
development of the Community's relations with the
African, Caribbean and Pacific States. It conrains all
the major features of its two predecessors and a num-
ber of innovations which will, I am sure, make it even
more effective. Vith regard to the financial envelope,
the new Convention will have at its disposal a com-
bined rctal of 8.5 billion ECU made up of Z.+ billion
for the Sixth European Development Fund and 1.1 bil-
lion for the European Invesrment Bank. For the Sixth
EDF this represenr an almosr 500/o increase on [he
corresponding Lom6 II figure. I think you will agree
that in the light of the present stringent financial sirua-
tion of the Community, and the consequenr curbacks
which have taken place in other aid programmes, rhis
is a considerable achievement. It clearly demonstrates
the Communiry's condnuing commitment to the ACP.
The development of self-reliance and food self-suffi-
ciency in the ACP counrries will be the main objective
of the new Convention. '!7e want rc see this achieved
in the agricultural sector by means of inrcgrated rural
development and food strategies. The Convention
wan6 to ensure rhar aid reaches the poorest sectors of
the population, parricularly in rural areas. It emphas-
izes the imponance of small farming training and the
development of distribution nesworhs and outlets
within the ACP countries concerned. This will be
backed up in the industrial sector by an emphasis on
handicrafts and small and medium-sized enterprises.
Another imponant feature of the new Convention is
that for the first time in rhe hismry of ACP/EEC
cooperation special financial resources will be made
available to tackle the alarming environmenal deter-
ioration in the countries of the Sahel and other pans
of Africa. Our effons musr be increased ro counrcracr
the devastating effects of drought and desenification
on the lives of millions of people in these counries. I
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am cenain that it is only through the combination of
environmental and food securiry sections of the kind
foreseen in this Convention that we can imagine the
day when famine and calamiry, such as sre are now
witnessing in Ethiopia and other African counffies,
will be a thing of the past.
During these six months the Irish Presidency has con-
sistently advocated the strengthening of the world
trading system. !7e have taken eveqy opponunity,
through international fora such as GATT and at the
bilateral level, to encourage our uading panners ro
strengthen the recovery. In line with this policy the
Council of Ministers decided to propose to move for-
ward the Tokyo Round mriff cuts due on I January
1986 to I July 1985. In order to assist developing
countries, ariffs on a number of products of panicular
interest to them will be rolled back with effect from
I January next. Ve recommend rhis exercise to all our
trading partners as wonhy of suppon.
'!7e 
also welcome the positive outcome of the recent
annual meeting of the contracting panies to GATT,
which laid the foundation for furure multilateral dis-
cussions. !7e hope that this will lead ro a berrer func-
tioning of the world trading system.
In recent months the Community has found it neces-
sary to express concern at the increasing recourse to
protectionism by some of our major trading partners.
For example, we cannot accept the proposition that
problems in cenain sectors of the United Srares' econ-
omy can be atributed to competition from Europe.
Vhile we are pleased that the US Trade and Tariff
Act, as passed, took into account some of our objec-
tions, we remain concerned about several features of
this legislation. Most recently we have seen the unila-
teral action taken by the United Srates in restricting
impons of steel pipes and tubes from the Communiry.
This action is contrary to the spirit and probably the
lemer of GAT[.'$7e are at the moment considering the
most appropriate and effecdve response.
The Communiry's trade deficit with Japan remained
unresolved during the period. Both the Commission
and the Presidency have been in sustained dialogue
with the Japanese.'Ve want to see measures adopted.
Ve will open the Japanese market in order to achieve
a more balanced rade flow.
Ve have to keep and develop our links with the EFTA
countries, with whom we share the largest free-trade
area in the world. !7ork has progressed in putting into
effect the elemenr of the joint declaration adopted'at
the meeting of the Community and EFTA ministers in
Luxembourg last April.
The process of completing the Community's internal
market has moved ahead. The effects that the full inte-
gration of our huge European market can have on the
Community economy are being increasingly recog-
nized. The internal market Council on 9 October
agreed in principle on the basic reguladon concerning
the introduction of a single adminisrative document
to simplify customs formalities beween Member
States. This break-through has been welcomed by
representadves of rade and commerce throughout the
Communiry. Considerable proBress has already been
made by experts from the Ten on the form of this
document. They have been asked to expedite their
works so that the document can be brought into use at
the earliest possible date.
The simplification of formalities in trade between the
Member States will have positive effects on the funher
development of intra-Community rade. In panicular,
it will provide an incentive for firms, especially small
ones, to view their activities in terms of the whole of
the internal market. The elimination of obstacles to
trade in such areas as standards, government purchas-
ing policies, telecommunications equipment and infor-
mation technology will significantly improve the effec-
tiveness of our common market. The recent Council
recommendation to open up public markets for rcle-
communications equipment are funher srcps along this
path.
fu I speak to you, the second Transpon Council is in
session in Brussels. I am able rc report that we have
made solid progress on a number of fronts. Ve have
been attempting to resolve the difficulties which arise
in relation to the measures agreed in principle at the
May Transport Council 
- 
in panicular, difficulties
over harmonization of widths and dimensions of com-
mercial and road vehicles. Sfle can only hope that the
present Council will be able to reach final decisions on
the measures concerned which also include aid for
transport infrastructure and increases in the Com-
munity quota for road haulage.
The Council is also considering the repons of two
imponant high-level Broups set up by the May Coun-
cil. One is on the Community's air transport system,
the other on the future programme of work on inland
Eansport. These repons will be of great value in funh-
ering the development of a common transport poliry
in the years to come. I share your conviction that c/e
need a new sense of urgenry and real political will to
make progress in this vital area of the Community's
work as in others.
At the Energy Council on 13 November, progress was
made in the different aspects of EEC energy policies,
panicularly as regards decreasing dependence on oil
and energy savings. The Council agreed that progress
in each Member State and at Community level
towards long-term energy objectives should continue
to be monitored. They invited the Commission to pro-
pose new energy objectives into the 1990s on the basis
of a study of energy supply and demand options to the
year 2000.
The Council adopted a decision on granting support
of 35 m ECU to hydocarbon technology projects. It
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requested the Commission to submit a new proposal
for a programme to cover the next few years. How-
ever, differences of approach are evident in relation to
the Communiq/s proposals to aid solid-fuel produc-
tion. Ministers are resolved to achieve the goal of a
balanced and global Community strategy for solid
fuel. In panicular, they decided to continue their
effons to increase the share of fuels in the Com-
munity's energy balance.
Mr President, the most significant package of propo-
sals before the Environment Council at present is
undoubtedly the group of draft directives relating to
air polludon. This is a reflection of the growing
importance attached to the need to find a solution to
the problem, especially in the light of the acid rain
problem in Scandinavia and North America and the
problems of forest damage in Central Europe, particu-
larly in Germany.
This Parliament has devoted considerable effon and
time to examining the problem and proposing solu-
tions to it. International discussions are also taking
place in the broader international community and par-
ticularly at the execudve body of the Geneva Conven-
tion on [,ong-range Transboundary Air Pollution, to
which, of course, the Communiry is a contracting
Pafty.
At the Environmental Council on 6 December, the
Ministers reached atreement on the rcxt of a proposal
whereby lead-free petrol must be available throughout
the Communiry on I Ocmber 1989. Member States
were invited to make lead-free petrol available on the
market in advance of this date if this were possible.
Other technical aspects of this proposal were also
reached.
Vhilst agreement was nor reached on the more diffi-
cult question of vehicle exhaust emissions, the high-
level group, established since November, was asked to
seek a soludon on the basis of a differentiation
berween large and smaller vehicles and to repon by
the end of January. The imponance which the Com-
munity attaches to trying to solve environmental prob-
lems is reflected in the decision of the European
Council m have a substantial discussion on environ-
menal issues at the next European Council meeting in
March 1985.
In the agricultural sector, work has proceeded during
the Irish Presidency on a wide range of imponant
technical issues. I should like to mention briefly chat
following difficult and protracted negotiations, atree-
ment was secured at the European Council in Dublin
last week enabling the Community to agree on a for-
mal policy in the wine sector.
Vith regard to fisheries, the Presidency has been
pressing to secure agreement on the total allowable
carches and quotas which shall apply in 1985. In this
regard, it is necessary that we complete the consulta-
tions with ceftain third counries, particularly Nogway
and Sweden, as soon as possible.
The Presidency attaches particular imponance to
obtaining, before the end of this year, a Council deci-
sion on provisional total allowable catches and quotas
for 1985, so the Communiry fishermen may plan their
acdvities with a clear idea of the opponunides which
will be open to them. This is of vital imponance to our
fishermen.
Mr President, I would like now to review the work
undenaken during the Irish Presidency in the field of
European political cooperation. During this period,
the Ten have continued to consult and coordinate
effectively on the major internadonal issues which
confront them. Common positions have been elabor-
ated on a wide range of complex topics. !7hile our
task has not always been an easy one, we have endeav-
oured rc speak out on international developments with
a single European voice.
Under the Irish Presidency the Ten have marked their
particular concern for peace and stabiliry in the Mid-
dle East. !7e availed ourselves of a relative lull in
diplomatic activisy in the region to entate in a careful
analysis of the situation there. At its meeting in Dublin
last week the European Council reaffirmed the Ten's
poliry in regard to the Arab/Israeli conflict. In contin-
uation of this poliry, and having considered a report
on the Middle East situadon, the European Council
also considered that contacr should be developed with
all the panies with a view to seeking ways to improve
the situadon in the region. The Ten have also reas-
sened their commitment to the sovereignty, indepen-
dence and territorial integrity of lrbanon and have
called for the withdrawal from Lebanon of all foreign
troops, expect [hose whose presence was agreed by the
Lebanese Government.
The beginning of the recent Israeli/kbanese talks has
been a welcome development.'$fe hope that an agree-
ment will be reached enabling an early withdrawal of
Israeli forces from the Lebanon.
The Ten's position on the kan/kaq war remains
unchanged.''S7e have continued to express our pro-
found concern at the loss of life and material damage
caused by this conflict. Ve have pressed for a nego-
dated solution to bring an end to military activiry. \7e
have also called on both sides to comply with the prin-
ciples of humanitarian international law in armed con-
flicts.
\7hen I addressed this House last July, I said that the
overall picture of East-I7est relations was not encour-
aging. I promised that the Ten would do all in their
power to reduce rcnsions and to promote more stable
and cooperative relations berween East and \Zest.
During this difficult period the Ten sought consis-
tently to keep open all possible channels of dialogue
besween both sides and also supponed the effons of
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others directed to this end. In this connection, we wel-
come very much the forthcoming high-level confer-
ence between the United States and the Soviet Union.
In our view, sustained dialogue both between the
Unircd Sates and the Soviet Union, and between
Europeans in East and'!7est is indispensable and com-
plemintary in the pursuit of improved East-'!7est rela-
iions and the consequent enhancement of international
security.
During our presidency the Ten have made clear the
importance they attach rc the achievement of balanced
and verifiable arms control and disarmament agree-
ments. $tre have consistently supponed the resumption
of the vitally imponant negotiations between the
United States and the Soviet Union on intercontinen-
tal strategic nuclear weapons and inrcrmediate nuclear
forces.
In view of the urgent need to avert the danger of an
arms race in outer space, we have also advocated the
initiadon of talks on this subject between the rwo lead-
ing space powers. Ve therefore welcome the
an-nounc.rn.nt of the meeting birween Mr Schulz and
Mr Gromyko in January in Geneva and hope very
much that this will lead rc agreement on how Lo carry
forward negotiations between the Unircd Starcs and
the Soviet Union on these various questions.
The Ten also attach great imPortance to the CSCE
process which has a central place in East-Vest rela-
iions. Ve have continued to urge full implementation
of the Helsinki-Madrid provisions by all CSCE pani-
cipating States in order to bring about more_secure,
more cooperative and more humane relations in
Europe. Under the Irish Presidenry there was close,
effective and fruitful coordination among the Ten at a
number of meetings held within the CSCE.framework.
At the Stockholm Conference on securiry-building
measures and disarmament in EuroPe, the Ten have
been working towards achieving negotiated agreement
on concre[e measures which would increase confi-
dence in securiry by making military behaviour more
open and military intentions more calculable.
The Ten also cooperated successfully at the CSCE
seminar on Mediterranean cooPeration which was
held in Venice recently and at a meeting held in Buda-
pest to prepare next year's CSCE cultural forum in
rhat ciry.
'!7e have continued to pay close attention to events in
Poland. On 23 July we welcomed the announcement
by the Polish Government of an amnesty for political
prisoners. 'I7e expressed the hope that the govern-
ment's decision reflected a desire to meet the aspira-
tions of the Polish people for dialogue and reform and
would be followed by funher measures designed to
promote national reconciliation. !7e recalled that it
has consisrcntly been our wish to return to more nor-
mal relations with Poland as soon as developmena in
that country permit.
More recently, however, we were shocked by the mur-
der of Fathir Popieluszko which we roundly con-
demn. Ve have noted the stated intendon of the Pol-
ish authorities to pursue the perpetrators of this atroc-
iry.
As regards nuclear non-proliferation, I should men-
tion tf,at the 10 Foreign Ministers recently adopted a
declaradon of common policy on the consequence of
adoption by the l0 Member States of the london
Guiielines which represents a common discipline with
regard to nuclear exports.
Mr President, turning to the situation in Central
America, which has been a source of continuing con-
cern for the Ten, I would like your permission to res-
pond to Oral Questions Nos 042/84 and 045/84 on
ihe subject of th-e Ministerial Conference held in San
Jos6, Costa Rica on 28 and 29 September in which the
iurop."n Community and ia Member States panici-
pated', along with Spain and Ponugal,-the co-untries of
-Cenral 
America and the countries of the Contadora
Group. The aim of the Ten at this conference was to
give practical support, both political and economic, to
ih. .iforu of thl countries of Central America them-
selves to bring peace, social justice, economic develop-
ment and t.spect for human rights and democratic lib-
erties rc the iegion. \7e were conscious throughout of
the intimate connection between underdevelopment
and inequitable social and economic structurqs on the
one hani, and political instability and violence on the
other. It is for this reason that the final communiqu6
of the meeting reflects both Europe's political supPort
for peace-making effons, particularly those of the
Contadora Group, and Europe's firm intention to
intensify economic cooperation with Central America.
The Community records the agreement of both sides
to continue the political dialogue begun in San Jos6
' through funher meetings at regular inrcrvals in the
future-. Both sides also declared themselves ready to
sart discussions as soon as possible with a view to
negotiating an interregional framework economic
cooperation agreement. At San Jos6 all the panicipants
expiessed their firm conviction that the problems of
Central America cannot be solved by armed force.
They can only be solved by political solutions spring-
ing from the region itself' In this connection, we
affirmed our support for the Contadora process which
provides the beii opponunity co achieve a solution of
ihe crisis. The Communiry recognized that the revised
draft Contadora Act is a fundamental stage in the
negotiation process for peace in Cenral America. The
Celntral American countries, we hope, will shonly
reach full agreement on a final text of the Contadora
Act.
The Ten have also been following with concern the
deteriorating situation in Chile. In a statement of
11 SeptembJr we expressed preoccupation with the
"ctt 
of violence and repression which had followed
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political demonstrations aimed at the restoration of
democracy to rhat counry.
Polidcal developments in Africa have also continued
to claim our artendon. The situation in South Africa
was the subject of a declaration on l l September in
which we expressed concern at rhe arrest ind deten-
don of rhose involved in the boycort of the recent elec-
tions to the Coloured and Indian Assemblies in South
Africa. Later we formally expressed rhis concern to the
South African authorities and sought the immediate
release of those detained vithout charge.
Vhile funher improvements have still to be made, it is
clear none the less that the code of conduct for Euro-
pean Communiry companies with subsidiaries in South
Africa has had a positive effect on conditions for black
workers there. On 20 November the 10 Foreign Min-
isterc-approved the founh Communiry analysis of the
Member Starcs' national repons on the implementa-
tion of the code of conduct.
Under the Irish presidency the Ten developed still fur-
ther their relations with the Association oi South East
Asian Nations. I attended the ASEAN post-ministerial
conference with the dialogue parrners in Indonesia last
July. In addition, the fifth EEC/ASEAN ministerial
meeting was held in Dublin on 15 and 15 November.
In the joint declaration following that meeting the
Forcign Ministers of the Ten and ASEAN exprissed
their satisfacdon with the wide degree of consensus
reached in currenr international, regional and political
problems. Ve paid parricular atrenrion to the swo
major threats ro peace and stabiliry in fuia, namely the
situation in Kampuchea and Afghanistan. Discussions
qn the_egonomic pan of the agenda focused largely on
the EEC/ASEAN Cooperation Agreemenr. -Agree-
ment was reached on rhe imponance of increising
European investmenr in the ASEAN region and it ii
planned- m study the means whereby-this may be
achiev-ed. It was also agreed to convenea special meet-
ing of relevant Communiry and ASEAN Ministers
early in the New Year for the purpose of reviewing the
operation of the cooperarion atreement rc date and
examining yays in which rhe cooperation might be
strengthened to our mutual benefit.
Again during our presidency the Ten condnued and
developed their coordination of a wide variety of
issues within the framework of the United Nations.On behalf of rhe European Communiry and its
10 Member Sates, I delivered 
" 
st"te-int ar rhe
39th United Nations General Assembly in which I our-
lined the Ten's poliry on rhe leading international
issues. Vithin the United Nations framework we have
also maintained our close coordinarion on human
righr issues. In my starcmenr to rhe 39th General
Assembly I underlined the Ten's determination ro con-
tinue to speak out against human rights violations
wherever they occur and promote international agree-
ment on sandards and procedures with which human
rights can be defended. Ve also adopted a set of prin-
ciples in relation to the increasingly serious problem of
international terrorism and the abuses of diplomatic
immuniry.
I have been asked by Parliament to respond in thE
course of my address this morning to a number of oral
questions pur down by members on rhe subject of
'S7'estern European Union. It will, I rrusr, be under-
stood that as only seven of rhe Ten are members of the
'Western European Union, the Ten as such cannot take
a position on discussions which may take place in the
\7EU framework. Discussions wirhin the !7EU are
not a matrer for European political cooperarion.
Furthermore, it is appropriarc rhar I should recall rhe
significance which the Ten have amached under the
Irish presidenry to their dialogue with the European
Parliament on matrers arising in the framework ofpol-
itical cooperation. This dialogue, in our view, *"s iich
in benefits for borh sides and can no doubt be further
developed. As President-in-Office I have availed
lfself of the various channels open ro me to keepParliament fully informed of developments and tL
engate in a wide-ranging exchange of views with
Members on rhe various political issues with which the
Ten have been confronrcd. Speaking personally, can I
say that I greatly value the opponuniry I have had ro
hear the views of Members on thesi issues. I have
drawn the anenrion of my colleagues in political coop-
eration as a marrrr of course to resolurions adoprcd by
Parliament on political topics. The formally expressed
views of this House are thus fed directly into the deli-
berative process of the Ten, and indeed made an
imponant contribution ro our work.
In conclusion, I would suggesr that the Irish presi-
dency has made considerable effons to reach agree-
ment on solutions to outstanding Communiry plob-
lems. \7e have in facr, as I have detailed, succieded in
bringing a number of imponant issues to a successful
conclusion. But the essenrial task of relaunching the
Communiry in all its elements remains uncompleted.
This task of course would be beyond the scoie and
capacity of any one presidenry, but I rhink we have
made our contribution. However, the work of the
unffulfilled mandare of Stumgan must continue. I can
assure this House that Ireland will continue to play a
full and responsible role in meeting rhis formidaLle
challenge.
(Applatse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
Wce-kesident
Mm Sdisch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President let me give rhe
main reason as to why my Group is purting oril ques-
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tions on the subject of youth unemployment to the
Council and the Commission today: we are most dis-
sadsfied in panicular with the achievements of the
Council, but nor are we 1000/o happy with the Com-
mission's effons.
The European Parliament grappled manfully with the
subject of youth unemployment in the extraordinary
pan-session in early 1983, but also in a funher
11 motions for a resolution subsequent to that. Any
actions taken by the Council of Ministers, Mr Barry,
have proven hopelessly inadequate. I lisrcned most
attentively to your whole speech and in particular of
course to the section on social affairs. I should be very
glad if you would listen to me; then you would know
what I have to say to you. But I will say it regardless of
whether you heed me'or not. The Council quoted
decisions which really belong to the past. I think the
young unemployment of the European Communiry
would be in even greater dispair than they already are
if they read the same old stereoryped statements of the
Council. All of this is crowned by the Council's han-
dling of budgetary affairs. fu in preceding sessions we
realize once again that for example, the amount set
aside for combating youth unemployment in Europe is
continually diminishing in relation to the total budget,
which means that fewer and fewer young people
receive support from the European Communiry when
confronted with educational or occupational difficul-
ties. This is bad because unemployment is on the
increase.
As I already said in the last session the social fund is
ailing while problems are intensifying. You mentioned
unemployment amont women, Mr President. It is well
known that unemployment amont young girls is very
high. You mentioned long-term unemploymenr That
is all very well but the object of this exercise is not to
reach agreement on the use of cenain words and
phrases but rather that you should repon to this
House what concrete progress has been made. Here
there is a gulf berween the actions and words of the
Council and this is reflected inter alia in the budget.
At the beginning of the wee[ there was a controversy
in this House over political-economic measures to
combat unemployment in general, including of course
youth unemployment. Once again it became clear that
the colleagues rc my left 
- 
that means to your right
- 
are still intent on a conservative monetarist econo-
mic policy in order to increase investment in the long
rcrm and thus to create jobs. But current experience
runs counter to this. Of course there has been an
upswing in the economy and thus more jobs. Never-
theless ve must realize that the overall balance is
netative, that in actual fact a rwo-thirds/one third
situation exiss in our society, namely that firo-thirds
are employed while one third is relegated to the
fringes of our sociery and these latter are mainly
young people. This cannot be tolerated.
One last comment. The Council still mainmins that we
need innovation in the area of technology, new tech-
nologies, telecommunications, etc. On behalf of my
group I would again like to stress that it would be a
fallacy rc believe we could create new jobs for younS-
people by placing a one-sided emphasis on this rype of
innovation in Europe. I quote Mr Sohle, a rePresenta-
dve of industry 
-l hope that does not sound suspect
- 
who pointed out that in the enormous boom in
employment in the United States a mere six million of
thetwenry million new jobs srere crearcd by new tech-
nologies. If you apply this on a European scale you
will realize that this alone cannot help us.
To summarize: we note that at the dme of expiry of
the Council Presidenry the situation with regard to
young people has not changed. Now it is the turn of
ihe Commission and its programmes.'!7e exPed the
new Italian Presidency and the Commission to finally
pay heed to the decisions of the Parliament and to act
accordingly.
Mr Ciancaglini (PPE). 
- 
(m Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, Mr President-in-Office, the economic
crisis which has hit all counries of Europe in the last
decades has had devastating effects on economic sta-
biliry and employment. Never before have we had
such high inflation and so many unemployed as in this
decade. Economic poficies and insruments of econo-
mic and moneary policy applied by the Member
States and by the European Economic Communiry
have reduced inflation considerably but at the cost of
great human sacrifice. On the other side of the coin
what is missing is a strategic policy at European level
in defence of employment and specific attention to the
problems of youth, panicularily with respect to the
relationship between school and work, the relationship
berween entering the labour market and the relevant
skills, which concerns young people of both sexes, and
with respect to guidance and occtrpational training.
At a time of unprecedented general unemployment the
number of young people looking for work amounts to
500/o of the work force in Europe today. It is a drastic
problem which affects all European families. It could
be maintained that in every European family there is at
least one person without a job or one young person
looking for first-time employment and in the Southern
regions of Europe: Italy, Greece, and also Ireland and
France, the situation is even more serious. Long-rcrm
unemployment was discussed recently in this House.
In realiry it must be said that all unemployment lasts a
long time for both old and young, for men and
women. Lct us not forget either that a high percentage
of young people unemployed today have academic
qualifications. This creates additional problems, but it
also offers possibilities for meeting the needs for
development in many production sectors and in pani-
cular, the advanced teniary sector.
It is not possible to eradicate unemployment with the
mere declarations of good will which have been made
so far. Vhat is needed are political initiatives at Com-
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munity level and coordinated action from all the
Member States. Above all we musr get Europe back on
the road rc developmenr, ro a revival in manufactur-
ing, with a strong emphasis on rhe employment of
labour. This will also require considerable revitalizing
of an industrial poliry which exploits scientific and
technological potential to the full in order to be com-
petitive at international level and above all, ro increase
productiviry with the aim of crearing new jobs. In this
context a different way of sharing rhe jobs available
today becomes highly'significant,-involrring a reduc-
tion in working hours, but nor ar rhe same wages of
course.
Naturally it will be up to the social panners ro serde
this contracrually. But rhe Council and the Commis-
sion must apply pressure in this direction. The same
goes for legisladon on part-rime work and for action
in the area of guidance for occupational training.
Therefore, if the fundamental option we wish to adopt
is the objective of employmenr, and panicularly of
youth employmenr, we must ser aside the declaraiions
of good will and.act decisively. Political objectives and
the means of achieving them must be defined clearly,
adequate ad hocfunding decided upon, and the pani-
cipation of the social paftners secured.
Hence the concept and the absolute necessiry of a
European plan for youth employment and for a far-
reaching campaign against unemployment generally as
a scourge of our age. The Council's resolution in
December 1983 contains many interesting starcmen$
which should be taken up again and transferred into
effecdve decisions at the appropriate time. Vhat is
needed is coherent and courageous acrion which has
been lacking up ro now. In the Commission's annual
economic repon for 1984 to 1985 an increase in gross
domestic product of 2.30/o has been forecast. Thii is a
small but significant sign of the upward swing in Euro-
pean development which must be guided and directed
towards the creadon of new jobs and this must also be
the aim of any increase in productiviry.
Let us rise rc this challenge with courage and derermi-
nation in order to demonstrate that this Parliament
considers jobs to be the trearesr and most crucial
prgblem in Europe today. Moreover it is basically a
political choice which will lend political significance to
the world year of yourh as far as the Communiry is
concerned.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, Mr Barry, the
Parliamentary group PPE, on whose behalf I have the
honour ro speak , declares that it is fully committed rc
this fighr for civilized values and it is hoping for much
genuine supporr on rhe launching of a multiannual
plan of campaign against unemployment. I hope that
the Council and the Commission will implement ser-
ious and credible decisions very soon.
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Co*ncil. 
-Mr President, I have been asked to reply ro a number
of oral quesdons 
- 
first on youth unemploymenr,
then on Cenral America, finance and Ponuguese
migrant workers.
'$7ith regard to the first question, from Mr Arndr and
others, as is demonstrated especially by the measures
which the Council has taken in rhe field of employ-
ment and training and in connection with the revision
of the European Social Fund, the Council shares the
concern which Parliamen[ has expressed and is fully
conscious of the seriousness of the unemployment
problem and especially the problem of youth unem-
ployment.
The Council srresses that it gives panicular arrenrion
to measures concerning rhe organizadon of working
time while fully respectint rhe sysrem which exists in
Member States. It does this to make a special effort to
encourage the employment of young people and
recalls that in December 1982 it adopted a recommen-
dation concerning the principles of Communiry policy
on retirement age. This recommendation envisaged
grearcr flexibiliry in national sysrems. Nevenheless,
the Council has to acknowledge that the draft recom-
mendation on rhe reduction and reorganizarion of
working time, on which rhere was a substantial mea-
sure of agreemenr last June, has not yet been adoprcd.
In the course of the reform of the Social Fund in 1983,
the Council made provision for appropriations under
the fund in favour of young people to be nor less rhan
750/o of the whole of the appropriations available. In
the draft budger which was senr ro Parliament, the
Council maintained vinually rhe whole of the Com-
mission's proposals for Social Fund appropriations. On
the wider question of unemployment in the Com-
munity, I would refer Members ro rhe statement made
in this House yesterday by Dr FitzGerald in his repon
on the meeting of the European Council in Dublin on
3 and 4 December.
On the oral questions by Mr Habsburg and
Mr Hansch relating to Cenrral America, the various
topics covered by the Final Act of the Sixth EEC-Latin
American Inrcrparliamentary Conference held in Brus-
sels in June 1983 are to a large extent repeared in thejoint communiqud approved by the minisrcrs at the
San Jos-6 meedng, at which it was recognized rhat, in
view of rhe causes of the crisis in Central America,
peace could only be brought about by polidcal and
economtc afilon.
fu regards the economic prospecr, the joint commu-
niqu6 lists a number of areas in which cooperadon
could be strengthened. These are agriculture and inre-
grarcd rural projects, regional inregration and trade
promotion. Industrial development projects may also
be considered where they have a regional impact and
are likely to fosrer the formation of a basic etonomic
fabric composed of small and medium-sized undenak-
ings. Such economic cooperarion will also be supple-
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mented by the promotion and prorcction of invest-
ments in Central America.
The joint communiqu6 also provides for the institu-
tionalization of relations between the rwo groups of
counries, and the ministers from the swo sides declare
themselves ready to start discussions as soon as possi-
ble with a view to negotiation on an inter-regional
framework cooperation agreement.
It is for the Commission to propose to the Council, on
the basis of the exploratory talks which it is currently
holding with the Central American countries, the
directives on the basis of which it is to be authorized
to negotiate the envisaged cooperation agreement.
The Council and the Commission intend rc abide
strictly by the general principles set fonh in the San
Jos6 final communiqu6, which are, moreover, in line
with the guidelines agreed by the European Parlia-
ment on a number of occasions. Thus, although it has
not entered into any specific commitment regarding
stepping up aid for Central America, the Community
will do everything in its power in the framework of im
current and future programmes to help the countries
of that region to ensure their development. It should
be emphasized that the joint communiquE is devoted
essentially to bilateral relations between the Com-
muniry and the Central American countries and that it
therefore makes no mention of other broader forms of
cooPeration.
However, the European panicipants emphasized
during the San Jos6 discussions that the Community
conribution to the development of Central America
would be greater and might even act as a catalyst if it
were possible to use various forms of co-financing
with other sources of finance such as the !7orld Bank,
the Nonh American countries, Japan and the Conta-
dora Group themselves.
It is not Council practice to consult the United States
Government or any other governments, for that mat-
rer, on the Community's relations with other Partners.
It is, nevertheless, perfectly possible that in the frame-
work of bilateral diplomatic meetinBs Minisrcrs for
Foreign Affairs of our countries should have had gen-
eral exchanges of views with Unircd States Govern-
ment representatives on various foreign-policy topics,
including the problem in Central America.
From a stricdy budgeary point of view and subject to
the completion of the Community's internal budgetary
procedures, it is true that Mr Pisani referred to a pos-
sible amount of aid for 1985 of 50 m ECU, resulting
on the one hand from the overall amount of aid
approved, which will be maintained and from which
Central America has already benefited in the past
(40 m ECU), and on the other hand from the addi-
tional sum in relation to the 1984 budget of 20 m ECU
which the Council, in esablishing the draft budget for
1985, decided to add as a commitment appropriation
in Anicle 930, on financial and technical cooperation
with non-associated developing countries.
Moreover, during its second reading of the draft
budgeq the Council increased the amount under this
heading by 30 m ECU and 12 m ECU by way of com-
mitment appropriadons and payment appropriations
respectively, while adding in the remarks column the
new indent proposed by the European Parliament and
referring m additional assistance for the Central
American region.
The introducdon of more stable and better organized
regional cooperation with Central America fits in with
the aim of differentiating policy which takes into
account, in accordance with the wishes expressed by
Parliament, the diverse and specific nature of situa-
tions. It is obvious that such cooperation is likely to
strengthen the Community's links with the whole
Ladn American continent. In this connection, it should
be borne in mind that the San Jos€ conference pro-
vided a meeting place not only for the Central Ameri-
can countries, but also for other Latin American coun-
tries of the Conndora group such as Mexico, Colom-
bia and Venezuela, which will not be panicipating in
the future cooperation between the Community and
Central America.
Lastly, as regards the Community's obligations ois-d-
zis the Caribbean ACP countries, an assurance can be
given that there is no contradiction with or any form
of duplication of, the envisaged cooperation with Cen-
tral America.
Finally, on the third question, by Mr Mattina:
although it is not the custom to reply to unsubstan-
tiated allegations, the Council will point out that the
current accession negotiations are being conducted on
the assumption that the acceding States will accept the
acquis communautaire, and it follows from this princi-
ple that a solution to such adjustment problems as may
arise both for the acceding States and for the Com-
munity should be sought by means of transitional mea-
sures and not by means of amendments to Community
rules.
As negodations have now entered their final phase,
Members will understand that I do not feel authorized
to go into the details of the various positions and pre-
judge the solutions rc be adopted.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to reply to the oral question intro-
duced by Mrs Salisch on youth unemployment in the
Community. In reply to that question, I think it might
be useful first of all for the House to have the latest
figures. They show some interesting trends. As a
whole they show that several Member States have
managed over the last l8 months either to stabilize or
to lower their youth unemployment rates. If you com-
pare June 1983 with June 1984, the Federal Republic
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of Germany and the United Kingdom seem to have
produced stabiliry. In the Nerherlands, Belgium and
Denmark the number of registered unemployed young
people has actually declined. ,Indeed, the overall
increase of youth enemployment in the Community of
5.50lo berq/een June 1983 and June 1984 is almost
entirely accounted for by a 150/o increase in France
and by a 100/o increase in Ialy.
Vhile the Commission shares the retrers about the
insufficiency of the measures mken to reduce youth
unemployment. I would sutgesr that it is perhaps pur-
ting it a little high rc say rhar nothing has so far been
done by some of the Member States at least to try to
combat the problem. I take just two examples referred
rc by, I think, Mr Ciancaglini. First of all, as far as
part-time work is concerned, there are proposals by
the Commission on 'the table. As far as remporary
work is concerned, there are proposals by the-Com-
mission on the table of the Council. As far as voca-
tional training is concerned, there u/as a very consider-
able memorandum by the Commission on the mble.
Unfonunately, it was not adopted in ir entirety by the
Council. As far as the reduction and reorganization of
working time is concerned as the President of the
Council himself has said, rhere are proposals which
unfonunately have not yer been adopted, endrely
because the draft recommendation proved unaccepta-
ble rc the British Governmenr.
The Commission for its pan, therefore, has placed on
the table a range of proposals which are included in irs
communication on rhe promorion of youth employ-
ment, and it would expec[ ro make further proposals
in 1985 based on funher lines of acrion. It is pleased rc
norc that a number of initiadves have been taken by
employers and employee organizations as well as by
regional and local authoriries and groupings with a
view to taking panicular accounr of the problem of
youth unemployment in their overall progammes. A
good example of rhis is the launching of worlsharing
schemes for young persons in several Member Stares.
fu far as the Social Fund is concerned, ir has been pos-
sible, despite the very difficult financial situation
which the Community is facing, to include in the draft
1985 budget some increase in overall appropriations
and also in the appropriations available for action for
yount persons. These appropriations remain, never-
theless, limited with respect to the objectives which we
have to achieve and to the scale and the scope of the
problem. Of course they do. In this panicularly diffi-
cult budgetary conrcxr the Social Fund has to supporr
those activities which have been selected by the Coun-
cil of Ministers as priorities. I am referring ro acrions
in areas of high and long-term unemployment and in
regions affected by industrial restructuring.
May I also, finally, make it quire clear that in our view
it would be unrealistic to regard the task of the Social
Fund as being essentially to co-finance all those
acdons which will be necessary within the Member
States to combat youth unemployment. Its task first
and foremost is to provide an appropriate response ro
those problems which are identified as being of the
highest prioriry on the Communiry level. Parliament
has in the past played an imponant, indeed a crucial
r6le in idendfying these problems and defining rhose
priorities, and I am confident that it will continue rc
do so in the future.
I am also quite confident thar Parliament will continue
in the future ro be one of the main allies of the Com-
mission in pressing the Council of Ministers for more
money for precisely the son of programmes which
Mrs Salisch was referring ro in her opening speech 
-a speech with which I found myself in very considera-
ble agreement. If the combined acdon of Parliament
and the Commission can,persuade the Council firstly
to accept the proposals rhat are ar presenr on the able
and then to give the Commission, rhrough the budget-
ary procedure, some additional resources with which
to finance those measures, I am perfectly confident
that we could make a start on combating this problem
of youth unemployment.
Mr Seligmen (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, I am very fond of music. However, rhere is some
music being sung outside the Chamber which is perco-
lating inside, and I should like you to enforce at least
some degree of silence in the anrcchamber of the
House. It is alright for them to make this disturbance
outside the building, but right in our precincts I think
they should not make a noise.
President. 
- 
I repeat what 
.President Pflimlin said
about this marrcr this morning: outside the Chamber
the Quaestors are responsible for order. The person in
the Chair is responsible only for order inside the
Chamber. As long as our proceedings in here are not
disturbed, I cannot intervene.
Secondly, the Quaesrcrs have zol authorized the event
in the antichamber, but they have no possibiliry of for-
bidding it by the direct use of force or the like. I
would ask the House nor ro pursue this matrer, since
President Pflimlin already spoke for the Chair this
morning.
Mrs De March (COM) 
- 
(FR) On a point of order,
Mr President, since this morning three speakers have
already raised poina of order ro express 
- 
yery
improperly 
- 
their surprise that Christmas carols are
being sung for the children of families caught up in an
industrial struggle . . .
President. That is nor a point of order,
Mrs De March. This matter is now closed, and I am
swirching off your microphone.
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Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Under Dr Fitzgerald presi-
dency the third European Council of the year opened
in Dublin on 3 December 1984.It was an event which
allowed us to take stock of the considerable work
undenaken by Ireland, similar to work undenaken
previously aimed at revitalizing the Communiry.
Remember the effons made by the French presidenry,
after the Athens setback, rc get the Communiry out of
the rut into which it had been slowly and irretrievably
getting itself. Think of how many essential questions
were resolved, questions which for months and even
years had been awaiting a solution. Even within sec-
tors as delicate as agricultural poliry 
- 
so that Agri-
cultural Europe should be ready to receive its two new
members Spain and Ponugal from 1985 onwards 
-the dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts
and the opening of public sector conracts, agreemenm
have been reached. The Fontainebleau summit showed
up the real problems by enabling us to to beyond the
realms of a merely technical discussion. This discus-
sion defined the responsibilities of each country. '!7e
had to realize that a broad perspective for Europe had
no chance of becoming a reality if it remained entan-
gled in petry procedures. The CAP had rc be reformed
to avoid reopening the debate on Europe's right to
produce agricultural material in the face of growing
difficulties. Agricultural growth of the Community in
a world market in a state of crisis is inevitably reflected
in increase in budgetary expenditure due to the lack of
mechanisms for regulation and production. Political
acceptance of the reform of the CAP in March 1984
was an important stage in the life of the Community
and marked the essential return to respect for Com-
muniry preference and for the unity of the market
which was in our opinion a historical achievement
handed down by the previous Presidency. However
work still remained to be done, one of the major
reforms being the implementation 
- 
as a necessary
and prior condition to enlargement 
- 
of integrated
Mediterranean programmes designed precisely with
enlargement in mind.
\7e also had to think in terms of reforming the organ-
izadon of the wine market, which has rc be adapted to
take into account the entry of Spain, whose wine
production is one of the largest in the world and
improving the guarantees offered to the producers in
our southern regions, as far as we can in view of the
marketing oudets for wine of a cenain quality.
The European Parliament's top prioriry is to increase
the Community's own resources. Such an increase
must, while reinforcing the principle of making finan-
cial savings within the Communiry, permit the Com-
munity to meet all obligations and, in particular, to
assume the budgetary consequences of enlargement
and the financing of new policies for which there is an
urgent and generally recognized need. The Fontaine-
bleau Summit made the panner Sates realise that the
ceiling of VAT resources had been exceeded. Ve are
well aware of the fact that attempts have been made to
question the major decisions adopted at Fontaine-
bleau. Ve are in favour of a sricter control of Com-
munity expenditure trends, but we refuse to accept an
approach which attempts to make the adoption of the
budget 
- 
and not without consequence panicularly in
the agricultural sector 
- 
subject to principles of budg-
etary discipline. \7e refuse to be tempted by cenain
factions into challenging the results obtained at Fon-
tainebleau. The differing situations of the ten panner
smrcs must be reconciled. Although, v/e can agree to
remedy an excessive imbalance for the sake of solidar-
ity, we must smy within reasonable limits and not try
to reform the Treary on the quiet.
The way the Community institutions work is full of
imperfections. Vhile none of these imperfections are,
so to speak, intolerable, they rcnd to accumulate and
create a lasting and widespread constraint for which
we are constantly having to pay the price.
'![e take pleasure in reiterating the fact that the Irish
Presidency made possible the implementation of the
Fontainebleau decision, i.e. suggesting ways of
improving the mechanics of European cooperation in
terms of the Community and of political and other
forms of cooperation. The European Cpuncil received
the interim repon of the ad boc committee on the insti-
tutional questions created et Fontainebleau, the
repoft's conclusions favouring the convening of an
inter-governmental conference which would be res-
ponsible for negotiating a draft treaty on European
Union. President Mitterand stressed the fact that insti-
tutional debate should take precedence over all others.
On this point, we Socialists have great expectations of
the revised Faure repon which will be presented in
March 1985 and on which the Council will give its
decision in June 1985. Ve are convinced of the need
to make a positive effort to enable the Community to
become sronger, more united and more efficient.
The Irish Presidenry was concerned to consolidate the
reforms undenaken, to cover the financial require-
ments for 1.98a by the adoption of a supplementary
budget, and to make progress in the negotiations with
Spain and Ponugal, as evidenced by the agreement
signed on 24 October 1984 with Ponugal, an agree-
ment which is both positive and irreversible. Sctding
the contentious wine issue is something we can be
proud of; we should also extend our congratulations
to the President of the Council, who made a consider-
able personal contribution in bringing closer rcgether
positions which appeared to be irreconcilable. As a
result we can now continue the negotiations and the
enlargement procedure.
Let us not forget that Greece's reservations on the
Integrated Medircrranean Programmes have been
echoed elsewhere and that this is an essential factor if
enlargement is to succeed. Indeed, the IMPs incorpor-
ate major plans for the southern regions of the Com-
munity aimed at restoring a balance of development
and preparing them for the consequences of enlarge-
menL
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\7e Socialists will welcome the conclusion of negotia-
tions on the new atreement berween the EEC and its
ACP panners for the nexr five years. \7e also welcome
the accession of Mozambique ro the rhird Lom6 Con-
vention and hope that Angola and a free and indepen-
dent Namibia will also joint us soon. The next of the
agreement, which forms pan of a long-standing tradi-
tion, covers political, economic and social elements
and aims to coordinate development on a one-ro-one
basis. The end result of 20 years of common develop-
ment policy and the results of the first rwo Lom6
agreements are not of course entirely satisfactory. But
comparison with the Nonh-South dialogue sralemate
situation as well as rhe uncertainry and hesitation
which are paralysing international development allow
room for hope that the European Community will
continue rc play a prominent role in the field of
development on the basis of humanitarian considera-
tions and its commitment ro joint economic develop-
ment and ditente.
Implementation of the technicalities of the agreemenr
will be entrusted right from the beginning to rhose
who have the necessary experrise, and the European
Parliament and its represenmrives on [he Joint Com-
mittee will follow the progress of the work urith
interest.
The Socialist Group is also in full agreement with the
European Council's initiarive concerning the urgent
need to instigarc concened internadonal acdon ro
counter the dramatic situation in may African coun-
tries hit by droughr and famine. For many years ure
have been in favour of an active indusrial and energy
policy which we see not only as a means of maintain-
ing the future competitiveness of the Community but
as its very social ecological and cultural future. The
previous two French and Greek Presidencies provided
the impetus with the memorandum on a European
strategy on research and industry afld an ourline
research programme. At the present moment c/e
should be seeking to fill out this political framework
with concrete research programmes, but this just
shows how difficult it is for the Council ro ranslate
clear political plans inro action.
Ve appreciate the effons made by rhe Irish Presidenry
during recent weeks ro pur into acdon a major pro-
Bramme research. Of the eight new measures srill
awaiting decision, I would like to draw your arrention
panicularly to the programme which has long been
pending, concerning non-nuclear energy research and
the plan for increased exchanges of research workers.
Ve also have to approve new projects in the field of
biotechnology. Ve are pleased with the decisions
taken with a view to reinforcing rade poliry, parricu-
larly with regard to the fight against illicit commercial
practices, the harmonization of technical sandards in
different industrial secrors, and the fight against pollu-
tion, on all of which we shall be required to give an
opinion during this pan-session. This Boes rogerher
with a desire to reinforce the role of the ECU and of
the European Monetary System and most imponantly
with priority for the fight against unemployment.
The Council of Ministers for Social Affairs will meet
on Thursday 13 December 1984. Rather than congra-
tulating them we should wish them success in tackling
the questions which interest us Socialists. The most
imponant items on the agenda as far as ve are con-
cerned 
- 
and on which the Socialist ministers have
placed a treat deal of emphasis 
- 
are rhe recommen-
dation for positive action in favour of the equaliry of
women, proposals for dealing with long-term unem-
ployment, a new programme ro fight poverty and a
third young workers' exchange programme.
One of the important and difficult aspects has been
covering the financial needs of the Communiry for
1984 and 1985 and the question of budgetary discip-
line. This has brought to light a cenain degree of ten-
sion in the relations berween the institutions, revealing
yet again the need for the European Parliament to
make a positive contribution towards an inter-institu-
tional agreement on rhe effective control of growing
exoenditure. I would like rc underline the fact thar any
budgetary discipline mechanism musr nor impinge on
the budgetary prerogatives of Parliament. Generally
speaking though, the Communiry has made progress
under the Irish Presidenry.
Mr Ryan (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, needless ro say,
sharing the same nationaliry as the President-in-Office
of the Council, I blush at the tributes rhat so many
Members from so many differenr groups and other
nationalities have expressend to the Irish Presidency.
And yet, being a person who is totally objective, I must
say that it is my ovn personal view that the tributes
have been well deserved. The President-in-Office of
the Council and his colleagues have broughr trear
dedication and persistence ro their task. Although they
had every reason to be discouraged on many occasions
throughout their Presidency, rhey never allowed
themselves to be discouraged but persisrcd in their
effons to find a solution.
'S7'e are also panicularly grateful that Minisrcr Barry
and his colleagues were so generous with their time
and their arrenrion in attending meetints of the plen-
ary sessions of Parliament and that on no less rhan
23 occasions the Minister participated in the work of
the committees of Parliament. My own personal diffi-
culry was finding myself on one day having to rush up
and down srairs in the Rue Belliard building in an
effon to attend all the meetings being addreised by
Irish Ministers. I thank the Minister for that. They are
right in claiming that this augurs well 
- 
as long as
their example is followed by other Presidents-in-Off-
ice 
- 
for betrer relations berween Council and Parlia-
ment. An augury, by the way, which is badly needed at
this dme of very bitter dispute on rhe issue of rhe
budget between the Council and Parliamenr.
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It was with some disappointment that I heard
Mr O'Keeffe refer to the attitude of Parliament in
reladon to the 1985 budget as spurious. It was, there-
fore, an encouragement to hear the Taoiseach say yes-
terday that the Council needed to be more sensitive to
the wishes of Parliament.
I was glad m hear the Minister say that he always
made a point of bringing to the attention of the Minis-
ters the d'ecisions of Parliament. That is quirc a
change, because only two years ago I heard another
Foreign Minister admit that he asked his depanment
to produce the file of decisions of this Parliament on
agricultural matters over the previous two years and he
was told that his department did not keep a file on the
activities of Parliament at all. So, at least, we are now
moving in the right direction.
But it is a pity that at the end of an excellent Presi-
dency the Council should have refused to come to
Srasbourg this week in accordance with a long-estab-
lished tradition so as to be available for last-minute
discussions with Parliament. It is my informarion that
although the President-in-Office of the Council
invited his fellow Ministers to come to Strasbourg, no
less than seven governmenm refused to do so this week
for the purpose of final netotiations with Parliament.
It seems to me that the Council has adopted an intran-
sigent, as well as an illegal position in relation to the
1985 budget. Therefore, I do not share the view
expressed by the President-in-Office of the Council
today when he said that by rejecting the budget Parlia-
ment would add to the divisive financial problems. It
seems to me that by rejecting the budget we may pos-
sible abbreviate the period of dispute because were we
to accept the proposed budget we would ensure at
least nine months' dispute in the Council while efforts
were being made to cut expenditure on necessary pro-
jects and Members were expressing their relucance to
provide the money necessary to service the budget. So
Parliament's position is, I believe, a most responsible
one and one hopefully which might lead to Peace
rather than war.
Of course, we know that the Council is an odd institu-
tion. It is an institution which calls an instrument
which promotes intransigence, stubbornness, obstruc-
tion and selfishness a compromise, the Luxembourg
compromise, which enables any Person who objects to
progress in the Community being able to sustain that
bbjCction against all others. The Minister-was right
this morning to quot€ the Irish statesman, Parnell,
when he spoke of nobody having the right to Put a
limit to the march of a nation. He added that no man
(and today we should.say woman as well) has the right
rc say to any teneration: 'Thus far shalt thou go and
no further'. But we know that there are many such
voices in the Council at the present time which want to
set limits to the progress of Europe and it will call for
a ffemendous amount of courage and political will on
the pan of this Parliament and all institutions of
Europe to ensure that progress is not hindered any
longer.
'!fl'e are sorry that throughout the Irish Presidency the
budgetary issue should have been so predo-minant
because Lh. budg"t"ry issue is at the root of many
European problems. Ve cannot possibly tackle the
problem of unemployment in Europe or of the areas
which could generate jobs in Europe if we try to do it
on the basis of O.lo/o of the gross domestic product of
Europe. I say 0.30lo because I will allow the argument
that the balance is spent on agricultural policies
although agricultural policies, it must be remembered,
do generate a considerable amount of employment
and if Europe did not have a workable, successful
agricultural policy then the unemployment in the
industrial and services sector would be even Eteater
rhan it is at the present time.
I do not go along with those who look to the Social
Fund as the principal means of relieving unemploy-
ment. You will never be able to maintain employment
by social policies alone. It is much more imponant to
generate sufficient confidence so that you tet an
economic growth which will sustain employment. An
economic growh of 2l/20/o throughout Europe will
not provide the jobs that are necessary to give employ-
ment to all people, no matler from what generation
they come. The internal market, which i5 so restricted
at present, is one of the reasons why Europe is unable
m provide the jobs which can be provided in the
United States of America, in Japan and in the more
successful economies. Too little is being done and, I
fear, is being done too late to open up the borders of
Europe so that we cdn achieve what is the principal
objective of our own reaty, a market of zzo million
people. Soon with the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal, it will be 320 million.
Europe is the greatest international trader. Europe is
superior in rcchnology. Europe is extremly rich in
reiources. Europe has the capacicy to tenerarc jobs. It
is our failure to use the institutions of Europe which
has led to the unemployment throughout Europe. And
that is not going to be eased by the application of the
ointment of social policies alone. '!7e must train our
youth so that they will have the capaciry to meet the
practical and technological requiremenm of the mar-
ket. It is appalling that at a time of massive unemploy-
ment we have a situation in which some jobs cannot be
filled because our youth and others are not equipped
to fill those jobs.
Mr President, one could speak very much longer but I
see that my time is up. May I thank the President-in-
Office for his hard work during the last six months.
He has cenainly earned a restful Christmas which I
hope he and his colleagues will enjoy.
(Appkuse)
Mr Msller (ED).- (DA) Mr President, I would like
to thank the President-in-Office for the kindness he
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has shown Parliament. The Irish Presidency assumed
office at a time when oprimism was beginning ro trow
here in Parliamenr. Fontainebleau wal an en"o,rr"g"-
ment for Parliament's work, and we believed that we
now had these perpetual budget problems behind us.
However, we have ro say thar no funher progress has
been achieved under this Presidenry. ThCre has been
no area in which we could say that anything of any
inrcrest has happened in terms of the inaugural speech
given to Parliament by the Irish Presidenry last July.
In fact, I feel that we currendy find ourselves both lit-
erally and figuratively in a thick blanket of fog here in
Srasbourg. Dense fog surrounds us in our work. !7e
grope and smgger around, not knowing which way ro
go, not knowing how ro resolve the problems con-
fronting us. Hundreds of Parliament decisions on the
basis of Commission proposals have accumulated on
the Council's mble during this Presidency. Everything
has been postponed or shelved. And questions we
thought could be resolved have remained unresolved.
I7e may have advanced a few srcps ar the Dublin sum-
mit on the enlargemenr negotiarions etc., but these
were only small, falterint srcps. There is so lirtle time
left that if the radficadon process takes its course in
the Parliaments of the Ten, we cannot expect enlarge-
ment to become realiry from I January 1986, because
questions have been posrponed, and dme and time
again national interests have been allowed to eclipse
international and European considerations. I know
that my counrry has indeed been the mosr insisrenr in
invoking vital national inrcresr, and I am the first to
regret rhar these interests have overshadowed many
results achieved in the course of this presidenry. i
therefore ask rhe President-in-Office so 
""".pt rnyiin-cere apologies for the Danish Governmenr's acrions in
having let vital national interests totally overshadow
the common European cause in so many areas.
I would like to add here that we are to take a final
decision on rhe budget for 1985 tomorrour. It is how-
ever exceptional rhat the Council of Minisrcrs has nor
sought.consulation with our Committee on Budgets,
which has been the cusrom, time after time and -year
afrcr year, and which has indeed been able to ..ro[u. 
"number of, problems. This path has simply been
iSn9.19d. \7hile this may nor be ill will or evin simpleinability, it is cenainly because narional conflicts here
too overshadow common budget interests. Faced with
the demands by the national parliaments to have the
first word on revenue questions, no one dares to anti-
cipate them even with a declaration of intent suffi-
ciently clear ro allow us to adopt the budget.
I therefore ask the President-in-Office now ar this late
hour to mke the initiative ro secure consultations
between rhe Committee on Budgets and the Budget
ministers. It is now high time, and we have 24 hours
left. Do nor wasre rhem, Mr Barry! Do your pan: pre-
vail upon-the Budget minisrcrs ro come to Sirasbourg
for consultarions vith the Committee on Budgers, as ii
the custom and practice. And then let us hJpe for a
compromise. Should this succeed, you will have my
thanks, Mr Barry; should it fail, it will be goodbye and
thank you for everything.
Mrs De March (COM).'- (FR) Mr President, there
are some areas in which it seems to me rhar rhe lack of
initiative on parr of the Ten is panicularly harmful. Let
me begin by taking rhe example of the Middle Easr.
Just a couple of days afrcr the meeting of the Palesti-
nian National Council, and at a time when there is still
a question-mark hanging over rhe uniry and sover-
9ig1ty of the kbanon, the European Council meedngin Dublin managed to produce only a vague declara-
tion on the subject, and failed even ro reiterate the
Venice Declaration 
- 
and nor for want of any
encouragemenr on rhe pan of Egypt and Jordan. AII
the Palesdnian politicals who had come our publicly in
favour of the Ten making progress on this issue have
been rewarded with disastrous inenia on our pan.
Could the Ten nor be persuaded rc give its suppon ro
the idea of an international conference, seeing as only
Israel and the Unircd States are now against the idea?
An international conference would, after all, have the
agreemenr of the permanenr members of the UN
Security Council, and would be based on the UN
Chaner and the UN's resolutions on the Middle East.
Restoration of peace in that pan of the world would
thus depend on rhe principles of Israeli wirhdrawal
from the Arab territories occupied since 1962, ack-
nowledgement of the Palestinian people,s right to
self-determination, the right of all the- States ln the
region 
- 
including Israel and any future palestinian
State 
- 
to exist in safery, and respect for Lebanese
sovereignry.
Can the President-in-Office of the Council tell me
why the T9n did nor rhink it necessaqy to take any ini-
tiadve on this issue, and thus ran rhe risk of doing Iast-
i-nq 
-d.1mage ro the credibility of the Community in theMiddle East?
Another pan of the world which merits our arrenrion
is southern Africa.'$7e are nour on the verge of signing
Lom6 III. The Ten should 
- 
by vinue of 
" 
sol.rnn
declaration on rhe pan of the European Council 
-have reaffirmed their determination ro use all the
means up their disposal to fight apanheid in South
Africa, especially as 
- 
and this wili come as nevs to
no one 
-.Europe conrinues to suppoft the pretoriaregime borh economically and financially. Our ACp
partners are rightly calling on us ro apply the econo-
mic sanctions imposed by the UN. Do you nor feel,
Mr Barry, thar the rime has now come for Europe to
go along with the decisions taken by the international
communiry?
Allow me to remind you rhar the South African
bishops have just issued a sraremenr to the effect that
the.regime's police were acting like an army of occu-
pation in the black ghettos, as if they were-patrolling
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enemy territory without any regard for the civilian
population or for the law.
On a more humanitarian level, do you not feel that the
Community should seek to honour the recommenda-
tions of the EEC-ACP Consultative fusembly by
doing everphing in its poy/er to achieve the Liberation
of Nelson Mandela, who symbolizes the struggle of an
entire people against apanheid?
I should like to conclude, Mr President, by touching
on the disarmament issue. Vhat standpoint do the Ten
intend to adopt in Stockholm with a view to conclud-
ing as wide-ranging an agreement as possible? At a
time when new negotiations are getting underway in
Geneva berween the United States and the Soviet
Union, should the Communiry not be taking the initia-
tive in the interests of peace and disarmament rather
than endeavouring, through a variery of channels, to
set in motion in the European institutions a discussion
on defence problems?
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, I do not think that
the problems of the budget are the real difficulties fac-
ing the Communiry. I think the dispute over the
budget is only a symptom of a much deeper malaise.
Thar is that there is no vision any more for the future
of Europe. Indeed, I think the Council might well cast
its mind back rc she time when the founding fathers
started their work for a new Europe. Look at the
problems they were confronted with. They were deal-
ing with a Europe that was battered and broken and
yet it did not stop them from writing the Treaty of
Rome which, from today's point of view, a miracle in
its own right. Yet we cannot even take paltry steps
rcwards improving on the Treaty of Rome today.
I would say frankly that if there is any hope for
Europe, I do not think it is going to come from the
Council. There is no real indication that they are look-
ing ahead. I think that it has got to come from the
Parliament and from the Commission acting together
and appealing rc the peoples of Europe that there is a
future in a unircd Europe. 'We cannot expefi the
Council to do it. They are becoming more and more
nadonalistic. Please, Mr Barry, I do not want to blame
you and I do not want to blame the Irish presidency, I
think you have tried very hard and the fact that we
made so linle progress cannot be blamed on you but
on the Council as a whole.
I think it is well for us to dwell on this question of a
vision for a new Europe. \[e cenainly lack that today.
'!7e lack a Monet, we lack an Adenauer or a Schuman
or whoever. I hope they are going to arrive soon
because if they don't, I think there is a grave danger
that we might even go backwards inssead of forwards.
That is why I am saying that I think the new Commis-
sion and the Parliament have got to get together and
show the people of Europe that there are policies that
can be followed which will in fact solve the problems
of unemployment and promote economic proBress.
look at the monetary situation. !?'e cannot take even a
paltry step forward. The British are still refusing to
join the EMS. fu a consequence of the failure on the
monetary side the Americans are dominating us, they
are in fact dictating to us. Is it not absolutely appalling
that at a time when Europe is weak in the economic
sense, we are helping to fund the American recovery?
'Ve are giving money to America rc fund its own
economic recovery and they are doing it very well,
thank you. Is it not extraordinary when we are com-
plaining about shonage of money and having rows
about the budget that, according to the Commission
- 
and nobody has contradicted them yet 
- 
the cost
of the existing internal market, is greater than the total
budget of the European Community? \flould the
Council agree with those figures or not? They have
not disagreed with them. If that is so it is an absolute
disgrace that we still have all these barriers.
Might I address the Irish presidenry and mention to
you, Mr Barry, a small item. Next January by right
Irish consumers should be able to benefit from much
lower prices for their motor cars. They would be buy-
ing their motor cars, if free trade rules were allowed to
operarc, at about half the price they are presently pay-
ing. They are paying the highest prices in the Com-
muniry, or almost. But that is not going to happen.
The Irish Government is going to ensure that they
keep on paying the same high prices. Is it any wonder
that Irish people are disenchanted with the European
Community? If just this one small step were taken,
that would do more to convince them about the Euro-
pean Communiry and about membership than all the
speeches Mr Barry or Dr FitzGerald could make about
a new Europe.
In agriculture all we hear about is cutbacks. There is
no indication of new policies. \7e have no forestry
poliry that could help farmers to diversify into other
production. \fle have no policy for protein. \7e have
no poliry for sheepmeat. There are still deficiencies in
that sector yet there is no indication that farmers can
develop into these areas where there are possibilities
for funher expansion. There is no indication that the
CAP has any Third Vorld dimension. And yet we can
see that the only way we can help the Ethiopians and
others is to have some surpluses in agriculture, with a
Third \7orld dimension. Ve need to produce the
products that are suitable for the people in the Third
\7orld. Let us look at these areas.
I am not appealing to the Council, frankly. I am
appealing to the Parliament and to the Commission.
Let us get toBether. let us produce new policies. Let
us sell them directly rc the people of Europe apart
from the governments.
Mr Lalor (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I regret having to
say that it is with no degree of either pride or sadsfac-
tion that I look back at the progress of this European
Community over the past six months. I listened rc an
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Irish Taoiseach and President of the European Coun-
cil outlining yesterday our achievements and today to
Mr Barry doing what he could ro dress them up.
Yes, it would appear rhar over rhis six monrh period
solid steps were aken towards ensuring enlargement
and embracing Spain and Ponugal. The presidency
must take full marks for that as it clearly had ro over-
come very many obstacles and difficuldes. It does
appear, however, despite the remendous progress in
this regard that a huge quesdon mark still hangs over
the Greek reservation. There is still no general agree-
ment on the inrcgrated Mediterranean protrammes
which clearly will not be resolved until the next Euro-
pean Council in March at rhe earliest.
DrFitzGerald reported yesterday, and I quote: 'The
agreement on wine enabled the relevant Heads of
State or Government to lift the reseffes which had
hitheno prevented the finalization of Communiry pos-
itions on Spanish agriculture and fisheries'. May I say
that I found that a most exraordinary sraremenr in
that it was the only reference in his three-quafter hour
speech to fisheries. Vhy? Is there something we can-
not be told about the fisheries atreemenr, or are our
fisheries a nonentiry in comparison with wine?
Regrettably Mr Barry did not elaborate on this pani-
cular aspect today.
Vhen addressing our new Parliament on 25 July last,
Dr FitzGerald said, and I quote again: 'Our preoccu-
pation is the intolerably high level of unemployment.
Ve must address ourselves to rhe question of how the
Communiry can play an effective role in tackling rhis
problem'. Yesterday he told us rhar unemployment in
the Communiry at 110/o this year is expected to rise
even funher to 11.50/o nexr year, or 13 million people,
and could rise even higher. He wenr on ro say that he
was happy to report that the emphasis he had pur on
unemployment in his presidenry is now at last produc-
ing some results with the European Council's accepr-
ance of the priority to be given to unemployment Six
months of preoccupation getting unemployment lisced
as a priority! Does that spell progress? Ir does nor to
me.
Mr Barry said this morning that a number of resolu-
tions have been agreed regarding unemployment. My
goodness, that is not protress. From an Irishman's
point of view it was certainly nice to hear the Presi-
dent say that in Dublin a new proposal had been
agreed to the effect that the Community should take
measures designed to reduce the differences exisring
between the various regions and the backwardness of
the less-favoured ones. This sounded good 
- 
until he
reminded us of a similar arrangemenr rhat he had
made eight years ago which does not seem to haye had
any effect because the gap continues rc widen!
I now turn to rhe financial problems of the Com-
muniry, which are uppermosr in all our conversations
this week. Minister O'Keeffe exhoned us yesterday to
approve this budget this week. Later Dr FitzGerald
said: 'I have been most anxious to ensure good rela-
tions between Parliament and Council and where pos-
sible to encourage funher beneficial development in
these relations'. He went on: 'I would hope that in
determining your approach m the outstanding budget-
ary questions the Parliamenr will take account of the
effons that we have made rc demonstrate respect for
Parliament and to enhance its role in the conduct of
Communiry business.' I fully accept and so does all of
Parliament, and this has been reiterated over and over
again by many speakers here, that the Irish Presidency
has done its best and has been most assiduous. None
the less, Dr FitzGerald confessed yesterday.:
'I regret that due to the inability of the Council to
reach an agreed position it has not been possible
to reach conclusions on improving the conciliation
procedure'.
Imagine, no conciliation this week! Even my colleague
Mr Ryan referred to this. Parliament's objections are
being described as spurious! This I also regret, and it
forced me to reflect atain on a funher exrract from
the Taoiseach's speech of July when he said :
'Let me at this sage say rhar the primary responsi-
biliry for most of rhese failures falls on Member
State governmenr in the manner in which we
have conducted ourselves in the Council of Minis-
ters'.
This conduct still continues after the warning which
the President himself gave six monrhs ago. On this
aspect of inadequate Council provision for annual
European requirements, let me draw on my final
extract from that very promising July speech. Refer-
ring to the Fontainebleau success, he said:
'The Parliamenr roo played its pan. Its insistence
over the years on the need for a definite resolurion
of the budgetary issue senr us back rc the table on
a number of occasions when we might perhaps
otherwise have taken an easier bur considerably
less satisfactory option'.
Here, inside six months, we have modern history
repeating itself with an imbalanced budget and a
refusal to come back to the table.
The Council is loud in its praise for itself for having
decided that 1.2 million ronnes of cereals be provided
for Ethiopia and the Sahel famine areas berween now
and the next harvesr. However, they made no financial
provision for this, and we have the Commission draw-
ing on this year's fifth European Development Fund
and Anicle 950 of the 1984 budget and Chapter 80.
This is robbing Peter to pay Paul, with 32 million
ECU needing sdll to be deducred from money already
committed to needy areas.
it is with sincere regrer rhar as an Irishman I cannor
speak in more complimenrary terms about rhe per-
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formance and achievements of the Presidency over the
last six months, panicularly as I have tremendous
regard for Mr Barry himself. In fact, over the last few
days word is filtering through of the subjection of the
Council of Agriculture Ministers to the Economic
Ministers and of the withdrawal from the Council of
Agriculture Ministers of the power to make proper
and adequate provision to cover their requirements.
This comes on top of the other capituladon and of the
constraint recently applied that agricultural spending
will grow at a slower rate than the growth in our own
resources. It is very sad that this should have occurred
during the term and under the guidance of the Irish
Presidenry.
Mr Vandcmeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, may I make a few brief
remarhs on relations between the European Com-
munity and Latin America. The meeting of the Minis-
ters of Foreign Affairs in Costa Rica has given us
reason for hope; the Council was no doubt influenced
by the Final Act of the VIth European Community/
Latin America Interparliamentary Conference which
srressed, amont other things, the need to work
towards peace and stability, the esmblishment of rue
pluralisdc democracies and the provision of increased
economic and financial aid.
This demonstration of suppon by the European Coun-
cil for the Contadora initiative is very commendable.
The main problem now is to give effect to the position
adopted in Costa Rica and I would like to put a few
questions on this point.
The Council is aware that the Contadora text has so
far been signed only by Nicaragua. In his general
report, the President-in-Office said that he hoped the
countries would 'shortly reach full agreement on a
final rcxt.' Does this mean the Council takes the view
rhat the original Contadora text should be amended
again and that there should be funher negotiations,
which is what rhe United States wanted? Is this not a
complete about turn regarding what was originally
agreed in Costa Rica?
Secondly, the financial commitments made in San Jos6
must not be empty promises. I was pleased to hear the
President-in-Office say that financial aid rc Central
America will be raised to at least 50 million ECU.
Finally, I would draw attention to the situation in
Nicaragua where, after the elections on 4 November,
one more srcp was taken towards democracy and a
dialogue was esablished with the Contadora Group. I
would draw the attention of the President-in-Office to
the parliamentary delegation's very balanced repon
and request that priority be given to Nicaragua as
regards financial aid since the United States is giving
aid rc other Central American counries.
IN THE CHAIR: MR I"{LOR
Wce-President
Mr Ulburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, there is a
severe shonage of subsidized housing throughout
Europe and in my own country, Belgium, panicularly
in the working class areas of my constituenry in the
Limburg mining region. Thousands of homeless fami-
lies have been on the waiting list for subsidized hous-
ing for years. Young people with no hope of getting
their own home, often with no job and no sense of
purpose, turn to drugs to escape their misery.
Yet there are thousands of unemployed people who
would be only too happy to build these houses which
are so much needed. How can the steady rise in def-
ence costs in Europe and in my own country be justi-
fied when appropriations for subsidized housing con-
struction are being srcadily reduced? The rcn thousand
million allocated for it in my country in 1980 was
reduced to two thousand million in 1984.
Our proposals are: first to step up house building
schemes in the Member States, giving prioriry to the
young unemployed; secondly, to set up a special study
to establish where needs are the most urgent; and
thirdly to grant special funds and set up training
schemes for the young unemployed.
I would like rc make two points about the San Jos6
Conference in Costa Rica and the cooperation agree-
ment between the EEC and Central America. First, as
far as Nicaragua is concerned the European Commu-
nides must stand by the three main points agreed, in
panicular non-alignment, which means withdrawal of
all foreign milinry intervention and suppon; secondly,
a policy of social pluralism and thirdly, a mixed econ-
omy.
In this way, the European Communities can play an
imponant role in the self-development of this region.
Secondly, I would like to remind you of a war which
has been long forgonen in Guatemala which some of
those here today have seen with their own eyes. V'e
urge the European Community to adopt an acdve
policy of support and to ensure that human rights are
respected and social justice assured in that country.
Mr Cohen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, one of the
most important achievements of the Irish presidency
is, without doubt, the conclusion of Lom6 III. In the
end, we managed to scrape together 8.5 thousand mil-
lion ECU, 7.4 thousand million for the European
Development Fund and 1.1 thousand million for the
European Investment Bank. But what an uphill strug-
gle it was! At first, it looked as though there were only
going to be 7 thousand million for the Fund. It was
only by a series of plays and by the somewhat careless
or sloppy treatment of the new Member States 
- 
the
it
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candidates for mcmbership 
- 
by including them as
contriburcrs m the Fund, that we managed to bring it
up to 8.5 thousand million. It also meant that rhe bur-
den of a number of Member States which wanted to
contribute rather less to the Fund, such as the Nether-
lands, Belgium and Denmark, could be lightened. This
kind of horse-trading is really quite distasteful and
unwonhy of the Communiry although I admit that in
the end it amounts to little more than a blemish.
Another blemish, also linked with [om6, is the fact
that the Member of the Commission responsible for
lom6 negotiations, Mr Pisani, was unable ro be pres-
ent at the actual signing of the Convention. I am well
aware that rhe Commission is a collective body and
that Mr Thorn was well able to replace Mr Pisani. All
the same rereading what was said in Dublin with refer-
ence to the interim repon of the Dooge Committee
concerning all the new sugtestions, and they are very
good suggestions, which have been put forward for
the future Commission 
- 
it docs seem somewhar
strante that a Member of the Commission can simply
be called away and not even be present at what
amounts to the culmination of his work, in lom6.
Be that as it may, Lom6 has been signed and our prob-
lem now is to get the nadonal parliaments to ratify the
convention as quickly as possible. The European Par-
liament does not have the right of ratification, but we
will devote our attendon to it anyway. In March this
year, lle will have a full debarc on the content of
lom6-III, so I do not v/ant to go inrc it now.
I will say just one more word about lom6, leaving
aside for the moment rhe Pacific and Caribbean
regions. For 26years, since ir was first ser up, rhe
Community has been involved in Africa. Pan IV of the
Treaties provided for an Implemendng Convention,
and then there was Yaounde-I, Yaounde-Il, Lom6-I,
Lom6-II and now Lom6-III. 26yearcl Yet Africa is sdll
the poorest and least developed continenr in the entire
world. Despite 26years of European effons. Ve might
well wonder just what Europe has really achieved
there. There are those in the Communiry who have
suggested 
- 
and it would indeed be much more lucra-
tive 
- 
that we should nor concenrrate all our effons
on Africa but devote more arrcntion to Ladn America
and fuia. There is nothing vrong with this in itself, we
are cenainly doing too little for other developing
countries, we are doing too little for the 'non-asso-
ciated countries', but we cannor shirk our self-imposed
responsibility for Africa.
I was therefore pleased at the decision taken at the
European summit in Dublin to make 1.2 million tons
of extra grain available for famine and poverry relief in
that continent. However, I do have some reservations,
because we are well aware that food aid will not in
itself solve the real problems. It amounts to recogni-
tion of their poverry. Ve know that our development
poliry has not achieved as much as it ought to, we take
inadequate measures and are rhen forced in times of
crisis to assist with measures which are really contrary
to what f,/e are trying to do. This continues to be a
problem and is therefore the real task facing the Com-
muniry.
I have nothing but praise for the Irish presidency. I am
not the only one to have said so in this debate. Many
prwious speakers have already said how pleased they
are with what has been achieved. However, I must say
that apart from lom6-III 
- 
which really is the crown-
ing achievement 
- 
verlr litde atsendon has been given
to other issues of development cooperation. True, this
was perhaps not possible in 5 months, but the Com-
muniry must consider other issues as well as its respon-
sibiliry towards Africa.
Mr Hebsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, unfor-
tunately the questions which I asked the President-in-
Office on the subject of the Central American Summit
in Costa Rica have not been answered satisfactorily.
\7hat is the issue here? Firstly we would like to know
what the criteria are for the Community's Central
American programmes. If democratic development is a
criterion, why is aid rc El Salvador blocked when
Nicaragua which is well on its way in the very oppos-
ite direction especially since its bogus elections, is still
receiving suppon? I would like to know if the Com-
muniry has a definite srrategy for this region or if it is
muddling through in this sensitive area of world poli-
tics too.
Secondly: the Ministers for Foreign Affairs and pani-
cularly Mr Pisani raised a lot of hopes at the Mediter-
ranean Conference. How do you propose to fulfil
these hopes, which are based on promises of financial
aid, when the Finance Ministers are introducing cut-
backs in the EEC's development aid programme?
Thirdly: effective economic and social changes, which
are an imponant condition for restoring peace rc the
region, will only be achieved by means of a sensible
harmonization of Community Central American
policy with the USA and other industrial countries. I
wonder then what the Foreign Ministers mean by
making great demands in this region without having
come to an agreement with our main allies on the ins
and.outs of the situarion? All the more so when you
think that Community aid for Cenral America is
peanum compared wirh the contributions of the USA.
Founhly 
- 
to summaize 
- 
the EPP Group wel-
comes the Central American initiative of the Foreign
Ministers and hopes for an inrcnsificadon of the con-
tacts. However we expect that sarcments made in
Costa Rica will be followed up by European acrion.
Show-business razzmatazz will not help our Central
American panners one little bit!
Mr Tuckman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my ask is rc
talk about youth unemployment, but I must say this is
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the strangest pot-poarri of a debate that I have taken
pan in for a very long time.
I still think that in Europe we invest far too litde on
qakinq sure rhat young people embark on the righr
kind of career. The rype of vocational guidance which
is available is still very amareur, it is not designed to
find out what people's aptitudes are or wheie their
inclinations lie, and far too often people are put inro
fobs which are nor right for them.
All the evidence is that people who are unskilled and
untrained are the ones who do not have a job, who are
the unemployed, and I think it is in that direction that
something practical can be done. I feel that in this
House far rco often we talk about macro-economic
issues which we cannot really affect and unemploy-
ment is an issue where we are quite powerless. Indeed,I challenge anybody in the House ro say whether
before us is a dme of heavy unemployment or the day
when we shall be able to absorb again all our employa-
ble people. I do not think it is yet understood to what
extent the technological revolution puts us in a situa-
tion which we do not even understand.
Vith that, Mr President, I leave this topic and rurn to
one which I had not expected to rurn to, namely
Nicaragua, which apparently is also pan of the pot-
poarri. I was in fact there as a member of one of this
Parliament's official delegadons. There are rwo points
which I feel should be mendoned and be in the record
and they have not been mentioned.
Firstly, the democratic polidcians in Nicaragua require
the courage of using the 320/o of rhe vote which they
have gained, but far roo many of those that I met said
they are powerless and will just have to hope that
everythiry is alright. If you go into democratic poli-
tics, then you need the courage ro use the opportuni-
des you are given and 320/o is not typical of a dictato-
rial situadon where there is no chance.
The other point I wantcd to make about Nicaragua is,
there is all this talk about the Contras attacking Nicar-
agua, but there is not enough talk abour the Nicara-
guans having their guerillas out in San Salvador. So,
really, it is half-a-dozen of one and six of the other.
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, many things
have happened in the last six months both within t[e
Community and ouride. I will only refer to the latter
and in panicular ro swo things: East-Vesr relations
and the Middle East.
Moves are clearly underway, and they seem ro be
pointing in the right direction: \Tashington and Mos-
cow are going back to the negotiadng table; in the
Middle East rhe first step towards new and, finally,
more realistic negotiations seems to have been taken.
It is in Europe's interesr to encourage in every way
possible this return to political reason.
But if we glance over the six months leading up to the
last meeting in Dublin the most striking thing is
Europe's silence and inactiviry, its almost opting out in
the face of the vitd need to work out and assen com-
mon positions. Vhat happened in Dublin came very
close to the absurd, as rhough it was taking place in
Kafka's castle rather than that of Joyce. 'What is more,
Mr President, you had before you in black and white
an urgent letter from President Mubarak of Egypt
begging Europe to make its voice heard. A few months
ago King Hussein was here delivering the same mes-
sage. And this was just after the PLO Conference in
Amman and Lr Monde's rather interesting interview
with the Israeli Prime Minisrcr Shimon Peres, contain-
ing some new and cenainly more flexible views on
Arafat's proposals.
There would have been ample material for an
exchange of ideas and an up-to-date analysis, provid-
ing guidelines going beyond rhe Venice declaration
and, above all, possible approaches.
Instead none of this mok place. I am nor Iaying the
blame for this on you, Mr President, but rarher on
some of your colleagues 
- 
and I do not need to name
names: you know them as well as we do 
- 
they seem
to have spent mosr of rheir time trying ro delite the
last and only really significant senrence, the one which
gave hope of a possible initiative by Europe from the
communiqu€ which had been drawn up in an atmos-
phere of political cooperation. Finally, this sentence
was deleted, and the document thus emasculated and
rendered even more counter-productive by the fact
that the original version had already been widely dis-
ributed and the difference bem/een rhe rwo docu-
ments once more highlighted Europe's inactiviry. And
what is probably u/orre, it also gave rise to a sort of
revival of the small and perty nadonal and nationalistic
rivalries.
I do not know, Mr President, if there is any truth in
the rumour thar all this happened in order to condemn
the forthcoming Italian Presidenry to inactiviry, so as
to enable some counries to take their own steps on
various matters, as has happened in she lasr few
months. The fact is, however, that after rhe meeting in
Dublin the Italian Prime Minisrer wenr to Tunis,
where he mer Arafar and gained the impression that
there was now a grear opponunity for peace and it
would be absolutely absurd not to take advantage of it.
fu you see the inconsistencies are numerous. The
great, and glaring inconsistency is between Europe's
potential and its inrcrest in putting forward a common
position on peace and securiry, on rhe one hand, and
its persistent silence on the orher.
Ve will continue to apply pressure ro have this incon-
sistenry resolved satisfacrorily: we wanr it and insist
upon it, and we will not tire in our effons to draw the
attention of the future Italian Presidency ro this task.
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At a time when so much seems to be happening in the
world, the task of this Parliament, Mr President, now
more than ever, in this time of uncoordinated political
positions, is to succeedl in being the conscience and
motor of Europe.
Mr Ducarmc (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, there are
just wo points I should like to make.
Firstly, I am aware of the President-in-Office of the
Council's word of warning to Parliament on the
budget. I would just like rc tell him that I would like
to see the budget rejected to plunge Europe into the
kind of crisis it needs if nre are to break out of the
pseudo-diplomatic machinations the Council has
imposed on us. That seems to me a vely important
POlnt.
I should like rc ask whether it is rue that the Italian
Minister called for the convening 
- 
as long ago as
January 
- 
of the kind of conference advocarcd in the
Dooge report. Press repons would seem to indicate as
much, and I should like to know if the point was in
fact raised in the Council.
Secondly, you will forgive me for not offering any
bouquets rc the Irish Presidency. Last October, Parlia-
ment passed a resolution requesting an urtenl meeting
of the Council of Justice Ministers to discuss the
European legal space in the wake of a substantital
number of terrorist ourates in Europe. Last night,
seven such outrates were committed on Belgian rcrri-
tory. Ve got the impression, following the resolution
passed in this House, that the Council intended to
take the initiative and convene a meeting of the Justice
Ministers.
Vhy, Mr Barry, has no such meeting taken place ?
Could it be that here 
- 
as in budgetary or any other
matters 
- 
the Council has decided rc take no account
wharoever of Parliament's opinion?
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, first may I
plunge right into the question of fishing, which will
surprise no one. The silence on this quesdon of what is
meant to be a common policy is causing alarm, suspi-
cion, fears that villages and communities will be turned
into ghost villages and that this Communiry, claiming
to vear a human face, will in fact be putting on the
death mask. Ve must have answers to the questions I
have been askng for nine years in this Parliament and
which still remain unanswered. They are: \7hat are the
access tenns to be offered to Spain before and after
the transitional period? \flhat is the transitional period
to be? Vhat will be the position on the expiry of the
CFP in 2002? Vhat are the tartets for reducing the
enorrnous Spanish fleet, which is 2 % times the size of
the UK fleet and larger than the EEC fleet put
rcgether? Shall we be allowing Spanish vessels into
areas where they have not fished? There is cenainly no
room for them in the Nonh Sea and I am sure the
Irish would agree that there is not much room for
them in Irish waters either. Vhy do we not simply
adopt a solution that was first proposed by Mr Cheys-
son when he was Development Commissioner and
which I have urged time and time again, that we
encourage the Spaniards by financial incentives to sail
south to help the ACP keep out the raping fleets of
Russia, Korea, Japan and Poland? There is a solution,
and we never hear the Council embracing it or even
giving suppon to it.
Secondly, what is the use of our having a regional
policy which is meant to be another aspect of the
human face this Community wears, which is meant to
equalize the rich and the poor, if all the carefully
agreed 'criteria, hammered out over years by all of us
are simply thrown away at the whim of a Member
State government, which is what has happened in the
UK, my Member State, in the last few months of this
Presidenry? Areas which qualify by all European cri-
teria concerning distance, peripherality, sparsiry of
population, have simply been rendered ineligible. This
is an extraordinary situation, where Humberside will
be able to comperc on equal terms with Caithness.
This has happened in the last few months, so what is
the point of considering all our careful criteria if a
Member Sate can simply throw them all away?
Forestry has already been mentioned. \7e could create
a tremendous amount of new employment. In Scot-
land alone, they could go to 13 000 extra jobs, yet we
have only got 90/o forest. Timber is the second largest
import of the EEC and a matter of concern to all of
us; surely we should be developing this visal resource.
Lastly, as chairman of the Committee on Youth, Cul-
ture, Education, Information and Sport, may I say
how gratified I was that when my committee appeared
in Dublin, three Minisrcrs of Ireland appeared before
us with e greet deal of enthusiasm. On the other hand,
I would ask the Council 
- 
they are not listening to
me at the minute, which is perhaps a piry, Mr Presi-
dent 
- 
I would appeal to the President-in-Office to
pass on the enthusiasm of his Ministers to the Italian
Presidency, because we have 5 million young people
who are written off and relegaced to the indigniry of
the social scrap-heap. Frankly, I took ahead also, as
chairman of the committee concerned with informa-
tion policy, to wonder how many of them are going to
s:cay away unless we do something to treat youth as a
prioriry subject.
Mr Roelants du Vivicr (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
for a number of years now, I have read the statements
issued by outgoing Presidents of the Council, but this
is the first time 
- 
being a new Member of this House
- 
that I have had the chance to listen to such a state-
ment in person. I had hoped for a modicum of improv-
isation and oratory skill, or at least a bit of emphasis
on the points dear to the President's hean.
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I have to say, Mr Barry, that I feel let down, because
you have in fact spelt out the remarkable progress
made by the Irish Presidenry in the kind of impas-
sioned tone one normally attributes to a Tass corre-
spondent 
- 
a sort of world-weary tone dulled by the
repetitive nature of this traditional and propitiatory
exerclse.
Let us, Mr President, take a look at the facts.
Do we really need to stress the fact that this last six
months 
- 
and I do not think that this is due solely to
the Irish Presidenry, it is the result of the discussions
within the Council 
- 
have been six months of budget-
ary intolerance. Ve shall have another demonstration
of that this evening. It has also been six months of a
deepening agricultural crisis, Mr President, the visible
part of the iceberg being the milk quotas and the sur-
pluses we are all acquainted with. The past six months
have also seen the militarization of Europe. It seems to
me that what you said about the 'S7estern European
Union and the European Community having nothing
in common was hypocritical in the extreme. The past
six months have also been characterized by insufficient
solidariry between Europe and the Third \7orld and
between the Communiry and its jobless, including the
four million young unemployed persons. Ve have also
witnessed the indiscriminate development of cenain
technologies and I am thinking here panicularly of
nuclear technology.
There is nothing new at all in this stock-taking exer-
cise. Only the form changes a little 
- 
sometimes there
is more verbosity, sometimes chere is less.
You talk of self-sufficiency in food, you talk of inte-
grated rural development, you conform to convention'
But what is really happening on the ground?
You claim that [om6 III is a remarkable achievement
in a period of crisis. Is it not also a remarkable feat,
Mr Barry, to keep unemployment in the Community
at such a high level and be entirely fatalistic about it?
That is the impression you have given us at least. Is it
not also a remarkable feat to have cut back the Euro-
pean Social Fund resources in the preliminary draft
budget. You have cut back the draft budget and you
have cut back the Social Fund resources. It is as if the
logical response to a crisis were paralysis: here we are
in a crisis, so we must, reduce our finanical effons. The
fact is that the crisis is not a passing phenomenon'
Vhen will you realize that the time has come to
change all our fundamental mechanisms?
That is what we have come here to say.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
Mr President, I want to concentrate
on the oral question tabled by the Soiialist Group,
which asks the Council if it is willing to endorse the
conclusions of the last European Parliament-Ladn
America Conference and if it would indicate the
extent to which it proposes to take account of the
views of this Parliament, particularly, as set out in the
reports of Mrs Vieczorek'Zeul and Mr Michel. It is
alio about the aid protramme and the peace plan of
the Contadora Group.
'!7e have tabled this question because we have had so
many fine vords and documents but so little action in
this panicular area. For instance, the communicadon
from the Commission to the Council in April of this
year showed that there has been a massive drop in
Iatin American exports to Europe over recent years
and that Latin America has had a very Poor share of
our aid programme. The document stated quite
bluntly that there is no possibility of the Communiry
taking in any more agricultural impons from Latin
America. Vhat an absolute nonsense! Of course the
Communiry could take in more impons of agricultural
products if it did not have its absurd, highly protec-
tionist, highly subsidized common agricultural policy.
There has been very litde action from either Commis-
sion or Council since the last European Parliament-
Latin American Conferencd. Yet the problems are
there 
- 
enorrnous debts, balance-of-payment prob-
lems, high infladon rates. There is a desperate need for
more cooperation. Much of it would have to be bila-
teral, panly because the Latin American countries do
not work in the same way that we do 
- 
it is a much
looser cooperation 
- 
and also because of the appall-
ing lack of human rights in some of those countries.
I want to make rwo specific points in addition. The
first is about the San JosE Declaration. I think this
made a lot of sense and cenainly was an imponant
step forward towards improving the framework for
better relations. It called for better regional cooPera-
tion, increased financial assistance and suppon for the
peace measures of the Contadora Group. It also 
-
and this is very imponant 
- 
expressed the very firm
conviction that problems in Central America cannot be
solved by armed force but only by political solutions
from within the region ircelf. In other words 
- 
United
States, keep out!
This leads me to my second point, which is about
Nicaragua. Our own European Parliament delegation
showed in its repon that the elections held there
recently were clearly free and democratic. All the par-
des campaigned freely. All the parties had government
funds to help them rc do that. Conrary to the view
held by some in this Chamber, the repon starcd very
clearly that Nicaragua is obviously not a totalitarian
State. There was an 820lo poll 
- 
higher than we have
in Britain, I can tell you. 680/o voted for the Sandanis-
tas showing massive support for them from the people,
and yet over 300/o were quite free to vote against the
Sandanistas without any repercussions. I regret very
much that the main opposition pany, under American
pressure and knowing they would suffer a heavy
defeat, decided not to take pan in that contest. I regret
too 
- 
and I end on this note 
- 
the American inser-
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vendon in that area and the suppon for rcrrorism
th.ere, an-d I-back the governmenrs of this Communiry
who so far have stood up against the Americans and
their policies in rhat region.
Mr Pcnders (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wanr ro
speak about European security, a subject which has
been particularly controversial in recent years in
Europe. There urere aheady signs of activiry at the
time of the achievement of strategic nuclear parity
besween America and Russia, bur the debate- only
really came to the forefront with the discussions on
the neuron bomb and the problem of rhe siting of
Pershing-2 and cruise missiles.
I think it is a very positive sign that the Europeans
have broken the taboo on discussing their own secur-
iry. It is panly under rhe influence of French-German
cooperation, which now extends to security that the
debarc is moving towards the reactivarion of-the \7est-
ern European Union. This is of no small imponance if
we consider the automatic nature of the undenakings
contained in the \7EU Treaty.
I would also have been happier had this debate taken
pllce i1 tle conrext not of rhe VEU but of European
political cooperation which vould have been along the
same lines as the solemn Declaration made in Siutt-
gan. It would have given the European parliament a
bemer chance of playing some parf, in rhe debate on
European securiry, and of guiding and influencing it.
Qne imponant point so far has been whether the reac-
tivation of the \Festern European Union should be
seen as a rhrear to transatlantic cooperation. This is
clearly 1ot tle case. It does not implywe are .ganging
up' against lTashington. The \ZEU declaradon rnadi
in Rome.states quite carcgorically thar it is ,Europe,s
contribution rc the srrengthening of the Atlantic elti-
ance bearing in mind the imponance of ransarlantic
relations', and as such is crystal clear.
I would like to make another structural point. Much
has been said about a'rwo-speed' Europe. Is there nor
a possibiliry that this acceleration will have its effect on
Furopean political cooperadon?, Are we going to
introduce majoriry voring on EPC? Vill there be two
levels in the EPC? These are difficulr questions. Might
a reactivation of the VEU with its 7 EEC Mem6er
States not perhaps creare a cenain fragmentation of
EPC, since imponant polidcal problemJ are also dis-
cussed in the VEU. Are people aware of these dangers
to EPC?
'Vhat is the position of this House in general? Ve
have 10, soon ro be 12, Member Starcs an-d *. canno[
start separaring them into different chambers, or dif-
fer91t ggdes. I think this is a very difficult quesrion
and I think ir is therefore absolutely vital that links are
made beffeen the European Parliitnent and the !7EU
Assembly as soon as possible. This could be done in a
number of ways, and I would suggest thar this House's
Polidcal Affairs Commitree could make contact with
its countcrpan in the VEU fusembly.
I am sorry thar Mr Barry gave such a formal response
on this issue this morning. Vhat is mosr imponanr,
however, is that we are no longer wasting time on pro-
cedural problems but are actually gerdng down to the
contrnr of the matter.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Mr President, this
is certainly one of rhe strangest debates that I have had
the pleasure of sitting in on. Ve seem ro have covered
a huge range of subjects and I wish the Irish Presi-
dent-in-Office the best of luck in replying ro the
debate. It really is the strangest one.
I am very glad to follow Mr Penders because I wanted
to say a few words very quickly concerning the Vest-
ern European Union. Unhappily I do not agree with
his analysis or his conclusions concerning it. For many
years I was a member of \[EU and I was their general
rapporteur just before I became a Member of this Par-
liament here. I thoughr then, and I still do think now,
that \ZEU ist really a thing of the 1950s and perhaps
the early 1970s, but it cenainly is not the organization
for the 1980s.
I was down there in Paris at a meering of the VEU
only last week and I was horrified to hear three minis-
ters from France and Italy and Germany getting up
one after the other and alking about rhe rJactivating
of VEU and how they were going to have Council oI
Ministers meetints and so on. I regret this because it is
fragmenting the effons on defence and securiry in
Europe which is of primary imponance. I could not
help wondering whether in poinr of fact they were not
rather worried about the European Parliament and if it
wasn't a device to divide and rule in these panicular
matters which they were pursuing.
I sincerely hope that this Parliament here will take up
its- obligations concerning securiry, with panicular
reference to defence procurement, and wiil indeed
move forward and rhat ministers 
- 
although I appre-
ciate that the Irish Minister will be reluctant ro com-
menr on this as he is cenainly nor a member of VEU
- 
will accept that this is the real forum for those
debates in the years ahead. Ve have too many other
organizations. Ve are all working under the umbrella
of NATO, and inside NATO ihere is a complete
organization for Europe. Let us here in the European
Parliament play our pan in dealing with the procure-
menr side and geming a common poliry on ihar and
also discussing the securiry quesrion. Thire is nowhcre
better than here to do it.
(Apphusefrom. tbe ceilre and tbe igbt)
Mr Glezos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in order to
cope with rhe enormous problem of unemploymen[ I
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sugge$ a reduction in working hours. To be specific:
five hours work a day and 25 hours a week for each
worker. I base this proposal on the fact that the
breathtaking rate of technological development is
reducing the time needed rc manufacture products. A
lot less working time is needed today than in the past.
However, insrcad of a reduction in the working hours
we have a reduction in the number of workers. This is
leading to the creation of armies of unemployed, espe-
cially amongst young people. The employers' argu-
ment that they cannot reduce working hours and
increase the number of workers does not hold, because
production costs are simultaneously being reduced as a
result of the technological revolution. Thus, these rad-
ical measures will have to be adopted. Ve have had
enough fine words and enreaties, and over and above
the unemployment fund and plans for the creation of
new workplaces we need a reduction in working
hours.
Mr Ephrcmidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in his
statement Mr Barry referred to the attempts of the
Ten, in the context of political cooperation, to pro-
mote issues relating to peace, disarmament, the arms
balance and the adoption of measures to promote
mutual confidence. I would like to put cenain ques-
tions to him and hope he will have the time to reply.
Firstly, can we speak of endeavours ro funher peace
while the Ten hesitarc or even refuse to discuss and
support, in the context of political cooperation, the
current proposals to renounce a first nuclear strike,
something which would open the x/ay to a reduction
in tcnsion? Secondly, why did they not discuss and
decide to promote the creation of non-nuclear zones
in Europe, in regions such as the Balkans, Nonhern or
Central Europe, something which likewise would open
the way to a reduction in tension?
Thirdly, why do they not discuss and why do they
react so allergically to the mass peace movements
which are mushrooming in their countries and which
are being hounded by the governmenr? !(hat are they
doing for these peace movements in the context of
political cooperation, and why do they not dravr on
these movements in drafting the poliry of peace which
they claim they wish to pursue? Funhermore,
Mr President-in-Office why do you support the !7est-
ern European Union and, in consequence, the military
integradon of Vestern Europe? Are you going to
create, alongside the two alliances, yet a third alliance?
Are further alliances what we need for peace, or is it
not rather the murual disbanding of the fi/o alliances,
a move which has been proposed by the \Tarsaw Pact?
\7hy do you not suppon this idea?
Mr Barry said the aim of the Council is to ensure that
the independence and territorial inrcgrity of Lebanon
are rccr,gnized in the conrcxt of the Helsinki Act. I
would like to ask: why has no initiative been adopted
in the context of political cooperation in respect of
Cyprus, which is an independent State, a member of
the UN which signed the Helsinki Act and 400/o of
whose territory is today under Turkish occupation?
Mr Hume (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President.
This is a very srange point of order that I am raising,
Mr President. The purpose of it is to go on mlking
long enough to allow tc/o of my colleagues to
approach you in the Chair. This being the last
occasion before Christmas that you will sit in the
Chair, rwo of my colleagues . . .
(At this moment Mr Collins and Mr Pearce approached
the rostrut4 from tbe left and tbe ight respectively, to
present a piece of Chistmas cahe each to the hesident)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I am sorry, I have to rule you out. 'Stre
are talking now about Ethiopia!
I am sorry for that interruption, but I appreciate the
friendliness of my two colleagues from the UK. It is a
son of hands-across-the-Irish-Sea. Hopefully, it will
be taken in that light. I cenainly appreciate it in that
light with both my European Democrat and Socialist
friends from the UK coming over to express such sen-
timents at Christmas. I do hope it is an indication of
expanded friendships in the comin1 year. Thank you
very much.
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Liberal
and Democratic Group has always been a supponer of
the European security poliry and therefore welcomes
any initiative to promote this poliry. Ve consider that
the European Parliament, the only directly democratic
Communiry institution, has a special part to play in
this field, and this is borne out by the fact that every
important stage in the development of this policy has
been associarcd with the names of Liberals. At the pro-
posal of the British Liberal Lord Gladwyn in 1975 Par-
liament adopted a resolution recognizing the link
between a Communiry foreign policy and the Com-
muniq/s securiry policy. In the previous Parliament
the repon by the Danish Liberal Haagerup gave a
clear and far-sighted description of the European
security policy and the specific role of the European
Parliament in that policy.
,The reacdvation of the Vestern European Union must
clearly be seen as an attempt to bring the European
security policy one stage funher, and we therefore
welcome- this'initiative. However, Mr President, thid
raises a number of questions. Denmark, Greece and
Ireland are not members of the \7EU. This is there-
fore certain to lead rc institutional complications. The
development of a European security poliry is no easy
matter, and we are therefore inclined rc suggest that
all approaches should be rcsted. !7hat possibilities are'
opened up within the \flEU which are not available in
the EEC? This is not altogether clear.
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Since the Iondon declaration of tggt and the Stutt-
gan declaration of 1984 there has existed a Com-
munity agreement to the effect that the non-military
aspecr of security policy as well as the development of
a policy concerning the aquisition of weapons fall
within the Communiry's sphere of competence. This
will require time, political determination and the right
decision-making bodies. Are these more readily avail-
able within the \ZEU than in the Communiry? This
question remains unanswered, and we would like an
answer before enrcring into any firm commitments.
Mr Chdsti.osen (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President-in-Office,
I wonder what you would have answered if Parlia-
ment's 434 seats had been occupied today by young
unemployed from all the ten countries asking 'Vhat
has the Council of Ministers done for us in the last six
months?'You would have had no reply, for under this
Presidency the Council has not taken any decisions at
all on youth unemployment. This fact is an insult to
the five million hard-hit yount unemployed, whose
future, amontst other things, is in the hands of totally
irresponsible politicians.
I have taken the libeny of using such srong words for
the following three reasons: if the Irish Presidenry has
not managed to produce a single initiative to tackle
youth unemployment, it is not for want of calls to do
so. Ve in the Socialist Group have time and again
mken the initiative for discussions on the situation of
the young unemployed and proposed models for solu-
tions. Put in a nutshell, there is a lack of political will
to do something about the problem and to find a solu-
don. The Council's lack of action has but one reason:
the restrictive economic policy pursued by the Conser-
vative governments. This atdtude is highly irresponsi-
ble.
Funhermore, the latest OECD report, amongst
others, clearly shows no sign of a fall in unemploy-
ment. In September, the rate in the ten Communiry
countries was 10.6010. Even the Commission is unable
to see a solution in sight either, and everyone knows
that the young are panicularly hard hit.
There is no use in Mr Richard attempting statistical
contortions here today by saying that the youth unem-
ployment rate is falling or has sabilized in a number
of countries. \7e noted this during our debate on
long-term unemployment. The figures are alarmingly
high, and we should not fortet all those who do nor
figure in the statistics at all and therefore do not
receive any form of suppon either. The lack of will rc
sackle the problem was also clearly documented by the
budget submitted to us by the Council. This is alarm-
ing when we compare it with the alarm signals we are
receiving from all sides, from the trade union move-
ment !oo, and which rcll us to get busy, really busy, in
bringing our imaginations to bear and finding solu-
tions rc the problems. Vhat we need is an active
employment poliry with the main focus on a rargeted
industrial policy. The same applies to the environment
and energy, and la* but not least, we should join the
rade union movement in supponing its demand for a
35-hour working week with no loss of pay, which will
also offer good prospects for hundreds of thousands
of young people in our counries.
Mr Mdlct (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we cannot possibly make a balanced judge-
ment on the Irish Presidency without bearing in mind
one fact which is of crucial imponance.
You inherited a difficult, not to say unhealthy, situa-
tion. The European Council in Fontainebleau was mis-
leadingly presenrcd as a historic event when in fact it
was nothing but a laborious compromise. It resolved
the problem of the British contribution, although the
conditions were poor enough, but left the problem of
how the Community was to be financed in 1984 unre-
solved, and along with it the very future of the Com-
munity. In the circumstances, these last six months
were bound to be a period of disillusionment.
Let us at least thank the Irish Presidency for all the
effons it has made to ensure that the Communiry sur-
vived. The 1984 supplementary budget more or less
plugged the gap that the Fontainebleau agreement had
left. That is, after all, a positive result. And let us not
forget tlat we are going to be up against the same
problems in 1985, and that the price we paid for this
reprieve was an exorbitant one. I should like rc draw
your attention to the agreement on budgetary discip-
line.
You did not stop there of course. The negotiations on
the renewal of the Lom6 Convention were brought to
a conclusion, and that seems to me to be an Irish spe-
ciality. A breakthrough was made on the sdll rock-
strewn road to enlargement, and work was staned on
a project for European Union intended to make
Europe a genuine political entity. But the most impor-
tant things sdll remain to be done. More than ever we
are faced with certain fundamental questions to which
the Member States do not respond with one voice.
Vhat is a European Community today?'$7hat must we
do to ensure that enlargement does not result in dilu-
tion? Vhat should we do to halt Europe's slide down
the slippery slope? At the end of these six months,
nothing has really been gained, but nothing has been
endrely lost either. The fuure of Europe is in abey-
ance. Vhat it needs is a new political project, and we
have high hopes of the European Council to be held in
Milan in June.
Mrs Crawley (S). 
- 
Mr President, this month the
draft recommendation on the promotion of posidve
action for women will have been endorsed by the
Social Affairs Council. That endorsement will mark
the end of a process which began when the Irish Presi-
denry decided on a major issue and that issue was rhat
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it wished to confront in its term of office the political
and economic quicksands on which the equal oppor-
tunities legislation of the 1970s was foundering right
across the Member States of the Community.
Many of us, while welcoming this substantial initiative
of the Irish Presidency, regretted loudly and vocifer-
ously the stark fact that as a mere recommendation its
impact on hostile States would be negligible and its
measures for analysing, monitoring and recording
structural bias and inequaliry be open to toal disre-
gard.
Mr President, we also reminded the Council on
numerous occasions within the Committee on
Vomen's Rights and in this Chamber that there are
several draft directives in front of it gathering dust,
directives which ought to be adopted without funher
procrasdnation. The 530/o of. Europeans who are
women and who face the daily hand of Snte rejection
cannot afford to wait upon the political and economic
whims of Member States. They have lives that are
being wasted, they have skills and talents going
unmpped and unrecognized. Their desire and funda-
mental right m be economically independent is con-
santly thwaned and jeered at by tovernments who are
more than willing to sacrifice European women's
aspirations to the gods of economic market forces and
low pay.
In my own country and throughout the Community,
women have by punitive legislative measures had the
role of substitute welfare state foisrcd on them by gov-
ernmenr who are throwing off all responsibility for
caring. Vho looks after Europe's elderly, Europe's
sick, Europe's handicapped now? \fl'ho has been
forced to reconstruct the shattered minds and broken
bodies of Europe's young unemployed people who
rurn increasingly to drugs and to alcoholism to soften
the blows of rejection? Vho picks up the economic bill
for the vandalism wrought by governments such as my
own, who have recently brought about measures to cut
off thousands of women from working in the Man-
power Services Commission's community programme?
Vho pays the price of right-wing economic idolatry
with their lost opponunities? !7omen do, Mr Presi-
dent.
Last week in Brussels, Gemma Hussey TD, the Irish
Minister for Educadon, summed up the frustration
and anger felt by many of us when she said, 'This
world cannot afford the luxury of ignoring or unde-
rusing the knowledge, skills and abilities of half of its
population'.
So, in ,conclusion, I acknowledge the constructive
intentions of the Irish Presidency to push forward this
positive action recommendation, I thank the Irish
Presidency for inviting me to attend the conference in
Dublin on maternity leave for women in independent
professions, and I urge all Member States to imple-
ment, as a matter of extreme urBency' the recommen-
dations of that positive action report.
Mr Chanteric (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the act-
ing President of the Council has just mentioned that a
number of imponant meedngs of the Council of Min-
isters have sdll rc be held before the end of the Irish
presidenry. I would like to make panicular reference
to the Council of social affairs ministers to be held in
Brussels tomorrow. One of the items on the agenda is
a motion for a resolution on the fight against long-
term unemployment. This has been a priority question
for the Irish presidency.
In Parliament we made an urgent appeal for an emer-
genry plan for the long-term unemployed, one which
went much funher than the original Commission pro-
posal. Can the Council President give an assurance
that during tomorrow's discussions the Irish President
will defend Parliament's views on this matter?'!?'e can-
not help thinking that a more comprehensive approach
would be more effective. Here I am referring to the
14 draft resolutions already submitted to the Council,
which has sadly not yet reached a decision. These
draft resolutions concern temporary work, pan-time
work and the reorganization and redisribution of
working time. All these measures would make a sub-
stantial contribution towards reducing long-term
unemployment.
The employment situation can be improved on the
basis of a plan for economic recovery as worked out
by Parliament but also on the basis of a coherent
employment policy directed mainly at young people
out of work. Action on a large scale is urgently neces-
sary, and I hope that the Council of social affairs min-
isters will be fully aware of this.
Another item on the agenda is the Vredeling Directive.
This is also urgent. The Council seems to be com-
pletely unaware of the crises which occur regularly in
a number of firms as a result of unilateral decisions,
especially by multinationals. The most recent instance
of this occurred in my country ten days ago. About a
thousand workers learnt from an American newsPaPer
that they would be out of a job as a result of the clo-
sure of four subsidiaries of Blue Bell in Limburg. The
EPP Group condemns such behaviour and demands,
in a motion for a resolution which I tabled with the
support of the entire Group, European legislation to
ensure that employees are informed and consulted.
Finally, Mr President, I would like to make a protest
against the Council's decision on budgeary discipline.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Chanterie, but your
speaking time is up.
Mr Ptittering (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I would like rc com-
ment on the integrated Mediterranean Programmes
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which were an imponant point at rhe Summit in Dub-
lin. I very much regret, not to usc a sronger expres-
sion, that rhe Summit did nor discuss rhe question of a
revolving fund, i.e. the idca of low-inrcresr loans 
-comparable with the Marshall plan 
- 
as we suggesrcd
in the repon which I had the honour of drawing up
for this Parliamenq and which it adoptcd almost unan-
imously in Fcbruary 1982.
I would like to suggest that we once again take up this
idca of a revolving fund in the discussion on the inte-
gratcd Mcditerranean programme. Our colleague,
Mr Kasatsis, who submined the repon on the inte-
grarcd Mediteranean programme to Parliamenr in
March this year, has done just rhat. I urge the Council
of Ministers to adopt the plan and, in connection with
this, I would ask the Commission also to give careful
consideration rc the mancr.
Mr Barry, hesident-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
I am
very conscious of the latcness of the hour and that
many people, including the interprercrs, wanr to ger ro
their lunch, not, of course, including yourself,
Mr President who rhrough goodwill of the Conserva-
tive and Socialist Members from the Unitcd Kingdom
vere presented with your lunch at your desk. I know
that other people have not had that benefit.
I think there have been about 20 to 25 speakers in this
debarc this morning, and I wanr to say, on behalf of
my govcrnment and myself 
- 
and the Irish Presidency
generally 
- 
hov grateful I am for the very positive
contributions that were made and the complimentary
things that were said abour our Presidenry. Naturally
the degree of warmth varied from speaker to speaker.
But I think all the speakers, excepr rwo, found some-
thing positive to say about rhe contribution of the Irish
Presidency and the posidve anirude we adopted over
the last six months. It is an extraordinary thing that
two Members found nothing good to say about the
Irish Presidency in the last six monrhs. It is quitc true,
of coursc, what Dr Johnson, a friend of your Conser-
vative colleagues, said 200years ago: 'The Irish are a
very f.air people, they never speak well of one another.'It is interesting rhat the only rwo speakers in the
House this morning who could find nothing good rc
say about the Irish Presidency vere rwo Irishmen. It is
ironical, but in the same qpirit that allows you to be
presenrcd with cakes, Mr President, I will not refer to
your contribution or to Mr Mahe/s any funher, and
leave it at that. It is a linle disappointing, but there you
afe.
I think, as I said in my opening remarks, rhat rhe Pres-
idency set out ro achieve somcthing positive for the
advancement of the Community during its period of
office. I think that we did do something on that road
- 
not as much as s.e would have liked and nor as
firmly in many directions as u,e would have wished 
-but still wc did achieve something in various areas. Ve
managed to conclude the negotiarions 
- 
which were
very difficult and involved many long hours 
- 
to
allow the third L,om6 Convendon rc be signed last
Saturday in lom6. I am glad of that. The presencc of
the Community with the Contadora Group codnries
and the Central American States in San Jos6, I rhink,
will be looked back upon in years and 
.decades to
come as a significant contribution to bringing peace
and stabiliry to that area of the world. I cenainly hope
that is so and I believe ir is also the wish of all Mem-
bers of this Parliament and all the States of the Com-
muniry.
On the budget: as somebody said, we cobbled
together an agreement for the 1984 budget, and that
was imponant for the Community. I gather the spirit
of goodwill that the times should dictate, and indeed
the spirit of this debate rhis morning might perhaps
indicate, will not extend to the vote tomorrow night
by Parliament. You are not in the humour to act as
Santa Claus tomorrow night, so there will be a nega-
tive response to the 1985 budget. I think rhar is a piry,
but I think it is in keeping wirh the Treaties on the
basis of which we all operarc. It is important that rhe
Parliament has a role in the budget, and you are per-
fectly within your democratic righr in exercising that
role, and I recognize that. The point has been made
that, in fact, you are speeding up the process of find-
ing soludons rather than, as I suggested in my opening
remarks, of slowing them down. Naturally I think my
interpretation is correct. One speaker here suggesrcd
this morning that the Council should be ignored and
the Commission and the Parliament should go ahead
on their own and advance this Communiry. I think we
should look again at what is possible under the Trea-
ties. It is like somebody saying that he will only accept
some of the Commandments as he does not like the
others. The fact is that the Treaties lay down roles for
the Commission, for Parliament and for the Council.
By continually squabbling among yourselves and
ignoring one anorher's rights you are saying that this
or that institution of the Communiry is not doing ir
bit; that you are pure and holy, whereas the other rwo
are useless. That is the son of negative thinking that
has got us into rhe posirion at the moment where the
people of Europe have no faith in its fuure. It is up to
us to rekindle thar faith. It is not just up to the Coun-
cil, it is not just up to the Commission, it is not just up
to the Parliament; it is up to all three institutions
together. Because as sure as we fail to do that, and try
rc push ahead with our own set of rights and responsi-
bilities in this regard and ignore the other rwo, we are
cenainly going to trip up the whole Communiry in the
future. Ve must resrore the faith of the people and
rekindle the kind of high hope that was there 25 years
ago when the Community was founded. That can be
done. I think we tried to do this by setting up rwo
committces during our Presidency, to which the Taoi-
seach referred when he spoke yesterday. They have
done very positive work as is obvious in the Dooge
Committee's intcrim report ro the Council last week.
The other commirtee is less well advanced. But rhey
are rwo exuemely imponant committees which can get
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this Community back on the road again. But it needs
the pannership of the three institutions, it does not
need setting one institution against the other rwo in
the future.
The most imponant task we had undenaken, as I said
at the outset, was enlargement. This is very difficult
territory for Member States of the present Com-
munity. !7e should not ignore that fact. Mrs Ewing
spoke about the fisheries dossier. \7e also know about
the difficulties concerning wine , agriculture and
migrant workers. These rtere all extremely sensitive
issues for the existing Member States. Yet the political
will was there to say that we want this Community
enlarged because the process of growth of the Com-
munity must continue. Ve want Spain and Ponugal to
come ln.
Even the question of integrated Mediterranean pro-
Brammes. The Irish Presidency accepr that the prob-
lcms which will be experienced by the southern region
of the Community with the enlargement to include
Spain and Ponugal do present difficulties for certain
countries and that the Community, if it is a real Com-
muniry, must try to alleviate those difficulties. Even
with that, the Greek delegation said last Monday and
Tuesday they wanted Spain and Ponugal in the Com-
muniry, they wanted enlargement to take place.
Underlying all the difficuldes, there is the will to build
up this Community to include not just Spain and Por-
tugal but other countries in the future as well. It is not
going to be easy, it is going to demand sacrifices from
individual countries, it is going to demand sacrifices
from people, but the overall political objective of mak-
ing it a truly integrated European Community can
only succeed if we expand it to include other new
Member States. I believe that will is still there. I think
it has taken a bit of a battering over the last years
under the squalls of economic recession, but I still
think it is there and I still have sufficient faith that if
the institutions work @gether and if we can make the
people of Europe enthusiastic we can reach those
goals that are so desirable for the peace of the world.
(Apphuse)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now vote on the request for an early vote on
the three motions for resolutions which wound up the
debatcl.
(Parliament approsed tbe reqrcstsfor an early oote)
I Motions for resolutions:
- 
by Mrs Salisch and Mrs Dury (Doc. 2-1188/84), on
behalf of the Socialist Group
- 
by the Group of the European Democratic Alliance(Doc.2-123s/84)
- 
by Mr Brok and others (Doc. 2-1236/84/r*.).
The vote on the motions themselves will be taken at
voting time this evening.
(Tlte sitting ans snspended at 1.30 p,m. and resrmed at
3.15 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI
Vce-fuesident
5. Topical and urgent debate (objections)
President. 
- 
Pursuant rc the 2nd subparagraph of
Rule 48(2) of the Rules of Procedure, I have received
the following objections, tabled and justificd in writ-
ing, to the list of subjeca for the next topical and
urgent debate, which is due to be held tomorrow,
13 December 1984.
(Tbe fuesident read oat tbe objections)l
I inform you that the vote on these objections has been
held without debate.
Afier the vote
Mr Cottrell (ED). 
- 
I would not wish to question the
wisdom of the Chair but insofar as I understood the
translation of your remarks concerning Mr Sherlock's
resolution on acid rain, I think the House may have
misunderstood Mr Sherlock's proposition. It was cer-
tainly clear rc me that the impression which you gave
to the House wa,s the reverse of the conrcnt of
Mr Sherlock's resolution. I wonder if, in fact, there
has been a misunderstanding, panicularly among the
Christian Democratic Group and also among the
Members of the Rainbow Group, and most particu-
larly among the German Christian Democratic Mem-
bers. It was not clcar to me that the proposition was
put in the right way.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Cottrell, unless there is proof rc the
contrary, I think you can assume that I can read.
6. Question Time (contd)
President. 
- 
The nexr ircm is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. 2-1160/84). Ve stan with ques-
tions to the Council.
Since they deal with the same subject, Question
No 98, by Mr Christodoulou (H-283/8\:
I See Minurcs.
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Subject: Community financing for the projects of
the five-year Greek programme
In May 1984, the Greek Government submitted to
the Commission a package of industrial and
infrastructure projects to be financed by the Euro-
pean Communiry. These projects relate to the
five-year economic and social development pro-
gramme. At the Budget Ministers' meering on
2OJuly 1984, the Council decided to enter a
special item in the Communiry draft budget under
the title 'Five-year Greek programme', with a p.m.
against appropriations for commitment and pay-
ments.
Following the Council's adoption of the draft
budget for 1985, can it state whether there are any
plans to finance the projects of the five-year
Greek programme and indicate whether the rel-
evant Community finance that it is proposing is to
be forthcoming from existing structural funds or
whether additional finance (either in the form of
loans or a grant) is to be sought over and above
that provided for under the Communiry's existing
financial instruments?
and Question No 111, by MrAdamou (H-329/84):
Subject: Communiry finance for projects under
the five-year development programme
In its Memorandum, the Greek Government
requested Communiry finance for projects to be
carried out under its five-year development pro-
gramme, within which context there had been
cooperation with the Commission. Vould the
Council state for what projects and in what
amounts special financing will be made available
under the 1985 budget?
will be taken together.
Mr Berry, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
- 
The
Council would remind the honourable Member that in
its reply to the memorandum submitted by the Greek
Government the Commission undenook to give sym-
pathetic consideration to requests made concerning
large-scale projects under the five-year developmenr
Programme.
On that occasion the Commission reserved the right ro
provide financial assistance either within rhe frame-
work of current activities under its own responsibility
or within the framework of the specific proposals rc be
submitted to the Council with regard to such mea-
sures, the duration of which should not exceed four
years. Although there have been contacr between the
Greek Government and the Commission with regard
to these large-scale projects, the Council has not yet
received specific proposals from the Commission in
this context. Pending proposals from the Commission
in this connection, the Council has on its own initia-
tive created a new Anicle 570 
- 
EEC panicipation in
Greece's five-year economic and social development
programme 1984-88 
- 
in the draft budget for 1985
and has made a token entry against it, because com-
mitment or payment appropriations cannot be entered
under this heading as matters stand at present. More-
over, in the absence of these proposals the Council is
unable to take a decision on the rypes of investment or
on the possible form and amount of Communiry pani-
cipation in the funding of the programme.
Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I must say how
surprised I am at the way the President-in-Office is
avoiding the question at a time when, only a few days
ago, the Greek State Secretary for the national econ-
omy, Mr Roumeliotis, gave a press interview in which
he went into detail about how the Commission would
be presenting proposals involving the financing of
major infrastructure works in the fields of transpon,
industry, energy and research, with a Communiry con-
tribution of 500 million ECU coverin g 700/o of costs in
the field of transpon and +00/o in the other fields.
May I therefore ask the President-in-Office whether
the figures and percentages quoted by the Starc Secre-
tary for the national economy are correct. Vhen does
the Commission expect to be submitting its proposals,
and why has there been such a delry?\7e are now
coming rc the end of the third year of the five-year
programme. If we wait a little longer we shall be into
the next five-year programme.
Mr Barry. 
- 
The President-in-Office was not evading
the question, as the honourable Member suttes6.
\7hat I said was that the Commission had not yet
made proposals. There is no contradiction between
that and what the supplementary question was about.
The questioner said that the Greek Minister had said
that the Commission intendedw make proposals to the
Council. The point of my reply was that the Council
cannot take decisions antil the Commission makes
proposals. As it has not yet done so the Council cannot
take a decision.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I too regard the Presi-
dent-in-Office's reply as totally inadequate, and I
should like to put the following supplementary to him.
It is of course true that the ball is now in the Commis-
sion's court, and under the procedure for rabling ques-
tions to the Commission we will have to wait another
four months before we get an answer. Despite that,
may I ask the President-in-Office whether he has con-
cerned himself with the mat[er, and whether he
believes that appropriations will be granted to Greece
in 1985 to finance the five-year programme.
Mr Barry. 
- 
That is the second time it has been sug-
gested that I have evaded the question. I have nos
evaded the question at all. The Council can only take
decisions on the basis of proposals made to it by the
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Commission. The Commission has not yet made pro-
posals to the Council and therefore the Council can-
not yer take a decision. That is what I said in my
original reply, what I said in reply to the first supple-
menury and what I must repeat now. Therefore,
whether I think that the amounts provided are suffi-
cient or insufficient does not arise, because no
amounts have as yet been proposed by the Commis-
sion.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office
of the Council say if an independent economic assess-
ment has been obained of the viabiliry of investments
in projects for which the Greek Government has
requested support, so that this Padiament and the tax-
payers can be convinced that the funds are being pur-
posefully used in accordance with Community regula-
dons? If such an assessment has not been ordered, will
he assure this House that one will be made?
Mr Barry. 
- 
No, I will not give any such assurance to
the House. These are matters for the Commission.
The Commission will make its assessment on the basis
of suggestions or proposals made to it by the Greek
Government. It will assess these proposals and recom-
mend to the Council which ones should be acted upon.
These are the normal procedures of the institutions of
this Communiry, and they will be abided by.
Mr Anastasopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) May I first of all
ask the President-in-Office whether he can state
approximarcly when the Commission will be submit-
ting its proposals.
Secondly, does he consider the figure enrcred in the
1985 budget adequate, when account is taken of the
fact that, of the 160 million ECU proposed by Parlia-
ment for the Mediterranean Programmes and the con-
tribution to the Greek five-year development Pro-
gramme, the Council has finally approved only 50 mil-
lion ECU?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I think there is a linle confusion here,
Integrated Mediterranean programmes are not the
subject of this question. I could not say what amount
of money would be in the budget for 1985, because it
cannot be detcrmined until the proposals are received,
costed and agreed upon.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 99 by Mr Hutton(H-115l8a):
Subject: Second joint declaration on conciliation
procedure
\7hen will the Council sign the draft second joint
declaration on the conciliation procedure,
adopted by Parliament in December 1983r and
agreed to by the Commission with only one
amendment, in view of the Council's aim, stated
in the Solemn Declaration of Stutqan of June
1983, of improving and extending the scope of the
conciliadon procedurel ?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
The
Council is examining the Commission proposals to
improve the conciliation procedures in the light, inter
alia, of the opinion adopted by the European Parlia-
ment in December 1983. However, the Council
proved unable to arrive at the common position which
would have allowed work to begin with the European
Parliament, and the Commission is preparing a newjoint declaration on the conciliation procedure. The
Presidency informed the enlarged Bureau of the Euro-
pean Parliament in greatfr detail of the proceedings
which took place within the Council at the meeting
betveen the Bureau and the ten Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of the Member States of the European Com-
munity on 20 November 1984.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Before I ask a supplementary
question, may I thank the President-in-Office for the
couneous way in which he has answered quesdons in
this House over the past six months.
Could I now ask him if the Danish Government has
invoked the so-called Luxembourg compromise and
claimed that improvements in the conciliation Proce-
dure involve a vital national interest for Denmark? If it
has not, what possible justification does the Irish Pres-
idency have for not taking a majority decision to start
discussions with the European Parliament on the con-
ciliation procedure?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Unanimiry is needed for joint declara-
tions, and one Member Starc does not agree to allow a
unanimous decision to be taken in this regard'
Presidcnt. 
- 
Since they deal with the same subject,
the following quesdons will be nken together.
Question No 100, by Mr Marshall (H-144184):
Subject: Spanish accession to the EEC
Can the Council give us a guaranrce that the terms
of Spanish accession to the EEC will not be such
as rc prejudice those other Medircrranean coun-
tries who have enjoyed preferential access to the
Communiry?
Question No 103, by Mr\Tijsenbeek (H-293l84):
Subject: Accession negotiations with Spain
1 Bulletin of the European Communities, No 6-1983,
point 1.6.1, section 2.3.6.t OJ C l0 of 16 1. 1984.
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Can the Council state whether thc United King-
dom is reserving is posirion with regard to tfie
accession negodadons with Spain because Spain
has not complctely lifted thc blockade on Gibral-
taT?
Question No 105, by Mr Pininfarina (H-307l84):
Subject: Enlargement of the Community ro
include Spain and Ponugal
Noting thar the state of negotiations with Spain
and Ponugal calls in question the accession in
1986 of these rwo countries to the EEC, and not-
ing with special concern the interruption of nego-
tiations at ministerial level because the Council
delegation was insufficienrly represenative of the
Communiry, does not the Council find it disres-
pecrful towards the Spanish and Ponuguese min-
isters and detrimental to the Communiq/s prestige
thar the tovernmenrs should approach witli insou-
ciancc a political problem of such imponance?
Question No 105, by Mrs Eving (H-309l8a):
Subject: Fisheries negotiations with Spain
ITill the President-in-Officc commenr on recenr
progress made in the accession negotiations with
Spain ois -ti-ois fisheries ?
Question No 131, by Mr MacSharry (H-408/84):
Subject: Spanish accession and the Regional
Fund
In reply to Oral Question No 0-151841 by
Mr Arndt and others concerning the accession
negodations, rhe President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil does not refer to the state of negotiations on
the Regional Fund. Given the regional srucrures
of Spain and Ponugal, this is a vital question.
Vould the Council state the situation in regard to
negotiations on the Regional Fund with Spain and
Ponugal?
Question No 138, by Mr Iomas (H-a38/8\:
Subject: Spanish accession to the EEC
According rc the European Communities Com-
mission Bulledn 'The Veek in Europe, 25 Octo-
ber 1984', the EEC Foreign Ministers have
reached 'a common a[tirude' on Spanish migranr
workers.
Can the Council tcll me what the position will be
regarding Spanish migrant workers working in
Gibraltar, and if rhere is a transition period or if
there are quotas to be imposed?
Mr Berry, hesident-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
The
situation with regard ro rhe negodations on rhe
, S". d.b"*r of tz.g.l9g4, p.98.
enlargement of the Communiry have been dealt with
in the statcmenr by the President of the European
.Council, Dr FitzGerald, on rhe outcome of the Euro-
pean Council and in my srarcmen! this morning on the
Irish presidency.
fu a result of the agreements reached at tle European
Council and the Foreign Affairs Council last week, the
negotiadons wirh Spain and Ponugal can now enrcr
the final phase on the basis of the Communiry posi-
tions u,hich havc been adoptcd on all the major issues.
Mr Manhall (ED).- Vould the President-in-Office
of the Council accept that the decisions made in Sum-
mit did not deal with the problems of our traditional
Mediterranean suppliers? Vould he accept that coun-
tries such as Morocco, Tunisia and Israel have very
grave economic problems, that they export a substan-
tial amount to the Communiry, that when Spain joins
the Communiry rhose exporrs will be put at risk and
the Communiry has a moral obligation to strike an
accord with those countries so that they are not penal-
izedby rhe accession of Spain to the Communitt'
Mr Barry. 
- 
I think the best reply I can give to that
question is to quote from rhe Council declaration of
Januaqy 1983 in rhe conrcxt of rhe accession negotia-
tions wirh Spain:
In the case of cooperation or association agree-
men6 concludcd by the Communiry with certain
countries, the exploratory talks will have to be
stepped up with a view to examining the difficul-
des rhey might encounrer as a result of enlarge-
ment and receiving from them such analysis and
assessmenr data as they might wish m put for-
ward.
These alks will be conducted in parallel with the
enlargement negotiations so rhat before the latter
are concluded on the basis of specific proposals by
the Commission and in connecrion with the appli-
cant countries, rhe Council might acquire an over-
all view of the problems encountered and rhe steps
which could be envisaged to deal with them witli a
view to determining such political guidelines and
possible decisions on the adjustment of the coop-
eration or associadon agreemenrc as might appear
necessary.
I think that clearly indicares that the concerns
expressed by the questioner are taken into account.
Mr Misenbcck (L).- (NZ) Now that rhe specific
problem I raised in my question would appear ro be a
thing of the past, may I ask the Presidint-in-Office
whetler there are any other bilateral problems in this
c-ontexq including 
- 
although it is not strictly one of
the Communiq/s bilateral problem 
- 
the quistion of
diplomatic reladons berween Spain and Israll. Vhat is
the position on this panicular point?
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Mr Barry. 
- 
I do not think that was the subject of the
original question. I cannot tell you at the momcnt
what the relations with Israel are, but of course Israel
is a Mediterranean country in the sense that the Com-
muniry has an agreement with it. Therefore, my reply
to the last supplementary would apply again in this
case.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
[ wish to express my agree-
ment with what Mr Hutton said earlier in relation to
the President-in-Office of the Council. Mr Barry has
replied most courteously to our questions here over
the period of the last six months and I thank him for it.
I am disappointed in the reply to Question No 131
which spoke specifically of the Regional Fund and the
difficulties that would arise with the accession of Spain
and Ponugal and the regional stnrctures existing there
at Present.
The quesdon I. would like to ask the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council is this: will the total ERDF be
increased and, if so, by how much? Vill the percen-
mge for countries like Ireland, for example, be more
or less than exists at present? I think these are funda-
mental issues that are of concern to all Member States
ar present. I would appreciate it if the President-in-
Office of the Council could be a limle more specific in
place of the global references that have been made,
with all due respect rc the President-in-Office himself
and his leader.
Mr Barry. 
- 
Vhen I replied to the original question I
said that matters in relation to enlargement had been
dealr with both by the Taoiseach yesrcrday and myself
rcday. This is one of the questions that has been dealt
with in both our'replies. The point there is that yes,
the Regional Fund will be increased substantially in
real terms on accession. That has been agreed already.
Mr Lomes (S). 
- 
I wanted to ask the President-in-
Office if he could give me some reply to my quesdon,
which he is answering too and which is specifically
about the effects of Spanish entry on Gibraltar. I won-
der if he is aware of the dcep concern and alarm felt
by the people there at the effect Spanish migrant
workers will have on that tiny communiry? Any influx
of workers obviously will be quite disastrous to
employment even if there is a transition period.
Can the Council give Gibraltarians any hope that they
will not have to suffer in that way?
Mr Barry. 
- 
The relationship beween Gibraltar and
Spain is a marrer for bilateral negotiarions. In fact, I
would direct the questioner's attention rc the commu-
niqu6 that was issued last week as a result of negotia-
tions berween the Foreign Minister of Spain and the
Secretary of Sate for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs of the United Kingdom.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) The prospect of enlarge-
ment is causing treat concern to our ACP panners.
The lom6 Convention has just been extcnded. Can we
have precise details of the procedures for consulting
our ACP partne$ with regard to the enlargement and
its consequences?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Thc third.lom6 Convention has been
signed and agreed. Therefore the position of the ACP
countries is assured for the five years starting from
next March. Now if they have any concern during that
period, which will still be within the period of transi-
tion, of course, the machinery is there for consuldng
them and discussing any problems they might have in
that regard. The Convention has now in fact been
signed, so thcy should have no concern for the next
five years at least.
Mr Bcyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-Of-
fice, Question Time is an Anglo-Snxon sPort at which
you excel. A brief question deserves a brief answer, but
I note to my great regret that the question by .y
friend Florus Vijsenbeek did not receive any answer
at all. Not just a brief answer, but no answer at alM:t
me therefore put the question again. Are Israel and
Spain going to establish diplomatic relations? Is the
matter on the agenda, or has it been raised in the con-
text of enlargement?
I am not adopting any personal stance on the matter
- 
I am just asking you the question. I should likc to
have as clear and explicit a reply as possible. Thank
you Mr President-in-Office.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I understood the last question to concern
the relation berween the Communiry and Israel in
terms of Mediterranean produc6, because diplomatic
relations berween Spain and Israel have nothing at all
rc do with the Communiry. That is a matter for the
rwo governmenr concerned. That was brief and to the
point.
(Laaghter)
Mr McMillen-Scoa (ED). 
- 
The President-in-Office
made reference to exploratory tall$ with other Medi-
terranean nations. Could he give some indicadon
when these may start, panicularly in relation to the
reponed application by Morocco to join the European
Economic Community?
(Iaaghter)
Mr Berry. 
- 
No I could not, but I have cenainly scen
the repon. I was not under the impression that Mor-
occo was pan of the European continent.
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Mr Mattina (S).- (17') I should like to know the
position with regard to the German Governmenr's
proposal to change the provisions affecting migrant
workers within the Communiry.
Quite frankly, it is totally unjust that there should not
be equal economic and legislative reatment for people
doing the same work within the Community, and I
would consider it absolutely disgusting if the currenr
provisions were to be changed.
Mr Barry. 
- 
As I said this morning when I was speak-
ing to the Parliament, this is something that is under
discussion at the moment. I do not think it would be
wise on my pan at this stage to say what rhe possible
outcome of these negoriations would be.
Mr van Aercsen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Of-
fice, with all due respect for your statement that the
Council had issued a declaration in 1983, those of the
Members present who took part in the 10th meeting
between the nadonal parliamenrc of the Member
States and the founeen Arab states belonging rc the
Euro-Arab community did not get the impression that
the Arab countries were informed about what would
happen after the accession of Ponugal and Spain to
the Community.
Vhat specific steps will the Council now sake on the
basis of the 1983 decision to explain these consequ-
ences, with a view to creating a political awareness of
this problem?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I cannor agree wirh the questioner rhat
we have not informed them. They are fully informed
of what is going on, and subsrantial negotiations will
commence in the closing stages of the negotiations
with Spain and Ponugal.
I would also draw Parliament's arrenrion rc the fact
that the announcement of the responsibilities allocated
to the new Commission as made lasr week indicates
one Commissioner as being primarily responsible for
relations with the Mediterranean countries. This is an
indication of the seriousness with which the Commis-
sion is approaching this problem.
Mr Barrctt (RDE). 
- 
Vith respecr, could I point out
to the President-in-Office that he did nor answer the
second pan of MrMacShar#s quesdon, which was:
Vill the percenage of the ERDF available rc Ireland
be more or less after the accession of Spain and Portu-
gal?
Mr Barry. 
- 
It is nor rhe second pan of Mr Mac-
Sharry's question. It does not refer to Ireland at all.
Anyway, to answer the question, it certainly will not
be less, and I think that the new division of rhe ERDF
announced in the last month indicates that quite
clearly.
Mr McMahon (S). 
- 
I would like to ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office about suBar quotas. I understand that
in Lom€ last week he signed the ACP agreement. I am
panicularly concerned about the toally inadequate
arrangements that have been made for Ponugal's
accession. For example, Portugal asked for a quon of
300 000 tonnes of cane sugar and they have only been
allocarcd 70 000 tonnes. This will cause great prob-
lems for the sugar-cane industry, not only in Ponugal,
but also in the United Kingdom. I wonder what steps
the Council is going to take to revise the totally inade-
quate arrangements that have been made in this res-
Pect.
Mr Barry. 
- 
The ruro figures quoted by the ques-
tioner are corefi: Ponugal has said what she consi-
ders necessary and the Community has starcd its posi-
tion. That is the basis on which the negotiadons will
take place on Monday and Tuesday next.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Quesdon No 101, by Mrvon
\7ogau (H-371/84):1
Subject: Standard customs document
The proposal for a regulation to simplify the for-
malities for intra-Community Eansporr of goods
and a draft standard customs document was ori-
ginally intended to simplify border formalities and
customs processing for the inra-Community
ransport of goods.
Does the Council take the view that the present
proposals meet this aim, or does it not feel that the
draft forms and the note which forms pan of the
draft basic reguladon, if they were to be used in
this form, would in fact complicate considerably
the transport of goods and run counter to these
commendable objectives ?
Vhat scope does the Council see for making the
regulation to simplify formalities and the single
customs document more practicable and less bur-
eaucratic, so rhat this simplification would really
help firms instead of imposing an even more com-
plicatcd and comprehensive procedure ?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
- 
fu the
honourable Member has pointed our, one of the prin-
ciple objectives of the Commission's initiative on the
introduction of a single document is to simplify the
formalities when goods move within the Community.
The Council has already borne this objective in mind
when considering the Cbmmission's various proposals
I Formcr oral question without dcbete (0-32/84) convencd
into a question for Question Time.
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on the subject, and is actively pursuing studies aimed
at ensuring that it is achieved. Accordingly, it has
drawn up a list of a maximum number of paniculars
which Member States may require in intra-Com-
muniry rade. The list has been reexamined in order to
reduce the number of paniculars still funher. In point
of fact, the Internal Market Council proposed an ini-
tial reduction of the paniculars to appear on the single
document at im meeting of I October 1984. Since
then, a working-parry of senior officials has been
instructed rc reduce the number of paniculars still fur-
ther, and it has just completed this task. Moreover, the
draft basic regulation which the Council agreed in
principle at its meeting of 9 October contains provi-
sions enabling formalities to be still funher reduced by
providing for the possibilities of recourse to simplified
and computerized procedures which even include
exemptions from any form of written declaration.
Lastly, the Council would draw attention to the reso-
lution of May 1984 on the computerization of admin-
istrative procedures in intra-Communiry trade, which
is intended rc initiate a second phase going beyond the
single document towards e greeter simplification of
formalities.
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Does the Council
realize that this is a typical example of what can hap-
pen when something is agreed upon in the Com-
muniry? It was originally said that the aim was a sim-
ple document, and that what was wanted was for
someone to be able to travel throughout the Com-
muniry with an invoice as an accompanying document
- 
in other words, the invoice alone would be suffi-
cient. Then the individual Member States came along
and say they needed a simple document, but with a
cenain number of paniculars. Since these ten particu-
lars varied from country to country, it was found that
the document would have to contain 70 paniculars.
'!7ith an enormous effon this was reduced to 48 pani-
culars. I nevenheless think that somebody sitting with
that document in front of him and having to enter the
48 paniculars has still got too much to do, panicularly
if is a small or medium-sized undenaking which is
involved.
Is the Council not prepared to insist that there must be
a much simpler document, so that the man in the sueet
is capable of providing the information required with-
out having to resort to a computer?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I accept what the questioner says. In
spite of what he says, this does represent, I think, quite
remarkable progress. There has been a reduction of
30% in the amount of form-filling to be done and it is
not the intention that it should be frozen at that point,
but that it should advance from there. I should also
say, as I said this morning, that the breakthrough that
I have indicated has been welcomed by the representa-
tives of trade and commerce throughout the Com-
munity, so I think that while it is not enough, it is
cenainly a move in the right direction, and has been
welcomed as such by the people directly involved.
Mr Petterson (ED). 
- 
Ve can conBratulate the
working-parry on a 300/o reduction in the number of
questions, but could the President-in-Office explain
how it is that this has only got it down to 48, whereas
a similar Benelux document makes do with only 18
questions? Could we not adopt the Benelux document
instead?
Perhaps I could also ask when this document is actu-
ally going to come into force. I have read somewhere
that it is not going to be introduced until 1986.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am not sure of the exact date, but it is
expected that the Council meetint on 18 December
will confirm the reduction and that the official text
will be adopted after finalization by the jurist-linguists.
Vhen it will actually come into force I could not say,
but I think 1986 might be a limle pessimistic as a view
as to when it will happen.
Mr de Vries (L).- Vould not the Council confirm
the opinion that 48 items on such a document gives the
impression of a Kafkaesque bureaucraq and that the
European Communiry should follow the lead of the
Benelux countries and reduce the maximum number of
items to under 20?
Mr Barry. 
- 
That would be the end result at which
the Community is aiming. Indeed, I hope the end is
not too far ahead. However, if it is Kafka at forty-
eight, what was it at seventy? It was far worse. At least
we are going the right direction. It hasn't moved from
fony-eight to seventy, it has moved from sevenry to
forty-eight!
Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office, do
you remember what you said this morning about a
People's Europe, and what your Prime Minister said
yesterday on the same subject? Do you realize that the
wishes reflected in the 48 particulars came only from
civil servants and bureaucram, and not one of them
from the man in the street? \7ould it not be possible to
hand over this problem first of all to the Committee
for a Citizens' Europe with a firm deadline, so that
they can finally come up wiqh a document which
reflects the needs of ordinary people and get back to
the invoice as the only basis for the transpon of
goods?
Mr Barry. 
- 
These supplementary questions are
prompted by the question put down about the single
document for intra-Communiry rade. It is fashionable
at the moment to quorc Kafka and Orwell and to talk
about 1984 being the year of the bureaucrat. How-
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ever, let us at least register our appreciation of the one
srnall step that was taken in 1984, even though it was
only a shon srcp, namely, a movement from sevenry rc
fony-eight. It is not going to set the world on fire, but
it is in the right direcdon. I think we should appreciate
that point.
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office,
you are always expressing the hope that something or
other will be achieved. I think it is shameful for all of
us here to expect a minister to answer technical ques-
tions which he cannot be expected ro have mastered.
Vould you not agree rhat the Council should set a
political objecdve and instruct the bureaucrats to
achieve this objecdve? Vould you not agree that the
real dury and task of the Council should in facr be to
lay down the objective and to ensure that the bureau-
cracy does not then water down this objective?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I do agree.
Prcsident. 
- 
Since the authors arc absent, Questions
Nos 102, 104, 107, 108 and 109 will receive written
rcplies.l
Mr Vijscnbcck (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I
draw your attention rc the fact that you have now
mentioned the names of nearly half the Members of
this Parliament who have put down questions to the
Council but who have not taken rhe trouble to be
present in the House. I just want to point that our.
President. 
- 
That was not a point of order but a criti-
cism, and as such it can be accepted.
Since they deal with the same subject, Quesdon
No 110, by Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (H-358/84):2
Subject: The abolirion of customs and police for-
malities at the inrcrnal frontiers of the
Communiry in the interests of the free
movement of persons and measures to
, combat drugs
The Fontainebleau European Council asked the
Council and the Member Starcs m examine mea-
sures for abolishing police and customs formalities
at the internal frontiers of the EEC in the interesr
of the free movemenr of percons. Ir also instructed
the ad hoc committee to examine measures [o
combat drugs. How does the Council intend to
reconcile these nro aims in the initial research it
carries out and rhe firsr measures it introduces?
and Question No 119, by Sir Jack Stewan-Clark (H-
375/84):
Subject: Drugs abuse on Council agendas
In view of the concern expressed at the Fontaine-
bleau summit at the extent of the problem of drug
abuse in the Member States of the EEC, and of
the decision to examine this problem in the con-
text of the ad boc Commitree on a Citizens'
Europe, can the Council confirm that the ad hoc
comminee is already dealing with this matter?
Vill the Council funher state whether this subject
is on the agenda of the fonhcoming meetings of
the Ministers of Health, the Ministers for Social
Affairs and the Ministers for Culture in their res-
pective Councils?
will be taken rcgether.
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
- 
I had
intended taking three questions rogether 
- 
Nos 104,
I 10 and I 19.
The Council is not represented on the ad hoc Com-
mittee on a People's Europe and is therefore not in a
position rc reply to questions about its procedures. I
would remind you, however, of what Mr FivGerald
said about this commitrce yesterday:
You will be aware that this ad hoc Committee of
Representatives of the Heads of State or Govern-
ment and of the President of the Commission was
set up by the European Council in Fontainebleau.
It met three times and presented an interim repon
to the Dublin Summit, which asked it ro make a
further report to the European Council next
March.
Mr FitzGerald went on ro say that the committee
has shown a welcome determination to tackle ser-
iously the task set for it. Ir has agreed on a specific
programme of work, at once extensive and inten-
sive, and is approaching this work in a sensible
and politically sensitive manner, seeking to avoid
becoming anotherlayer of bureaucracy but rarher
to provide the necessary impetus and to concen-
trate effons on a range of specific measures that
are likely rc be of direct concern to the people of
Europe in their everyday activities and which can
be put into effect in the near furure.
In reply to that pan of Quesrion No 110 which con-
cerns the Council, I can assure you that measures to
combat drug abuse and the abolition of police and cus-
toms formalities at frontiers do not seem ro me to be
incompatible.
In reply to the latrcr pan of Question No 119, I would
point out that on 18 November 1984 the Commission
forwarded to the Council a communication on coop-
eration at Community level on health-related prob-
lems. This communicarion contains a section on oom-
bating drug abuse. There was a discussion on this
I See Annex Question fime.2 Formcr oral question withour debarc (0-48/84) convened
into a question for Question Timc.
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communication at the informal meeting of rhe Health
Ministers on 29 November 1984.
Mrs Thome-Patcn6trc (RDE).- FR) Mr President-
in-Office, thank you for your reply. I would, however,
add the problem of drug abuse and the fight against
drug trafficking call for immediate and effecdve solu-
tions as regards both prevention and detection. I
should like to stress what I feel should be a priority in
the EEC: as far as the frontiers between the individual
Member States are concerned, the free movement of
persons must be achieved by the abolition of police
and customs formalities called for by the Fontaine-
bleau summit. !7e have still not heard anything abour
the subsance of the matter. The fight against drug
abuse must not be aken as a prercxt for hindering or
preventing the movement of persons about rhe Com-
muniry. Like the rest of you I frequently h?rve to go to
Brussels, and when the customs officers ask me if I
have anything in my bag I reply that I am only going
for the day and have nothing ro declare 
- 
but that has
nothing to do with combating the drug traffic! Thar
should be done at the external frontier of the Com-
muniry, while within the Communiry people should be
able to move freely without customs or passport prob-
lems.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I agree very much with what the ques-
tioner has said, and I think that this indicates the diffi-
culry of the problem. Ve do not wan[ to interfere with
the free moyement of goods and people across fron-
tiers inside the Communiry, and yet u/e do want ro
ackle very seriously and in a very urgent manner the
quesdon of drug and drug-abuse within the Com-
munity. I think they are both achievable. I do not
think there is a contradiction bemreen uying to
achieve the two. I believe that the Health Council
should, as they did last week, consider the problem of
drug abuse. But I still think we have to work to break
down the frontiers bem/een counuies inside the Com-
munity and allow the free movement of people and
goods. I do not think they are incompatible.
Mr Dc Vrics (L). 
- 
Could the Couricil put us at ease
as to the consistenry of opinion within Council? And
could the Council confirm that border controls in no
way contribute rc the fight against the troubles stem-
ming from drug abuse? Could the Council confirm
that that is the Council's opinion and that therefore in
no way are bbrder controls, necessary for the purpose
of the fight against drug abuse?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I could not venture an opinion on what
the questioner has just said. It strikes me that border
controls are an essential weapon in the conrrol of the
movement of drugs. However, I am speaking from a
layman's point of view and I would not be competent
rc give an opinion beyond that. It would seem to me
that border controls are necessary rc control the
movemenr of drugs and that the difficulry is to recon-
cile free movement of goods and people and the con-
rol of drugs.
Mr Rogdla (S).- (DE) Mr President-in-Office, you
said you were a layman, and we are all in the same
position. However, we have studied the matter closely
and come to the conclusion that Mr de Vries nras sug-
gesting to you 
- 
that, in view of the quantities
involved and the world-wide cooperation between
drug traffickers, these checks at [he inrcrnal borders of
the Communiry have nothing rc do with tackling this
problem. Do you nos think that the need to be pro-
tected against this evil is the same for young people in
all Member States, with the result that this can be
properly and effectively uckled only at Communiry
level?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Yes, I would agree with the last pan of
the question. I am sure that the necessiry to fight drug
abuse is equal in all Member States. As regards his
question about laymen having been studying the mat-
ter and found that border controls are not an effective
weapon in the control of drug movement, I do not
think I agree with that, but I am a layman as well.
Maybe he has studied it more than I have. He agreed
that drug hauls or the capture of drugs by customs
officials or by police authorities in the Communiry are
frequently made at border crossings or ports of entry
and places like that. fu I say, I am speaking now as a
layman, but it seems to me from reading the papers
that this is where the hauls are made, so I think they
are a weapon in the control of drug movement.
Mr van Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Of-
fice, my family has lived for generadons at a border,
and I am therefore convinced that what you are saying
is not true. Everyday experience at the border shows
that it is only the small fry that get caught, and not the
big fish, because this crime is organized internation-
ally. I would therefore ask you whether you have nor
already heard the argument that maintaining the bor-
der checls makes it possible'rc save jobs 
- 
to which a
wise politician replied that that was certainly true,
provided the crime rate increasedl
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am not sure if the questioner expects an
answer. I think he was merely making a staremenr. I
have heard that argument before, of course, but it
obviously is not rrue and is not applicable in this case,
even if what he says is correct. Again the only infor-
mation I have is from reading the papers, but it
appears to me that more than small fry, as he terms
them, are caught at border crossings and points of
entry. Even if this were correct, at least it removes
some quantity of drugs from the malket, so it is of
benefir to rhar exrent.
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Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
From his remarks, I take it that the
President-in-Office accepts the view that although it is
only a smali crime one should not ignore it, but that
those people who are totally obsessed with creating an
internal market without any barriers wha$oever are
losing a sense of judgement where the battle against
drug trafficking is concerned. \7ill he also accept that
there is a need, too, to maintain border and customs
supervision to contain, for example, animal diseases
such as foot-and-mouth disease and rabies and that
the notion of removing border controls entirely is an
illusion which would, in fact, damage the Member
Statcs of the Communiry?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Ve set out to discuss, ten minurcs ago,
the free movement of 'goods. 'S7e are now discussing
[he movement of disease across borders. Obviously the
more controls you have to reduce the movement of
drugs or foot-and-mouth disease or rabies or wharcver
it is, the bener. The more ure can isolate these diseases
the better the chance you have of eradicating them.
'$7hat we set out to discuss was the free movement of
goods, and I am all in favour of removing as quickly as
possible formalides'that slow down and prevent the
Community developing in this regard.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Since the author is absent, Quesdon
No 112 will receive a written reply.l
I call Question No 113, by Mr Hume (H-340/84):
Subject: Super-levy on milk production
Is the Council satisfied with the measures being
taken in the Member States to implement the sup-
plementary levy on milk production?
Mr Barry, kesident-in-Offce of the Council.- It is up
m the Member States to implement the quoa sysrcm
in the milk sector and to the Commission to ensure
that the system is properly applied. The Council is
none the less closely following developments in the
situation. On four occasions 
- 
in September, Octo-
ber, November and again at the beginning of this
week 
- 
the Council held deailed discussions on the
basis of oral repons by the Commissioner on the oper-
ation of the new system. On these occasions, rhe
Council was appraised of the positive results achieved
at this stage in reducing total milk production in the
Community. It reaffirmed the need for Member States
to continue their efforts with a view to attaining rhe
objective set.
A certain specific difficulry still exists in several Mem-
ber States regarding the applicadon of the new system.
The Council asked the Commission to examine this
difficulry carefully and to submit, if necessary, appro-
priate proposals to remedy them. The Commission
consequently deferred from 30 September to
15 December 1984 the date for collecting the first adv-
ance payable by producers for the period from 2 April
to 3OSeptember 1984. At the meeting of 11 and
12 December, the Agriculture Council asked the Com-
mission to defer the date for collection of the advances
rc the end of the current milk year in March.
Mr Hume (S).- Vould the President-in-Office con-
firm rhar the allocadon of exra production to Nonh-
ern Ireland implied recognition of Nonhern Ireland as
a special case? \Zould he confirm that the inrcntion of
the Council was to recognize the extraordinary
dependence of Nonhern Ireland on agriculture, parti-
cularly on dairy-farming?
Funher, would he confirm that the present situation,
where Northern Ireland has exactly the same cutback
as each other region of the UK 
- 
that is, the 1983
figures minus 90lo 
- 
and that cutback in production is
the most severe of any being experienced anywhere in
the Community, is in clear contravention of the inten-
tion of the Council of Ministers, and would he take
this matter up again with the Council?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Yes, I can accept what the honourable
Member has said about the recognition by the Council
of the special position of Northern Ireland as under-
lined by the allocation of a special exffa quora ro that
pan of Ireland.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 114, by Mr Barrett(H-3a5l8a):
Subject: Violation by Spanish fishing vessels of
Communiry warcrs
Is the Council aware that, on the basis of informa-
tion provided by the Member States as required by
Community law, a total of I 122 violations of
Community fishing zones by fishing fleets from
non-Communiry countries (98 in Irish fishing
zones) were recorded benreen 1982 and 1983,
and that all but 5 such violations were committed
by Spanish fishing vessels? If so, what assurances
can it give Irish fishermen that enlargement will
not severely damage the future development of
Irish fishing?
Mr Barry, hesidcnrin-Offce of the Council. 
- 
The
Council has not been officially informed of the viola-
tions referred to by the honourable Member, since the
Member Starcs, which are responsible for conuolling
fishing activities in their respecdve secrors of the Com-
muniry fishing-zone, are only obliged to inform the
Commission of any infringement of Communiry rules
by Communiry or third-country fishing-vessels. In
preparing its negotiation position, the Council has
taken into account the interests of Irish fishermen.1 See Anncx Question Time.
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Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
The figures on infringements
given in my question are supposed to be authendc.
Bearing in mind that this morning in his speech to this
Parliament, the Minister stated that proposals were
now made to Spain and Portugal with regard to the
fishing indusry and the whole question of fisheries,
could he be more specific with regard to what is con-
tained in these proposals? Vould he not agree with me
that the only possible way to protect the fishing indus-
try where our country is concerned is by increasing
our protection fleet, and would he and his government
encer into negodations immediately with the EEC with
regard to providing the second protection vessel which
was envisaged five years ago, when it was then
decided it was absolutely necessary to have two
insrcad of one? Vould he not give some commitment
towards the placing of an order for this protection ves-
sel ?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I agree with parts of the honourable
Member's quesdon. I cenainly agree that fish-stocks
need protection. I would suggest that there are two
ways of doing that. One is, of course, the way he sug-
gests, of preventing violations of the regulations by
either native-owned or other Community or third-
country boats.
The second one is, of course, by the conservation of
fish-stocks, a commitment to which was entered at the
Irish Government's request in the Fontainebleau con-
clusions last June. The preservation of fish-stocks was
a very imponant part of these conclusions.
As regards the second pan of his question, about a
second fishery-protection vessel, I would remind the
honourable Member that, as he said, the indications in
the commitment were given five years ago and since
then there have been four governments in Ireland, of
which he was a member of wo, and none of the four
thought it was economically feasible to go ahead with
the provision of that fishery-protection vessel at the
time .
President. 
- 
I call Question No 115, by MrFitz-
gerald (H-347 /84):
Subject: Verolme shipyard
In view of the imminent closure of the Verolme
shipyard in Cork, will the Council indicate
whether it has sought the granting of aids for stu-
dies and consultancies for new projects and invest-
ment aid in line with Reguladon EEC No 217 /841
instituting a specific Communiry regional develop-
ment measure contributing to overcoming con-
straints on the development of new economic
activities in cenain zones adversely affected by
restructuring of the shipbuilding industry?
Mr Barry, hesident-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
- 
The
Council would inform the honourable Member that
since the adoption of Regulation No 217l84 in Janu-
ary 1984, it has not received any funher proposal from
the Commission reladng rc the Communiry contribu-
tion to aid in the shipbuilding industry. I can assure
the honourable Member, however, that the Council
will consider carefully any proposals made to it by the
Commission, taking into account the views expressed
by the Member States.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
I want panicularly to thank
the President-in-Office for answering this question. It
is probably unique in that the panicular shipyard to
which I refer adjoins the parliamenta{F constituency
represented by both him and me. Could I ask him in
his capacity as President-in-Office of the Council
whether he could not see his way to making an
approach to the Commission in view of the fact 
- 
to
follow on the question just put by .y colleague 
-that recent even$ in Irish waters involving Spanish
fishermen have obviously highlighted the more urgent
and clearer need for greater protecdon in our warcrs?
Moreover, as this is our only shipbuilding industry,
and as the loss of jobs is so acute, could he not use his
position as President-in-Office of the Council to ini-
tiate discussions with the Commission on aids under
the anicle to which I refer 
- 
namely, Off,cial Journal
L27,31 January 1984, page 15. Could I ask the Presi-
dent, in his unique position as President-in-Office of
the Council, since he and I share a common interest, if
he would not in these last remaining weeks use his
influence to initiate discussions with the Commission
on the subject?
Mr Barry. 
- 
This is an omnibus question. There are
many layers and a couple of minefields in it, so I have
to be quite careful in my reply. It would not be aPpro-
priate, nor is it necessary, for the President of the
Council to initiate discussions with the Commission on
proposals: any member of any government in the
Communiry can do that. It does not matrcr in that case
whether a couple of weeks or a few years are left.
Both the previous questioner and Mr Fitzgerald
referred to the recent incidents in Irish warcrs involv-
ing Spanish boats. If that proves anything, it proves the
efficiency of the protection methods at present in
operation inasmuch as the people concerned have
always been apprehended and fined in coun. I think
that once the Communiry is enlarged to include Spain
and Ponugal you may very well find a much more res-
ponsible attitude by Spanish fishermen than there is at
the moment. Of course, that would depend on the
generosi[y, as the Spaniards would see it, of the terms
being offered to them and indeed accepted by them as
regards fishery rights within an enlarged Communiry.
As a number of questioners have said quite rightly here
today, they own a fleet which is bigger than the entire
' OJL 27,31. l. t984, p. 15.
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Communiry fleet put rogerher. But they have indicated
aheady that it is not intended that all that fleer should
be switched into Community waters if they join. If
they are given access to Community waters, they will
be prepared to curtail the use of this access. But these
are maffrrs which still have not been concluded
because the negotiations on this are very sensitive for a
number of countries 
- 
the United Kingdom, France,
Denmark, Holland and Germany, as well as Ireland.
These are very sensitive questions for all these coun-
uies, and rhe conclusion has not been reached yet. To
go back m where I saned, as I said, it is nor neces-
sary, nor would she President-in-Office of the Council
have any more influence as President with the Com-
mission than would an ordinary member of a Com-
muniry governmenr. Ir is the merits of the case and rhe
economic viabiliry of what is proposed which would
influence the Commission and not the special pleading
by any panicular counry or a member of the govern-
ment of that counrry.
Mr Pcarce (ED). 
- 
Does the President-in-Office
share my concern that questions of shipbuilding,
which are the subject of Question No 115, ought to be
taken in conjunction with the related questions of
shipping and of financial senrices to shipping and of
the consequences for our military defences of -having a
merchant shipping fleet? It seems to me 
- 
and I come
from an area with a shipyard which is perhaps faced
with closure in the not too distant future 
- 
that the
problem is too often cut up into small pieces and each
piece will fall whereas we really look for an envelope
which takes inrc accounr ar the same dme the indus-
trial, transpoft, naval, financial and other matr.ers thar
relate to shipbuilding as well as shipping and related
matters. Could this be put togerher rarher better in the
future than it has been, please?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Vhar rhe quesdoner says may or may
not be right, but I have [o answer rhe question.as put
down. I cannor change the question. I think this
involves more rhan shipbuilding even though it is a
related pan of it. It concerns fishcry protection. I think
it is quite justified to put the quesrion down and I then
have an obligation ro answer it.
Sir Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I srrongly
object to the mobile television cameras photographing,
as they did here, Members' signatures of attendance.
Vould you please instruct immediately rhat no televi-
sion crew should be allowed to do that, and thar the
crew that has just done it should erase rhe film which
they have already taken?
Presidcnt. 
- 
I thank Mr Scott-Hopkins for drawing
my attention rc this marrcr, on which I must say that I
agree with him.
I call Question No 116, by Mrs Faith (H-353lEa):
Subject: Community merchant shipping fleet
'Vhat proposals for immediarc acdon does the
Council intend ro take to ensure rhat the Com-
munity merchant shipping fleet is not jeopardized
by the anti-comperirive practices of non-Com-
muniry operarors?
Mr Barry, Presi.dent-in-Offce of the Council. 
-"At itsmeeting of ll December 1984, the Council adopted
the following resolution on rhis matrer:
In connection with rhe discussions of the memo-
randum from the French delegation on unfair
commercial pracdces in shipping, the Council
reques$ the Commission to study and present to
the Council before 31 December 1984 concrete
proposals dealing with this marrer on rhe basis of
which appropriate measures should be taken
against such practices where they exist.
Mrs Faith (ED). 
- 
I think we all agree that urgent
action is required on this matrer. Berween 1978 and
1983, the Communiry fleet was reduced by 200lo while
the world fleet as a whole increased by 7.80/0. Furure
projections show rhat this trend is continuing. I hope
the Council remembers that we want immediarc acrion
by the EEC on rhis matrer.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I cannor rell the quesdoner what action
the Council is taking now, because ir is meeting at
exactly this moment to decide what action is to be
taken. However, rhey have been asked to take the
appropriate measures against such practices where
they exist, and these measures must be presented to
the Council before 31 December 1984. Therefore, rhe
sense of concern and urgenry which the quesdoner
wishes to stress has been taken into account and is
being acted on by the Council.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vce-hesident
Mr Mashdl (ED). 
- 
Can I first of all congratulate
the President-in-Office of the Council on that sense of
urgency. \7ould he agree that the Falklands crisis indi-
cated how valuable the rnerchant marine can be in
times of inrcrnational crisis in supplementing the
armed forces of the Communiry?
Mr Barry. 
- 
No comment.
(Laugbter)
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Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
On a point of order,
Madam President. Yesterday evening, at the end of
Question Time to the Commission, I asked for a writ-
ten reply rc Quesdon No 35. I have not yet received
that reply. I wonder why.
The second point of order has been highlighted today
by a cenain amount of confusion at Question time
arising from the structure of the relevant document.
'!7e have before us question numbers clearly idendfied.
Yet there is a second number attached to each ques-
tion which obviously is the number used by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council. I suggest to you,
Madam President, that the use of the two numbers
tends to confuse the issues here at Question Time. I
think, God knows, we have enough confusion here
already.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The Chair and, I think, the Commission
as well, have taken norc of your remarks about
improving the organization of our work.
'!7e turn now to questions to the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs meeting in Political Cooperation.
I call Question No 150, by SirPeterVanneck (H-
273/84), for whom Mr Turner is deputizing:
Subject: Protection of the Community's oil sup-
plies from the Gulf States
During the first quarter of 1984, Gulf crude cov-
ered roughly 28.30/o of the Communiry's oil
impons and 21.60/o of its gross consumption.l
Apan from the Crisis Measures, which are trig-
gered when a 70/o shonfall in oil supplies occurs,
what other srcps are necessary in order to ensure
continuous oil supplies from the Gulf area, so that
the economy of the Communiry is not jeopar-
dized?
Mr Barry, 'hesident-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
Could I be so presumptuous as to say that I agree
with everything that Mr Fizgerald has said. I find it
confusing to have questions numbered nrice. Having
said that. I would like to reply rc the question.
This matter has not to datc been discussed within the
framework of European political cooperation. The
honourable Member will be aware that there is some
discussion on this problem in the Communiry bodies.
It is clear that peace and stability in the Gulf area are
important to the international communiry as a whole.
The Ten have made clear their desire to see the war
beween Iran and Iraq ended and a peaceful solution
found to those countries' differences. They have
underlined to the warring panies the imponance they
atach to freedom of navigation and commerce in
international waters.
Mr Turncr (ED). 
- 
May I ask the President-in-Off-
ice whether the Foreign Ministers will keep this on
their agenda, and when they have discussed it and
come [o some conclusions, would they please repon
those conclusions to the Polidcal Affairs Committee of
the European Parliament?
Mr Barry. 
- 
The matter has not been discussed
within the framework of European political cooPera-
tion, but it has been discussed by the Foreign Minis-
ters. I am sure that, in common with the Energy Min-
isters, who will be concerned about supply matters,
they will keep it on their agenda.
Prcsident. 
- 
Since the authors are absent, Questions
Nos 151 and 152 will receive written replies.r
I call Question No 153, by Mr Stavrou (H-303/84):
Subject: Killing of EEC nationals by Albanian
border guards
Two nationals of EEC Member' States 
- 
a
Frenchman and a Greek 
- 
were recendy killed by
Albanian border guards in circumstances approxi-
mating to murder. 
_2.
Vould the Foreign Ministers snte whether they
have made or intend making representations to
the Albanian Government, and what specific form
they have taken or will take, so that funher tragic
incidents of this kind do not occur in future?
Mr Barry, Presidenrin-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten are keenly aware
of the tragic incidents mendoned by the honourable
Member. The two governments immediately con-
cerned have taken srcps to make their concern known
to the Albanian Government. In these circumstances,
the incidents have not been the subject of representa-
tions by the Ten.
Mr Stavrou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) May I thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers for his reply
and, instead of putting a supplementary question' sim-
ply express the hope that the measures he outlined will
be taken rapidly before there is a spectacular increase
in the number of victims in this region.
Mr Barry. 
- 
Vhat I said was that the two govern-
ment concerned had made their own representations
to the Albanian authorities. I think in those circum-
stances that is a much better channel for complaints
than the Community itself and much more likely to
lead to action being taken. But if the Community saw
any possibiliry of productive acdon in the future, I am
sure they would not hesitate to take it.
t OJ C 213/20 of 13. 8. 1984. I See Annex Question Ttme.
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President. 
- 
I call Question No 154, by MrTzounis(H-306/8a):
Subject: Initiadves by the Greek Governmenr [o
create a Balkan nuclear-free zone
Could the Foreign Ministers state whether the ini-
tiatives undenaken by the Greek Governmenr ro
create a nuclear-free zone in rhe Balkans come
within the framework of political cooperarion
and, if not, do they believe thar such initiatives
promote political cooperarion, when the latter is
supposed to aim at the elaboradon of a unified, or
at least a coordinated, foreign policy for rhe coun-
tries of the Community; do rhey feel that persist-
ence with these initiatives, which have to all
intents and purposes already failed in practice,
could create the erroneous impression that the
tovernmenr of the other Community countries
are less peace-loving rhan the Greek Government;
and do they consider that such an impression
would facilitate their endeavours to consolidatc
peace in Europe on a basis of freedom and equal-
iry, this being the principal and self-evident objec-
tive of political cooperation?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
The creation of nuclear weapon-free zones in cer-
tain pans of the world could contriburc to stabiliry in
the areas concerned, to non-proliferation through the
disarmament process in general, provided that all
smtes concerned were prepared to panicipate on lhe
basis of agreemenrc freely entered into and in keeping
with internationally recognized principles.
However, the Ten do not have a common position on
the creation of nuclear-free zones in the Balkans. In
this connection I would refer the honourable Member
to the reply given ro oral question No H-672l83 by
Mr Papaefstratiou.
Mr Tzounis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I should like to thank
the President-in-Office of the Foreign Minisrcrs for
his reply. However, in view of the facr that the Balkan
countries do not agree on the establishment of a
nuclear-free zone, could he tell us whether his reply
can be taken to mean that, under these circumstances,
the initiadve of rhe Greek Government does not con-
tribute to stablitiy, ro rhe non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons and to disarmament? fu regards the second
pan of his reply, could the President-in-Office specify
what answer was given to Mr Papaefstratiou, since I
do not have it in front of me, and say whether he
agrees with that reply.
Mr Barry. 
- 
As regards the first pan of the question,
I can only repear rhar the Ten do not have a common
position on the proposed creation of a nuclear-free
zone in the Balkans, as I said in my original reply.
As regards the second part, the ansver which my pre-
decessor in office tave was that the subject of
nuclear-free zones is discussed in the framework of
political cooperation among the Ten from the angle of
the proceedings of the United Nations General
Assembly. At each of its meetings, the General Assem-
bly votes on various resolutions which are examined in
the framework of cooperation amongst the Ten 
- 
on
the Middle East, South and East fuia, Asia, Africa and
Latin America, for instance, bur also a proposal on
nuclear-free corridors in Central Europe, which is
called a Palme proposal.
On the end of the question, he says:
More specifically on the subject of the creation of
a nuclear-free zone in the Balkans, it has rc be
said that there are strongly divergent views
amontst rhe Ten on rhis subject of the proposal
presented by Rumania in September 1957.
Mr Hughes (S). 
- 
In view of Russia's recenrly
declared willingness to 'mutually detarger' nuclear
weapons, does the President-in-Office agree that ini-
tiatives such as rhat to produce a Balkan nuclear-free
zone and, indeed, all other initiatives ro promore
peace and the disposal of nuclear weapons are to be
welcomed if we are much longer to have a Europe
within which ro cooperarc, politically or otherwise?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Of course, I welcome any effons that
are going to produce peace and speed up disarmament
but I can only repeat what I said in reply to the ori-
ginal quesdon and to the supplementary, that rhe Ten
do not have a common position on rhe proposed crea-
tion of a nuclear-free zone in the Balkans.
Mr Ephrcmidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) The President-in-
Office of rhe Foreign Ministers stated that the Ten
had not discussed the crearion of a nuclear-free zone
in Europe or elsewhere. Could he state whether the
fact that the Ten have not discussed the matter within
the framework of political cooperation excludes the
right of one or more governmenc of the Ten to take
such an initiative if, in its view and on rhe basis of
objecdve facts, rhis will serve the wider cause of peace.
Perhaps such an inidative consrirures a violation of rhe
principles of political cooperarion 
- 
although the
concept of political cooperarion itself is not prwided
for in the Treaties and was established de faao in viol-
adon of the Treaties?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I did nor say that the Communiry did
not discuss them. In reply to one of the supplemenary
questions I said that it did discuss them in the frame-
work of the United Nations. \7hat I did say was 
-and I must repeat it, because when I ansver here, par-
ticularly on marrers of political cooperarion, then I am
answering for rhe l0 Member Sntes and nor as rhe
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Irish Foreign Minister, unless I distinctly say so 
- 
that
the Ten do not have a position on the matter of
nuclear weapon-free zones in the Balkans.
Mr Avgerinos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President-in-Office,
you did not answer the question as to whether these
initiadves contribute to world peace, i.e. whether the
nuclear-free Balkan zone would be a step towards
world peace 
- 
as is the case with the nuclear-free
zone in Scandinavia. I would like to hear your reply to
that.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am sorry. I do not mean to be discour-
teous to questioners, but I must rePeat here that I
speak on behalf of the Ten. I do not speak wearing an
Irish hat, except when I say so. This question is
addressed to me as President-in-Office of the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation. It has not
been discussed in that framework, even although it has
been discussed, as I said, in the United Nations.
Therefore, we do not have a position on it, and I am
not free to give an opinion as to whetherwe approve
or disapprove or whether we think the initiative is
wonhwhile or not. I do not mean to be discourteous,
but that is the position.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, for technical rea-
sons we have to interrupt our proceedings for a
quaner of an hour.
(Tlte sitting was suspended at 4.45 p.m. and resumed at
).05 p.n.)
Since the authors are absent, Questions Nos 155 and
156 will receive written replies.l
I call Question No 157, by Mr Anastassopoulos (H-
322/84):
Subject: The shooting-down of the South Korean
airliner
The Prime Minister of Greece was recently
quoted as saying that 'it is a fact' that the South
Korean airliner shot down by the Soviet Union
last year was on an espionage mission for the
American CIA. In the light of this statement,
could the Foreign Ministers state whether the
findings of the inquiry by the International Civil
Aviation Organization into the matter bear out
this claim, whether information has emerged to
alter the Foreign Ministers' position on the affair,
whether they consider the suspicion that the air-
craft was carrying out an espionage mission justi-
ficadon or even a mitigating factor for the cold-
blooded shooting-down of the airliner which was
tantamount to the execution of more than three
hundred innocent passengers, and whether they
agree that, whatever the circumsances, the shoot-
ing-down of the aircraft merits unreserved con-
demnation?
Mr Barry, President-in-Off.ce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
The position of the Ministers on this incident was
made clear by the Foreign Minister of Greece in a
statement on behalf of the Ten to the 38th session of
the Unircd Nations General Assembly on 27 Seprcm-
ber 1983. He said that the Ten deeply deplored the
shooting down of the Korean airliner by a Soviet
fighter, which had resulted in the loss of so many
innocent lives.
Mrs Vcber (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, could
you please tell us why Question Time is still going on?
I though it had been concluded at 4.45 p.m. after one
and a half hours and that we would now have the
Commission statement, so that we could continue with
the agenda afterwards.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mrs \fleber, the sitting was suspended
for fifteen minutes, so that we still have fifteen minutes
available for Question Time.
Mr Anastassopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I would point
out thar the President-in-Office of the Foreign Minis-
ters did not really reply to my question. May I ask him
whether he is aware that the journal 'Defense
Attach6', which claimed thar the Korean Airlines flight
was an espionage mission, has been obliged $ pay
considerable damages and make a public apology for
this accusation to the airline in question.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am aware of the repon but the Ten
have not discussed it. Beyond that I cannot comment.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) My supplementary
relates not only rc the question by Mr Anastassopou-
los but also to the preceeding one by Mr Tzounis. In
view of the spirit and content of those questions does
the President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers 
-
and in that capacity, not as Foreign Minister of IRE-
LAND 
- 
believe that the Member States involved in
political cooperation have the right to conduct an
independent policy, or are they obliged m model their
policies on the joint positions adopted in the frame-
work of political cooperation? More specifically, may
I ask him whether IRELAND is obliged rc become a
member of NATO since the other nine Member Starcs
are also members of NATO?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am not sure to which question that is a
supplementary. Ireland is not a member of NATO and
is not forced by the other nine members to become a
member of NATO. I am here as President-in-OfficeI See Annex Question Ttme.
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of the Council of Ministers, and I am answering ques-
tions relating to political cooperation. I can only
ansver in my capaciry as rhe President-in-Office of
the Foreign Ministers meedng in Political Coopera-
tion. I cannot give my individual views or the views of
any individual Member State. I musr speak on behalf
of the Ten.
Mn Vebcr (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, the
agenda for today says rhar Question Time is from
3.00 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. 
- 
that is one and a half hours.
Ve staned on Question Time at 3.15 p.m. and it lasrcd
undl 4.45 p.m. when the sitting was suspended. I make
that one and a half hours. At that point Quesdon Time
should have been closed and the Commission srate-
ment given.
Vould you please explain why the Commission is not
giving its statemenr at this point, since we have a num-
ber of imponant items sdll on rhe agenda, and I as
chairman of a committee have an inrcresr in having
them debarcd.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mrs \7eber, the Chair is acquainted with
the Rules of Procedure. I had to suspend rhe sitting
for fifrcen minures for rechnical reasons, so I am con-
tinuing Question Time for a funher fifteen minures.
The Bureau has had to deal with a complaint that we
closed the quesrions to the Commission fifteen min-
utes too early yesterday, and that is why I decided at
3.15 p.m. to interrupt Question Time and call the
President-in-Office.
I call Question No 158, by Mr Alavanos (H-330/84) :
Subject: Nicaragua
The Nicaraguan leader, Daniel Onega, has
accused the USA in the UN General fusembly of
mining pons and mounting air and sea operarions
in a new offensive against Nicaragua. The concern
to which these statements give rise is accenruated
by the dramatic events of some monrhs past, when
the USA launched its military invasion of Gren-
ada. !7hat measures have been taken against the
USA apan from the San Jos6 declaration?
Mr Barry, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Foreign Ministers.
- 
The 10 Member States of the European Com-
muniry have consrantly expressed their conviction rhat
the problems of Central America, including Nicara-
Bua, cannor be solved by military means, but only by a
political solurion springing from the region itself and
respecting the principle of non-inrcrference and the
inviolabiliry of frontierc.
In this spirit the Ten have expressed clearly rheir sup-
port for the effons of the Contadora Group. Thar sup-
port was reaffirmed at the San Jos6 Conference. The
position of rhe Ten with regard ot the problems of
Central America, including Nicaragua, 
.has been
expressed publicly and is consequently well known ro
all panies involved in the situation in Central America.
Mr Balfc (S). 
- 
Have rhe Ten considered the recent
acts if destabilizadon by the Unites Starcs in Nicara-
gua following the election, including making securiry
conditions impossible for the collection of the coffee
crop, which will, of course, promote a major crisis
next year? In reply to rhis supplemenaly to Mr Alava-
nos's question, can I ask the President-in-Office to
confirm that it will remain a prioriry of rhe Council of
Ministers to put pressure on rhe United States
Government to sarr respecting internadonal frontiers
in the way thar he oudined in his reply?
Mr Barry. 
- 
The maner has not been discussed in
political cooperation since we came back from San
Jos6 at the end of September, but I can assure the Par-
liament that what I have said is true. Our position is
that the situation in Central America, including Nicar-
agua, cannot be solved by Ailiary means, only by pol-
itical solutions springing from the region itself and res-
pecting the principles of non-interference and the
inviolability of frontiers. That is the Ten's position.
Mr Alevanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Despite the positive
elements of the San Jos6 declaration there is concern
that this Communiry stance in some respecr resembles
that of Pontius Pilate. In view of the fact that only yes-
terday rhe American Secretary of State, Mr Schultz,
stated that the United States did not exclude the use of
military force in their foreign policy 
- 
and he was
referring to Nicaragua as well 
- 
may I ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office whether there is any inrcnrion to bring
up these quesdons, to point our rhe probable dangers
and to express our concern during Mr Shultz's visii to
'V'estern Europe.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I understood the quesrioner to say that
the position of the Ten is not very useful. I cannor
accepr rhar at all, because I think rhat the position of
the Ten is appreciated indeed by all the ptople who
panicipated in the San Jos6 Conference. Ve shall con-
tinue to repear rhat position.
Sir Jamcs Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
I accept the posi-
tion of the Ten as outlined by the Minister, bui is it
not a fact thar the Nicaraguans have been exponing
arms and ammunition in vast quantities to the othei
States, particularly El Salvador, and causing murder
and mayhem in those countries adjoining it, and are
they rc be equally condemned for their acions over
the last few years?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I think ure have made our views quirc
clear on all rhese matrcrs. The position is that we want
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to see peace and stability in that region, we y/ant to see
the boundaries of all countries there being respected
and democracy return to every country in the region.
President. 
- 
Question Time is closed.l
7. End of the Commission's term of offce
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next ircm is the statement by the
Commission at the end of its rcrm of office.
Mr Thorq hesident of tbe Commission.
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, on this last
opponuniry I shall have to speak to you, I should like
to set out quite openly the main lessons I have learnt
from my four years as President of the Commission.
Vhen I stood before the first directly elected Euro-
pean Parliament four yeius ago to present the Com-
mission's programme, I realized that, as a representa-
dve of the smallest country in the Community, I could
not count on the backing of massed ranks of support-
ers, but I have always thought that I could make up
for this shoncoming by cultivating the vinues of colle-
gialiry and objectivity all the more. I also realized 
-and made no bones about the fact 
- 
that we would be
going through a very difficult period. As it turned out,
the last few years have been worse that I had ever
thought possible. On more than one occasion we have
actually been in the position of wondering whether the
Community would withstand the centrifugal forces
unleashed by the crisis and the internal divisions which
the Council's inaction had allowed to build up to the
point where a European statesman of quite substantial
calibre told me once that he personally had not
expected the Communiry to survive the dual crisis.
Allow me to remind you, ladies and gentlemen, of the
situation a[ the start of our term of office.
In 1981 hopes for world economic recovery were
gradually giving way to a sense of disillusionment and
anxiety in the face of the crisis and the rising level of
unemployment. There are too many people in the
Communiry who have perhaps forgotten that this
trend has been goirig on now for three years, and that
this is the first time in that period that unemployment
has gone up only in Europe 
- 
not in the United
Sates, nor in the Asian counsries. And the trend will
continue.
Faced with this new phase in the crisis, the Com-
muniry itself was deeply divided by the budget prob-
lem raised by the United Kingdom. In 1980 
- 
in
other words, even before we took up our duties 
- 
the
Council had failed to reach agreement on a lasting
solution and had played the ball back into the Com-
mission's coun by calling on the Commission, on
30 May 1980 
- 
by the appalling device of the 'man-
date' 
- 
to reexamine all the Communiry's common
policies 'to prevent the recurrence of unacceptable
situations', such as the Council had effectively ack-
nowledged by granting the United Kingdom a 'tem-
porart' reduction in its contribution to the Com-
munity budger
The rwo crisis 
- 
the economic crisis and the institu-
tional crisis 
- 
which the Community was thus going
through when we took up our dudes at the beginning
of 1981 had a cumulative effect, with one crisis fuell-
ing the other.
The deteriorating economic situation made all the
national governments more sensitive to the profit-or-
loss aspect of their countries' contributions to the
Community budget 
- 
and to be fair, this was true not
just of the UK Government. Most of the national
finance ministers had ceased regarding the budget as a
special case to be exempted from the general atmos-
phere of budgenry austerity. Too many people rcday
still conveniently forget that, following the United
Kingdom Government's request, the Government of
the Federal Republic of Germany had likewise asked
immediately for its contribution formula to be
amended.
At the same time, it was becoming more difficult to
convince Member States absorbed by their differences
and a Council paralysed by indecision that tackling the
crisis would more than ever need a genuine collective
determination to make the Community the privileged
precinct for industrial, scientific and technological
redeployment and restructuring policies on the basis of
genuine Community solidariry.
In the circumstances, my colleagues and I were in fact
battling away on four fronts.
\7e decided our aim would be ro preserve and consoli-
date the 'acquis communautaire' even at the cost of
radical reforms and new initiatives with the inherent
danger of a head-on collision with established posi-
tions and vested interesr, such as the CAP. Quite
frankly, what we have done in difficult circumsmnces
could have been done more easily a few years earlier.
Secondly, we set out to untangle the budget dispute
which was gradually paralysing the Communiry and
ruining any prospecr of enlargement of the Com-
munity. And not only that 
- 
we had to do so with our
backs to the wall at a time when the 10lo VAT own
resources had been exhausted. Thirdly, we wanted to
make the future accessible to second-generation
Europe, in panicular by formulating new policies
designed to take up the technological challenge and
help towards the economic recovery of Europe. Fin-
ally, against the background of a fresh phase of
enlargement and an awful economic situation, we have
worked rcwards consolidating the specific identity ofI See Annex Qrestion Ttme.
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Europe in the world ois-i-ois [om6 and the North-
South dialogue, and in rcrms of our relations with the
United States and Japan.
Those are 
- 
as you know, ladies and gentlemen 
-the main elemenr which have guided the Commis-
sion's activities over the past four years. Our work is
described in the repon which you received rhis morn-
ing in my name entitled 'Vorking for Europe'. It is
neither a balance-sheet nor an exhaustive inventory; it
simply charts a course and highlights advances which,
of course, will have rc be consolidated and taken fur-
ther. More than anything else, it brings our the obsm-
cles we have still to overcome.
Mr President, now 
- 
ar rhe end of my term of office
- 
is not the right time for me to be drawing conclu-
sions for the future. That is somerhint that I can per-
haps do later. The imponant thing now is for Jacques
Delors to say what his plans are for the future. He has
been painsaking in his prepararions for his term of
office and, a few days ago, completed all the ground-
work to enable his Commission ro get off to a flying
start.
All I can do today is tell you how I see the current
state of the Community at the end of four difficult
years.
The Commission over which I have been priviliged to
preside from 1981 to 1985 had ambitions for the Com-
muniry which were ser much higher than rhe results
we in fact obtained. That much is common knowledge.
But at least the Community managed to withstand the
divisive forces acting on it. Perhaps I may be allowed
to point our ro rhe House that this is probably the first
time that no one in either camp is seriously talking
about the possibility of the United Kingdom leaving
the Community! That is a real evenr wonhy of note.
Despite rhe crisis the Communiry has been going
through, we have managed to formulare new policies
whose importance will grow with time. Vhat we have
done was only a stan, but between us, we have at least
made that sarr. \tre have managed ro get the Com-
munity's resources increased, albeir not by enough to
guarantee Communiry funding in the long run. It is
not my fault, it is nor yours, and it is nor rhe fault of
the Commission. !7e have made rhat point perfectly
plain to the Council.
It seems to me, Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen,
that the fact that we have managed to preserve and
even develop the Communiry both internally and
externally and enter into future commirments in such
difficult circumstances is nor necessarily a reflection of
our own merits, but of the fact that the common Euro-
pean endeavour was necessary and has become an
irreversible process. The Communiry has now passed
the acid rcst of survival in difficult circumsrances, and
not just ar a rime of economic growth.
The Communiry is today more than ever where the
future lies. I believe that the people of Europe now
realize more than they had perhaps during the years of
prosperity the inherent value of what we have built
together. They are perhaps more conscious now of the
cost of what has been dubbed 'non-Europe' and of the
risks vhich internal divisions pose to the autonomy of
Europe and its abiliry to preserve our civilization in all
its aspects and 
- 
more especially 
- 
to defend our lib-
erties.
This, Mr President, remains my profound conviction,
despite the realization day after day of rhe dragging
effect of the deplorable lack of European political
union and the insistence of the Member Sntes and
their administrations on their national sovereignry and
prerogarives.
If I may be allowed to address a direct appeal to Mem-
bers of this House, I would ask you to tell your consri-
tuents that the Member States' governments and
administrations are not keeping pace with the aspira-
tion of our people. Please tell them that.
(Appkase)
The weakness of the Community decision-making
procedures 
- 
inconceivable to the man in the street
- 
has delayed and often diminished the impact of our
major achievemen$ and has been the prime cause of
many setbacks.
Look at the record. It has taken four years and ten
meetings of the European Council ro hammer our a
solution 
- 
and a provisional one ar rhar 
- 
to the Bri-
tish budget problem which had been with us since
1979.lt has taken us six years of negotiations 
- 
which
are not over yet 
- 
to work out a basis for negotiations
with Spain and Ponugal, only to discover at the end of
the procedure that the Council had unfortunately not
given any serious thought to rhe repercussions of
enlargement on the Mediterranean regions, that it was
unaware of the Commission's proposals on rhe inre-
grarcd Mediterranean protrammes, and that it had
disregarded the warnings of the country most directly
concerned and im own promises in this respect.
Not only that 
- 
the paralyses of the Council has
side-tracked the European Council from its self-
assigned medium and long-term rloror and guidance
function. Instead, the Heads of State and Government
have had to deal themselves with problems of steward-
ship 
- 
milk-quotas, alcoholic srrength and the like 
-which are nor among their specialities. Vorse still,
some of their political decisions, formally announced
several years ago, have still nor been implemented
because the Council has nor had the courage to dis-
possess the experts and the national administrations
and vest in the Commission the authority ro execure
and administer rhe new policies.
It has therefore been demonsrated, Mr President, that
a Communiry of Ten 
- 
soon to be Twelve 
- 
Mem-
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ber States cannot be and can never again be 
- 
and I
speak from experience 
- 
run by concensus, and espe-
cially not a Communiry grappling with a host of com-
plex problems involving powerful interests. The very
concept of 'Communiq/ would be meaningless if,
whatever the circumstances 
- 
and there are cenain
circumstances where it would be perfectly legitimate
- 
a minor national interest were allowed to prevail
over the general inrcrest.
'S7'e must transcend the mere letter and return m the
true spirit of the Treaty. To make a general rule of
unanimiry is to be in favour of inter-governmental
cooperation; and to be in favour of inter-governmen-
tal cooperation is 
- 
as the proponenr themselves
should openly admit 
- 
to be against the Community.
Strict compliance with the letter of the Treaties, essen-
tial in all instances, is no longer enough to meet the
new challenges facing the Community.
Let me take just one example, as my time is running
out. Ten years ago, the Council decided unanimously
- 
as you may recall, Mr President 
- 
under
Article 235 of the Treaty of Rome to launch a Com-
munity scientific and technological research pro-
tramme not strictly provided for in the Treaties. Ten
years on, not only the multiannual framework pro-
gramme but every single reguladon still has to be
adopted unanimously. That is why we are gettint fur-
ther and funher behind. Individual governments retain
a right of vem on the development of the Community
- 
a right which, although lawful, negarcs the spirit of
the Treary and the political objectives of European
integration.
Hence my proposal, Mr President, during the celebra-
tions to mark the 25th anniversary of the Treaty of
Rome that we do for the Europe of the second gener-
adon what the Conference of Messina did for the first.
Ve must keep up this conference idea.
This second-generadon Europe, which happily did not
have to go throuth the Second \7orld Var 
- 
but
which by the same token knows nothing of the impe-
tus the war gave all of us 
- 
this second-generation
Europe must have a fieaty which, while consolidating
the essendal aspects of the 'acquis communauaire',
rg-establishes the effectiveness of the decision-making
process 
- 
and that is the cridcal point 
- 
and streng-
rhens the democratic aspect of the Community 
- 
in
other words your authoriry 
- 
by re-establishing a bal-
ance between the respective powers of Parliament and
rhe Council, and which tranr the Commission at long
last 
- 
for my successors' sake rather than for mine 
-the wherewithal to act and implement the policies
which we have jointly formulated.
A wide-ranging debate on these quesdons has been
launched in the Communiry at Parliament's initiative.
The work taken in hand following the Fontainebleau
agreemen[ has brought out a broad concensus on the
immediate goals of European integration: the aboli-
tion of internal frontiers 
- 
everyone was in favour of
that 
- 
a genuine internal market, European monetary
identity, a common foreign poliry, and so on' All these
objectives are endorsed, give or take a few points of
detail, by most of the Member States' governments.
But, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, such objec-
tives 
- 
and some more ambitious still 
- 
have already
figured in many joint proclamations in the past, as his-
tory reminds us. Vhat remains of the extensive pro-
gramme mapped out in Paris in 1972 by the Summit
Conference of the Heads of State and Government of
the enlarged Communiry, which envisaged European
Union by 1980? Vhat of the Tindemans Report,
which disappeared under a mass of funeral wreaths?
Vhat remains of the 1978 European Council decisions
on moving to full autonomy for the EMS in 1981?
Has the United Kingdom meanwhile become a full
member of the monetary system? And does the Ger-
man Bundesbank intend to accept its responsibilities?
The present concensus on the objectives for Com-
munity development will, I fear, die the same death
and, as month follows month, the points of detail will
- 
unless you take care 
- 
grow into obsncles imped-
ing application, unless the autonomy of the Com-
munity institutions is strengthened without delay.
Examination of those objectives has already been put
back by six months, and it is up to you to insist on a
genuine capacity rc take decisions and the ability to
implement them. But do not forget that there is no
point in reforming the institutions unless at the same
time we rediscover the determination and sense of
vision of the founding fathers of the Community.
This is the last opponuniry I shall have in this House
of expressing my profound anxiery in the face of the
ravages of what you yourselves have often seen as a
purely book-keeping approach to European integra-
tion, right up to the very highest levels of poliry-mak-
lng.
Let us take a fresh look together at the preamble to the
Treaty of Rome. None of us at that time were con-
cerned with creating an association of sovereign states;
what we were aiming for was a community of peoples
and a communiry of destinies based on the principle of
solidarity.
A Communiry, ladies and gentlemen, requires much
more than just a common market, although it is high
dme that the common market was at long last fully
realized.
A Communiry presupposes active solidarity ois-a-ois
less favoured regions, the industries undergoing an
indispensable but nonetheless painful phase of restruc-
turing, and the worse-off, whose numbers are growing
as the crisis deepens.
Mr President, the Community would be stripped of its
raison d'ltre in the eyes of millions of people if this
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aspect of European integration continued to be neg-
lectcd by our collective selfishness under the guise of
one-way budgetary discipline.
A vision of the future, rhe capacity rc take decisions,
solidariry berween the peoples of Europe 
- 
these are
all, Mr President, principles which I shall never ren-
ounce, despite the objective and clear-headed view I
am endeavouring to take of the Communiry as I see it
today. Europe mus[ decide to survive 
- 
if not, we can
only assume that it accepts ia decline, just as it seems
to be prepared to accept its collective demographic
suicide, and that of the great narions of Europe.
(Loud and sustained apphase)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
hesident
Mrs Vcil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I did not wanr ro
interrupt the President of the Commission during his
remarkable address, but I seem to remember that there
was a cenain rule about the presence of cameras and
photographers in the Chamber. Throughour rhe
spcech I saw a number of television cameramen and
phorcgraphers walking around 
- 
far more, ir seems
to me, than allowed by the Rules of Procedure.
Prcsident. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to
thank the President of the Commission for the address
he has just given. Once again he has demonstrared not
only his talent but also, and above all, his clear think-
ing and courate.
Mr President, you told us a moment ago rhar you
were speaking in this House for the last time, bur for
my part I am convinced rhat your voice will be heard
again defending the cause ro which you have devoted
so many years of your public life, the cause of Europe.
You yourself referred ro the fact that the results
achieved by the Commission during your presidency
and under your guidance were not always what you
would have hoped.'!7e are well aware of this.
In this Parliament everyone is convinccd that, in
accordance with the ideas of the authors of the Trea-
ties, in accordance with what the founding fathers of
Europe wanrcd to achieve, the Commission must play
an essential role and that it is the morive power in rhe
building of Europe. Neirher the Members of the Com-
mission nor its President are to blame if, over the
years, att€mpts have been made by some people, in
historical circumstances the memory of which is still
with us, to weaken the role of_the Commission.
I am among those who rhink that, given the resulting
limitarions on its scope for action, the Corirmission
has, under your presidency, done its very best. There-
fore, on behalf of this Parliament, which greeted your
satement with unanimous applause, I should like to
pay you a triburc of respect and gratitude.
(Apphuse)
8. Environment
Presi&nt. 
- 
The nexr irem is the second repon
(Doc. 2-l 149/84) drawn up by Mr Sherlock on behalf
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protecdon on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-351/84-COM(84) 226 final), comple-
mented by COM(8a) 532 final and COM(8a) 56a
final, for:
I. a directive on the approximation of the laws of
the Member Starcs concerning the lead and ben-
zene content of petrol
II. a directive amending Council Directive 70/
220/EEC on the approximation af the laws of the
Member Starcs relating ro measures to be taken
against air pollution by gases from engines of
motor vehicles.
Mr Sherlock (ED), rlpportear. 
- 
Mr President,
before presenting this reporr 
- 
which is not truly a
second report but a first, though in slightly new form
- 
may I ask you if we may have our 15 minutes back?
Ve have been delayed and we have moved the entire
agenda back. I would like to be able ro conrinue unril
5.15 p.m. and to vote, preferably this evening.
Mrs Lentz-Cornettc (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr,
we debated Mr Sherlock's reporr ar the lasr part-
session, and I really wonder whether there is still any
point in reopening the debate on rhis subject. I should
therefore like Mr Sherlock to explain what the presenr
position is regarding his repon and what amendments
have been made to it in committee, and I should like
everyone else to refrain from discussing it at treater
length so that we can get on with the vote as soon as
Mr Sherlock has given the explanations.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Lcntz-Cornette, I would point out
that this is a second reporr. Mr Sherlock naturally has
the right ro presenr the ideas it conrains.
IMr Shcrlock (ED), lapporteur. 
- 
Mr President,
should we, by some strange circumstance, have com-
p_leted the debate by 6 p.m., there is no reason why we
should nor srarr the vote at 6 p.m. I am merely sug-
gesting that we should be allowed to go into rhe vore
at the earliest possible momenr. There is no need to
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move the vote back even to 6.15 p.m., but allow us to
have our extra time at the end if necessary, at
7.15 p.m. if we need to go on. \7e have lost a quarter
of an hour. I want it back.
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I must
confess to not having fully understood the proposal
which has been made, nor to having undersrcod the
difficulties standing in the vay of the debate taking
place normally, whatever the considerations of time
are. If we go on beyond 6 o'clock or 5.15, why not
hold the vorc tomorrow evening after the debate has
finished?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, would you like m present
your repon?
Mr Shcrlock (EDI, rapporteur. 
-l shall be more thanbrief, Mr President. The report has already been
debated very largely and very widely from almost
every point of view. The committee has produced its
reasoned report, which I now present to you with the
amendments as approved by that committee. I regret
to say that once again we are faced 
- 
without a rule
to regulate it 
- 
with no less than 75 amendments,
though I must confess that 22 of those are amend-
men6 that have already been approved by the com-
mittee. This degree of incontinence in the submission
of amendments has resulted, as you know already, in
one severe delay to this project and tonight looks like
putting off the vote once again until tomorrow, when I
fear many may have already girded up their loins and
fled the scene. Ve might be left with support which is
less wonhy than the matter of air pollution merits.
The only other comment I have to make is that, noting
that the Council of Ministers has made what I think is
an unprecedented observation at its meeting on 6 and
7 December on this subject, we have tabled an exra
amendment in the names of the coordinators of all the
political groups in the Environment Committee. Vhen
we are voting I take the opponuniry to explain that
amendment funher.
I would like to ask all Members who are interesrcd in
gening this to the Council of Ministers for an early
decision to be as brief tonight as they possibly can.
(Apphase)
Prcsident. 
- 
There are about rc/elve Members down
to speak. It is clear that if we allow this debate to con-
tinue at this rate, we shall have to hold the vote later
or even postpone it until tomorrow.
I shall therefore call the draftsman of an opinion, and
I would point out in advance to the House that I shall
propose when the time comes that the debate be
closed.
However, I can only support the wish expressed by the
rapporteur by asking those who speak to be brief,
since this generally makes for greater clariry.
Mr von Vogau (PPE), drafisman of tbe opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Afairs and
Indastrial Policl. 
- 
@E) Mr President, ladies and
tendemen, the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Indusrial Poliry has stated by a clear
majority that the Commission's present draft directive
is not at all suited to meeting the challenge we face.
Decreeing that newly registered vehicles do not have
to comply with thc new emission levels until 1995
would mean that it would be the year 2005 at the ear-
liest before all vehicles in the Communiry comply with
emission levels which are already in force in Japan and
the USA. Since it is an incontestable fact that car emis-
sions damage health and that the air pollution to
which they contribute causes damage to forests and
buildings running into thousands of millions, the
European Parliament cannot agree to such a hesitant
atdtude. For this reason the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy ProPoses
that the emission levels in force in the USA be made
binding in the European Communiry as early as 1986,
but with exceptions being made up to 1989 in isolated
and jusdfied cases, especially for smaller vehicles. The
fact that only the desired standards are laid down, and
nor a particular rcchnology, means that the possibility
of developing alternatives to the catalytic converter
remains open. The introduction of lead-free petrol
adopted by the Council for 1989 
- 
even if it is legally
invalid because the European Parliament did not
express an opinion 
- 
should take place as early as
1986, if the proposal of the Commitrce on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Poliry is fol-
lowed. Although I do not think that the car industry
has always gone about these matters in the best way, it
is right about one thing: for technical and economic
reasons many things are only possible when the policy-
makers provide really clear guidelines. For this reason
the Community institutions 
- 
and for obvious reasons
I include Parliament in this 
- 
must come up with
clear decisions here and now.
Now that the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection 
- 
which originally
experienced some difficulry in coming to a decision 
-now atrees on all major points with the view of the
Commimee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Indusrial Policy, we are able to withdraw our amend-
men6, and we would therefore ask you to approve Mr
Sherlock's report in its present form.
Mr Carossino (COM), drafisman of tbe opinion of the
Committee on Transport. 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenq in
order to speed up the proceedings I shall refrain from
presenting the opinion of the Committee on Trans-
pon, which in any case is annexed to the working
documents distributed to Members.
(Applause)
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Mr Nord (Ll, draftsman of the opinion of the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology.(NL) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, you can
read the opinion of the Commitree on Energy,
Research and Technology in the documents distri-
buted. Like rhe previous speakers, I shall be brief and
merely refer you ro rhar opinion. AII I have to say is
that following its discussions a majority of the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology has
decided to accepr the opinion of the Committee on
Economic and Moneary Affairs and Inddstrial Policy,
and therefore also supporu the amendments tabled by
Mr von \7ogau. So much then, Mr President, for the
opinion of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology.
On behalf of some of my fellow Group members, and
in the dme allocated to my Group, I would like very
briefly to urge you to adopt the amendment which we
have tabled. As far as Amendments Nos 23, 24 and 25
are concerned, if it is rrue 
- 
and I do not think that
anyone here disputes this 
- 
that our main objective
must be to find a Communiry solution and prevent
unilateral action by any Member State or Srares, we
must seek a solution which makes it possible for the
Council to reach a consensus. Clearly the latest propo-
sals from the Committee on rhe Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protecrion, which wants ro
introduce universally binding regulations by 1986, are
unrealistic because they do not permit such a consen-
sus. It is also clear that the Commission's original pro-
posals for posr,ponemenr up ro 1995 must be rejected
because they are too long-term and will not make it
possible to achieve a consensus in a way which is real-
istic and of benefit to rhe environment.
For this reason, Mr Presidenr, we have tabled an
amendment making the final year 1992, a date which
should be acceprable to all concerned and which takes
account of the needs of the environment, the needs of
industry, and rhe technological advances which are
possible berween now and then. I would therefore
urge Parliamenr to accept this solution, which I feel is
the only one which will make it possible for the Coun-
cil rc achieve a genuine agreemenr.
President. 
- 
pul5uxns ro Rule 86(1) of the Rules of
Procedure, I propose thar the debate be closed.
(Parliament agreed to tbe proposal)
Mr Huckfield (S).- Mr President, I do not uranr to
refer now to the subject matter of the repon. I am just
a little concerned about the rate at which we are cur-
rently proceeding. As I understand ir, we are now
moving rapidly rc rhe vorc. Is it your intention now ro
take the vote on all of the amendments which have not
so far been withdrawn?
President. 
- 
Yes, Mr Huckfield.
Mr Huckfield (S). 
- 
If that is rhe case, I respectfully
sutgest to you rhar we have a verf t very small attend-
ance in the Chamber ar rhe momenr. Mosr of our col-
leagues are not expecring rhe vorc ro come at rhis time.
Consequently any vote that is going to take place in
this Chamber on rhese amendments ought not to be
taken as a proper and accurare reflection of the true
feelings of this Chamber. This is a very important sub-ject indeed, and I suggest thar y/e do this institution
discredit by rushing through all rhese vores now.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Parliament itself decided that the vorcs
would be held at 5 p.m. Ve are rherefore complying
perfectly with the decisions taken by Parliament on its
agenda.
Mr Sherlock {ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
merely wish to be absolutely clear. You do intend at
5 p.m. to pur my reporrs to rhe vore as well as the
other matrcrs that have already been decided and you
feel that the House has fully understood the message
and given its consent thereunto? I am very much in
sympathy, for once, with Mr Huckfield. However, if
that is the view of the House, that is the view which
we must accePt.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I have no choice but to inrerpret Parlia-
ment's decision in this way, e decision which, funher-
more, is in line with the previous ones.
9. Votes
Motions for resolutions on thc European Council in
Dublin: Amendmcnt No 1 tablcd by Mr Hnnsch, on
behalf of the Group of the Europcan Pcoplc's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group) and Mr Prag, on behelf
of the European Democratic Group, seeking to replaccfour motions for resolutions (Docs.2-lZ2B/t4,
2-1229/84,2-1232/84 etd 2-t2tt/8a) by a ncw text.
Exphnation ofoote
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we Greek
Socialists signed the joint resolurion on the Dublin
Summit. However, I must stress that we have serious
reservations on paragraphs 2 and 8. On the former
because the Greek Socialists do not believe rhat rhe
principle of unanimity can be abandoned ar a rime
when European Union is being presented as it was at
the Dublin Summit. Ve rherefore have reservations
and refuse trt accepr this paragraph. STe have reserva-
tions on paragraph 8 because, while referring to the
link berween the accession of Spain and Ponugal and
the integrated Medircrranean programmes, it does not
say anything about how they are to be funded or
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about their start-up in 1985, and this should be men-
tioned if the paragraph is to be effective. \7ith these
reservations, the Greek Socialists approve the motion.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)
o*o
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1230/t4l drawn up by
Mrs Piermont on behalf of the Rainbow Group to
wind up the debate on the statements by the Council
and the Commission on the European Council meeting
on 3 and 4 December 1984.
Exphnations ofVote
Mr Van dcr Lek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I should just like to
give a brief explanation of vote on Mrs Piermont's
resolution. '$7e requested an item-by-item vote on it
since our grave concern about militarization is not
reflected in the compromise text. \fle find it astonish-
ing that particularly the Irish Presidenry did not
recognize this development and did not warn us in
dme. Ve consider it very dangerous that the 'civilian'
Community should be going in this military direction.
It will increase opposition between the blocs and booss
the arms race. That is why ure were so anxious that
this resolution should be voted on item-by-item. I
must just add that some Members of my Broup,
namely the Danes and the Dutch European Free Alli-
ance, have rcld me that they are not prepared [o vote
for the resolution as it stands, but basically we all sup-
pon the thinking behind it.
Mrs Hammerich (ARC), in writing. 
- 
(DA) The
Danish People's Movement against the European
Communiry does not think that military or defence
questions concern any of the Community's institu-
tions. Ve consistently oppose the consideration of
these questions in Parliament.
Likewise, we oppose the plans for joint arms produc-
tion within the framework of an industrial policy, as
most recently formulated in the interim report by the
Dooge (or Spaak II) committee. The Danish Govern-
ment has also expressed its reservations on this point.
Ve cannot support motions welcoming the revival of
rhe'S7estern European Union, if this means an indirect
militarization of the Community.
(Parliament rejected the motionfor a resolation)
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I nodced
rhat just before the Rainbow Group's motion was put
to the vote, the representatives of that group asked to
speak. You did not notice them, and I find that this is
not fair. I should therefore like to ask you to look
around the Chamber before putting motions to the
vote and to call those who wish to speak.
President. 
- 
I think that the best way of making sure
that requests to speak are not overlooked is for every-
one to remain sitting.
ooo
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-12|4/84/REV.) drawn
up by Mrs Veil on behdf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group otr the work of the ad hoc Committee on
the Institutional Affairs of the Co--unity: rejected.
ooo
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1231/t4l drawn up by
Mr Spinelli and others on the outcome of the Euro-
pean Council in Dublin in response to the interim
report by the ad hoc Committee on Institutional
Affairs.
Explanations of vote
Mrs Hammerich (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Ve shall vote
against a motion for a resolution regrettint the 'delay'
in the introduction of a centralized European Union.
Ve do not think that six months' delay is very long
compared with the thousand years ve have existed as
a people.
Ve regard the next six months as extremely imponant
for the plans for Union, because we have observed 
-today as well 
- 
the enormous impatience, almost des-
peration, that has taken hold- of Union supporters. In
our movement, we intend to follow developments very
attentively, and we shall do everything we can to keep
the Danish people and others informed. It seems that
dislike for the Communiry is groving the more we
speak about joint arms production and the plans to
abolish the right of veto.
Ve are in no way annoyed that the Danish Govern-
ment has expressed cenain reservations regarding the
Spaak II project. On the contrary, we think that the
Danish Government should make a very clear and
honest repudiation of this project, which in the long
term will lead to the abolition of Danish democracy.
'Sfe 
are voting against this motion because we support
grassroots democrary.
IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD
Wce-Presidcnt
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (PPE), in atiting. 
-(17) I would like to give my approval, and also that of
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my Group, to the motion for a resolution on rhe
results of the European Council in Dublin following
the interim repon by the ad hoc Commiwee on Institu-
donalAffairs.
Vith regard to rhe results of the European Council
held last week in Dublin, we feel it is appropriate for
the European Parliament rc express its deep regret
that no immediate solution for rhe achievement of
European Union resulrcd from the proceedings.
In fact, even though the ad hoc Committee on Institu-
donal Affairs submiwed an interim reporr, rhe Euro-
pean Council did nor go into the matter in any great
depth. Everything has been deferred until the final
repon planned for next March, and only ar the Milan
summit will the way be laid open for the inter-govern-
mental conference which will have the ask of drafting
the Treary of European Union.
Mr President, the majority of this Parliament feels that
it is vital that all governmenr in the Communiry
should attend this conference and that, above all, the
plan of the European Parliamenr approved by a large
majority at the end of a long and arduous haul, should
form the basis of rhe proceedings.
For our part, the institutional committee and myself in
panicular, as a member and as a representadve of the
PPE, are doing and will continue to do everything in
our power to inform the national parliaments and the
major national political organizations of our work,
with the aim of giving expression to public opinion in
our proposals.
Finally, I would like to remind everyone thar rhe six
month Italian Presidency of the Council of Ministers
will be beginning wirhin less than one monrh, and I
hope that the Italian Members, who are traditionally
among those most commirred ro rhe cause of Europe,
will succeed in acting positively in accordance with the
wishes of this House and in giving a decisive impetus
towards she achievemenr of the European Union.
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 11t8/t4) drawn up by
Mrs Salisch and Mrs Dury on combating youth unem-
ployment
Explanations of vote
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Our group believes that the
three documents should nor be seen as alternatives but
may be regarded as complementing each other. They
can be logical complements to each other in many
points. Ve must also demonstrate a ceftain ability to
compromise so thar with a large majority we can
achieve protress on the question of youth unemploy-
ment. Ve also consider that the rhree documents mus[
be regarded as inrerconnected. This applies parricu-
larly to paragraph 3 in the Socialist Group's motion
and paragraph 8 in the motion for a resolution by the
European People's Party. Of course the Member
Sates and the Communiry must provide the legal
requirements for shoner working hours, but it is also
necessary for them at the same time to take account of
the special responsibiliry of the mro sides of industry,
freedom of choice, appropriate differendation accord-
ing to types of firm, and above all compedtiveness.
Taken together, these rcx$ seem to make up a logical
compromise by Parliament.
Mn Chouraqui (RDE). 
- 
(FR) My group has abled
a motion for a resolution, and we shall vote for the
two other morions for resolutions, rhe one by the
Group of the European People's Party and the one by
the Socialist Group, with rhe exceprion of para-
graph 3, on which we have also requesrcd a separate
vote, since it seems to indicate thar the reduction in
working time can create jobs for young people and
thus solve the problem. \fle shall requesr a debate on
this subject, which we consider important. In fact,
throughout Europe working hours have been reduced,
and yet unemployment keeps on rising throughout the
Community; the Commission forecasts that it will
even rise to 11.50/o of the working population.
Ve should like to take this opponunity of appealing to
the new Members of the Commission to mke very ser-
iously their priority task, which is that of drawing up
new proposals on jobs for those who are unemployed,
and panicularly those who are less than 20 years old.
The Commission must undenake to provide rhe neces-
sary funds and in panicular to increase the appropria-
tions of the Social Fund. Ve think that all this is not
enough to permit the introduction of new policies on
industry, technology, energy and research which will
create new jobs. Confidence musl be restored in the
European economy, and we must progress from a
common market m a single internal market.
Ve shall ask the new Commission to take up the chal-
lenge positively and the Member States to hold a neur
meeting of the 'Super-Council' on employment.
Mrs Larivc-Groenended (L).- (NL) My group will
vote for the three morions for resolutions and is pre-
pared, in the interests of combating youth unemploy-
ment, to overlook minor blemishes.
I7e hope that under the new Inlian Presidency rhere
will be a new impetus, and instead of patching things
up here and there we shall see a move towardi a gen-
uine coordinated European policy with proper priori-
ties. Our ministers just have ro summon up the politi-
cal courage otherwise the European Parliament will be
left m fight a losing battle.
Vocational raining has absolute prioriry for the Lib-
eral Group, and such Eaining should be adapted to the
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possibilities of the European Labour market, i.e. there
must be measures to match supply and demand.
Secondly, we must go along with technological inno-
vadon; I think that Mrs Salisch and her colleagues are
hiding their heads in the sand if they regard this inevit-
able social development as a sort of devilish invention
which can be banished. Thirdly, there should be ample
scope for training within companies. It should be clear
to everyone that for these things alone Community
funds are totally inadequate, and so my group will also
keep on struggling for more money for the European
Social Fund. Cheap solutions now will only cost us
more later.
(Parliament a.dopted the resolrtion)
ooo
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1235/E4l drawn up by
the Group of the Europcan Dcmocratic Alli.nce on
yout[ uncmployment : adopted.
ooo
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1216/t4/tev.) drewn
up by Mr Brok, Mr Giannakou, Mr van Vogau, Mrs
Banotti and Mr McCartin, on behalf of the European
Peoples' Party, and Mr Tuck-an on youth uncmploy-
meat: adopted.
ooo
Rcport (Doc.2-1104/8a) drawn up by Mr Vurtz, on
behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooper-
atio& on ttc achievcmcnts of the ACP/EEC Joint
Qemmiggss and Consultative Assembly.
Explanations of vote
Mr Verbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) In view of the way the
vote has gone, it is clear that this resolution will be
passed by a large majoriry. Parliament has thus given
practical expression to its great dissatisfaction with the
conrcnt of the third Lom6 Convention. Vhat has been
decided in this Lom6 Convention is of incredible
imponance for millions of people in the ACP coun-
tries. But the fact that the European Parliament is so
dissatisfied with it means that it is ashamed at the way
in which Europe, and especially the EEC, is now treat-
ing its former colonies, no doubt since things dont't
seem to be going too well at home now.
Secondly, it seems to me very unsatisfactory that what
is decided under the Lom6 Convention and the agree-
ments with the counries sdll almost totally bypasses
Parliament. The funds involved in the Convention are
not in the budget which is submitted to Parliament,
and the Joint Commitrce and Consultative Assembly
are actually bodies which are unworthy of a democ-
racy.
Mr Christcnscn (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(D,4) The
motion for a resolution conains a number of com-
mendable elements 
- 
for example the proposal to
increase the funds available rc the ACP countries and
the reference to the growing difficulties in the Nonh-
South dialogue, including the developing countries'
growing debt burden. However, there is an almost
total lack of any willingness to accommodate the
demand of the ACP countries for easier access m the
Community for agricultural and other products.
Seeing that this was a central point in the negotiations
on Lom6 III, this is unfonunate.
The Danish People's Movement against the European
Communiry cannot Suppon the motion.
Mrs Pcry (Sl, in uriting.- (FR) I shall vote for Mr
Vurtz's repon and for all the conclusions he draws.
Among the ways which he outlines for promoting the
development of the ACP counries, I should like to
single out in panicular the prioriry given to the prob-
lem of hunger.
It is a tragedy which moves the whole of public opi-
nion and which, sometimes wrongly, divides Third
\Zorld associations and the political authorities. I saw
proof of this recently in my country at 
^ 
Cidessco
seminar in Bordeaux, which was attended by many
delegates from the developing countries.
Food strategies must not oppose but must complement
each other if they are to be fully effective in the short,
medium and long term. Millions of undernourished
children cannot wait for the counries concerned to
become self-sufficient, which is the goal all politicians
must go full out to achieve. Over the next few years
food aid is bound to increase, and we must have the
courage to say so.
fu far as the countries of Europe are concerned, they
must make a lasting effon, which must be given grea-
ter priority in future budgets, since the scale of the
structural and specific measures which may be impler
mented could not enable the ACP countries to
increase their agricultural yield sufficiently to make
up, in the short term, for the 3% growth in their
populations. The way food aid is given and its perverse
effects must be denounced, but not the principle of
food aid. Deadly bottle-feeding, the multinationals'
excessive profits, the decline of food crops, and the
danger of interfering with people's dietary habits are
all things which we must combas and for which we
must be constantly on the look-out. But they can be
replaced by other policies, such as substitution projecu
or triangular operations.
,l
i'r
i
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These regular measures. must be accompanied by
emergency plans to combat the serious famines and
terrible droughts which beset a number of African
countries. And I can only take hean at the decision
taken by the European Council in Dublin to grant aid
of t.z million ronnes of whear equivalent to Ethiopia
and the Sahel in accordance with the European Parlia-
ment's request.
( Parliament adopted the reso lution)l
ooo
Second report (Doc.2/1149/E4l drewn up by Mt
Shcdock on behalf of the Committee oa the Environ-
ment, Public Hcalth and Consu-er Protection on tte
proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-351/84-COM(t4) llg frnd, complementcd by
COM(t4) s32 final and COM(ta) 56a final) for
I. a directive on the approximation of the laws of ttre
Member States concerning the lcad and benzene con-
tent of petrol
II. a directive amending Council Directive 70/220/
EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Membcr
States relating to mqrsures to be taken against air pol-
lution by gases from engines of motor vehicles.
Mr Huckfield (S). 
- 
Mr President, I seek to raise a
genuine point of order with which I am sure you will
sympathize. In searching for the documents 
-because, obviously, many of us like to come into this
Chamber well prepared 
- 
I find, on rrying to ger cop-
ies of all the documents, that COM(84) 226/final has
rwo additions in German which are nor available in
any other language. If these are merely amendments to
the ranslation, then that is something I would under-
sand. I would like some assurance from you on that
point, because it does seem ro us very unusual indeed
that shose amendments are nor available in any other
languages.
The other point I seek to raise wirh you is that when
we had a discussion and a vote on these issues during
the last part-session, we were actually given an assur-
ance from the Chair that we should be having anorher
debate on these issues during this pan-session. Not all
of us are told how we are to vote by our groups. '$/e
like to make up our minds by actually listening to and
being guided by the debate.
(Mixed reactions)
Ve are therefore, as I understand it, being asked to
cast our votes on no less than 75 amendmenrc on
issues which are of very grear imporrance, which affect
many of our constituencies very closely, without hav-
ing any debate at all, apan from the miniature peri-
pheral debarc we had during the last part-session. If
we are not going to have that debate, then I must
repeat to you, Mr President, that many of us take the
view that any vot€s which are taken on these amend-
ments tonight are in no way to be construed as an
accurate and true representation of the feelings of this
Assembly.
President. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, I must remind you that
this House, just about an hour ago, debated the
second repon and decided to take a vote mnight, and
that is what we are now doing.
(Apphuse 
- 
Protest by Mr Huchfield)
Mr Huckfield, you have made your point of order and
I have answered it. On the first point you made, I have
asked to be informed, and I have just obtained the
reply that all texts and all amendments have been tran-
slated and circulated in all the languages of rhis
House. I do not really think it will be useful to have a
debate on that right now.
Mr Huckfield (S).- I raise rhis on an absolutely gen-
uine point of order
(I-augbter)
with.which I am sure you musr sympathize, Mr Presi-
dent, being a great internationalist. Mosr of this morn-
ing and this afternoon, with rhe help of some very
cooperative staff in the documentation section of this
building, we searched diligently on rhree floors of rhis
building to try to o[tain copies of the amendmenm in
other languages.
Ve were told, Mr President, that the only language in
which document COM(84) 226/final and the rvro
other amendments after that were available was Ger-
man. Those amendments could not be produced in any
other language. I submir therefore, Mr President, that
we are ill-equipped to proceed with these vores ar rhis
moment until those rranslarions are produced.
President. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, I am very sorry for all the
trouble you hav€ been caused. My apologies for that. I
am assured once more that all rexts have been circu-
lated in all the languages. I do not think this is the
place rc decide whether or nor that has been the case.
If you wanr to take it up further, you can do so after
the sitting is over.
'!7e 
are now going to sarr voting, but before we vote I
have to give the floor ro Commissioner Narjes, who,
according to our Rules, has the right m speak on
behalf of the Commission, and the Commission has
not yet had a chance ro express itself on the second
Sherlock repon.
1 The rapponeurwas:
- 
AGAINST all rhe amcndments.
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Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
Commission shares Parliament's view that this repon
should be voted on as soon as possible, and that is why
I have refrained from speaking.
I shall therefore confine myself to four points con-
nected with the amendments.
Firstly, I would point out that in the initial debate on
the Sherlock report the Commission already indicated
its willingness to compromise, panicularly regarding
the shortening of the dme limits for the measures in
quesdon.
Secondly, the Commission's sole objecdve at the
moment is to obtain a consensus as quickly as possible
so that environmental damage is not increased by
delays in decision-making.
Thirdly, the Commission is able to accept the basic
thinking behind the majority of amendments.
Founhly, there is only one point on which there are
differences of opinion. They concern a few technical
dme limits, because the Commission drew up its
schedule differently from the way in which Parliament
did in the Sherlock report.
Ve have already esmblished in tough discussions that
the approach advocated by Parliament to achieve a
solution is harldy likely to achieve a consensus.
Mr Romualdi (DR).- (IT) The agenda provided for
the sitting to be suspended at7 p.m. so that we could
begin the night sitting at 9 p.m. I do not think that in
thimy seconds v'e can vote on 75 amendmenr, and so
I ask that the House keep to the timeable provided
for in the agenda.
President. 
- 
It is correct that today's agenda states
that the sitting is to be suspended at 7 p.m. and
resumed at 9 p.m., and that voting should take place
bisween 6 and 7 p.m. It is also correct that all day we
have been behind with the agenda, and lastly, it is cor-
rect that Parliament decided about an hour ago to vote
on the Sherlock report this evening. As often happens
when things drag on, Parliament decided things which
were in contradiction to each other. To put everyone's
mind at rest and to avoid any misunderstandings as to
what Parliament now wants to happen, I shall ask the
House once again who is in favour of voting immedia-
tely on the Sherlock report.
(Parliament decided to oote on the Sherloch report)
Mr Hindley (S).- Mr President, I do not wish to be
discouneous, but I am absolutely cenain that for at
least a couple of moments your aides on either side of
you have been informing you that I had a legitimate
point of order. I would appreciate it if points of order
were called.
The point of order is that you are, I think, misleading
the House somewhat vhen you say that at 6 p.m. 
- 
I
was present at that time, when there was only a very
small attendance in this Chamber 
- 
that there was a
debate on the Sherlock report. There was not a debate
on the Sherlock repon.
(Protests)
If people disagree, let them stand up on a point of
order themselves! There was not a debate on the
substance of the Sherlock repon. If Mr Sherlock is an
honourable man I am sure he will substantiate what I
am saying. The House is now much fuller, righdy so,
because c/e are going to vote, but I think in all fairness
and in due respect to the truth, you should inform the
House that there was not, as you have indicated, a
debate on the substance of the Sherlock rePofl at
6 P.m.
President. 
- 
Mr Hindley, I take exception to your
remark that I misled the House.
(Apphase)
The truth of the matter is that this item was on the
agenda for this afternoon: it was discussed very
briefly, rhat is true. The amendance was not very large,
rhat is true also, but I suggest that was the result of
Members choosing not to be present at that panicular
moment. The House then decided to have a very brief
debate in order to be able to vote tonight.
That is the truth of the matter. That is what happened.
I will not allow any other interpretation of the facts.
\7e shall now proceed to vot€ on this rePort.
Proposalfor a directioe II
Article 3 
- 
Afier the rejection of tbe first part of Amend-
ment No 51
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) lIhen you say that
we must vote on the 'four lines in the middle', I should
at least like to know, since there are several language
versions, which text is being referred to in the item-
by-item vote which we requested. Perhaps it would be
better for you to read out each time the rcxt on which
ve are to vorc.
President. 
- 
Mrs Squarcialupi, I have before me the
text as tabled by the Communist and Allies Group,
with request for an item-by-item vote. It is very clearly
indicated 
- 
and the text is in French 
- 
that there
should be a vote on the first pan of Amendment No
51, as I read out to the House, as far as the words
t;
|",
I
i
I
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Presidcnt
Applicants must stbmit eoidence. . . That is precisely
what I proposed to Parliament and thar is what Parlia-
ment voted on.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I think we
could proceed more simply. The first pan is rhe same
in both amendments, so rhere is no point in voting
separately 
- 
once for and once against 
- 
on both
amendments. Ve should vore on the first paragraph,
which is the same, and then on rhe resr.
Secondly, I should like to point out that an amend-
ment musr be made rc rhe text, namely rhat in the first
paragraph it should read, I Oaober 1986 in accordance
with the vote already taken.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Gauder, I appreciate your argumenr,
but I think that, if we ger requests for item-by-item
votes from all 276 of us and if we decide to make even
more amendmenr in the sitting, nobody will know
what he is voting about. And even if you are righr,
which I do not deny 
- 
I cannot judge since I firsiset
eyes on these documents hardly five minutes ago 
- 
I
still think that it is bener for us to keep to a cenain
voting discipline. Otherwise I shall not know either
what I have to propose ro you. Please do as I suggesr,
even jf I get it wrongr in which case you can repioach
me for ir later. I shall be quite happy to accepr
reproaches afterwards.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, Parliament musr acr
lo_gically! You cannot vore on the second pan only.
The second parr sr,ares bout exempions may be appliid
for and 
-the first pan states that exempions may be
applied for. But since the first pan of rhis amendment
y/as not adopted, although the wording is the same in
both amendments, we cannot vote on exempdons
either.
President. 
- 
[ want to ask the rapporteur a question.
The Assembly has just turned down the firsi pan of
this Amendmenr No 51. Does the rapponeur fiel that
that means thar it would be pointlesi ro vore on the
second paft? I should like the rapporreur to enlighten
the Assembly on this.
Mr Sherlock (ED), rapporteur. 
-l think this requesrfor a division has put us in a very considerable diffl-
culry. It would be very hard to make rhe split at that
point. Perhaps we could have avoided any danger by
working in the original language, which for thi Vit-
tinghoff and Schmid amendment was, of course, rhe
German text.
By rejecting the first paragraph of Amendment No 51 ,
we have also rejected the first paragraph of the com-
mittee's amendment.
(Cies of 'No!')
I would suggesr that the original suggestion of your
secretariat that we should vore on 14 is an infinircly
better way of proceeding.
President. 
- 
Thank you very much, Mr Sherlock. I
would ask you, if a proposal to have a vote by division
seems to you to be unhelpful, ro say so before we pro-
ceed to the vote by division, because rhen we can
avoid this kind of mistake.
Mr Sherlock (EDI, rapporreur. 
- 
The opponunity,
Mr President, would have been welcome.
President. 
- 
I did ask you for your advice, as you
may remember.
The rapponeur has not yet given a clear reply to the
question as to whar should now become of the second
pan of Amendmenr No 51. On reading the text I get
the impression rhat Mr Gautier was right in saying
that there is no point in voting on it and that we ought
to vote on Amendment No 14 by rhe Commirtee on
the Environment, which will be a way of sorring our
this rather awkward siruation. So I should now like to
put Amendment No 14 to the vote, since rhis will solve
a number of complications.
Motionfor a resolution
Initial sentence 
- 
Amendment No 66
Mrs Vcber (Sl, rapporteur for the Committee on tbe
Enoironmenl Public Heahb and Consamer hotection.
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should like to point out rhar
Amendment No 56 should be taken [ogether with No
67 and No 68. In a press release during its meeting last
week, the Council of Ministers stressed that it had
aheady reached an agreement and was merely waiting
f91 the formal vote by Parliament wirhout making any
allowance for possibly having to change its opinion.
This amendmenr presses for consultation berween the
Council and Parliamenr so rhar a joint position may be
arrived at, since the Council's position of last week
differs substantially from whar we have decided today.
President. 
- 
Mrs '!7eber, thank you for your state-
ment, bur I must ask you no[ to reopen a debate
during the vorcs. Ve have ro vore on all these amend-
ments, and when any have to be taken together, ir is a
matrcr of panicular inrcresr, but once vodng has been
begun, u/e cannor give any funher explanations, since
this would mean reopening the debate.
Mr Huckficld (S). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr respecr-
fully to ask you how,Mr Sherlock can recommend- that
we vote against this amendment when it is actually an
amendment which carries his name.
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Mr Sherlock (EDl, rapportear. 
- 
Mr President, that
is a very relevant observation. I was in error doing so. I
was merely misled by the fact that it came through as
an amendment to the title. It is, of course, the first
paragraph of the motion for a resolution, which I
would not have called title. I do apologize to you and
to the House.
President. 
- 
Not only you, Mr Sherlock, were in
error. The President was in error as well because my
paper says that it concerned the title. It now turns out
not to do so. To err is human, therefore we proceed
with the vote.
Afier the adoption ofparagraph 34
Mr Sherlock (EDI, rapportear. 
- 
Mr President, in
view of the fact that yet funher alterations have
occurred in dates, may I ask if the Commission is will-
ing to accept this? I would remind the House that it is
imposed upon the rapporteur as a duty by Rule 36(2).
(Intemtption)
Cease your ribaldry; you will learn one day!
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission is not able to go any fur-
ther than what I stated at the outset. The results of the
vote must be examined individually and sifted through
rc see if there are any contradictions.
Mr Sherlock (EDl, rapporteur. 
- 
I must say that, for
a report on the Commission's attitude, that is the most
unconvincing it has ever been my misfonune to hear.
However, in view of the fact that the amendments that
have been put forward by the coordinators do, to
some extent, prevent the necessiry to use Rule 36(2),I
shall rest my position on Rule 38 and not advise the
House to cease voting at this point, as Rule 36(2)
might have required.
Explanation ofvote
Mr Collins (S).- Normally I do not use the oppor-
tunity to give an explanation of vote, but I think
tonight it is essential, because this House has been
debating the question of lead in petrol and car exhaust
emission controls for some considerable dme. I think it
would be wrong if we allowed tonight to pass without
paying tribute to one or two of the people who have
contributed to this in the past. I want to make it clear
that the Socialist Group will vote for this motion for a
resolution, and it will do so with enthusiasm because
this motion owes its origin to a resolution originally
tabled by my good friend Mr Seefeld and myself some
three years ago and also to a later resolution tabled by
Mr Sanley Johnson, who now works for the Commis-
sion. It owes its presence on the aBenda tonight to the
srcrling work done by the European Environmental
Bureau and by the European Consumers' Organ-
ization, and I should like to pay tribute to them.
The motion for a resolution originates from alarm and
concern about acid rain. It originates from alarm and
concern about the health of children in the European
Communiry. I cannot understand why anyone should
want to vote against that pan of the resolution and of
the proposals which relate to lead in petrol. To vote
against these is to vote in favour of brain damage for
3-year-old children, and I cannot understand why
anybody should want to do thar
(Appkuse)
Acid rain is a multi-source problem. It originates in a
variety of ways, in a variety of places. Car exhausts are
one source, and I believe that we are tackling that
tonight. My own government in the United Kingdom
has a deplorable record on air pollution generally,
because by and large environmental poliry in the
United Kingdom is run not by environmental people
or people who understand anything at all about ecol-
ogy but by the Trcasury. There will be a resolution
appearing on the register under Rule 49 marking the
depanure of the European Democrats on this point.
At least they have had the guts to stand up against
their own Bovernment on [he point.
As far as the Socialist Group is concerned, we are vot-
ing in favour of this because we believe that, instead of
merely railing pathetically behind recalcitrant, reluc-
tant shon-term business interests which have some-
times put fear into the hearts of trade unionists and
workers, vre must give a lead. I think this resolution
tonight is giving a lead. \fle have fought hard to get it
on the agenda.'S/e have fought hard to get it this far,
and we are looking forward rc the conciliation process
with the Commission and the Council in order to
make sure that our standards are adhered to and that
our timetable is adhered to as well.
IN THE CFIAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vce-hesident
Mrc Caroline Jackson (ED). 
- 
I should like to
explain the position of the European Democratic
Group to those who are still listening. \7e shall abstain
on this issue. Ve are yery much in favour of the ori-
ginal Commission proposal. Ve regard the amend-
ments that have been adopted as completely unrealis-
tic. In order that the proposal may be adoprcd as
rapidly as possible, we would like to stick with the ori-
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ginal Commission proposal. I therefore thank rhe
members of my group who have stayed behind. Please
stay and abstain!
(Laughter)
Mr Jepsen (ED). 
- 
(DA) Ve know thar we contri-
bute m air pollution each and every day with our
motor vehicles, and we need to use all possible means
to curb the destruction of our woods and waterways,
our soil and our buildings. Ve must apply all the tech-
nology and science at our disposal, but in addition we
need a political decision to implement the introduction
of lead-free petrol as quickly as possible. I am aware
that the oil and petrol industry will incur difficulties
and expense if it is to comply with rhese new require-
ments, and I know that the car industry will have to
accelerate the development of products and the modi-
fication of production plant, but neveftheless we Dan-
ish Conservatives believe that rhis is a vital srep ro
which we should all contribute.
Here is a case, ladies and gendemen, where European
cooperation will show what it is wonh. For unless all
European countries introduce perol pumps with
lead-free petrol, people will have no grear faith in
driving cars that run only on this type of fuel. It would
then be impossible [o cross borders, and what is ro
become of this great European ideal of free move-
ment? Nor can we accept lhat our competitors in
Japan and the USA can produce vehicles that are
much less damaging to rhe environment than rhose
manufactured in Europe. Ve cannot resolve our prob-
lems or achieve the required effect by introducing
makeshift solutions such as speed limits, so we musr
work rc the schedule proposed by the Comminee on
the Environmenr.'Stre musr implemenr rhese proposals
rapidly, effectively and joindy, so thar we do nor
impede mobility in Europe but encourage progress in
the right direction.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR NORD
Wce-President
Mr Vernier (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I should just like rc say
on behalf of most members of the Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance thar we shall unfonunately
be voting against the Sherlock repon and the motion
for a resolution it contains, since we fully agree with
the dme limits initially fixed by the Commission for
reducing the lead conrenr of petrol and of air pollution
by gases from vehicle engines. The motion for a reso-
lution proposes much shoner time limits, which both
the refining indusrry and the moror industry are, in
our view, incapable of meeting.
Funhermore, this resolution means that we would
have to venture into the realms of new vehicle technol-
ogy involving catalytic convertors, which are both very
costly, particularly for cars of small cubic capacity,
and extremely unreliable in operation, as proved by
the American environmental protection agency. Ve
would have preferred to see rhe Community, before
reducing the time limits so much, grant considerable
funds for the scientific srudy of the actual contribution
of vehicle exhaust gases to environmenral pollution, in
particular acid rain, and grant funds for rhe technol-
ogical study of all rhe existing possibilities open ro rhe
motor industry 
- 
possibly other than caralytic conver-
tors 
- 
of achieving a reduction in exhausr gases.
Mr Roelants du Vivicr (ARC). 
- 
(FR) I should once
again like to speak on behalf of a large number of
Members from my group who regrer rhat the amend-
ments on speed limits have not been dealt with as the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection had proposed.
I should simply like to point out rhar at 150 km per
hour a vehicle produces 8 grammes of nitrogen oxide
per kilomere, while at 75 km per hour it only prod-
uces 2 grammes. So it is regrettable that this approach
was not adopted.
Nevenheless, since this is a great step forward, we
shall vote for the morion for a resolution and should
like rc sress thar the Commission's attirude towards
this modon has been very disappointing, not to say
anti-democratic.
Mr Huckfield (S). 
- 
On behalf of my constituents
and on behalf of my union 
- 
the Transpon and Gen-
eral Vorkers Union 
- 
I wish m explain that I shall be
voting against this proposal because I do not believe
that represenatives of the more prosperous areas in
this Communiry and in rheir own Member States have
any right to threaten jobs in the consrituency which I
represent. Ve already have a situation in the Unircd
Kingdom where we cannor depend on the government
rc defend the car industry or to defend jobs in that
industry. This resolution, if adopted, will make it even
more certain that the jobs of my consriruents and our
car industry will be placed even more in rhe hands of
the muldnationals and the Japanese. Ve cannot counr
on British Leyland being able to undenake the invest-
ment which will be necessary to comply with this reso-
lution, because the tovernment will not be prepared ro
back that invesrment.
'S7'e are also very much concerned 
- 
and I have a
right to put my point of view as well 
- 
that Member
States, panicularly Germany, will be quite conrenr ro
use legislation like this as a non-tariff barrier against
the impon of British and other cars into Germany.
(Protests)
In shon, I am not prepared to stand by while the jobs
of the people that I represent are sacrificed on the altar
of a domestic German political argumenr.
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Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
I also will vote against this reso-
lution, and I urge my group colleatues to do so as
well. I am not against the idea of clean air and good
environmental management, but to do it in this cheap
way, rushing at it, makes nonsense and is a disgrace to
this House.
I recall the attitude of some of our German colleagues
voting in the committee on this. They voted for lead-
free petrol, they voted for catalysts and they voted
against speed limits on their motor ways. That is the
purest hypocrisy, and it is a disgrace. It is clear that
Green seems to be the signal for danger and for non-
sense, and it is about time that was recognized. I
would also point out that a number of our Socialist
colleagues of them of British nationality,
though not Mr Huckfield on this one occasion 
-have voted against jobs in Britain. They have voted for
extra impons ofJapanese cars, and I hope their consti-
tuents know what has been said. The next time they go
on about unemployment I will say: 'You are to blame'.
I suppon what the Commission is trying to do. I
broadly support what the Council working-party has
done, which is much the same thing. I urge that in fur-
ther considerations common sense, practical condi-
tions and good financial undersnnding should be the
order of rhe day. Please vote against this !
(Applaase fron the European Democratic Groap)
Mrs Flesch (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we consider
that something must be done in this field and an effort
made to bring the laws of the various Member States
closer together. '!7'e are very much in favour of a
Community solution, since we must avoid upsetting
the market. !fle must also have binding dates so as to
avoid interminable delays. But such dates must be real-
istic.
To sum up, we are in favour of the resolution as a
whole, but we consider that in some cases the dates are
not realistic. This explains the reluctance, and even the
opposition, of some of my colleagues.
Mr Alber (PPE), in utiting. 
- 
(DE) The majority of
the Group of the European People's Pany will vote
for the Sherlock report.
It is possible to reduce vehicle exhaust gases by about
900/0. These lower values have been achieved in the
USA for more than ten years. So from the outset we
failed to understand why the Commission does not
want to introduce these values for Europe until
I October 1995, and even then only for new vehicles.
Adopting a conventional technology would take lon-
ger than it rcok to Bet to the moon, including prepara-
tion and planning.
Neither do we subscribe to the argument that it has
not been proved that exhaust gases are the cause of the
widesprcad damage to forests. Those who ere
demanding lengthy research on the subject will only
find out why the forests haoe died. It would be a post
mortem, not a rescue.
'!7e are pleased that the Comminee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection pro-
poses to bring forward the application of the values to
I October 1985, with the possibiliry of derogations
until 1989. At the beginning it looked as if they might
not. So we are pleased at this return to common sense,
just as in the Bible the father was glad at the return of
the prodigal son.
A minority of Members in our group will not vote for
the repon because they consider that other technical
solutions are preferable to the catalytic convertor, and
we respect this point of view. But unfonunately such
alternatives are not yet ready for mass producdon.
They must also be measured in relation to American
figures.
As I mentioned before, a large majoriry of us will vote
for the report. !fle hope that the European Parlia-
ment's common sense will be passed on quickly and
undiluted to the Council. The Commission has also
shown signs of coming round to our view. So you can
see how even talking about clean air can help to prod-
uce clarity of thought.
Mr Christensen (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(DA) \ hen
Denmark joined the EEC, it was promised that laying
down environmental protection standards would be a
national responsibility. The proposed directive on lead
in petrol is evidence that the Member States are not
allowed to determine their environmental policy them-
selves. Ve find it reprehensible that Vest Germany
and Denmark are being prevented by the EEC from
implemendng legislation on lead-free petrol. Even if
we recognize that shonening the deadlines proposed
by the Commission. for the introduction of lead-free
petrol means progress from the environmental point of
view, we still cannot support this motion.
Mr Galland (L), in witing. 
- 
(FR) The European
Commission did a good job, and its draft direcdve
took account of realities.
The European Parliament, in the Sherlock report,
does not demonstrate the same sense of responsibility.
Ecological demagogy has triumphed over any consid-
eration of the serious problems with which the Euro-
pean motor industry is bound to be faced.
Either it will prove impossible to implement the provi-
sions adopted by the European Parliament and to
apply the time limits it lays down, which will bring dis-
credit on this House, or our motor industry will be
handicapped, which will mean that we will have failed
rc do the job properly.
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Mn Squarcialupi (COM), in witing. 
- 
(tD On
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group I can say
that we will be voting in favour of this motion for a
resolution in the knowledge that we have done every-
thing possible to improve ir, to ensure that the propo-
sals can be implemented on a European scale, to pro-
vide a badly needed cure for the environment andnot
simply an anastheric to numb public opinion. Above
all, we know that we have done everything ro ensure
that these rwo imponant directives can be imple-
menrcd, and to give them a social conrenr, but unfor-
tunately this aspect has been rejected by those political
circles who, more rhan any others, should have sup-
poned it. It is not possible in fact to equare large and
small polluters. The other directives approved by this
Parliament on environmental pollution made rhis dis-
tinction and were directed, in panicular, ar rhose large
plants and power starions which really cause pollution
and acid rain. Thus, Parliament's policy of rrearing
large and small engines and large and small pollurcri
in the same manner is a mistake. Ve are saying this
not only in defence of narional production inreresm,
but also in defence of those who are now paying most
dearly for the crisis, I mean the ordinary people, the
less well off, the workers, rhose for whom a car is a
necessiry and yet can only be obtained by the sweat of
their brow. At the same time we are pleased that this
motion confirms the need for a decision at European
level in order to ensure rhar the just fight for the envi-
ronment does not become an unjust trade war. In fact
this danger is inherent in the second directive on pol-
lutant wastes, but unfonunately many people in Par-
liament seemed to have been unaware then of this. Ve
are pleased, however, that there is a willingness ro to
even funher that the catalyic convenoi, in othir
words to improve on obtaining obligatory results by
means of a technology which runs the risk of halting
progress and creating distonions in competidon. Let
us not forget then that the technology chosen will
increase petrol consumption, in contrasr to the policy
for greater savings in energy which we have always
supponed. There is one thing which we regret, and
that is that we did nor finally conribute to really solv-
ing the problem of noxious emissions from vehicles, in
order to prevent the Council from having a completely
free hand. Unfonunately, the Councit witl iniist on
deciding on the basis of instructions from its exper6.
The aims put forward by Parliament, absolutC and
inflexible as they are, obviously reflect just one
national and economic situation, and although they
may help to silence public opinion they will not save
the environment. In spite of this it was a batde we had
to fight. It was an imponant battle which should mob-
ilize the decision-makers. It was our dury rc fight this
batde. Cenainly, we could have done betrer by debat-
ing at greater length and more peaceably, and thus it
was not possible to clarify cenain social and economic
situadons which, since they are rhere, are wonhy of
our attendon.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)t
Mr Huckffcld (S). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr rc make a
perfectly valid point of order. My machine was nor
working.
(I^aryhter)
It is probably a German machine!
(Laughter)
Mr President, I voted against on rhat occasion, and I
wish that to be recorded.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, it will be recorded. I must
remind you, rhouth, that it is not for you to judge
whether your point of order is valid or not.
(The sitting was suspended at 8.25 p.m. and resumed at
9.30 p.n.)
IN THE CFIAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Vce-President
' lQ. Budgetfor 1985 (contd)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of rhe
budget debate.2
Mts Hoff (S).- (DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the Socialist Group rejects the 1985 budget.
During the budget consultations the Council of Minis-
ters aced as if it was deaf, dumb and blind. It is
extremely unfonunate for the Communiry that this
body has so much more power than the European Par-
liament 
- 
power which is used co push through
national interests but nor ro srrengthen rhe Com-
muniry.
Rejection of the budget is nor a muscle-flexing exer-
cise by Parliament. It is simply an arrempr ro force
necessary decisions. Ve wanr to prevenr funher finan-
cial problems from mounting up and being insoluble in
I The rapponeur was
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 16,39, 67
and 68;
- 
AGAINST Amcndments Nos 17, 26 ro 35,44,49, 49,
5 1 , 52, and 63 to 66.2 See debates of 11 December 19E4.
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the final analyses. That is why we need a new draft
budget straightaway.
Ve condemn rwo things in particular. First, the draft
violates the basic principle of a sound financial poliry.
Income and expenditure only cover ten months, not
rwelve. Secondly, this truncated budget is marked by
what one might almost call a perverse disequlibrium. It
does not meet the needs of the European people. It
contains no basis for reforming Community poliry.
The present draft budget undermines our political
alms.
There are three demands which are imponant for us in
this connection. First, more funds must be made avail-
able for the social and employment policy sector. The
Community's 13 million jobless take prioriry over
production of agricultural surpluses. Secondly, we
must do more to combat world hunger, and thirdly we
must stop wasdng money on destroying agricultural
surpluses.
(Apphuse)
And there is another point which should be mentioned
for budgetary reasons: we must insist that the repay-
ments to the United Kingdom, which are again neces-
sary because of the budget's agricultural bias, be
included in budgetary expenditure. Only by doing this
can we ensure that none of the Communiry's own
resources escape Parliament's control or are smuggled
past without appearing in the budget. Parliament must
make sure that its budget righr are not reduced or
violarcd.
In conclusion, I would like to comment on the decla-
ration by Mr Barry, the President of the Council. He
gave the impression that rejection of the budget would
impede continuation of imponant Communiry poli-
cies. Of course, Mr Barry, the twelfths system will be a
provisional one if we reject the budget. This arrange-
ment is not meant, however, to bridge the gap for 12
months. Although during the period the twelfths sys-
tem is in operation we cannot tackle any new pro-
grammes, the draft submimed by the Council does not
allow for this either. Thus, we need a new draft
budget for 1985 immediately.
Mr Bernard-Reymond (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
the wide-ranging convergence of views which has
emerged during this debarc on rejection of the budget,
and the almost intimate character of tonight's sitting,
make it possible for me to be extremely brief.
I would like m say how much I agree with the great
majority of this Parliament in considering that it is
quite unacceptable 
- 
for reasons of principle and also
in the interests of proper administradon of policies 
-to a submit budget which does not cover the whole
financial year.
The most distinguished Council of Ministers has
decided to do something which the smallest associa-
tion of bowls players or of postcard collectors would
never dare 
- 
to present a budget which does not run
to the end of the year. I believe this is dramatic proof
of its incapacity, and also of a cavalier auitude, ois-a-
ois not only Parliament but also every European citi-
zen. Thus, if only for reasons of digniry, it is our duty
to reject this budget.
Consequently, I approve the very clear position of the
Committee on Budgets, just as I approve its decision
not to invoke the conciliadon procodure, which would
only add to the confusion. As a result, it seems to me
that our Committee on Budget's has aken an
extremely clear position on this matter, an extremely
reasonable position, which I totally approve.
But this is not the only reason for our opposition to
this budget. I believe that Parliament also has a dury to
issue a new warning to the Council, to the Heads of
State and Government, so that they at long last take
seriously the general problem of European organ-
ization. Because the presentation of a clearly inade-
quate supplementary budget for 1984, the presentation
of a rruncated 1985 budget 
- 
ro which should be
added the preparation of budgetary discipline for 1986
- 
merely reflect, or symbolize, a more basic incapac-
iry to resolve the problems and overcome the difficul-
ties we now face.
Indeed, in all this it seems as if the Council, while talk-
ing obout a new political impetus, is actually con-
vinced that the Community method of European con-
struction devised for six countries in 1957 will no
longer work in 1985 with 12 countries. It seems as if
the Council has resigned itself to this idea of a slow
dilution of the Community in a larger Europe with
weaker ties.
Vell, if one think that a different Europe should arise
from the present difficulties, then one should say so
and have the courage to lay very clearly, as of now,
the foundations for this other Europe, for this new
Europe, rather than mess about wish an apology for a
budget and fabricate political revivals out of facades !
All these reasons lead me, Mr President, to reject the
budget presented to us rcday.
(Appkuse)
Mr Fich (S), Tapportetr. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I shall
be very brief : fintly, I would like to say thdt yesterday
the President-in-Office, Mr O'Keeffe, spelt out the
consequences of the provisional rwelfths system.
Clearly, one can argue at lenph what the consequ-
ences of such a system are. I would like to recall just
one fac: it is the Council itself which decides what the
consequences are. If she Council wishes rc minimize
the negative consequences, it has every oppoftunity to
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make transfers, introduce extraordinary twelfths and
anything that is needed. It is up to the Council rc
decide how great the consequences of a provisional
rwelfths system will be. There is therefore no objective
truth in what Mr O'Keeffe said yesterday, only a sub-
jecdve view. The objective aspect is what the Council
itself decides what is to happen wirh the provisional
twelfths system. I expect that, if rhe Council so desires,
a qualified majoriry in the Council can naturally
resolve any problems that arise. Of course, I have my
doubts as to whether such a qualified majority can be
found in the Council, but if it wishes to do so, it is up
to the Council imelf to avoid problems.
My second comment is directed at Mrs Tove Nielsen,
who unfonunately is nor presenr and with whom I
shall therefore not engage in polemics. But Mrs Tove
Nielsen 
- 
I refer to her speech 
- 
attacked me yesrer-
day for being completely out of line with the views of
my pafty in Denmark. In the first place, I would like
to remind her that there may be a difference between
what a rapporteur says, since the rapponeur naturally
represents the Committee as a whole, and what an
individual person thinks. I have ried to remain com-
pletely faithful to what was decided in rhe Commiree
on Budgets, but of course I would not like this to be
thought of as wholly my own personal opinion. How-
ever, my task as rapponeur m present the Commitree's
opinion and not my own. kt me add, funhermore,
that this has not normally been difficult, in that the
clear goal of both the Committee and myself is that
there should be a budget for 1985, for the whole of
1985 however, and not just pan of the year. I can
moreover assure everyone rhar rhe position I will
adopt in the vote tomorrow is in srict agreement with
the position of my parry ar home, whereas 
- 
this
should not be understood in polemical rerms, nor with
reference to her speech 
- 
Mrs Tove Nielsen will
tomorrow be voting differently from her pany col-
leagues at home in the Minisry of Foreign Affairs and
elsewhere.
lrt me say finally thaq during these very hours, we
had anticipated conciliation alks between the Council
and Parliament's delegation with a view to achieving a
compromise. These were to have taken place righr now
- 
or perhaps a couple of hours larer 
- 
I do not
know. Unfonunately, we are not where we ought to
be, and I can only express my great retret, I would
like to emphasize however, that I consider that the
fault lies exclusively with the Council, or more pre-
cisely a blocking minoriry on rhe Council. Tomor-
row's consequences for the Council are, I believe, the
result of its cancellation of this evening's meering.
Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
Mr
President, with permission I should like to speak again
briefly as this debate closes. My I first thank those who
have been so generous in their praise for the Irish
Presidency. As the debate has proceeded, I have heard
a good deal about the rights and duties of Parliament
and its Members. I have heard of the need for the
Communiry to fulfil all its obligations and to rise rc all
its ambitions. I agree with all these sentimenr. In all
our countries there are .eminendy desirable things for
governmenu to do, and in all our countries govern-
ments are obliged to defer or abandon them because
the neccessary revenue is simply not available. In the
particular case we arre concerned with, however, we
are not talking of deferral or abandonment. The
Council has veqy clearly commimed itself to meering
the additional budgeary requirements which will arise
in 1985.
Yesterday I spelt out rhe Council's approach in this
matter, and I do not propose to to over the ground
again. I believe that the Council with the clear under-
taking it has given, which now appears in the draft
budget, has met in substance Parliament's concern that
necessary poliry expenditure should be appropriately
funded. Attempts have been made in this House to
show that the system of provisional twelfths mighr not
be just neutral in effecr but would be to the immediate
advantage of various policy sectors. The only thing
that this rype of reasoning shows is that you can use
statistics to prove anything you wanr them to.
I believe that if this House rejects the draft budget our
farmers will suffer, our unemployed will suffer and
those starving in the world will suffer. I also believe
that rejection will cause the Community to suffer as a
Community. The decision is with rhis House.
Mr Cot (S), Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.-
(FR) Mr President, I would like to begin by reirerat-
ing my recognition of the Irish Presidency's great
efforts over the past monrhs wirh a view to achieving a
proper solution to the problem we face ronight.
I can vouch for the amounr of time Mr O'Keeffe has
spent on trying to reach an atreemenr. I believe that
that would nor have been difficult with us. Unfonun-
ately, he had to persuade his colleagues, and I have to
note thar hardly any progress has been made in that
resPect.
Mr President, ir is not my cusrom to misuse speaking
time, and this is the first time I have intervened twice
in a debate. However, I feel obliged to put the record
straight following the remarks made by the Council
Presidenry yesterday on rhe provisional twelfths rys-
tem, remarks which the Presidenr has just rhis minurc
repeated with passion and vigour. I have to note here
that what ve are witnessing is either an unnecessary
dramatization, or a disturbing demonstrarion of bad
will, not on the pan of the Irish Government, with
which I have no quarrel wharsoever on this marrer, bur
on the part of the Council as a whole.
Mr President, the provisional twelfths are indeed, as
their name indicases, a provisional system designed to
allow the Communiry ro fulfil its existing obligations
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pending adoption of the budget. They are, by defini'
tion, of a temporary nature. Now the Council Presi-
denry argues that these rwelfths were designed to
cover twelve months, and this is wrong. The envisaged
system, that of the nrelfths, is 
- 
in the final analyses
- 
what one wishes to make of it. It can be applied in a
restrictive manner and make the Community unwork-
able 
- 
this is true. On the other hand, it can be
applied in a positive manner in order to limit the inev-
itable difficulties of the situation, which I do not wish
to underestimate. It is a question of political will.
It should be recalled that the responsibiliry for imple-
menting the provisional welfths is basically the Coun-
cil's. It is the Council alone which in the case of com-
pulsory expenditure 
- 
or with Parliament's agree-
ment as regards non-compulsory expenditure 
-decides m unfreeze the additional twelfths in accord-
ance with Anicle 204(2), in order to meet the Com-
muniry's obligations. Given this background, I have to
say that the figures put forward by the Council Presi-
dency indicate an irresponsible attitude on the pan of
a Council determined to block the system. I refuse to
accept this false premise, which would make the sys-
rcm regressive from a budgetary point of view, some-
thing it u/as not intended to be.
Mr President, allow me the following reflection at this
juncture. It could be argued that a contradiction exists
berween advocating rejection of the budget and thus
implementation of the provisional tvrelfths system on
the one hand, and proposing, on the other, flexible
application of the provisional twelfths sysrcm in order
ro minimize the harmful effects. I see no contradiction
here. Parliament 
- 
and I stress this 
- 
has no funda-
mental quarrel with the Council as regards the policy
priorides laid down in the draft budget. It is opposed,
however, to the Council's inherent inabiliry to submit
a budget conforming to the Treary. Thus, it seems
wise and responsible for our Assembly to exercise,
judiciously, its right to reject the budget, while at the
same time trying to ensure continuity of public service
during the rcmporary period between the two budgets
covered by the provisional twelfths.
Mr President, I would now like to go into a little more
detail, since the Council Presidency did the same.
If one refers to the 1980 precedent 
- 
[s62u5s we had
provisional rwelfths for the 1980 budget, and at that
dme the EAGGF advances were viewed as commit-
ments and not as payments 
- 
then the appropriations
available for agriculture amount not to 1.34 thousand
million ECU, as wrongly indicated by Mr O'Keeffe in
his statement, but 4.2 thousand million ECU from Jan-
uary, to which is added an additional rwelfth per
month. Therefore, they are higher than those of the
draft budget up to October.
If one rejects the 1980 precedent in line with the
observadons by the Coun of Auditors 
- 
and as you
know, ladies and gentlemen, this is not Parliament's
opinion, because it upheld the 1980 precedent in its
review of the Financial Regulation 
- 
if one rejects
this precedent, then I concede to the Presidency that
funding the EAGGF will be more difficult. But the
Council is always free to apply the additional twelfths'
This is a decision for it alone to take where compul-
sory expenditure is concerned, without intervention by
Parliament, and is thus its responsibility alone. It is a
matter of political will.
As for the Social Fund and development aid, the Presi-
dent-in-Office put forward the figures of 1.29 thou-
sand million ECU and 700 million ECU respectively
resulting from the provisional twelfths, in place of the
1.44 thousand million ECU and 841 million ECU
provided for in the draft budget. But if I, for my p1rt,
ipply the method advocated by the Council itself in
1980 
- 
and I base what I say on authors versed in this
field 
- 
then I note, on the contrary 
- 
without pre-
judging the value of this method, which takes as the
sole reference base the payments allocated for the pre-
vious year 
- 
that there are 1.63 thousand million
ECU for the Social Fund and 929 million ECU for
development aid. In other words, ladies and gentle-
men, the amount available for these items would be
larger under the provisional melfths system than in
the Council's draft budget. To this should be added
the possibiliry 
- 
challenged in principle at the time by
Parliament, but authorized each time 
- 
of transfer-
ring appropriations to deal with emerSency situations.
This is how, in 1980, 10.5 million ECU was unblocked
for Afghan refugees, 20 million ECU for Cambodia
and 8 million ECU for Zimbabwe.
The Presidenry erroneously interprets the Social Fund
regulations to claim that the paymenrc would not be
possible due to non-adoption of the budget. Accept-
ance of the Presidends interpretation would lead to a
veritable misuse of procedure.The clause referred to by
the Presidency was drafted in order to accelerate
Social Fund payments, not to paralyse them. Quite
clearly, it cannot be applied in the case of the provi-
sional twelfths, unless what we have here is a device to
prevent Parliament from rejecting the budget.
Finally, the Presidency obscurely conjures up hypoth-
etical problems of liquidity. It forgets that, under the
provisional melfths system, expenditure has to corre-
spond m resources. It forgets that any evenual deficit
in implementing the 1984 budget, and carrying this
over to 1985, are entirely the fault of the Member
Smtes, which underestimated the 1984 deficit so as to
limit their financial contribution. The situation in
which we now find ourselves is in no way the fault of
Parliament, which proposed during the first reading
that a genuine budget be drawn up containing the total
income and expenditure forecast. The Council
rejected these solutions, although it would have been
possible, from a legal point of view, rc draw up a
budget for 12 months.
Mr President, I would like to clear up any misunder-
standing right here and now. In no way is this a matter
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of encouraging the Council to violate the Treary of
Rome, the agreements on own resources, or the prero-
gatives of national parliamenr, as ccnain malevolent
repons have said. An intergovernmental agreemenr
instituting reimbursable advances 
- 
along the lines of
that concluded for the 1984 supplementary budget 
-is perfectly conceivable and would make ir possible to
draw up a budget covering 12 months' income and
expenditure without infringing the slightest provision
of the relevanr documenrs. \[hy don't you do so, Mr
O'Keeffe, if you are so convinced of the Council's
detcrmination on this, as you have just told us?
Time and dme again the European Parliamenr 
-especially during Novembe/s conciliation meeting 
-has said that it is ready to meet the Council once more
in one last attempt at conciliation. The Council did not
deem this wonhwhile. I respect its decision, and I
agree here with the commenr by Mr Bernard-Rey-
mond.
Since the Council has not seen fit to change irs posi-
tion with regard to a final discussion 
- 
and President
O'Keeffe's silence on the very explicit quesrion I asked
him at the beginning of this debate, seems to confirm
things 
- 
and it is best we draw the necessary conclu-
stons.
I regret this absurd argument about whether the
Council did or did not require an explicit invitation
from the Committee on Budgets [o go to Strasbourg.
Either there are things to be discussed 
- 
and we
remain open to any contact up rc the last minute, there
might still be time 
- 
or everyone sdcks to his posi-
dons, which would seem to be the case. In rhar case let
each of us shoulder our responsibilities.
(Appkuse)
Prcsident. 
- 
The debare is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting-time.
ll. EEC-Yemen Cooperation Agreement (contd)
Prcsident. 
- 
The next ircm is the continuation of rhe
debarc on the reporr by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul
(Doc. 2-l102/84)-l
Mr Seclcr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, my Group approves nor only the agreement
but also the motion for a resolution and the amend-
ments submitted by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. It should be
poinrcd out, rhough, that this cooperarion agreemenr
is quite different from all the agreemenr we have dealt
with in this House in the past few years.
I am thinking here, for example, of the cooperation
agreement with the ASEAN States which provided,
and still provides, European businessmen with enor-
mous investment oppoftunides and rhe chance of mak-
ing substantial rading profits. This agreemenr pro-
vides no such possibilities. The Republic of Yemen is
one of the world's poorest countries, and here we have
a new kind of attempt to provide development aid for
an extremely poor starc. Thus, as the rapponeur has
said, this is a pilot project which we should suppon.
The way the Commission and the Council have
treated the Parliament must be deprecated. For such
cases we had agreed rc apply what is known as the
Luns-\Testenerp procedure, under which the Com-
mittee on Exrcrnal Economic Reladons and thus Par-
liament are informed in good time about rhe content
of such an accord. This did nor happen. It was only in
May of this year that the Council gave its aurhoriza-
tion to the Commission, and by the end of May rhe
agreement had already been negodared. In September
the Commission submimed rhe proposed Regulation ro
the Council, but it was nor undl the end of October
that the Commitsee on External Economic Relations
was asked ro vorc 
- 
and urgently ar rhar 
- 
on rhis
agreement. It had no opponunity ro take a critical
lood at this pilot project.
This must be deprecated. It also shows the value of
inter-institutional agreemenr, and makes it clear that
we need clear-cut rules, really binding for both sides,
governing our dealings with one anorher when it
comes to dicussing and adopting such agreements. It
was by a large majoriry rhat Parliament adopted ways
of doing this on 14 February as pan of its draft agree-
ment for turning the Communiry into a European
Union. This draft agreement clearly lays down the
decision-making structures and the powers of the
Council and Parliament when concluding such agree-
ments. Sfle now see how necessary these reforms are.
Mr van Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group) welcomes the agreement which
has now been concluded and which, in our view, after
tomorrow's vote will be ratified in a legally binding
manner following adoption by Parliament. Ve do nor
view this as simply accephnce of a decision, but also as
ratificadon.
Vhen one has found a new friend, the largest trading
power in the world, then one is happy about it. But we
are also happy because for a long time now many
members of our European family have maintained
raditional links with the Yemen Arab Republic, linhs
which have now been placed on a common basis.
At this momenr this agreement is 
- 
and this is why we
worked so hard for it 
- 
very imponant psychologi-
cally. Everyone in the European Communiry was hor-
rified by the larcst hostage drama. The European Par-I See debatcs of 10 Deccmber 1984.
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liament is confidently giving a new sign here by speak-
ing to Arab friends on quite a different level. I would
like to express my agreement with rapporteur'lTieczo-
rek-Zeul that this accord opens a door. Mr Seeler
spoke of a pilot project. I would say that we are show-
ing the way by entering into new relations with the
Gulf States, and I would like to ask the Commission
most cordially to continue to support and further pur-
sue the European Parliament's desire for a coopera-
tion agreement with the Gulf Sarcs.
The European Community 
- 
and this is imponant to
note since many people do not know it 
- 
heads the
list of suppliers to the Yemen Arab Republic, ahead of
Saudi Arabia and Japan. !7e are Number One in a
good sense, v/e are Partner No One. S7'hat we mean
by development policy in the good sense is now paying
off.
The.European Community began its support, cooper-
ation and friendly collaboration with this country in
1977. The agreemenr says the Yemen recognizes the
most-favoured nation clause. On the other hand, we
also state officially that this country is still a develop-
ing country. It is thus basically clear that our work has
paid dividends. This is very important for our friends
working in the development aid field.
I don't have to explain that this is a classic trade agree-
ment with a framework, a framework agreement. I
would just like to reircrate the desire of my Group,
and I would like to ask Mr Andriessen, the Member of
the Commission responsible for institutional matters
- 
Mr Andriessen, I hope that despite other tasks you
will continue in this office in future, at least in your
hean 
- 
to take into account that it might be quite a
good thing if members of the European Parliament
could take part as observers in the joint committees, at
least every now and then.
I would ask you to take this desire into account, to
think about it. I would also like to note most categori-
cally 
- 
I would even go funher 
- 
how much I agree
with Mr Seeler's critical remarks about the way the
Luns-\Testenerp procedure was, in this case, not
adhered to in the way we wish. On institutional and
constitutional grounds wa are no longer prepared to
accept this next year. This is meant as a friendly warn-
lng.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr van Aerssen, your time is up.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I think I can say that the agree-
ment signed on 9 October last in Brussels is imponant
mainly because it is the first contractual link between
the Community and a country of the Arabian penin-
sula. The atreement is in ircelf similar to others which
we have concluded with a large number of non-asso-
ciated developing countries. It will run for five years,
can be exrcnded and provides for cooperation over a
broad spectrum of activities in commerce, economic
affairs and in the field of development.
So far rade has naturally been very limited. However,
there are ways of increasing trade, and the fact that
both panies will apply the most-favoured nation clause
will obviously contribute towards this.
fu far as economic cooperation is concerned, the
agreement will boost cooperation in agriculture, fish-
eries, the food industry and tourism in Yemen. The
agreement also covers cooperation in science and
technology, as well as in the field of energy, which the
Commission regards as imponant for Yemen in view
of recent developments in the oil sector.
The agreement also provides for increased training, as
proposed by a European Parliament delegation fol-
lowing a visit earlier this year. Since Yemen is one of
the world's least developed countries, the Communiry
has undenaken to extend im financial and technologi-
cal cooperation in accordance with ir development
policy. Cooperation between Yemen and the Com-
munity has steadily increased over the past five years,
and the Commission sees this agreement as an oppor-
tuniry to promote funher cooperation and to help the
Yemen Arab Republic achieve economic and social
Protress.
Mr President, reference has been made in this debate
to my past in the Communiry institutions, and allu-
sions have also been made to my future career. Under
the circumstances, I believe that the Commission has
acted responsibly, although perhaps not exactly as
suggested by the honourable Member Mr van Aerssen.
Allow me to conclude, Mr President, by siying that
the fact that responsibiliry for institutional affairs will
be entrusted to another Member will in no way prev-
ent me from exercisint the same function with regard
to institutional affairs as in the past.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken tomorrow at 7 p.m.
12. Appointment of tbe neat Commissioz (contd)
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the continuadon of the
joint debate on the reports by Mr Formigoni (Doc. 2-
lllg/84) and Mrs Vayssade (Doc. 2-1145/84).r
Mr Hiinsch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this Parliament always seems to have big
plans. Ve submit a draft trea[y on European Union,
and we devore time to the ad-hoc Committee 
- 
which
I Sce debates of I I December 1984.
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was then more or less given shon shrift in Dublin.
However, rcday and tomorrow we have an opportun-
ity 'through our vote' to take a small but quite con-
crete step towards implementing our plans, and this we
can do by squeezing all we can out of the current
Treaties, something we have not by any means always
done.
Under Anicle 144 of the EEC Treaty we can express
no-confidence in the Commission. This means that the
Commission cannot carry out its dudes without our
confidence. \7hat could be more natural, ar a time
when a new Commission is being appoinrcd, than to
demonstrate clearly that it needs our confidence in
order to do its work?
Moreover, the Stuttgan summit gave, as it were, the
green light for this, and we would be really bad Parlia-
mentarians if we did nor, a[ the very least, make use of
this small possibility.
This also underlines the importance of the instatement
of the new Commission, which I hope will fare better
than the old Commission did. At the end of its period
in office it was 
- 
one has to be honest 
- 
in a
wretched state of collapse. Commissioner Andriessen,
you are not personally to blame for this, bur things
have really come to a a pretly pass when two Commis-
sioners steal away secretly from their posts without
Parliament being officially informed of whar is going
on. It would have been better if the Commission had
commented on these matters.
Ve are told that a vote of confidence is irrelevant
from a legal point of view. Of course, we are well
aware of the provisions of the Treaties, but we also
know the imponance of symbolic acts in politics. If it
is refused a vorc of confidence in January, then the
new Commission will be descredited in the eyes of the
public, whereas expressing confidence would streng-
then its work and its standing ois-ti-ois European
public opinion. Immediately on taking office the new
Commission must submit its policy guidelines to the
European Parliament. Immediately afterwards there
must be a debate and then a vote of confidence. Many
people say we should postpone the vote until February
or March. But we mus[ have the guidelines, debate
and vote all in one go!
I believe we must reach the stage where the Commis-
sion gives a solemn undertaking before the European
Parliament.'!7'e are told that this is not possible. Many
things are not possible! But if we wanr it, and if above
all the Presidium wants it, Mr President, then this is
something which can be done . . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry, but your speaking rime is up.
Mr Miihlen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as far back as the beginning of November
my colleague Erik Blumenfeld and I introduced a
motion for a resolution on the redistribution of pon-
folios within the new Commission, believing as we did
that the European Parliament should express an opi-
nion on the major principles to be observed in this
connection.
Meanwhile, the question of allocation has been senled
with a speed on which the new Commission President,
Mr Jacques Delors, should be congratulated together
with his future colleagues. For this reason the debate
on the appointment procedure can take place in a cli-
mate free of the uncertainry we had expected. This is
also the reason why I and my co-author of the resolu-
tion on disribution of the ponfolios thought it oppor-
tune to withdraw our motion for a resolution, without,
however, renouncing our right m contribute to this
leneral debate, because it is necessaqy to express our
satisfacdon, and that of the other co-sitnatories of this
motion for a resolution, at the way he responded to
our worries.
To begin with, it has to be noted that real effons have
been made to avoid excessive concentration 
- 
as has
been the case in the past 
- 
of powers in the hands of
just a few Commissioners. Moreover, it must be ack-
nowledged thar the Commission Members coming
from the small Member States will 
- 
judging by the
posts allocated to them 
- 
have a real chance of shar-
ing in an appropriate manner in the new Commission's
responsibilities.
However, we feel less reassured about whether certain
powers 
- 
such as those relative to small and
medium-sized undenakings or to environmental
poliry 
- 
are placed in the hands of one and the same
Commissioner in such a way as to guarantee the unity
of action and responsibiliry requested by the authors
of this motion for a resolution. Funhermore, I would
like to think 
- 
but we await more information on this
- 
that account has been taken of the fact thar rwo
new Member States will be joining the European
Communiry and that now is the time to be thinking
about the ponfolios of the future Commissioners they
are to appoint.
Mr President, these are the points I wanted ro make
on behalf of myself, the co-author and the signatories
of this motion for a resolution.'S7e will no doubt have
funher opponunity, during a future meeting, to state
in no uncertain terms what this European Parliamenr
expects from the new Commission.
Mr van Aersscn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, now
that the representatives of the largest and rhe second-
largest Groups 
- 
the Socialist Group and the Group
of the European People's Pany 
- 
have had their say
on this important topic, one we have been discussing
for five years and for which we fought during the pre-
vious legislative period, I would like to take the liberry
of rclling you that we can no longer afford to place
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such important matters on the agenda for discussion at
such a late hour.
(Apphuse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Thank you for your comment, Mr van
Aerssen.
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, despite the late
hour I feel it is our dury as Members of Parliament to
remain to discuss matters of great importance. All we
can do in such cases is to prove the truth of the French
saying'les absents ont tort'.I do not mean by this to be
offensive m the European Commission, which is in
fact represented here, especially since what I have rc
say is somewhat critical of the Commission.
Mr President, in the past few weeks we have witnessed
a remarkable phenomenon. Ve have seen the Com-
mission melt away like snow in the spring. Its Mem-
bers are disappearing as we say in Dutch, het dc noor-
dezon'. The French say 'filer d lhnghise' and the
English say 'taking Frencb leave'.lt therefore seems to
be a good European tradition to accuse one another
of...
(Interruption)
It was the French who used the expression filer i
l'anglaise', was it not?
. . . and the most remarkable thing is that no one seems
rc have noticed. !/e read in the papers that we had
lost a Member of the Commission, and then a few
weeks'later we read that we had lost another. No one
seems to have noticed this. They have not been
replaced, and thus a situation has arisen which is in
conflict with rhe Treaties. For quite a considerable
time the Commission has not been fulfilling the
requirements of the Treary, which quite clearly lays
down how many Members it should have.
The Lom6 Convention is, as I imagine we all agree, an
extremely imponant document, and it is soon to be
signed in the absence of the Member of the Commis-
sion responsible. I would like to assure Mr Andriessen
rhat I do not mean to criticize personally any Member
of the Commission or country but that the amend-
ments which I have tabled to the Formigoni repon,
and which I earnesily hope Parliament will approve
crith firm conviction, were promprcd by my fears that
the Commission's credibility is being weakened.
Mr Hoon (S). 
- 
Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of the Socialist Group and I am speaking to the
Vayssade report.
The House of lprds was once described as a hospital
for incurables. I know nothing about Lord Cockfield's
sate of health, or whether he is mentally or physically
capable of fulfilling the responsibilities of a Member of
the Commission. Vhat is quite clear, however, is that
he is incurably a Member of the House of Lords,
incurably a Member of the British Parliament, incura-
bly, therefore, a member of a national legislature, a
position from which he cannot resign since this is not
permitrcd in English law.
The Socialist Group maintains, therefore, that as a
member of the national legislature, Lord Cockfield is
disqualified from holding-office as a Commissioner
because he cannot properly, cannot independently ful-
fil his duties and obligations as a Member of the Com-
mission. He is required to be independent by virtue of
Anicle l0 of the Merger Treaty, a provision that has
led many previous elected members of national legisla-
tures to resign their seats. The Socialist Group believe
that this applies with equal force to those who, like
Lord Cockfield, are appointed and not elected as
members of national legislaures. The Socialist Group
also believes that this is endrely irrespective of vhether
or not he applies for and is granted leave of absence by
the House of Lords. I ask you, therefore, to suPPort
tomorrow those amendments tabled in my name which
maintain that leave of absence is irrelevent to this
issue, that membership of a national legislature, on
whatever terms, is incompadble with holding office as
a Member of the Commission.
I must apologize to the members of this relatively
youthful institution for having to give its time and
atrcndon to the anrcdiluvian archaic activities of an
ancient House of Lords. Tom Payne could not under-
stand how and why the British people tolerated such a
syst€m. He asked whether if you were ill you would
consult a docmr whose sole qualification for practice
was that his father had been a doctor. The overc/helm-
ing majority of Members of the House of lords are
there because they inherited their titles; they inherited
their qualification to legislate from their fathers. I
mention these matters because, unfonunately, the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights has
based pan of its conclusion on the standing orders of
the House of Lords, on that pan which permits a
Member of the House of Lords to apply for and be
granted leave of absence.
let us be quirc clear about leave of absence from the
House of Lords. It is quite different from similar prov-
isions which exist in the standing orders of other
European parliaments and assemblies. It is different
because it was introduced to fulfil a quite different
purpose. It was introduced to prevent those many
hundreds of members who never attend the House of
Lords from suddenly and without warning turning up
and voting, abandoning their traditional hunting,
shooting and fishing for the similar slaughter of
government legislation. The legal significance of this
must not be overlooked, however, and I regret it is
missing from Mrs Vayssllde's report, because any
Member of the House of l,ords who chooses rc attend
and vote is legally entitled under British Conssitutional
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law to do so, even though he has leave of absence. It is
quite clear that legally he cannot be prevented from
attcnding and voting in the House of Lords. He
remains a full legal member, which, notwithstanding
leave of absence, means that he is in no different posi-
tion from any other Member of the House of Lords. I
wonder, in fact, whether the British Governmenr even
thought of this when they nominated Lord Cockfield,
whether they consulted the Treaty or took legal
advice. If not, it is a remarkable state of affairs,
because the British Government has lately repeatedly
lectured the British people about upholding the rule of
law. Here is an opportuniry for the British Govern-
ment to heed their own advice to uphold the law by
withdrawing Lord Cockfield's nomination. They
could then take notice of my colleague Carol
Tongue's amendment m appoint instead a w'oman to
the Commission, instead of an ageing member of an
ancient institution, who could then be shown how ser-
iously the Community views the viral imponance of
the rights of woman. Commissioners musr not only be
independent, they must be seen to be independent,
and in the same way the Community must not only
appear to take women's rights seriously, they must be
seen to be doing so. And in what better way could that
be achieved than by the appointment of a woman ro
the Commission? My thanls, Mr President, for your
indulgence.
(Appkuse)
Mr Pricc (ED).- Mr President, rhe Vayssade reporr
contains an interpretation of the Treary on one spe-
cific question. It is whether the fact that Lord Cock-
field is a life Peer is incompatible with his being a
Member of the Commission. This issue has been raised
by Bridsh Labour Membcrs. The form of their objec-
tion is legal and entirely proper. The substance is polit-
ical and entirely irrelevent to the provisions of the
Treary and the repon before us tonight. The Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, led by its
distinguished chairman, Mrs Vayssade, as rapporteur,
rejected the complaint and found that, provided Lord
Cockfield takes leave of absence from rhe House of
Lords, no incompatibiliry will exist.
There are four amendmenr to the repon, all submir-
ted by British Labour Members. These amendments
disclose their real objective: they call for the replace-
ment of Lord Cockfield by a woman Commissioner.
Their real objection ro lord Cockfield is not that he is
a peer but thar he is a man. Britain was rhe first Mem-
ber Starc to have a woman Prime Minister, and it
seems that British Labour Members have been so
impressed with her achievements that they want the
Communiry to have a similar woman to deal with its
affairs as a Commissioner. The Vayssade repon makes
no reference ro any of these consideradoni, and cor-
rectly so, because they are completely irrelevant.
The repon does clearly ser our, however, the legal
issues and ansq/ers the argumena just pur by Mr
Hoon. The requirements of Anicle l0 of the Merger
Treaty are t"hat Commissioners must be independent
and that they must not engage in any other occupa-
tion. Mr Hoon's main argument is that Lord Cock-
field will remain technically a member of a national
legislature. But the House of Lords is a very unusual
body. Normally members of a national legislature are
elected and paid to do a job. They therefore have an
obligation rc engaBe in an occupation, which is quite
clearly outside the terms of Anicle 10 of the Merger
Treary. But a Member of the House of Lords is not
elected and he is not paid as such, and no such obliga-
tion to entage in that occuparion exists. That is the
essential difference and whar is unusual about the
House of lords.
Mr Hoon also gave us a linle history about how the
rule came into being, of having leave of absence from
the House of lords, and said it was m prevenr Mem-
bers who did not normally panicipate in the work sud-
denly descending. Ii t}rat not the very point that the
repon makes? Leave of absence prevents people com-
ing along suddenly and panicipating in the work.
Effectively it debars panicipation in the work of the
House of lords.
Finally, Mr President, the point really is this: this
objection is entirely speculative and premarure. If lord
Cockfield were to panicipate in the work of the
House of Lords, I would agree rhat he would probably
be debarred under Anicle 10. Unless he does so in the
future, after he is appointed as a Commissioner, his
appointment will be entirely valid.
Mr Gazis (S).- (GR) Mr President, at first sight it
would seem that the subject we are discussing is of
interest only to the United Kingdom. However, it has
more general implications, and for this reason I asked
to speak.
I think that everybody recognizes that a member of a
national parliament cannor be a Member of rhe Com-
mission at the same time- For this reason, whenever in
the past members of nadonal parliaments were
appointed to rhe Commission, they first relinquished
their parliamentary office. Today, in the case of Lord
Cockfield, it is claimed in some quarrers that rhere is
no incompatibiliry, because rhe House of Lords will
give him leave of absence. I do not think thar this is
correct, because the incompatibiliry is crearcd by the
fact of Lord Cockfield's membership of the House of
Lords. And this incompatibiliry will persist whether
Lord Cockfield visits ihe House of Lords or nor,
because his link wirh the House will continue to exist
throughout his term of office as Commissioner. But
there is another side to the question. The leave of
absence which the House of Lords seems ro be grant-
ing is a device which is foreign and incomprehensible
to the parliaments of all the other Member Srares.
None of these parliamenr, whose members are elecrcd
to serve the interests of the people, can say to one of
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its members: now you can stop serving your people
and can go and work somewhere else without having
to resign in advance. However, it appears that the
House of l,ords can do things which the othcr parlia-
ments cannot do. Perhaps this is because its members
are not elected but are appointed for life. However,
this discriminates in favour of the House of lords,
which of all the parliaments will be the only one which
will bc able to delegate members as Commissioners,
who willbe able to hold both offices simultaneously.
(The President ashed tbe speaker to concldc)
Mr President, the Treaties also created a body with
supranational characteristics as a counterweight,
namely, the Commission. Allow me to say that the
election of Lord Cockfield will be a blow to the
supranational character of the Commission and a
retrograde step in our endeavours to bring about a
United Europe.
(Appk*sefrom the hrt)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken tomorrow at 7 p.m.
13. Competitionpolicy
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr Gau-
tier, on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Moneary Affairs and Industrial Policy, on the thir-
rcenth report by the Commission of the European
Communities on competition policy (Doc. l-208l84)
(Doc. 2-1133(84).t
Mr Geuticr (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen. Before the House moves on to
compedtion poliry, I would like to thank the Commis-
sion, and specifically Mr Andriessen, as the Commis-
sioner with direct responsibiliry, for the strenuous
efforts made to ensure that the opinions and observa-
tions of this Parliament were taken into account. Not
only he, but also his officials, were always available for
discussions with Parliament, and I believe that this is
also quite obvious from the 13th Repon on Competi-
tion Poliry. I hope that Mr Andriessen will ensure that
his Irish successor adopm the same attitude.
At this juncture, it would seem advisable to make some
general commenr on competition policy. fu a Social
Democrat, I find this a field in which it is difficult to
draw hard and fast lines or to confirm that the Social
Democrats and the Socialists will agree to all propo-
sals. Rather, we undoubtedly now and then have our
difficulties with the relationship berween competition
poliry and rhe market economy, or the distribudon of
ownership within sociery.
fu rapponeur for the Commitrce on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Industrial Poliry, I wish to make
it clear that the vast majority of both my group and the
committee consider competition policy to be a major
elemenr in sociery, irrespective of the distribution of
ownership within that sociery. This majority accords a
crucial role to competition poliry in both aiding the
consumer and in increasing the efficiency with which
all kinds of products are manufadured. I believe that
competition policy will continue rc play a vital role in
the kind of social structure we Social Democrats
would like to see achieved in the future.
Nationalized industries and those in the public sector
should also face up to the competition provisions of
the European Community and the purchasing behav-
iour of the consumers, since competition also involves
consumers, the choice available to them and their
access to a market offering the widest possible range
of reasonably-priced goods.
Unfettered competition in its classic form does not
exist anywhere in the Communiry, because other cri-
teria have ro be taken into account, and social and
regional interests protected, as well as those of the
workers involved. A rigid competition policy has
therefore never been accepted by all Members of this
Parliament, and a single example 
- 
that of the steel
industry 
- 
will suffice. Parliament has always adopted
the view that competition policy should be tempered
whenever any more rigid application would result in
unacceptable social or regional consequences. For this
reason 
- 
as we have tried to make evident in the
report 
- 
we belicve that competition policy must be
integrated with the various other policies adopted by
the European Community.,Pride of place in the repon
is thus given to the field of crisis canels. Ve believe
that the necessary restructuring policies can only be
carried through if those involved in cenain sectors can
get rcgether round a table rc agree where reductions
have to be made in capaciry.This is the case for steel,
synthetic fibres and, more recently, also for polyethy-
lene and other chemical products. This reduction
must, however, take place within a strict framework,
and we Social Democrats also consider it advisable
that workers' organizations be consulted. Although
that is not mentioned in the repon, we will also be
voting tomorrow on whether workers' organizations
should paniciparc in the formation of crisis cartels.
The whole question of subsidies under Anicle 92 of
the EEC Treaty, i.e. regional and State aids for a wide
range of industrial sectors, is a difficult one. The cur-
rent economic problems have led to understandable
increases in State aids, since all Member Sates of the
European Communities are confronted with the ser-
ious problem of unemployment and believe that cer-
tain specific sectors or regions can be shielded from
I The oral question by Mr Beazley and othcrs to the Com-
mission, on aids to domcsdc industries (Doc. 2-1087/84),
*,as also included in the debate.
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unemployment by the payment of subsidies. It is, how-
ever, perfectly obvious that this can only happen at the
expense of another Member State. If State aids are
employed to save the German textile industry for inst-
ance, this will be at the expense of the Belgian, British
or some other textile industry, since production is
limited by the ability of the market to absorb the prod-
uce. Our committee therefore considers that State
aids, whether they be sectoral or regional in nature,
have to be studied in a European conrcxt that requires
a wider definition than just the parameters of the mar-
ket economy. Because the regional and social conse-
quences of these subsidies are also so significant,
regional subsidies should be integrated into pro-
grammes aimed at restructuring the various economic
secff rs.
Vith your permission, I will now move on to the over-
all venical competition policy of the Communiry or, in
other words, block exemptions in general. Our com-
mittee is in agreement with the Commission's draft
regulation granting research aBreemenm a general
exemption from the provisions of Anicle 85(1) of the
Treary. Ve also agree with the granting of exemptions
to distribution agreemen$ included in research agree-
ments, but only on condition that the market is
defined on a different basis from the Commission's
proposals. In addition to the share of the joint market
hcld by the joint venture, international comperirion
must also be a criterion.
As far as block exemptions are concerned, we still can-
not agree on the subject of motor vehicle distribution
agreemenr as you, Mr Andriessen, will know from
our committee discussions on this point. Such agree-
men6 were debated by the European Parliament in
June of this year, and a considerable majority decided
that the 120lo clause you had wished to apply to this
branch w'as not a sound approach. After all, in terms
of block exemptions, abuse of market position can be
defined in other ways than by using this 12% guide-
line. In fact, our committee was very pleased rc hear
that the Commission had amended its draft, and it
therefore came as an even Breat€r surprise rc find that
the Commission, in the explanatory notes on the appli-
cation of the draft, had inroduced an 180/o clause for
the entire vehicle sales sector. Abuses can, though,
occur even where the clause provides for a 160/o price
differential. The Commission should not sir back until
the 180/o limit has been exceeded and remain quite
unmoved at, say 17010. Rigid adherence to percentage
figures is a poor basis for Commission action, and it
should instead take action wherever selective distribu-
tion agreements are used to diston competition, irres-
pective of whether rhe percentage involved is 15 or 25.
Vith your permission I will make a funher commenr
on procedure in general. Our commitrce and the legal
Affairs Committee, all of whose amendments I sup-
port, have put forward a number of proposals to make
the Commission's procedure more 'transparent' and
effective. Ve consider it extremely imponant that the
jurisdicdon of national couns be extended to include
Communiry competition regulations, since this would
reduce the load on the European Coun of Justice, as
well as achieving more widespread adherence to the
whole of the European Communiq/s competition
poliry.
As I mentioned 
.to you, Mr Andriessen, during one
committee meeting, we would be delighted if the
European Communities' competition poliry were to be
as well expounded as it is in the small brochure 'Com-
muniry Competition Poliq/ that you published for
small and medium-sized firms.
Mr Misenbeck (L), drafisman of tbe opinion of the
Committee on Legal Afairs and Citizens' Rigbts. 
-(NL) Mr President, may I begin by wishing the rap-
porteur, Mr Gautier, well with his repon and with the
inroduction he has just presented although I have to
say that his committee has paid disappointingly little
attention to the advice of the Committee on Legal
Affairs an Citizens' Rights.
Secondly, I should like to express my satisfaction that
this repon presenr us, for once, with a subject on
which our discussions on the Commission's policy can
be more positive in tone than negative. Unfonunately,
this is all too rare. Although speaking as the draftsman
of the opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs and
Citizens' Rights and therefore focusing panicularly on
such procedural aspects of the Commission's competi-
tion policy as its prosecudon and exemption policies, I
would nevenheless like to begin with just one com-
ment on competition policy as such 
- 
being the appli-
carion of the fi/o anicles, 85 and 92, which parricu-
larly concern us.
This is because the Committee on Legal Affairs and
Citizens' Rights is very concerned about the exponen-
tial increase in State aid measures. The repon notes
that in 1983 the Commission delivered 15 decisions
under Anicle 85 and 5 under Article 56 of the Treaty
compared with 201 opinions on State aid. On only 21
occasions were formal negative rulings made, but even
that figure is higher than the 1984 one. You will
understand that we consider it extremely imponant
that these measures, which are in contravention of the
Treaty, be monitored more effectively. If we as a Par-
liament are to be able to carry out our monitoring role
effectively and rc explain to our electors why genuine
European unification 
- 
panicularly a free market 
-has not yet been achieved, ve must also be able to
show that it is precisely the national governmenrs, also
directly elected, that have consistently hindered imple-
menation of that policy.
The Commission has srared rhar it is not able to pro-
vide this House with a full overview of all State aids.
In our opinion, with the modern data processing tech-
niques now available, this should have been at least
attemprcd. Incidentally, while on this subject, it is
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interesting to norc that a number of legal actions have
been undenaken by companies, for example in the
paper sector, against aid, provided by the State or by
national organizations for regional or sectoral
development, that resuh in unfair competition. Vhile
we have no intention of giving an opinion on matters
that are now sub judice, we will be keeping a very close
eye on evenm and it will probably be very interesting
to examine the matter at t later date once the Euro-
pean Coun has delivered its verdict on the LPF case.
After all, what is going on? \7hy have these companies
filed these complaints? There are two reasons. First,
State aid makes it more difficult for sound companies
to survive. Secondly, you know where this kind of aid
begins but no one knows where it will end 
- 
one need
look no funher than the RSV enquiry which is now
well known even outside the Netherlands.
\flith respect to the relationship between institutions
and the powers of this Parliament, attention should be
drawn to a number of exemptions granted by the
Commission since they are such major matters that the
absence of a parliamentary opinion, and even the fail-
ure to notify this Parliament other than through the
press coverage available rc any citizen, has to be des-
cribed as undesirable if nor disturbing. For instance,
the draft regulation, provisionally No 490/84, which
the Commission intends to implement before Christ-
mas must from a practical point of view be called pre-
mature at the least. It seems to me that I now have a
dury before this Assembly to ask the Commissioner to
delay implementation of this regulation and to leave it
in the hands of his successor.
If asked to give swo instances in which Parliament was
not asked to offer its opinion, my immediate resPonse
would be to name the IBM case. It is simply ludierons
that the Parliament received no nodfication excePt an
informal one through the press. The second instance
would be the Phillip Morris group of companies. I
would therefore like to urge the Commission to reveal,
at least in some measure, how it intends to reach a
decision in competition cases such as, matatis matdn-
dis, are currently defined in Anicle 15 of Regulation
l7 /62.
This brings me on to the Patent Licence Regulation
2349/84 of August this year which repealed the Regu-
lation announced at Christmas 1962. In view of the
imponance also attached by this House to the
development of technology, such as a research and
development programme aimed particularly at reduc-
ing the lead held by the USA and Japan, this develop-
ment does offer some hope though it must be noted
there is a direct dependence on rapid ratification of
rhe Patent Treaty.
I should like rc uiind up by making a number of com-
men$ on procedural measures and begin by expressing
our appreciation of the work done by the hearing offi-
cer. In great part, the success of this institution is due
ro the way the Commission official concerned has
interpreted his role and I would like rc commend this
publicly.
Secondly, we do not want to shackle the Commission
too much in this field where it is doing vital work very
ably and deserves to be regarded as the cornerstone of
the Community. Thc expression of a cenain number
of wishes and desires to see comPanies in a stronger
position and enjoying Brearcr legal cenainty, should
not be taken as a criticism of the Commission but
rather as encouragement to proceed along the course
already adopted. Nevenheless, appropriate measures
must tiien be taken, via this Parliament, rc protect the
businessman and the voter in general.
Because the Coun of Justice is already overworked,
we repeat our wish to see the Coun equipped, perhaps
in the long term, with a separate Chamber for compe-
tition cases and direct application of the rules and
regulations given to national judiciaries. As the Com-
mission stated on March 27 in answer to Mr More-
land, this can be done only if nadonal judiciaries are
empowered to award damages. Ve would welcome
action by the Commission, in consultation with the
Coun of Justice, to arrange a number of study and
coordination meetings with national judiciaries.
Just to make one more comment here, last year the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights
appealed, in the form of an amendment by my highly
esteemed predecessor Mr Geurtsen, for extra-territo-
rial application of competition rules. The first step in
this direction, and one we warmly welcome, is the
agreement on the reciprocal recognition of barristers
from other Member States.
As rapponeur, I would have preferred to be able to
recommend the adoption of the entire Gautier repon
and if all possible opponunities for dialogue berween
our two committees had been exploited, I am con-
vinced that it would have been unnecessa{y for the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights to
submit additional amendments. At this time I am very
grateful for the support I am privileged to receive from
the rapponeur and on behalf of my Group I warmly
recommend the adoption of this repon along with the
amendments proposed by the Committee on kgal
Affairs and Citizens' Rights.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to express my agreement with
the comments made by Mr Hansch both on the action
to be taken by the new Commission to ensure free
competition and on the way the last Commission has
acquitted itself. Competition involves not just goods
bur also people and the new Commission could
achieve a competitive edge over the current one by,
for example, giving a solemn undenaking here in this
Parliament. I see no legal obstacle to this course and it
would give very concrete and pragmatic form to the
mutual confidence so vital to the citizen'
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That having been said, there are a number of com-
ments thar I, on behalf of the Socialist Group, wish rc
make on the report. These are not, however, aimed at
the rapporteur, who has shown mericulousness and an
excellent feel for the interplay of economic factors in
compiling a report which we unfonunatcly cannot
approve since it did not survive the committee state
without having all its teeth drawn by hard-line Con-
servarive Members.
One simple provision that is now universally accepted,
worker panicipation in major business decisions, was
deleted from the repoft because Christian Democrar,
Conservative and Liberal Members considered it
superfluous. Fonunately, the rapponeur has put for-
ward a number of amendmenu which form, in spirc of
some very constructive secions in the repon as it now
sands, a pre-condition of our support for it. The mosr
imponant of these is the reincorporarion of the provi-
sion requiring the Commission, before making a final
decision, to consult workers' representatives on the
crisis canel concerned. Ir is not much to ask 
- 
a very
reasonable objective would have been worker panici-
pation in the decisions of all companies within the
Communiry, but we are being much less ambitious 
-and is a very imponant precondition of our suppon.
Secondly, this is a well chaned field, surveyed by no
less than 13 annual reporrs and one in which the work
done by Mr Andriessen as Member of the Commission
has already earned recognition here. In espanding on
that praise, I should like rc say that ir is but funher
proof that a dercrmined person with capable subordi-
nates, Directors-General erc. will always manate [o
aghieve good work. Is there any reason why this
should not apply to other pans of the Communiq/s
activities?
Inadequate arrcndon has, howwer, been paid rc the
way competition affects the consumer, workers and
citizens since even a good repon is flawed if it is not
drawn up with a panicular aim in mind. For us Social-
ists, the economy is but the people involved in it and
we therefore call for grearcr stress on the needs of rhe
consumer. Pride of place must go to the person for
whom all economic acdviry is undenaken 
- 
the citi-
zen.
Now a commenr on reductions in Starc aids. Again
and again I am told . . . 'but the others!' German aid is
of course not mentioned to me, instead the reference
is to Belgian or French aid. The Commission,s
fpproach to its task has been a tentle, I would go sofar as to say expen, one and it has concentrat d--fi.st
on establishing the conditions under which aid mea-
sures can be approved. Surely, however, the point is
that State aids will have so be abolished altogerher? Mr
Gautier menrioned this and I want rc point out rhar
this would, of course, cause hardship. Mr Huckfield
commenrcd during the debate on regulations to limit
exhaust gases and the lead conteni of petrol that
investment catalytic conveners may not take place in
his own country but rather in the Opel works in
Bochum, the Volkswagen plant in Volfsburg or in the
new British Leyland plant in some orher pan of the
Communiry. This is a significant factor in comperition
poliry-making and must be taken inro account.
I also want to comment on our proposed amendmenE
and on the monitoring procedure we would like to see
adopted by the Commission. The Commission should,
in our opinion, demonsrate resolution and legal per-
spicaciry in continuing its objective surveys and enqui-
ries and we would appreciate the greatest possible sup-
port from members for our amendment proposals so as
to make it possible for the Socialisr Group to vote for
this repon as well.
Mr Franz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, (...) the [economic] policy of Europe, by
not leaving rhings at perfect libeny, occasions other
inequalities (. . . .) Ir does this chiefly in the (. . .) fol-
lowing ways. First, by restraining the competition in
some employments to a smaller number than would
otherwise be disposed ro enrer into them; secondly, by
increasing it in others beyond what it naturally would
be; and, thirdly, by obstructing the free circulation of
labour and stock, both from employmenr ro employ-
ment and from place to place.'
That is what Adam Smith wrote in his book 'The
\Tealth of Nations' in 1775. Unfonunately it is just as
true now as it was 208 years ago. Mr Andriessen and
the European Commission are to be congratulated for
continuing to subscribe, on the occasion of the thir-
teenth reporr on compedtion policy, to Adam Smith,s
objectives and for taking up cudgels in defence of full
and fair competidon.
Mr Rogalla has described rhe strenuous efforu within
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Industrial Poliry to establish basic standpoinr
with regard to competition. My group is very pleased
to see that the repon emanating from this committee
lends weight ro our clear stand on competition. I
should like, if I may, ro focus on four problems signifi-
cantly affecing competition and, by extension, the
competitive strength of the European economy.
First, the domestic US market, comprising 220 million
consumers and without any internal frontiers or trade
barriers, has been largely responsible for the crearion
of z0 million jobs within the last decade. It cannot be
said often enough that we can solve our economic
problems only by creating a real European domestic
market. Chief among these problems is high unem-
ployment and, though Mr Rogalla may be diiposed to
doubt this, our group also accords it the higheit prior-
Ity.
Untrammelled, fair competition within the European
Communiry would not only free consideiable
resources currently squandered in frontier formalities
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but it would also ensure shat within the EEC better,
performance would be rewarded, market dominance
controlled and the development of the supply of goods
and services dercrmined by the daily inrcractions of
270 million participants in that market.
Technical and economic progress would be stimu-
larcd, there would be better prospects for new prod-
ucts and new processes and Europe would be in a
srronger position to attract new comPetitive invest-
ment. The creation of a large, unified and effective
domestic market with full competition is the most
important precondition for restoring health to the
European economy and generating a lasting economic
recovery.
Secondly, in Europe the worst enemy of competition
is the rystem of State aids. Ve should never for a
moment forget the far reaching consequences of years
of Smte aids inraoduced to prop up industries but
resuldng in the distonion of competition and the
slow-down of technological progress. Again and
again, such State aids have discriminated against cer-
tain competitors and weakened competitive compan-
ies. State aids have potentially explosive consequences
for political cohesion and, in the longer term, they
badly damage the economy by delaying much needed
adjustments to changing market conditions.
'Ve can all think of examples of State aids that have
held back essendal modernization of panicular
branches and so caused the permanent loss of jobs.
Even though it may be difficult, we must cut back on
State aids as soon as their original purpose has been
achieved or it becomes impossible to achieve it and
also whenever the side effects of such aid delay
changes in the structure of the industry. If restructur-
ing requires State aids, these should be endrely'tran-
sparent', for a set period and, if possible, phased out
gradually. Considerable caution is required even in the
case of 'sunrise indusries' since it is debaable whether
Governmens and administrators are better informed
about future demand trends than those in the market
place.
Thirdly, the significance in the State's role in hamper-
ing competition is consistently underesdmarcd. If we
want to reain the positive effects of competition, we
have to redirect state involvement towards its proper
asks. After all, there is no way that the state can res-
tore competitiveness or conserve it. The basic rule still
applies that the less direct state involvement there is,
the better the economy can function.
The sate must provide a basic framework 
- 
taking
measures to ensure that while entrepreneurial daring is
rewarded, competition is not impeded. Ve should
make a serious effon rc privatize state-owned enter-
prises, and public sewices should be put in the hands
of more capable private firms. Public property should
be privatized wherever this can be done without pre-
judicing the interests of the state. An end must be
made to this senseless practice whereby state-owned
enterprises give preference to firms in their own coun-
ry when awarding conffacm.
Fourthly, we see the growth of protectionism in many
parts of the world as a very disturbing phenomenon.
'l7orldwide reinvigoration of economic growth can
occur only through the restoration of free world trade
on the classic GATT model. This would include the
funher opening up of the European market rc under-
developed countries, u,hich can only solve their prob-
lems by raising their income from exports.
If we want to maintain our standard of living in
Europe, and to reduce unemployment, we have to
accept international competition. !7e need the dyna-
mism engendered by competition and we are going to
vote in favour of Mr Gautier's repon since it emphas-
izes the vital significance of competition'
(Appkuse)
Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Mr President, the creation of
real competition within a real common market is one
of the most imponant necessities of our Community.
Real competition requires two elements: firstly, the
will of those companies and services at Present oPerat-
ing only on a national basis to adopt a European
dimension and, secondly, the removal of nadonal bar-
riers of all types 
- 
technical, economic, financial and
fiscal 
- 
which prevent industry and services from
doing so.
DG IV, working in close cooperation with other
Directorates-General, has a major part to play in the
creation of a real common market. However, the
agencies of many Member States, together with many
industries, have vested interests in maintaining the
companmentalization of Europe. This, however, is
false reasoning based on shon-term interests.
Europe can little afford to make such limited use of its
scarce resources of capital and manpower. No more
can it be so dilatory in taking positive action to change
irs historic bases to a nevr one more appropriarc to the
modern world. Time is running out. Europe has to
create its strong European base by developing world-
competitive industries and services, to provide the
social benefits to which Europeans aspire, to act as the
vital link berween Europe and the Third Vorld and
provide the necessaqy securiry and stabiliry to support
a political voice in international affairs.
For this reason I have always welcomed the close
cooperation beween DG fV and the European Parlia-
ment in the creation of a fully competitive internal
common market capable of mainaining and extending
its position in the international external market of
which Europe still holds the largest share. This pan-
nership is one of joint and equal endeavour. The Par-
liament understands why DG fV must have special
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powers, much as it regrets the necessiry to handle cer-
ain pans of its policy by regulations.
Nevenheless, my troup welcomes the close coopera-
tion built up with DG IV under its presenr Commis-
sioner, using its own-initiative reporrs on subjects
requiring reguladons, and we look forward to this
continuing wirh his successor.
Vith such lirtle dme at my disposal, I can only deal
with rwo aspecrs of the very excellent 13th repon on
the Communiq/s competirion poliry: first, State aids
and secondly, selective distribution agreements relat-
ing to the moror-car industry.
My group welcomes rhe trend noted in the repon
towards tighter control by the Commission on State
aids and the fact rhat 1983 saw a major upswing in the
number of State-aid problems presented rc the Coun
of Justice. The requirements of Anicles 92 and 93 have
been frequently thwaned by Member States, and the
spirit of Anicles 92 and 93 is more regularly frustrated
by the acdons of Member States in a wide array of
measures used to protect national markets at the
expense of efficiency.
DG IV musr conrinue [o pursue illegal State aids ruth-
lessly. In this regard, I recommend to the House and
to the Commission Amendment No 34 by my col-
league, Mr Velsh, proposing that where Member
States have nor notified aids to the Commission as
required by Anicle 93(3), ir should require the freez-
ing or return of any such prenotification paymenrs
made before ir commences a procedure under
Anicle 93(2).
Secondly, I would like rc commenr on paragraph 96 of
the Commission's repon on Anicle 85 applied rc the
distribution of motor-cars. Ir is panicularly relevanr,
because today the Commission has published im new
regulation on the block exemprions of distribution and
servicing agreemenr for motor-cars. I have not yet
had the opponuniry to read this document in its final
form, bur from such information as I have received, it
should represenr a fair balance berween manufacrur-
ers, dealers and consumers.
I emphasize all three interested panies because the
general interesr lies in a balance berween their indivi-
dual interests. A European common market for
motor-cars is an imponant objective for the Com-
munity, because the indigenous manufacture and dis-
ribution of moror-cars is essential rc rhe European
economy at all levels from raw materials through engi-
neering products to finished goods. \Tithout it, jobs
and wealth creation and a great number of industries
as well as technical expinise would disappear from
Europe in this sector.
These industries, however, mus[ be competitive on a
worldwide scale if they are to play their part in the
European economy. However, consumers must be
aware of the va$ losses made by many, if not rhe
majoriry, of European manufacturers of middle-range
passenger cars, nor are they sufficiently aware of the
extent to which consumers are ripped off by govern-
ments' fiscal policies in the very non-manufacturing
markets from which low-priced, before-tax cars are
exponed into manufacturing markets.
Mr Boneccini (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, my Parry has traditionally rejected
repons and motions concerned with competition
poliry, since they appear to us ro be oddly incapable of
dealing with market problems and give the impression
of a strange, almost parheric, series of calls for a world
that no longer exists under presenr-day economic con-
ditions.
This time we c/ere ready rc take a more positive atti-
tude to the subject in view both of the remarkable
effons made by Mr Andriessen and his officials, and
of the great lengths Mr Gautier had gone to to equip
this repon with a more cohesive structure more suira-
ble for the subjects being discussed. \7e were con-
vinced of this right up to the vorc, bur though we are
now talking about Mr Gautier's reporr, there is vir-
tually nothing left of it 
- 
ar least nothing of the more
interesting sections of the repon! I would say thar the
majoriry which has emerged on this committee can be
credited with persuading us that our supporr was
based on a misreading of the situarion and should
therefore be dropped.
I know that Mr Gautier is trying, by means of amend-
men6, to reesablish the structure and tone of his
report, and while we are well disposed towards that
effon we can be pardoned for being a liwle sceptical of
its success. Consequently, as things srand, we will be
voting in the traditional way. This does nor, however,
mean that we do not fully appreciate the imponance
of competidon poliry. Indeed, for a great many years
the EEC possessed only two instruments of industrial
policy: the creation of a common market and the affir-
mation of a policy of competition. One or orher of
these was the basis for any decision and for rhe alloca-
tion of resources. Economic realiry, however, required
the common market to progress and improve, undl it
became a real domestic market, and made it necessary
for competidon policy ro pay treater arrcnrion ro
changes in the economic siruadon.
Just how substantial is it under existing conditions,
and to what extent can it effectively shape rhe indus-
rial poliry of the Communiry? Vhen you pose rhose
questions and when you see what is going on nowa-
days such as the rapid shuttling of blocks of shares
from one company ro anorher 
- 
and these are usually
major concerns engaged in amalgamations, mergers
and cooperation agreements over which Community
influence is either minimal or non-existent 
- 
then I
believe one has every right to have doubts.
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Vhat rre are in fact experiencing, I would suggest, is
on the one hand a phase of renationalization of the
market, with a number of quite evident examples, and,
on the other, a growing degree of segmentation.
Granrcd, w'e are dealing here with crisis management,
but the result of that management is a strict reorgani-
zation of the market 
- 
and control over these econo-
mic activities is definitely not going to lie with the little
corner shops.
If I may be permitted a historical reference, I would
say that we are now heading- or at least run the risk
of so doing 
- 
towards an economy more reminiscent
of Europe besvreen the wars than of that extremely
open, free market, mentioned just now by Mr Beazley,
which can offer expansion. This is the real situation
within a number of imponant sectors of our industry,
agriculture and services.
This is what gives us the right to demand of the Com-
mission and its staff, and of the Parliament itself, that
it take a resolurc step forward in this direction. \flhy
on eanh is all this happening? \7hy this growing
recourse to State aids? In this context, it would be very
wonhwhile if the Commission were to compile a full
and precise list of all the ways in which central and
local governmenr have indulged in these practices. At
that point it seems to me we then have to enquire into
the economic basis for all this. That there is an econo-
mic crisis is indisputable, as is the Communiry's evi-
dent inability to manage even when optimal solutions
are worked out as they have been here. Ve are giving
no adequate response to unemployment, and other
problems are emerging 
- 
for example the mergers I
mentioned earlier 
- 
which we do not know how to
deal with. The result is a range of potential difficuldes
in both traditional and innovative sectors that are not
clearly covered by Community industrial poliry.
At this point, the stupidest reaction 
- 
I couldn't agree
more with you Mr Beazley 
- 
and the easiest one is to
invoke protection at national level and the payment of
State aids. Not only do these measures not resolve cer-
tain problems, they actually aggravate them.
This is therefore the time for us to ask everbody to
realize that it is no use continuing to cry over spilt
milk. The vital thing is to prevent it boiling over. This
means creating energetic inten ention mechanisms
which can contribute to a new impetus and a new stan
for Europe, restore faith and reesablish the market
and legal conditions needed if a proper market and
competition policy are to be of real value within our
Community.
Mr Romcos (S).- (GR) Mr President, if the modon
for a resolution which we are discussing this evening
remains as it stands and is not substantially modified in
line with the proposed amendmenr, it will probably
suffer the same fate as the von Bismarck report. This is
because the conservative majoriry in the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, which basically sub-
mitted this resolution to the plenary sitting, has pre-
sented in new garments the old philosophy of a
Europe geared to industry and capital. Nobody doubts
that competition poliry can help economic recovery,
but only provided this poliry is not an end in itself,
provided it is not an ideology as the motion under'dis-
cussion would have it. Vho will benefit from competi-
tion of this kind, free of conrol and restrictions? The
workers and unemployed perhaps, as the advocates of
this poliry openly but hypocritically claim? Cenainly
not. Then who? For this is the crux of this evenings
debarc. Vhen proposals are made for abolishing state
undenakings and for supporting canels, i.e. private
monopolies, with no corresponding conrols and
mechanisms for protecting the consumers, can we
speak of a poliry which will solve the problem of
unemployment. Is this a policy which will protect con-
sumers? Cenainly not. The claim made at the end of
the first paragraph of the motion, that all those who
participarc in the working of the market, will be able,
with the day to day consent of millions of people, to
determine the development of the supply of goods and
services, is comic, to say the least. In an open and
unconrolled market, who will lay down the law? The
consumers? Cenainly not. \7ith a view to integrating
the inrcrnal market it is even proposed that all prorcc-
don and state initiative be abolished. And all this pre-
cisely at a moment when certain countries in the Com-
munity, the countries of southern Europe, have just
staned on the road to development and, most impor-
mntly, at a'moment when these countries are called on
go pay for the enlargement of the Community by res-
tricting their agricultural production. Ve say yes to
competition, but under fair conditions. However, how
can these conditions be assured? Vhen the industial
Nonh openly admits that it is striving and fighting for
the enlargement of the Community, purely and simply
in order to conquer the Spanish and Ponuguese mar-
kets, at the very time when it refuses to contribute to
financing the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes
which to a certain extent will counterbalance the
drawbacks of enlargement?
Mr President, v/e cannot speak of a market economy
without convergence of the economies. Ve cannot
speak of competition policy without srengthening the
structural policies and abolishing the differences in
development. Ve cannot speak of privatization of
state enterprises qrhile leaving the private monopolies
untouched. I believe and fear that the policy proposed
in the motion for a resolution may lead to the recovery
of certain multinational companies, but primarily in a
Europe of many speeds, in a Europe in which the
workers will be the ones to lose.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) The first observation I
would like to make is that we have, during the course
of this debate, achieved a considerable degree of
unanimity amont the various Members present this
evening. On listening to the rapponeur, Mr Gautier,
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and then to Mr Franz, Mr Beazley and Mr Bonaccini,
I think it is fair ro stare that we have already been able
to achieve a very large measure of agreement this eve-
ning and this is, in irself, a very positive feature.
Secondly, Mr President, I would like rc quote quite
briefly from the interesting book published under rhe
responsibility of Mr Andriessen, i.e. the Thineenth
Repon on Competition Poliry. I regret having ro
quote somerhing about which I spoke earlier, but this
is because I would like Mr Andriessen to given me a
very precise answer this evening.
In discussing the inventory of aids to the textile indus-
try, the report srares that'the Commission is currently
drawing up an inventory of all aid, specific, general or
regional, that was granted rc the textile and clothing
industry in Member States berween 1980 and 1982.' It
then goes on ro say: 'The invenrory should be com-
pleted in the early months of 1984. The Commission
intends to update the inventory regularly in order to
crearc the grearcsr possible Eansparenry.'
I must repeat the question, Mr Andriessen. It is now
the end of tg8+ nor the beginning. Do you have any
idea when rhis study or this Commission invenrcry will
be completed, when it will be put before Parliament
and when we will be ablc to debate it? Because, and
this is the point I wanr ro make, Mr Andriessen, until
this happens it is not really possible ro say that compe-
tition is being distorted in a pardcular counrry 
-although the Commission is, for example, levelling this
charge at the aid measurcs taken rc help rhe Belgian
textile and clothing industry. Moreover, I want to
point out that Belgium is the only counrry rc have
been completely open and above board in so doing.
Ve've alked about a five year plan, and it is now
being suggested that this invalid, struggling back to
panial consciousness after a lengthy coma, has m be
denied all funher help. I can no longer accepr such an
inconsistent attitude. Indeed, I would like to point out
that in Flanders the way thar the development zones
have so far been demarcated actually produces ortan-
ized distonion of competition in Belgium. Thar can't
be allowed to continue! The review procedure for
development zones musr be initiated and, in the mean-
time, approval given for a greater number of job crea-
tion zones in Flanders.
Mr Pattcrson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, could I begin by
apologizing to the Commissioner for the fact that
about 980/o of this Parliament don't seem [o appreciate
the imponance of this debate. The reason why it is
imponant is contained in the first senrence of th.
explanatory statemenr of Mr Gautier's repoft, where
he says: 'The Thineenth Repon does justice rc the
dialogue with the European Parliament ro an excep-
tional degree'. It is to the credit of the Commission
that it does take notice of what we say in rhis debate,
includes it in reports and acts on it. It is for thar reason
that it is rather disgraceful that we are debating it at
this moment with so few people presenr.
Having said that, could I also go on and wish Mr
Gautier well in his negotiadons. Because what Parlia-
ment says today is imponant, it is also imponant that
we speak clearly and with one voice. I hope very much
that we can all be on the same side when we come [o
vote tomorrow. And if rhe matter of contention is a
matter of whether employee represenrarives should be
consulted before crisis cartels are scr upr then my
group is perfectly happy with the formulation in para-
graph t6 of the explanarory sarcmenr provided the
employees' representatives are genuinely representa-
tive and not somebody else.
The Gautier repon is based on a very good reporr, rhe
Thineenth Competition Repon. My only regret is that
it has rather too many split infinitives in rhe English
version. I want rc put three questions in my remaining
30 seconds.
First of all, does the Commission agrce that if illegal
aids are rc be repaid they should be repaid to the
Community budget and not to national exchequers?
This is something which I rhink is really rather impor-
tant.
Secondly, can he assure us that when block exemp-
tions are graned, as we are now seeing in the case of
motor distribution, the Trcaty is fully carried out in
the matter of consultation with consumer representa-
tives? I should be inrcrested to know systemadcally at
the time block exemptions are granted which con-
sumer representatives are consulted.
(Intemtption by Mr Gautier)
Are they represenrarive consumers 
- 
rhat is quite a
good point, Mr Gautier, yes!
The third and final point is that I welcome rhe marrcr
of comfon lerers. There is now some legal cenainry
being introduced. Ve welcome the fact rhat slightly
more legal cenainry is being introduced, but would the
Commissioner aBree with the conclusions of the Com-
mittee on Lcgal Affain and Cirizens'Rights, which are
very imponanr, ro the effect that the Commission must
take an active parr when national courts are broughr
inm the maner, when legal acdon akes place in spite
of the Commission's comfon lctrcrs? \7ill the Com-
mission indemnify those who have received those
comfon letters?
These are three points which I think he might clear up
in his starcment.
Mrs van Rooy (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, if we
compare the repon on competirion policy now before
us with the first repon under this Commission, there is
a clear difference in tone in a number of areas. This
change in rone is a positive reflection of the develop-
ment of comperition policy as implementcd by tlre
Commission over the pasr four years.
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That is particularly true of Statc aids. This Commis-
sion has clearly learnt from the mistakes made during
the 1970s the period in which the vinually uncon-
trolled expansion of State aids, panicularly to less via-
ble companies, first commenced. The Communiry paid
dearly for this shon-sighted poliry since the payment
of valuable public funds to insufficiently viable com-
panies eventually resulted in the loss of tens of thou-
sands of jobs, including those in companies that would
have been viable had rhey not faced unfairly subsi-
dized competition. Additionally, the ease with which
subsidies could be obmined unfavourably influenced
both the performance of companies and their readiness
ro take risks 
- 
it was all too easy to rely on the
tovernment for suppon.
My group considers that the Commissioners with pri-
mary responsibiliry in this field (in the first place, of
course Mr Andriessen but also Mr Narjes) should be
congratulated on the acdve and consistent policy pur-
sued in recent years to stop the Smte-aid'race'and to
come ro grips with these innumerable State aid mea-
sures. It was indeed no small task to persuade national
tovernments to make major cuts in State aids and it
meant in many cases that the Commission was left to
carry the can 
- 
a less than pleasant role but one it
nevertheless accepted.
Incidenally, one of the first things that Mr Andries-
sen's successor must realize is that the objective of eli-
minadng all State aids that cause unfair competition is
still far from being achieved. I would point out, for
example, the so-called 'ransparency directive', which
is designed to make it much easier to keep uack of the
financial relationships between state-owned enrcr-
prises and governments. The new Member of the
Commission for competition faces the bracing chal-
lenge of achieving real and complete application of
this directive.
Funhermore, Mr President, there is clear evidence of
better coordinadon between competition policy and
industrial poliry and this is nowhere better expressed
than in the proposed research and development regu-
lation. This regulation can contriburc very significantly
rc improving the competitive position of European
businesses with respect to the United States and Japan.
It is imponant that that section of competition policy
concerned with cooperation between businesses be
placed in the perspective of a competitive position on
the world market.
On behalf of our group, I would like rc wind up with
a word of praise for your constructive cooperation
with thc Parliament and, as many speakers have done
before me, by expressing the hope that your successor
will continue this policy.
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
Mr President, may I add my
voice, on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
to those vho have congratulated Mr Andriessen and
his staff on the production of this magnificent work,
which deserves to be a bestseller. I hope he has suc-
ceeded in selling the rclevision rights and the paper-
back rights and all the other things which go to mak-
ing a successful publication, because there is a Breat
deal in this volume which should be read and learned
by the governments of Member States.
I hope that when vre come in 12 months' time to dis-
cuss the 14th repon on competition policy, produced
by Mr Andriessen's successor, much more of it will be
devoted to the subiect to which so many people have
referred this evening, and that is the way in which
nadonalized undertakings in Member States consis-
tently act contrary to the Treaty of Rome and consis-
tently act in an anti-competitive way. One of my col-
leagues in the European Democratic Group, Lord
Bethell, has personally tried to fight the batde on, for
example, the question of air-fares and the scandalously
high level at which they are maintained in Europe
when compared, for example, with the United States.
All of us in this Parliament suffer from the fact that
our PTT telecommunication undenakings 
-
charge exorbitant prices for telephone calls and in
many cases restrict competition for telephone calls and
telecommunicadon services, something which, in our
country, at lont last our government has mken some
first falrcring steps towards correctint.
\7hy should there rlot be competition, for example, in
the carrying of letters? Vhy should there not be com-
petition, for example, among electriciry supply under-
takings? If, for example, Elecricit€ de France can ship
electriciry through the Franco-British Channell electic-
iry link and sell it more cheaply in England than our
Central Electricity Generating Board can produce it,
why not? After all, the concept of a common market is
one which applies to Member States and Member
State undertakings just as much as it should apply to
private-sector undenakings.
As you will know, in the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs we did not, unfortunately, have the
same degree of consensus that we appear rc have had
this evening in this debate. It is a matrcr of some regret
to me and my colleagues to find ourselves in disagree-
ment with people like Mr Rogalla and Mr Gautier,
and I hope they will not take amiss what I am about to
say 
- 
namely, that we regard them as the sensible
voices of socialism. It is significant that they are both
still here along with Mr Bonaccini while all of those
noisy British Labour Members who are such a disrup-
tive force in the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs are absent. I believe that Mr Gautier, Mr
Rogalla and Mr Bonaccini and the people on this side
of the House who have spoken are genuinely commit-
ted to the idea of free competition in Europe, which is,
after all, what the European Economic Community is
all about 
- 
free competition which applies to State
enterprises as much as it applies to private enterprises.
Mr An&iesscn, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I am grateful to the European
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Parliament for deciding to include a debate on rhe
Thineenth Annual Repon on Compedtion Policy on
the agenda for this crowded December Part-session. I.
am thankful to have the opponunity, at the end of my
term of office, to make a few comments on this
extremely imponant and central issue in this Parlia-
ment in which, during the past four years, I have had
the privilege of conducting such fruitful discussions. I
realize that this in turn means accepting that the
debate will be under great time pressure, not only lim-
iting Parliament in srying what it would probably
liked to have said, but also hindering me from telling
Parliament what I would have liked to have said on
this subject.
Vhat I definircly do want to say is how pleased I am
that Parliament, all those years ato, took the initiative
in inviting the Commission to publish an annual repon
on competition poliry and to discuss the subject every
year with the Commission. I believe thar this has been
extremely significant in the development of competi-
tion policy, and I can only hope and wish that my suc-
cessor to this importanr poftfolio will be as anxious to
carry on the fruitful dialogue with Parliamenr.
I am sure you will undersnnd if I make use of this
opportunity to commenr on rhe period under review
and I shall attempq as far as possible, to link remarks
made in this debate with the various ropics. I believe it
is fair to say that, during rhis period, comperirion
policy has been characterizedby three main conceprs:
more intensive legislative acriviry, modernization and
expansion. I would like to discuss all three of these.
Firstly, an intensification of the Commission's activity.
\7e have artempted m do this not only by drafting leg-
islation, but also in our individual decisions, and here I
am thinking not only of competition poliry in rhe nar-
rower sense of the word but also of State aids 
- 
a
topic given serious anenrion by many speakers in this
debate.
I am not going to list all the proposed legislation or all
the decisions that we have taken. There are far roo
many. I can, however, inform you rhar the Commis-
sion decided this morning ro approve the block
exemptions for the distribution of motor vehicles, so
that with effect from, I think, I July next year, this
specific regulation will also be pan of Communiry law.
You know that the pasr four years have seen a large
number of reguladons, as we sought to make our leg-
islasive policy more intensive. This was the case wirh
our poliry on subsidies, which we tried to limit as far
as possible, and in the texdle industqy, for example, we
have vinually succeeded in ending the payment of sub-
sidies to the European textile industries. This is also
true of the requirement rhar aid measures for research
and developmenr should be ransparent, and I hope
that a publication on this subject can appear before the
end of this Commission's rerm of office. !7e have also
prepared a similar publication on energy poliry, where
we have also tried for more intensive action.
Vhile we are on the subject of State aids, you will find
in the latest Commission publication an anicle giving
its view of national governmenr holding shares in
companies. Having listened to this debate, I am sure it
is fair rc say that the majority of those here present
will be able to identify with the Commission's view-
point. I think that activiry in this field can be extended
even funher in the future, for example where joint
ventures are concerned, since this is a field in which a
similar Commission publicadon could be very useful.
Finally, and this is very imponant Mr President, I
would point out that we have accepted an arrange-
ment to simplify the assessment of cases of State aid in
order to be able to give those involved a much earlier
statement of the Commission's position. I do not
intend rc go into figures this evening, but it is probably
still advisable to quore one figure in connection with
State aids. During rhe last four years, more than 700
cases of Starc aid to companies or secrors were nod-
fied to the Commission. More than 700, Mr President.
In almost half of these cases the Commission began an
inquiry, and in no small number of them its final res-
ponse was no 
- 
it refused to agree to the aid mea-
sures. In very many of the other cases, where the
Commission could finally express its agreement, the
Member States concerned made major changes during
the course of the proceedings, with the result that the
aid scheme concerned could be considered comparible
with the poliry adopted by the Communiry and the
Commission. I will go into this in more derail, because
it has become apparent from the many remarks this
evening how much Parliament wants rhe Commission
to implement a restrictive and stringent policy in rhese
matters.
In this context, Mr President, on rhe quesrion of what
we have done with the textile industry, I have ro
inform the honourable Members thar there has been a
delay in obtaining informarion, and that we have con-
sequently requested additional information from those
Member States still behindhand in delivering it, so that
we can keep the report up ro date. In other words, we
have asked for information covering the period up ro a
later date than that named in rhe original proposal. fu
I told you, I hope and expect rhar 1 January 1985 will
see the end of all aid to the textile indusry in rhe
Communiry.
Mr President, we have tried to pur our comperirion
policy more in tune with economic reality, not only by
placing greater emphasis on market integration, but
equally imponantly by achieving a bener distribudon
of the sources of economic aid and by strengthening
European industry. Vithin our compedrion policy we
have also ried rc achieve grearer legal cenainty for
those affected by proceedings: a) through rhe legisla-
tion I mentioned and b) by instituting a number of
changes in our procedures. Panicularly imponanr
among these changes, which have also been noted in
vhat I regard as a thoroughly excellent repon by Mr
Gautier, are those concerning the procedure, access ro
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files on those involved, and the inclusion in the proce-
dure of the hearing officer, who is involved with all
matters to do with hearings, and Parliament's sugges-
tion to enlarge the terms of reference of this official
seems to me to be one that could be very profitably
studied by the new Commission. All are intended rc
reduce the uncertainty criticized by many in this Par-
liament during the past four years, and I believe that
we have achieved considerable progress in this field.
Vhile on this subject, I would also like to talk about
the transparency of our policy. In the past the criticism
was often voiced that competition policy emerged
from a Commission shut away in an ivory tower' I
think it is fair to say that this Commission has thrown
open the doors and windows and has begun an open
dialogue with Parliament, with the Economic and
Social Committee, as well as with other rePresentative
bodies and with individual companies. I believe that
protress has been made in this field as well.
I believe it would indeed be a major step forward in
the application of competition law if we could per-
suade national judiciaries, and those in organizations
coming under their jurisdiction, to be involved in the
applicadon of Communiry law, and I am grateful that
the statements of the European Parliament provide
support for my belief that progress will have to be
made in this area during the rcrm of office of the next
Commission.
Mr President, in this context I would also like to say
that the Commission would probably be well advised
to investigate how a number of the procedural amend-
menff mentioned in your rapporteur's repon could be
incorporated by supplementing the existing procedural
regulations 
- 
and here I will give you a figure,
because it is the most concrete example : number 99/63
of the Commission. I think it very possible that my
successer will vant to take action on this point.
Mr President, during our term of office we have tried
not only rc achieve more intensive competition legisla-
tion and to modernize, it but also m expand it particu-
larly to include the sector, or sectors to be more exact,
of banking and insurance. Ve have taken a decision to
exempt insurance companies and recently also decided
to exempt Eurocheques. I would like to add that it is
cenainly not our intention just to approve exemptions,
and to prove this I would like to state that, a few days
ago, the Commission made its first negative decision in
a German case involving horizontal agreements in fire
insurance. A number of other cases are currently being
examined.
In addition, the Commission has expanded its activities
to include the high technology sector such as telecom-
munications and compucers. The first decision has
already been taken by the Commission in the British
Telecom case, and it decided to stop the proceedings
begun against IBM once IBM had promised to alter its
sales methods within the Communiry.
Mr President, in view of the criticism voiced on this
matter by the House, I would like to point out that I
did tell the Committee on Economic and MonetarT
Affairs that I would see that it was informed about this
matter. I hope that that has since happened and if not,
it will happen very soon. I would go on to point out,
and this with all possible clarity, that the Commission
has not been accustomed in the past to asking Parlia-
ment's prior opinion before taking decisions in indivi-
dual cases. Such action falls within the competence of
the Commission although, of course, the Commission
is later accountable to Parliament for the poliry it has
adopred.
It has, unfonunarcly, not proved possible to introduce
effective competition rules in air and sea transport. For
the last few days I have been shuttling between Brus-
sels and Strasbourg because of a meedng of the trans'
pon council where both sea and land transpon fea-
iured on the agenda. I regret to have to inform you
that it has not been possible to achieve any progress in
the Council on this point. That also applies to the
monitoring of concentrations of companies, in which
field I did make an attempt and followed Parliament's
advice, but where the Council could not finally reach a
decision on this point. Having said that, I would
emphasize that, if it proves impossible to create a new
Community instrument for controlling concenrations,
the Commission will have to review whether it can try
to come to grips with this development by declaring
existing treary instruments, particularly Anicles 85, 86
and 90, applicable in such cases.
President. 
- 
Mr Andriessen, I do not want to stoP
your speech, but the staff have worked for a couple of
hours longer than they should have done today
aheady. Could you assure me you can wind up in a
few minutes? \flould that be possible?
Mr An&iesseq member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I will do my best. I think the subject
deserves more time than apparently is available, but, of
course, I am in your hands and I will follow your
suggestion to finish in a very few minutes.
That means, Mr President, that, having made these
comments on aid to industry, I will restrict myself to
this general philosophy. Ve have attempted to achieve
a measure of codification and transparency in the field
of State aids, but I will admit, even after all that we
have achieved, that this field is one in which much still
remains to be done by my successor.
\7hile on the subject of State aids, I would like to
comment on a very recent decision by the European
Court of Justice on a specific decision aken by the
Commission. In this instance, the Coun's decision in
the Intermills case, the Coun recognized that tovern-
mental purchase of shares in a company could, in
itself, contain some element of aid, but it was not Pre-
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pared to accept the Commission's specific decision in
this mattcr since, in rhe Coun's opinion, the Commis-
sion's decision was flawed by internal inconsistencies
and was inadequately justified, so thar this specific
case did nor meer the essential requirement that it be
given due consideration by the Communiry.
Mr Presidenr, a number of Members have spoken
about the need to involve consumers and trade unions
to a trearer exrent in competition poliry. I would like
to point out rhaq in the case of rhe case of the motor
vehicle regulation for example, extensive discussions
were held with consumer represenhtives. As far as the
involvement of rhe trade union movemenr is con-
cerned, it is the Commission's responsibility ro judge
whether a restructuring project within a crisis-hit set-
tor complies with the targe$ set for the reduction of
the surplus capacity concerned. In so doing, the Com-
mission examines how rhe secror as a whole has tac-
kled t}e orderly reduction of capaciry. Ve are there-
fore prcpared to receive submissions from the rade
union movemenr, bur I believe it would be somewhat
excessive to accord the trade union movement a for-
mal role in such procedures.
Mr President, regretfully, sincc I would also like to
have used this opponunity to make a number of other
commen6, I will now close by saying hov grateful I
am for the panicularly constructive working relation-
ship I have enjoyed with this Parliament over the last
four years and by wishing my successor the same
cooperation. At rhe same dme, I would like to take
this public opponuniry of expressing my appreciation
for the way that the personnel of the Commission have
contributed over the past four years to the formulation
of an accepable competition poliry.
'(Apphuse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I am sorry that we ran out of time, Mr
Andriessen.
Mr P. Beaizlcy (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wonder
whether we could ask through you rhat in view of the
shonage of time and the lack of opponunity for the
Commissioner to give us his full answers and repon, ir
might either be published in rhe official repon of this
debate or, altcrnatively, that he might be kind enough
to circulatc it to us and, if possible, in languages other
than Dutch.
May we compliment him and shank him for all he has
done?
Mr Ao&icsscn, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, you know that I would, in view
of the pressure of time facing Parliament, have madejust such a proposal. I would be only too pleased rc
provide a very rapid and complete answer to all these
questions, so that it can be either included in rhe
repon of these proceedings or sent ro members,
because I find ir unsatisfactory that pressure of time
should force the closure in this way of such an impor-
tant debarc.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken tomorrow at 7 p.m.
Before I close the sining, Mr O'Keeffe has a brief
statemenr rc make as President-in-Office of the
Council.
Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Oftce of the Council. 
-Thank your, Mr President. May say that as Presi-
dent-in Office of the Council I have waited here to
this hour beyond midnight to reply to an oral quesrion
put by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group of the
European Democratic Alliance. In view of the fact that
there is not sufficient time rc have the debate at this
stage, may I say that I wish to circulate the reply in
writing for the record.
Mr van Acrssen. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group would like ro thank Mr
Andriessen, most sincerely for his work and his per-
sonal involvement. Ve hope that he will be able to dis-
ribute rhe text of his reply in German.
(I-aughte)
Tbe sitting was closed at 12.10 a.m.)1
I Agendafir tbe next sitting:see Minutes.
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ANNEX
1. Questions to the Commission
Qrestion No 7, by Mr oon tVogu (H-246/84)
Subject: Increased cost of Italian customs formalities
According rc figures produced by the Italian Trade fusociation for the.transp-on and
communiiationiindusiries, long-needed staff increases will mean that the charge for each
lorry cleared through Italian customs posts will go up by around 10 000 lire.
Does the Commission consider the increase in customs clearance fees in Italy compatible
with the objective of the early implementadon of an intra-Communiry internal market,
which has been repeatedly emphasized not least by the Heads of State or Government?
Ansanr
I should like first of all to point out rhat in the shon time available the Commission has
not managed to obtain a detailed explanadon of the facts described by the honourable
issionl
Member.
The Commission assumes that the fees referred to by the honourable Member are those
usually applied in Italy, as vell as in other Member States, for customs checks on goods
outside normal office hours. Such fees are used to pay the officials concerned an overtime
bonus. The previous fees have been raised rc Lit 10 OOO (DM 17.50 or Bfrs 350), as far as
the Commisiion knows, in order to allow for inflation, with the result that the fees which
were last fixed in 1978 have been nominally doubled.
Like the honourable Member, rhe Commission regrets that such fees are charged at all,
but it must point out that under Community law there is nothing to prevent such fees
being charged at present.
As you are aware, the aim of Commission policy is the total removal of internal borders in
the Communiry. If this is achieved, no fees of any kind will be chargeable at the borders in
future.
In an initial phase it is intended to speed up the individual checking process by simplifying
the proceduies and formalides (e.g. the 14th Directive), which will mean drat as many
goods as possible can be dealt with during normal office hours. Particularly Directive 83/
e+lrcgC on rhe simplification of checks and administrative formalities for cross-border
goods traffic, which is due to come into effect on I January 1985, should in this respect
produce lasting improveqrenrs, since it provides in panicular for longer opening dmes at
ihe .ost imponant intra-Community border crossings (at least ten hours without inter-
ruprion from Monday to Friday and at least six hours without-interruption on Saturdays).
Consequently, f.om ihe above date on, rhe increase in fees referred to by the honourable
Member should have only limited economic effects.
In conclusion I should also like to point out that it is already possible to send goods by the
transit procedure directly to an internal customs office in Ialy or any other Member State
without incurring any fees when the goods cross the border, whatever the time.
r+
tt*
Question No 8, by Mrs Laioe-Groenendaal (H'2a7/8a)
Subject: Implementadon of Directive 79/7 /EEC on equal ffeatment in matters of social
security
Next year the Netherlands will be adapting their legislation to the EEC direcdve on social
securiry by making the regulations concerning the payment of unemployment benefiq
which discriminate against women, applicable to men who are not breadwinners.
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Does the Commission not think, in view of its own pronouncements on this subjecq that
the number of men affected by this apparently impanial regulation (roughly 2 000) is so
small in comparison to the number of women who are not breadwinners (roughly 26 500)
that there are serious grounds for regarding this as a case of indirect discrimination in the
guise of adaptation to European legislation and, if so, can the Commission srarc whether ir
inrcnds to take srcps to put an end to this discrimination as soon as possible?
*
*+
Q*estion No 9, by Mrs Van den Heuoel (H-252/84)
Subject: Law on unemployment benefit in the Netherlands (!7\7'V)
Now that the proposals concerning social securiry paymenr in the context of the Law on
Unemployment Benefits (!7\7'\D in the Netherlands have been put into practice and this
law has been declared inapplicable to non-breadwinners (mainly women), can the Com-
mission inform the Dutch Government that such measures are incompatible with its obli-
gations under Directive 79/7 /EEC in that they constiturc a clear case of indirect discrimi-
nation and what funher sreps does the Commission intend to take?
loint ansuer
I am grateful to the Honourable Members for raising this matter today, which gives the
House and the Commission the opponunity to draw attention to an imponant develop-
ment in the coming days, namely the entry into force of Directive 79/7 on equal treatment
in the field of social security. The long period allowed for rhe implemenration of this
directive 
- 
six years 
- 
is one measure of the complexity and importance of rhe matter.
The question concerns specifically the Dutch Governmenr's bill. I musr make clear first
that the Commission can only establish a formal position with regard to a nevl law, in
fulfilment of its responsibiliry for ensuring the respect of Communiry obligations, once
that law has been definitively adopted. That being said, the Commission does, nevenhe-
less, regard it as useful for governments to consult the Commission before adopting legis-
lation intended to implement Community provisions. Ir was in this spirit that I asked the
Dutch Government to provide the Commission with the text of the draft interim law
referred to by the Honourable Members and this they have now done.
I have recently written again to the Dutch Minister reminding him of the binding obliga-
tions which flow from Communiry legislation in this area, in particular DirectiveTg/7
with effect from the 22nd of this month. I have also drawn his anention to the Commis-
sion's interim report, on the implementation of the Directive in which we expressed strong
reseffations about the compatibiliry of the notion of a'breadwinner'wirh the principle of
equal treatment. I also underlined the relevance of the European Courr's ruling in the case
of Mrs Jenkins v. Kingsgate which, while it concerns the somewhat different area of equal
pay, does lay down cenain criteria concerning the notion of indirect discriminadon and
measures which have their impact preponderantly on one sex or the orher.
As a matter of poliry rather than of law, I feel bound to add rhar the Commission deplores
any measures in the field of social securiry the effect of which 
- 
whether intentional or
not 
- 
is to incite women rc withdraw from the labour market. It also deplores any ren-
dency to use the obligation to introduce equal reatment as a prerexr for harmonizing
downwards.
+'
**
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Question No 1 Q by Mr Ford (H-262/8a)
Subject: Commisison on currency exchange
Can the Commission list any directives limiting commission that can be charged for the
exchange of one Communiry currency for another in banls and other offices where cur-
rency exchange takes place?
Ansuer
1. There are no Community directives restricting the commissions which
charged on the exchange of one Community currency for another in banls
organizations conducdng such transactions.
2. Nor, as far as the Commission is aware, are there any national regulations which gov-
ern this maner.
3. Nevenheless, the Commission is concerned about the levels and transparenry of com-
missions charged by banks and inrcnds to examine these questions more deeply, notably in
conjuction with the 'Committee of Credit Associations', established under Commission
auspices.
4. Bearing in mind the necessiry of preserving the conditions of competition among
banking establishments, the Commission does not inrcnd to fix the rates of different bank-
ing commissions by Communiry Directives.
+
**
Question No 12, by Mr Van Miert (H-277/84)
Subject: Amended proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) concerning financial suppon
by the Communiry in favour of industries producing solid fuels
This recent proposal from the Commission stipulates, amont other things, that investment
projects will be eligible for suppon only if they relarc to existing hard-coal mines, the
underground productiviry of which, before investment, in rhe period 1980-1984 amounted
to at least 420 kE per man-hour on average in three consecutive years, or to new capacities
the expected productivity of which is at least 800 kg per man-hour.
The Commision has thus seen fit to apply even sricter cririeria despite the criticism lev-
elled by the European Parliament in March 1984 at ir earlier proposal which referred to
underground productivity, before investment, of at leasr 380 kg per man-hour on averaBe
or, in the case of new capaciry, estimated productiviry of at least 600 kg per man-hour.
This means that the Commission is excluding the coal mines in the Campine from invesr-
ment support. On the basis of what criteria did the Commission arrive at its proposal, why
has a single linear criterion been applied to all mines and why is underground productivity
the sole factor sken into account? Vas consideration given to the imponance of the coal
mines in the Campine for the Province of Limburg, where 260/o of those covered by
unemployment insurance are out of work?
Ansuter
In order rc deal with the different questions raised by the honourable Member, we should
recall that it is the intention of the Commission to improve the economic viability of the
Communiq/s coal industry. In view of the different financial positions of individual pits,
this means that profitable pits and those with marginal losses should be encouraged to
expand production and increase their productiviry and profitabiliry by means of Com-
munity aids rc investment. Pits which, by contrast, cannor hope to become competitive in
may be
or other
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the future, by reason of very high losses and low productiviry, should not panicipate in
Communiry-wide investment aids. The Commission has taken the view that Communiry
money should bc provided to help with social consequences of restructuring, and secured
a Council Decision providing an extra 60 million ECU for this purpose for 1984, by
means of a ransfer from the EEC budger
In its original proposals, the Commission had provided 300 million ECU per year for
investmenr aid. Due to budgeary difficulties, and in the light of discussion in the Council,
rhe Commission was compelled rc reduce this amount to 200 million ECU and 4t 4 coflte-
quence tbe oiteia for eligibility for inoestment aid bad to be nade more stict, i.e. the thres-
hold for minimum productiviry had to be increased.
As regards the adoption of productiviry as the sole ctiteion for eligibiliry, it should be
stressed that this applies to all mines in rhe Member States; that it is a technical critcrion
which shows a fairly stable development; and that it can be calculated on a inrcrnationally
comparable basis. This would not be true of economic criteria such as production costs or
final prices. Prices cannot easily be compared internationally because, for example, of
changes in the exchange rarcs of different currencies, and also market fluctuations from
other causes.
The reason why the Commission decided to calculate productiviry solely for underground
operations was that it would not be possible to apponion surface operations to the differ-
ent pits which they sen e in common.
Finally, the problem of unemployment in the province of Limbourg is one of which the
Commission is very much aware, but which should be dealt with within the area of
regional or social, rarher rhan energy poliry. fu I have said, 60 million ECU have been
provided for extra Communiry social action in 1984.
+
**
Q*estion No 13, b7 SirJames Scott-Hopkins (H-279/84)
Subject: Financial support to small businesses
\7har the European Commission intends to do to ensure that all small businesses in Here-
fordshire, \Torcestershire and Vest Gloucestershire are eligible to receive financial sup-
pon from the European Regional Development and Social Funds and the European
Investmen[ Bank, which will facilitate indusrial expansion and the creation of new jobs?
Ansuer
Of the various financial instruments referred to by the honourable Member, only the EIB
and the European Social Fund can contribute to the suengthening and development of
small and medium-sized undenakings (SMUs) situated in the areas in question.
These areas, which do not receive State aid for regional purposes from the Government of
the United Kingdom, do not fall within the field of application of the Regional Fund.
The Commission would point out at the same dme that investments by small and
medium-sized undenakings in the areas in question may be entitled rc aid from other
financial instrumen$, for example the new Communiry instrument or the EAGGF Guid-
ance Section.
The Commission assures the honourable Member that it uses all the financial resources at
its disposal for the development of small and medium-sized undenakings in compliance
with the purposes and procedures of each of the existing financial instruments.
+*
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Q*estioa No 15, by Mrs Choaraqri (H-290/84)
Subject: Fall in the binh rarc in Europe
Since the fall in the binh rate in one of the most crucial problems facing the European
Community and in view of the lack of coordination in the social policies of the Member
States as regards population trends, can the Commission indicate, as a marrcr of urgency,
what proposals it intends to put forward for a Communiry policy in this area?
Ansuer
Clear differences of opinion exist between Member States as to whether the falling binh
rate in Europe is an appropriate matter for public policy. This emerged at rhe Informal
Council of Social Securtiy Ministers held in Paris on 5. April 1984. Ministers were never-
theless agreed on the need to examine more closely the implications of demographic
trends, especially as regards rhe labour market, social securiry and family poliry. Subse-
quently the Council agreed on conclusions concerning a Communiry medium-term social
action protramme which include a decision to hold regular exchanges of information on
the development of family policy and the effects of population trends as well as the conse-
quence of ageing. The Commission has been invircd for this purpose to initiate the neces-
sary studies.
!+
+*
Question No 7, by Mr Pasty (H-301/84)
Subject: Sudden rises in the price of petrol in France
Can the Commission state whether the considerable 
- 
even excessive 
- 
rises in the price
of a litre of pctrol in France in recent months are compadble with the EEC Treary, in
panicular Anicles 101 and 102, and the Communiq/s energy strategy insofar as they are a
veiled form of taxation, whereas the oil market and the price of crude oil show a down-
ward trend and the dollar rate has played only a marginal role in these rises?
Answer
(a) The Commission notes that the prices charged at the pump for premium petrol in
France increased by about 90lo between llJune 1984 and llOctober 1984. These
increases are due mainly to a rise in ex-refinery prices (15.200lo), which are calculated on
the basis of European exchange rarcs, and in French refineries'production costs (cost of
crude oil supplies), as well as a tax increase (120/o).
(b) Under the energy policy, any increase in consumer prices which reflects supply costs
is in keeping with the principle of realistic price formation as laid down in the various
resolutions adopted by the Council. As regards the effect of tax measures, the Commission
has just sent the Council, on 18 September 1984, Communication COM(84) 490 Final, in
which it states, among other things, that in view of the considerable differences in tax
rates applied to the various energy sources, the debate on the harmonization of excise
duties on mineral oils should be reopened.
rt
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Question No 18, by Mr Vernier (H-302/84)
Subject: The world shonage of firewood
Is the Commission aware that, accordint to recent estimates by the Club of Rome,
100 million people in the world are no longer able to meet rheir most rudimentary enerry
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requirements and the area covered by forest will decrease by 400/o in the next 30 years,
and has the Commission recommended any appropriate Communty action to remedy this
situation, as Parliament has proposed on numerous occasions?
Ansaner
The Commission has been aware for some years of how serious the problem of firewood
in rhe developing countries is. Several operational instruments are available to the Com-
muniry, the most imponant of which is the [om6 Convention.
It was necess^ry, es a first step, to make the ACP countries more aware of the need for
projects relating to firewood. Despite the difficulties, the Commission has always sup-
ported the implementation of reaforestation projects, and since 1975 it has given its back-
ing to specific projects for saving domesdc firewood (improved wood-burning stoves),
bgerher with alrcrnative fuel programmes (introduction of new technologies, recupera-
rion of wood and cellulose waste, and the use of gas and coal).
fu a result of the launching, in 1983, of the special programme to combat hunger in the
world, which includes a firewood project, it has been possible rc carry out a systematic
project achieving wider impact and yet costing relatively little (2 700 000 ECU under
Anicle 958/83). This project, which is currendy underway, should be funher extended
next year under the new Convention with the ACP countries and as a result of the Com-
mission's budgetary resources (Anicle 933 f.or cooperation to assist the non-associarcd
developing countries in the field of energy).
The new ACP-EEC Convendon already highlights this problem by treating it as a prioriry
aspect. It is thus up to the Commission to exercise firmness in selecdng its energy develop-
ment projects, which will have to be geared mainly to the most sensitive sectors, since fire-
wood is an integral pan of the economies of many developing countries.
Qrestion No 19, by Mrs Eaing (H-311/84)
Subject: Ferry services in peripheral areas
Vill the Commission state whether ferries will qualify for regional aid under the new
ERDF Regulation and, if so, will the Commission stipularc whether funds will be available
to offset the operational costs of ferries in the Communiq/s peripheral areas?
Ansuter
fu regards aid from the Regional Fund for investments in ferries, the new ERDF Regula-
tion,l which comes into effect on 1 January 1985, does not involve any changes regarding
panicipation in movable infrastructure projects, which is the category which would apply
to ferries.
The Commission has received applications for ERDF aid for this rype of project and is
examining them in the usual way.
As for operating costs, they are not taken into account since the ERDF can only panici-
pare in the capital costs of such projecr.
However, the new Regulation introduces the concept of Community programmes, and in
this context the possibiliry of aid to offset operatint costs is not excluded if cenain condi-
uons are met.
+
**
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Question No 2Q by Mr Balfe (H-319/8a)
Subject: Unemployment and social distress in London
Accepting that the principal causes of unemployment and social distress in London are the
fault of rhe British governmenr, can the Commission sugtest means by which funher aid
could be given rc london?
Ansaner
fu has already been sared in the answer given to Mr Balfe's oral question (H-15/8a) on
25May 1984, the London area is not regarded from the Community's point of view as a
prioriry region because'of its overall economic situation. It follows that the aid which the
Community can offer through its financial instruments is relatively limited.
- 
As the London area does nor benefit from a national system of aid for regional
development operated by the Unired Kingdom government, it cannot have recourse
to the Regional Fund.
- 
The possibilities for assistance from the Social Fund are limircd to the types of mea-
sures without regional restricitions as defined in the Social Fund guidelines. These
measures include: vocational training directly linked to obtaining a contract of
employment; vocational raining directly aimed at stable employment in SMEs to
promore applied research and the development of new technologies; measures under-
taken in the framework of local employment intiadves; measures intended specifically
for women who are unemployed, under-employed or threatened with unemployment;
measures ro promorc vocational training for handicapped people capable of enrcring
the labour market.
- 
As for the financing of investments by the EIB, projects in the london area must, in
order to be eligible, be of interest to all Member States or relate to the restructuring
or modernization of firms. In addition, the New Community Instrument for borrow-
ing and Ioans enables the Communiry to lend to small and medium-size enterprises
regardless of their location by means of global loans granted to financial intermedi-
aries. Firms in London may apply for such loans.
- 
Finally, in addition to rhese 'horizontal' measures, the sectoral financial instruments
should also be mendoned, in panicular aid for research and for demonstration pro-
jects in the fields of energy and the environment. Such projects can also lead in time
ro rhe creation of employment.
+
**
Question No 2l by Mrs Cinciai Rodano (H-l|ltAllt
Subject: The situation of women in developing countries
Can the Commission rcll the European Parliament whether the next Lom6 Convention
will contain a secrion on the situation of women in developing countries and, if so, what
its general rcnor will be and can it specify what topics in panicular would be covered by
this section which, according to press reports, would be subsumed under the wider head-
ing of socio-cultural cooperation?
Ansuer
For a number of years, the Commission, in conjunction with the European Parliament,
the Council, national experts and various interested Broups, has been examnining how
I Former oral question wich debate (0-18/84) convened into a question for Question Time.
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effective account can be taken of the positive link which musr be established berween
development and promoting the role of women.
It considers that, in addition to the improvement of the legal status of women, their
material lot should be made easier in the developing counries, they should be given the
chance to develop their abilities, and they should funhermore be allowed to play a positive
and decisive role in the development of their countries.
It is true that the third Lom6 Convention will not have a special chapter devoted to
women, although the subject of women was covered repeatedly in various aspects of the
negotiations.
It was dealt with in panicular within the larger framework of social-cultural cooperation
and the enhancement of human resources, which includes subjects such as education and
training-, health, research and technology, information and communicarion and the prom-
otion of culrual identities.
The work in progress suggesr that this Convention will contain rcxts of particular signif-
icance for women, norably as regards their role and inrcrests in developmint projects.
*
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Question No 22, by Mr Cornelissen (H-373/B4I
Subject: Kangaroo hunting in Ausralia
1. Is the Commission aware of press reports alleging that approximately 6million ani-
mals are killed each year in kangaroo hunts in Australia and that rhe methods used mean
that only half the animals are killed instantly, the remainder suffering a slow death?(TROS-AKTUA TV programme of 4 August 1984)
2. Can the Commission confirm that the official annual hunting quota is approximately
3 million animals?
3 Is it true that, in addidon to authorized hunting, shere is also a great deal of illegal
hunting, involving extr€me cruelry and the killing of many yount kangiroos?
4. can the commission say how imponant kangaroo hunting is for employment and
exporrc in Australia?
5' Can the Commission also indicate the quantities of kangaroo mear and kangaroo
hides exponed to the Member States?
6. 
.Is it true that kangaroo meat is imponed into the Netherlands for processing but that,
at the request of the imponer concerned, the relevant figures are nor included ii the offi-
cial statistics produced by the Durch Statistical Office?
7. Is it true that in the Member States kangaroo meat is primarily used for human con-
sumption, which is not the case in Australia?
8. Does the Commission not share the view thar this is not withour some risk to public
health given the real danger of salmonella contaminarion due to the conditions in which
the animals are hunted and the meat transponed?
9. If the answer to question I or 3 is in the affirmative, and the Commission cannot
refute the facts, is it prepared:
(a) rc open talks vith the Australian authorities to ensure that a limit is set on kangaroo
hunting and that no more kangaroos are shot than is necessary for good wildlifehan-
atement and that cruelry is prevented;
I Former oral qucstion without debate (0-19 /84) converted into a question for Question Timc.
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(b) should the discussions referred to above fail to produce the hoped-for result, to con-
sider other ways of achieving the same objectives, for example by introducing a ban
on the imponing and processing of kangaroo meat and kangaroo hides in the Mem-
ber States?
Answer
Vith the information available to it, the Commission cannot at present reply rc or com-
ment in any detail on the honourable Member's questions I to 3.
The official hunting quota for the current year is supposed m be I 988 000 animals.
Kangaroos are hunted in Australia for ecological rather than commercial reasons. In
1982/83 exports of. products obtained by kangaroo hunting were wonh about 12'4 mil-
lion Ausralian dollars.
Community statistics do not give comprehensive information on the impon of kangaroo
mear or products into the Communiry. Australian publications refer to 344 tonnes of kan-
garoo meat exponed to the Federal Republic in 1982/83. Kangaroo leather and hides are
exponed mainly ro France, the Federal Republic, Italy and the Unircd Kingdom. No cases
of salmonella contamination have so far been brought to the Commission's attention.
'l7hcther the Commission can or should take action as proposed by the honourable Mem-
ber in point 9 of his question, must depend on a thorough investigation of the actual facts
and circumstances.
Question No 23, by Mrs Tongue (H-2t1/84)
Subject: Medical fupects of Food Policy and Diet and Cardiovascular Disease
Is the Commission aware of the repon of the Unised Kingdom's Committee on Medical
fupects of Food Policy on Diet and Cardiovascular Disease published in July 1983 and its
recommendation that fat intake be reduced and what is the Commission's view of para-
greph2.6.4. on the reladon between the common agricultural policy and types of food
production; does the Commission agree that the Communiqy's decision to increase the fat
conr€nt of skimmed milk, the CAP pricing system incentives to produce higher fat milk
and the Commission's propsal for an oils and fats tnx to encourage butter consumption all
run contrary rc the Committee's recommendations?
Ansaru
The Commission is familiar with the contenrc of repon entitled 'Diet and Cardiovascular
Disease', of the United Kingdom's Committee on Medical fupects of Food Policy on Diet
and Cardiovascular Disease, and in panicular with the conclusions under paragraph 2.6.4.
It is the Commission's opinion that one should view some of the recommendations of this
report, in regard to the impact of diet on human health, with some degree of caution. The
conclusions drawn by many medical expens on this subject, have an inherent weakness
since often these studies have been based on 3n insufficiendy large rcst group.
The Communiry nwer decided to increase the fat
rather it was felt chat the consumer should have a
which would meet his requirements.
The Commission in its proposal, which was adopteil by the Council for the 1984/85 mar-
keting year, underlined its wish to have a higher return from milk protein and therefore
the intervention price for butrcr (as a consequence the support for milk fat was reduced by
10.60/0.
content of liquid skimmed milk but
range of produca available to him,
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The question of an oils and fats tax is still under consideradon by the Council.
s
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Q*estion No 24, by Mrs Van HemeWonch (H-415/84)r
Subject: Payments in ECU for frontier workers
Can the Commission indicate what progress has been made with the projecrs to link pay-
men6 to frontier workers in the Communiry rc the ECU (for pensions, wages and orher
forms of remuneradon), so that they are no longer subject rc the constant fluctuations in
the value of national currencies?
Does the Commission not consider that it is time rc give frontier workers rhe securiry of a
stable income, now that the ECU is used so widely for international capital ransacrions,
international contracr and for the payment of officials and Members of the European
Parliament?
Ansater
1. The Commission is not at presen[ engaged in any studies aimed at using ECUs for
frontier workers, or more generally for migrant workers. To rhe Commission'iknowledge
no studies of this narure have been undenaken by the Member States.
In 1980 the Commission examined a sysrcm recommending the use of ECUs for rhe pay-
ment of a single pension to migrant workers.
The outcome of this investigation showed that such a system was not feasible for various
legal and practical reasons.
Moreover, two reports drawn up by the Commission in 1977 and 1980 reached the same
conclusion with regard to the payment of migrant workers' pensions in one single cur-
rency.
2. It is correct that the allowances of the members of the European Parliament are
expressed and paid in ECUs under a decision taken by the Communiry institutions. On
the other hand, the determination of the currency to be used for rhe remunerations, pen-
sions and other benefits due to workers, whether migrant workers or nor, comes within
the purview of employers and national authoriries.
$
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Qnestion No 26, by Mr Banett (H-291/84)
Subject: Road Safery Campaigns
Can the Commission provide information relating to the methods adopted in the Member
States relating to national road safety programmes; the amount of aid provided for such
campaigns; the success or failure of such campaigns and would the Commission also indi-
cate if Communiry funds would be available ro supporr road safery campaigns?
Ansuter
No information is available to [he Commission about Member Stares narional road safety
Programmes. Until now Community funds have not been made available for such purpose,
I Former oral qucsdon without debate (O-37 /84), convcned into a qucstion for Question Time.
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but the Commission is considerigg proposing that Community-funded programmes
should be undertaken during 1986, the proposed year of Road Safety in the Communiry.
{'
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Qaestion No 29, byMr Nord (H-305/8a)
Subject: Cigaremes in France
In reply to oral quesdon H-643/83 answered on 13 March,t the Commission informed
the Parliament that the French Government was fixing and officially limiting the retail
prices of cigarettes instead of allowing manufacturers and importers to establish freely the
prices of their products as required by Directive 72/464, a matter for which France was
comdemned by the Coun of Justice on 21 June 1983.
Vhat action has the Commission taken since March 1984 to ensure thar the French
Govcrnment will begin to allow manufacturers and importers of cigarettes the freedom to
fix the prices of their products as required by European law?
Ansuer
Following the Coun of Justice decision of 21 June 1983, the Commission, by lener of
13 July 1983, first drew the atrcntion of France to the necessiry to amend its legislation to
conform with Article 5 paragraph I of Council Direcdve 72/464 of 19 February 1972.
Since the French Republic did not take the measures necessary to execure the Court's
decision, as it was required to do by Article 171 of the Treaty, on 24 April 1984 the Com-
mission opened infractions preceedings for non-respect of that Anicle under Article 159
of the Treaty.
ooo
Question No 3Q by Mr Cryer (H-31 8/84)
Subject: Railway retention and investment
Can the Commission starc the means by which they encourage Member States rc invest in
railway retention and development? In panicular, what means can they adopt to encour-
age the retention of lines such as the Settle to Carlisle railway, by promoting use of such
lines for tourism? Does the Commission have in mind the provision of grant aid for freight
use, which would be of benefit to whole Community?
Ansuter
The Community policy on transpon aims to establish a marker based on fair compedtion
bem/een the different modes of land based transport, i.e. road, rail and inland waterways.
To this end the Council adopted Regulations (EEC) Nos llgl/692 on public service obli-
gations, ll92/69t on normalization of railway accounrs and ll07/70a on aids ro Eans-
pon. \Tithin this regulatory framework Member States are free to retain or terminate
railway lines and services. Decisions of this nature are left entirely to individual Govern-
ments in consultation with their respective national railway undenaking. In 1983, the last
I Debatcs of the European Parliament 1-31l, March 19E4.2 0J L ts6/69.3 OJ L t56/69.
. oJ L l3o/70.
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year for which definitive figurcs are available, the National Governments of the Member
States paid out in compensations and aids 20 577 million ECU (12 079 million sterling).
Aid has been granted in certain countries for freight ransports but as far as possible
freight transportation should be a commercial operation. Funher, it should be noted that
aid payments under Communiry rules are entirely optional, individual Governments again
having the executive responsibility.
Under the provisions of Council Decision 75/327/EEC Anicle 5 (2) Member States may
make to the railway undenakings capial grants consisrcnt with functions, the size and the
financial needs of rhe undenaking. These grants must, however, be inrcnded to increase
the assets of the undenaking and must not constitut€ a deficit subsidy.
+
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Question No 3i1, by Mrs Veil (H-337/8a)
Subject: Draft directive on specific training for general practitioners
\7ill the Commission sate when it intends m submit the draft directive on the major ques-
tion of specific raining for general practitioners, which was already announced a year
ago?
Ansuer
I am pleased to be able to tell the honourable Member that the Commission adopted the
proposal for a Council directive on specific training for general pracdtioners on 21 No-
vember 1984.
The proposal will be forwarded to the Council in the next few days. The Treaty lays down
that the Council must obtain the opinions of the European Parliament and the Economic
and Social Committee.
I hope that the Europcan Parliament will soon have an opponuniry m adopt an opinion
on this Commission draft.
+
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Qrestion No 32, by MrAdan (H-339/8a)
Subject: European Social Fund
Vill she Commission starc the date, when 1984 European Social Fund grants for UK pro-
jects were agreed, and the datc and methods by which these were announced?
Ansuer
The decision of 23July 19874 was notified to the Member States in accordance wish
Anicle 191 of the Treary on 13 August 1984 via the Permanent Representations. An inter-
val of this length berween decision and notification is normal, and is devoted to compler-
ing the full formal content of the decision.
After 13 August 1984, it was t}re responsibiliry of the Member Statc to inform individual
beneficiaries of the outcome of the decision.
+
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Question No 33, by Mr H*ghes (HJ4I4S4)
Subject: Use by Member State governments of poverty as a tool in industrial disputes
British legislation requires a deduction of I tS per week from the benefit entidement on
any person aking strike action, on the assumption that strike pay will be received irre-
spective of whether such srike pay is received. This places the families of legitimate stri-
kers not receiving suike pay well below the poverty line, causing severe hardship.
Given the European Cummunities' declared concern to eradicate poverty in all its forms
would the Commission agree, in view of the serious and long-rcrm hardship imposed on
the families of striking miners during the British coal dispute, that such legislation should
be eradicated within the Community?
Ansuer
The Commission understands that strikers in the UK are themselves disqualified from
social assistance, bur that in cenain circumstances their dependanm may receive assistance.
This assistance is reduced by f 15, a figure intended by the United Kingdom Government
ro represenr suike pay which the sriker himself receives or is deemed rc receive from the
trade union. In other Member States, the union alone is regarded as financially responsi-
ble for its striking members, and it does not seem therefore, that strikers and their families
in the United Kingdom are in a less favourable situation than their counterparts in other
Member States.
At present, the Commission has taken no action directly contemplating the regulation of
industrial disputes, nor does it envisage mking any such action in the foreseeable future.
,b
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Question No 34, by Mrs Pantazi (H-342/84)
Subject: Illegal imports of sultanas into the Community
Berween 11 and 15 October 1984, various neu/spapers in the Member States of the Com-
munity published reports of the United Kingdom customs' discovery that three Turkish
export companies had falsified invoices so that sultana prices appeared to be the same as
the threshold prices laid down by rhe Communiry whereas they had in fact sold the sul-
tanas ar $ zso a tonne less.
Is the Commission aware of this case and, if so, what was its reaction? !7hat precise mea-
sures does it intend rc take to prevent future recurrence of illicit actions of this kind,
which disrupt the smooth flow of trade becween the Member Starcs of the Communiry
and are severely damaging to the commercial interests of other Member States of the
Communiry?
Ansuer
The Commission is not aware of the special cases of irregularities referred to in the news-
paper. The Commission is, however, well aware of the fact that the customs authorities of
the Member States are carrying out thorough investigations in order to ensure that the
minimum impon price system applicableto dried grapes, other than currants, is respected.
The Commission services have had two meedngs with the customs and agricultural auth-
orities of the Member States where the methods used in attempts to circumvent the mini-
mum impon price qysrcm have been discussed.
The Commission is of the opinion thar the investigations already carried out by the cus-
roms authoriries, together with those currently in progress, have had a preventive effect
and that funher measures are not necessary.
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It should also be sressed that the Greek harvest of sultanas from 1983 has been disposed
of in a satisfactory manner.
Question No 3), by Mr DaoidMartin (H-343/84)
Subject: European Social Funds grants
Lothian Regional Council have recently announced that they are to use'an unexpected
I 2 800 000 windfall' from the European Social Fund to reduce the Council's spending
commitment, rather than for expenditure on industrial and youth training, for which the
grant was made. Is this in accordance with rhe spirit of ESF grants?
Ansaner
Social Fund assistance totalling 9.2 805 579 was approved by the Commission for 1984 in
respect of schemes run by Lothian Regional Council. The Council's applicadons (14 in
number) had been examined on the basis of the rules atrd guidelines of the Social Fund;
13 schemes were classified as priority. The schemes covered a wide variety of training and
employment needs, including vocational training for schoolleavers, funher skills training
for the under 25s, training for women and finally employment subsidies for young people
and the long-term unemployed. In each case Social Fund aids matched an equal contribu-
tion from Lothian Regional Council to the costs of these specific schemes. If at the final
payment sage Social Fund assistance is found not to have been used for the purpose for
which it was granrcd, the Commission has power to recover all the assistance already paid.
The Member State must provide the Social Fund with detailed reports on the carrying out
of schemes in receipt of aid. Moreover, being legally rhe sole applicant, it guaranrces the
successful completion of operations strictly according to Fund rules.
+
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Qaestion No 36, by Mr Fitzgerald (H-346/84)
Subject: EEC study of Cork CitylCork county region
Vill the Commission indicate whether or not it has yet reached a decision regarding the
financing of a major study in the Cork City and Counry region in prepararion for the
drawing up of a development sratety for this depressed area, which in view of recent
f.actory closures is now suffering more than ever from very high unemployment rates?
Ansam
Depending on which method is chosen and which regional development strategy is
planned, and if a proposal is put forward by the Irish authorities, consideration could be
given by,the Commission to granting aid for a study to draw up such a straregy, with a
view to financing the sudy from funds earmarked for preparatory studies for ihe intro-
duction of integrated development measures.
+
++
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Qaestion No 37, by Mrs Dary (H-35il8a)
Subject: Substitution of natural milk
On several occasions, the European Parliament has called on the European Economic
Communiry to draw up a directive on the code of substitutes for mother's milk adopted by
the !7orld Health Organization.
Can the Commission state how far work on this directive has progressed?
Ansanr
The Commission has on vaious occasions and in panicular during the plenary sitting of
11 April 1983 and in the answer to question H-505/83 of Mrs Dury (on 18. 1. 1984) out-
lined those spheres of competence yrhere the Community can adopt legal measures to
implement the principles and achieve the aims of the VHO Code on breast milk substi-
tuies. It has also explained that in other areas not covered by the legislative competence of
the Community, other than legal action should be taken.
On the basis of these considerations, the Commission has complercd its work and has now
approved a proposal for a Council directive on the approximation of the laws of Member
States relating rc infant formulae and follow-milks, together with a repon on infant feed-
ing and the implemenmtion of the VHO Code. The Parliament will receive these docu-
ments imminently.
*
**
Question No 4Q by Mr Huckfield (H-3t7/84)
Subject: Motorvehicles
Vhat consultation with trade unions did the Commission undenake before pursuing its
poliry of harmonizing reail motor vehicles throughout the Communiry?
Ansaner
In the procedure by which it prepared the regulation on the applicadon of Anicle 85(3) of
the Treary ro cenain categories of motor vehicle distribution and servicing agreements
(OJ C 165, 24.6. 1983), the Commission did not hear any associations on its own initia-
tive. It merely gave associations existing at Community level and which submitrcd written
commenm following the publication of the draft regulation the opponuniry of providing
verbal explanations of those comments.
The honourable Member is also referred to the answer ailready given to his oral question
No H-323l84.
+
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Qaestion No 42, by Mr Cbabocbe (H-367/84)
Subject: Clearing House for transactions in ECU
Given the development of the use of the ECU, especially in the private sector, should not
the private market be provided with the backing which a cenral monetary authority
would represent to enable market liquidiry to be guaranteed?
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A number of proiects are reponed to be under consideration, in panicular one to ser up a
clearing house for transactions in ECU, which would significantly improve market effi-
crency.
Vhat progress has been made by the working parry headed by the Cr6dit Lyonnais under
the aegis of the European Commission?
Ansaner
The increased role of the ECU in the private sector is, in fact, a reflection of its increased
use_as a foreign currency by commercial and financial operators. fu a rule, it is the issuing
authoriry, and not the authorities of the counries where it is used, which is responsible foi
the.management of a currency. In the case of the ECU, there is no such official issuing
body. However, since the ECU is by definition a currency calculated on the basis of a
basket of currencies, the liquidiry of rhe ECU markets is guaranteed, should the need
arise, by simulmneous recourse to the money markets of the currencies which make up the
E9U. Consequently, it is all these national markets which ultimately perform the function
of lenders in the final instance. fu regards liquidity, therefore, andin view of the present
level of private-sector use of the ECU, the question of setting up a central monehry auth-
ority does not arise as long as the national money markets conrinue to operare effeitively.
In 1982, at the Commission's initiative, a cenain number of banks formed a working pany
with a viev to setting up a multilateral clearing system for ECU rransactions, 
"nd ir iscurrently carrying out a twofold task: firstly, drawing up the rules governing rhe future
ECU Bankers'fusociation, a body to which those banls which are active in rhe ECU
markets_will b-elong; secondly, conducting the negodations besween the working parcy
and the Bank for International Settlements. These negotiations are mainly 
"oncernido,iththe definition of rhe role of rhe BIS in the clearinB system. They should very soon be
entering the decisive phase.
+
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Question No 43, by Mrs tackson (H-365/84)
Subject: The Esprit Programme
Does the Commission think it appropriate that American multinational companies (IBM
and ITT) should be able to participate in the EEC's Esprit Programme which is meant to
equip Europe's information and technology industry with the mians of meeting and beat-
ing comperition from che US and Japan?
Ansuter
Any company established in the Communiry is eligible to panicipate in Esprit provided
that.it accepr and abides by the rules of the programme. These require intei-aliithatthe
work must be carried out within the Communiry and panicipants in each project must
include at least two independent industrial companies esrablished in at least rc/o-different
Member Smtes. Funhermore each company must provide all orher parrners with the
know-how needed for the research and must make t[e resulu of rhe reiearch available to
other companies under reasonable condidons. The Commission believes thar this
exchange of know-how and results on an equal basis berween different companies operar-
ing in R & D improves the results of the research and helps to achieve the Esprit objec-
uves.
*
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Question No 45, by Mr Neutman (H-378/84)
Subject: Caribbean airline 'Leevard Islands Air Transpon'
Can the Commission deny recent press reports that the Caribbean airline 'leeward Islands
Air Transpon', which has been seeking a t 20 million EEC loan rc purchase the British
Aerospace Super-748 aeroplanes is being pressurized by Mr Pisani to purchase alternative
less satisfactory airuah from other EEC-based companies and is the principale of free and
fair competition berween aircraft manufacturing companies and Member States still in
effect?
Ansuer
The Commission is astounded rc learn of press reports according to which it has been
under political pressure to select a specific and reponedly less satisfactory rype of aircraft
for the Caribbcan airline LIAT and that it has pressurized that airline to accept such aero-
planes. The Commission categorically rejects the content of these reports and expresses its
consternadon that such allegadons are iepeatedly put forward in the press without being
substantiarcd by the slightest evidence.
The Commission administers the funds contributed by the European Bxpayers in strict
accordance with the rules laid down by the EEC and ECP states signatory to the Lome
Convention. Anicle 121(2) provides that in conjunction with this ACP counterpaft, the
Chief Authorizing Officer 
- 
the Director General for Development 
- 
ensures equality
of competition in procurement procedures and see to it that the tender selected is econ-
omically the most advantageous. The Commission has therefore no unilateral power of
decision over the award of conrac6.
In the case of LIAT the Commission has adhered strictly rc the above rules without discri-
mination or bias on account of national and political interest. In the course of the selection
procedure the Commission has funhermore been advised by three independcnt experts
specializing in the aeronautical industry.
The Commission cannot, as a matter of poliry, make public its documents concerning the
basis of award of the contract, though these are of course subject rc the full scrutiny of the
Coun of Auditors.
+
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Question No 47, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-353/84)
Subject: Second consumer prorccdon programme and amicable settlemenr
Can the Commission indicase what action has.been taken on the proposals contained in
the second consumer protecdon programme with respect to amicable setdements berween
the panies, or tentleman's agreements?
Ansuter
It is assumed that the honourable Member refers to the text for the encouragement of
dialogue berween representatives of consumer and producer interests which are contained
in paragraphs 4 a7 of the Annex to the Council Resolution (OJ No C 133 dated 3June
1981) on a second programme of the European Economic Communiry for a consumer
protection and information policy.
This pan of the programme had primarily in view the encouragement of discussions on
matters of common interest falling within the orbit of the second programme in order to
achieve better mutual understanding of their respective positions berween the parties con-
cerned and where possible, some converBences of view between them. Although it was
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envisaged as a second objective in paragraph 6 of the Annex that 'specific agreemenr
between the various interests held' might result from such dialogue, the Commission did
not commit itself to do more than 'facilitate the elaboration and conclusion of such agree-
ments on an experimental basis' in circumstances where producer/consumer dialogue
would have identified panicular areas of porcntial formal agreemenr. It would therefore
be an essential precondition that sufficient common political will would exist on both sides
to identify such areas of agreement.
In fact, the discussions which have taken place berween producer and consumer represen-
atives in the currency of the second protramme have not so far led to the identification of
specific matters susceptible of formal agreement. Consumer representatives have contin-
ued to affirm their preference for obligatory rather that voluntary means of protecting
their interests at Community level, while those on the producer side have not obtained the
necessary mandate from their constituent national organizations to negotiare formal
agreements on their behalf.
In these circumstances, the dialogue has necessarily been limited rc its primary objective,
namely [o act as a vehicle for the exchange of views on matrcrs of common concern. The
Commission has provided facilities for a number of meetings for rhis purpose. Ir remains
willing to facilitarc the achievement of the second objective should future circumstances
present appropriate opportuniries to do so.
+
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Question No 48, by Mr McMahon (H-359/54)
Subject: Recent changes in the common fisheries policy
Could the Commission explain why the mo$ recent agreemenr on the common fisheries
policy allowed cenain Member States to increase their quota of by-carch?
'V'hat 
measures will be taken by the Commission to enforce this policy?
Vill the agreement be binding for all time or is it renegodable?
Ansuer
The mtal weight of by-catch caught in the fisheries covered by the Regulation to which
the honourable Member refers is not expected to rise above existing limits.
The Member States have rhe primary responslbiliry for enforcing Communiry rules on
fisheries. The situation will be closely monitored by the Commission's inspectors.
The Regulation is a temporary measure which constitutes a derogation from the usual
percenage by-catch limits. It applies undl 31 May 1985.
rs
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Question No 51, by Mr Carignon (H-395/84)
Subject: kad-free petrol
Has the Commission evaluated the average additional cost per vehicle, in terms of fuel
consumpdon, the price of petrol and the purchase and maintcnancc of catalytic convert-
ers, that will result from the introduction of lead-free petrol in the Communiq afrcr 1989,
and has it drawn the necessary conclusions with respect ro energ:f policy?
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Ansarcr
The Commission has had this question examined by the group of e:rperts 'ERGA 
- 
Air
Pollution' under its second mandate of 12 July 1983 (Doc. Xl/98/84).
On the basis of the results of this examination, the honourable Member's questions may
be answered as follows:
Petrol consumption
In the case of engines which at present require normally available premium perol, conver-
sion to lead-free petrol of the proposed qualiry (95 RON/85 octane) vould mean an aver-
age additional consumption of 2.250/0.
Higher oehicle costs
Investments for the conversion of production plant to manufacture engine rypes which run
on lead-free petrol will bring about an average 0.350/o cost increase for the vehicle types
concerned. In individual cases in which it is technically impractical to convert existing
engines and a new engine must be developed, e.g. when the cubic caprcity must be
increased to compensate for the drop in performance caused by the low octane rating of
lead-free petrol, the costs per vehicle may increase by up to 50/0.
Higber runting costs
The running costs of vehicles will be greater as a result of investments by the oil industry
for the conversion of refineries m the production of lead-free petrol, increased production
costs, the extra consumption of crude oil in the refineries, and the extra fuel consumption
of engines. Vith 15 000 km per year and an average fuel consumption of l0 litres per
100 km, annud running costs will increase by an average of 30 ECU.
Purchase and maintenance cotts of catalytic conoertefi
It is not at all necessary to use catalpic converters in order rc run vehicles on lead-free
petrol. The question of the costs of such devices is thus irrelevant in this context and was
not considered.
Question No 52, by Mr Htinsch (H-t 14/841
Subject: Adjustment of the institutional provisions of the Treaties in the context of
enlargement of the Communiry to include Spain and Ponugal
In various communications to the Council or to the European Council 
- 
and most
recently in COM(83) ll6final of l March 1983 
- 
the Commission has presentcd its
ideas on what adjustments to the institutional provisions of the Treades would be impera-
tive, in its view, in the context of enlargement of the Communiry to include Spain and
Ponugal, in orrder to compensate for the increasing ponderousness in decision-taking that
would obtain after these accessions because the original number of Member States would
have doubled and the Community would be internally less homogeneous.
However, it is obvious that adjustments m the institutional provisions of the Treaties have
been discussed in the accession negotiations in numerical terms only.
1. Vhat steps has the Commission aken to have their extremely imponant proposals
discussed in the negotiadons?
2. Vhat was the Member Starcs' atdtude to the Commission's proposals?
3. \7hen did they decide not to take funher action on these proposals, and on what
grounds?
I Former oral question without debate (0-69184) convened into a question for Question Time.
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4. Have Spain and Ponugal had an opponunity to oommcnt on the proposals? If so,
what was their position?
5. Vill the Commission submit the proposals a rhe Ad-hoc Commince on Institutional
Affairs, which was set up at the Fonainebleau European Council meeting?
Anwer
1. The suggestions which the Commission put to the Council in ir communication of
I March 1983 (Doc. COM(83) 116 final 'Institutional implications of enlargement: more
flexibility in decision-making') were reiterated and expressly included in thc communica-
tion which the Commission forwarded rc the Council with a vies, to defining the Com-
munity position rc be put to the rwo applicant countries in the accession negotiations
dealing with institutional questions.
2. and 3. Despitc the fact that the Commission repeatedly stressed the imponance and
urgency of these additional adjustments, the Council refused, at its meeting of 23/24 lrlly
1984, to include this aspect in the statements on this mattcr which thc Communiry pre-
sented rc Spain and Ponugal. In fact, some Member Statcs considered that, since these
additional adjustments went bcyend the purcly'aridrmedcal' adjustments provided for by
the Treaties, they. raised.difficult problems which could not be solved in time for the
accession negotiations to be conduced smoothly or which could not be examined as part
of these negotiations but would, on the conrary, have to be dealt with by the Ad hoc
Cornmince on Institudonal Affairs.
4. Consequendy, Spain and Protugal have not had an opponunity to $ate their views on
these questions.
5. The interim repon which the Ad DocCommittee presented to the European Council
meedng in Dublin on 3. and 4 December 1984 does, in facq contain suggesdons which
include a gre t deal of what the Commission proposed in March 1984.
+
**
Qaestion No )3, by Mr Didn H-40t/84)
Subject: European/Latin American Insriturc
Vhat progress has been made towards establishing the European/Latin American Institute
proposed by the Commission in COM(83) 142, and what steps are being takcn to enable
the Institutc's European officc to become quickly operational?
Qtestion No 91, by Mr Vergeer (H-497/84
Subject: The setting up of a European office for the European/Latin American Institurc
'l7hereas it is recognized that the Institute must be made operative with all speed and that
its running costs must be kept as low as possible bccause of its small budget, could the
Commission state what it has done to ensure a good reccption for the European/Latin
American Institute in thc EEC and what the reaction has been to the facilitics offcred by
the Ciry of Amstcrdam and other organizadons?
Joint ansuer
The Commission is subsidizing the setting-up and running of the European/Lain Ameri-
can Insdtute under line 282 of the budget. This Institurc is independent and is currenrly
preparing to establish itself in a ciry in the Communiry.
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According to thc information available to thc Commission, several cities in various Mcm-
ber States of the Community (including Amstcrdam) havc shown an interest in being host
to the Europe/Latin Amcrican Institutc.
The lnstitute's organizing committce has asked onc of its members to find the most suita-
ble location. Thc exploratory work is currendy at a stage where it is not yet possible to say
which ciry will bc thc most suitable location for the Institute.
+
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Qrcstion No 54, by Sir tach Steuart-Clarh @-a1ilSa)
Subjcct : Animal Experimentetion
Do the Commission have plans to bring in legislation which will make the recording of dl
animal experiments taking placc throughout the Communiry obligatory? In rcpllng
would the Commission please inform me what the present position is?
Ansuer
The Commission remains ver/ aware of the problems of the protection of experimental
animals. However, it docs not have plans at presenr to make proposals for legislation to
makc it obligatory to record all animal experimens aking place in the Communiry.
At present possiblc courses of Communiry action in respcct of protcction of experimental
animals, are still under considcration in order to establish the bcst framework within
which the general problem can bc addressed. This includes consideration of thc conscqu-
ences of the work of the Council of Europe in this field as far as any Communiry legisla-
tion is concerned. Vhcn these questions are morc clear the Commission will be in a better
position to dccidc on spccific proposals which may be necessary for Communiry lcgisla-
uon.
Qrcstion No 57, b7 MrAlvanos (H-418/54)
Subjcct: Commission intcrfercrce in pricc indcxJinking, etc.
The Commission's annual rcport on the Community, spccifically the section on Greece,
indicates that effons will bc madc to effect a rcal reduction in qrorkcrs' wages (incomes
policy for 1985 will have to revert to restraint, wit} the possibility of fixcd wage increases
in line with an esdmat€d rate of inflation), to increase public servicc charges (an adjust-
ment in public service tariffs designed to reduce the cost of subsidics), more rigorous tax
assessment, funher concessions to big capital (cncouragement of private investment to
promorc an economic recovcry among companies) and orher measurcs with a similar
socio-economic tcndency.
\Iould the Commission state why it interfcres in matters falling within the jurisdiction of
the Member Statcs themsclvcs (guidelines for incomes policy, public services policy, erc.),
why its rccommendations go along with the demands made by big capial to the detriment
of workers' intcrcsts on matters such as price index-linking, ta:cation, concessions rc pri-
vatc enrcrprise, etc.) and, finally, whether it is concerned about the cconomic situarion in
Greecc in 19E5, sincc it has not dealt with a numberof grave problcms affccting the Greek
economy as a result of Community provisions (increase in uade dcficit, flight of capital,
quotas for indusrial and agricultural production, etc.)?
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Anntter
In its draft annual repon for 1984/85, the Commission proposes to the Council rhar it
should adopt broad guidelines for the Communiq/s economic poliry in 1985 and that it
should do so for each of the Member States, particularly Greece. It is thus acting in line
with the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 on the attainment of a high degree of con-
vertence of the economic policies of the Member Statcs of the European Economic Com-
muniry, and more panicularly Anicle 4 thereof.
It cannot be said that the Commission is inrcrfering in matters which are the preserve of
the Member States. The Act of Accession implies for Greece that it should conform both
rc the Treaties and m secondary legisladon, rc which the above-mentioned Decision
belongs. Funhermore, the same Decision lays down that the European Parliament should
be consulted on the Commission's draft proposal for the annual report.
The Commission's recommendations on index-linkint, urxation and the fixing of public
service tariffs do not concern a specific socio-professional category, as the honourable
Member sugges6, but seek mainly to reduce the inflation rate, which in Greece is far
higher than in the other Member States. If these differences in inflation rates persist, they
are bound uldmately to affect the exchange rarc for the drachma.
Some of the serious structural problems mendoned, in panicular the worsening trade bal-
ance and the flight of capital, can also be traced back to the same cause.
The Commission has given a great deal of attention to the problem of the effects of acces-
sion on the Greek economy, panicularly in its examination of the memorandum sent to it
by the Greek Government on 19 March 1982, and following the devaluadon of the
drachma on 9 January 1983. It took acount of this problem in the proposals which it for-
warded to the Council in reply to the concerns expressed in the above-mentioned memo-
randum, as well as in the decision which it took immediately following the devaluation 
-and which it later panially extended 
- 
to authorize Greece to limit temporarily impons
of cenain products from other Member States.
+
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Qrestion No 5 8, by Mr Adamou ( H-42 I /84 )
Subject: Disposal of Greek citrus fruit harvested in 1984/85
fu thousands of tonnes of citrus fruit are churned into thc ground each year in Greece
because markcts cannot be found in dme and because of Community policy (non-applica-
tion of Communiry preference, citrus fruit imports from third countries, etc.), what mea-
sures does the Commission intend to take to absorb the citrus fruit harvested in 1984/85,
seeing that 265 000 tonnes were desuoyed last year and that this year, with an approxi-
mate increase in producdon of t OOO 000 tonnes, it is envisaged that more rhan 300 000
tonnes will be destroyed?
Ansuer
Citrus fruit producdon in the Community increased considerably in 1983. At the same
dme there was a similar increase in the production of the counries of the Mediterranean
Basin, panicularly in Greece. This situation led to imponant withdrawals in spite of the
measures taken rc assist sales of Communiry citrus fruit production, i.e.:
- 
marketing premium
- 
processing premium for oranges and lemons
- 
compliance with the reference price for impons from third countries
- 
export refunds
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- 
structural measures for convening citrus fruit orchards.
Funhermore, it should be pointed out that the quantities of citrus fruit withdrawn from
the market must, as far as 
-possible, 
be sold for one of the purposes provided for by the
Communiry rules on fruit and vegeubles instead of being destroyed.
The honourable Member will find more details of these various measrures in the answer to
his written question No 1248/84, which deals with the very same subject.
,s
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Question No 59, by Mr Ephremidk (H'424/84)
Subject: Oil production after the accession of Spain and Ponugal
In view of the surplus oil production in rhe Communiry after the accession of Spain and
Ponugal (some 2j0 000 tonnes), the Council decided to re-examine the problcm during
the period leading up to accession.
Vould the Commission state what prospects there are of a solution being found to the
abovementioned problem since there is concern among Greek olive producers about the
effecr on olive pioduction in Greece seeing that they have already suffered many setbacl$
through Greecels accession to the Communiry (a ban on extending their holdings,-Regu-
lationi 259/84/EECI and |O97/84/EEC,2 infringements of Community preference
arrantemenrs, flooding of the Greek market with seed-oil and oil seed, etc.),._and the solu-
tion dwised, that is rhe introduction of 'threshold' tuarantres, would be still another set-
back for them?
Ansuer
On 22 October 1984 the Council of Minisrcrs adopted a proposal for the vegetable oils
and fats sector for the purpose of negotiating the accession of Spain and Ponugal to the
Community. This proposal is based on the existing acquis..commuruuytle. However, the
sgremenr ascompanyrng this proposal provides for the adjustment of the present acqris,
on rhe basis of dlscussions which will begin at the start of the trarsitional period, in the
light of developments on the oils and fats market. In view of the above, the Commission
w'ill make the appropriarc proposals in accordance with the guidelines laid down for the
olive oil sector 6y the Council of Ministers of Agriculture in October 1983. Vhere there
are olive oil surpiuses or there is a real likelihood of their arising, these proposals will also
take account of the conclusions of rhe Council of Ministers of Agriculture in March 1984
with regard to guarantee thresholds.
*
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Q*estion No 6Q by Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul @'a25/8a)
Subject: Emergency food aid rc the Yemen Arab Republic
Vhy has thc Commission not given food aid to the drought victims in the Yemen Arab
Republic, as was requested inrc1 aliaby the European Parliament resolution of t6 Febru-
ary 1984?
1 OJ No L 30, l. 2. 1984,p. 40.2 OJNoL 113,28. 4. 1984,P. l.
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Anstuer
l. As rgqrlestcd 4rring thc April 1984 scssion of the European Parliament a lettcr was
scnt to Mr Punris, former MEP, informing him of thc follow-up given by the Commission
to the Parliamenr's rcsolution.
2. It cxplained that, according to the criteria uscd in taking such decisions, it has not
bcen considcred appropriatc to give emcrgcncy food aid Io tt. yemcn, raking due
account of the need of the country in rcladon to the needs of other pans of ti" *orid *d
the limitcd resouroes available.
3. The Yemen authorities thcmselves have preferred to rcceive, rather than food aid,an
ingp.ased. financial aid gcared to assistance -on rural development and food production,
which.might have somevhat less immediate rcsults but is tenainly longer-Lsting than
food aid.
4. Afgady this y_ear, through-the o-ngoing EEC secd production and disribution project
st|ncd in 1983, increased yields of local cereal production have actually g"n.r"t d 
"nadditional outPut of over three times thc food aid quantity rcquesrcd in'sh-e resolution.
Moreove'., in continuing oy1 cff9ns to improve the qualiryof locally produccd seed, we
estimatc that the traditional local cereal production *itt Ud st-ctuoily increased by iOoto(28 000 tons) by the end of next year.
-*
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Qtnstion No 61, by Mr Hoon (H-426/t4)
Subjcct: Stanton and Staveley Stccl worhs
'lZhat is the attitude of the Commission tou,ards the takcover of the Stanton and Staveley
steel worhs in Derbyshirc by the French corporation pont-I-Mousson?
+
rf !t
Ansanr
Pont-l-Mousson, Nancy,-intcnds to acquire 750/o of rte share capial of Santon & Stave-ln Ltl'.,Ilkeston,, Derbyshirc, from Briiish Steel Corporation. Tire BSC would retain the
other 250/0, which Pont-l-Mousson would havc an'option to purchase at a later date.
Pont-l-Mousson is thc lagc.st p.roducer in the Community of cast iron pipes and fittings
and stanton and staveley is thc largcst maker of these ptodu"t in thc uK.
The Commission has considcred whether this conccntration might constitutc an abuse of a
dominant position within tho mcaning of Anicle 86 EEC Tniy. Ve have concluded that
there are. no grounds for intcnention because Pont-l-Mousron docs not possess 
" 
do-i-
nant position in the market. The reason is that casr iron has to facc strong competition
from alternative marcrials throughout the range of pipe sizes.
Pont-l-Mousson has stated so the Commission's serviccs that it plans to pursue an acrive
investpentgolicy at Santon and Staveley and rhat it will kccp all three'of rhe plants in
o-peradon.Thesc plants are at Stanton (Derbyshirc), Staveley-(Derbyshire) and'Holwell(Lciccstcnhirc).
I underctand that Point-l-Moussoun has indicatcd to the Stanton and Stavelry manate-
mcnt that it s'ill do everything it can to maintain the Stanton and Stavelcy o,o.kfor".""t
thc level exqre-ctcd ar the end of thisyear, namely abour 2 550 employeer. r* *r"i. p"n *.
Stanton and Staveley management belicve rhe merger to be thc Lcsi available rolution io,
securing the future viabiliry of the business.
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Question No 62, by Mr Collins (H-428/84)
Subjea: Air pollution conrol
Ii the Commission aware rhat in at least one country of the European Community it is the
practice to levy a duty on fuel savings gained from air pollution control equipment? Vill
the Commission agree that this is a disincentive rc companies to insall pollution control
and encrgy recovery equipment and that this is contrary to the spirit of the Commission's
a$emprs rc reduce energy use and improve efficiency of air polludon control in the Euro-
pean Communiry?
Ansaner
The Commission is not aware of such practices as indicated in the first pan of the ques-
tion.
The Commission agrees that any measures which act as disincentives rc pollution control
are conrary to its effons to reduce air polludon in the European Communiry.
Question No 63, b7 MrClinton (H-432/84)
Subject: Beef variable premium
Is the Commission aware that large sums are due to Ireland from the UK due to the with-
holding of the variable premium on vacuum packed beef exponed to the UK for con-
sumption within the UK?
This represents a serious distorsion in trade. Vhat steps have the Commission taken to
ensure rhar Irish bcef (in panicular vacuum packed beef; is subject to similar treatment to
meat of British origin, as required by Regulation 1355/84 (Anicle 6)?r
Ansaner
Anicle 5 of Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1355/8a laying dovn detailed rules for
the variable slaughter premium in the United Kingdom provides.
'Ireland and the United Kingdom shall take all necessary measures to ensure that meat
from categories of adult bovine animals eligible for she premium, originating in Ireland
and intended for consumption in the Unitcd Kingdom, receives financial advantages equi-
valent rc the slaughtering premium.'
Each year, the detailed rules for the implementation of this article are worked out
beween the Irish and the Unitcd Kingdom governments and formalized by means of an
exchange of letters. Copies of the letters exchanged are submitted to the Commission.
This year, the negotiations between the tnro Member States concerned are sdll going on.
The special problem of the vacuum-packed Irish beef is, among the subjects of these talls.
The Commission does not see any necessiry rc interfere, at the Present time, in these
ongoing negotiations. However, the Commission would like to exPress ia hope that a
positive result which sadsfies both sides will be reached soon.
,&
*+
1 OJ No L l3l, 17. 5. 1984,p. 19.
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Qrcstion No 65, by Mr Lonas (H-437/84)
Subject: Appointment of Commissioner
Vill the Commission confirm that membership of a nadonal legislature is not compaable
with membership of the EEC Commission and, therefore, thar Iord Cockfield is not eligi-
ble to be appointed a Commissioner?
Ansarcr
The holding of the office of a Commissioner implies that thc provisions of Anicle 10 of
the Treary cstablishing a Single Council and a Single Commission of the European Com-
munities have been observed and therefore that a Commissioner has formally given up
occupations which are deemed by that anicle rc be incompatible with it, including in
panicular taking pan in the legislative process of a Member State.
All prospective members of the Commission are required to give a solemn undenaking to
that effect when entering upon their duties.
Qrestion No 66, by Mr Rogalk (H-439/84)
Subject: Fontainebleau Ad hoc Committee II
How does the Fontainebleu Ad hocCommittee II fit into the instirutional structure of the
Community and hov has the involvement of the Council as a Community institution been
guarantced in the work of this Committee?
Ansaner
The Fontaine bleau Ad bocCommittee II does not fit into the institutional structure of the
Community, and so the Communiry institutions are not as such involved in its work.
As the Commission pointed out in its communication to rhe Council of 24 September lastt
(a copy of which vas sent to Parliament), it expects that, since the task entrusted by the
Heads of State or Government to a committee made up of their personal representatives is
to provide additional impetus, this will speed up the Council's decisions on numerous mar-
sers which are at present before it and which are of direct concern to the people of
Europe.
+
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Qrcstion No 67, by Dame Sbekgh Roberts (H-440/84)
Subject: Ethiopian Royal Family
In view of the substantial aid which the Community is providing for Ethiopia on humani-
tarian grounds, will the Commission take the opponunity of impressing upon the Echio-
pian Government the need to respect human rights and, also, seck an assurance that rhe
members of the Ethiopian Royal Family sdll in prison will be released fonhwirh.
t Doc. COM(84) 446 final.
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Ansater
1. The Commission is aware of rhe situation of political prisoners in Ethiopia, including
some memberc of the former Emperor's family.
2. The Ethiopian Governmenr has made known neither the substance of nor the stage
reached in the preliminary investigations concerning political prisoners belonging to the
family of the former Emperor.
3. The Commission, which joined in the approaches made by the Member States acting
in political cooperarion, has also taken various opponunities from an early sage to point
out m rhe highest authorities of that country the great importance which the European
public and its representatives attach to the granting of an amnesty for all political prison-
erc in Ethiopia, rcn years afur the stan of the revolution.
The Commission will condnue rc take such action for as long as is necessary.
+
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Question No 68, by Mr SeefeW @-442/84)
Subject: Imponation of songbirds from Belgium
According ro press reports (Siiddeutsche Zeitung of 30October 1984'1, the Minister for
Agricultuie in Nonh Rhein-Vestphalia has banned the imponation of songbirds from
Belgium.
How is it possible rhat songbirds continue to be caught and sold in the Communiry and
what is the Commission doing to remedy this scandalous situation?
Ansuer
Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birdsr permits,
with cenain rcstrictions, the hunting and marketing of cenain species. The golden plover,
which can be described as a songbird, is one of those species which may be marketed. The
skylark, blackbird and several species of thrush are among the birds which may be hunted
(Annex ll/2 of the Directive).
In addition, Anicle 9 of the Directive allows the Mentber States to grant derogations,
under strictly limited conditions, from the provisions forbidding the capturc and market-
ing of birds.
Since it has come to the Commission's notic€ rhat the provisions of the Directive have in
some cases been disregarded or too loosely interpreted, it has already instituted proceed-
ings against all rhe Member States under Anicle 169 of the EEC Treaty for failure to
comply with an obligation under the Treaty.
+
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Q*estion No 62 b Mr Bocklet (H-446/84)
Subject: Communiry youth exchange programme
2OO OOO ECU were allocated to this programme in the 1984 Community budget.
t OJ No L 103, 25. 4.1979.
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How much of this amount has rhe
fundcd with it?
Commission used, and what specific measures has it
Ansuer
fu at 1 December 1984 over 800/o of the crcdits provided on Anicle 2732 of the budget
had been committed, and it is expected that 1000/o will bc commiced before the end-of
1984. These commitments have been made on the basis of the prioriry areas outlined in
the Commission's response rc the debate of 7/6/83 on the motion proposing the establish-
ment of an EC youth exchange programme.l
ls rt ll12/84 8 programmes involving young people directly (youth exchanges, meetings
or workcamps) had been financed; a grant had been given to an international conference
within the framework of Internadonal Youth Year on information for young people about
mobiliry, and a contribution had been made to a film on rhe same subject; and a grant had
been made to a youth and schools exchange information office in Denmark.
rs
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Qrestion No 72, by Mr Rafiery @-a57/8a)
Subject : Commission's Expen Advisory Committees
In its review of the usefulness and role of the Expen Advisory Commimees which help the
Commission in the management of the agricultural markets will the Commission ensure
that the main committces dealing with the principal agricultural produca are maintained
and that experts coniinue to be invircd from all the Members Statcs?
Answer
In order to comply with the European Parliament's request rhat the costs to the Com-
munity budget and the effectiveness of committees of a managemenq advisory and con-
sultative naiure (repon by Mrs Bodil Boserup2) be studied, thetommission inlormed the
European Parliament of ir decision of 1 February l9E4 inter alialimiingthe payment of
the expenses of members of consultadve comminees to 20 members. Inlts resoiution of
lQ May 1984 (oJ No c 127, page 56) Parliament approved the action taken by the com-
mission on this mattcr in response to Parliament's clearly expressed wishes. in order to
comply with that decision, draft decisions are at preseni being drawn up committee by
committce.
Ve should however inform the honourable Member at this point that the Commission has
absolutcly no intcntion of reducing the current number of consultadve committees or of
Preventing exPer6 from some of the Member States from taking pan in rhe meetings of
those committces. On the contrary, the Commission reaffirms its prefcrence for this-type
of consultadon.
The proccdurg fo1 the appointment of members remains unchanged. fu in the past, mem-
bgrs ye appointcd by the Commission after their names have beJn put forward by profes-
sional and consumers' organizadons at Communiry level which nominate t*o pirions of
different nationalides for cach sear. 'Vhen the Commission is making the appointments ir
ensures that a fair balance of nationalides is presewed. The sole aim-of thai iecision is to
red-uce by.- about one half the expenditurc incurred as a result of paying the subsistence
and travelling expenses of members.
OJNoCI-300.
Doc. l-{0/t4.
I
2
I
'1
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As regards attendance at committee meetints, it should be pointed out that a certain
amount of flexibiliry will be allowed for in order to enable more observers to take part,
whilst keeping to a strict set of rules.
+
*s
Question No 73, by Mr Vandemealebrorche (H-460/84)
Subject: Sales of butter from Eastern bloccountries to non-Communiry counries via Bel-
gian undenakings
How does the Commission explain the fact that butter from Eastern bloc countries can be
supplied in Belgium (i.e. via Belgian undenakings) rc third (non-Community) countries at
prices below thc f,uropean Buarantee threshold, thus automatically increasing the Com-
muniq/s buner mountainl
Ansaner
The acdvity referred to by the honourable Member is possible using a number of rysrcms,
the TIR system (Transpon Intcrnadonal par Route), the Community Transit System, the
free zone system, the customs warehouse system or the IPA (inward processing arrange-
ments) system. The rules for the systems in question are laid down in a series of Com-
muniry Directives and Regulations, as well as in the International Convention on Trans-
port, to which the Community is a signatory since June 1983.
Vhile the IPA sysrcm as it applied to the milk products secror was suspended for a rwo-
year period from 8 April 1984, it is possible that the transactions referred to took place
within the period of about eight months following that date, allowed to carry out the
operations already'en route'.
It is incorrect to say that such transactions increase Communiry stocks automatically. The
acrivity in question underlines the extremely low prices on the world market bcing applied
by certain competition and it is these low prices which make sales of Communiry butter
difficulu The fact that Communiry traders are involved in such sales is a benefit to the
Community. It shows the traders' capaciry rc diversify. If the Community traders were not
involved, rhe trade would continue but with no gain to rhe Community.
*{.*
Qrestion No 74, by Mrs Craailey (H-462/84)
Subject: Ethiopian famine
Given the sheer scale of the Ethiopian famine and the predictions that berween one to five
million people will die if aid is not sufficient, why is the EEC only increasing its aid pro-
gramme by I24 million and 37 000 tonnes of grain? Is it not possible to open up the inrcr-
vention centres which house l0 million tonnes of surplus grain and release at least one
million tonnes? If not, why not?
Ansuter
l. Ethiopia needs over a million tons over the next 12 months for famine relief.
Berween December and March 1985 97 500 tonnes of food aid donated by the Com-
muniry will arrive, 57 000 tonnes donated by the Commission and 38 000 by Member
States. A funhcr 18 million ECU has been allocated for humanitarian aid for the local
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purchase of foodstuffs, ransport of food aid, buying of seeds and running of medical pro-
grammes.
2. The Communiry/s intervention stocks at the moment hold t5% million tonnes of
wheat. But the agricultural support price budget can only be used for restitutions on clas-
sic commercial operations or food aid operations carried out by the Communiry under its
annual food aid programmes.
The abiliry of the EEC Commission to grant food aid on behalf of the European Commu-
nities is defined by the annual food aid budget allocated to it. It is the European Parlia-
ment which has the final say on this ponion of the budget. The 1984 appropriations were
502 million ECU, a reduction of 37 million ECU on the 1983 budget. Vithin this budget
in 1984, rhe Communiry has allocared ll27}}}ronnes cereals (about 540000ronnes
direcrly to Sub-Saharian Africa with additional quantides going through the inrcrvention
and non-governmenal organizations). The European Council at its meeting in Dublin of
4. 12. 1984 decided a total of 1.2 million tonnes for those most severely affeced African
countries 
- 
which means an imponant increase of the Communiry and Member State
food aid in the coming months 
- 
there will therefore be around an extra 500 000 tonnes
available from the Communiry for these countries and Ethiopia vill be one of the major
beneficiaries of these additional quantities.
s
**
Question No 79, by Mr Papouais (H-470/84)
Subject: European Foundation for Safery at Sea
Vhat acdon has the Commission taken on the resolution of the European Parliament
(Kaloyannis report, Doc. l-78/82) on the creation of a European Foundation for Safety
at Sea, and what measures has it nken or does it intend to take rc implement the propo-
sals set out in this resolution?
Answer
The Commission's position on the Resolution adopted by Parliament on a European
Foundation for Safery at Sea was stated on 28 October 1983. It was indicated that the
Commission could not accept the Resolution in its present form but that the Commission
would examine with the Parliament any other suggestion on the promotion of technology
for a possible establishment in Greece.
Vith this in view the Commission's services are currently engaged in an investigation in
the various Member States into the existing maritime training and research centres in
order to form a complete and up-to-date picture on the current situation. This should
enable the Commission's services to establish what scope there could be for a European
Institute.
+
++
Qaestion No 8Q by Mrs Castle (H-472/84)
Subject: Extension of Seal Impon Ban
In view of the fact that the Council Directive which bans the impon into the European
Community of harp and hooded seal pup products is due to expire in October 1985, could
the Commission now confirm that it will be forwarding to the Council and to the Euro-
pean Parliament the necessary proposals to extend this ban beyond 1985, in such a way as
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to ensure that there is no break in the ban and to include producr derived from all harp
and hooded seals?
Ansaner
Ir is true that the Commission has undl the early summer of 1985 rc decide whether the
directive referred to by.the Member is to be renewed.
In order to produce a properly balanced proposal, the Commission will be obtaining all
the scientific knowledge available'
This will include:
l. A study of hooded and harp seal stocls in the Nonh Vest Atlantic commissioned by
Canada and t}e European Communiry from the Nonh Vest Atlantic Fisheries,Organ-
ization (NAFO); the NAFO meedng at which consideration of this matter is to be con-
cluded will take place on 16-22 Januaty 19851'
2. The possible interim findings of a study by the Canadian.Royal Commission on the
seal indust.y, which is to submiian interim i.pon to the Canadian Government at the end
of this year.
once this information is to hand, the commission will take its decision.
r+
**
Question No 81, by Mr lodice (H-473/84)
Subject: Communiry fiscal policy for small and medium-sized undenakings
Does the Commission not believe that the proposed reform of the Italian tax sysrcm,
inroducing lump sum payments of both vnT and IRPEFT for 950/o of SMUs 
- 
which
presuppose"s rhaf undenakings with a turnover of up to LIT.78O million are all of the same
'kind fr, failing that, will iirpose on SMUs what would be a complex and excessively
cosdy accounti-ng sysrcm, beaiing in mind their small size 
- 
pose-s a threat to their survi-
val and conflicts-with borh the Community norm and the spirit of the Communiry action
programme adopted at the close of European Year of SMUs?
Ansuer
The Commission has asked the Italian Government for detailed information on the
pl"nned gax reform, particularly in order to assess its consistency with the provisions of
bo-.uniry law; the Commissiln will not be able m give a final judgment on the subject
until it has received such information.
'![ith regard rc the arrangemenrs for small and medium-sized businesses m which the
honouraile Member refersl the Commission can at this stxge sare the following:
1 according to the Italian Governmenr, the arrangemenr form P1n of increased effons
to combat ti evasion. The Commission would point out on this subject that, at the
request of rhe Council of Minisrcrs,2 it has drawn.up a programme of action against inter-
naiional tax evasion and avoidance, which is alriady partly oPerational following the
adoption of Direcdves 77 /7gg/EEC3 and79/IO7O/EEC| concerning mutual assistance by
I Tax on the income of natural Persons.2 Resolution of 1O February l975,OJ No C 35, 14.2. 1975.I OJ No L116, 27. 12. 1977 -a OJ No Lltl, 27. 12. 1979.
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the competent authorities of thc Member Statcs and79/lO7l/EECI concerning the recov-
ery of tax claims. It can therefore only welcome such increased effons.
+
'*tt
Qaestion No 82, by MrAntony (H-474/84)
Subjcct: Protccrion of oak forests in Europe
phy h.as a_derogation been granted to the pon of Maneilles for the impon of oak wood
from the United Starcs and, since measurei exist for rhe disinsectization of consign-ents
which arc suspec or visibly contaminated by borer insects (scolytids etc.), why ie thcre
no measures permitting the treatment of consignments which arl carriers of ieratocystisfagacearum? 
,
Ansaner
The honourable Member is obviously referring m Commission Decision B4/96/EEC of
10 Febru-ary 19842 amending Decision 83/78/EECI authorizing cenain Member Statcs to
provide for derogadons from cenain provisions of Council Dilcdve 77 /93/EEC in res-
pect of oak wood originating in the United States of America.
{r this. decision.the pon of Marseilles was indeed added to the list of Communiry pons
through.which the oak logs in.question, with bark, may enrcr the Communiry in aciord-
ance with rhe plant healrh conditions laid down in Deciiion g3/7glEEc.
This list was.drawn up in the light of the communicadons from the respecdve Member
States, according to which appropriate structures have been set up for effecdvely checking
whether the above-mentioned plant health conditions are mer.
It should be pointcd out that Decision 83/78/EEC expressly permitted the option of
fumigating the logs, and for this purpose ir lays down the fumigation pro".dur. *hi"h
must be adoptcd.
The details of this procedure were drawn up on the basis of the results of a scientific
research project conducted joindy by the Communiry and rhe Unitcd States. In this con-
rcxt, it was decided that fumigadon must be carried out when the timber leaves the United
States; a treatment at a later sta-ge r,as not considered effective cnough to eliminate the
risk of introducing Ceratocystis fagacearum into the Communiry and ii thus not prouideJ
for, irrespective of other consideraiions relating m the environmlntal aspecr.
+
. 
arcstion No 83, byMr Le Chnalier(H-4Zj/84)
Subject: Communication to the Council on migrant workerc
In ir repon on social developments in 1983, dated March 1984, the Commission states on
p. 10 that it is intending to deal with all aspects of the problem of migrant workers and
plans to submit a communication to the council towardsihe middle of isg+.
Does the Commission believe that it is in keeping with the Trcary of Rome rc include all
migrants, whether or not they are of communiry origin, in rhe same category and wirhin
I
I OJ No L 331,27 . 12. 1979.i 9JN. Lst,22. 2. teE1,p. 21.I OJ No L 51,21. 2. t9g3,b. 42.
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the tcrms of the same study and how can it justify regarding citizens of non-member
countries as Community citizens?
Answer
Communiry action in favour of migrant workers and their familics'has becn dcvcloped
over tlre list decade on the basis of the Council Resolutions of 21.1.1974r and of
9.2. 1976,2 which set as an objective the achievement of cquality of treatment for Com-
rnuniry and non-Communiry workers and their families irt respcct of living and working
conditions, wages and economic righs, taking into account the Communiry provisions in
force. The rrev com-unication to Council, being prepared by the Commission and
referred to by the Honourable Member, will continue to take a global approach to the
problems of migrant workers, disdnguishing as appropriate berween social integration
measures relevanr to all migrant workers irrespcctive of their country of origin, and spe-
cific questions reladng to the freedom of movement and access to employmcnt of Com-
munity nationals.
+{. {.
Question No 84, by Mr Httton (H-478/84)
Subject: Dumping ofJapanese excavators on the European market
Can the Commission explain why, in view of thc damage being done to European firms by
the dumping of Japanese excavators on the European market, they are taking so long to
conclude their investigation of these Japanese imports, and when they intend aking action
to limit them?
Answer
In accordancc with the GATT Anti-Dumping Code, it is the practice of thc Commission
to apply anti-dumping measures only after it has been provisionally established within the
framework of a formal invesdgation that the impons in question have been dumped and
have caused injury to the Comriruniry producers concerned.
In the case of hydraulic excavarors from Japan, the fact finding is now virtually complcte
and the resul$ are being assessed. The Commission is aware of the need to complete the
investigation as quickly as possible but, in the meantime, it should be sressed that no
provisional determination of dumping or injury has been made and it is imponant not to
prejudge the outcome of the investigation.
*
*+
Question No 86, by Mr hice @-a$/8a)
Subject: EDF Contract: LIAT Airways
In view of rhc controversy over the Commission's award of a conract rc supply aircraft to
LIAT Airways in the Caribbean is the Commission satisfied with the procedures for the
award of this contract, and is the Commission prepared to makc public the basis on which
this contract was awarded?
t Supplement 2/74 
- 
Bull. EC (Social Action, Programmc).
z Su'pllement 3/76 
- 
Bull. EC'(Action Programrie in favour of migrant workers and their fami-
lie0.
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Ansaner
The Commission is astounded to learn of press reporrs according to which it has been
under political pressure to select a specific and reponedly less satisfactory rype of aircraft
for the Caribbean airline LIAT and that it has pressurized that airline to accept such aero-
planes. The Commission categorically rejects the content of these reports and expresses its
consternation that such.allegations are repeatcdly put forward in the press without being
subsantiarcd by the slightest evidence.
The Commission administers the funds contributed by the European &rxpayers in strict
accordance with the rules laid down by the EEC and ACP statei signarory io the Lom6
Convention. Anicle 121(2) provides that in conjuncdon wirh his ACP counrerpart, the
Chief Authorizing Officer 
- 
the Director General for Development 
- 
ensures'equality
of competition in procurement procedures and sees to it rhat tfie tender selected is'econ-
omically the most advantageous. The Commission has therefore no unilateral power of
decision over the award of contracts.
In the case of LIAT the Commission has adhered strictly to the above rules without discri-
mination or bias on account of national and political interest. In the course of the selection
procedure the Commission has funhermore been advised by three independent experts
specializing in the aeronautical industry.
The Commission cannot, as a mafter of policy, make public its documenu concerning the
basis of award of the contract, though these aie of course subject to the full scrutiny oT rhe
Coun of Auditors.
*
t+ tt
Qtestion No 87, by Mr Pearce (H-484/84)
Subject: Market in financial services
!.ecognizing the regrcttably slow rate of moves [o cteate e single European market infinancial senrices, will the Commission use the full weigrh of the-Communiry to enforce
upon Japan- access to their 
-financial markets cqual to that which they have- to financial
markets in the United Kingdom?
Ansaner
I can assure the honourable Member that the Commission maintains an on-going dialogue
with the Japanese authorities on a number of financial issues. Vithin suih d-iscussiIns
special_attention is paid to the quesdon of reciprociry between the Communiry and Japan.The UK position is duly considered within thC framework of these talks. The hono-urabl"
Member. will appreciate that the situation at this moment is made more complex by the
tide of change that is presently sweeping the world financial markets in the guise of lech-
nological innovation and deregularizarion.
*
*rs
Qrestion No BB, by Mrs Veho[@-aS6/Ba)
Subject: Report on Communiry policy on tourism (Doc. 1-816/g3)
p1 t{ Dgcember 1983, the repon on communiry policy on rourism, which I drew up on
behalf of the comminee 
.on 
-Youth, culrure, Ed-,rcatiorr, Information and Spon, was
adopted in plenary session by the European Parliament.
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In July of this year, the Council decided to create a tourism depanment, staffcd by four or
five officials, which will come under DG VII.
The four-country project for the Meuse basin referred to in Doc. l-815/83 has now been
submined to the Council for financial suppon. Vhy was it not possiblc rc include it on the
agenda for discussion at the Council meeting of l9 November?
Ansuer
I should like to inform the honourable Member that the meeting of Ministers of Tourism,
which the Irish Prcsidency announced would be held on 19 November, did not take place.
The Council cannot, in any case, discuss the funding of the projeas, and so it cannot
discuss the funding of the Meuse basin project either.
The European Regional Fund may fund tourism projects if they meet the conditions
imposcd by the rules of thc Fund and if the application for funding is addressed to the
Commission by the competent authorities of the country or counries conccrned. No such
application has been made.
Question No 89, b7 MroanAensen (H-489/84)
Subject: Contradictory Communiry policy on trade in paper
Vhy is the Commission playing thc GATT provisions for liberalizing imports off against
those in EFTA and thereby disregarding Aniclc XXfV of GATT, which stipulates that
any provisions for more far-reaching liberalization of rade mus! not jeopardizc the posi-
tion achieved in GATT?
Ansuer
l. The Commission considers that the process of establishing a frec-trade area such as
that provided for in Anicle XXIV of GATT is not incompatible with the GATT objective
of gradually liberalizing international trade. As regards the relations berween the Com-
munity and the GATI counries following the establishment of a free-uade rystem for
paper berureen the Communiry and EFTA, the Communiqy's aim is to preserve the smtus
quo.
2. It would not be in the Communiqy's intcrest to consider libcralizing impons in a given
sector without obtaining an equivalent advantage for its expons and withour examining
the consequences for this sector of Community industry.
,'
!+ ts
Question No 9Q by Mrs Banotti (H-491/84)
Subject: Television licences for elderly people
Can the Commission state what is the present position regarding the provision of free of
reduced-cost tclevision liccnces to old-age pensioners in the Communiry Member States?
Ansuer
The Commission is not yet in a position to give information about the provision of free or
reduced cost tclevision licences to old-age pensioners. As the Commbsion reponed in its
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reply tothe question (H-107/84) of Mr Vijsenbeck,l a study is curently bcing carried
out to gather data on the concessions and spccial provisions available to the clderly in
individual Member States and the scopc for widening access to include cldcrly people
from other Mcmberc States.
*
*rl
Question No 92, by Mr Beniza (H-505/84)
Subject: Admission of the Peoples' Republic of China to GATT
Does the Commission consider it advisable to give its firm support to the request from the
Peoples's Republic of China to be allowed observer status in GATI as a step towards full
membership and, if so, what steps is the Commission contcmplating to ensure that the
European Community derives full benefit from the opening up of the world's largest mar-
ket to'$Iesrcrn goods?
Ansuer
1. At its meeting on 5-8 November 1984, the GATI Council agreed to grant observer
status to China without prejudice to the position of the contracdng panies with regard to
China's legal statas ois-d-ois GAT[. China has been a parry rc the Multifibre Arrangement
since 18 January 1984.
2. On this occasion, the Community stated that China's presence represented a rymbolic
act of faith in the muldlateral system.
3. Trade betwecn the Communiry and China has developed sadsfactorily during rccent
years (overall trade between the EEC and China doubled bemreen 1978 and 1983). Fore-
casts both for expons from the Communiry to China and for Chinese impons to the Com-
muniry $e very encouraging, independently of China's observer status in GATI.
rs
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Qaestion No 93, by Mrs Boserup (H-506/54)
Subject: Storage of surplus agriculural products
According to reports, expenditure on the srcrage of surplus agriculrural products in the
nexr 3 to 4 years will be of rhe order of 7 000 million ECU, or well over DKR 57 000
million.
Can the Commission confirm that expenditure on the srcrate of surplus agricultural prod-
ucts in the next 4 years will be of this order and can it give more detailed information on
the estimated total as well as a rough esdmate of the storage cosrs broken down by main
products groups?
Ansanr 
.
Mrs Boserup is rightly concerned at the largc quantities in storage and the costs involved.
The current value of products in intervention, purchased with national resources, is
approximately 8 500 million ECU. This amount thus exceeds that which applied at the end
of 1983, namely T0O0million ECU, as pointed out in rhe section on the-EtGGF in the
I QuestionTime of 9. 10. 19E4.
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Commission's current financial report, which has been made available to the European
Parliament.
The above amount relates to butter (39%), skimmed-milk powder (140/o), beef and veal
(190/o), cereals (250/o), olive oil (2.50/o), and to a lesser extent tobacco and colza. Thus
720/o of the value of producrs in intervention relates to dairly producrc and beef and veal.
These large quantities in storage incur not only actual storage costs but, in certain cases,
losses when they are marketed.
The appropriations requestrd for 1985 are indicated in the draft budget. Accordingly,
when it drew up its preliminary draft budget, the Commission requested for those sectors
in which there is public inrcrvention a total appropriation of 1 163 million ECU for stor-
age and financial costs and an appropriadon of almost 2 500 million ECU for discrepan-
cies between purchases and sales.
fu soon as the Commission is faced with a high level of stocls, it must seek ways to
reduce them by additional cut-price sales both inside the Communiry and for export to
non-member counriesl this explains rhe above-mentioned appropriation of 2 500 million
ECU.
The Commission's main aim is to achieve market balance, which will make it possible,
among other things, o avoid an accumulation of surplus stocls; hence the introduction,
for example, of milk quotas and guaranrce thresholds.
Costs of storate for the years following 1985 will depend panly on the level of stocks
available at the end of tggs and on the impact of the measures recently taken by the Com-
muniry.
During the years in question the value of the funds tied-up and storage costs should grad-
ually diminish.
+
rl. *
Qrestion No 94, by Mrs Lentz-Cornette (H-511/8a)
Subject: Ad hoccommittee on Trenbolone andZeranol
Can the Commission explain the circumstances which led to the setting up of an ad hoc
scientific commitrce on Trcnbolone and Zeranol this year? !7hat are its terms of refer-
ence?
Question No 95, by Mr Roehna da Voier (H-513/84)
Subject: Ad hoccommittee on Trenbolone andZeranol
Is it true that, some weeks ago, the members of this ad 6oc committee, which is to deliver
an opinion on Trcnbolone and Zeranol, were asked to sign an undenaking that they
would neither pass on any documents nor divulge any information? Is there a precedent
for such action in respect of the European Communiq/s scientific committees?
Joint ansuter
l. In 1981 the Council decided rc take a decision as soon as possible on a proposal from
the Commission on the administering to farm animals of Oestradiol 17B, Testosterone,
Progesterone,Trenbolone and Zenarol for fattening purposes. The Commission decided
to consult the Scientific Veterinary Committee, the Scientific Committce for Food and the
Scientific Commitrce for Animal Nurition. The Committ€es were asked the question:
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'Does the use for fattening purposes in animals of the following substances: Oestradiol
l7B, Tesrcsterone, Progesterone, Trenbolone andZenarol present any harmful effect to
health?'
To facilitate this work a Scientific Group on anabolic agents in animal production was
formed in which representatives of each of the Sciendfic Committees participarcd together
with other Community Sciendsts. Their work formed the basis to the Reports of the
Scientific Committees.
I shall be pleased to ensure that a copy of the complete list of names which you will find
published in Agricultural Repon EUR 8913 concerning this matrcr is made available.
Following their initial work the Scientists requested additional data before giving a final
conclusion on Trenbolone andZenarol. As new data have now been made available they
are continuing their work.
2. In accordance with Anicle 10 of the Decision constituting the Scicntific Committees,
where the Commission informs the Members that the opinion requested is on a matter of
a confidential nature, members of the Committee shall be under an obligadon not to dis-
close information which has come rc their knowledge through the work of the Com-
mittee.
fu those experts who are not members are not held by these provisions of this constir,u-
tion, it was considered that they must also be put on the same footing.
*
**
Question No 9$ by Mrs Boot (H-515/84)
Subject: Dereguladon activities of the Member States
In the debate on the competitiveness of Community industry held on 27 April 1983, Com-
missioner Andriessen replied to a question on whether selective and non-uniform deregu-
lation by Member States was a cause of distonion of competition within the common
market by stating that the Commission's agenda included the discussion of a memoran-
dum from its services on a possible amendment to Articles 100 and 101 of the Treaty.
Vhat are the Commission's findings as a result of discussing this memorandum with
regard to a possible increase in the disparity berween the statutes of the Member Statcs?
Ansaner
In July 1983 the Commission had an opponuniry to conduct a more thorough reappraisal
of how it interprets the concept of specific distonions with a view to facilitating the prac-
tical application of Anicle 101 of rhe EEC Treary.
The way in which Anicle 101 has been applied since this date can only be assessed on the
basis of cases of specific distonion of which the Commission is aware. A repon is cur-
rently being drawn up analysing cenain priority cases to which Anicle 101 is likely rc be
applied. The Commission will inform the honourable Member of the results of this ana-
lysis as soon as possible.
,&
+*
Qrestion No 97, b7 Mr Chiabrando (H-517/84)
Subject: Durch imports of milk from Poland
Is it true, as claimed in the lish Times of 'lTednesday, 28 November 1984, that rhe Neth-
erlands is imponing milk from Poland and that the pattern of imporrs and exports
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beween Communiry milk-producing counries has changed when, paradoxically, Com-
muniry farmers arebeing fbrced toilaughter more than SOOO00cows to avoid superle-
vies?
Anruter
Research carried out by rhe Commission has revealed that berween January and October
1984 no milk from Poland was imported rc the Netherlands'
+
,$+
II. Questions to the Council
Qtestion No 102, by Mrs Van Hemeldonck (H'416/84)t
Subject: Mont lpuis
Can the Council explain why on 28 June 19E4 it was only able rc signify its agreement to
the directive on theiransfrontier shipment of hazardous waste, instead of formally adopt-
ing the directive itself?
Does the Council consider thar such a dilatory approach can be ,iustified, given the urgent
need for a solution to this problem, as illustrated by the collision involving the Mont
Louis?
Answer
At its meering on 28 June 1984 the Council reached agreement on lhe Direcdve on the
supervision a-nd control of the transfrontier shipment of hazardous waste. The formal
adoption of the Directive by the Council rcok place on 5 December 1984.
As regards the panicular case of the Mont Louis, the honourable Member's attention is
drawi to the fait that the above Directive on the shipment of hazardous waste, although
containing some provisions on rhe supervision and safery of Eansport oPerations does not
deal direcily with the problems relating rc accidents which might occur during such oper-
ations.
,t
**
Question No 107, by Mr Kytkos (H'314/84)
Subject: Sale of citrus fruits from the occupied sector of Cyprus
Can the Council sarc what measures it proposes to take to prevent the sale of citrus fruits
from the occupied secror of Cyprus? Does not the growth of this trade, which is a blatant
contradiction of Parliament's 
-rlsol,utions, 
rep.eseni a serious inconsistency which might
further encourage the Turkish leadership ro treat with contempt the decisions of Com-
muniry bodies and the UN?
Ansanr
The Council would point our thar rhe Ten have condemned the unilateral declaration of
independence of the'Turkish Republic of Nonhern Cyprus and reircrated their uncondi-
I Former oral quesrion without debate (0-38/84), convened into a qucstion for Question Time.
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tional 
-supp-ort for the independence, sovereignty, territorial intcgriry and uniry of theRepublic of Cyprus, regarding Mr Kyprianou's Government as rhe oniy legal government
of C1prus.
It is for the Commission.to ensure ,h. prop", applicadon of the provisions governing
impons into the Communiry of products originating in C1prus, including Anici-e 5 of thl
Agreement. In this connection, the honourable Member is asked to refer to the statcmcnt
made by Mr Richard, Member of the commission, to the European parliament in May
1984.
,t
rG rl'
Question No 108, by Mr Balfe (H-321/84)
Subject: Plasdc bullerc
Can the Council statc what action it intends to take on the resolution on the need for an
immediarc banning of the use of plasdc bullets, Doc.2-659/84, adopted by l50vorcs to
29 on ll October 1984.
Ansuer
I would repcqt- the reply already given on 12 Septcmber 1984 ro euestion No H-I25lg4put by yourself, Mr Balfe, and on 10 october 1984, to Question No H-toszs+ put by Mr
Gremetz, namely that this marrcr does nor come within the council's jurisdiction.
Qrcstion No 109, by Mrs De March (H-32 j/54)
Subject: Communiry legislation on flower-growing
The Commission has propgsgd a regulation on cut flowerc which would provide better
protection against impons. The European Parliament and the Economic anj Social Com-
mittee lave given their.approval. Has the Council decided to adopt and apply without
delay this regulation and back it up with measures (such as referenci prices) which would
ensure compliance with the principle of communiry preference in this sector.
Ansuer
The Council sancd discussions on the Commission proposal concerning supplementary
measures wirhin the framework of Regulation (EEc, N; B4/69 with rigard to cenain
floricultural products as soon as the proposal was submitted by the commisiion.
Subsequendy, discussions were temporarily broken off in order rc enable c€rtain conracts
to be made at the national level with the rade secors directly concerned by the proposal,
in order to facilitate funher discussions. The Council resumci their work in early Octobei
vith a view to reaching a final conclusion at the earliest opponuniry.
$ fol the substance, it should be noted that the Communiry proposal does not providefor referencc-price--rype measures bw, inter ali4 for the inrojuction of a Communiry sif-
nal price instcad of the exisring national signal prices.
It should be pointcd out that the European Parliament has delivered a favourable Opinion
concerning the Commission proposal, without suggesting any amendment.
s
+rF
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.' Qrestion No 112, by MrAdamou (H-332/8a)
Subject: Harmonization of industrial production standards
Vould she Council state whether, when deciding to harmonize industrial production stan-
dards, it took into accounr the problems this might cause domestic industries in countries
such as Greece, whose representative did in fact raise objections on tlis matter?
Ansder
In adopting a number of principles relating to a European standardization poliry in July
1984, the eouncil took inro account the situation in Member States in the light of state-
ments made during discussion. It also acknowledged that a Comrnuniry action should
contribute towards ensuring appropriarc progress in all Member States.
+
,, r$
Qrestion No I17, by Mrs Drry (H-354/8a)
Subject: Education policy in Belgium
During a hearing in the Coun of Justice on the fees for higher education charged to for-
eign students in Belgium, rhe lawyers for the Belgian Government defended this system
that discriminatcs a[ainst other European Community countries with the artument that
the fundamental aim of the Trcary of Rome is economic.
Has rhe Council of Ministers noted the Belgian Government's position in this affair and
does rhis mean thas wirhin the Council of Ministers Belgium no longer defends policies
for European citizens such as education, social and cultural policiesl erc.?
Ansaner
The Council cannot commenr direcdy or indirectly on the case currendy before the Court
of Justice concerning the enrolment fee which foreign students in Belgium are required to
Pey.
Moreover, the Council does not comment on the positions taken by representatives of
Member States at ministerial sessions.
*
l+ r9
Qrestion No 118, by Mr Didd (H-3t6/84)
Subject: Draft 'Vredeling' Directive
'Vhat 
measures are under vay to ensure that the draft'Vredeling' directive is adoprcd and
when is the matrcr to be put on the Council of Ministers' agenda?
Answer
As it statcd in the reply given rc Question No H-122l84 put by Mr Chanterie, the Presi-
dency has taken rhe initiativc of setting up an ad bochigh-level Vorking Parry in order to-
speei up discussions on rhe technical questions raised by the proposal for a Directive of
13 July 1983 and to define clearly the role of the Member States in the matter.
This d 6oc Vorking Parry has since examined in greater detail the main features of the
enactint tcrms and the major questions raised by this proposal.
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Funhermore, this matter has been enrcred on the agenda for a Council meeting in rhe
very near future.
+
+*
Question No t2Q by Mr Mafre-Baug| (H-3ZG/Ba)
Subjcct: Exports of agriculrural products to the United States
The.US C.ongress_has reccntlypassed a bill on foreign tradc (omnibus rade bill) which
would enable the Unitcd States to impose restrictions-on imports of agricultural pioducts,
panicularly in the wine sector.
Is the Council detcrmined. to. qakg represcntations to the Unircd Satcs to ensure that they
honour their intcrnational obligations and to instruct the Commission to prepare retalia'-
tory measures as soon as this law is applied?
Ansanr
fu the honourable Member is aware, the Trade and Tariff Act conains a variery of trade
measures including provisions concerning imports of wine into thc Unitcd Statcs.
Vhen the Act became law at the end of October, the Communiry immediately reserved itsGATI rights on all aspccts of the Act pcnding a through analysis oi thr iriti.adons for
Communiry exports.
On thc spccific measur€s relating to wine, and more panicularly the exrcnsion of the defi-
nition of 'domesric industry'p 1n9!ude wine grape iroducen, the communiry has how-
ever already raised the issue in GATT. Consultatloni provided for in the relevant GATT
commitrces will t"ke place in early December at rhe communiq/s insistence.
Funher Community action will depend on the outcome of these consultations and on the
results of the general analysis of the Trade and Tariff Act now well underway.
*
+$
Question No 121, by MrAigner(H-384/54)
Subject: Reducing the number of customs officials at internal fronders
Is the Council willing to propose to the Member States concerned that thcy halve the
number of customs teams at the internal frontiers, where checks have been riduced to a
minimum under bilateral ag.reemenc, and re-employ the surplus staff at the com-uniryt
external frontiers and in built-up areas?
Ansaner
It is for rhe Member States to decide how to deploy rheir staff.
t,
++
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Qrcstion No 134 by Mr Hugbes (H-407/84)
Subject: Safeguarding of Human Righr and Civil libenies within the European Com-
muniry
Vould the Council agree that any deliberate violation or erosion of human rights and civil
libenies by a Member State Government would be a maner of gravc importance wonhy of
urgent invesdgation?
Answer
I can refer the honourable Member to the ioint reply I gave m Question No H-205l84 by
Mr Cottrell and No H-233/84 by Mr Ephremidis. That reply was as follows:
The Presidency would like to remind the European Parliament in its new composition of
the Council's position with regard to the problem of respect for human rights.
The Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Member States of the European Community
meeting within the framework of political cooperation raise, in accordance with rules
which they have decided on, questions relating to respect for human rights in third coun-
tnes.
fu regards for human rights within the Community, the Council points out that in radfy-
ing the Treaties establishing the European Communities, the Member States approved the
paragraph in the preamble which smtes:
'Rcsolved by thus pooling their resources to preserve and strengthen peace and libeny,
and calling upon the other peoples of Europe who share their ideal to joint in their
effons.'
Subsequendy, the Council rcgether with the European Parliament and the Commission
adopted a joint declaration on 5 April 1977 in which they stressed the prime imponance
rhey attach rc the protection of fundamental rights, as derived in panicular from the con-
stitudons of the Mcmber Sates and the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamcntal Freedoms.
In their declaration on democracy on 7 and 8 April 1978, the Heads of Government of the
Member States mceting within the European Council confirmed 'their will, as expressed
in the Copenhagen Declaration on the European identity, to ensure shat the cherished
values of their legal, political and moral order are respected and to safeguard the princi-
ples of representative democracy, of the rule of law, and of respect for human rights'.
It is not for the Council as such to assess incidents or panicular situations which exist in
the Member States of the Community.
r+
**
Question No 132, by Mr Van Miert (H-a09/84)
Subject: A people's Europe 
- 
temporary imponation of motor vehicles
People living near the Community's inrcrnal frontiers frequendy live in one Member Starc
but work in another.
Many problems arise when company vchicles provided by an employer established in
another Member State to enable his employees to travel from home rc their place of work
and vice ve$a are used for private purposes. fu a rule, such vehicles have to be left at the
frontier. The Council directive of 28 March 1983 on tax exemprions for certain means of
ransport temporarily imponed into one Member State from another which entered into
force on I January 1984, has not solved these problems.
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'!7hat 
steps does the Council intcnd to take, and when, to rcmovc rhcse obstacles, parricu-
larly in the light of the satement made by the European Council in Fontainebleau that it is
essential that the Communiry should respond to rhe expecations of the people of Europe
by adopting measurcs ro srrengthen and promote its image for its cidzens?
Ansuer
As stated by the honourable Member, the Council Directive of 28 March 1983 setdcd a
number of cases concerning thc exemptions applicable within rhe Community regarding
the temporary imponadon of motor vehicles. However, this Directive has not solved othei
problems, in panicular the one concerning the use by a percon, in the Member Sate in
which he is usually resident, of a vehicle belonging to his employcr and registered in
another Member State.
It should be pointcd out that measures in this spherc, in accordancc with the Treary, are
taken by the Council on a proposal from the Commission. The Commission has not io far
sent the Council a proposal conccrning the problem raised by the honourablc Member.
+
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Question No 133, byMr Romeos (H-39d84)
Subject: Olive oil and oils-and-fats secor
Attempts-have recently been made to raise the subject of olive oil in view of the enlargc-
ment of the Community to include Spain and Portugal and there have in fact been propo-
sals for the introduction of production guaranrce thresholds.
Does not the Council believe that sufficient measures are already in force to restrict
increases in olive production and that a global poliry in the oils-and-fa6 secror would be
the next appropriate stcp towards solving the problcms in this sector, as the European Par-
liament has callcd for'on numerous occasions?
Ansuer
In the context of its decisions at the end of March 1984 on the package of agriculrural
prices for 1984/85, the Council stressed the need rc introducc guarantcl thresholds into
thc organization of the markets in products in surplus or potcntially in surplus or on
which expenditure was rapidly increasing.
On th-e basis of these guidclincs, thc Council emphasized to the applicant countries the
need for discussion to be initiatcd as soon as possible afrcr acccssion bn the adjustment of
the 'acquis communauteire' in oils and fats to the new circumstances of the enlarged
Community.
It was pointcd out in panicular that if, in the case of olive oil, the conditions referred to in
the Council's conclusions of the end of March 1984 were found to exist, guaranrce thres-
holds vould be applied in accordance wirh rhese conclusions.
I consider this- approach to provide a sound basis for resolving the problems which might
arise in the oils and fats sector, panicularly in the case of olive oil, ir being understoiod
that any measures which might be adoptcd in this way would be in addition io the restric-
tive instruments already in force.
It should in fact be remembered that in the case of olive oil a clause imposing a standstill
on olive-tree planting applies to the Ten and is to be extcnded to the two applicant coun-
tries, and that guarantce thresholds apply in the case of colza and sunflower.
+
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Question No 134, by Mr Vgenopoulos (H-397/84)
Subject: Parental leave and leave for family reasons
The Commission has submitted a proposal for a Council directive on parental leave and
leave for family reasons with a view to establishing equal basic minimum provisions for
workers of both sexes and greater flexibility in the organization of working hours, thereby
contributing towards the development of a family policy which would make it easier for
working parents to devote time to their children. The European Parliament has already
delivered a favourable opinion on this matrcr.
Is the Council resolved to adopt this proposal for a directive in the near future and, if not,
what are rhe Membcr States' objections?
Ansuer
The proposal for a Directive on parenurl leave, which was submined to the Council on
24 November 1983, forms pan of the implementation of a Community policy to promote
equal opponunities for men and women. The Council is currently attemptint to resolve
the practical social and economic problems to which iu application might give rise.
This examination is ar present being carried ou[ in a detailed and exhaustive manner, but
it is not yet possible to say when it will be completed.
*
t+*
Qucstion No 136 by Mr Ephremidis (H-430/84)
Subject: Aid for Ethiopia
The drought which has afflicted Ethiopia in recent years persists and is expected to inrcn-
sify as a result of the poor harvests in many areas of the country. The victims of the famine
caused by the drought total 5.2 million to date and it is estimated that this figure will soon
reach 6 million as more than 250 people are dying every day.In thc meantime, the aid sent
by other counries to alleviate the famine has proved inadequate since Ethiopia is fre-
quendy granted this humanitarian aid according to restrictive, political criteria and there is
funhermore difficulry in transponing some of it to the starving owing to a lack of tech-
nical facilities.
In view of this uagic situation, does the Council intend rc increase food aid to Ethiopia
and to cxrcnd this, by way of exception, to other goods (means of transpon, etc.)?
Question No 147, by SirJames Scon-Hopkiu (H481/84)
Subject: Famine in Ethiopia
How does the Council of the European Communities intend to speed up the Communiq/s
decision-making process, with regard to the commitment of emertency food and medical
aid to the Community, ro ensure that the delays experienced in assisting the victims of
famine in Ethiopia never occur again?
Joint answer
I shall take the questions of Mr Ephremidis and Sir James Scott-Hopkins mgether, as they
all relarc to different aspec$ of food aid and emcrtency aid rc famine-stricken African
countries in the southern Sahara and more panicularly in Ethiopia and the Sahel.
The Communiry and the Member States supply a considerable amount of food aid 
-including vital emergency eid 
- 
and, in e great variery of forms, such as rural develop-
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ment projects, support for food strarcgies and prwcntion of desenification, encourage the
individual effons of the countries concerned towards the essendal srengthening of their
autonomy and food security.
However, these measures have proved insufficient in the present severe crisis. The Com-
munity had to implement two emergency plans, one in April, the orher in November 1984.
The latter plan provided for immediate aid of 32 million ECU and shon-term food aid
equivalent to 100 000 tonnes of cereals. The aid is distributed by the NGOs for the large
Pan.
As Dr FitzGerald reminded us in his shtemenr before the European Parliament yestcrday,
the European Council in Dublin stressed the need for urgent action to avoid the shonages
that may arise in the coming months. It calculated the total quanriry of food aid rc be
supplied by the Community and its Member States between now and the next harvest at
1.2 million tonnes. The Commission will submit a proposal on the additional effon the
Communiry could be asked to make to attain this figure. fu for the Member States, I am
convinced that with improved coordination they will do all they can to enable this target
to be reached. In this way, active international solidariry, in which other developed coun-
tries and international organizations will join, should eliminate firsr famine, then malnu-
trition, in Africa.
+
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Question No 137, by Mr Elles (H-$t/q4)
Subject: Seventh Directive on VAT
Vould the Council please state thg number of hours it has spent discussing the Seventh
Directive on VAT to be applied to works of an, collectors' items, anriques and used goods
and indicate what the major difficulties are which are preventing adoption of this relevant
Commission proposal?
Ansam
The proposal for a Seventh Council Directive on common arrangemenr on value-added
tax applicable to works of an, collecror's irems, andques and used goods has been exam-
ined at length by the Council's subordinate bodies.
fu stated in the reply givcn by she Council on 17 February 1982 to quesdon No H-680/
81, examinadon of this proposal for a Directive by the Council bodies has shown thar
widely diverging opinions exist among the Member States in this sphere, which it has not
yet been possible rc reconcile. Some Member Smtes believe, vith the Commission, that a
special VAT rysrcm should be applied, if nor so all, at least ro some of the goods in ques-
tion. Other Member States think that there is no economic need ro ser up special arrange-
ments and would like these goods to be subject to the normal VAT arrangements laid
down in the Sixth Direcdve. Even those Member Sates which would like special arrange-
ments to be applied do not agree on what form these should take.
Under these circumstances it seems unlikely that a solution will be found to this matter in
the near future.
+
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Question No 139, by Mrs Lizin (H-4a8/84)
Subject: Lead in petrol and fitting of catalytic convefters
Vill the Council please indicate the various positions on this maner and the reasons adv-
anced for delaying the German application?
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Ansuer
L At its meedng on 6 December 1984 on environment questions the C.ouncil succeeded
in reaching 
" "o,iron 
posirion on the proposal for a Diiective on the harmonization of
the laws of the Member States concerning the lead content of petrol'
The Council and the Commission stressed that the common position worked out was
wirhout prejudice to the Opinion which the European Parliament would be delivering on
this proptsal and in the [g[rr of which the Council would take a decision on the adoption
of the proposed Directive.
The main features of rhe position arrived at by the Council on this ProPosal, which is of
major imponance for the protection of both public health and the environment, are as
follows:
- 
the date set for the compulsory introduction of lead-free perol in all the Community
Member States is I October ti89, the run-up period being necessaqf to enable the oil
and moror vehicle indusries to make the requisite investmenul however, this provi-
sion does nor prevenr lead-free petrol being put on the market in a Member State
earlier than I October 1989;
- 
concurrendy with these measures, Member Sutes will as far as possible, reduce the
lead content of leaded petrol from 0'4 g to 0'15 g per litre.
2. As regards the fitting of catalytic converters, the panners of the Federal Republic of
Germany"expressed their-concern at the measures which this country is planning to adopt
unilarerally iince for many years rhe emission standards for motor vehicle exhaust gases
have been regulated,at Community level.
The Council, very much aware of the harm done to the environment and wishing q le.e a
vigorous .nrironrn.nr"l prorcction poliry implemented, began an.immediate examinidon
ofthe proposals submitted by the Commission and has continued its proceedings inten-
sively in *d.t ,o reach a Community decision as quickly as^possible- In fa99 although
rhe.e has been no Opinion from the European Parliament the Council decided it would be
useful to conduct a very deuiled policy debate on 5 December. This will shonly be con-
tinued.
*
subject: European ."r"::,::' 
No 141' bv Mr croux (H-4t6/84)
Vhat stage has now been reached in making the Foundation operational, what does the
Council ie as the relation between rhe European Foundadon and the ad hoc committee
for a People's Europe provided for in the decisions of the European Council at Fontaine-
bleau in june 198a1 to orhat exrent have the European Parliament's resolutions on the
European Foundation been taken inrc account??
Answer
In addition to the points already mentioned in the reply to the quesdon Put by Yt
Simonds (H-bg4/84i,I am able io inform the honourable Member that the Foundation
will shoniy be enrciing its operational phase, as three Sates have already ratified the
Agreemcni setting up iire European Foundation, and ratification procedures are akeady
well-advanced in other signatory States.
Moreover, I already expressed the hope, after the Council meeting-on 22 November 1984,
that the Foundation would be able to stan work rcwards the end of 1985 at the latest.
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fu for reladons berween the Foundation and rhe d hocCommittee for a people,s Europe,
I.would point out that the- mission and prioriry tasks of the Foundation are'defined pie-
cisely in Anicles 2 and 5 of the Agrecment.
I would. finally rcmind.the honourable Member rhat Parliament itself had the opponuniry,
during hearings.organizcd by the Preparatory Committee, to make suggestions .on"irri-
ing the Foundation's protramme.
rs
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Question No 142" byMr Neutton Dunn(H-455/54)
Subject: Failure to take decisions at the Transpon Council
Yty 4i4 the Presidency of the Council fail to have dccisions taken at thc TransponCouncil by using majoriry. voting in order to make progress, when they had indicated ihat
they would at Question Time on Z+ Ocrober?
Answer
I would first remind the Honourable member that during my intervention in Parliament
on 24 october, I did nor rule out the possibility of majoriry vodng, but only on the basis
rhar such a voting procedure would beln the interest ofproiress in-it is fietd.
The.Transpon Council meedng on 11-12 December took its dccisions under Presidency
guidance and in conformity with Treary provisions.
Qaestion No 146 by Mr Roekna da Woier (H-479/84)
Subject: Accession of Morocco
pn M91day, 12 November in Brussels, the French Minisrcr for European Affairc, Mr
Roland Dumas, confirmed that Morocco had submitted an application for a"..rsion ro
the European Community by means of a letter sent by King fiassan II to Presidenr Mit-
terrand, and that the latter had brought this to the atiendoi of the heads of gor.rn..it
of the nine other Communiry countries ar the European Council meiting ii ront"in.-
bleau.
Could the Council confirm that the letter containing the official application for the acces-
sion of Morocco to the European community is. no:w before the aipropriatc corn-uiiry
authorities and indicate what progress has so far been made in th. reir""nt negotiadons? '
Annoer
I would inform the honourable Member that the Council has not received the letter,
reputedly concerning a-n official application by Morocco to accede to thc Europe"n Co1n-
muniry, rc which he refers.
+
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Question No 149, by Mrs Lemass (H'507/84)
Subfect: Dublin Bay
\7ill the Council state whether in the light of the originally agreed 8-year compliance
period for Directive 76/l61,t ir is of the opinion that satisfactory levels for bathing watcr
qualiry have been achieved in Ireland and in Dublin in panicular?
Answer
The Council would remind rhe Honourable Member that, in accordance with the treary,
it is for the Commission rc ensure rhat Member States apply Direcdves. It is with this in
mind, moreover, that Anicle 13 of the Directive on bathing warcr (76/160/EEC) stipu-
larcs that the Member Statcs shall ar regular intervals submit a report rc the Commission
on their bathing water and the most significant characteristics thereof.
III. Qucstions to the Foreign Ministers
Qttestion No I 51, by Mr Paislcy @-281/84)
Subject: Terrorism in the Irish Republic
In a recent statement, a member of the Dail belonging rc the Government Parry in the
Irish Rcpublic, Mr Brendan McGahon T.D. declared that well-known terrorists were liv-
ing openly in the Dundalk area just over the border from Nonhern Ireland. Can the
Presiienr-in-Office state whether the Foreign Minisrcrs meedng in political cooperation
will consider this outrageous situation wheie one Member state of the Communiry, the
Irish Republic, refuses to take effective action against known terrorists intent on commit-
ting acts of violence against another Member States?
Ansuer
The matter raised by the Honourable Member lies outside the scope of European Political
Cooperation.
*
*+
Qrestion No 152, by Mr Seloa (H-29t/81)
Subject: Killing of rwo European volunteers in Mozambique
Vhat srcps have the Foreign Ministers mken and what can they do to establish the real
circumsnnces in which two Italian volunteers, Alvise de Toni and Leonardo del Vescono,
were kidnapped and killed in Mozambique, given the ambiguous nature of the Mozam-
bique Government's report of their deaths?
Ansaner
This matter has not been the subject of discussion in European Political Cooperarion.
*
+$
t OJ No L3l/76.
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Question No I 5 5, by Mr Kyrhos (H-31 t/84)
Subject: Execution of a Turkish opponenr of the dictarorial regime
Do.the Foreign Ministers m€eting in political cooperarion intend rc proresr vigorously
against the execution by the Ankara authorities of a young Turkish oppon.nt of t[e dicta-
torial regime and demand that- the judicial murders to which Evien's junta is having
recourse in order to deal with the growing reaction of the Turkish people be brought tJ
an end?
Ansuer
Vhile the use of the death penalry as such in Turkey has not been the subject of discus-
sion in European Political Cooperation, the Ten panicularly retrer on humanitarian
grounds the recent execudons and death sentences in that country. The concern of the
Ten regardinB the currenr human rights situation in Turkey is well known.
*
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Qaestion No 156 by Mr Balfe (H-320/54)
Subject: Nicaragua
Funher to his answer at the October pan-session, will the Foreign Minister make a smte-
ment on Dr Hooker, and on resent even$ in Nicaragua and ihe attitude of the Com-
muniry towards rhat country?
Ansrcr
Recent press reporrs indicate that Dr Hooker was released at the end of october;
The Ten hope that the recent_electoral process in Nicaragua will prepare the way for a
comprehensive national reconciliadon;
It is recalled that the tcn Member States of the European Community have consrantly
expressed their conviction that the problems of Central Amcrica, incllding Nicaragua,
cannot be solved.by armed.force, but only by a-political solution springing frJm the refion
itself and respecting the principles of non-interfirence and inviola'biliti oifrontiers. Irithis
spiriq the Ten havc expressed clearly their suppon for the efforts of rhe Contadora group,
most recently at the San Jos€ conference. At that conference, the Ministers of thetom-
munity also declared themselves ready to stan discussions as soon as possible with a view
to- negotiating an inter-regional framevork cooperation agreement with all the countries
of Central America, including Nicaragua.
+
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Qrestion No 159, by MrAdanou (H-333/84/reo.)
Subject: The situation in South Africa
Vhat measures have the Foreign.Minisrcrs takcn in view of the deterioradng situation in
South Africa where.protests by th9 Alicans are taking place on an increasi-ngly massive
scale whilst the authorities, who killed another four Africans on 20 Octobei i984, 
^r,adopting an increasingly criminal stance?
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Ansqter
The Ten are gravely concerned at the continuing unrest in South Africa and regret the
loss of life. The Foreign Ministers expressed this concern in a declaration on South Africa
issued on 11 September and subsequently in presenting the declaration rc the South Afri-
can authorities. The Foreign Minisrcrs considered that the violence and rioting reflected,
inter ali4 the frustration of black South Africans at their deliberate exclusion from the
political process and at the denial to them of adequate political means to express their
grievances.
The Ten remain convinced that early protress towards the abolition of apartheid and the
introduction of constitutional arrangements which will include all South Africans fully
and equally in the political process are required if further conflict and violence are to be
avened.
ooo
Qaestion No 161, by Mr Pearce (H-3t0/84)
Subject: Supply of arms to Iraq
In view of the alleged large-scale supply of arms to Iraq from a Member State, will the
Ministers meeting in Polidcal cooperation bener coordinate their policy on arms sales to
areas of conflict in the world?
Answer
fu has already been stated on previous occasions, most recently in the reply given to a
similar question by Mr Blumenfeld (H-185/84) on 10 October last, the Ten have no com-
mon policy in regard to arms exports.
*
**
Qaestion No 162, b7 Mr Ferntccio Pisoni (H-366/84)
Subject: The problem of the 'desaparecidos's (missing persons)
In view of the resolutions adopted by the European Parliamentl and of the Sabato repon
to Presidenr Alfonsin, together with the President's pledge to ensure that justice is done
regarding the uagic plight of the 'desaparecidos' and the dissadsfacdon of their families,
who continue to demand justice and the truth, have the Foreign Ministers made represen-
tations to tle Argentinian authorities requesting that those responsible be prosecuted?
Do the Foreign Ministers not believe that such reques$ may persuade the Argentinian
Government that justice is done as soon as possible, thereby helping rc srengthen the pro-
cess of democr^Lizetion and to reaffirm the legitimate rigths of the families concerned?
Answer
The Ten have on several occasions in the past made known to the Argentinian authorides
their views on the question of the missing persons in Argentina, and have continually fol-
lowed the evoluiion of the situation.
t OJ No C 172, 2. 7. 1984 end OJ No C 322, 28. I l. 1983.
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Thc Tcn notc with sadsfaction that a thorough investigation of the fatc of missing persons
in Argcntina has bcen carried out at the initiative of the presenr Governmenr of that coun-
try.
The Ten hope that, following the presentadon in Septcmber 1984 of rhe repon of the
investigation (thc Sabato repon), the necessary stcps will bc taken ro ensure that the cases
of gross violations of human rights which occurred in Argendna are dealt with in accord-
ance with normal judicial procedures.
rs
+rs
Question No 163, byMs Q*in(H-379/54)
Subject: Recent political cvents in South Africa
On llthSeptcmber 1984 the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperarion made ajoint declaration on Sourh Africa.
Vhat further action have the Foreign Minisrcrs taken following this declaradon and, in
panicular, what action have they taken concerning the position of the political refugees in
the British Consulate in Durban?
Answer
As envisaged in the declaration on South Africa, the Presidenqy's represenrative in Preto-
ria made a formal dirnarcbe to the South African authorities expressing the Ten's concern
at recent events and seeking the release of those who had been detaincd without charge.
The position of the three people who remain in the British consulate in Durban has not
been discusscd in European Political Cooperation.
Subject : Generar r"-,.1". 
",.]"1 ::1 :::::" 
*4 3 4/s4 )
In view of the strength of the feelings aroused in the Member Statcs of the Communiry by
the murder of the Reverend Father Popieluszko, do the Foreign Minisrcrs meedng in pol-
itical cooperation consider it appropriate for a Communiry Member State to receive an
official visit from the head of the Polish junta before all the facrs in this case have come ro
light?
Ansaner
Vith your permission, I would like to deliver a joint reply to rhis question and to Ques-
tion No H-443, which relarcs ro rhe same incidenl
The Ten have not discussed the question of a visit to Greece by Prime Minister Jaruzelski.
fu regards the murder of Father Popieluszko, which shocked and saddened rhe Ten, and
which they deplore, the Ten have noted the starcd determinadon of the Polish authorities
to disclose the perperators and possible initiators of the deed without distinction of per-
son. They will continue to follow this matter with the closest attention.
+
r++
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Qrcstion No 157, by Mr Selignan @-a36/Sa)
Subject: Thc l7estern European Union
In view of the apparent intention of some Member States to intensify their activity in the
Vestcrn European Union on mamers of security, is it the intenrion of the Council of For-
eign Ministcrs meeting in political cooperation to establish a dialoguc between the EEC
and the VEU, in panicular, in connection with procurement of defence materials manu-
factured within the EEC and the securiry of supply lines of raw materials and energ;y,
which originate from areas outside rhe borders of the EEC?
Ansuer
There are no plans by the Foreign Minister meeting in Political Cooperadon rc esablish
such a dialogue. There are no discussions of relations with the \Testern European Union
within the framework of Europcan Political Cooperation. The Tcn as such do not take a
position on discussions within the VEU.
rc
+*
Qrcstion No 168, by Mr Moorhorse (H-443/81)
Subject: The death of Father Jerzy Popieluszko
Vill the Ministers join with the European Parliament in expressing their grief to the Pol-
ish Government, to she Polish Church, and to the Polish People on the tragic death of
Father Jerry Popieluszko?
Answer
See tcxt of reply to question H-434/84 on the same subjecr which was a joint reply to
both quesdons.
*
+tl
Qrestion No 172, by Lord Betbell (H-488/84)
Subject: Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
'Vhat plans do the Ten have to commemorate the 5th anniversary of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan?
Ansater
The Tcn will issue a joint statement to mark the 5th anniversary of the Soviet military
intervention in Afghanistan.
+
,0*
Question No 173, b7 Mr Cbantierie (H-494/84)
Subject: Nuclear cooperation with Libya
Vhat is the position of the Ministers on nuclear cooperadon with Libya?
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Ansuer
The Ten have not taken a position on the specific question of nuclear cooperation with
Libya.
*
**
Qtestion No 174, by Mrs Craailq (H-t03/84)
Subject: Nonhern Ireland
Given the history of active European Parliament conoern with the conflict and bloodshed
in Nonhern Ireland, and in view of the total rejection by Mrs Thatcher and her govern-
ment, a Mcmber State of the EEC, of the three major proposals offered in the New lre-
land Forum Repon, which 'was cstablished for consultations on the manner in which
lasting peace and stabiliry could be achieved in a new Ireland through the democratic pro-
cess and to report on possible new stnrctures and processes through which this objective
might bc achieved', and of Mrc Thatcher's blatantly dismissive attitude to the acknow-
ledged growing alienation of the nationalist minoriry in the Nonh of Ireland.
Vhat possible course of action, if any, do the Foreign Ministerc see left open to the demo-
cratic forces in Ireland to realistically find a non-violent solution to the goal of a united
Ireland?
Ansuer
The matter referred to by thc honourable Member has not been discussed within the
panicular framework of European Political Cooperation.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD
Vce-heside*
The sitting was opencd at I 0 am.r
l. Veification of credentiak
Preridcne 
- 
Ar its meeting of 12 December the
Committee on the Verification of Credentials cxam-
incd the credentids of Mr Collinot, Mr Flosse, Mr
Ioniuet and Mr Marchais and found them to be in
order. I would propose therefore to the House that
thcse appointments be radfied.
IlIr Rqgellr (Sl, cbainun of tln Committee on tbe Ver-
ificttioa of Creda*iak.- (DE) May I point our thar
this complctcs che verification of all-the-credentials in
this House. I also want to take this opponunity to
point out that the Committee on dre Verificadon of
Credentials, to which litdo,attention is usually paid, is
a very important committee; although it ii ieldom
regarded as a real commincc, it plays a decisive part in
legalizing the activities of dl the Members.
( Parlhment ratified tbe appointments)t
2. Agenda
Prcsi{cn! 
- 
In yesterday's sining the qucstion was
raised of a possiblc continuadon of QuestionTime for
quesdons to the Commission. As you know, rhere was
not a full 90 minutcs for it this week. Seeing that the
age-n{a for this week has got into a hopclcss muddle
and that there are sdll a numbcr of important debatcs
to be got through, the enlarged Bureauhas considered
this whole question and has come to the conclusion
that if Parliament wanrs an exffa half-hour to be set
aside for questions to the Commission, the only time
this can be done is tomorrow, Friday, at the end-of rhe
agenda. If the House so decides, then that is what u'e
shall do.
I must, howwer, point out that this will cause the
Commission considerable tcchnical difficuldcs. It
means that an eiormous number of documents vrill
have to be ranslated into other languages. There
I Approoal of tbe Minutes:sce Minutcs. r Writtcn defurations (Rrlh 49):see Minutcs.
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could be objections to this also, it seems to me, from
Parliament's point of viev, inasmuch as a number of
authors of quesdons will not have any prior know-
ledge of this arrangement and perhaps will not be able
to be here tomorrov morning at the end of the
agenda. Nevenheless, since it was Parliament's wish
rhat the Bureau should consider this question, I shall
consult the House on whether it wants an extra half-
hour inserted into tomorroc/s agenda for quesdons to
the Commission, which would thus come a[ the end of
the agenda for tomorrow morning.
tlr Prttcrson (ED). 
- 
I just wish to observe, Mr
President, in suppon of this proposition that there are
90 outstanding questions to the Commission. If a pro-
ponion of those 90 questions' authors can't turri up, it
is a pretty poor lookout. I am sure we shall find them.
Mr Rogdh (S). 
- 
(DE) | must say that I am disap-
pointcd that the Bureau obviously does not consider
Quesdon Time as imponant as I do; for I would have
considered it appropriate for this Question Time,
which still has to be dealt with, to be put at the begin-
ning of tomorrov/s agenda, if not possibly combined
with the vote this afternoon. That is most imponant
for those who do not have the advantage of being
group chairmen or members of the Bureau of this
House, for they too want to carry out their political
tasls and are best able rc do so during Question Time.
I was very keen to express this view publicly and also
rc call on my colleagues rc make more use of the
instrument of Question Time in future for questions to
the Commission and to the Council, for it represenr
an imponant link with our citizens.
Mr Grifftths (S). 
- 
Mr President, we discussed this
in the enlarged Bureau yesterday, only very briefly.
On funher consideration I fecl that if the half-hour
provided for Question Time is going to be effectively
used it could best be used this aftcrnoon after the vote
on the budget, because if the budget is rejected it will
be a very shon votc and it would allow the half-hour
to be used there. There would be more Members here
and the Commission would have an opponuniry to
answer as they originally intended. I would put that
forward as an alrcrnativp proposition.
Mr Eitzgcreld (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I think it is an
advance that the Bureau eccept at least that the shon
time allowed for Question Time to the Commission on
Tuesday was ridiculous. I certainly think Mr Griffiths
is right and his suggestion is excellent.
I asked for the floor, Mr President, to request your
guidance on that very same subject because rwo days
ago I asked for a written rcply to Question No 36 that
I had submisted to the Commission, which had been
on the order paper for quite some time. I had
cxpected, as would be appropriate in normal parlia-
mentary procedureg to have that reply on the day.
That question concerned a maior study of my own ciry
and country region of Cork, and uP to now I have not
yet had a copy of that wriucn rcply.
I would have assumed that that reply was prepared by
the Commission if they were serious in their replies
here to Members'questions. I certainly cannot under-
stand the delay from Tuesday to now in getting that
answer. I need your help and assisance' But I think if
we are talking about an extra half an hour too, both
the staff of the House and the Commission must
regard Memberc' intcntions at Question Time as being
very senous.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Fitzgerald, I em sorry to interrupt
you, but this is not the point at issue at the moment. I
am sure that the Commission will be able to inform
you about it.
Irir Fitzgcrdd (RDE).- You would agree that it iti
relevant though, wouldn't you?
Prcsident. 
- 
I am not saying that it is irrelevant, but it
is irrelevant rc the point at issue at the moment, which
is whether or not we are going rc extend tomorrow's
sitting by an extra half-hour for questions rc the Com-
mission. That is the only point at issue.
Mr Narics, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission also welcomes the instru-
ment of Question Time, because it gives us an oPPor-
tunity to present our policies. If it should now be
decided to add half an hour's Quesdon Time tomor-
row, that would mean the Commission would have to
have the outstanding 90 questions uanslated into the
languages of the Membcrs assembled here tomorrow,
for it certainly does not know how many Members
will be present and cannot rely on the usual procedure
under which only 15 to 20 questions need so be trans-
lated for the half-hour. So I would ask these Members
- 
if they take this decision unilarcrally 
- 
also to take
this technical aspect into consideration and to view the
linguistic qualiry of the answers in this light.
As for Quesdon No 237 by Mr Griffiths, we for-
warded the answer to the Bureau on t.he evening of
Question Time.
President. 
- 
I vould propose that we now proceed rc
take a decision. The House has heard all the argu-
ments for and against. I do not think that I can really
propose to the House that the extra half-hour be fitted
in this afternoon, as that would only have the effect of
throwing the agenda akeady established into funher
disarray. I am of the opinion therefore that the
enlarged Bureau was right in suggesting that if an
extra half-hour must be fittcd in, that should be done
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tomorrow morning. You have also heard the argu-
ments advanced by rhe Commission against rhis course
of action. I feel rhar the time has now come to take a
decision.
Mr Hebsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Ve have two different
proposals for tomorrow, one for the beginning and
one for the end of the agenda. I would respeitfully
submit, Mr President, that we should vorc separarcly,
first on the question relating wthe beginnizgind then
on the question relating to the end,
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Habsburg, but I think
that we should not complicare the mauer even funher.
I have put to the House a proposal from the enlarged
Bureau and I propose that we now vore on that.
(Parliame* approved the proposal from the enhrged
Bureau)
Mn Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I do not
wanr ro take up rhe House's time, but I should like to
know when this half-hour is to be added on. !7e have
to deal with a number of imponanr marters romorrow.
My fear is that, for example, the repon on biotcchnol-
ogf, on which the Council has asked the House rc
deliver an opinion, will be squeezed out. I hope in any
case that the half-hour rhat is to bc added to the
agenda will be tacked on at the end and not at rhe
beginning.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Viehoff, the proposal that I havejust put before the House and rhar the House has just
approved was that the half-hour should be added on at
the end of tomorrow's agenda. This is what Parlia-
ment has decided and I can permit no further discus-
sion on this point, since the vote has now been aken.
Mr ltzqereld (RDE).- Mr President, I shall be very
brief and I will not delay the House. I rhink I am enti-
tlgd to ask you what happened rc the questions ro
which I asked for a written reply. The Commissioner
has stated 
- 
and I thank him foi the shtemenr 
- 
that
the reply material was passed on to Parliament. How
come it has taken mro days for the staff of parliament
to, pass that reply to me? I demand a reply now, Sir, or
when you have had an opponuniry of examining it.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I am glad, Mr Fitzgerald, that you at
least allow me rhe opportuniry to examine it before
giving you a reply'nov/. I will examine it and you will
have your reply.
3. Topical and urgent debate (Expotts ofxeel tubing to
the United Sutes)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on five
motions for resolutions :
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1195/89 by
Mr De Gucht, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the breaking off of the
negotiations on an agreement for a voluntary limi-
tadon on Communiry exports of steel rubes and
pipes to the USA;
- 
thc motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1197/8$ by
Mr Piquet and othcrs, on behalf of rhe Commun-
ist and Allies Group, on imports of stcel pipes and
tubes to the USA and rhs new Amcrican Trade
Act;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-12il/Bg by
Mr Vagner and others, on behalf of rhe Socialist
Group, in protest at the sudden and complete US
ban on EEC stcel tube and pipe impons and a
demand for firm and effective counter measures
and consistent, unitcd action by the Community;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1213/84/rev.)
by Mrs Van Rooy and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry, on Ameri-
can measures to limit impons of steel pipes from
the EEC;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1222/Bg by
Mr Mancel and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European Democraric Alliance, on the recent
limitations imposed by the United States on
imports of cenain steel products from the Com-
muniry.
Mr Dc Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) I believe Parliament is
sufficiently acquainted with the main points of this
dossier, and I should rherefore like to devote rhis shon
speech to touching briefly on four political points.
First, I think thar the doubletalk used by rhe United
States of America has gradually become unacceptable.
It is very easy to throw oneself into an economic sum-
mit conference as the great champion of free world
'trade 
and yer ro acr in just the opposite way. There
have been only a few weels between the Economic
Summit of london and the Omnibus Tradc Act, but
the atmosphere is entirely different. As Europeans we
cannot accept this and we need not suffer from a bad
conscience as a result.
A second point, Mr President, is the panicularly prov-
ocative, unilateral and general nature of the measures
now adopted by the United States. The Act actually
comes down on all products, even on rhose which it
present American indusries cannor produce in suffi-
cient quantities for their own American market. Even
for those products a general impon ban is proclaimed,
and that is entirely unacceptable and, as I say, provo-
catlve.
A third point, and perhaps the most imponanq is the
rapidly deterioraring relations on the economic plane
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between the United States of America and the EEC,
and the danger arising as a result for world trade and
the world economy in general. At this moment we are
on the threshold of a recovery of the world economy
which must gather strength if we are to make any
headway against this very troublesome problem of
unemployment. But economic relations between the
United States of America and Europe are actually
wolving at the moment in the direction of a spiral of
protectionism which is very dangerous for a recovery
of the world economy. And I think that we, as the
European Parliament, ought to call very special atten-
rion to the position. It may keep us much longer than
necessary in a sate of economic crisis.
In conclusion I should like rc call upon the European
Commission 
- 
and I think this is something that the
European Parliament must do 
- 
to adopt the appro-
priate measures so as not to end up in that spiral of
prorcctionism. The Commission's attitude must be
resolute, because the Unircd States of America must
understand that we cannot tolerate such behaviour.
On the other hand no measures must be adopted
which may subsequently be seen as rctally irrelevant
for both sides. I think we must speak resolutely as far
as the United States is concerned. I also think we must
manage to find our way out of this impuse and secure
the withdrawal of these measures in mutual consul-
tation.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, America's
abrupt decision to limit impons of European steel tub-
ing was taken while netotiations were in progress. The
Communiry had even abeady announced a 500/o
reduction in its expons of tubing to the Unircd States.
This matter should be viewed in the wider context.
Vhich is giving increasing cause for concern and
which demonstrates once again how in matters of
rade the Unircd Statcs takes advantage of the least
sign of weakness.
This overbearing attitude on the pan of the United
Sates is not new, but it is unacceptable. Everyone will
remember how, in July 1983, the Americans unilater-
ally broke the Ocober 1982 steel agreement. Belatedly
rhe Communiry took some retaliatory measures. But
our reaction today must be on quite a different level.
For our part we have no hesitation in talking about a
European trade counteroffensive against the United
States. \7e do in fact understand perfectly what is at
stake in the new trade law, better known as the Omni-
bas Trade Acq which the American Congress passed in
October. Today, steel. Tomorrow it will be agricul-
tural products, especially wine.
That is why we believe the time has come to make a
solemn declaration and rc prove to our American par!-
ners that the European Communiry is decermined to
defend its interests and that hencefonh it will use all
the resources available to it, and will further consoli-
date them if necessary, in order to assert its righr.
Europe holds some trump cards. Let us play them.
Europe will win with them and America will respect
us. Perhaps then cooperation becween us and the
United States will take on a different asPect'
Mr Vagncr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, may I say at once that I can still claim four
minutcs for my group and can therefore speak for six
minutes. I presume you will agree to this, Mr Presi-
dent, and that your officials will also take note of this.
First I want to thank those honourable Members who
have managed rcgether to produce a joint motion for
urgent debate on this very decisive and imponant and
difficult conflict. I consider that very imponant. The
European Parliament can only assert its influence and
motive force if in such hours of decision we have a
large and solid majoriry behind our opinion and our
demands and also in support of the Commisison,
which has acted speedily and rationally. I am most
grateful for that. As regards our activities in the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indus-
trial Poliry, that attitude should guide us to joint ac-
tion in future too, so that we do not end up with pure
confrontation and with Parliament losing its influence
and motive force. That would only do it harm. Ve
must struggle to reach compromises here, so that in
questions concerning the veqy life of Europe we Euro-
peans are jointly able to act positively and effectively
in the interests of the people for whom we are resPon-
sible.
The subject with which we are concerned today shows
that steel protectionism, which has been simmering
away for some months, has now reached boiling point.
As early as September we Socialists tried to submit and
pass an urgent resolution in order to give a last-minute
warning. Most unfonunately, we failed because of a
majority which held other views.
In our steel repon in 1983 we already warned what
would happen to us if we did not discuss the matter
rcBether in time, so as to build up confidence and seek
common viable solutions. Alas, the warning was
ignored. Ve take the view that this first-ever total ban
on impons and sudden break of negotiations with
friendly European countries must remain a once-only
event and we condemn this US Government move
unerly.
(Appkusefron tbe left)
\7e are threatened with a general trade war, which we
would all have to pay for, both the workers and large
sections of the public in the USA and in Europe. That
would set a bad example for the world. That is not the
way to act, especially among friends, and that is why
we must also speak plainly among friends. Ve must be
outspoken, then our friendship will survive and hold
fast. That is most imponant, also and especially in
economic questions, so that we can combat the
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employmenr crisis and the evils of mass unemploy-
ment. That is what we are measured by, and the
strength of other agreemens will also depend on it.
I.et me rurn ro a few specific points. Ve call on the US
Government ro rerurn immediately rc the rules of the
GATT and of friendly cooperarion in the framework
of the OECD. !7e call on them to suspend their sud-
den unilateral decision and to resume the broken-off
negotiations. Their goal musr be 
- 
and that was what
the Europeans were prepiued and offered to do 
- 
to
obtain a self-resraint agreement on a quota of 7.60/o
( t special quotas) of rhe US steel pipe marker, to halt
the escalation which colleagues also mentioned, for
otherwise it is bound rc lead'to a general trade war,
which we cenainly do not need now on top of all the
difficulties we already have.
I now want to warmly thank the rwo Vice-Presidents,
Mr Haferkamp and Mr Davignon, for the time and
work they have devoted to our interests, for their
diplomatic skill and their constanr personal endea-
vours in the past and most recently. I wish them grear
success in the negotiations in the coming days.
A final remark: ure must also warn the US Govern-
ment not to depart form the self-restraint agreemenr
for bulk steel which runs dll the end of 1985. the situ-
ation and the times now call for building up confi-
dence rather than undermining it by provoJative unila-
teral measures. Ve need worldwidc peace, especially
in this much dispurcd ficld, in vhich steel criies and
restructuring demand enonnous social sacrifices. !7e
Europeans are measured by whether we only ulk
about giving Europe a human face or whether we also
act accordingly. I ask for wide supporr for this joint
motion for a resolution, so rhat Europe can show its
human frce by its deeds and does noi disappoint the
pcople who place their hope in us.
(Apphusefron the lefi)
Mn Van Rooy (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, rhe
American ban on the impon of stcel rubes is incompre-
hensible. A week earlier, at rhe time of the GAfi
Conference, the Americans were still setting them-
sglve.s yR as the grear advocarcs of free trade. Hardly is
the ink on the agreement dry, however, than ihe
American Governmenr, without prior consulation,
adopts a unilateral measure to restrict the impon of
stccl tubes, which is at variance with GATT and is
purely protectionist. Ve condemn the American acdon
without reservation and we are extremely concerned
about the resulting ccnse situar,ion in regard to trade
policy.
In negotiations widr the US, rhe EEC showed itself
yery clearly prepared ro reduce this yea/s high impon
figurcs as far as next year is concerned. Theie was on
the table an agreemenr in principle to which American
governmenr representatives had given their assent. The
fact that the American Governmenl nevertheless
rejects this agreement, which was already a very diffi-
cult step for the EEC to take, is in itself reprehensible.
But it is a slap in thc face for the EEC when the Amer-
icans then, in addition to adopting unilateral measures,
fail to come and sit round the negotiating table again.
My group is also very worried that this unilateral
American embargo will be the start of funher prob-
lems in trade policy. Ve regret that very much, bur we
suggest in clear rerms rhat the European Commission
will be acdng absolutely corectly and justifiably if it
has- i1 preparation count€r-measures in conformity
with the GATT Treary. \7e entirely support the Com-
mission's poliry in this matter. But if it comes ro mea-
sures of rhis kind, the responsibility lies fairly and
squarely with the American Governmenr.
But, Mr President, the American Governmenr musr
ake the first srcp and be ready to resume the negotia-
tions. !7e must hope that the American delegation
which is coming to Brussels on Friday with somi such
message will do so.
My group is also concerned about the unilateral
American measure for another reason, namely, that
this represens in fact the first trade policy measure
adoprcd by a new American administration. Is this a
sign of a more aggressive radc policy line to be fol-
lowed by the Reagan Government? Ve, of course,
understand the difficult situation in which the US
finds itself with a balance of trade deficit of some
100 000 million dollars. But it is naturally absolutely
irresponsible rc try ro find the solution in more prorcc-
tive measures. The soludon musr be found in an adap-
tation of domestic policy as a result of which the pres-
sure on the dollar may be eased. The Americans are
themselves to blame for the high ratc of rhe dollar and
must nor then shift the burdens to third counrries.
Ordinary commercial law no longer covers a situation
where a currency which has strongly appreciatcd has
the effect of sucking in imporu, 'and- that applies
naturally also to tubes.
'Sfe are also greatly disturbed that the American
Government so readily hangs its head before its own
industry. The self-evident ideas of the American stcel
industry clearly weighed more in the balance than the
agreemenr in principle made berween the European
Commission and the American authorities. This 
-atti-
tude on the pan of the American Government is
endrely at variance with thc Unitcd Srates, responsibil-
iry for maintenance of freedom of world irade. It
demonstrates grear ,rrotance, towards the trading
paftners of the US, in this case rhe EEC, and an insenl
sitiviry towards the problems with which the EEC is
confronted as a rcsulr of this impon ban. This is not
the way m behave rowards an imponant friendly trad-
rng Partner.
Mr Jupp6 (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, once again the Communiry is the victim of
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prorcctionist measures which are affecting its expora
rc the United States in an extremely sensitive sector of
industry: the iron and steel industry.
The measures which the American Government have
just taken come as no surprise to us. They had in fact
been in the air for several months. Initially the Presi-
dent of the United States played for time, despite pres-
sure from American professional organisations. Then
he yielded under the pressure, and the decision which
he has just taken is a serious one.
It has serious consequenoes for the operation of inter-
national trade. It has serious consequenoes for rade
berween the Communiry and the United States. Fin-
ally, it has serious consequenoes for the future of the
Communiry iron and srcel industry.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, enough is
enough. The voluntary restraint arrangements which
have already been made with the United States in res-
pect of a whole range of products have already
resultcd in a significant rcducdon in the American
markets for Communiry products, very often to the
benefit of other suppliers. Following the new legisla-
tion, the American administration will be able to
reduce the Community share of the United Starcs
market from 14.50/o a 5.9o/o over the next few years.
'S7e must be forceful in our condemnation of these
nel, measures. They are inadmissible in law, because
they have been taken unilaterally in contempt of the
GATT rules governing international trade and in con-
tempt of the resolutions passed at the recent world
economic summit in london. They are also inadmissi-
ble as regards the content, because they penalize the
Community iron and srcel industry in a discriminatory
and unjustifiable manner. Ve thercfore formally
request the Communiry bodies concerned not just to
condemn this decision but also to adopt the measures
necessary to achieve a negotiated settlement of the
problem, or, should that not be possible, to initiate
effective retaliatory measures within the framework of
GATT.
Mr Hindlcy (S). 
- 
Mr President, the first speaker
was quitc right rc draw our anention to the glowing
declarations of belicf in free trade issued by President
Reagan and Mrs Thatcher at the lIorld Economic
Summit.
Those of us on this side of the House held those
declarations to be sham, a mere public relations state-
ment delivered by wo people who either at that time
realized the hollowness of their stat€ments and clrni-
cally intended to go back on them as soon as it suited
their oqrn interests, or who sdll 
- 
and this will be
extremely dangerous for the world economic order 
-
actually believe in what they are saytng.
The hollowness of the claim that free trade is either
desirable or even practicable is clearly shown by this
latest incident concerning the expon from the EEC so
the United Starcs of steel ubes. 'S7hat we have had so
far in the steel trade is i negotiated bilateral agree'
ment, something which we as Socialists fully believe in
because we are talking about managed trade. If this
negotiated agreement was overstepped 
- 
the 7.60/o 
-we would maintain that that is more due to the over-
pricing of the American dollar rather than wilful
breaking of that agreement by the European Com-
munity.
The Reagan Administration seems bent on reviving its
own economy at the expense of the rest of the wodd
and has, under protectionist pressure from its own
srcel industry, unilaterally broken those agreements. I
must say 
- 
and we must be honest 
- 
thal I have
considerable rympathy with the US's desire to prot€ct
its own steel industry and employment in that field
when we consider that the European steel industry and
the steel indusry in the UK have been devastated by
closures, closures which amounted in my own countty
to 3 400 jobs in stcel tube- and pipe-making last year
alone.
If I might digress slighdy, although with great relev-
ance, it is precisely this kind of social deprivadon
which the National Union of Mineworkerc is seeking
to avoid and prevent through its heroic and fully justi-
fied srike action. There are in fact many contradic-
dons and some irony ih the EEC, an institution which
has made a fetish of frce trade, complaining that bila-
teral trade agreements have been broken. '!7hat we
need is for the US to return to the negotiating table.
.Clearly there is a moral onus on them m do so.
Those negotiations have to have as a baseline the 7.60/o
with a contingenqy clause for products which are not
produced in the Unircd States. Vhat we need is bal-
anced 'managed rade' on steel with the USA. Ve
must recognize thet free trade will inevitably degener-
ate into unilarcrd protectionism and counter-protec-
tionist measures. I would warn the Commission and
Members of this Assembly against rash, petulant calls
for realiadon, which would funher exacerbate the
situation. The United States must return to the nego-
tiadng table, there must be an agrced trade arrange-
ment on srcel products, and we hope that such agree-
ment will serve as a model for other bilateral 'managed
trade' agreemenr to the benefit of the Vest European
economy.
(Appkase fron tbe Socialist benches)
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladics
and gentlemen, the groups which jointly submitted this
resolution are concerned about the escalation of pro-
tectionism on both sides of the Atlantic. However, I
must say that the speakers from the Labour Pany have
no right continually to complain about the protection-
ism of others while calling for protectionist measures
for their own country and constantly appllng them in
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the past, to the detriment of their own counry. British
industry would have been much more comperitive oth-
erwse.
Ve must bear a few facts in mind. The high interesr
rate in the United States and the strong dollar have led
to an influx of imports and an erernal trade deficit
which has increased the pressure for protectionism in
the United Sarcs. That is, naturally, particularly evi-
dent in the US Congress.
'We must point our to our friends there that there are
steel problems on both sides of the Adantic and rhat
one should not try to resolve these problems simply by
blaming them on one's parrner on the other side of the
Atlantic. I think it was a bad sign that afur it selection
the American Governmenr quite coolly rejected this
Community proposal, put togerher with difficulry, and
imposed an impon ban until the end of this year.
Ve must make our views about this quite clear and
urge the USA to withdraw thc,se measures. That is why
in our joint resolution we also call for the compensa-
tory provisions in the GATI really to be applied. If
these compensatory measures are to be effective, then
they must naturally also relate ro other sensitive areas
in addition to steel, such as, for example, coal, agricul-
ture and the chemical industry, which are expressly
mentioned in our motion as alternatives and possibili-
ties.
There is one thing I want to make clear. Ve do not
want a Europe-America trade war. I think this January
will give Parliament a good opponuniry to make a.
practical contribution to ensuring this, for thar is when
the next meeting between our delegation and the US
Congress will be taking place and members from both
sides of rhe Atlantic will be meeting in Brussels. That
will offer those colleagues taking pan a good oppor-
tunity to urge that the US measures are brought to an
end as soon as possible and do not lead ro a rade war,
which could only harm both sides.
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
I rise to speak in suppon of the
amendment tabled by my colleague, Mr Ben Parter-
son, and orhers to the motions that are before us.
It is a pity that these unilateral United States moves
happen to have come in 1984, the first year when the
European Economic Communiry was well ser towards
having a rade surplus with the Unircd States. These
Unircd States moves are incompatible with the spirit of
the General Agreemenr on Tariffs and Trade. These
United States moves result from their own policy of a
strong dollar, which has had the effect of sucking in
imports. These moves are inspired by the strength of
the steel lobby in Vashington. They discriminate
against the European Economic Communiry more
than they discriminate against other shippers of steel,
such as Brazil, South Korea and Japan, whose exporrs
to the United Sates have increased by more than those
of the EEC. Retaliation within the context of the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is nor to be ruled
out. In panicular, we need to concentrate our aficn-
tion, and the Commission needs to concentrate its
attention, on those sensitive sectors which have at thcir
disposal a more powerful lobby in \Tashington than
that of the steel lobby. In particular, may I direct the
attcntion of the Commission to the possibilidcs of
retaliadon in agriculture, electronics and defence
expenditure.
Mr Boaeccini (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, ladies
and gendemen, I have linle m add to what has been
said by all the previous speakers. I should only like to
express satisfaction at the broad consensus that the
Groups have been able to achieve and to point out rhat
such a consensus is the necessary condition for all
effons to find a positive solution to this quarrel. Ve
hope therefore that the conflict can be resolved
favourably for Europe and for our trade with the
United Starcs.
The problem which we face here in Europe, as in rhe
rest of the world, is rhat of the division of labour, and
it is not a problem shat can be solved either by the
sword or by unilateral acrion. A whole series of consi-
derations come into play, but we do feel that in com-
ing to its decisions the American Government should
bear in mind the special role of the European Com-
munity and take it into account.
It is in this spirit that we have contributed to the work-
ing out of the compromise which, as far as we are con-
cerned, closes the debarc on this ircm, and we shall be
attending in the same spirit the meeting with the
American delegation, determined to defend to the end
the interests of Europe's peoples and workers and to
find a sadsfactory soludon rc the issues which have
been raised.
Mr Fitzgereld (RDE). 
- 
Like the other speakers I
too support these motions, and I am glad of the brief
opponuniry of speaking in this urgent debate on the
unilateral decision of the United States Governmenr ro
cut the EEC's share of the steeltube market over rhe
next two years. I support those speakers who say that
we should not have a battle; we should not enrer inro a
trade war.'$7e are being offered an ideal opponunity
to reach agreement on the occasion of the visit of the
US delegadon to Brussels in early January. In fact, ar
the last meeting of our delegation, I raised the point
that it was a mancr which should be debated and
should be discussed. Ar the time thar was nor pro-
ceeded with because it was thoughr that our problem
with the American sreel industry was ar an end. All I
can say is, I am sorry it is not at an end, but it was
fairly obvious then that it was not going rc be.
I believe that decisions such as the one we are discuss-
ing here today can only cause further problems for rhe
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Communiry's already hardpressed steel industry. It can
only create funher fears for the future' I believe that
the forum we are offered in January is an ideal oPPor-
tuniry.
Irish Steel Holdings is the only steel industry in my
country. It is a state company which has been assisted
by government and European funding and it can only
suffir, just like the other parts of the European steel
industry. It is my country's only steelworks and is a
large employer in the employment-starved region of
Cork.
I want to refer briefly rc the Communiry's failure to
implement a shipbuilding policy. I believe that- ship-
building is one of the biggest users of srcel, and I ried
unsuccissfully to have an urgency motion on it put
down.
In conclusion, might I say that whether the steelworks
be in Humberside, in Tyneside or by Leeside, they are
equally important, and I regret the Socialist decision
on the last occasion in this House not to suPPon my
motion on shipbuilding.
IVIr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) Mr President, the laws of
economics are governed by the principle that might is
righr That is illustrated by the current egoistic Protec-
tionist measures of the United Sntes. It is also illus-
trarcd by the closing down of European branches of
American muldnationals, such as Blue Bells at Present
in Belgium. It is exactly the same law which deter-
mines ihe economic relations of the rich countries with
the poor countries in the Third Vorld. lust look at the
failure of the UNCTAD conferences! If we wish to be
regarded as valid trading partners for the United
Stites, then we in Europe must take the following
stePs:
1. Ve must strenghen the internal European market
and plan our priorities in regard to production for
our own needsl
2. ve must strengthen our oq'n European currency;
3. '$7e must develop Europe's own sciendfic research
and develop our welfare qFsrcm instead of demo-
lishing it as the Unircd States is doing.
Finally Breater economic autonomy must make
Europe both politically and miliarily independent, not
,nerely as against the Unircd States but also as against
both great power blocs in the world.
Mr Moortouse (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it is all
roo easy to shoot from the hip, but I am going-to try
and look behind some of the problems which face us
in this immediate area and indicarc how we see the
limits of our support for motions attacking United
Sates rade policy in general and its poliry in the srcel
sector in panicular.
Firstly, we share with Members of this House a 8€n-
eral lrustration and disappointment about the clear
protecdonist drift in the United Starcs. However, we
ihould be clear, I think, that this largely originates in
Congress and not in the !flhite House. It is a response
to lo-bbying from declining industries reluctant to face
the efficts of international competition. It is a perni-
cious threat to the world trading qfsrcm, coming as it
does from the traditional bastion of international free
trade and an open world economy. If the USA en,ioys
a strong dollar, it is likely to have a lleavy trade deficit.
It cann6t escape the consequences of its own domestic,
economic situition by imposing trade restrictions and
still remain a responsible Panner in the world econo-
mic system. However, I do believe that the Reagan
administration, to its credit, has proved in large mea-
sure an admirable defender of free trade in principle
and has nobly resisrcd prorcctionist reflexes on Capitol
Hill. Think how much worse the situation could have
been than it is today in the general field.
Secondly, we warmly welcome the US administra-
tion's commitment to a new GATT round based on
liberalizing rade in services and in agriculture' By
conrast rc this positive move to help end recession,
the lukewarm response of the European Commission
should be condemned, in our opinion, as shonsighrcd
and overly servile to declining industries and the pow-
erful agricultural lobby.
It is all very well, Mr President, for this House persis-
tently to condemn the US for succumbing to-Prorcc-
tioniit temptations in the face of recession, but our
own consciences are scarcely clear. In steel, in agricul-
ture, in textiles we already have elements of protec-
tionism in Europe. Ve are bad offenders ourselves,
and our consumers are the Poorer for it everyday.
\7ith that measure of reservation we suPPort the joint
rcxt.
Mr Nerjes, Menber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission is grateful to the European
Parliament for the motions for resolutions on the
American impon restrictions on steel pipes from the
Communiry iabled by the various ErouPs. It is also
grateful for the appreciation expressed on many sides
Juring this debate of the way the negotiations have
been ionducted by the two colleagues responsible. The
US move does indeed give cause for concern in many
respec6. In our view it is legally untenable and politi-
cally regrettable.
The European Communiry was prepared to halve its
steel pipe exports to the United States in the coming
y."r co.p"ted rc this year' The rejection- by 
.the
American 
-steel 
industry of this agreement, which had
already been reached ad referendamon 17/18 Novem-
ber berween Mr Davignon and Mr Haferkamp on the
one side and Ambassidor Brock, che American trade
represenadve, on the other and which the Council
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hed drcady acceptcd as a basis for negodation on
22 November, now risls leading to an opcn trade dis-
putc. That is neither in our intcrest nor, I rhink, in the
American interest. The Commission is resolved to
apply all the European Communiqds rights under the
GATT, including 
- 
if rhis should provl inevitable 
-possibly resoning ro measurcs ro compensate for the
damage suffered.
In.vicw of the negotiations which may take place
today, rcmorrow and Sarurday, I would .irhe. not dis-
cuss in detail the products which may be involved.
They can only be producrs which also affect those
Amcrican exporrs which are imponant to them in
every resp€cr. \7ith a view to protecting all our GATT
righs and if necessary taking rhe necissary proceed-
io$, ,h_. Commission has asked for a speciai meeting
of the GATT Council to be convened, which will takl
placc in Geneva on 17 December, that is, nexr week.
The volume of trade affected by the American mea-
sures is substantial. On average over the three years
1981-1983, the Communiry exponed 866 million US
dollan wonh of steel pipes to the United States. The
i.p-9* quoa nor/ fixed by the Americans, namely,
5.90/o of American consumption in 1985, would be
worth 245 million dollarc. According ro thesc calcula-
tions, the trade loss for which wc could claim compen-
sation would be as much as 620 million dollars.- Ve
estimate rhe loss ro us as a result of the total impon
ban in Deccmber at a funher 80 million dollars. Then
there are also the financial cosrs to our exponers and
importcrc because the pipes now on rhe high seas will
have to be taken rcmporarily into bonded iarehouses
when they arrive in rhe USAsometime in December.
In this situation, I think we should also look ar a few
events of rhe past. Our steel pipe exporrs to the United
States were fixed by an exchange of letters on
2l Ocober 1982 in which the Communiry undenook
to ent€r into consultations with the Americans if the
averagc expon volume beween 1979 and l9g1 
-which vas 5.90/o of the American consumption 
- 
was
excecded.
In 1983 our exports were 8.2o/o and in 1984 they rose
to 14.40/0. Here we should norc, however, that the sta-
tistigal basis for the 5.90lo consultation threshold
remained unclear. In particular, no provision was
made for exceptions which should nor be taken into
accounr. According to our interpretation, in fact, our
gxpoq in 1983 and 1984 did not acrually go far
beyond the 5.90/o thrEirh-old; During rhose years our
exports urere in any case consistent with the market
trend in the USA and ran parallel to rhe expons of
other third countries to the United States.
On l2June 1984 the American International Trade
Commission, the authoriry responsible for assessing
such applications, found that steel pipe impons did n6
damage to American industry. It did, however, find
thcre was damage ro some other stccl products and
proposed appropriate measures rc the American presi-
dent. During the enquiry proccedings before the Inter-
national Tradc Commission, rhe Commission for its
part always warned against imposing any impon rcs-
trictions ois-ti-ois the Community over and above wirat
had been agreed in the steel agreement and thc
exchange of lctters on stcel pipes.
Following the findings of the Intcrnational Trade
Commission, which did not satisfy the steel industry,
{re US steel industry exerted pressure on Congress for
the impons to be restricted by law. On 10 November
1984 Congress accepted the 1984 Trade and Tariff
Acq which provides amont other things that the presi-
{ent may by law execut€ bilateral igreemenrs with
third countries. In panicular, ilris also reletes rc the
figure of 5.90/o ref.erred to in the exchange of lettcrs
on steel pipes, which the Americans wrongly regard as
an export limit binding on the Communiry- Four days
later, on 14 November, on rhe basis of this law, the
American Minister for Trade called on rhe Secretary
of the Treasury ro trear rte 5.90/o limit as binding; i.c.
to resrict impons from the Communiry to that figurc
and to ban impons completely for thi remaindei of
1984.
On 17 and 18 November she talks bescreen Mr Hafer-
kamp and Mr Davignon and Ambassador Brock, to
which we referred earlier, took place, and the lattcr
undenook rc posrpone the implementation of this
decision until 29 November pending the signature of
an agreemcnr wirh the Community.
He accepted, as I have said, ad referend*m an agree-
ment in which rhe Communiry undenook rc limir its
exports to 7.60/0.
Two days before the expiry of this deadline, however,
on-27November, the United States rejected the ad
referendtm agreemenq stopped imports ior the endre
remainder of the year and unilatcrally decided an
import quoa of 5.90/o.Thc same day, dre Communiry
revoked the exchange of letters. Three days latcr, on
30 November, at rhe 40rh GATT meeting, the Com-
muniry called on the Unitcd States to notify thcse
mcasures immediately and declared its inteniion to
demand immediate consultations. Since the Americans
did not give this notification, on 7 Deccmber rhe
Cgp.-uL,..y 
-called for the special GATT meeting,
which will take place next wee[,, to be convened.
On 14 December, rhat is tomorrow, the Commission
will be meeting Foreign Minister Shulz, Trade Minis-
ter_Baldridge and Ambassador Brock, among others,
in Brussels. Naturally this question will havi e very
prominenr place in these talks. Ve will not leave the
Americans in any doubt that we vill claim,our GATT
rights in full. But the Commission is still prepared rc
negotiate on rhe basis of the d referndri seitlement
of U t ta November and would prife. an amicable set-
demenr to conflict.'Ve regret thcse developmenrs, bur
we musr say that the ball is now in the American coun.
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- 
The joint dcbatc is closed.
(Parliament adopted Amadmmt No 1 seehing to rephce
thefioe motionsfor resohtions uith a neut text)t
Disernament
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1200/84/rev.)
by Mr Hrnsch and others on the prospect of a
resumption of East-Vest disarmament talks
between the USA and the USSR;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1206/8\ by
Mr Vandemeulebroucke and others on the siting
of nuclear missiles and the preparations for this
abeady made in cenain Member States;
- 
the modon for a rcsolution (Doc. 2-1210/8$ by
Mr Pouering and others, on behalf of the.Group
of the European People's Party, on the resump-
tion of disarmament and arms control alks and
the continuation of confidcnce building measures
besween East and Vest;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1225/8\ by
Mr Cervetti and others on the fonhcoming meet-
ing in Geneva berween the United Statcs and the
Soviet Union.
tlr Hlosch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq ladies and
gentlemen, we welcome the resumption of talks
berc/een the governments of the Unircd States and of
rhe Soviet Union. Ve hope that they will very soon
result in negotiations on concrete disarmament mea-
sures. Ve have no illusions about these talks, but
know that without them there is no hope of disarma-
ment. Some people regard the resumption of the talls
berween the gwo governments as an achievement of
what is called rearmament. The reverse is true. Time
was spent, used up, wasted, and during that time bil-
lions more dollars were squandered, billions we need
to feed thc starving people of this world. !7e are liter-
ally arming the world to death, and arms are actually
lethal even in peacetime.
That is why we demand that:
1. The rwo superpovers bring to an immediate stop
the funher development of their arsenals. It will
facilitarc thc talks if no further missiles are based
in Europe 
- 
eithcr in the East or in the \Vest.
2. Nuclcar disarmament is not enough. The world,
and especially Europe, also needs a reduction of
conventional xreapons. \7e vant chemical wea-
pons to disappear from our continent, to be out-
lawed throughout the world. Ve call upon the
Unired States finally rc give up their sPace war
plans and to make preparations to this end.
(Apphrse)
3. Real disarmament can only make progress in a cli-
marc of confidence and cooperation. That is why
the talks berween the Unircd States and the Soviet
Union must be accompanied by negotiations on
how rc improve reladons bctween East and Vest,
in the trade, economic, environmental culural
and scientific fields.
4. It remains esrndal for Europe, which means this
Community, to play its pan. That applies not
only, but above all, to the Stockholm negodations.
That is the arena in which the Europeans, and in
panicular the European Community, have to play
their pan. Our European interests are not repre-
sented by Vashingron nor, of course, by Moscow;
we can only represent our European interests our-
selves, jointly. That is the task facing this Euro-
pean Community and the aim of our motion for a
resolution
(Applaase)
Mr Vandcmeulcbrouckc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladics and gentlemen, we have all had an oppor-
tuniry to notice how, since the NATO decision to
instal medium-range missiles, the tcnsions between
East and I7est have increased. Ve have had to ack-
nowledge too that the siting of new nuclear veapons
in \Testern Europe has resulrcd also in nes, weapons
bchind the Iron Cunain, and at a stroke the insane
arms spiral has been given another twist and the
atomic threshold has been funher lowered. Fortun-
ately, new talfts are to take place in January so that the
disarmament negotiations may be resumed. Small
Eastern bloc countries such as Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia have in any case undoubtedly done their very
best to bring about a relaxation of tension between
East and Vest.
In my view Europe itself can make a very useful con-
tribution by adopting a number of confidence-building
measures. Thus the resumption of the dialogue
berween East and'$7est must be accompanied by ini-
tiatives in the field of the economy, trade and scicntific
and cultural exchanges. Our collaboradon with she
small Central European Communist countries in all
rhese spheres vill quite cenainly have the effect of
building confidence.
In my opinion we can take a second very practical
step, and that is in those Member Sates which up to
the present have not proceeded to the actual siting of
I Amendmcnt No I was tabled by Mr'S7agner and Mr Hin-
dley, on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mrs Van Rooy and
Mi von Vogaui on behalf of thc Group of the European
People's Party, Mr Bonaccini, on behalf of thc Commun-
ist ahd Allies Group, Mr Pattcrson, on behalf of the Euro-
pcan Democratic Group, and Mr De Gucht, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
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nuclear missiles and have made their final decision
dependent on the ourcome of the negotiarions. In
. those countries, and I am thinking'panicularly of the
Netherlands and Belgium, the prepararory work for
the installation can be discontinued. Conrinuation of
this work indeed can only reinforce the impression
that the ultimarc installadon of the nuclear missiles is
to be nothing more than a formaliry. The suspension
of the preparatory operarions would be a very clear
sign of our intentions to rhe Soviet Union, a signal to
the Soviet Union, in the hope, thar in this direction
too an express willingness funher to reduce rhe
nuclear arsenal may come into being. That would be a
first stcp in the direction of our ultimate hope: the
realization of a zone free from nuclear weapons in
East and Vest
Ve remain completely opposed to all nuclear missiles
in both East and Vest and equally we are opposed to
the arsenal of chemical weapons and the funher arm-
ing of space. The haldng of the prepararcry operarions
was one of the key-points of my resolution. I regret
that I was not involved in the compromise consulta-
tions, so that a resolution has come inrc being by way
of amendment in which that point was nor included.
For that reason I shall maintain my resolution as well
and submit it rc the vore, and in fact I shall ask for a
roll-call vote on rhe matter.
Mr Pocttering (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Group of the European People's
Parry is very pleased rhar talls will take place berween
Mr George Shultz, the US Foreign Minister, and Mr
Andrei Gromyko, Foreign Minister of rhe Soviet
Union, on 7 and 8 January 1985 on the resumption of
the dialogue on disarmament and arms control.
'V'e want to leave no doubr that the European People's
Party regards the quesdons of arms control and disar-
mament as the most imponant political issue for the
future, and for [wo reasons: firstly, to counter the
danger of a nuclear war, bur secondly because, in view
of the hunger in the world, we regard such talks as a
moral duty. It is rcrrible rhat we may have managed to
conquer space militarily but have not managed to give
the people on this eanh enough ro eat. Ve think that
this moral dimension is another reason why the arms
conrol dialogue and the disarmement talks must be a
focal issue in coming years.
But we must look at the world as it is and be realistic.
At the end of this month it will be five years since rhe
Soviet Union began its pitiless war against the Afghan
people, and only a few weeks ago a priest, Jerzy
Popieluszko, who only c/anted to serye humanity, was
murdered in bestial fashion in a central European
country, in Poland. We must place that to its account
and spare free Europe the fate of Afghanistan and
Poland and many other counrries. That is why we
need security for rhe free countries of Europe. To
quorc the words of the former Chancellor of rhe Fed-
eral Republic, Helmut Schmidt: 'Vithout defence pre-
pararions, dEtente is equivalent rc gradual capitula-
tion'. And we may add that anyone who begins to give
up security begins to lose freedom.
My group now expecr talls to take place between the
rwo superpowers without unilateral conditions, on a
basis of equaliry, reciprocity and equal rights to secur-
ity, on all existing and planned weapons sysrems 
-nuclear, convendonal, chemical and bacteriological
weapons and weapons for use in space 
- 
wirh the aim
of achieving success. Secondly, we expect that suitable
measures, such as those repeatedly proposed by the
NATO governmenr, will be introduced ro ensure
construcdve progress in real det6nte, cooperation and
the introduction of methods of verification, in order to
give concrete tuarantees of the renunciation of the use
of force and respect for the independence and territo-
rial integriry of all states.
Several groups, the Group of the European People's
Party, the Liberal and Democratic Group, the Euro-
pean Democradc Group and the Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance, have submitted a modon
for a resolution to this end, which we hope will meet
with the approval of this House. Ve want a reduction
of all medium-range missiles in Europe, including the
387 SS-20 missiles wirh their l16l nuclear warheads.
That is why in the present siruadon we, unlike Mr
Hensch and his friends, cannor accept a moratorium
on the pan of the Vest, for that would mean giving
ground to the Soviet Union before the negotiations.
'We now expec the rcn governments of the European
Communiry rc define our European position, our
American friends ro respec this position and not only
inform but also consult the Europeans at each stage of
the negotiations and represent our interesrc, because
we hope for a future from which war is banned, since
we Europeans would be the main victims. Ve must
work for a future in which people can be free from
military threat, a fuure with increasingly fewer wea-
pons, a future in which people can realise their free-
dom, their inalienable human rights and their right to
self-determinadon.
(Applause from the igbt)
Mr Galluzzi (COM). 
- 
[n Mr Presidenr, the Ital-
ian Communists and allies are convinced that the
resumption of the Geneva netoriarions can be most
imponant, provided rhat borh rhe superpowers have
the desire to make genuine practical progress towards
disarmament.
Ve therefore consider it essential that at this period
when negotiations are about to begin, there must be a
halt to the deploymenr of missiles 
- 
of all missiles 
-whether on land (and this is happeniirg in some pans
of our country) or in submarines. It would be absurd
indeed to neBodate abour arms reductions while mis-
siles are being deployed and new arms developed.
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Ve believe that our call to this effect can be a practical
means for Europe rc make its voice heard and rc
become an imponant paftner in the disarmament mlks.
Our position is stated and fully explained in the
modon for a resolution which we have abled and for
which, naturally, we shall be voting, if it comes m the
vote. '!7e would, however, be prepared to withdraw
out motion and talk to other Groups, with which we
hold many views in common, to ensure that on this
maner of fundamental imponance to all the peoples of
the world 
- 
the resumption of disarmament alks
berc/een the cwo superpourers 
- 
the European Parlia-
ment can spe-ak with a single voice.
Mr Van Miert (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gendeman, as co-signatory of rwo of the resolutions at
present under discussion I should like briefly to
explain my motives. It is now more [han eleven years
since an atreement on control ofweapons between the
superpowers uras ratified. The trend vhich has become
apparent since then has gone entirely in the wrong
direction. Existing agreements have been eroded or
called in question. Think of the ABM Treary. Since
then the arms race has taken on insane ProPortions.
N7hilst the superpowers can already wipe one another
off the map countless times with their unimaginable
potential for annihilation, they continue to outbid one
another with still morc weapons, still more military
expenditure and still more pressure on their allies. And
as if that were not enough, they are nov starting on
the militarization of space 
- 
and all this whilst mil-
lions of people in the world are starving to death. At
the bottom of this dangerous and insane arms race lie
undoubrcdly the inrcrests of the military industrial
complex, but also the toally false initial concept that
still more arms also mean treater securiry.
The opposire is true. The unrestrained arms race not
only increases mistrust berween the superpowers but
also leads to ne$' weapons systems which are more dif-
ficult to control the longer the position continues,
which have a destabilizing effect, which increase the
chances of nuclear accidents and which make the
launching of nuclear weapons ever more likely. And
then I have not eyen mentioned the danger of funher
proliferation of nuclear arms. I shudder at the ProsPect
that madmen like Ghadaffi may have nuclear weapons
at their disposal in future.
It is thus high dme to stop this arms frenzy. Even
hawks like Goldwarcr seem to realize that things have
gone too far and are ?anging themselves on the side of
rhose who think that the MX programme in the
United States had better not be continued. And as
Flora Lrwis said in the International Herald Tribune
on Tuesday I 1:
'The overriding problem of a wildly overarmed,
hainrigger world imposes an effon to reach
agreement wherever possible. Precisely because
there is conflict on principles, there needs rc be a
clearly expressed understandint that more wea-
pons will not bring more security, however secur-
iry is defined'.
Against this background, ladies and gentlemen, it is a
positive development in itself that fresh talks are to
take place berween the USA and the Soviet Union. To
give the negotiations a real chance, a start must be
made with a general f.reeze of the arsenals of weapons.
This means an immediate halt in East and Vest 
- 
Mr
Pottering, you have read our resolution wrong, you
have interpreted it as unilateral 
- 
so I repeat in East
and $fest to the siting of medium-range missiles. It
means desisting from placing them where they have
not yet been sited, including my own countrT' Only
then will there be a genuine prosPect of arms restric-
tion to the conventional field, only then will it be pos-
sible to ban chemical and bacteriological weaPons,
only then will demilitarized and nuclear-free zones
come about and only then will Europe become some-
thing more than the biggest powder-keg in the world,
predestined to become a nuclear battlefield.
Mr Penders (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is an
excellent thing that the European Parliament is devot-
ing a debate rc the coming disarmament alks in
Geneva. Ve are delighted that Shultz and Gromyko
are to meet. Let us hope for fruitful results in the
sphere of arms control and arms reduction, with, of
course, peace as the final PersPective. Let us also be
careful, Mr President 
- 
there are sdll no real negotia-
tions. There are initial discussions, feelers m see
whether a satisfactory procedure and a satisfactory
agenda can be agreed. The very fact that the talks are
to get under way is the proof for me of the correctness
of the approach adopted by the Altantic Alliance with
regard to medium-range missiles: the offer of negotia-
tions in order to agree on the siting of fewer missiles,
or even no sitings at all, provided that the other side
offers an adequate qaid pro qao. And, Mr President,
that offer is still there, that thread may still be picked
up anew today. It is entirely as a result of the firm atti-
tude of the Federal Republic of Germany, the United
Kingdom and Italy that it has become possible for
alks to get under way now and that there has been no
yielding to the Moscow ultimatum of 'first missiles
away and then talks'.
It is precisely because of the proven force of the !7est-
ern standpoint that it would be injudicious to declare
moratoria at this dme. I have read that in Mr Hlnsch's
resolution what is in fact intended is a bilateral mora-
torium. Practice always shows that things are going to
come down to demanding a unilateral moratorium
from us. It is just the fact of not declaring a morato-
rium that has put us on the right track and is allowing
us to remain there. In this connection I must say that I
am extremely astonished by the attitude of Mr Van
Miert, who puts his signature to a resolution calling
for a bilateral moratorium as well as to one calling for
a unilateral moratorium. My question now is: Vill the
real Mr Van Mien stand up suaight away and say
what he actually means?
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Thc previous Parliamcn6 Mr President, expressed in a
resoludon its conviction that the Vest should not deny
itself weapons which the other side also posscsscs. The
Pottcring motion for a resolution, drawn up by a num-
ber of groups, entirely follovs that line and therefore
descrves to be acceptcd. Its tone is, realistic, but it also
has perspective and is directed to the future.
Unfonunately, Mr President, a single small error has
crept into the resolution. Referencc is made to territo-
rial integrity. For me tcrritorial intcgriry and indepen-
dence are Siamese twins. The expression 'indepen-
dencc'ought to have been mendoned. The rwo con-
oepts are inseparable, as you can see, from tle example
of Afghanistan, thar it is possible to have on rhe one
hand tcrritorial integrity and yet on the other hand no
independence.
(Apphtsefion the Erropean People\ Party)
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I was panicularly
plcased at the landslide victory in rhe American presi-
dentid, election because, if it did nothing clse, it
demonstratcd as clearly as anything could that the
decisions about disarmament would not all be taken in
the Kremlin. Vhcn the Soviet Union walkcd away
from the negotiating table in Geneva a year ago and
tricd to scare public opinion in Vestern Europe and
Nonh America into prcssurizing its govemments into
acccpting Soviet terms, it was a purely cynical exercise
in the manipulation of democracy. It failed, and in
America it was seen to have failed spectacularly. How-
ever, the Soviet Union is a pragmatic country. It
rccoghizcs reality, and so it is on its way back to the
negotiating table which the Americans have never left.
\7e should be thankful for rhat.
Members may have forgottcn the background to this
whole period of tension. Ir was a clmical manipuladon
by the Soviet Union of rhe first SALT Agreement,
which saw it simply taking one stage off its by then
banned 5516 rockets and calling them SS20s and
crearing a whole new shrear to Vestcrn Europe in the
late 1970s. The very measured NATO response of
disarmament negotiations, with the option of giving
itself a count€r to the enormous Soviet threat if rhosi
negotiadons f.ailed afier fon lears, could hardly have
been more reasonable. Most people thoughr they were
simply facing a frighrcning increase in Soviet rockery.
I guess most people did not realize they were also fac-
ing a massive escalation in the Soviet propaganda
offensive as well. That offensive has not succcided,
and one of the reasons is that in NATO ve stand
together in an alliance in which we murually supporr
each other.
Although the Americans alonc from NATO will be
sitting at the Geneva talls, thesc are nor the only talls
going on. My interest is in the dismantling of the
stocks of chemical weapons, and the attitudi of rhe
Soviet Union there has been an interesting pointcr to
its pragmatism. Vhile NATO froze production of
chemical weapons for 20 yearc, the Soviets forgcd
ahead. Now that the Americans have finally got fed.up
and said that they will procccd with a new breed of
binary weapons, only nov has the Soviet Union said
that it will talk about chemical disarmament. The
European members of NATO have a rolc to play in
muual support, in not being blackmailcd into a posi-
tion of weakncss at thc negotiating table. Thc Sovict
Union has shown rhat it is pragmatic and that it undcr-
stands hard bargaining. They must understand that we
are their paftners at the negodating table in trying to
dismande the nuclear threat rc Europc.
My group strongly supports the sendments of Hans-
Gen Pottering and his troup, and ve urge this House
to support a motion which sends the clearcst message
to Moscow that we are looking for negotiadon, not
equivocation.
Mr Alevroos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr Piesident, from
one point of view it is ccnainly pleasing that resolu-
tions concerning disarmamenr have been tabled by
nearly every group in the European Parliament; on'the
othcr hand, however, it is a sad fact that if the interest
and wishes exprcssed in thosc resolutions had been
declared earlier, as we and many other colleagues ins-
isrcd, perhaps ve would not bc in today's exception;
ally dangerous and tcnse situation. I would likc to
stress that it is also a sad fact that many sidcs of the
European Parliament and their respective tovernmenr
expected the.United States and President Reagan, fol-
lowing the recent elections in the USA, rc modify
their position somewhat in rhe maner of negotiations,
at least in theory, so that they might come here and
support resolutions on disarmamenr. In all the pro-
posed resolutions submitted there is particular empha-
sis on the pan rhat the Vestcrn European countries
can play in matters of East-Vest reladons, erc. \tre too
really beliwe that they can assume a substantial role in
rcday's tensc and dangerous situation, but rhis role
cannot be limited ro mere lip service. Specific practical
measures are needed, and these are not to be found in
most of the resolutions. I7e fear that in many cases
this intcrest in disarmamenr may prove ro be hypocriti-
cal, for example, when most Member States of the
EEC, as members of NATO, agreed in Brussels a few
days ago to increase conventional annament, or when
we ignore the fact rhar France's and Great Britain's
nuclear weapons are substantial stumbling blocks to
the progress of disarmament. I
IvIr M. Denieu (L). 
- 
(FR) Onrhis viul subject there
are only three points which are imponanq and if I
have proposed this amendmenr on behalf of the Lib-
eral and Democratic Group, it is because I believe we
really must keep to essentials.
The essential thing with disarmament is to alk about
all weapons, i.e. nor just nuclear weapons but also con-
rl
I
I
l
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ventional, chemical and spacc weapons, bccause if we
want to achicrte a satisfcctory balance, we must take
cverything into account.
For me, the second essendal point is that any measures
to be aken within the fqamework of the negotiations
must be verifiablc, i.e. wc are not concerned with pro-
paganda and countcrpropaganda, what we want is
@ncretc measures which can be verified in each of the
countries.'
The third fundamental point is that there should be no
preconditions.'We are not going to institute precondi-
tions in these negotiations and cenainly not a frceze,
which would acoentuatc any imbalance. On the con-
trery we u/elcome the opening of these negodarions
founded on three principles: the rctal nature of them,
thc vcrifiable nature of thcm and the absence of pre-
conditions and of af.reez* in particular.
Thesc, Mr President, appear to me to be the funda-
mental points at issue in this debate.
IN THE CFIATR: MRS PERY
Vcc-hesident
Mr Costc-Floret (IIDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladics and gentlemen, several motions for resolutions
on the resumption of East-Vest negotiations on
nuclear disarmament hqve been tabled. They all wel-
comc the resumption of a dialogue and thry all express
the hopc that it will lead to peace.
The Group of the Egropean Democratic Alliance
naturally sharcs this satisfaction over tlte rcsumption
of talks and also hopcs that they will lead to lasting
, dcrcntc.
But having made these preliminary remarks, it must be
said that there are diffe[ences of substance in the var-
ious motions. Some in effect want preconditions, a
moratorium on the installation of missiles in Europe
and of Pershing rocketg, to 
- 
as they say 
- 
encour-
atc the negotiations. Ve do not consider rhis to be a
realistic attitude and wd think it has been ovenaken by
evcnts. \Fhen the Soviet Union left the negotiating
tablc in Geneva a year]ago, it was in the hope, as the
previous speaker said,l that the military imbalance
would be frozen; and if the Soviet Union is now
returning, it is because fhe balance of power is well on
the vay to bcing restorfd.
In our view, if the the arms race is a threat to peace,
military imbalance is an even greater threat.
That is why ve think that any reilisdc and effective
motion must refer to the restoration of rhe balance of
power and, at thc arme time, call for any stcps towards
disarmamcnt to be on a basis of reciprocity and effec-
dv'e control.
It is because we found these ideas in the composite
resolution that I have signcd it on behalf of my Group
and we shall vote for it to the exclusion of any others.
(Applausefron tbe cenni atd tbe ight)
Mrs Piermont (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, so far
arms control has never led to disarmament but at best
m momentarily firing the number of weapons at a
higher lwel, that is, to a constantly higher level of
arms.'Ve therefore call for a unilatcral advance con-
ribudon to disarmamcnt, to document our genilne
resolve to reduce the level of arms. Specifically that
means no further medium-range missiles to be based in
East or Vest, withdrawal of the Pershing II and
Cruise missiles already installed, reduction of the bac-
teriological and chemical warfare agents, stored in
panicular in thc federal Republic of Gcrmany, no
increase in or conversion of the European conven-
tional NATO forccs on the basis of the Air-land Batde
concept, immediatc suspension of the plans to militar-
ize space and, following on from thc first itcm in tlc
urgent dcbate, a ban on imports of Pershing IIs, rathcr
than a ban on soya imports in answer to the US stcel
pipes embargo.
Mr Stirbois (DR).- (FR) Disarmament is an impor-
tant matt€r in which the securiry of Europe and the
world is at stake. But is it possible to provide our peo-
ple with great€r security merely by supponing the
resumption of disarmament negotiations between the
United States and the USSR, whcn we are fully aware
of the nature of Soviet imperialism? Vhat is also
needed first and foremost is a Europcan civil defence
policy. In France, for example, our security is jeopar-
dized by the fact that nothing has been done about
civil defence for more than rwenty years. Successive
tovernments have in fact tragically placed their faith
in the absolute effectiveness of the power of deter-
rence,
Our neighbour, 
. Switzerland, is one of the best
informed countrics in the world: it knows that world
war and nuclear conflict are a possibility. 95% of its
population is protcctcd against the risk of nuclear war,
level with Sweden, behind Israel (1000/o), and ahead of
Russia (750lo), China (700/o) and the USA (600/o), but
the last three are dso protected by their size.
All these countrics are aware that national defence is
not just the protcction of territory, it is also and above
all the protection of the people who live in it.
In the field of civil defence France is two wars behind.
In 1939 passive'resistance had been organized, the
shelrcrs were equipped. Many people had gas masks.
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Today it is only the President of the Republic, mem-
bers of parliament, the military chicfs of staff and a
few privileged individuals who have the benefit of
nuclear fall-out shelrcrs.
Even though the French nuclear capability may acr as
a dcterrent to many countries, it is unfonunately inef-
fectual against tJre one counry 
- 
the USSR 
- 
which
poses a threat to us. All thd more ineffectual since
nothing has been done to prorcct the population. The
Army Chief of Staff, General Lacaze, has rightly said
that civil defence measures to prot€ct the civil popula-
tion and civil installations can only serve to reinforce
the people's fighting spirit and the credibiliry of our
dcterrent.
For many years now our inadequacies in the field of
civil defence have been raised to the level of doctrine:
the fear of generating fear has remained a convenient
alibi for public authorities and has been the pretext for
thcir criminal lach of action. Almost 40 million people
out of our counar/s populadon of 53 million are cloie
to possible nuclear BrBets. The USSR can target 9 800
nuclear warheads on Francc. A nuclear conflict could
wipc out 900/o of the population of France.
By way of comparison, the Swiss population, which
has fall-out shelters, would suffer only 100/o losses.
Switzerland devotes 135 Swiss francs per inhabitant to
civil defencc, France 75 centimes. Civil defence must be
used to reinforce the credibility of rhe deterrenr and,
should that fail, to make it possible ro save millions of
our fellow citizens, who would orherwise be con-
demned to a horrible death. And so, face to face with
Soviet imperialism, wc shall not risk weakening a con-
ventional modern aflny, so that in the event of a con-
flict tomorrow we should be neither Red nor dead, but
French, European and alive. For this reason our
Group will shonly table a morion for a resoludon call-
ing for a European civil defence policy.
(Appkrsefrom tbe igbt)
Mr LXburghs (ND. 
- 
@L) Mr President, I wish, to
support the motions for resolutions put forward by Mr
Hensch and Mr Cervetd, and above all that tabled by
my colleague, Mr Vandemeulebroucke, *'hich I also
signcd, in respect of a halt to the preparatory opera-
tions and the non-siting of nuclear missiles, above all
in small countries such as Belgium and she Nether-
lands. This may be regarded as an imponanr srcp
towards a Europe free of nuclear weapons and a sti-
mulus towards genuine peace negotiations berween the
txro superpowers. I also support Mr Vandemeule-
broucke's demand for a roll-call votc. I propose loo
that th6 puropean Parliament should encourage the
efforts of the peace movements in Europe, both East
and Vest. Finally, Europe's strength, in my view, lies
not in its superior military capacity for annihilation but
in the strength of its cultural, moral, social and reli-
gious values.
Mr Avgcrinos (S). 
- 
(Grt) Madam President, we all
feel that Man's very survival is at risk, precisely
because the perilous arms race is continuing more and
more intensely while dialogue besween the wo super-
powers has been non-existent for many months. Per-
haps there is now some prospect of its resumption. In
the United Sutes it is said that at the end of tggl that
countrS/s nuclear stockpile amounted to the equivalent
of lz0 000 Hiroshima-sized bombs, while during last
year alone 700 billion dollars were spent on iew arma-
ments. This huge expenditure on armaments, together
with the absence of any constructive dialogue, arc nor
only undcrmining peace but are leading small and
developing countries into an impasse. Vith 1.5 billion
people going hungry and 90 thousand people dying of
sarvation each day, it is tragic ro spend such huge
amounts on mankind's destruction, whereas it would
be possible to secure a peaceful world in which
nobody starved.
!7e consider that talls on disarmamenr provide the
only escape from the rhreat of nuclear holocaust. The
longer there is no dialogue, the grearer becomes the
risk of war. \7e therefore favour constructive dia-
logue, with no preconceptions and no unilatcral sup-
pon for either of the rwo superpowers. The peoplb of
Europe, both \7est and East, call for peace, and
Europe's role must be one of non-alignmenr, to prom-
ote d€tente and dialogue, leading to arms reduction,
disarmament and peace.
For these reasons, Madam Presidenr, we Greek
Socialists will vote against the joint amendment, which
we consider to be shon-sightcd and partisan, and con-
sequently ineffectual.\7e shall submit proposals of our
ouln.
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, all of
us, on all the benches, welcome with much pleasure
and satisfaction the fact that the negotiations are ro
begin again. Everyone is full of praise about the nego-
tiations, and that is extraordinarily important. How-
ever, there are three conditions for their success.
First of all, the will to succeed. I hear already from
some benches that people are inclined to be disillu-
sioned, and to'me that seems a poor beginning. There
must be a firm determination to succeed! As long ago
as the beginning of 1983 people were srying: Vho
really believes now that the Geneva negotiations will
succeed? Things will come to norhing there. Naturally
then things did come o nothing in 1983.
A second condition is that accounr musr be taken of
the complexity of the facrs. V'e regret that there are so
many arms, that thousands of millions are being spent
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on them and that the human race may be annihilated
so many dmes over. But there is is! fu politicians we
must exen ourselves rc put an end to this situation.
However, we must, not forget the complexiry of the
position.
A third condition is that as Europeans we must stand
rcgether. Ve iannot enter such negotiadons in open
order of baale. Ve must demand rc be constantly
involved in the negotiations, but that must be done
joindy and collectively.
May I refer here to the Harmel doctrine, which is still
valid and which was based on two pillars. First,
strength of purpose: everyone must know that we shall
defend our freedom and values. Secondly, we must at
the same time display Breat openness as regards nego-
tiating and relaxation of tension.There alone lies the
solution for mankind.. These rwo pillars sdll retain
their imponance; and we must lay stress on them
jointly in this debate. The r0le of the small counries in
this is also important. I should like m say to my col-
league, Mr Vandemeulebroucke, when he refers to
what some small Eastern bloc countries have said and
done, that the same is true in the small countries of
'Western Europe. That has happened in my country.
There have been countless measures, contacts and
journeys. !7e must no[ be modest about it and must
not hide it, on the contra{y we must say it out loud. I
think the resolution which has been jointly inroduced
is a good resolution. I hope that we here shall shonly
have the opponunity to speak again about the negotia-
dons and the satc of affairs and may be able to
express on behalf of everybody the wish that the nego-
tiations may indeed bc successful as regards all wea-
pons, that is, including medium-range missiles.
(Appk*se from the cente )
Mr Bcycr de Rykc (t). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and gendemen, it was Churchill who growled
that he preferred 'talksl talks, talls' to war. Vell, then,
why should we not call for essential negotiations,
without preconditions; as the amendment bearing the
signature of Mr Jean-Frangois Deniau so rightly says?
But, Madam President, as I do not suffer from a short
m€mor/r I should like rc remind you that it was the
USSR which broke thO circle and left the negotiatint
table, not the Vest.
In the light of the negptiations, my government 
- 
as
has already been said .i- will decide whether or not to
instal missiles. It is a d{cision which concerns Belgium,
but it is also one whicli concerns the whole of Europe.
The wind from the East blows strongly across my
country. It is a point which I want to stress very
strongly, particularly for the benefit of the Flemish
Christian Democrats, on behalf of whom Mr Croux
spoke a few moments ego.
I-et us he clear about one thing. There has to be a defi-
nite timetable: either the Soviet Union dismantles its
nuclear dcfences or the \fest organizes its own.,The
negotiations must not result in a freeze on what might
be, namcly, the installation of Pershing missiles, whilst
maintaining what is, namely, the installation of SS-20s.
One of my honourable colleagucs on the otircr sidc of
the demarcation line referred just now to our a$irude
towards the United Statcs and said that in mattcrc of
trade the United Statcs takes advantage of the least
sign of weakness. He is right. But my reply to him is
that in matters of defencc the USSR takes advantage
of the least sign of weakness. In conclusion, Madam
President, we do not want to pay the bill when it is our
very survival which is at sake.
(Appkrsefron th ight)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
Amendment No I seeking to rephce tbe forr motiots for
resolrtions anitb a neat text
Mr Hnosch (S). 
- 
(DE) Medam President, this
Amendment No 1, signed by various groups, is to
replace rhe motions for resolution by Mr Hansch, Mr
Cervetti and Mr Vandemeulebroucke. That is not pos-
sible. Amendment No 1 is not a compromise amend-
ment but relarcs only rc the motion for a resolution by
Mr Pottcring. That is why we need separate votes.
If you vote on them separately, that must surely be
done in the sequence in which they were tabled, as is
usual; shat is, we must first vote on the Hensch
motion, then on the Pouering motion, i.e. the amend-
ment on it, then on the Cervetti and Vandemeule-
broucke amendments. Those are the rules, Madam
President. I only wanted rc refer you to them as a pre-
caution, although I am convinced you knew all this
anyway.
Mr Poettering (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madame Presidenq I
do not wan[ to teach you your business, but only to
point out that we have here a motion for a resolution
by various groups, on which we must vorc first.
(Interuptions)
Do please let me finish 
- 
I always listen to you care-
fully. You may even learn something new, as I always
try to learn new things.
In my view we mu$ first vote on the joint modon, and
after our motion, which I hope will find a majority, we
can then, and I agree with Mr Hensch here, vote on
the wording of Mr Hensch's motion.
Mr Fanti (COM). 
- 
(n Madam President, I want
rc point out to Mr Podrcring that what he said is
wrong. This amendment sceks rc replace Mr P6tter-
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ing's motion for a resolution; it is 4 compromise
amendment from several Groups but not from all the
Groups in this Assembly. The rule rhat a compromise
'amcndment akes preccdence oyer all others applies
only if, by agreement among the political Groups,-that
amendment should seek to replace all rhe motions for
resoludons.
Othervise, Madam Prcsident 
- 
and that is what I
want to draw to your attention 
- 
we would be faced
vith a very scrious procedurd anomaly, namely, that
it would be possible for jusr a fev Groups, say rwo or
three, to ebuse the fusernbly's proccdures, disregard-
ing the normal practice. If nro or more Groups wish
to gct together on a panicular resolution, they are free
to do so; but the vodng should take place in the order
in vhich the modons are tabled, vhich in the case in
point means that rhe Hlnsch motion must be put first
to the vote; nexq in accordance with thc agenda, the
Vandemculebroucke motion; then the compromise
motion vhich seels rc replacc the Pottcring morion,
and, finally, the Cenetti motion. That is the proper
order according to the rules.
(Apphtsefron the hfi)
Mr Yeodsneulcbrouckc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Madam
Prcsident, if wc follow my colleague Pottering's argu-
ment rhat when a compromise amendment ii handed
in various groups are involved, we are adopting,a very
dangcrous precedent. Of course, we can havel com-
promise amendment in which all those who have taken
an inidativc are involved. If that produces results, it is
clear that their previous resolurions fall. But if a com-
promisc amendment is to be tabled by one or rwo
groups only and that is seen as an a(gument for elimi-
nating dl other initiatives, rhat is an exccpiionally dan-
gcrous precedent. I do nor accept that. So I too ask
that my resolution also be put to the vote, all the more
so because, quitc contrary to the rules of deontology, I
have not been involved in any way in all this busincss.
(Apph*sefion tbe hfi)
frt Ellcs (ED).- I appreciate the various pointsbcing made by other honourable Members. -But I
would like to draw attention to Rule 53(2) which
staEs 
- 
and I am referring at the moment to the
amendmenr tabled by Mr Pottcring and otherc which
is the subject of discussion:
An amendment may seek to change the whole or
pan of a rext, and may bc dircctcd at deleting,
adding or substiruting.
This panicular Amendmenr No I very clearly states
that it seeks to replace the modon for a resolution by
Mr Hlnsch, the motion for a resolution by Mr P6tter-
ing, the motion for a resolution by Mr Cervetti and
the motion for a resolution by Mr Vandemeule-
broucke and others. In accordancc vith the Rules of
Procedurc, there is no doubt wharover rhat this
amendment takes precedcnoe over all those rcsolu-
tions. If that amcndment falls, then, of course, all the
four resolutions oome up in the ordcr stated: first Mr
Hensch's, then Mr Pottering's, then Mr Cervetti's and
finally Mr Vandemeulebrouckc's. But therc is no
doubt that, in accordance with the Rules of Proce-
dure, Amendment No I 
- 
it may even be tabled by
only one Member; it does nor matrer whether it is
tabled by one Membcr or ten Members, or Memberc
of six groups or Members of rwo groups 
- 
is an
amendment to a number of resolutions, and it is in
accordance with the Rules of Proccdure that this
amendment should be taken first.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Iadies and gendemen, I shall have ro
make a ruling. I feel that what Lady Elles has said
comes closest rc the Rules of Procedure.
(Apphuse)
I also fecl, however, that we musr refer the entire mat-
ter to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petidons.
The situadon is somewhat unusual in that we have an
agrecment berween four political groups. Therefore,
even if tle compromise amendment is adoptcd, ir can-
not on any aoeount replace the other motions for reso-
lutions which wc shall put to the vote. That is what I
would proposc to the House.
(Apph*se)
I repeat rhen thaq following the procedure we have
always used, we shall first vorc on the compromise
amendmcnr. I will then put to the vote the motions for
resoludons, the signatories to which have not signed
the compromise amendment.
(Parliamnt dopted Amdment No 1 )r
Lady Ellcs (ED). 
- 
Madam President, of coursc I
appreciate the point of view that you have stated in all
honesry and fairness, but in accordance wirh rhc Rulcs
of Proccdure onqe a Member 
- 
even one Mcmbcr 
-has tablcd an amendment to one rcsolution or many
resolutions or the whole or paft of a resoludon ani
that amendment is carried, then the other resolutions
fall.
There is no question of wherher it is five groups who
have signcd thar amendmenr or not. It iJ very clcar
I This emendment was abled by Mr Poctterine. Mr Par-
ders, Mr Habsburg and Mr'Croux, on bcfidf of the
G_roup of tlc Erropgan Pcgplc! Parry, Sir Henry Plumb,
Mr Preg, Sir Pctcr Vanncck-end Sir liires Scott-i{ookins.
on behalf of the Europcan Dcmocritic Group. Mr'Den-
iau, Mrs Veil and Mr Gawronski, on behdf ol ihe Liberal
and- Dc_mocratic,G-up, and Mr'Coste-Floret, on bchalf
of the Group of thc Euiopean Dcmocratic Allience.
f.rf':iIi.t
:
I
I
:
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from the Rules of Procedure thtt one Member may
put an amendment. It is not necessary to have groups
or anything else. I think that if any other procedure
were to be used following this amendment it would be
a trirvesty of the Rules of Procedure, and we shall
therefore have rc take funher action if any resolution
is now put to the vote other than Amendment No I
which has just been carried.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I just want to say to Iady Elles that
before the compromise amendment was put to the
vote, I proposed a voting procedure and that is the
procedure I am going to follow.
Mr Hlnsch (Sl. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, our
Rules of Procedure do not permit amendments rc be
tabled replacing an entire text, unless the authors of
the motions in question give their consent. In this case
the authors of she motions have not given their con-
senu Vhat we have therefore is not a compromise
amendment agreed to by all those who had abled
motions for resolutions. Lady Elles also is perfectly
well aware of this. Therefore, Madam President, as
you have not kept to the original order, all the out-
standing motions for resolutions must now be put to
the vote.
(Appkrse)
Mrs Squarcidupi (COM). 
- 
(IT) Madam President,
I should like you to say again, in front of the whole
Assembly, which is the Rule of Procedure that you are
following and ask that this should be recorded in the
Minutes. '!7e have to know on which Rule you are
basing your decision.
I also wish rc ask whether, in view of the objections
which have been raised, it would not be appropriate
for the mafier of the interpretacion of that Rule to be
referred to the Comminee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Squarcialupi, I have already said
that I proposed to refer the ruling I have given to the
Commimee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
The fact is that the Rules of Procedure do not give us
any clear guidance, because we are faced with a very
unusual situation.
I based my ruling therefore on the fact that in general
we have always begun by putting the compromise
amendment m the House. However, since the signato-
ries to the other motions for resolutions have not
signed the compromise amendment, I shall go ahead
with the vot€ on these motions.
+
rt r0
Motion for a rcsolution (Doc.2'1200/t4/rcv.) by IvIr
HI$ch rnd othcrs on thc prospcct of e rcsumption of
East-Vest disermemcnt tdks bctwcen thc USA end
thc USSR: rejeaed
oo*
Motion for e rcsolution (Doc. 2-1205/t4l by Mr Vrn'
dcmculcbrouckc end othcrs on tfie siting of nuclcar
missilcs and thc prcparetions for this drcady medc in
ccrtein Mcmbcr States: reiecud
ooo
Motion for e resolution (Doc. 2-1225/t4l by Mr Cor'
ctti and othcn on the forthcoming mceting in Gcncva
bctscen the United Satcs and thc Soviet Union:
rejecnd
o*o
BlnPal disaster
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1187/8\ by
Mr Elliott and others on the Eagic loss of life and
injuries arising from the industrial disaster at the
Union Carbide chemicalplant at Bhopal, India;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1189/8\ by
Sir James Scott-Hopkins and others, on behalf of
the European Democratic Group, on the cata-
strophic accident at Bhopal, Central India;
- 
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-ll%/8$ by
Mrs Focke and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the poison gas catastrophe in India;
- 
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-1212/8\ by
Mrs kntz-Cornctte and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry, on the
poison gas disastcr in the Indian city of Bhopal;
- 
the modon for a resolution (Doc. 2-1216/8\ by
Mr Vergds and others on the ecolotical disaster in
Bhopal in India;
- 
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-1224/8\ by
Mrs Squarcialupi and others on the disasrcr at
Bhopal in India.
Mr Elliott (S).- Madam President, I think that it is
only right and propcr that this terrible disaster at Bho-
pal, the world's worct industrial accident, should be
the subject of six motions for resolutions before this
rfliil
rl Il( I;,1
Ir
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European Parliament. I believe and trust thar any dis-
aster of this scale an)'where in the world should pro-
voke the profound sympathy of this Parliament and a
desire to provide every possible assistance.
I must say, however, that I believe we have as a Com-
munity a cerain special feeling for the people of the
Indian sub-continent because of the large numbers of
pcople from India and of Indian origin who reside
within Community counries. People of Indian origin
comprise some 3 or 4o/o of the populadon of the UK
and some 150/o of. the population of the area of [on-
don I represent.
But I beliwe, having looked ar rhese resolutions before
Parliament, that some are indeed lacking. I believe that
to properly meet the implications of this disaster a
resolution from this Parliament needs to do some basic
things. First of all, it musr offer the profound and
deepest sympathy of the people of the Communiry m
the people of India and panicularly of the stricken ciry
of Bhopal. Secondly, it must offer every possible prac-
tical aid and assistance to those who have suffered in
this tragedy, panicularly medical aid, and technical aid
if requested by the Indian Governmenr rc establish rhe
cause of this tragedy. Thirdly, I think we need to draw
proper conclusions for rhe future from this disaster as
we did a few years ago from the disaster at chemical
plants at Seveso in Italy and at Flixborough in Britain.
I think we need to ensure rhe rigorous implementation
of existing directives within the Community on rhe
storage and manufacture of porcntially hazardous
chemicals. I believe we need to ensure that rhe best
possible safery standards are worked out and adopted
within the Communiry and the developed world and
are recommended for adoption with all technical
assistance to Third Vorld counrf,ies as well. It is vital
that the actual causes of the disaster ar Bhopal are fully
ascertained and understood.
It has been said in justification of their position by
Union Carbide thar they mainrain the same safety
standards at Bhopal and in Third Vorld countries as
they do in Europe and the developed world. If that is
true 
- 
and I must admit that there is some quesdon of
this 
- 
there is all the more cause for concern over the
safety of the plants that are operating in our own
Community. I believe we need to work for an
improvement of safety standards and a more uniform
acceptance of them.
The multinadonal chemical corporations such as
Union Carbide have a responsibility for the dangers in
vrhich their processes place people and the environ-
ment in which their planrs are locared. I believe rhey
must be required ro accepr fully the responsibiliry for
rhe consequences of their activities. I cannot accept
that the compromise modon fully meets all the respon-
ses which I believe this Parliament should make on this
tragic issue. I hope that Parliament will suppon resolu-
tions that fully meet these requirements.
Sir Jamcs Scoa-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Madam President,
I am not going to argue with the honourable Member
who has just spoken about whether the composit€
resolution does or does not cover everything. Vhat he
said in his speech I do not disagree with ar all. I think
an honest effort was made in the compromise resolu-
tion to cover those points.
It is quite clear that this House has got to take note of
what has happened and do everfthing ir can to assist
those in Bhopal to come through this very tragic time.
There are two things we have got to do basically and I
will sum them up. First, we have got to help in every
way x/e can those who are suffering. Can I ask rhe
Commission to make cenain that they are sending all
the medical supplies tlrat are necessary to help out rhe
docmrs and the medical smff in Bhopal? I hope the
Commissioner will reply, although he is deep in con-
versation at the moment, rc thar panicular point.
Second, we have to think about the orphans of this
tragedy. There are a lot of children of all ages up ro
10, 12 and 15 years old who are going rc be without
any parents. This is going to be an enormous problem.
I hope we will do all we can, mainly perhaps through
money, but at any rate providing whatever help is
needed by the Indian Governmenr.
More gencrally, we must make cenain rhat this kind
of tragedy does not happen again. Once again, I do
not disagree with the honourable gentleman in what
he has said concerning this. \7e wanr ro rirake cenain
that the manufacture and use of these very dangerous
chemicals are properly controlled and that there is
proper supendsion. This is nor rhe time ro go into
details because ve certainly have no[ gor them, and
most certainly I am no chemist either. Vhatever rhe
truth may be about exacdy what happened in Bhopal
and how this desperate business came abour, we must
be quite certain that wherever plants handling these
dangerous chemicals are in existence, there must not
be any question of hazard. Even human mistakes must
be as far as possible eliminated. I think that whar is
needed is very firm inspection and a proper code of
conduct.
One thing is panicularly striking. I was in Bhopal
many years ago when I was serving out in India and it
was a pleasanr rown. This carbide faaary came there
and there cras no quesdon of town planning. The plant
was set up in a green field site 
- 
or almost a treen
field site 
- 
and then rhe population settled around it.
That must not be allowed to happen anywhere again!
You must not have the population being allowed to
build their houses or shanties around a factory which
is manufacturing such a dangerous thing as this. That
is one lesson we cenainly should have learned, and we
must make certain rhat everybody else does too.
I hope the House will suppon the resolution, which is
an honest attcmpr at compromise among the groups
here.
li
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Mrs Vcber (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, this debatc cannot be mainly about
how to prevent such catastrophcs happening in Europe
in future. Ve have already adoptcd the Seveso I direc-
tive on that.
Today our responsibiliry must relate to the developing
countries. Yesterday we took a decision on the out-
come of the ACP-EC negotiations in which we srarcd
in paragraph 4. that the environment in the developing
countries was in a very critical state . '!7e must not stoP
at offering aid rc desperate victims and repairing dam-
age. Our proclamation of solidarity rcday is impor-
tanq but what is much more imponant is that we make
a vigorous contribudon to preventing such damage
from recurring in future. That means we must find an
effective preventive mechanism. The Community must
expert pressure in the international negotiations, it
cannot stop at what is already being discussed today
and in pan decided. Unfonunately there is little evi-
dence of that in the joint motion of the other groups.
That is not a compromise amendment. The motion for
a resolution by Mrs Focke will remain. I therefore ask
that this motion be voted on first as being the most
far-reaching one.
There are rwo irreas in which we have a lot to do.
Firstly, our European firms must apply the same safery
measures for their subsidiaries in the Third Vorld
countries as within the Community, to protect the
environment and the health of the public and of
employees. It is not enough, as is smted in paragraph 9
of this joint modon for a resoludon, for the Commis-
sion to establish what securiry measures are taken in
the other countries. The projects financed by our
investments and by the European Investment Bank
must demonsrarc that they are environmentally com-
padble. Ve already called ior that in the vote on envi-
ionmental impact assessments; that is a mattfr of
course. The enquiries by the \7orld Bank have shown
that a high percentage of the original capital costs will
have to be spent again to repair the enviromental dam-
age caused by investments.
The European Community must also insist in the
internadonal negotiations that cenain basic demands
are satisfied. Primarily this includes reciprocal infor-
mation on products and processes, to Proted the
health of the public, the employees and the environ-
ment. This demand for reciprocal information is
already embodied in international codes of practice, in
most detailed form in the OECD Griidelines which
were proposed in spring this year. The European
Community must accept these guidelines and urge
rheir speedy implemeritation. This obligation to pro-
vide information is embodied in more general terms in
the UNCTAD code for multinational undenakings.
Here again the Community must urge that this
demand be extended further and must in no case act as
a brake. The same applies m the negotiations of the
VHO, FAO and ILO 
- 
here too the European
Communiry can use all its influence to uphold these
demands.
The DDT example shows, however, that information
alone is not enough, for, in spite of worldwide bans in
recent years, the consumption of DDT has increased
by 10 000 tonnes a year in the devcloping countries, as
stated in last years's UNEP report Efleironment utorld-
wide.Ve must make the same tests when we exPort
products and processes as when we market them at
home. Ve must apply the same sandards for exports
as at home, that is, the same restrictions we impose at
home for health and environmental reasons. For in-
stance, and here I refer to our resolutions on a motion
by Mr Glinne and Mrs Squarcialupi a few years ago,
that means that we may not export to the Third Vorld
counries products and production Processes that are
banned at home. At the time Parliament expressed
itself emphadcally against such expons.
The final imponant point is the environmental policy
aspect. The recipient countries in the Third \7orld
must be enabled to make rational use of the informa-
tion they receive, i.e. the informadon on production
processes and materials must be understood in the
developing countries. Here the European Community
can contriburc to the increase in knowledge, to devel-
oping the conrol mechanisms in the developing coun-
tries and creating suitable infrastructure to ensure that
not only the initial decision but the follow-up control
measures can also be aken. Development aid is all too
often regarded only as aid to increase production. It
must also be aid to improve working and living condi-
dons, as we demand in all negotiations. That is why
we need a development aid policy which protects the
environment and the health of the people.
(Appkusefrom tbe left)
Mrs Lcntz-Corncttc (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, ladios and gentlemen, our response to news of
the death of someone who is close to us varies. The
intensiry of our feelings depends on many factors,
including the degree of relationship, the nature of the
friendship, the age of the deceased, the illness they
died of or the cause of death. Instinctively the nature
of our involvement makes it more difficult for us to
accept the death.
The thousands of Indians, especially the large numbers
of children, who died in this chemical Hiroshima are
closer to us and give us far more cause for concern
than if they had died, for example, as a result of the
monsoon floods. Vhy? Because the tf,agedy which
they suffered and which, unfonunately, still more peo-
ple will suffer in the scquel to this disaster could hap-
pen to us tomorrow hcre in the Community.
There are factories using large quantities of the same
product 
- 
methyl isocyanate 
- 
in the major coun-
uies of the Community. This product is used to manu-
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facture the insccticides and pcsticides which we use
cveryrwhere to increase our fruit agrd cereal harvests,
panicularly, as Mrs Vebcr so bravely said, those foi
expoft to the Third Vorld.
Vhat must we do to pnevenr a disasrcr like this from
happening in our own countries in future? Firsdy, see
to what extent safety mcasures are applied and
enforccd in these indusiries, both as regardi the peoplc
working in the planrc and the population in rhe vicin-
ity. Secondly, strengthen safety measures if necessary,
especially aftcr the disastcr which has occurred in
Bhopal. Thirdly, check on thc application of Directive
82/501/EEC. which vas adoptcd by the Council in
1982 and which lays down a sct of procedures for peo-
plc inside and outside the planr. The directive covers
the processes for manufacturing this substance and
took effect on 8 January this year. The Council of
Ministcrs is aware of it. They discussed it in Brussels
this month and we hopc rhat thcy will be strict in thcir
cnforcement of rhe directive.
My Group welcomes rhe compositc resolution which
embodies our conoern and our proposals. That is why
my Group will votc for rhe compositc resolution.
Mr H.hn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gendemen, the memben of the European Parlia-
ment's South-East Asia Delegation endorse the joint
motion for a rcsolution rhat has been submitrcd here
emphatically. Since we have specid links with the
Indian Parliamenr, ve are of course panicularly
shocked by the drcadful disaster that has hit India. In
rapid sequence, India has been hit by tcnible misfor-
tunes. Aftcr thc dreadful murder of the great Prime
Minisrcr, Indira Gandhi, India has now suffered the
worst industrial disaster of modern times and the con-
sequences are so awful as to be reminisccnt of what
pcople suffered in Hiroshima.
India has now becomc one of the biggest industrial-
ized countries. It is the tcnth biggest industrialized
country and the largest democrary in thc world. It has
1 wide variery of linls with Europe, and yet the tasls
facing it to cope with this disaster go far beyond its
o-wn power-s. In this situation India is especially
deserving of the sympathy, aid and solidariry of tht
European Community. Vc therefore call on the Com-
mision to give aid as soon as possible. In panicular we
cmphasise paragraph 2 of the modon for a resolution,
which calls on rhe Commission to send emergency aid
and rc exarnine with thc Indian authorities thi kind of
mcdical assistancc required and the ways in which rhe
Community can provide it. Vc cannot rcll from here
what India needs mosq whether medicines, doctors, '
nunres or other measures. But wc emphasise the old
principle that rhose who help quickly help tnrice as
much. And so wc ask the Commission to intenrene
quickly, rc starr negotiations quickly and to ake aid
measurcs quickly.
Mn Squercidupi (COM). 
- 
(n Madam President,
it struck me that before presenring this motion for a
resoludon on rhis dreadful environmental catastrophe,
this 'Chemicd Apocalypsc' as it has been called, I
should examine my own conscience, the conscience of
all the citizens of Europe. I ask myself how many
deaths havc been causcd directly or indirectly by the
desire for quick profits, so widesfread in our coun-
tries; by rhc relucance, for reasons of cost-cutting, rc
reduce the risls and ensure treatcr safety of produc-
tion processes. This is why in my modon for a resolu-
tion I condcmn the practice, which oftcn escapes dl
control, of transferring harmful or dangerous produc-
tion processes from our counuies to countries that are
less prosperous, rhe developing counries. I expect you
all remember, cspecially those of you vho ;rre con-
cerned wirh environmental questions, how amazed we
were to learn that our industries' most dangerous and
harmful vastes are loaded onto ships and senr off to
the developing countrics which need the money for
their survival.
These considerarions are still to be found in the com-
promise motion, although they have been somewhht
watered down. It is a compromise motion, aftcr all;
but on the other hand it does command greatcr sup-
pon. These considerations are contained in paragraphs
4,5,7,8, 9 and 10. Although watered down, the
essential is chis: To give expression rc the need for us,
as Europe's citizens, to exatnine our conscience and,
above all, to plan for rhe future. And that means both
our future and the future of those other peoples. To
ensure that the manufacturing processes which are
located in those countries are nor the ones which are
the most dangerous and, if they happen to be danger-
ous, thar they are accompanied by suicter securiry pre-
cautions. I feel we should look at this terrible diiaster
as the staning point for a new relationship. For this we
look rc the new [om6 Convention, bur above all to
our own sense of responsibility as Europe's citizens,
with the aim of creadng beuer living and working
conditions throughout the world.
Mr Ippolito (COIU1. 
- 
(m Madam President, lad-
ies and gendemen, the tragedy at Bhopal in India is an
ecological disaster of unprecedcnted scale, since in
addition to the dead, whose number will almosr cer-
tainly reach 4 000 and to the 20 000 cases of probable
blindness rhcre is the likelihood of 100 000 percons
s_uffcring irrcvenible brain damage. Vhat is more, just
this morning we learn from the press, from that small-
section of- thc press that is not in thc servicc of big
business, $1 rhe Bhopal disaster had been foreseen b|
some technicd experts within Union Carbidc itsefi.
This is very serios indeed. In common with many other
such disasters 
- 
that ar Seveso in Italy, for instance 
-this tragedy is the logical ourcome of the policy of
large American multinadonal concerns of- locating
figh--ri* -indu,strial plant not only in the overpopu-larcd of the Third Vorld bur also in those Europcan
counries where legislation on environmenal protec-
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tion and industrial safery is most lax.
Ve consider it a fundamental duty of this Parliament
to condemn such practices which imply utter disregard
for the most elemenury securiry precautions in respect
of highly dangerous manufacturint processes, and rc
urge both the Commission to ensure that the relevant
directives are kept abreast of technological develop-
ments and the Governments of the Ten to incorporate
these dircctives specdily into their national legislations.
Only in this way shall we be able to meet the expecta-
tions of the millions of Europe's voters whom we here
rePresent.
Mrs Scrivencr (L). 
- 
(FR) The unacceptable face of
the Bhopal disastcr is the fact that the precautions and
the safery measures which are issential in the manu-
facture of dangerous products are not identical in the
industrialized countries and in the dweloping coun-
tries. In fact, it might be asked whether the precau-
tions should not be more rigorous in densely popu-
lated areas where the risks inherent in an accident are
so much greatar.
The authorities are cenainly to blame. But we in
Europe must be careful what we are doing. Not so
long ago in this Parliament, during a report on pesti-
cides, wc heard people defending the view, that pesti-
cides which are fortidden in our own counries could
quite probably be exponed m the countries of the
Third \Porld. '$Vere we at that time acting any differ-
endy from the way Union Carbide is acting today? For
thc future let us learn a legson in responsibiliry from
the terrible ragedy of Bhopal.
Mr Flanegen (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, on behalf
of my group I wish to be associated with the sympathy
offered by Parliament to the Government of India and
to the people of Bhopal.
I am panicularly attracted by Professor Hahn's
approach here, because I think it is too early yet for us
to apponion the blame. The facts are not yet suffi-
ciendy well established. I had the privilege of being
with Professor Hahn in India three years ago. I agree
with him that we should urge the Commission to give
whatcver is considered to be the most appropriate
form of aid at this time for the relief of the pebple of
that area, and we believe that the Commission will do
this. I should remind the House as well that very.
shonly before that there was a horrendous explosion
in the Ciry of Mexico. Again this occurred in a very
highly populatcd slum area of that ciry. Even though
Bhopal was the greater tragedy in terms of the number
of people killed, blindcd and otherwise injured, the
Mexico City uagedy w:rs very hcanrending as well.
Therefore it behoves everybody rc take norc of what
can happen and what has happened and, as all the
spcakcrs have suggcsted 
- 
most of them anyway 
-
take all the stcps that are necessary both within the
Community and, so far as we can effect it, in the rest
of the world as vell to try to ensurc that this kind of
uagcdy will not recur.
May I conclude by saying that perhaps it was a coin-
cidence chat it was only two or three days afur Bhopal
that the planning authorities in Dublin turned down
an application to have a huge quantiry of LPG gas
stored underneath Dublin Bay. I can assure the House
that it came as a great relief rc the people of Dublin,
panicularly those living in thc Clontar{. area, that that
decision was made. I am sure that these ragedies will
bring people's minds to bear very much more forcibly
on this whole problem and on the prevention of it for
the future.
(A p p kus e fro m ce rt*;r, q uarte r s )
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Madam
President, whenever a great disaster strikes somewhere
in the world, we start rc wail and lament here. I really
must describe this as rather sancdmonious, for such
misfonunes are entirely foreseeable. Indirectly we are
also rather responsible for them, for we recklessly
expon dangerous technologies of both nuclear and
chemical kinds to third countries. Ve are very happy
for them to be produced there, since the safery
requirements there arc much laxer, which is also quite
nice for us. Ve are quite unable rc combat hunger in
the world, or even to start to do so. But we love to
argue about where to get the money from to hoard or
to destroy our surpluses.
\7e alsci permit, and actually encourage, third coun-
tries to assume that chemicals could be used to combat
hunger and poverry. If we consider the consequences
at all, we cenainly do not talk about them. Quitc apan
from that, no-one here need simply sit back now and
assume such a thing could not happen in Europe
because we have such marvellous safety provisions.
Not long ago the same happened in Europe and it will
happen again, but rttlter more loudly; somedmes it
will happen a bit more quietly, somedmes morc insi-
diously. The statc of our environment is a very clear
example.
Undl we ackle these problems seriously, introduce
environmental impact assessments, tests of products
and evaluadons of the results of technology, we will at
least have to concern ourselves with these questions.
Unless we tackle this problem in principle, suth disas-
ters will recur again and again, and ure will sit here
and lament and express rympathy, which is no help at
all.
Mr Neries, Merter of the Commission
(DE) Madam Presidenq the Commission is deeply
shocked at the rcrrible disaster in Bhopal which has
cost thousands of lives, hundreds of thousands of
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wounded and incalculable damage to the environmenr.
It has expressed its sympathy in a telegram from the
President of the Commission to Mr Zail Singh, the
President of India, and at its proposal the Council has
made a public statement an the matt€r.
The Commission can broadly endorse rhe views and
opinions expressed in the motions for resolutions, as it
suppons and endorses the demands made.
The words Bhopal, Seveso, Flixborough, Mexico City
and many others show that no-one can be quite sure
they will be spared disaster of rhis kind. Thar is pre-
cisely why Bhopal should lead us once again ro review,
to improve and to reinforce the national, Community
and international protective measures, aid measures
and precautions against any repeats. I am thinking
here of ways to remedy the defeqs of emergenry aid
and medical care, to improve the environmenr, bur
also of measures to ensure thar the number of indus-
trial accidents is reduced much more than in the past.
For reasons of time, I cannot go into all the proposals
Mrs !fleber made in her speech. They will be discussed
in.committee. But may I say expressly that the Com-
mission is in constant conrtcr with the Indian auth-
orities and the International Red Cross. The Indian
Government has given us rc understand that at presenr
they consider the medical emergency care sufficient.
'Ve are now discussing the sending of environmental
specialists, roxicologists and tcchnicians to India in
case they can be of use there and are also enquiring to
what extent a research and cooperation agreement we
signed with India can be used to help reduce the dam-
a8e.
Questions have been raised about the production of
methyl isocyanate in rhe Communiry. Our surueys to
date have shown that rhere are rwo fairly large prod-
uction units, which are constructed according to a dif-
ferent patent and are regarded as secure, and a funher
plant belonging to the same company which operated
in India. But that plant is only used for storage and
processing here, i.e. does not acually produce.
I have aken note of the information in the motion by
the European Democratic Group that Union Carbide
will ban producdon until the cause of the damage has
been ascenained.
As for the production of merhyl isocyanarc in other
parts of the world by European firms, subsidiaries, and
so fonh, we will make deailed enquiries.
To conclude, may I endorse rhe opinion expressed by
many in this House that it really is high dme we finally
adopted the environmental impact assessmenrs. One
single Member State has been vinually responsible for
3r/z years for the fact that this vital legislation cannot
be adopted. May I therefore rake this opponuniry to
requcst the Parliament of the Kingdom of Denmark to
pass this environmental impact assessment at last.
(Apphrse)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Amendment No 1 seehing to rephce tbe motionsfor reso-
lytions anitb a neu text
Mrs Vcbcr (S). 
- 
(DE) Madtm President, on a
point of order. I just said in my speech that the joint
motion by various groups is not a compromise motion
because the Socialist Group continues rc support rhe
Focke motion. So I ask you to vore on this morc far-
reaching motion first. This is a similar case to the one
we had earlier.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
On a point of ordcr, Madam Presi-
dent, I think it is imponant that we concenrrate rhe
voting on the most comprehensive motions. In the
interests of that, I am prepared to withdraw my
motion and urge that Members of Parliament should
support the motion tabled by Mrs Focke and the
Socialist Group and moved by Mrs Veber.
Sir Jamcs Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
As I understand it,
Madam President, there is only one amendment, and
that is the composite amendment. It has not been
signed by the Socialist Group, and I accept that. Bur it
is the only amendment. Their motion is a motion for a
resolution which was originally put down and ours is
an amendment rc it. So our amendment should be
taken first.
Mr Cottrcll (ED).- Madam President, I think it is
unfonunarc and unseemly that rhii House should bc
having a procedural wrangle over whose t€xt is besr
and that we should even remotely be seen to be scor-
ing political points over such an appalfing and tcrrible
tragedy as this.,'I am shocked rc see that Members
want to indulge in yer another wrangle over an issue
such es this, panicularly after the excellent starcmenr
from the Commission.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ladies and gendemen, we have had this
very same problem already. I suggest therefore that we
follow the same procedure.
Ve shall begin by voting on the compromise amend-
ment tabled by the four political troups. After that I
shall put to the vote the motion for a resolution tabled
by the Socialist Group. I would remind the House that
I shall bc referring this mattcr to the Committce on thc
Rules of Procedure and Petitions, since I base my rul-
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ing upon our habitual practice and not on any formal
Rule.
(Parliament dopted Amendment No 1)1
ooo
Illotion for e rcsolution (Doc. 2'1193/841 by Mrs
Focke and others, on behalf of the Socidist Group, on
thc poison gas catestrophe in India: adopted.
o 
o-o
Etbiopia
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
The next item is the joint debarc on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2'1166/8a\ by
Sir Henry Plumb and bthers, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, on the urgent need
for a ceasefire in the civil wars in Ethiopia;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-ll9}/8+) by
Mrs Castle and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the famine in Ethiopia;
- 
the modon for a resolution (Doc. 2'1207 /8\ by
Mr Antony and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European Right, on the tragic situation in
Ethiopia;
- 
the modon for a resolution (Doc. 2-1208/8\ by
Mr Jackson and others on the use of the Emer-
gency Aid Fund of lom6 II for she relief opera-
tion in Africa;
- 
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-nb/84) by
Mr de la Maldne and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance, on
the fight against hunger;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2'fi9a/8\ by
Mr Roelants du Vivier and others on the Paris-
Dakar Rally.
Mr C. Bcazley (ED). 
- 
Madam President, this is the
first time that I have had the honour to address this
House as a Member, and I do so on a subject which
has seized the attention and concern of the public of
Europc w a f.ar Ereater degree than many of the other
issucs, which is perhaps rcgrettable.
However, I believe that the message is now getdng
through that the European Communiry has given the
higheit prioriry to the question of bringing relief aid to
thi Satrtt and in particular to the Ethiopian region,
and that in terms of cereal and medical supplies and
the much-required transpon help these areas are nos/
receiving this aid, not forgening, of course, other pafts
of the wbrld which similarly suffer from famine'
It is also being increasingly understood that the dura-
tion of this crisis will be long. It was only- yesterday
that we learnt of torrendal rains which have swept
eastern parts of the provinces of Tigre and !7allo and
of tle Red Sea coasal area and will bring increased
hardship to the hundreds and thousands of men,
women and children living in such terrible circum-
stances in the relief camps.
The conscience and concern of the public was largely
stirred by the harrowing rclevision pictures which were
brought'to them from Ethiopia' This was extremely
beneficial in terms of the spontaneous and voluntary-
response throughout Europe to this crisis, but I think
it also implies a cenain danger, because the television
camera, like the Cyclops of the legend of Odysseus,
has only one eye. Although it focuses with great clariry
on one aspect of this crisis, the famine, it perhaps lacks
the perception and perspecdve of human vision and
has largely overlooked the continuing and escalating
civil war which is another terrible aspect of this crisis.
Of the estimated monthly requirement of food aid for
Ethiopia of 50 OOO sonnes, a third, 20 000 tonnes, is
considered to be necessary for the provinces of Tigre
and Eritrea. I believe there is mounting concern that as
long as the civil war continues, the aid will not neces-
sarily be reaching all the people for whom it was
intended. I do not bclieve that it is right here rc aPPor-
tion blame beween the sides engaged in the hostilities
currently taking place, nor would it be desired by the
peoples'of Europe, who regard the nature of the tra-
gedy in human rcrms rather than in political ones.
Nevenheless, it is appropriarc for this Parliament to
call upon the President-in-Office of the Foreign Min-
isrcrs acting in political cooperation and indeed to
urge the governments of our own Member Starcs rc
usi orhate*,er influence they can to bring about, if not
a peace, if not a truce, at least a lasting ceasefire. This
need has been identified by the recently appointed UN
representative in Addis Ababa. I believe that the char-
iry organizations working on the spot will come under
increaiing difficulry both from the government and
the antigovernment side of the hostilities unless some
agreement can be made, and made swiftly.
I believe it would be a tragic irony if this great res-
ponse from Europe to this crisis were to be minimized
Lecause of neglecting the imponance of bringing
about a ceasefire. Throughout Europe people are
looking to the Community to use not only its econo-
mic influence in terms of relief aid but also its political
t The amendment ves tabled bv Mrs lcntz-Cornctte' on
behalf of the Group of thc Eurgpqan People's Party, Sir
Tames Scott-Hookins. on bchalf of the European Demo-
tretic Group, Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf 6f the- Com-
munist and i{lies Group, Mrc'scrivener, on bchalf of the
Libcral and Dcmocratic Group, and Mr Verg0s and
others.
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influcnce. This is a grcar opportunity for the Com-
munlE to show that it is effccdve in lasting terms. I
would urge the House to support the compromise tcxt
to this end.
(Apphrsefron the Erropean Demoaatic bmches)
Mrs lpde (S).- Madam President, I make no apol-
ogies for raising rhe questiqn of Ethiopia and famine
in Africa again. Some people have Leen heard to
rcmark: 'Oh but we discussed Ethiopia last month'.
Vc should discuss Ethiopia and rhiJ situation every
month until we are satisfied rhat we have this human
tragcdy dnder control.
Thc firct point we have to take on board is that this
problem is a continuing one and rhat the 1.2 million
tonn€s which are to be made available to Ethiopia and
dre Sahel countries 
- 
Mauritania, Niger, tvtali and
Chad 
- 
is the absolute minimum. Lasimonth, when
we discussed this problem, Mr Pisani painted a horri-
fying picture of the dangers thar lie ahead with the
possibility of millions continuing to die in the months
ahead in these arcas. It calls for i far more imaginative
effon than any r,e have yet begun to mak6.
\Fhen he spoke, I asked him a question which is now
rcpeaEd, I am glad to say, in this compromise docu-
, ment. I asked him to produce quickly a deailed writ-
lcn-report to Parliament setting out the total positionin famine in Africa and providing costings of ihe help
which will be needed and a precise indication of aii
commitments from all rhe counrries of the interna-
tional communiry: I am glad to say that we Bo[ a very
positive response from him. He said that he would do
this. Vhen we reincorporarc my quesrion in this
motion today, it is as a warning to Mr Pisani's succes-
sor rhat we will expect him rc carry out that pledge
given to us last month. Ve shall give him no peacc
until we get that full repon.
The second point we must pursue is this. Vhere is the
money for this 1.2 million tonnes coming from? On
1l October I produced an urgency resoluiion for rhis
Parliament in which I callcd on rhe Member Starcs to
prodtice new money to supplement the food aid pro-
grammes for 1984 and 1985. That has not been done.
look at how are going to pay for rhis additional 1.2
million ronnes! Ve are being offered a succession of
transfers from existing funds. 500 000 tonnes is to
come from the Communiry food aid programme for
1985, pre-empting largc resourses from that fund
before we know what other disasters *'ill be hitting the
famine areas of the world. 2OO OOO tonnes is to be-sup-
plicd from Member States. As far as my own tovern-
ment is concerned, ir has declared that no exra money
will be made available. The financing of this amounr
has so come out of the 1985 UK ;id budget. This
mcans that it will be the poorer counrries thit will be
helping the famine areas, nor the richer ones, and that
moncy that ought to have been going into devclop-
ment projects to prcyenr a recurrenoe of famine will bc
reduced.
The remaining 500 000 ronnes is to be financed from
the ["om6 Emergency Fund and from what are called
open transfers, from underspent itcms in the 1984
budget, 1nd w9 have bcen given a list of absolutely
wery tide in that budget from which these uansfen
may oome, including thc tides of thc Social Fund. \[e
shall not knov until January which funds have bcen
raided to find rhis money. This is a mo$ undesirablc
principle. Ve are told that in 1985 money will be madc
availablc for an extra 1.3 billion ECU for agriculture,
and yet the food aid programme is minimal. It is a dis-
traoe to us and we should rectify it.
Mr Antony (DR). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presidenr, we
wish to pur on record that, in accordance vith what
from now on will be normal practice, our Group has
not supponcd the,compositc amendmcnt on Ethiopia.
\7e welcome this because we rhink that the Assembly
should vore on our rcsolution.
Ve arc very pleased rhat our signature is not asso-
ciatcd with those of signatories who have no hesiation
in joining thc Communist group in a resolution on
Ethiopia, a countrr/ which is su-ffering par extcellmee
under Communist domination. Becauicl as we have
said, wen if the drought in the Sahel is the cause of
thc famine, so roo is the civil var which is being
waged by Colonel Mengistu, that blood-covercd bufl
foon with more than a million corpses rc his credit.
'SZe know that at this very momenr the Soviees are
building up their presence in the Horn of Africa in a
manner which is an insult to the suffering.
Yestcrday rhere was a collection here for the children
of British miners, to whose fate we could not rcmain
Laiff".r.n:.- Yesterday the Group of the European
.Right 
la{ the honour to ask Europe rc take rapidact-
ion, which, unfonunatcly, it proved itsetf incapable of
doing.
Yesrcrday Mr Thorn complained about thc inenia of
our institurions. Ve should have been able to bring
hon91.r5 to Europc by an enormous act of charity. VI
could have brought about the salvation of the millions
of Ethiopians who will die before Christmas. Ve could
have brought about the rule of peace for which we
were pressing just now. It was a possibility. \Fe should
have had to drop some of the present ilowness and
sluggishness, be less concerned with animals, give less
expression to the squcamishness of parliameit. Thepouncil of Ministcrs of the Communiry would, of
course, have had to decide that as 
" 
,att r of priority
the agricultural surpluses should go so save thi fthio'-
Plans.
But no,.ve Rryf9r pious spceches. 'Ve prefer to sign
amended resoludons joindy with the very people wf,o
ir
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arc responsible for and who connive in the faminc rag-
ing in Ethiopia.
That is what we have to say, Madam President. Ve
are sorry that this Parliament was unable to summon
up the dynamism needed for Europe rc undertake the
crusade of charity fon hich we asked.
Mr J. Ellcs (ED).- Madam President, in supponing
this joint motion, which largely echoes the poinr
made in the resolutions already tabled by my group, I
wish to welcome the European Council's invitation to
the Council of Ministcrs to ensure that 1.2 million
tonnes of ccreals, i.e. 600/o of the needs in 1985, is sent
to those numerous African countries suffering from
drought and famine. The problem before us rcday is
how those guidelines should actually be carried out. I
have four points to make in that rcspect.
Firsdy, of course it would have been much simpler for
the Commission to have a specific fund available for
this operation. Nevenheless, it is essendal that all
those funds available from the 1984 budget should be
used and, in panicular, all thosc funds which lie in
Anicle 137 of thc [pm6 Convendon.
Sccondly, apan from urging that more food aid be
channelled through aid charides, the joint resolution
calls for special weekly rcndcrs to be introduced to
allow continuous access for those African countries
that still have some credit to our growing cereals
stocls in thc Community. \7e strongly urge the Com-
mission to take up this operational suggcstion, which
is possible within existing rcgulations.
Thirdly, we urge the fullest coordinadon, not only
between the Commission and Member States but
between the Community and other aid donors, so that
we can really be effective in bringing food to those in
need. Funhernore, because of the numbers of refu-
gees streaming across the frontier into Sudan from
Nonhern Ethiopia, I belia,e we should include Sudan
in the aid which we will be giving in the next 12
months.
Finally, we demand that there should be full informa-
tion and we support Mrs Casde's point about Mr Pis-
ani's pledge to this House last month that we should
have a full repon on the famine in Ethiopia and on
what the costs are likely to be. By being fully informed
in this House, we can keep the European peoples fully
informed. It is a situation which will be here for a long
time to come, and we need that information.
Mr Andrcws (RDE). 
- 
Madam Presidenq ladies and
gentlemen, we have heard a lot about the Dublin Sum-
mit, but it ended in only one thing: an agreement to
talk and to have more talks about everything from
fisheries to development aid and so on. The Dublin
Summit in my view has not really assisted the people in
thc Sahcl rcgion of Africa. No issue touches us more
than the ragedy in Ethiopia, and yet on thc question
of food aid ve had the hlpocritical slcight-of-hand
statcment by the Prcsidcnt-in-Office of the Council 
-robbing Peter so pay Paul, swirching 1.2 million
tonnes from one budgct heading to another without
providing any new resources. I think that is an out-
rage. This Parliament had its proposal for food aid cut
by 500/o by the Council of Ministcrs and, indeed, in
my own country dwelopmcnt aid has been cut by
300/o in real terms.
At the same time, the people of lurope on a voluntary
basis have unequivocdly provided e great amount of
voluntary aid in money and other forms of assistance.
The Irish people in panicular have provided 9 milliorr
ECU in a couple of weeks for Ethiopia alone. In one
weekcnd in my city of Dublin over 83 million was col-
lected. At the same time the Commission, Parliament
and the Council of Minisrcrssimply talk and do
nothing. The granaries of Europe are full. In fact we
are storing grain ouuide the EEC countries because
we have so much of it. Ve do not seem to make any
concened effon for the people in Ethiopia and else-
where.
Madam President, I think it is an absolute outrage,
and the people of Europc are looking at us and saying:
You are irrelevant! Vc have to tet up and do some-
thing about it.
Mr Roclants du Yrvicr (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Madam
President, I am the author of a motion which has been
signed by many of my colleagues requesting that the
organizers of the Paris-Dakar Rally, which is to start
on I January, give up their plans. The rally goes deep
into Africa via Algeria, Mali, Niger, Mauritania, Scnc-
gal and passes through the countries of the Sahel at
present affected by famine. Ethiopia has becn dis-
cussed; there are other, less well-known, famines in
Niger at the moment. I think that if we in thc Euro-
pean Parliament have any sense of the meaning of
human digniry, we should spcak out against this spon-
ing event and what it represents in terms of the appli-
cation of financial and human resources in one of the
poorest regions in Africa. I belicve it to be an insult rc
human dignity and I am pleased that several members
of the Assembly 
- 
leaving aside their political affilia-
tions 
- 
have agreed to sign this resoludon. I hope that
this conviction will elso bc given cxpression in the votc
passed by the Assembly.
President. 
- 
I still have six Members listed to spcak. If
we are to vote on these motions for resolutions, the
Members in question will have rc waivc their right to
speak.
Mr McGowen (S). 
- 
I would like to make a statc-
ment, if possible, Madam President.
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Prcsident. 
- 
If you wish to spCak, we will not be able
to vote on these motions for resoludons, as I take it
that all the other Members down to follow you will
also want to speak. I feel that the Members listed
might perhaps agree rc forego their right to speak.
Mr McGowan (S). 
- 
If other Members who are on
that list agree to cooperarc, I would accept that. But,
obviously, I would like, if possible, the opponunity ro
make a contribution to this debate.
President. 
- 
Mr Bersani, are you prepared rc forego
your right to speak?
Mr Bcnani (PPE). 
- 
(m Yes, I agree rc waive my
right to the floor, but I ask, Madam President, that the
Members who are sdll down to speak be allowed to
submit their statements in writing.
Mr Tortora (NI). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presidenq with
respect I should like to point out that the previous
speakers spoke on behalf of their groups. Our group
has not spoken. I must therefore insist on being given
my speaking dme.
President. 
- 
Mr Tonora, I would appeal to your soli-
dariry. That is the only way I can put ir.
Mr Tortora (ND. 
- 
(fR) As my meaning was under-
stood, I withdraw.
(Apphuse)
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) I should like rc point out
to Mr Tonora that my group also did nor get a chance
rc speak but that it nevenheless withdraws. However,
I do suppon Mr Bercani's proposal.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed. I thank very sin-
cerely all those colleagues who have allowed us to ger
on with the vote.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No l)t
+
+*
Motion for e resolution (Doc. 2-1191/t4l by Mr Roc-
leots du Vrvier end otf,cn on thc Paris-Dekar Relly:
rejected
ooo
Motion for e rcsolution (Doc. 2-l207lt4l by Mr
Antony and o6cn, on bchdf of thc Group of thc
Europeen Righg on thc tregic situetion in Ethiopie:
rejeaed
oo*
Presidcnt. 
- 
Two motions for resoludons remain to
be dealt with in this topical and urgent debate. In view
of the latcness of the hour, I propose that the Mem-
bers concerned waive their right to speak and that we
proceed directly to the vote.
(Parliament agreed to this reqrcst)
Motion for e resolution (Doc. 2-l192lS4l W Mr Affs-
tassopoulos and ottcrs, on bchdf of thc Group of the
Europeaa People's Party, and by Mr Visser and Mr
Klinkenborg, on bchaff ef jf,6 gociilist Group, on the
impositioa of rord tax in Switzedand as from 1 Janu-
ery 19t5: adopted
ooo
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-ll9l/t4/r:or.) by Mrs
Rabbethgc rnd otfierc on the developmcnt of thc indi-
tcnous rcserrch cepecities of thc dcvcloping countrics:
adopnd
ooo
(Tbe sitting ans saspended at 1.05 p.m. and resamed at
3 P.n.)r
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
Mr Huckffcld (S). 
- 
Mr President, this is a point of
order which I have to address to you under Anicle 95
of the Rules of Procedure. In September of rhis year
the whole of the Socialist Group plus many orhers 
-in fact a total of t+O Members 
- 
submitted rc you
under Anicle 95 of the Rules of Procedure a request
I This amendment was tablcd by Mrs Casde, on bchalf of
the Socialist Group, Mrs Rabbethge, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party, Sir Hcnry Plumb
and Mr J. Elles, on behalf of the Europcan Democratic
Group, Mr de la Mal0ne, on behalf of thc Group of rhe
European Democratic Alliancc, Mr Vunz, on behalf of
thc Communist and Allics Group, and Mr Poniatowski,
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, and
sought to replacc thc motions for resolutions 1Docs.
1;!rll!.r, 2-tte0/84, 2-t208/84 and 2-1217/84) by a 1 Membenhip of committees:sec Minutcs.
t{
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to set up a committee of inquiry into police behaviour
in the miners' dispute in Great Britain.
( hotests from oaious quarters )
That was in September of this year. Now I understand
that you chose as a matter of procedure to refer that
matt€r to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions of which I am a member. This committee
considered that matter and then referred it back to
you. Since, as many of us understand the Rules of
Procedure, the setting up of that commicee of inquiry
is supposed to be an automatic procedure, since the
setting up of that inquiry resr with you, Sir, and since
you have already submitted the matter to the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions and
that commine has also said that that is a matter for
you, you have now had thet resolution for approxi-
mately three months. It is supposed to be an automatic
procedure.
I wanr to ask you, Sir, to tell this House what you
inrcnd to do with that resolution.
Prcsidcat. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, it is true that this question
was referred to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions for its consideration. That was
some veehs ago, and I have not yet had a reply. I have
just becn informed that it actually arrived today. As
soon as I have acquainrcd myself with its conrcnr, I
shall undoubtedly give a decision, naturally afrcr put-
ting the whole matter before the Bureau. However,
that urill definitely not be aurcmatic, Mr Huckfield. I
am not an automaton!
Mr Huckfield (S). 
- 
Mr President, further to that
point of order...
' (kotestsfrom naiotas quners)
... the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions decided on that three weeks ago! Mr President,
it is a matter which has to be dealt with by you. I am
saying to you, as a member of the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Paitions, that that committee
sent its decision rc you three weels ago telling you
that it was a matrcr for you. Now you cannot pretend,
Mr Presidenu..
Presi&nt. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, I can only repeat thar I
have not yet acquainted myself with that reply. I
believe everything you iue telling me. Vould you
please believe what I am saying to you?
Mr Huckficld (S).- ...you are deliberately delaying
this inquiry.
( hotests from aaioas quarters)
You are dcliberarcly slowing this matter down. It is in
your hands and you are deliberately preventing this
inquiry from taking place!
( Lod protests from variors qrarters )
President. 
- 
Mr HucMield, I have already given you
my ansver on this point. I must therefore withdraw
the floor from you.
4. Budget 1985 
- 
Votes
Rcport (Doc. 2-11s5 ltll W Mr FiclL on bchaf, of thc
Committce on Budgcts, on the reicction of the draft
budgct of thc Communitics for tfte 1985 ffnancid year
and
Proposds for ovcrell rejcction of thc draft budget of
the Europcan Commrmitics for the 1985 ffnencid ycer(Doc.2-l2t7lE4l$ Mr Chembciron and otficrs
Exphnations ofoote
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the position
being taken by my group on the budget is well known,
so I will refrain from any funher explanation of vorc.
!7e should get on with the vote at last.
(Applause)
Mr Lenges (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have the
honour to state, on behalf of our group chairman who
has suddenly been taken ill, that the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group will reject the Council's budget as pre-
senrcd at the second reading.
(Apphuse)
lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group very
much regrets that a meedng did not take place yester-
day with the Council in order to try to seek a com-
promise. In fact, we had intended not to take our deci-
sion undl this morning precisely in order to wait and
see whether the Council was prepared rc compromise.
However, that was not possible. \7e find the Council's
budget unaccepuble. Some say this is about the pow-
ers of Parliament. It is not about our powers, it is
about our responsibilities. Therefore, sre will vote with
other groups to reject this budget.
(Apph*se)
II
:1j!
i
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Mrs Scrivcner (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Libcral
and Democratic Group will rejcct the budget, quite
simply because there is no other solution.
(Apphuse)
Mr Pesty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) The Group of the Euro-
pean Democradc Alliance *'ill vote unanimously for
the motion to reject the budget, because we too will
not accept the unacceptable.
(Applause)
Mrs Berberetle (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, our
troup too will vote to reject thcbudget.
(Applause) 
,
Mr Vcrbeck (ARC). 
- 
(NL) In the name of the
Green-Alternative European Link in the Rainbow
Group I should like to say that if we were to have
managemenr of this kind at home, in industry or in
one of our national parliaments, we should either land
ourselves in the divorce courts, be dismissed or rhe
government would have to resign. If this Parliament
were really e cenre of European democracy, if it were
a legislative body and if it conrolled a government,
that is to say, if the EEC had a government insrcad of
a Council and a Commission, it would now have to
resign. That is shown by the sick condition of Europe
- 
this Europe which is claimed rc be an economic,
political and military superpower. For that reason our
group will vorc against.
Mr Aigncr (PPE), chainnan of the Committee on
Budgetary Control.- (DE) Mr President, on the basis
of my experiencc as chairman of thc Committee on
Budgetary Control, may I give the following explana-
tion of vote.
First, by cntering a funher I 300 million ECU, the
Council has confirmed the view of the Commission
and the European Parliament that rhe draft is only a
ten-month budget. But on the revenue side it has not
created the necessary resources for expenditure.
Secondly, with its assertion yesterday that we would
be forcing it rc entcr into funher obligations, the
Council is forgetting that it alone created rhese obliga-
ttons.
Thirdly, the Ministers do nor have rhe courate ro go
before their national parliaments and confess that they
decided more expenditure in the Council than rhey
can cover with one percenr of VAT. Now they are
simply trying to shift rhcse difficulties from the
nadonal to the European level. That is a clear indica-
don of the Council's real intensions. It wanrc to force
the Commission to delay the 1985 budget so long as ro
block any kind of derrelopments in the Communiry.
Moreover, by means of cash flow operations, payment
appropriations are to be funher rcduced and commit-
ment appropriations running to thousands of millions
postponcd to the next years.
Founhly, when ve remember that, according to the
calculations of the European Court of Auditon at
lcast, commitmenr amounting to some 12 000 million
ECU still remain from previous financial years, which
will have to be paid in the next years, it becomes crys-
tal clear what the implementadon of the 1985 budget
would mean: the Community would be reduced rc a
frce rade zone with common financing of agriculurd
surpluses.
Fifthly, it is not difficult to'foresee that this would not
only bring the Community'to a standstill, which would
in fact be a stcp backwards, but also give'rise rc an
enduring conflict besween Parliament and the new
Commission. It vould rctally halt the reduction of
stored reserves and creatc funher losses of thousands
of millions. Parliament cannot accept this, if only in
the interests of the taxpayer.
(Apphuse)
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
At a time when the Communiry
has taken three positive steps forward 
- 
the settle-
ment of the longstanding issue of the UK budget
rebate, final agreement on the rcrms of entry for Spain
and Ponugal and the joint declaration by the French
President and the British Prime Minister about rhe
need for a fixed Channel link 
-Parliament is abour tothrow a spanner in the worls. Vhen we read the
account ot this day's work in tomorrow's newspapers,
we shall have cause to regret what we have done.
This is a sad day for the European Parliament and for
the European Community. In rejecting the 1985
budget, it is not clear what the European Parliament
hopes to achieve. The Communiry will continue to
function, and the rejection of rhc budget will be seen
by public opinion as a pointless, petulant gesture. I
regret that I am, therefore, unable to supporr the rest
of my colleagues, both in my group and in Parliament,
in rejecting the budget for 1985. I shall, therefore,
absain.
Mr Huckficld (S). 
- 
Mr President, I make no apol-
ogy to this Chamber for bringing the language of class
politics into these debates, because the reason why I
shall be voting against this budget is that I believe rhat
so far this House, the Commission and the Council of
Ministers have shown a total failure and a total lack of
discipline as far as farming and landed interests in this
Communiry are concerned. I have in my constituency
places where the level of adult unemployment is as
high as 57.5o/o.I have places in my constituency where
the level of youth unemployment is nearly 800/0. They
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will not see a penny of the money that we are debating
today. That is why I will not vote for any Budget pro-
posals as they stand until we have a massive shift away
from farm spending in this Communiry to the real
problems of this Communiry 
- 
I refer ro rhe unem-
ployed and the youth unemployed.
I met the farmers in my constituency last week and
they actually rcld me that they were embarrassed
because they know that they are only producing for
storate for intervention fund purposes. There are so
many surpluses in this Communiry that they do not
produce for people to eat any more, they produce just
for storage.
(Cies of 'time, time'from the European Demooatic
benches)
Mr President, as long as the Member Starcs demon-
strarc more and more that they are not prepared to
make the Besture of funding this Communiry for an
entire year ...
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, you have exceeded your
speaking time.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, by
eliminating any possibility of conciliation berween the
two arms of the budgetary authority, it is clear that the
Council bears the full responsibility for the decision
which we are about to take. \7e have said that we can-
not commit ourselves to a budget which has been cur
shon and which does not cover the full twelve months
of the year. But we have also emphasised that that was
not the only reason why we are rallfng ro the morion
to reject,this budget.
The threats to agriculture from budgetary discipline,
the continued reducdon in the Bridsh contribution,
the failure to restore the appropriations for food aid
and the rercntion of the appropiadons for aid rc Tur-
key are all the more reason 
- 
and I may say substan-
tial reasons, as the Treaty specifies 
- 
for rejecting rhis
budget.
This was our intention in tabling our motion for rejec-
don of the budget. But as we wish to secure the largest
majoriry possible for the text which has been tabled by
the Committee on Budgets, we wirhdraw the morion
on which my signature appears first.
Mr Cottrell (ED). 
- 
It is my view that Thursday,
13 December, is going to be an unfonunate memo{y
for the European Parliament. '$7e are fighting the
wrong barle for the wrong reasons on the wrong
ground. This coalition which has been put totether
will come apart at the seams and I predict to you nou/
that, rather like Napoleon bringing his troops back
from Moscow, the Council will pick you off group by
group as winter deepens.
More than all these reasons, the long-running budget
disputes of this Communiry should have been brought
to an end so that for one year we have a period of
truce and so that Parliament and the Community in
general has a chance to take stock of its position and
to take account of the historic and unfonunate inevit-
abiliry of Spanish and Ponuguese accession.
Parliament would have been wise to cooperarc vith
the Council on this occasion with what may well be an
unsatisfacrcry budget but, ladies and gentleman, it is
the best one you are going rc get, and it is a battle that
we are going to lose which, far from improving the
repuadon of Parliament, is going to damage it.
(Mixed reactions)
Mrs Faith (ED).- Rejection of a budget by this Par-
liament is a very serious matter, and I believe that, on
balance, there is not sufficient reason for Parliament to
reject this panicular budget. I do not wish to see the
reputation of this Parliament arnished.
I understand why thc Committee on Budger and
others feel that a budget which does not cover a full
year is unacceptable. However, I believe that Parlia-
ment should bear in mind that the Council has formu-
lated this budget under difficult circumstances. To
cater for next year's projected expenditure is not pos-
sible, because the German Government will not agree
on an increase in own resources until after enlarge-
ment. If the system of provisional welfths is adopted,
there will be serious disadvantages. There will be a
lack of flexibiliry between different spending pro-
grammes, and it may well mean that there will be more
discord berween Parliament and the Council next year.
It is wholly desirable that the Fontainebleau Agrec-
ment should be implemented as soon as possible. I
believe that rejection of this budget by this Parliament
is a verT serious matter. On balance, there are not suf-
ficient reasons for this Parliament to reject it. I shall
therefore abstain.
Dame Shclagh Robcrts (ED). 
- 
I shall not vote for
the rejection of the budget. I believe that the reasons
for rejection advanced by the Committee on Budgers
and by Members of this House are specious and that
they obscure the true intention, which is both to
undermine the Fontainebleau Agreement and also to
confer on this Parliament powers to increase spending
and revenue which it does not legally possess. I believe
that it is less than responsible of Parliament to ignore
the very cogent arguments advanced by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council and by Commissioner
Tugendhat in this House on Tuesday. Th.y advised
Parliament that ir would not be in rhe interests of the
Community that we serve to reject the budget. I agree
with those two tendemen. I would Bo a state funher.
I do not believe it rc be in the interests of this Parlia-
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ment that we should provoke a confrontation by tak-
ing a bad decision for a variety of bad reasons.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) tu we have already
sarcd, the Members of the Greek Communist Party
will vorc against the draft budget. 'S7'e are sorry,
though, because the real political and economic prob-
lems of distributing the Communiq/s resources are
masked by institutional conflicts beween the Council
and Parliament, and v/e can in fact place little trust in
the unnatural alliance that is voting down this budget,
since it includes forces such as the representatives of
Mrs Thatcher, who are supporters of the imposition of
financial discipline, the abolition of the Mediterranean
Pro8rammes, erc.
Ve shall vote against the draft budget because it res-
tricts expenditure on Greek farmers, because it ignores
commitment to thc Medircrranean programmes,
because it ignores commitment to the five-year
development plan and because it rewards Evren's mili-
tary junta in Turkey with finance.
Mr Bonde (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the Danish
People's Movement against Membership of the Euro-
pean Communiry will follow the rapponeur's advice
and abstain in the vote on the Fich report. Ve do not
wish to take part in a fresh pof,,er stf,uggle against the
Member States and we not€ with surprise that mem-
bers of the Lcft and the conseffative European Peo-
ple's Parry in Parliament are advocating a struggle
against their own governments, whereas the People's
Movement against the EC, the SF and the Social
Democrats support the position of the Danish Folhet-
itg rnd successive Danish tovernmenr. Ve should
like to congratulate the Social Democratic rappofteur,
because 'he that ruleth his spirit is better than he that
taketh a ciq/. Ve hope that the voting of the Social
Democrats is an indication that they are dissociating
rhemselves from Parliament's attempt to extend its
power by means of amended classifications, exceeding
the VAT ceiling, exceeding Parliament's margin of
manoeuvre, legislating by commendng on the budget,
budgedzation of loan transactions via the Develop-
ment Fund, the extension of Community cooperadon
to fields not authorized in the Treaties and, finally,
amendments to the revenue side of the budget with a
view to giving Parliament the chance to levy taxes.
Mr Adem (S). 
- 
I am voting against this budget for
reasons which are not expressed in ilre Fich resolution.
Firsdy, I do not believe we have an adequate system
for controlling agricultural expenditure. Secondly, we
do not have a fair rystem for national contribudons.
Thirdly, we have no agreement to expand the job
creation funds of the Communiry. Vhether it is a ten
or rwelve-month budget is of no relevance rc the
unemployed. Fourthly, I cannot accept a situation in
which the European Council is gradually usurping all
the powers of the Community institutions. The Euro-
pean Council is turning the Communiry into a larger
version of EFTA. Nor can I accept a situation in which
the monearist and penny-pinching policies of the Bri-
tish Government are gradually being taken over by the
rest of the Communiry. It is no surprise rc me that so
many Members of the Conservative Group have spo-
ken up in favour of this disreputable budget. Mrs
Thatcher's name before she was married was Roberts.
(l^augbter)
Mn Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) The Danish Social Demo-
Ove Fich, Ejner Hovglrd Christiansen and I
- 
will abstain from voting. It has been a sad experi-
ence to see how discussions have been marked by a
lack of the will to cooperate, and that applies both to
the Council of Ministers and the European Parlia-
ment. The President of the European Parliament is
said to have rejected the possibiliry of a last tripanite
meedng without consulting the budget people 
- 
that
does not promote constructive cooperation. Rejection
of the budget will prolong the very serious economic
crisis in the Communiry, and citizens in our countries
will not be able to understand the position. It will
affect a whole range of matters. I shall merely name
aid to developing countries and the question of the
Esprit programme 
- 
a programme on which we all
went to the polls and which we are now simply allow-
ing to be delayed. \7e find it most remarkable that the
bourgeois polidcians, whose colleagues sit on the
government benches at home in Denmark, should be
pafty donrn here to rejecting a budget. Our abstention
is also due to the fact that the whole atmosphere sur-
rounding the budget negotiations has been permeated
by institutional ovenones and a power struggle behind
the scenes. Ve must dissociate ourselves from that.
The European Parliament must not, tqy in this way to
alter the distribution of powers berween the institu-
tions. \7e shall abstain.
Mr S$y (S). 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
during the dme in which the economic, political and
social balance of our civilization has been threarcned
by a world-wide economic and monetary tempest, we
have seen how the countries of fuia around Japan
needed neither the Treary of Rome not the Tokyo
Round to prevent their shipwreck; they shared their
skills and financial resources in order to avoid disaster.
The European Heads of Satc 
- 
from Fontainebleau
o Dublin 
- 
also seem to have undersrcod this. Under
these circumstances why did the Council of Ministers
not translate this necessity into a realistic budget?
\7hen the Council itself was faced with crisis in 1984,
it took the initiative by adjusting expenditure; but at
the same time it has taken more than six months to
balance the income side.
Vhy does it present us with an anificial budget for ten
months out of rcrelve when it acknowledges that a
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supplementary budget vill be needed? Because, we are
toid, *. are being stifled by the straitjacket of the
institudons of the Treaty of Rome and we have not yet
been able rc agree rc loosen it. And we hear incanta-
tions to the gods of a decadent eurocracy: ceiling on
VAT, evolution of the Treaties, enlargement. For con-
science' sake we are juggling around with provisional
welfths in order to give the impression 
- 
whether for
the benefit of farmers or for the sake of the new poli-
cies which are needed 
- 
that we shall get by' But at
what cost!
No, Parliament no longer has any desire to play
around with Europe's destiny. Ve say rc the Council,
tomorrow it will be too late; we shall have foundered.
That is why we are unable to accePt the 1985 draft
budget. If, li|<e us, you, the Council, want to Sive con-
creti effect to Fontainebleau and Dublin, without pre-
judice to the farmers or anyone else in Europe, and so
fulfil the expecmtions of our people, then quickly, at
the beginning of 1985, submit to us a realistic budget,
as you know it should be and as we expect!
(Apph*se)
Mr P. Bcazlcy (ED).- Mr President, I shall submit
in writing my reasons for rejecting this budget, and
equally irrelevantly with my Socialist colleague I
would like to inform him that one of my early ances-
[ors was called Adam too.
(Laughter)
Mr Mahcr (L). 
- 
Mr President, my view is that Par-
liament has absolutely no alternative but to reject this
budget. If the Council is prepared to be irresponsible
in diis kind of financial manatement 
- 
and it is being
irresponsible, because no government managing- a
Smti can talk in terms of a panial budget for a full
year without having to concede that later on there
must be a supplementary budget 
- 
if the Council is
prepared rc be irresponsible, the European Parliament
cannot afford rc be irresponsible. It cannot cooPerate
with the Council in this instance. But I would like to
say to Mr O'Keeffe, who happens to be in the hot
seat, that he should not take the rejection of the
budget by Parliament as a reflecsion on him or on the
Irisli Presidency. I think he has tried very hard to
resolve the situation, and so has the Irish Presidency.
(Appk*se)
But, Mr President, might I say that if the governments
of the Member States feel that they cannot make a
funher conribution towards the policies of the Euro-
pean Community and that money is too scarce, why
ihen do they insist on maintaining the inrcrnal market
situation as it is, which is highly cosdy to all our coun-
tries? The non-tariff barriers in panicular and all these
customs duties are cosdng more than the total budget
of the European Community. Vhy do they not seek to
dismantle these barriers and relcase the resources that
are necessary ifwe are to have a new Europe?
(Apphue)
Mr Grecfc zu Baringdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, unlike some olthe previous speakers, we do not
describe this 13 December as a day of misfonune. On
the contrary! !7e agree that this budget should be
rejected. Unfonunarcly, in most cases the rejection is
only because of the dispute with the 
-Council. Ife,
however, believe that this budget must also be rejected
because of its contents, for it contains appropriations
which aid and abet a destructive policy. It destroys
jobs instead of creating them, destroys the-environ-
ment, harms our relaiions with the Third Vorld,
creates exploitation in the Third Vorld and encour-
ages the militarization of Europe.
In agriculture too 
- 
just lisrcn rc m9 
- 
all these
appropriations are not allocated in order to suPPort
small 
-farmers but allocated to finance agricultural
industry. There is worse to come: even the appropria-
tions entered for food aid are basically sPent in order
to open up an export market for the food industry.
fhai is wliy they are entered, for no other reason. If
that is the aim, Parliament rejects it.
(Appkuse)
To put it bluntly, we also reject the budget with res-
pect to the Council's attitude, but much more decisive
are the reasons I mentioned, which are examples of
the destructive policy underlying this budger
(App hus e from some q wrte rs )
Mr P. Beazlcy (ED), iz uiting. 
- 
For myself it is
with a heavy ireart that I vorc to reject the 1985 draft
general budget. fu a Member of the 1979-84 Euro-
fean Parliament, I can well remember the difficulties
io which the rejection of the 1980 budget led.
However, in the intervening years the European Par-
liament has witnessed with dismay the lack of will and
solidarity in the Council to face up to its responsibili-
ties, panicularly in the budgetary area.
The Council has continually disregarded the call of
both the Commission and the European Parliament
for budgetary discipline and the need to march the
policies ihey app.ote with the appropriate funds.
Now that the Communiry has reached the limit of its
own resources, the Council has once more failed rc
face up to its responsibilities.
It has presented a lO-month budget in breach of the
Treary of Rome, whilst being committed to policies
lrfii
rl
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which it knows full well will require a supplemenary
budget based on funds dravn forward fiom moniei
derived from an increase in own resources. This
increase is contingent on a decision still to be taken on
the enlargement of the Communities becoming effec-
tive on I January 1985. Is is this 
- 
as yet unavailable
- 
money which must be brought into the last rwo
months of 1985 from rhe first quaner of tggo.
The European Parliament's first reading of the budget
presented the problems of this situation with all clariry.
The Council dismissed the necessary amendments to
its draft budget and took no sreps ro meet Parliament
for conciliadon.
Thus, in defence of the European Parliament's budg-
etary responsibilities towards the peoples of Europe
and in suppon of our belief in the need for fasrer pro-
gress in building the Community, I suppon rhe resolu-
tion to reject the 1985 draft budget.
Mr Ford (Sl, inwiting.- I welcome the opponuniry
to- explain why I shall be voting to reject the budgei.
{y tot for rejection is because this Communiry con-
tinues to fail to come ro terms with the fundamental
problems facing Europe. Instead, yet again the budget
props up and heavily subsidizes those big agricapiial
enterprises who have been parasitic upon this Com-
muniqy's funds for far too long.
The major problems facing this Communiry are the
immediate ones of the 14 million uncmployed in the
Community, and in panicular the criminal waste of
thc young who rot on the streets of this Continent
while the products of agribusiness rot in the more
pleasant surroundings of inrcrvention srores hidden
deep within our cities. Nothing is being done in this
budget for those people.
Equally, the longer-tcrm problems of a group of
nations which depend for their existence upon manu-
facturing industries and yet fail to invlst in the
research and developmenr nesessary if the American
and Japanese challanges are ro be mer musr be tackled.
IndMdually we shall fail, collectively we may succeed.
Yet the extent of Community effon in these areas is
pathetic. Any acceptable budget must address these
problems.
Mr Hughes (Sl, in afiting. 
- 
The draft budget pro-
poscd for 1985 again proves rhe European Communiry
to be a grossly expensive and wasteful irrelevance in
the face of the severe economic and socid problems
facing the most deprived regions of Europe suih as the
Nonh of England.
Until the European Communiry addresses the crucial
issues of rcday 1 mass unemployment and crippling
stegnation, as well as the need to halt job losses and to
invest in the creation of jobs and industries where
needed 
- 
instead of continuing ro promote ludicrous
agriculural sraste on an evertrowing scale, it will
remain an obscene irrelevance.
The draft budget for 1985 offers more of the same and
must be rejectcd.
Mr Newton Duon (ED), in uiting. 
- 
I shall vote for
rejection for the following reasons:
Thc budget proposed by the national ministers is only
for l0 months of next year! If it were passcd the Com-
mission could not implement ir; also the British rebate
would come from the expenditure side, which is con-
tf,ary to the agreement by the Heads of Government at
Fontainebleau last June.
Rejection will put pressure on rhc national minigters to
' complete their slow negotiations with Spain and Por-
tugal, so that agreemenr can then be reached on
increasing the Communiq/s revenues.
The European Parliament cannor allow nadonal min-
isters to bchave sloppily about budgetary mafters as
they are trying to do by proposing a budget for only
l0 months, contrary to rhe Treary which requires a
full 12-month budget. No national parliameni would
accept a panial annual budget like this from its minis-
ters.
If the national ministers are allowed rc continue ro
behave in this sloppy way this year, they will be
encouraged to do so in subsequent years.
Consequently, although rejecting the budger may ar
first sight appear to the public as a theoretiial dispute,it is in fact a vital defence of the public's inreress
towards making Europe run effectively.
Mr O'Donnell (PPE), in witing. 
- 
I have no hesita-
tion in yoling- againsr the budget because of rhe crazy
and indefensible situation which has been allowed to
develop over rhe past few years in reladon to the over-
all financing ot this Community.
I_t had become quite evident in recent years that this
Communiry was heading towards a serious financial
crisis. This situation was allowed to drift to the present
inevitable stage when Parliament is asked to approue a
budger which is admitted to be inadequate rc meet the
financial needs of the Community ior the nexr 12
months.
No Parliament in the world would approve an annual
budget which would be sufficient onty for l0 months
of the financial year. Because of the ievere financial-
crisis which now confronrs the Communiry, the provi-
sions for agriculture, regional policy, social affairs,
employmenq research and technology as well as trans-
port are totally inadequatc and unrealisdc.
I
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If we have insufficient funds to finance the existing
Communiry, how are we going rc finance the enlarged
Communiry? If we think we can do so under exisdng
Community financial resources, we are living in cloud
cuckoo-land.
I believe that this Parliament has no option but to
reject the budget and thereby force the Council rc
take the action necessary to ensure adequate financing
for the Communiry in future.
Sir Jemcs Scott-Hopkins (ED), in afiting. 
- 
I will
absain on the vote to reject the budget because I
believe that we in this House are fighting the Council
on the qrront grounds. The Council has no legal
power to go beyond the l Vo VAT rate until the
motion to raise the VAT rate will have been ratified by
all the national parliaments.
Therefore, we are asking the Council to act beyond its
povers and we surely are acting beyond ours in our
attempt to increase the Community's revenue.
Ve are refecting the budget also because the Council
is proposing 12 months expenditure and only promis-
ing to fill the gap berween the 10/o VAT revenue limit
and the l2-month expenditure by a supplementary
budget which it will present later in 1985. I see no
reason to assume that it will not do as it promises.
In conclusion, it seems that Parliament is saying that
because it does not tru$ the Council to bring in a sup-
plementary budget during 1985, Parliament will not
adopt a budget detailing 12 months expenditure which
will exceed by 1300 million ECU the revenue avail-
able. I cannot accept that these are sufficient grounds
for rejection, bearing in mind the undoubtcd hardship
which will arise in several sectors, such as agriculture,
food aid to starving people and social and regional aid
rc backward areas of our countries.
Mr Seligmen (ED), ira ariting. 
- 
I intend to abstain
in the vote on the 1985 budget, because rejection of
the budget would throw an unnecessary spanner in the
worls just when the EEC is at last moving fon'ard
after the Heads of Government atreements at Fontai-
nebleau.
The advocates of rejecdon sugtest that the budget is
illegal bccause it does not provide sufficient money to
covenhe probable 1985 expenditure. This is a doubtful
arSument.
If, on the other hand, the Council were to include the
amount of money recommended by the Parliament,
this would itsclf be a breach of the 10lo VAT ceiling,
which would definitely be illegal. So the legal reason
given for rejection is inadequate.
Since we have a verbal undenaking from the President
of the Budget Council, Mr O'Keeffe, that the money
will be made available if it is needed towards the end
of the year, I see no reason m doubt a publicly given
undertaking.
Ve are fighdng on a Emporary rcchnicaliry, I would
prefer to fight on a long-term issue, such as Parlia-
ment's power to fix the ceiling figure under budgetary
discipline, jointly with the Council.
This is an issue which will apply for 1986 and for
many years after.
Mr Taylor (EDI, in witing' 
- 
I suppon the draft
budget for 1985 and I consider the recommendation
of the Budgets Committee to oppose the budget as
being politically inept. It is unreasonable to reject the
budgei when there is a firm assurance from the Coun-
cil that revenue will bc found later in 1985 to finance
the entire welve months. It would be illegal for this
Parliament rc approve a budget which exceeded the
1% VAT own resources level and, consistent with the
policy of my party 
- 
the Conservative and Unionist
Pany in the United Kingdom 
- 
I do not suppon the
incriase ro l.4o/o own resources undl there is sadsfac-
tory evidence of budgetary discipline in Communiry
expenditure.
Accordingly, the acceptance of the draft budget would
mean a full cash flow from I January 1985 with an
assurance that all revenue would be available for
rc/elve months. Instead the Parliament embarls uPon a
totally irresponsible course of rejecting the draft
budget and thereby, in pracdce, from I January 1985
inuoducing reductions in payments under the Farm
Guarantee Fund, paymenr to our unemployed for
uaining schemes, payments under the EAGGF to our
fishing fleets and payments of food aid to thc Third
Iflorld. I deplore these reductions. The public will be
right to condemn the European Parliament for ensur-
ing these reductions.
A rejected budget could last until mid-summer whcn
possibly Parliament will then be humiliated and agree
io the Council compromise. This can only funher
reduce the credibiliry of the European Parliament
amontst the electorate at a time when it urgendy
needs its prestige enhanced.
Rejection of this draft budget is bad for the people of
Europe; it is bad for the people of the United King-
dom; it is bad for the fuure of the European Parlia-
ment.
Mr Toksvig (ED), iz afiting. 
- 
(DA) Ve tried to
the end, as Danish Conservatives, to Put on the
agenda a motion for a resolution which would require
the Budget Ministers to come along and discuss this
situation with our Committee on Budgets. Ve could
not find a procedural soludon. \7e therefore voted for
rejection I since we were unable to devise a'solution.
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Ve hope and bclieve, Mr President, tfiat it was rhe
Council, and not those in chargc at the Parliament,
that broke off thc negotiadons for a compromise., It is
depressing to to on holiday knowing that we could
perhaps have achieved more. But in the circumsranqes
we votcd with thc group under the leadership of Lord
Douro.
Mr Turncr (ED), ir witing. 
- 
I abstained in the
budget veto vore becausc, although no doubt rhe con-
stitutional and legalistic posirion bcrwecn, Parliamcnt
and the Council of Ministers leads naturally ro a verc,
the Council has recendy taken rhe first positive stcps
on budgetary disciplinc, the Bridsh budget problem,
the entry of Spain and Ponugal and the provision of
higher funds from VAT. It is therefore an unpropi-
tious time for public squabbling, which will be misun-
derstood by those in the electorates of the l0 Member
States who have goodwill for Europcan uniry.
(Parliament adopnd tlte motion for a resolution(Doc. 2-1185/84))
Prcsident. 
- 
As a result of this vote, all the amend-
ments fall.
I would inform the Council of this decision by Parlia-
ment and invite ir rc submit a new draft budget.
(Lod applause)
Mr O'Kecffc, hesident-in-Ofrce of tbe Council.- Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, you have now exer-
cised your power ro reject the draft budgct which the
Council sent ro you.
The Council reseryes its position as to rhe conclusions
to be drawn and the consequences of your decision. I
trust rhaq as the consequences of rejection sink in,
Parliament will cooperate with thc Council in finding
a solution.
(Appkase)
Mr Hermen (PPE), fttpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, I am pleased to be able to inform you that the
Commince on Economic and Monetary Mairs has
unanimously adopted thc repon which I am laying
before you. This is an interesting project which
involves expenditure of five million ECU for five years
with the object of promoting a sysrcm of telemadc
links to improve the efficienry of the institutions,
together with cxperiments, on a real scale and at a
concrere level, into initiatives by the telematics indus-
try: it can therefore be seen as a pilot schcme.
Ve agrce with thc Commission's priorities, with one
exception. In our view, teleconferencing does not at
this stage merit the urgent prioricy accorded it by the
Commission.
On the contrary, we vould prefer more emphasis to be
placed on the proposal that the facilities provided by
the proposed rysrcm be extcnded to all Members and
not just rc Parliament. By making available rc each
individual Member a terminal giving direct acccss ro
the data banls and statistics of thc Commission, the
Council and national administrations, we should ena-
ble all Members of Parliament to work more effi-
ciently at lower cost. Virh this slight amendment and
this comment, with which I hope the Commission will
agree, I would advise Members to adopt this report, as
the Committce on Economic and Monetary Affairs
did, and hope rhat the Commission will take note of
the remarks which we have includcd in it.
(Appkue)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD
l. Insk
President. 
- 
The ncxr irem is the repon (Doc. 2-
ll03/84) by Mr Herman, on behalf of the Commitrce
on Economic and Moneary Affairs and Industrial
Policy, on
thc proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-588/84 
- 
COM(E4) 380 final) for a
decision on rhe coordination of the activities of
the Member States and Communiry institutions
with.a view ro sening up a Communiry interinsd-
tutional information sysrcm (INSIS).
Vce-hesidat
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, one almosr needs
modern technolog;y to be heard in this Chamber. I
only want to sr/r speaking for my own group and, I
believe for shat macer, all groups in the Energy Com-
mittee, that the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology is very much in favour of this measure.
'V'e must, however, make absolutely sure that every-
thing Parliamenr does to take up high technology fuliy
observes the principles of common technical standards.
I wish, Mr President, ro refer ro one such technical
standard sraight away and that is the open qfstem
interconnection, which is value-added channels for all
forms of compurcrs. This rystem has been set up by
European companics and many American companies
so that we have a common sysrcm throughout the
world and no proprietary channels 
- 
it is half com-
pleted already. A meeting took place in Paris only yes-
tcrday, I believe, concerning ir and in the next hali of
1985 we must make quitc sure it is complercd. If we
,i
)
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delay longer, then the European companies and our
American allies, the companies that suppon this pro-
posal, will not be able rc adopt it because it will be too
late for them.
Secondly, Mr President, I would like rc say that to
adopt OSI is absolutely vital for the success of the
Esprit project. Vithout OSI Esprit could be forgot-
ten. The second element in breaking down barriers
concerns celecommunicadons in Europe, which are
disasrously split up by technical barriers. OSI will
reducc these by one half, but the other half of the bar-
riers remain and they have got to go. I would like to
designate the rcchnical process of getting rid of these
barriers Telesprit so that we have Esprit and Telesprit
and I hope that tomorrow we shall decide also to have
Biosprit as well. In this way Europe's high rcchnology
can be got going.
(Apphue)
Mr Tugendheq Wce-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, the Commission would like to thank Mr
Herman for his excellent report. '$7e note with plea-
sure that the resolution to be discussed by Parliament
will conribute towards the strengthening of ties
berween the institutions of the Communiry and bring
considerable support to the development of new infor-
mation technologies.
The purpose of the INSIS protramme is to set up a
Communiry-wide information sysrcm aimed at
improving the circulation of information between the
Communiry institutions and the Member States'
administrations. This information system will make the
widest possible use of the new information technolo-
8tes.
The programme pursues in parallel three main objec-
tives: first of all, to increase the efficiency of public
administrations within the Community; secondly, to
help the European information technology indusry to
increase its competitiveness by creating a typical lead-
ing edge market; and thirdly, to stimulate the harmon-
ized development of a more efficient telecommunica-
tions infrastructure and new rclematic services across
nadonal borders.
The Commission considers INSIS to be an imponant
component of ir overall poliry in the field of informa-
don technologies and telecommunications. Therefore
it welcomes the strong suppon that Parliament is giv-
ing to this protramme. The Commission is conscious
that the success of INSIS will depend heavily upon its
capability to promote the harmonized application of
international standards troughout the Community.
The Commission rherefore welcomes the help that
Parliament is offering to overcome political obstacles
which can impede the achievement of this objective.
INSIS intends to be a user-driven programme; its
priorities have been defined by users' representatives
from each Community institution and each Member
State adminisration. These represenmdves have been
working together in the INSIS Users'Advisory Com-
mittee since July 1983.
The highest prioriry has been assigned to the develop-
ment of electronic syst€ms for the ransmission of
written documens and rc amelioradng the access to
clectronic data bases. AIso identified, if less urgent, is
the need for the development of video conference ser-
vices. These services will be imponant when they ena-
ble their users, mainly officials, to make the most effi-
cient use of their dme by reducing the need for ravel
- 
panicularly relevant, if I may say so, Mr President,
in the Community.
There are still problems of user acceptance to be
solved. It is for this purpose that a pilot video confer-
ence project has been launched.
As one of its major inidatives in the framework of
INSIS, the Commission has launched a project aimed
at providing the Members of the European Parliament
with a video-text service. A first rial sysrcm will run
from April to December next year; then, based on
such experience, an operational system will be
designed and implemented. This trial system will ena-
ble the Members of the European Parliament to gain
access to information relating to their current work 
-that is to say, meeting schedules, agendas, working
documents and so fonh, as well as socio-economic
and judicial information. In addidon, an interactive
messaging system will be provided. The range of ser-
vices provided by the operational system will be
improved in accordance with those raw new user
needs which emerge from the trial.
The Commission intends to provide Parliament with
the widest possible information about the INSIS pro-
gramme. For this purpose, an information seminar for
the Members of the European Parliament is in the
course of preparation. It will be held in Brussels in
Spring 1985.
The Commission acknowledges Parliament's request
for an annual repon covering all the activities in the
fields of telecommunications and information technol-
ogy. Ve agree that the need for such a repoft is
becoming imponant in view of the many correlated
actions now being undenaken in this field.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
6. Tumoaertax
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the joint debarc on:
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- 
the report'(Doc.2-1135/8\ by Mr Rogalla, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Industrial Poliry, on
the proposal from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc.2-a52/84 
- 
COM(84) 318 final) for a Six-
teenth Directive on the harmonization of the laws
of the Member States relating to turnover raxes 
-common sysrcm of value-added tax: common
scheme for cenain goods on which value-added
tax has been finally paid and which are imponed
by a final consumer in one Member Sate from
- onother;
- 
the repon (Doc. 2-1136/84) by Mrs van Rooy, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Industrial Policy, on
thc proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-589/84 
- 
COM(84) 412 final) for a Sev-
enrcenth Directive on thc harmonization of the
laws of the Member States reladng rc rurnover
taxes 
- 
exemption from value-addcd tax on the
temporary imponation of goods other than means
of transport;
- 
the repon (Doc. 2-1140/84) by Mr Beumer, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Industrial Policy, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-446/ 84 
- 
COM(84) 391 final) for a
Twentieth Directive on the harmonization of the
laws of the Member States relating to r.urnover
taxes 
- 
common system of value-addcd tax: der-
ogations in connection with the special aids
granrcd to certain farmers to compensarc for rhc
dismandement of moneurry compensatory
amounts appllng to cenain agricultural prod-
ucts.l
Mr RogdL (Sl, rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and tentlemen, in this atmosphere of quiet after
the budget vote we novr rurn to an equally imponant
area, the panicipation by Parliament in Communiry
legislation in the field of ax harmonization.
May I point out that less rhan a yeer t1o the com-
mittee whose report I am presenting rcday instructed
me to draw up an own-inidadve report on taxadon, in
order to resolve the question or ar least indicate how
the Communiry could make up its shocking backward-
ness in legisladon on tax harmonization.
Today we have a chance 
- 
unfonunately, in the end
this goes against the Commission's intentions 
- 
to
have a say in tax harmonizadon in a very restricted
field, namely, the field of secondhand goods which
private individuals who are not subject to VAT bring
from one Member Satc into another. To make the
position clear, I can give a simple example. An English
private customer buys a secondhand car in Belgium
from a Belgian private individual. This transaction is
not subject to VAT within the meaning of the VAT
directives. But when the Belgian private individual
bought the car new, he did pay VAT. In other words,
this saleable good has already fulfillcd its VAT obliga-
don. The price which the Belgian privatc individual
fixes naurally takes account of the VAT he paid. But
if thc English consumer brings the vehicle inrc the
Unitcd Kingdom, he has to pay VAT vhen he
imports it.
The European Coun of Justice had rc decide a similar
case some 2Vz years ago. That case related nor ro a car
but to a boat. The judgment made history and entered
legal literature under the title of rte Gaton Schul case.
This poses the question to all well-intentioned people,
especially the tax experts in the Commission and rhe
Member Statcs but in panicular also the consumers, of
what happens in such a case, wherher it really is con-
ceivable that VAT has to be paid again for a car or
pleasure boat that has already been taxed, already
introduced into the economic process, simply because
it crosses a Community frontier 
- 
deplorable as these
frontiers all are. The Court of Justice said that could
only happen if the tax which was already paid on this
good is refunded or taken into account, that is to say,
if the consumer is, so to speak, neutralized as regards
the tax burden, as in the case of commercial goods.
The Commission, however, did not see it as just a
mattcr of secondhand goods, secondhand cars, Ean-
sactions by privatc individuals who may perhaps, after
25 yeus 
- 
and if only in this small area 
- 
for once
want to sec, touch, feel the European Communiry in
their bank account too.
Instcad of endorsing this natural view taken by the
Court of Justice, according so which secondhand cars
should not bc subject to the cruel god of tax a second
time, the Commission has ser up a complicatcd rystemlike the one for rirarketable -goods, -which means:
exemption from VAT in the country of exponation
and payment of VAT in the country of imponation.
The Commission believes it can jusdfy this difficult
and complex system under the heading of fiscal justice.
Of course, it is fiscally just for the exponcr to be
exempted from taxation, as in the case of marketable
goods, and for thc imponcr to pay the tax. But this
principle of fiscal justice is clearly incompatible wirh
the principle of bringing the Communiry closer to the
citizens, that is, the principle rhat the man in rhc street
should at last feel the benefits of the Common Market.
That is why we in the Commitrce on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy unanimously
I Also included in the debate urcre the following oral ques-
tions:
- 
by Mr Beazley and others (Doc. 2-1087/84) to the
Commission on aiCs to domestic industries;
- 
by Mr dc la Malinc (Doc.2-1019/t4), on behalf of
the Group of the European Democratic Alliancc, to
thc Council on VAT rclief eraned bv thc German
Federal Rcpublic in thc agricultural sect6r.
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concluded that the Commission's attitude regarding
fiscal justice is untenable. The European Padiament
cannot endorse this proposal. !7e believe that the
Commission must at last 
- 
and I am repeating this for
the third time 
- 
stretch a point, if you like, in favour
of the citizen and put thc principle of fiscal justice in
second place.
So we believe Parliament must reject this proposal.
Instead a six-stage programme should be introduced.
The first stage would be for secondhand goods of all
kinds, and naurally also secondhand cars of all kinds,
to be able to circulate frecly within the Community
once the initial tax has been paid, without any funher
VAT requirements; in line with the Coun of Justice'sjudgment, the burden of proof for the qualiry of the
secondhand goods or car, as the case may be, is
incumbent on the person who wants to impon those
goods into another Member State.
Secondly, the existing spread of the normal VAT rate
of berween 140/o and 1970 could now be narrowed to
berween 15.50/o and 17.50/o for commercial goods too
- 
and we should also take this opportuniry rc note
that there is only a difference of 5 percentage points in
the normal VAT rate, which produces some 800/o of
the total VAT revenue, between the four large impor-
tant Community states with their enormous trading
capacity. The public should know this, so that stronter
pressure can be exerted also from the ouside on the
Commission and the Council to make progress in har-
monization at last.
Narrowing this differential would thus be the second
stage. The third stage would be to review the differen-
tial of the tax relief rates, especially for basic foods.
The founh stage would be the gradual reduction of
the so-called luxury tax rates for cenain goods: in
France, for instance, it is 33.3010, in Belgium 250/o and
in Italy 38%. As I have said, luxury taxes account at
most for 100/o to 250/o of the toal revenue from VAT.
So they form a fairly small component. Ve want to
take this bold step, and that is what we ask the Com-
mission, by means of this hisoric decision of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
Fifthly, we could consider appropriate direct taxation
measures to compensat€ for the lowering or raising of
VAT, or a simple compensation payment from the
budget. That could easily be financed in the final stage
from the VAT shares of the Member States, perhaps
from a 1.60lo VAT. For the financial gain accruing
from the highest bracket of this luxury tax and the
revenue from normal VAT in the rwo Member States
which deviate upwards from the general picture are as
low as that. I am thinking primarily of Denmark,
which has a normal VAT rate of.230/o with a compar-
atively low volume of trade, and secondly of Ireland
with its equally small tradevolume and a normal VAT
rarc of 350/0.
I appeal to Vice-President Tugendhat to join us in
working out this European Parliament initiative. Ve
want to make use of this opponunity. In the conflict
betwecn fiscal justice at any price and bringing the
Communiry closer to the citizens, we want to opt
quirc clearly for the latter.
In conclusion, may I draw your atrcntion even now to
a problem of interpretadon which may arise from Rule
35 of the Rules of Procedure. Ve propose drat Parlia-
ment reject the Commission's proposal for a directive,
in toto, as stated in paragraph 5 of the motion for a
resolution. Pusuant rc Rule 35, in such cases the Com-
mission must be requestcd to withdraw its proposal.
However, the vote on the proposal for a directive is
not taken separarcly from that on the motion for a
resoludon. Instead, the adoption of paragraph 5 of the
motion for a resolution automatically results in rejec-
don of the proposal for a directive. May I therefore
ask that Rule 35 be applied to this end during the vorc.
Mrs Van Rooy (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the draft for the 17th VAT directive represents a
modest step forward in the direction of a betrcr func-
tioning internal market. Because this Parliament
attaches a high prioriry to strentthening the common
market, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Poliry has also given its blessing
to this proposal.
The 17th VAT directive may be regarded as a form of
European dereguladon. Indeed, various divergent
national rules are making way for clear European
rules. They are rules, moreover, which, as far as tem-
porary imponation from non-member countries is
concerned, are on the same lines as a regulation,
already approved, covering the same ground, but in
that case for exemption from import duties. Specifi-
cally therefore, this means that in the case of tempor-
aqy impon from non-member countries procedures at
the frontiers are better adapted to one another and are
clearer. And drat is an advantage. Another advantage
lies in the possibilities of exemption which the directive
offers for intra-Community trade. If we compare the
directive now before us on this point with the present
nadonal rules, we must agree that there is a clear
expansion of the possibilities of securing exemption
from payment of VAT on temporary impon.
\7e must expefi that this directive will above all be of
advantage ro undenakings which take part in
exchanges and exhibitions in other Communiry coun-
tries and which must therefore impon their products
temporarily into those other Member States. Thanks
to this directive, that will be possible without paymenr
of VAT. That is the most imponant function of the
directive.
fu I have mentioned, the Commitrce on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Policy has on bal-
ance adopted a positivc attitude towards this draft
directive, but that does not actually prevent the com-
mittee from making a number of critical marginal
notes with regard rc it.
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That remark concerns first of all the time-limit for
establishing the amounr of the tariff if the goods are
eventually not re-exported. On that point the regula-
tion on import duties which I mentioned earlier and
this directive on VAT are not identical. The periods
for the determination of value are nor the same, and
that naturally means additionally complicated proce-
dures. The Commission has acknowledged this and
has already announced that it vill introduce a propo-
sal for an amendment to the 6th VAT directive in
order to solve the problem. However, the Economic
and Monetary Committee regrets that the proposal for
an amendment has not bcen introduced at the same
time as this proposal for the 17th VAT directive. !7e
hope we may receive the Commission's proposals on
this point at an early date.
A second critical marginal note concerns the security
demanded before use may be made of the rule on
exemption from VAT. The provision of securiry has
always been a difficult and complex formaliry, even
though the directive offers a cenain relief in allowing
the importer to opt out of cenain forms of securiry.
Then rco the Economic and Monetary Committee
takes the view that the requiremenr of securiry musr be
terminarcd as speedily as possible. The lodging of
securiry is an impediment in intra-Community rade in
goods. This termination of the requirement of securiry
may be effected by extending the scope of Reguladon
No 3/84 to the producs covered by the 17th VAT
directive, since Regulation No 3/84 provides in a
highly simplified procedure for temporary use of
goods in other Member States without the require-
ment of lodging securiry. It is only a piry that this
Regulation No 3/84 relates only rc a very restricted
list of products.
The lTth VAT directive now offers a basis for consi-
derably extending the scope of Regulation No 3/84
and in doing so to make an essenrial conribution ro
the strengthening of rhe inrcrnal market. In the
Economic and Monetary Comminee's view, there is
definitely no need to wait until the experimental
period of Regulation No 3/84 has expired 
- 
that is,
until 1988. In the opinion of our committee the Euro-
pean Commission would do better ro come up with
proposals before then, preferably as soon as possible.
Next I should like to deal with the firsr amendment
introduced by the Economic and Monetary Com-
mittee. This concerns a rather complex but imponant
secdon of the directive. In the original version of the
draft directive it is provided that businesses which have
a fixed establishment in another Member State and
which wish to export temporarily ro rhar Member
State cannot be granted exemption from payment of
VAT. On the other hand, as regards businesses which
have in that other Member State a subsidiary with a
special legal status, the possibiliry of exemption from
paymenr of VAT does exist.
In view of the fact that more often than not it is the
larger undertakings which have in orher Member
Starcs subsidiaries with their own legal personaliry,
whereas small and medium-sized undenakings mostly
operate with fixed establishments, this provision may
lead to placing small and medium-sized undenakings
at an unjustified and unneoessary disadvantage. This is
recognized also by the European Commission, and the
Economic and Monetary Committee has therefore
tabled an amendment rc eliminate this discrimination.
On this point of discrimination we are faced with a
rlpical example of the frequently insufficient aftcntion
which is paid within the European Commission to the
specific position of small and medium-sized undenak-
ings, precisely where specific proposals for directives
or regulations are concerned. In general policy docu-
menr it is true that there is always fine pleading in
favour of small and medium-sized undertakings, but as
soon as it comes to spccific measures they are quickly
forgotten and all rco often their inrcrests fall berq/een
two stools. So it is very much to be regretted that in
the distribution of ponfolios in the new European
Commission it was once again not thought necessary
to give a single Commissioner express responsibiliry
for the coordination of small and medium-sized
undenakings. At least in the published marcrial about
the distribution of ponfolios amongst the new Com-
missioners the expression 'small and medium-sized
undenakings' is nowhere to be found; I regard that as
a missed opportuniry.
Then a single marginal note about the implementation
of this directive. The laying down of provisions for its
implementadon is left to a considerable extent rc the
Member States, as, for example, regarding the issue of
authorizations, the identification of goods, surveill-
ance and inspecdon: The discretionary powers of the
Member States are thus fairly exrcnsive and there is
also the possibility that Member States may lay down
intricate administrative provisions and complex proce-
dures as a result of which in fact the practical benefits
of the directive will be reduced to a minimum, and
thus once again the Economic and Monetary Com-
mittee urges the European Commission to ensure that
the Member States' implementing provisions for this
direcdve are as simple as possible.
I come to my last, but cenainly nor my least impor-
tant, marginal note. fu I stated at the beginning, the
17th VAT directive is a modest step in rhe direction of
a genuine common markeq but nothing more. How-
ever, if we do not wish the common market always to
remain a happy dream for the future, qualitative steps
forward must be taken. One imponant step in that
direction is the 14th directive on the transference of
payment of VAT from rhe frontier to the interior of
the country. That directive should make it possible rc
reduce considerably delays at the border and rhus
naturally also the high costs involved in such delays.
Vhat is more, the 14th VAT directive should make
the 17th directive, which is now under discussion,
largely superfluous, because for many undenakings it
is simpler and therefore more inviting to make use of
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the transference rules rather than of the exemption
rule now under consideration.
Unfonunately the Council is rather holding back in
dealing with the l4th VAT directive, and the United
Kingdom has even turned the clock back in the matter'
Nevinheless, in Dublin last week the Heads of
Government solemnly declared once more that the
srengthening of the internal market must have high
prioriry. Is iJ to be hoped that the communiqu6 from
the Dublin Summit will not only go to the Press but
that the specialist minisrcrs will read it and realize fully
what the consequences of such a declaration actually
ought to be, that is, that one of the biggestbottlenecks
at frontiers, namely, the collection of VAT, is elimi-
nated. That naturally means, we acknowledge, a loss
of interest for the exchequer of the Member States, as
the VAT will have to be collected later. But that must
be regarded as an invesment in the future of the
Europlan Communiry, an investment which will
undoubtrdly lead to a high return in the form of less
expensive delay at the frontiers and more intra-Com-
munity trade.
Mr Bcumer (PPE), rdpporterr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
the proposal for the 20th directive has a srange his-
cory. It is involved primarily with the incorre_ct oPera-
don of articles of the Treary by the Council 
- 
I am
thinking above all of Anicle 93(2), leaving both the
Commiision and the Parliament out of account. That
gives rise all the more to problems in which the effect
of th. Coun"il decision interferes drastically for exam-
plc with agricultural poliry and fiscal policy' Leaving
ihose institutions out of account in this way is contrary
to the Treaties and thus in principle unacceptable to
Parliament. As rapporteur of the Economic and
Monetary Committee, I can best make clear its view-
point by-explaining once more the various phases of
decision-making.
On 5 November 1983 there was a proposal from the
Commission for dismandement of monetary comPen-
satory amounr, as a result of which it would be neces-
sary;o mke into account the income position of farm-
ers, and more specifically of German farmers. That
was a point of view with which Parliament concurred
and still does. The Commission had established a num-
ber of criteria. The aid was not to amount to more
than the fall in income resulting from the fall in prices
- 
it was to be degressive and of a temporary nature
- 
and three marketing years were mentioned. Also
the implementing provisions v/ere to be laid down on a
proposal from the Commission.
On 15 March 19E4 Parliament approved these propo-
sals and once more repeated these criteria. However, it
stated at same time that if the Council were to amend
the proposal radically, there would have to be a fresh
opinion from the Parliament. My quesdon is: can {re
nlt declare that there has indeed been a radical
amendment and that therefore Parliament ought to
have been consulted?
I come now to the Council's regulation of 31 March.
\7e receive it together with an implementing measure
by the Council. Three per cent aid is regarded as com-
patible with the Common Market, and all at once the
VAT inst-.ent is brought forward, of which it is
known at the time that it would conflict with the Sixth
Directive. Astonishingly not a single one of the criteria
mentioned by the Commission is rc be found in the
regulation. It is also astonishing that the implementing-
.J"rur. has no connection with the dismantling of
monetary compensatory amounts. I can find only the
satement that the amount of aid is not to be higher
than 3olo of the price paid by the purchascr for agricul-
tural products exclusive of VAT.
Since it was known that the German Government
would adopt an aid measure also by way of VAT
before the stan of the formal dismantling on I January
1985, the President of Parliament wrote a letter on
28 May in which she referred to the necessary prior
amendment of the Sixth Directive. But we may now
conclude that that letter was not taken into account.
I come to Fontainebleau. On 25 and 25 June the Euro-
pean Summit of Heads of Government raises the three
p.r 
".nt 
to five per cent. Next it is provided that the
"-ornt of the aid is 
not to exceed the reducdon in the
monetary comPensabry amount. My question- to the
Commisiion and also to the Council is: is that five per
cent compatible with this formula?
It is important that in Fontainebleau it was sated that
such an implementing decision would have to be based
on a proposal from the Commission. !flhat do we see?
Ve then get the Council Decision of 30 June from
which it 
"ppe".s 
that the.Council is not honouring this
decision of the Heads of Governmenr Article 93(2) is
used, and thus both the Commission and Parliament
are left out. I have three questions in this connection.
The first question is this one rc the Commission and
also to the-Council: why was the decision not taken on
a proposal from the Commission as the Heads of
Government had suggested? The second quesdon: was
the Commission perhaps not willing to make such a
suggestion? The ihrid question: if so, why was the
Commission unwilling to make the proposal? I hope
for clear answers.
I think the position here is that in the Council they
wished to force through an internal compromise and
that for that purpose they made use of Article 93(2).
However, in so'doing ,h.y 
"".. 
into conflict with
Anicles 43,99 and 100 of the Treaty, because where
specific areas of poliry are concerned consultation
with the Commission and Parliament is actually essen-
tial. I give a warning panicularly in this Parliament of
the dingers of accipting this method, which would
-ean that whenever the Heads of Government take
the view that the Commission and Parliament may
make Erea;- difficulties, they resort again to
Anicte gJ(z). That would be a panicularly undemo-
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cratic way, and for rhat reason my opinion is that we
must in principle reject this course of conduct.
I come now to the German Federal Republic's legisla-
tion. I cannot do anything other than state that we
have here a funher infringement of the Treary. \Ihy?
Because the Law came into force in I July without the
Sixth Dircctive having been amended. My question to
the Commission is: how did it react and hov does it
think of reacting to this situadon?
Finally I come to the directive itself, the 20rh directive.
I notc thar a percenrage of aid is referred rc therein.
Thus the Commission has taken that over from the
Council, five per cenr for four marketing years,
instead of three as the Commission itsclf had first pro-
posed. I should like to ask the Commission for calcu-
lations showing that rhe formula of the Heads of
Government that the aid must not be higher rhan the
amount of the reduction tallies wirh the figures. I not-
ice also that in the directive itself no limit is laid down
as regards exceeding rhe three per cenr. Here, then,
the Commission is at variance with its own original
ideas. I should also like to ask how the Commission
assesses the aid of five per cenr, or three per cenr, as
thr case may be, unresrricted, from the point of view
of equal conditions of competition.
Next point: is ir not the posirion that in fact there is no
reference to degression, and does not that also mean
that we must say once agian that the Commission is
failing to comply with its own original ideas? And does
not the provision of aid for all agricultural products 
-which is rhe result of the implementation of the VRT
instrument 
- 
mean that the connection wirh the
MCAS is abandoned? And then, Mr President, I rum
to the fiscal effect. Suppon through the VAT sysrem,
the Economic and Monetary Committee states, would
be possible only if the essential principles of VAT are
adhered to. Does rhat nor mean rhar you would have
to scpararc aid and VAT? In rhe second place, does it
not also mean rhar you would have to keep the calcu-
lation and collection of own resources intact and
could not touch them? I notice that in the German ieg-
islation these guarantees are nor presenl
My question is as follows: does rhat mean rhat the
Commission is saying 
- 
and I should be glad to have
an answer from the Commissioner 
- 
thai if you are
going to maintain fiscal neutraliry and if you do not
wish to affect the legislation on VAT principles, on
own resources, then that separation is necessary,
whilst it seems that in Germany they think that separa-
tion is not possible? Then rhat means rhar in facithey
are srying: rhe practical application of VAT as the
Commission intends it is impossible.
kt me end by saying: by reason first of infringement
of essential procedural requirements; by reason-of the
fact that the Commission has abandoned its own cri-
teria, which I cannot see reproduced in the 20th direc-
tive; by reason of very serious doubts as to whether
VAT is indeed the most appropriate instrument 
- 
andI am now thinking both of the mainrcnance of the
principles of VAT and of our own resouroes, and of
the strain as regards the practicability of rhose princi-
ples 
- 
on those grounds I musr, in the name of the
Economic and Monetary Commince, ask the Com-
mission to withdrav its proposal. I shall be glad to
hear the Commissionen' opinion on this and Iihould
like to ask 
- 
in the interests also of the German farm-
ers 
- 
for the speedy introduction of a fresh proposal
vhich will include the Commission's own -criteria,
which Parliamenr has righdy supponed in the past.
Mr Vcaig (Sl, drafisnan of the opinion of tbe Com-
mittee on Agiailture, frsberies and Food. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, I want to endorse what Mr Beumer said on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Moneary
Affairs and Industrial Policy. Like that committee, rhl
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has
concerned itself with rhe rcro central issues of this
directive.
Firsdy, the quesdon of how the directive came inrc
being 
- 
and the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food akes rhe view rhat the European Parliament
cannot accept this for constirutional reasons. All the
circumstances, which Mr Beumer has described in far
more detail than I can do here, suggest that a central
rlSht of the European Parliament has been infringed,
the right to be consulted promptly on such a deciiive
change in Community law. Firsr, this is because one
instituion has aken a decision of principle for which
no provision ar all is made in the Treary of Rome and
secondly, because this has been done in a way which
merely makes rhe European Parliament inrc thl imple-
menting body for decisions already taken. This viol-
ates the obligation to consulr the European parliament
on decisive questions of Communiry poticy. Ve there-
fore took the view that the European Pariiament can-
not accept this directive in these circumstances, given
that the European Coun of Justice's judgment ii the
Isoglucose case once again clearly confirmed that after
the first direct election all institutions must strictly
observe the European Parliament's right to be con-
sulted in the European Community. Ve musr
expressly remind the Council of Ministers and in this
case also the Commision of this.
My second point is that this directive is aimed at giving
aid. All aid provisions within the common market are
subject rc very strict rules. In our view, rhese rules
have been infringed in this case. Aid is to be granted to
compensat€ for the losses resulting.from thi disman-
tlement of the monetary compensarory amounrs in the
next iew years. However, it is clear that the chosen
form of a flat-rate tax prepayment will benefit all those
firms,.and also farmers, who are not even affectcd bythc dismantling of the monetary compensarcry
amounrs 
- 
which in the Federal Republic of Germany
accounm for a relatively large number.
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My third point is that farms which can improve their
market position as a result of the dismantlement of the
moneary compensatory amounts will also benefit
from thii, especially farms using feedingstuffs which
had previously become more expensive because of the
MCAS in the Community. Here too the decision of the
Council and the Commission conflicts with Parlia-
ment's position. ![e took the view that small and
medium-sized undenakings should primarily be
granted aid when the moneary comPensatory
irnounts are dismantled. The chosen form of the
directive 
- 
and this is the consequence of operating
via tax law 
- 
will mean, however, that firms with a
large turnover will benefit more than those with a low
turnouer. That is bound to lead to distonions in intra-
Communiry trade and therefore threatcn the common
market. Tirat is why we feel we cannot accept this
directive. Ve also regret that the possible alternatives
in thc overall procedure were not given adequate
attention.
The Commitrce on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
definitcly considers that aid is necessary. This question
must be settled in the funhcr negotiations. For the
moment we urge the Commission to take Parliament's
decision seriously and to produce a proposal which
really cakes account of Parliament's views. 'Ve also
urge the Federal Republic to make proposals in these
negotiations which this Parliament can also accePt.
Boih these moves would help create a new relationship
with the European Parliament.
Mr Louwcs (Ll, drafisnun of tbe opinion of tbe Com-
mittee on Badgets, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets, I should like to give a
shon commenary on this so-called 20th directive. The
subject matter in question, the conrcnt of this Com-
mission proposal, has already been made clear from
the salements made by Mr Beumer and Mr Vettig. I
shall not repeat them. [.ct me say first that compensa-
don for the farmers in the Federal Republic, and
indeed in the Netherlands too, seems to me to be rea-
sonable. It is simply politically unrealistic to leave
uncompensated, cenainly in the Federal Republic, the
exrcnsivc dismanding of the monetary comPensatory
amounts. Both gentlemen have, I think, already men-
tioned that this Parliament too is in agreement with
the proposal, as may be seen from its declaration of
15 March lasu
Nor has the Committec on budgets any objecdons as
regards the budgetary consequences for our Com-
munity. Expenditurc will not increase as a result of the
overcompensation created in the meantime, which the
Federal Republic has meanwhile been authorized rc
pay. The Fideral Republic can always given it itself to
its farmers at its own expense and not at the Com-
muniry's. That is not the objection of the Committee
on Budgets. The objections felt alm.ost unanimously by
the Commigtee on Budgets 
- 
there was only one vorc
against my opinion 
- 
concerned above all technical
matrcrs connected with the Treaty and institutional
questions. Mr Beumer has mendoned and described
them all. I do not wish to rePeat them, all the more
since they are also referred to in extenso in my opi-
nion.
But a reading of the two documents makes one's hair
stand on enJ. I can hardly imagine that the Council
has ever operated in a more slipshod way with a more
or less complete neglect of legal procedures, amontst
other thingi by relying on anicles of the Treary which
in this case are endrely inapplicable. One can indeed
endorse Mr Beumer's expression when he says: a
strante history.
In conclusion I should like to refer firct to the fact that
the Committee on Budgets has advised the Commis-
sion to withdraw its proposal and also to adopt an
appropriate reaction to the implementing- legislation in
thi federal Rcpublic. Secondly, I am afraid that this
mouse, for thar it what it is, financially, for the Com-
muniry, may well have a long tail. It lools as though it
may eclipse the whole notorious isoglucose case.
Narurally I put first and foremost the fact that the
Germaniarmers must not be the sacrifice for all this.
In view of the time I do not wish to go into the possi-
ble legal consequences which the effect of these
repons, the withdrawal of the driective, the question
of legal advice on the implementing legislatio-n in the
Fedeial Republic, may have on the solution found in
Fontainebleau as regards the possible rePayment to, or
perhaps lesser payment from, the United Kingdom.
Prcsident. 
- 
As was made clear by the President-in-
Office in his statement yesterday evening, the Council
cannot be present for this debarc' The oral questions
by Mr de la Maldne and Mr Beazley, which are
included in this joint debate, will therefore be
answered in writing.
Mr Tugcndhat, Vce-fuesident of the Commission. 
-Mr President, I am afraid the House will have to bear
with me for a little while if I am to answer satisfacto-
rily, or to endeavour to answer satisfactorily, the
points that have bcen raised and will be raised on the
iofi Vet directive, the 17th and, of course, the 20th.
fu they are being taken rcgether I will deal with them
togethlr, but I will make my speech in clearly self-
contained pans in order that Members realize which
pan I am dealing with.
I take first, of course, the proposal for a 16th VAT
directive put before the House today by the Commis-
sion following the judgment of the European Coun of
5 May 1982 in the so-called Gaston Schul case. In its
decision the court specified the condidons under
which goods obtained by a private individual from
anothei private individual may be subiected to VAT
upon imponation into another Member State. The
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coun indicated in panicular thar taxation in these cir-
cumstances was permissible provided the residual VAT
imposed by the Member State from which the goods
were exported was taken into account.
Mr Presidenr, without wishing to call into question rhe
direcr effect of Anicle 95 of rhe Treaty and the
authentic inrerpretation given in the Schul case, rhe
Commission considered that it was desirable, indeed
necessary, to lay down Communiry rules providing for
uniform applicadon of the principles established by the
coun. Ar present the situadon is unsatisfactory,
because certain Member States have adopted general
implementing procedures while others deal with diffi-
culties case bycase and, in any evenr, the principles of
application differ from one Member State to another.
I cannot disguise, Mr President, my disappointment
upon reading Mr Rogalla's repon and the draft reso-
ludon that has been submined to you. It seems to me
that rhere is scant justification for accusing rhe Com-
mission of having adoptcd a bureaucradc ioludon or
of having aken into accounr only rhe interests of tax
adminisrators. In preparing this proposal, the Com-
mission ultimately did no more than give effect to rhe
iTplicit invitation from the court to bring forward leg-
islation ensuring complete neutraliry of competition
involving full reimbursement of tax upon exporration.
Mr President, the proposal which the Commission has
adopted is designed ro meer mro main objectives. The
aim is to ensure that there should be no tax advantage
or penalty depending on wherher rhe private indivi-
dual- acquires the goods in his home country or in
another Member State. At the same time, our gbject is
to ensure a fair division of tax receipts besween the
Member Staces concerned, having regard to the use
made of the goods in the respective territories.
The mechanism proposed atrcmpts ro meer rhese rwo
objecdves as simply as possible and with a view to
avoiding excessive formaliries for individuals when
moving between Member Starcs. I would observe that
although the principle laid down is for the reimburse-
ment of residual tax in the counrry of exponation and
taxadon in the Member State of imponation, very
generous exemptions are provided for, enabling rhe
private individual to avoid all formalities or additional
tax.
I must also mendon, Mr President, anorher imponant
aspectt namely, rhe fact that rhe Commission proposal
extends rhe scope of the Schul judgment. This fudg-
ment is limited to the case of goods purchased by one
individual from another individual. !7e have exrended
the principles laid down by the Coun to all final con-
sumers 
- 
whether they are privare individuals or
exempt taxable persons 
- 
as well as to goods acquired
by an individual from a taxable person providej cer-
tain conditions are mer. I note with regrer rhar rhese
undoubrcd advantages did not convince the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indus-
trial Policy. The solution preferred by the commitree
would involve exempdon pure and simple for all goods
acquired by a privare individual from another, the sole
condition being thar these goods ar some stage had
bcen subject to rax. This solution, if I underciood it
aright 
- 
and I recognize from Mr Rogalla's interven-
tions that he feels that I have not 
- 
would exclude the
extensions which the Commission proposes making to
the scope of the principles laid down in the Schul case.
The solution which the committee proposes appears at
first sight very atracrive. But I am nor sure thit there
may not be disadvantages as well, nor is it at all cenain
that this solution can be adopted at rhe presenr stage
of tax harmonizarion. In order to benefit from the
exemption, it is necessary to be able to prove that the
goods were axed when first acquired, even accepting
that proof would not be required for low-value iiems,
as indeed we propose. It seems to be difficult to adopt
this approach for all goods. The being rhe case, tfie
necessary formalities would be little different from
those required under the exemption axation solution.
Mr President, it is difficult to satisfy all interests. The
House will have noted Mrs van Roo/s recent criticism
of the Commission in connection with the lZch Direc-
tive for not having ser our strict procedural rules con-
cerning formalities, whereas Mr Rogalla, for the
16th Directive, makes the opposite point. He considers
the rules to be too strict.
The most controversial quesdon is whether a rystem of
this kind could reasonably be implemented ar ihe pres-
ent starc of tax harmonization. The differentials
between Member States as regards the main items
likely rc be subject ro transactions berween private
individuals arc very greaq varying bemreen 126/o and
380/o for private cars, pleasure boats and oriental car-
pets, berween 5 and 230/o for antiques and objets dbrt
and berween 12 and 350/o f.or television sets, hi-fi
equipment and furniture. In these circumstances an
automatic ex€mption sysrcm would inevitably open up
possibilities for fraud and abuse of all kindi of which
ordinary businesses would be the principal victims,
with a consequential call for the tightening up of con-
trols.
Mr President, I would therefore urge Parliamenr nor
to reject the Commission's proposal out of hand but to
refer the marrcr back to the committee so as ro provide
an opponuniry for funher dialogue berween the Com-
mission and Parliament.
I regret that this point does nor mecr wirh Mr
Rogalla's atreemenr, not only because I would like ro
be in agreement with a man who wears his colours so
conspicuously on his hean but also because, in general
terms, rhe Commission's views and those of tvtr
Rogalla run very much in parallel.
Mr President, on rhe lTth Directive I have verv lirtle
to say. The Commission would like to th4nk [[.r.,"r,
Rooy for her admirable report on rhis highly rcchnical
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and difficult topic. The Commission agrees endrely
with the views expressed in the report and accepts the
amendments proposed by Parliament.
On the 20th VAT Directive, however, I have to speak
at slightly Brearcr length. The proposal now before the
House s'as presented by the Commission following
rwo decisions taken by the Council in connection with
the reduction of positive monetary compensatory
amounts. In essence, this directive provides the legal
base for the payment of aid in Germany to take
account of income loss suffered by farmers there due
to reduced support price levels in national currency.
The Commission has carefully noted the remarks and
the criticisms made by the rapponeur, Mr Beumer, as
well as those which arose in connection with the opi-
nions from the Committee on Budgets by Mr Louwes
and from the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food by Mr'!7ettig. In order to set these remarks and
criticisms into conrcxq it is necessary rc recall the
background to this draft directive. The Commission
has for a long time sought the abolition of monetary
compensatory amounE on the grounds that they are
incompatible with the notion of a common Com-
muniry price structure. Parliament has supported the
Commission in this objective. But Parliament has also
repeatedly insisted that reductions in positive MCfu
should be conditional upon measures being taken to
avoid income losses for farmers. Moreover, Parliament
in its resolution of 24 May of this year specifically
called on the Commission to introduce the measures
necessary to enable such a compensation scheme
against income loss to operarc through the VAT
mechanism.
It is somewhat surprising that no reference to this
resolution is made by Mr Beumer in his present report.
The Commission's views on reductions in positive
MCAs and income compensation are clear and were
set out in the proposal which led up to the adopdon of
Regulation 855/8a. This proposal and regulation
provided for a maximum aid of 3010. !7hen invited by
the Council to proposc a modification of this regula-
tion to increase the maximum to 50/o, thc Commission
declined. Mr Beumer asls why. $7e declined because
we did not believe that the change was justified. That
is the reason and I think it is the best reason.
Nonetheless the Council, deciding by unanimity under
Article 93(2), subparagraph 3, of the Treaty, consid-
ered that a 50lo maximum aid was justified for a
limited period. That is what happened therefore. The
Commission, faced with this decision, considered that,
as with the 30/o maximum aid, the 5olo transitional aid
should also be included in the proposal for the
20th VAT directive.
As regards procedure, Mr Beumer in paragraphs I and
2 of his repon considers that the Commission should
have atacked the Council decision of 30 June 1984 on
the grounds that its legal base, involving only
Anicle 93(2), subparagraph 3, of the Treaty, vras inad-
equarc. He argues for the inclusion of references to
Anicle a3(2). Thc Commission does not share this
view, given that Anicle 43 of the Treaty would have
made Articles 92 to 94 applicable. In addidon, there
are a number of precedents involving Council deci-
sions taken exclusively on Article 93(2), subpara-
graph 3, which have never in the past given rise to
doubts concerning their legal base.
Nonetheless the Commission notes that in the current
instance the Court of Justice has had the matter
referred to it in Case No 253/84 and will draw the
necessary conclusions once the Coun has ruled. For
the time being the Commission considers that it has
fully discharged its Treaty responsibilities and does
not consider, contrary to Mr Beumer's suggestion in
paragraph 7, that it could have justified the invocation
of the provisions of Anicle 155 of the Treaty to atack
the Council decision.
The Commission, moreover, rejects Mr BeumeCs
suggestion, made in paragraph 8, that the Commission
was slow in proposing the 20th VAT Directive. This
proposal was submired by the Commission on 17 July.
If the House wishes to criticize any delay, it should
not address such criticism to the Commission. More-
over, Parliament should be extremely wary of sharing
the view in paragraph 16 of Mr Beumer's report that
the VAT system is not an adequate instrument to grant
aid. fu I mentioned earlier, Parliament on 24 May
specifically called on the Commission rc take srcPs to
introduce a revenue compensation scheme operating
through the VAT sysrcm. For Parliament now to
argue against such a scheme would be to display the
kind of inconsistcnry which makes it very difficult for
the Commission to know what Parliament's real view
is.
The Council decision taken one month after Parlia-
ment's favourable orientation in May presumably took
account of that positive attitude. The Commission
would also remind the House that the decisions taken
by the Council both at the end of March and at the
end of June were not taken in isolation but involved a
range of imponant and related measures. To awack
now any one of these measures risks opening up the
agreement on all the others. Thus the Commission in
the proposal now before the House has limircd iaelf to
technical modifications necessary to accommodate
decisions already taken in the framework of the Com-
muniq/s harmonized legislation concerning VAT. The
proposal is aimed in panicular at preserving the fiscal
neutraliry of value-added tax. The separation of the
aid and the fiscal element provided in the proposal
allows clear identificadon of the aid and the correct
calculation of the own resource base. In addition,
accurate knowledge of the amount of aid paid will
allow the Commission to exercise precise control over
its volume, to measure it against the impact of reduc:
tions in positive MCfu on incomes and to propose
appropriate action.
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The Commission recognizes that the German legisla-
tion which entered into force on I July this year is not
in conformiry with the provisions ser out in the propo-
sal now before the House. The Commission is
nonetheless convinced that the German authorities will
bring thcir legislation into line with the directive once
it has been adopted by the Council. As regards the
pcriod from I July until the entry into force of this
new legislation, which should cenainly be I January
next year, the Commission will cenainly introduce
infringement proceedings if the German authoriries do
not provide adequate data for the establishment of
own resources in 1984.
The Commission does understand some of the anxiety
cxpressed in Mr Beumels repon, in panicular in para-
graph 9 which reflects the fear that rhe aid could,
instcad of providing a desirable safery net for German
farmcrs, introduce distonion. For rhis reason the
Commission is prepared to modify its proposal by
incorporating a provision for data to be supplied by
the German aurhorities which would enable the Com-
mission to prepare periodic reports on the sysrcm,
reports on the basis of which the Commission would
submit proposals for modification of the scheme if and
when necessaqy.
For the reasons that I have given and in thc light of the
changes which the Commission is prepared to make,
the Commission does not rhink that rhe Community's
intcrest would be served by withdrawal of this propo-
sal. Ve therefore urge the House to adopt an opinion
now. I regret that I have had to speak at such length,
but thcse are very imponant marrcrs and, as Mr Beu-
mer on the 2fth VAT Directive was making a number
of substantial poinm which I know are deeply felt, I
thought it right to explain in some detail why the
Commission has acted as it has.
Mr Rogdla (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
for the sake fo clarification I would like to put three
funher questions to the Vice-Presidenr of the Com-
mrssron.
Can I assume that when he spoke of his 'disappoint-
ment' with my reporr, while dcscribing Mrs van
Rooy's reporr as an 'admirable reporr', he did not
mean to make a value judgment about my repon?
Is the Vice-President aware that the Commission, as it
informs us in its proposal, itself proposed in 1973 in
the 6th Directive, and again in 1981 in its programme
to simplify the procedures in the field of turnover rax,
the same as the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Aflairs and Indusrial Policy is now proposing for
- 
and I repeat 
- 
nor goods but used goods? Given
that the Communiry has now come closer to its citi-
zens, given the various initiatives by rhe Heads of
State and Governmenr, surely it is now dme for the
Commission ro rerurn, with the supporr of the Euro-
pean Parliamenr, ro rhese m/o initiatives it made in the
past and which unfonunarcly came to nought? Is thc
Vice-President prepared rc consider this?
Does the Vice-Presidenr agree with me that the only
difference between the 15th and thc lTth Dircctives is
that the lattcr relatcs to goods which are subject to
VAT and thcrefore commercial, while the former
relarcs only to privatc individuals and used goods?
Surely those are imponant distinctions!
Mr Volticr (S).- (NL) ln the name of the Socialist
Group I should like to speak in panicular about the
Beumer report, dealing with the aspeds arising.from
compensadon through rhe VAT directive for the dis-
mantling of the MCAs. Our group gladly subscribes to
the report.
Since this mancr was first set in motion I have keenly
opposed it here in rhe name of my group. I have
always agitated against rhis measure. I have always
repeated that by giving compensation to the farmers
by means of this VAT directive, and then in doing it
too in such a way as. has nou, occurred, we are in fact
engaged in dismantling Communiry agriculture. Then
it is clear too that the Commission, in answering the
repon just now, is not going into the essenrial ques-
tions. The essenrial underlying questions went much
funher than what rhe Commission is now putting for-
ward as its defence. In fact the Commission is srying:
'Honourable Member of Parliament, you have given
an opinion about this dismantling of MACs and you
stated in the repon by Mr March on the subject that
possible compensation by means of VAT might be a
possibiliry of easing that dismantling to some exrent.'
But what is at stake, Mr President? There is morc rhanjust that compensation involved. Two things are
involved which lie clearly outside rhe sphere of com-
pensation. First of all there is the fact that in rhe
Council itself it has been dccided rhat the 30lo is to be
raised to 50/0, in other words, that over-compensadon
is to be paid hcre. Secondly, that the darc of com-
mencemenq u'hich was clearly laid down, has also
been advanced, since the first compensation for dis-
mantling of the MCfu had already becn provided by
an increase in prices. You are aware of that, and that is
why I say shat the Commission is not going inro the
essendal aspec$, is not going into the actual problem
and finally, simply as a shabby gesrure 
- 
and I repeat,
as a shabby gesrure, 
- 
comes here to say that it would
actually like to meet Parlimant's wishes ro some extenr
where possible distonion of competition may occur,
but in the form of an investigation, so thar ir may keep
ir finger on the pulse.
But, Mr President, when the damage is done and
when that distonion of competition has occurred, it is
much too late to take acrion. '!7e must be in advance
wirh rhis maner and take action exactly at rhe dme at
which a case of distonion of competition threarcns. I
think that is essential, and we 
- 
the Commission and
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Parliament 
- 
must be on the watch for it. Much rco
ofrcn, and I repeat, much too often, measures are
adoprcd-in the Membcr Satcs in expectation of criti-
cism from the Commission. The matter must first be
assessed on its mcrits and on its vorth and on the basis
of the Treaty before a Member State can ry it out.
For if ve go to work in this way, whenever the dam-
age has been done, by setting to afterwards and setting
the procedure in motion, we shall normally be acting
after the event and a European Commission will cer-
tainly not want to do that.
Mr President, I should like to make a few funher
remar,ks. One of them is that in view of the way in
which the Commission has tackled this matter, includ-
ing the procedure, it is deserving of all censure. And I
repeat that quite emphatically. I7e know very well
what the procedure was, ve know that the Commis-
sion first turned the matter down. Before the elecdons
a request came; only after the elections was there an
answer and the Commission itself expressly reacrcd
vith great hesitation. And on that point, by hesitating
in that way, the Commission made great blunders. Ve
were not 
- 
and we are not 
- 
as a Socialist Group
against support for the farmers, I repeat that here in
this Parliament. lfe are simply in favour of other
methods, and in any case we do not wish the support
to bc given in a way which distorts competition.
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I shall
try to speak to the Rogalla report and also make a few
commenr on the Beumer report. My group will
endorse the Rogalla report in full. This report is con-
cerned with means of avoiding double VAT axadon
in the European Community and drawing the neces-
sary conclusions from a European Coun of Jusdcejudgment. Ve feel that such double hxation should bc
abolished, but we also all believe that the way in which
the Commission wants to resolve this is so complicated
and bureaucratic that no reasonable citizen of the
European Communiry could deal with it by himself.
Thc Commission should, thcrefore, withdraw its pro-
posal and think up something new and simpler. That is
why my group will fully endorse Mr Rogalla's report.
Nour we'come to the Beumer report. Here we really
are faced with grave political problems. If Parliament
wants to keep its self-respect, it simply must find that
the Community rules have not been observed in the
case under consideration, and Parliament was not con-
sulted and could not therefore deliver an opinion.
That is my first point. If we do not have enough self-
respec to insist on this, we might as well go home.
Sccondly, the chosen procedure is not the appropriate
one. That is largely a legal question, but I think we
must insist on it because it is becoming more and more
common for the European Council rc take an increas-
ing number of detailed decisions. Again and again we
find that the European Council, overesdmating its
own tcchnical expenise, takes decisions we only read
about in the next day's papers, and that perhaps the
expertise was not so treat after all, or that decisions
are taken hastily and then found not to satisfy a wholc
range of criteria and therefore have to be revoked
again. Parliament must takc a stand on this and opposc
the mistaken tendency on the pan of the European
Council to take an increasing number of independent
decisions. That is why I think ve must give one
hundred percent support to everything the Beumer
repoft says on this subject.
On the other hand, of course, l,e are aware that there
are problems of German agriculture that need solving
and that the social problems with which we are dl
familiar do indeed exist in German agriculture. For we
all have farmers in our constituencies and have dis-
cussed this maner. There is the problem of milk quo-
tas, and we know the trouble they cause to the farms
concernedl we know that the frontier compensation
has been abolishcd and we are aware of the ensuing
income losses. I take the view that in this case the
Commission and Parliament mu$ seek a sensible solu-
don joindy. That is why Parliament should reject this
Commission proposal and then seek a sensible solution
acceptable to all concerned on a nen, basis.
IN THE CHAIR: I..TDY ELLES
Vce-hesident
Mr Pattercon (ED). 
- 
Ve have three VAT directives
in front of us and, like the Commission, I do not want
to say very much on the 17th, except perhaps to wel-
come it. It will make life easier for people, for exam-
ple, who have to take travelling exhibitions about. But
I do echo the rapporteur in asking yhether Anicle 3 of
that directive is really necessary.
I would like rc ask the Commissioner whether he
thinls that Aniclc 3 defeaa the objective of the direc-
tive if people have to put down cash deposits before
they can take these goods into the country and get
them out again. Is that not really superfluous? Apart
from that, we will support the repon and the directive.
The other turo direcdves have one thing in common in
that we are inclined to vote against them. I shall say
little about the Rogalla report and the 16th Directive,
because my colleague, Miss Oppenheim, will speak in
a moment. The eims are extremcly laudablc: to avoid
double Bxation and to clarify the law. But mro English
phrases spring to mind when I read thern: to throw out
the baby with the bath water and to cure the cold but
kill the patienl All I need rc do is to read out the
views of my own government, which, I have no doubt,
the Commissioner knows. The United Kingdom consi-
ders that, if adoprcd in its present form, the proposal
vould prove to be unnecessarily cumbersome and bur-
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eaucratic, creadng problems borh for persons wishing
to use it and for customs and excise in its administra-
tion. This is hardly progress; it is a rerogressive step.
You can see what I mean if you look at the form
which the Commission has included on the back and
the notcs that go with it. The only good thing about ir
is the rather ironical word,s bon ooyoagewhich I see on
the previous page. So we shall vote for the Rogalla
rePort.
Vhen we come to the Beumer reporr, I must say that I
found the Commission's argumenrs very plausible,
although the situadon, as ourlined in the Beumer
report, is quirc unbelievable. My group is in favour of
abolishing MCfu like everybody else and reluctantly
we admit the need, perhaps, for compensatory aids,
although I do have to point our rhar German farmers
are not the only ones v'ho suffered a loss in income
over the last few years.
The Commissioner referred to previous resolurions
adoptcd by Parliament 
- 
perhaps I ought to reiterate
them because they are quot€d in the Beumer reporr 
-to the effect that any aid given should exceed the fall
in income resuldng from the MCA abolirion, but that
they should be degressive and should not be perma-
nent. Those are the three criteria which are oudined
very clearly in the Beumer reporr, and the actual situa-
tion is very different indeed, is it not? As I understand
it, firct of all, the German farmers have actually been
Ftting thcir aid through the VAT sysrem from'1 July
1984, whereas the loss of income from MCAs does nor
oocur until I January. Is it uue then thar so far they
have been tetting double their money?
Secondly, what about the point made in the Beumer
report that the aid is granted on all incomes, whereas
the loss of income from MCAs only refers to some
products. I believe Mr Beumer pointcd out that in
some cases the MCAs have actually been a benefit.
But much the most serious matter, of course, is the
procedure that has been used. I think that here the
Commissioner must agree with us rha[ the way in
which the Council and rhe European Council have
acted is really quite unaccepable. Apan from anything
else, using the VAT sysrem is a srep backwards, and I
would like funher assurances from the Commissioner
that the Germans will keep the VAT payments and
aids entirely separarc. As I understand it, under cur-
rent legislation this is nor the case. The legal base is
suspect, as Mr Beumer's repoft points out. There was
no original Commission proposal and there was no
original consultadon with Parliamenr, and what we
now have in the 20th Directive would be considered in
the United Kingdom rerospective legislation, which is
highly suspect in itself. For those reasons my group is
inclined, at the moment, rc support the Beumer repon
and to reject the 20th Directive.
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) For our Group this ques-
don of providing aid to German farmers through the
medium of VAT is a very serious one. Twice in 1984
the Council has really wristed Communiry rules, both
as regards the procedure followed and the substance.
The use of Article 93(2) is a genuine circumvention of
procedure which allowed the Council to bypass the
other Community institutions, notably the Commis-
sion, which did not make any proposal, as rhe Euro-
pean Council had invited it to do, and Parliament,
which was not consulted and whose righr have oncc
again been flouted.
By acting in this way the Council undoubtedly wished
to avoid a somewhat embarrassing debate in Parlia-
ment on the consequences of this measure for the
common agricultural policy, the harmonization of
rules on VAT in the Communiry and own resources in
the Communiry budget. Ve find this circumvention of
procedure unacceptable. fu for the subsance, it is
claimed that this is to remedy the distonion of compe-
tition created by monetary compensatory amounts,
whilst at the same time it creares an even graver one
because it is not limited in time; the remedy is in fact
worse thant the disease.
If compensation ought to be allowed for rhe benfit of
German farmers, I should like to point out thar com-
pensation could also legitimately have been provided
for the benefit of farmers whose incomes have been
singularly affected by the conrinuing 
.exisrcnce'of
negative compensatory amounts, as is the case with
farmers in my country.
If compensation had to be provided, it should comply
wiht the three rules laid down by Parliamenr in 1984.
Rule number one: rhe compensarion should not be
grearcr than the benefit provided by the posirive
moneary compensarory amounts being abolished.
This rule seems self-evident.
The second rule imposed by Parliament: such com-
pensation is to be limircd in time.
And rule number three: it is to be degressive until it
disappears. Monetary compensabry amounts, which
are accidental and are no[ [herefore permanent ele-
ments but are, on the contrary, distonions of the
Community, should nor be replaced by someilring
which unfonunately, as we can see from rhis 3ol0, is
itself likely rc become permanent.
The Council Decision of 30 June 1984 clearly ignores
these three rules. SZe have no guaranrce that the aid
urhich it introduces is not higher than the dismantled
compensatory amounts. \[e even have good reason to
believe that the aid is higher, because, as some speak-
ers have said, it applies to all products, even those for
which there were no compensarcry amounts.
I should also like rc poinr out thar for six monrhs,
from l July rc 31 December of this year, the rwo
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forms of aid were superimposed. There were both
refund of VAT and the five points of VAT refunded.
Moreover, the introduction of this aid is based on an
erroneous analysis of the causes of the reduction in
German farmers' incomes. The reduction in German
farmers' incomes. is not due to the abolition of positive
MCfu, since it appeared in the stadsdcs even before
the dismantling of the compensatory amounts, which
will not be until I January 1985. The reduction in Ger-
man farmers'incomes is due to inadequate revaluation
of agricultural prices in the last two years.
On the conrary, positive MCfu 
- 
I should like to
emphasise this point 
- 
favoured exports and the com-
petitive positions of the counries which received
them, to the deriment of some countries, such as
France and Italy.
'Vhat is the proposal being made to us today? The
Commission is introducing a directive with the object
of adapting Communiry reguladons to make them
compatible with the aid which the Council decided in
favour of German farmers, whereas, quite obviously, it
was the reverse which should have been done, or at
the very least Community regulations should have
been amended first and not a posteiori. It could be
said that Parliament was somewhat provoked by this
action.
That is why our Group will have no hesitation in vot-
ing in favour of the Beumer report, which is excellent
and contains all the criticisms which could be made
about this lamentable affair.
Mr de Camaret (DR). 
- 
(FR) It cannot be said often
enough, economic prosperity is a function of business
prosperity. From this stems all wealth, all income and
all means of action, whether economic or social' There
can be no fight against unemployment without busi-
ness prosperity.
Cenainly some Member States have recently begun to
corred the misakes of the past ten years by stabilizing
the business environment and strengthening competi-
tiveness. They were also among the first to return to a
degree of economic growth. But there is still a long, an
immensely long, way to go. The structure of the Euro-
pean economy must be adapted to the rend of inrcr-
national competion, so that it becomes possible to limit
public interventionism.
The excessive amount of compulsory taxadon in the
Communiry, which continues to increase and now
represents about half the European GDP, i.e. 500/o
.more than the rates applied in the United States and
Japan, is the main reason for the loss of dynamism in
ihe European economy, in our economy. This record
axation also has the effect of weakening investment
and creates dramatic losses of employment, not to
mention the bureaucradzation of our economic and
social rystem.
Europe must reverse this trend. Enterprise must bc lib-
erated and made profitable once more so as to restore
business confidence and to inspire the spirit of enter-
prise in the wide majoriry. Two measures seem to us to
be necessary for this revitalization.
The first aims to promote the reconstitution of private
capital, which is the only way to encourage investment
and can be achieved by means of provisions on acce-
lerarcd writing down of asse$, by tax incentives, by
revaluation of stock and by directing new saving
towards the financing of investment.
The second measure concerns the flexibility which is
necessary in all factors affecting the labour market. In
this context we can cite, firstly, increased use of remu-
neration linked rc performance, instead of automatic
uniform salaqy increases; secondly, a relaxation of the
rules governing recruitment and dismissal; thirdly, a
re-examination of methods of financing the social
securiry system; founhly, and lastly, adjustment of
working hours to permit opdmum use of plant and
machinery.
This list is cenainly not exhaustive, but if measures
like these are not taken to foster enterprise, there will
be fewer enterprises in Europe tomorrow and conse-
quently increased unemployment.
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) First of all let me say that
we are in no way contesting the fact that special mea-
sures are being taken with regard to German farmers
to the extent that the alteration in the green rate has
resulted for those farmers in a 50/o reduction in agri-
cultural prices. But questions should perhaps be asked
about cenain methods and procedures.
Firstly, it seems to us tha[ the use of the VAT syst€m
as compensation for loss of revenue is contrary to
everything the Communiry has done so far and, at the
end of the day, is an attack on rules which derive very
directly from the Treaties.
Secondly, it must be said that the decision taken by the
Council, without Parliament's giving an opinion, is a
somewhat dubious procedure. Vould it not have been
more opportune to have envisaged some other Proce-
dure? I think that beyond a cenain point one could
even talk not about compensation but about gifu m
certain branches of European agriculture in the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, inasmuch as the uniformity
of this procedure even covers products which are not
subject to market organization and means that there
are a whole lot of possible deducdons directed not
rcwards the products immediately affected but to
products which are not covered by common organ-
ization of markets as we know it at present.
I should like therefore to put cenain quesdons to the
Commission and to ask whether, after harmonization
of VAT, it would still be admissible for new forms of
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discriminadon to be created. In this conrexr, do you
not think rhat you are in facr creating such discrimina-
tion by adopting measures like those we are debadng
today?
Secondly, such an application of the rystem would
amount to distonion of competition. l7hat does the
Commission think about this aspect of the affair?
Third rcmark 
- 
and this is not the case so far 
-ought not the dates of rhe dismanding of the monetary
compensatory amounts and of the start of compensa-
tion to be identical? The least that might be asked, it
would seem, is that the two opcrationishould be car-
ried out at the same time.
Finally 
- 
this is a question which I hope the Commis-
sion will answer veqy preciselyr /cs or no, in view of
the imponance of this decision 
- 
should not parlia-
ment have bcen consulted beforehand? I thank the
Commission for its reply to these quesdons, if possible
with a yes or no, and I feel thar the Commissioner
who is to reply is a man who is able to answer parlia-
ment in this way.
(Apphrse)
Mr Gauticr (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, Iadies
and gentlemen, first I would like to express my general
support for the excellent repon by MrBeumei and the
statrmenr by Mr Voltjer, Mr'Vetdg and Mr von
Vogau.
May I add a few words on some points. Vhen rhe
Commission says that on 24 May Parliament voted in
favour of applying rhe VAT mechanism, surely it must
realisc thar this vote took place without propcr discus-
sion in commirtce or rhe Chamber, in an urgent debarc
at 12 noon on the basis of a shon amendment by Mr
Bocklet, which was adoptcd by 20 in favour to 19
against. After thorough consideration in the Com-
mittce for Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indus-
trial Poliry and in the Commimce on Budgets, we have
come !o the conclusion rhar this Commission proposal
is neither compadble with Communiry law noi reason-
able in terms of agricultural policy.
Mr Tugendhaq when you say that under Anicle 93(2)
the Commission can be ouwotcd by the Council on
4e guestion of national aids, that-is surely correcr.
The Council can decide rc place a large pot full of
hundrcd-Mark notcs in the Federal Repubiic of Ger-
m,any which every farmer can dip into. Bur thc Coun-
cil.my nor decide that the Federal Republic is violating
exiling Communiry law which was passed pursuanr ro
Anicles 99 and 100 of rhe EEC Treaty. EEC law, in
fact the 6th Directive on VAT, is quil clear on ihis
mattrr, and you yourself admit that the flat-rate tax
prepaymenr in Germany violatcs the 6th VAT Direc-
,ir.. by now proposing to Parliament that ir legalize
this practicc after the event.
My third point relatcs to the following. Aniclc 25(3)
of the 6th VAT Directive is also designed to preyenr
fraudulent practices by flat-rate farmerc, and we know
what such frauds mean for the Communiry's image.
S7hat is happening now? Raising rhe flat-rate tax pre-
paymenr in Germany from 80/o a 130/d will surely give
rise oncc again to the mobile feedingstuff unir: farm-
ers officially scll their ccreals on the farm to a travell-
ing salesman for feedingstuffs, who grinds it once in
his mill and then sclls it back to the farmer as animal
feedingstuff; this gives the farmer an extra 5olo for his
own cereals, consumed on his own farm. Vhar hap-
pens here surcly cannot be kept secret. People will
stan saying again: this Community is so dumb that it
has learned norhing from its slaughtering premiums
for cows and all rhe rest. Now it is legalizing a s)rstcm
that actually invites lying and fraud, as the Bundestag
also found in its hearing of the Finance Comminee.
Founhly, we haye not vored in favour. The SFD votcd
against, and I am speaking expressly for the endre
SPD in safng that as before we are against this whole
system. Ve voted against it in the Bundestag and we
will continue ro vote against it.
The last point I wanr ro turn ro is the distribution
effect also referred to by previous speakerc. This dis-
ribution effcct is disastrous and conflicts totally with
the concept of financial compensarion. If the Commis-
sion is nor willing to withdraw its proposal for a
20th VAT Directive, rhen Parliament will simply have
to consult its kial Affairs Committee and try to
obtain another Isoglucose judgment.
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, could
you perhaps ask Mr Gautier to get his Labour col-
league to say awake one more dme in this Chamber?
Mr Gauticr (S).- (DE) I shall do my best, but I am
not sure wherher that is always to the advantage of thc
group as a whole.
(Laughter)
Presi&nt 
- 
I thank Mr Brok for pointing this out,
but I do not rhink this is a uniquC occasion in thii
House.
Mr Bocklct (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gendemen, rhc Commission proposal to the
Council for a 20th Directive on thc harmonization of
the laws of the Members Satcs relating to VAT is
more than_ a merely technical question. Basically it
concerns tle Communiq/s abiliry to show solidariry
with a Member Starc which findi itsclf in difficuldei
because of rhis Communiry. The cause for these dffi-
culdes lies nor with the German farmerc but with the
continuing inability of the Member Statcs of the Euro-
pean Communiry to achieve a comon economic and
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monetary policy. That means that a fundamental prin-
ciple of the common agricultural policy, namely, mar-
ket and pricc uniformiry, has been infringed up to the
present day.
(Apphrse)
The diffcrent economic policies pursued by the Com-
muniry Member States have again and again led the
moneary panies to drift apan. Market and price uni-
formity could be presen ed only by the fictional instru-
ment of monetery compensatory amounts. These
MCAs, which have appeared with each of the many
changes in exchange rates, were not added up, how-
everl since their introduction at the beginning of the
1970s thcy have been dismanded at the annual agricul-
tural price rounds without any compensation at all.
But while for the farmers in countries with negative
MCAs dismantlement often meant a real agricultural
price rise, even before the general price-raising deci-
sion taken in the wake of the various agricultural price
rounds, the dismantlement of the positive MCAs had
the unfonunate result for German farmers of generally
leaving their agricultural price rises far behind those of
most of'the other Member States, because they vvere
reduced by the dismantling of the MCfu.
As a result of this trend, German farmers now have the
second lowest incomes in the Communiry, barely
equal to 400/o of the incomes of farmers in similarly
developed countries such as the Netherlands, Belgium
and Denmark. These are figures provided by the
Commission. In the 1983/1984 markedng year Ger-
man farmers had to accept an income fall of 220/0.
One quaner of farms already had family incomes on
the verge of subsistence level in the previous markedng
year. In fact German farmers have paid pan of the
price of the inflation in other Member States.
In spite of this disastrous situation, the Federal
Republic of Germany declared itself willing, at the
open urging of the other Member States and to enable
a price decision to be taken in good time, rapidly to
dismantle the positive German MCAs, which make up
a total of eight points, over a nine-month period, in
spring this year, which will naturally lead rc funher
substandal losses for German agriculture.
In view of thesc facts, is it too much for the Germans
rc ask the Communiry to show a little solidarity and to
allow them aid financed from their national resources?
I do think so, especially since in its resolution on the
fixing of agricultural prices for 1984/1985 Parliament
sated that the dismandement of the positive MCAs
must not adversely affecr the incomes of the farmers
concerned. But at first the Commission hesitated to
comply with the German request and then finally
refused entirely when it became apparent that an aid in
rhe form of raising the flat-rate tax prepaymentby 30/o
on 1 January 1985 or I September 1984 would not
suffice. The Commission's lack of solidariry 
- 
I might
even say anti-Community attitude 
- 
reached its peak
in Autumn when the Commission even refused the
price-infringement compensadon to which it had
agreed in binding teflns on 30 March 1984.
Vhat should the Federal Republic of Germany, what
should the other Member Sates have done in this situ-
ation if not to take a decision under the third subpara-
graph of Anicle 93(2) of the EEC Treaty? Some
Members assen that this decision was unjustified
because the required exceptional circumstances did
not obtain.
'We can only reply, to anyone who argues this, that
they have rctally misundersrcod the meaning of that
anicle within the framework of the EEC Treary.
Admittedly, it is regrettable that the European Parlia-
ment was shut out by the application of that ardcle,
but surely only because the Commission refused! For
the rest, it would be foolish for the European Parlia-
ment now to call on the Commission to stan proceed-
ings against the Federal Republic of Germany for viol-
ation of the Treaty under Anicle 155 of the EEC
Treaty, since Germany can invoke valid decision pur-
suant to Anicle 93 of the Trcaty. So at most it could
call on the Communiry to adapt the 6th VAT Direc-
tive to this Council decision.
let me sress that the aid is not only justified but also
sadsfies the conditions set by our Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy.
It is degressive in nature, since the 50/o flat-rate tax
prepayment will be reduced rc 30lo on I January 1989,
and it is limited in time because under German law the
aid will expire on 31 December 1989. Moreover, it is
appropriate that the aid should be granted as from
I July 1984, i.e. 16 months before the beginning of the
second phase of the dismantlement of MCAs. On the
basis of all past economic experience, we cannot
expect that the agricultural products, and especially
the harvest, will have been sold at the full price by
31 December 1984, since we all know that from 1 Jan-
uary 1985 the value of the goods will be reduced by
5olo as a result of the dismantlement of the frontier
comPensation.
Another point is that the aid can be granted for all sec-
tors of agricultural produce. Those who criticize this
forget that the 'green' prices are changed before the
appearance of the MCfu, i.e. the agricultural prices
which apply in all sectors of agricultural produce and
therefore relate to all agricultural products are
reduced, while only some agricultural products are
protected by MCAs. That being the case, is it not justi-
fied that all agricultural products should be entitled to
the aid and not only those which are privileged by thc
MCAs?
Let me conclude with an example from the year 1969.
At that time the Communiry also found itself forced to
grant German farmers aid to compensate for the dis-
advanages suffered as a result of the revaluation of
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the DM. At that time the European Parliamenr, not
yet directly elected, gave impressive evidence of its
pro-Community attirude by stating explicitly in its
resolution of lsDecember 1959 that this financial
compensation must be granted not only in rhe interesrs
of the German farmers but also in the interests of the
Communiry, and in panicular to prevenr the German
agriculural market from becoming isolated.
I can only call on Parliament to follow this example
and I would appeal for solidarity wirh a country that
has always been prepared to bear its fair share of she
burdens of this Communiry.
(Apphtse from tbe centre )
IrL Opp.ohein (ED). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I
shall simply make a very few commenrs on the Rogalla
report. fu mentioned previously by my colleague, Ben
Patterson, my group agrees with the repon and is able
to supporr the principles stared therin by Mr Rogalla. I
should also like m thank the Commission which dis-
cussed the matter at length, made a grear many com-
ments and also indicated that some importanr subjects
were involved. This repon is indeed imponant. Bur, on
the other hand, one cannor help rhinking that rhe pri-
vate individuals affected by the reporr have no idea
what formal problems may evidently bedevil such
small matters. Ir is inconceivable that such involved
and technical rules should be devised, and all to prod-
uce such a small effecu Many people would expect
that coexistence in the Community should mean no[
being saddled with a mass of papers.
The Commission mentioned that the scope had been
extended as compared with the Gaston Schul case.
That is, of course, gratifying. On the other Hand, the
position must also be thar some rules are devised
which everyone can live wirh. In that respec I agree
with Mr Rogalla that there musr be a formalization of
the principles contained in the judgmenr, bur that must
be in a way we can live with. For several Member
States, including Denmark, have devised a practice
which is, in facq based on thc Gaston Schul judgmenr.
It was not directly necessary to formalize rules 
- 
a
practice was worked out. \7e therefore firmly believe
that if there is to be formalization and if rules are to be
drawn up, they must on no account be more oppres-
sive than the practice already existing.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, I too am
glad rc have rhe opponunity this afternoon ro com-
ment on the harmonization of tax laws generally, to
hear the commen$ from the Commission, to refer par-
ticularly to the Rogalla reporr and to ask some ques-
tions of the Commission.
First, I refer to rhe Rogalla reporr. I should like to ask
some specific quesdons relating ro my own counry
and to ask the Commission what views it has to
express, panicularly in viev of the Gaston Schul case
to which reference has been made. At the time of Ire-
land's entry into the EEC, rhe Irish car assembly
industry was given a period of 12 years during which
certain dudes were allowed in order to prorecr [he
employment conrenr of shar industry. The 12 years are
nou, about to expire on 3l December. One would
have expected that in the area of dury or rax on car
impons to Ireland a cerain amount of harmonization
would have been achieved or be capable of realization
as from I January 1985. In the light of recent
announcements rhis does not appear to be the case. In
any case, the protection given to rhe car assembly
industry did not, as had been hoped, prot€ct the jobs
of the workers in that industry, and only a small num-
ber of jobs now remain. A major closure of the Ford
Motor Corporation in my own ciry was the last cruel
blow to that industry.
I should like the Commission ro comment on rhe new
arrangemenE, as rhey a,re very relevant in rhe whole
area of harmonization. Vhereas an excise dury exists
up to 31 December which is applied on a price-rc-
the-dealer basis, I understand that as from I January
that will apply to the retail price. This measure is
designed m maintain revenue, not ro open up or allow
free access to the European markets for Irish moror-
ists. I find it difficult to understand how rhis can be
acceptable ar rhis sage and how the Commission can
stand over such a deharmonizarion, as ir were, of whar
would appear to be harmonization of Communiry tax-
ation.
Vhat we have here is the maintenance of a level of
revenue rather rhan opening up access to markets. Ve
are all talking about a.greater opening of frontiers,
creating a more accessible Europe. Surely then this
rype of approach at this time deserves comment by rhe
Commission.
The second aspect of the matter is 
- 
and this why I
referred to the Gasrcn Schul case earlier 
- 
the impon
of these secondhand motor vehicles. I understand that,
although the official order has nor yet been made, a
system has been devised whereby in the first year 850/o
of the new dury will be paid, in the third year 5Oo/o
and so on, falling on a sliding scale to a certain figure.
I should like the Commissioner to explain how- this
system can be allowed. As I said, it was originally
introduced to prot€cr jobs in the car assembly indus-
try. Now it is doing only one thing, namely, denfng
the Irish motoring public that access ro the normal
markets within the Communiry that all other Member
States and all other members of the motoring public
are allowed.
Mr Debetissc (PPE). 
- 
(FR) l.adies and gendemen,
I should just like to add a few remarks in this debate.
The first, which leads us ro suppon the rapponeurrs
modon, is linked to legal artumenr concerning the
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role of Parliament. The second is that the proposed
refund on the basis of VAT is being operated six
months before the beginning of the dismantling of the
comPensatory amoun$.
The addidonal reason for our supponing the rappor-
teur's remarks is that if there is dismantling of the
compensarcry amounts, so that compensation has to
be made, the form that compensation takes must be
such that thb compensarcry amounts primarily affect
inuacommunity vade and not products within any one
counry. The compensation, even for any one product,
is, I would say, therefore far in excess of the loss of
revenue suffered. The addidonal reason is that the
compensation for the disappearance of MCAs covers
all agricultural production.
Madam President, for all these reasons we are unable
to support the Council's proposal because it indicates
recognition, as far as the German Government is con-
cerned, of the fact that prices are insufficient to pro-
vide a proper income for German farmers. Compensa-
tion is therefore being given to make up for a signifi-
cant reduction in the incomes of German farmers.
But if this is the case in a country with a strong cur-
rency, how much more so is it in other countries with
a weak currenry? It is for this additional reason that
we ask the Commission or the Council to propose
compensation for farmers in other counries. In effect,
at this point, real distonion of competition will be
introduced as berween German farmers and farmers in
other countries. Moreover, the compensadon is not
limited to one year but extends over a long period.
In conclusion, I should like to say that to support the
Council's proposal is to atack the very foundations of
the common agricultural policy.
(Apphrse fron the cenre and tbe rigbt)
Mr Tugcndhe, Wce-hesident of the Commission. 
-Madam President, a great many quesdons have been
put to the Commission during the course of this
debate. I do not think I shall be able to reply fully to
each of them, but I think perhaps it would be for the
convenience of the House if I tqf to reply, in part at
any rate, to some of them.
I start with Mr Rogalla because he opened the debate.
He asked why the Commission was pleased with one
report and not with the other. The impression I meant
to give was that the Commission is pleased when it is
able to agree with Parliament, as it is in the case of
Mrs Van Rooy, and sorry when it is not able to agree
with Pailiament, as in the case of Mr Rogalla himself.
I would also emphasize that, so far as the simplifica-
tion of procedures is concerned, we do not believe that
rhere is any inconsistenry berween the position we are
taking now and she position taken by the Commission
in earlier policy statements. Indeed, I drew attention
during the course of my rather lengthy speech to the
consistencies which I believe exist.
Mr Pattercon made a reference to the l6th Directive
when he talked about cash deposits and asked why we
thought they were needed. Ve think that they are
needid because otherwise there would be a risk of
fraud, which I have not the least doubt Mr Patterson
and other Members of the House are just as anxious
to avoid as we are. That is why we think there is a
need for the compensation.
He also made a point about German farmers and their
relative prosperity. This is a point which was taken up
by a number of other speakers as well. Here, I can do
no better than to rder Members of the House to the
speech given by Mr Bocklet. Mr Bocklet is, in our
view, correct. The German farmers are not well off by
comparison with farmers in some other pans of the
Community. Indeed, among all but the least prosper-
ous, the German farmers come rather towards the bot-
tom of the list. That is the answer I would give.
I am delighted to receive support from Mr Frtih and
his friends. I do not always receive suPPort from that
quaner, but perhaps it is a parting present.
(Laaghter)
Mr Voltjer also raised a question, and I must answer
him by saying that I do not believe that the Commis-
sion has in any way failed to discharge its responsibili-
ties. Parliament accepm the need for compensation. [t
is a fine judgment as to whether one figure is more
appropriate than another. \Zhat is clear 
- 
and I do
emphasize this 
- 
is that the Council unanimously
agreed that 50/o was right for a limited period, and I
drew attention to the anicle of the Treary and so forth
which enables thc Council to act on that basis. One
may or may not like what the Council does (indeed,
one may or may not like what Parliament does), but
when institutions act within their Treaty rights I think
one has to accept that fact.
Mr de Camaret raised a number of points linking, as
far as I could understand, though I may be wrong, the
economic burden of MCAs and working time adjust-
ments and a number of other issues. His thesis
appeared to be very broadly based and rc go vay
beyond the scope of this debarc. Mr Ducarme also
raised some questions. On the problem of competition
due to differences between green and market rates, the
Commission acknowledges this and has tried to take
full account of it in its proposals. Our draft 20th direc-
dve, the harmonized VAT system, is protected
through the separation of this aid.from the VAT ele-
ment.
Mr Gautier 
- 
who was kind enough rc apologize to
me for the fact that he would not be able to be here
when I answered, and I appreciate that 
- 
mlked
about the need to protect the tax system. In our view,
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the Commission proposal is designcd rc provide that
protcction and fully to safeguard the Community
VAT rystem, including its budgetary role.
Finally, in the tcrms in which I am answering, Mr
Debatisse said that the compensation was excessive
and that he couldn't accept the Council decision. The
Commission's views, as I have said, are set out in our
proposal on the adoption of Regulation 855. I should
also like to draw attcntion to the Commission offer ro
prcpiue reports to check and to control the rystem.
Ve have been dealing wirh three directives, and I real-
ize that these questions do raise very serious doubts in
the minds of some Members. I have tried to explain as
fully as possible the Commission'i views and i would
ask the House to rcspond accordingly.
(Apphue)
Mr Ducerme (L).- (FR) | do not think in facr that
the imminent depanure of the Commission, in a few
days' time, exonerarcs it from replying to all the ques-
tions put by Parliament. In particular, I should like to
know why the Commission has refrained from
ans*.ering the following precise question: why does it
permit that there should be a difference berween the
darcs of enry into force of rhe dismantling of the
monetary compensatory amounts and the dates on
which the measures of compensation are ro be taken?
In the case of the MCA the date is l January 1985,
whereas the measures taken by the Federal Rcpublic of
Gcrmany were taken in June this year. This is an
imponant question, and I do not think the Commis-
sion can refrain from replfng.
Mr Tugcndheg We-hesident of the Commission. 
-Madam President, I rhought I had made rhe point
clear in a number of my answerc. This is not a Com-
mission decision. That is the point I mentioned several
dmes. This is a unanimous Council decision and, as I
have said before, onc may or may not like rhe resuh
of parliamentary vorcs or of Council votcs but it is a
unanimous Council decision. The differences in the
datcs are, I understand 
- 
but perhaps the Council
benches would prefer to ans\yer 
- 
relatcd to assess-
ments about the consequences of when rhe price
changes are made. Madam President, the Commilsion
has enough troubles without taking responsibiliry for
the Council's decisions.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Fitzgerald, do you have a point of
order or is it a question you wish ro pur ro the Com-
mission?
Mr Fitzgcreld (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, I think ir
is a mixture of both. As a point of order I would ask
the Commissioner why he did not reply rc the ques-
tions I put to him and which I thought were relevant
to the Rogalla report.
President. 
- 
I think, Mr Fitzgerald, that the Commis-
sioner did make every effon to answer most of the
questions and said he would not be able to answer
them all. Possibly rhe Commissioner would like to
@mment himself.
Mr Tugendhag Wce-kesident of tbe Commission 
-Madam President, I must confess to Mr Fitzgcrald
that both my adviserc and myself were not clear as to
the connection berwcen the qucstions which he asked
and the Communiry regime. It appearcd ro us 
- 
we
may be wrong and if he c/rit€s to the Commission,
though I shall not be there, my successor will be able
rc deal with it 
- 
rhat the questions were directed
much more to the Irish taxadon systrm than to the
Community one. Neither I nor my advisers could see
how we could answer him in rhe way that I sought to
answer other speakerc in rhe debarc. If he wishes rc
write to me, this panicular area of my responsibilities
will be taken over by my compatriot, lord Cockfield,
and I am sure thar he will provide an answer to Mr
Fitzgerald.
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) Madame President, the
Commissioner has just rhrown the ball back into the
Council's couft. But I see that the Council is not pres-
ent; it cannor therefore pick up the ball which the
Commission has thrown. I should like to address
myself to either the Commission or the Council 
- 
if
the latter could rejoin us 
- 
and to know whether they
do not have the feelirrg that in this context Anicle l5b
of the Treary must be applied in the sense thar, as
regards the harmonization of VAT, there has not on
this occasion been negligence on the pan of the Com-
mlsston.
I am waiting for the Commissioner's reply, or a writ-
ten reply rc the question I have just put, as I see that
Council officials at leasr have the decency to be here.
Presi&nt. 
- 
I think, Mr Ducarme, that the Commis.
sioner made it very clear in his answer thar the qucs-
tion you put to him was for the Council to answei and
not the Commission. Since we do not have the good
fortune to have a represcntative of the Council hcre, I
think that the Commissioner cannot be expectcd to
answer on behalf of another institution. I vould rhere-
fore suggest 
- 
1nd I think thar it is something that
this Parliament should be taking up 
- 
that whererrer
possible, when we have this kind of debate and an
answer is necded of the Council, that a requesr is pur
to the Council to have somebody preseni who can
answer questions from Memberc. Since there is
nobody here today to represenr the Council, I hope
very much that Members will take tlis up, writc ro tirc
Council and say they would likc an answer on this
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particular point. But really, Mr Ducarme, I cannot
allow any more questions to the Commissioner on that
particular point bccause he made it perfectly clear in
good faith that it is not for him to answer that pani-
cular question. I will not therefore allow another ques-
tion of that panicular nature to be put.
Mr Bcumcr (PPE), tutpporteur. (NI) Madam
President, may I as rapporteur make a funher remark
about the addition which the Commission has
announced as regards the 20th directive. I should fike
to say this: it has now appeared that the Commission
proposal deviates to some extent from the existing
German legislation, and not without reason, since
from the German side it is contended that the possibil-
ities of implementation.through the VAT rystem, as
the Commission records them, are difficult to effect. It
seems to me therefore no more than normal that the
Commission should come up with proposals. I think it
is natural, so I do not regard it as a concession, it is a
normal means of supervision which the Commission
moreover ought to carry out. Thus, as regards this
point, I regard it not as a concession but as a necessa{F
addition.
Mr Tugendheg Vce-Presifunt of the Commission. 
-Madam President, Mr Beumer said that our proposals
deviatcd from the German legislation. Vith the grea-
te$ respect to the Federal Republic, I would like to
put it the other way about and say that the German
legislation deviates from our proposal.
Now, at thc moment, of course, we do not have a
Communiry directive and there will not be one 
-because the Council cannot act 
- 
until Parliament has
given its opinion. I trust that once Parliament has
given its opinion and we therefore have Community
legislation, the German authorities will bring their leg-
islation into line with the Communiry's. If they do not,
then we shall have to take those steps that are open to
us to seek to persuade them to do so. But they are very
law-abiding people, the Germans.
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting dme.l
7. ECSC operating budget 1985
President. 
- 
The ncxt item is the repon (Doc. 2-
ll43/84) by Mrs Hoff, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on the fixing of the ECSC lery rate and on
the drawing up of the ECSC operating budget for
1985 (Doc. 2-467/84 
- 
COM(84) 419 final).
I Mr O'Keeffe's writtcn answcr to thc Oral Question (0-
70lE4) with debate by Mr de la MalCne is annexed.
Mrs Hoff (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gendemen, this afternoon we rejected the
1985 Community budget; now we have to debate
another draft budget, the European Coal and Steel
Communiq/s operadng budget for 1985. Parliament
must take a decision on the fixing of the levy reta, a
levy on coal and steel products that currently stands at
0.310/o. That is an imponant, although now no longer
the only source of finance for the ECSC operating
budget. The Commission, which acr as the High
Authoriry in this case and therefore has both legislative
and executive powers, has estimated that this levy will
produce 147 million ECU in 1985. The total volume of
the ECSC operating budget is 359.5 million ECU.
That includes 52.5 million ECU for social measures,
which are financed from the Communiry budget, and
a funher 60 million ECU, which are also transferred
from that budgeu
But these 359.5 million ECU in the operating budget
form only a small part of the ECSC appropriations
with which the Commission is conccrned, since very
substandal lending and borrowing operations are car-
ried out which then appear in the ECSC operating
budget. At present the loans account for about
6 500 million ECU, and since the birth of the Coal and
Steel Union a total of 11 000 million ECU has been
borrowed and passed on in the form of loans. On the
basis of these appropriations the Commission has man-
aged very efficiently to influence the development of
the coal and steel industry in the Communiry. Vhen
these debates came up in the pasq Parliament asked
every year 
- 
and I shall do so again openly for the
Committee on Budgets 
- 
for this investment budget,
which contains the loans and borrowings, to be
included in the budget, so that in future Parliament
will have some control over tlese movements.
This year, during its discussions on the operating
budget and the levy rate, the Committee on Budger
examined the ECSC liquidiry situation, on the basis of
investigations by the Court of Auditors. It reached the
conclusion that this draft could not be acccpted as it
stands if it were simply a question of deciding on the
adoption or rejection of the operating budget. In its
present form it should not even be regarded as a draft
budget, for the following reasons. The chapters of the
operating budget merely contain declarations of incent
and no payment authorizations as shown in the Com-
muniry budget. Yet these declarations of intent are
ueated as though they covered the revenue of the
operating budget, such as levy proceeds, trensfers of
appropriations from the Communiry budget, interest
earnings, interest received. But these declarations of
intent do not even correspond to the commitment
authorizations in the Communiry budget.
Moreover, we found in the Commiuee on Budger
that the Commission has earmarked liquid resources
from revenue even if the projeca concerned are sdll
only at the planning stage, and there are not even any
regulations or legal bases for them. So we call on the
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Commission ro draw up. a genuine draft budget 
- 
rhat
is not a new request either, we have alvays made it in
debates on this budget 
- 
with paymenr and commit-
ment aurhorizations. Only then can we speak of a
draft budgtet. Then the procedure for drawing it up
could be compared to that for the Community budgei.
fu I said, Parliament has been calling for rhis for ages.
However, the Commission is very reluctant to comply.
If this kind of budgetary procedure were adopted one
day, it would, of course, also entail a change in the
accounting and balance-sheet procedures and would
automatically release appropriations which would
make it possible rc expand rhe ECSC's activities. This,
I emphasize, is desirable in order ro conrinue ro conso-
lidate the coal and steel industry in the Communiry.
In this contexr, let me again point out thar at presenr
about one-third of the activities under the operating
budget have to be financed from the Communiry
budget. Additional appropriations could be released by
a review of appropriarions that were earmarked in the
past for projects which will clearly no longer be exe-
cutcd. For the above reasons I therefore also suppon
the amendment tabled by various groups which- pro-
poses checking nexr year whether, in view of these
facts, the levy rate could perhaps be reduced. Ve do
not propose to do so this year.
By calling for a reduction of the excessive liquidiry
resercs we are not trying to damage the reputation
the ECSC enjoys as borrower rhroughout the world.
Nor do w-e in any way want to undermine the healthy
financial foundations of rhe ECSC. Yet we do think,
and we have noted the relevant facts in our resolution,
that the Commission is overly concerned with liquid-
iry, even for a conservadve bank. I consider it my dury
to point this out, so thar, in the stringent budget situa-
tion the Community and the Member Starcs find
themselves in, appropriations do not lie idle unneces-
sarily and are nor invested purely to obtain interest but
are used for urgent tasks connected with the restruc-
turing of the coal and steel industry and for research.
I have heard that the Coun of Auditors' audit repon
on_-the ECSC budget for 1983 was adopted today. It
will no doubt be possible to pick up funlier ideas fiom
that report, in addition to what I have said. To con-
clude, may I ask on behalf of the Committee on Budg-
ets thar the levy rarc of 0.310/o be maintained for this
year and propose that you vote in favour of this reso-
lution of the Commitree on Budgets.
Mr McMillen-Scott (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I rise
to make my maiden speech in this Chamber.
I suppon Amendment No l, abled in various names,
which calls for the reduction of the levy rate to help
both the coal and the steel industries. i rise in parti-
cular in this discussion because I happen ro represent
the constituency which covers the Selby Coalfield, the
Drax B Power Station and the Scunthorpe Stcel
Vorls, each of which has had very considerablc fund-
ing from the Communiry, and in panicular to make a
reference here to the very long hard summer which the
Scunthorpe communiry has had as a result of the
national coal strike in rhe Unircd Kingdom. The rcwn
has in fact been blockaded throughout the summer by
striking miners and, despite that, has struggled on. I
would therefore like to ask those responsible to give
whatever help they can ro that town, which has nor
only had to struggle against the miners but also, in
years past, against the restructuring of the steel indus-
try.
(Apphuefron the European Democtatic benchs)
President. 
- 
Mr McMillan-Scon, may I, on behalf of
the House, congrarulate you on your maiden speech,
even though it was very brief.
Mr Tugendheq Wce-President of tbe Commissio* 
-Madam President, you have already congratulated Mr
McMillan-Scon on his maiden speech but, as you
know, there is an elegant cusrom in the Housi of
Commons whereby rhe subsequent speaker contratu-
larcs the maiden speaker who speaks immediately
before him. It gives me a double pleasure to thank Mr
McMillan-Scott, both because of the clariry and brev-
iry of his speech and also because his first speech coin-
cides with my last one and, therefore, there is perhaps
a cenain symmery in our exchanges.
Madam President, as Mrs Hoff said earlier, this
debarc on the ECSC operating budget follows rejec-
tion of the general budget. It always follows the
debate on the general budget, of course, but it only
seems to follow the rejection once every five years. But
I hope very much thar it will be an easier discussion
than the one on the budget itself.
As honourable Members will recall, the Commission,
as High Authoriry of the Coal and Srcel Community,
bears sole responsibiliry for deciding on the ECSC
levy rate and the operational budget. But under rhe
informal procedure which concludes with this debate
we seek in.practice, without evading our responsibili-
ties, to enable Parliamenr ro exercise ir proper influ-
ence. The Commission next week will, therefore,
make its final decision in the light of your resolution.
I judge it unnecessary to expand on the Communiry's
policies for the coal and srcel sectors. These mawers
are dealr wirh in the documents and numerous resolu-
tions of rhis House, and I am glad to recall that in
general Parliament supports what ve are seeking to do
to help these industries ro surmount ilreir preseni diffi-
culties.
On a narrower budgetary front I have just four points.
Firsdy, we welcome the fact that in her repon Mrs
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Hoff suppons the proposal to maintain the rate of levy
atO.3l0/0. Secondly, and in response to a point made
in paragraph 4 of the draft resolution. I propose next
week to recommend to my colleagues that in its final
form the budget should carry e footnote indicating
that any additional resources which might become
available during 1985 should, if possible, be devoted to
financing interest-relief grants or research projects.
Thirdly, I would refer to the three points in last year's
resolution picked up in paragraph 2 of the motion for
a resolution which is now before you. The proposal to
'communitariTg'- 11s1a very beautiful word 
- 
coal
and steel cdstoms duties has been pressed on the
Council many times by the present Commission, nota-
bly in the context of our proposals on new oc/n
resources. The Member States, however, have said no,
both to the original proposal rc grant this income 
-perhaps 50 million ECU a yeer 
- 
to the ECSC and to
our later proposal to incorporate this revenue in the
general budget. It will obviously be for the next,Com-
mission rc decide whether to press the Council funher
on this at some future date.
As to the two remaining points regarding the need to
coordinate Community instruments in the coal and
steel sectors and bring borrowing and lending activi-
ties within the budget, the Commission has, I believe,
already gone as far as it is possible to go. The coordi-
nadon is part and parcel of the day-to-day work of all
staff who deal with ECSC matters. And I do not see
how we can do more than the presentation on borrow-
ing and lending on pages 2l to 23 of the aide:memoire
if the handling of these matters is to remain compati-
ble, as Parliament has recognized t[rat it should, with
the existing Treaties.
Iasdy, Madam President, I am bound to comment on
the new element in Mrs HofPs repon where she picks
up at some length a bricf criticism of the high liquidity
of the Coal and Steel Communiry made by the Coun
of Auditors in its opinion on our proposal regarding
supplementary finance for the 1984 general budget.
It seems to me that in placing before the House a draft
resolution which invites it to draw conclusions on this
subject, and recommends a course of acdon for the
future, the Committee on Budgets is placing Parlia-
ment in a very awkward position. As is well known to
the Commiwee on Budgetary Control, the Coun of
Auditors has just adopted a detailed repon on this
subject which is expected to be available in January. I
have no doubt that when the Court's observations
have been promulgatcd, and they have already been
discussed in some detail beween the Commission and
the Court, the next Commission will wish to state its
position on them. It would seem more proper, Madam
President, for Parliament, through its Committee on
Budgetary Control, to take cognizance of the Com-
mission's reactions and replies to these expecrcd obser-
vations from the Court and to discuss them with us
before making its own judgment.
If the House adopts paragraphs 3, 4 and 6 of the reso-
lution proposed by Mrs Hoff, it will in effect be pre-
judging this complex and difficult issue. This would
hardly seem consistent with the responsibiliry laid on
the Committee on Budgetary Control or with the
ordinaqy handling of public business berween Com-
muniry institutions. I do not ilways find myself,
Madam President, seeking to defend the actions of the
Committee on Budgetary Conrol, but in the absence
of Mr Aigner perhaps I might take the opponunity to
say a word on behalf of his comminee.
I turn finally, Madam President, to Amendment No 1.
It is evident from what I have just said that for the
Commission this proposed addition to the draft reso-
lution is doubly premature and so doubly mistaken. It
is clear that, after publication of the Coun of Audi-
tors' criticism and of the High Authoriq/s replies next
month, there will be ample opponunity for all con-
cerned to reach an informed and balanced view on
what should be done in the future. The opinion of the
Committee on Budgetary Control should certainly be
available to Parliament before it forms a firm view on
these matters. Honourable Members will have abun-
dant time to take a view on the 1985 levy rate after the
Commission has presented its proposal. It can, I
believe, serve no useful purpose to ask Parliament to
do so now.
Presideat. 
- 
Thank you very much, Mr Tugendhat.
Before declaring the debate closed, I think it would be
the wish of Parliament for me to thank you, Commis-
sioner, for the extraordinary courtesy, clarity and
integriry with which you have always replied rc this
House and spoken to this House. I know that panicu-
larly those members of committees that you have had
more frequently cause to visit will panicularly wish me
to thank you for the way in which you always
awended their meetings whenever you were requested
to be there and for the very Benerous way in which
you gave your dme. You have served your own institu-
tion not only to the best of your ability but for the
benefit of the Communiry as a whole. I know that the
House would wish me to thank you very particularly
and may I, as an old friend, wish you a very Happy
Christmas and great success in your new life when you
leave the Commission.
(Apphuse)
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting dme .
8. Wines
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. 2-
lo95/84) by Mr Dalsass, on behalf of the Commiuee
on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on
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the proposals from the Commission to the Council(Doc.l-347/84 
- 
COM(84) 283 final) for:
I. a reguladon amending Regulation (EEC)
No 358/79 on sparkling wines produced in
the Communiry and defined in Itcm 13 of
Annex II to Regulation (EEC) No 337 /79
II. a rcguladon amending Regulation (EEC)
No 338/79 laying down spccial provisions
reladng to quality wines produced in specified
regtons
III. an amendment pursuanr m the second para-
graph of Anicle 149 of rhe Treary ro rhe pro-
posal for a regulation laying down general
rules for the description and presentation of
sparkling wines and aerarcd sparkling wines
(OJ C 120 of 5 May 1983, p.3, Doc. l-212/
83).
Mr Ddsess (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, at last we are to resolve the question of sparkling
wines and we are to vot€ on three Commission propo-
sals. I will go into them very briefly, or rarher pick out
the most imponant points, so rhat we can also vote on
this repon at7 p.m.
One Commission proposal relates only to the special
provisions made for one starc. These special provisions
are about to expire, and it is time to renew them to
avoid any legal gap. I think the Council should
approve this provision as soon as it can.
A second Commission proposal, and now we are com-
ing rc the substance, provides for a slight rise in the
minimum alcoholic strength for the production of
sparkling wines. The European Parliament has already
expressed its opinion on this question, it has already
rejectcd it once, and I too believe that it need not
necessarily be accepted, sincc the qualiry of sparkling
wine does not depend only on that but on many other
things too. The Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food has rejected it and I hope Parliament will do
the same.
The Commission has also proposed reducing the max-
imum sulphur dioxide conrenr from 250 to 225 mg for
sparkling wines and from 200 to 175 mg for qualiry
sparkling wines. This measure also met with rhe
approval of rhe Committee on rhe Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Affairs. I believe it is a
step in the right direction. !7here possible, we should
gradually reduce the total sulphur dioxide conrenr.
One Member has suggested ir should only be reduced
again for ordinary sparkling wines. I think it would be
wrong not to be consistenr in both cases, for ordinary
and for quality sparkling wines. So I would not accepr
this amcndment. It would crearc an imbalance.
A funher major change relates to rhe duration of the
preparation process and the ageing process in the
production firm. Ir was reduced from 9 to 6 months
for wines fermented in closed tanks. I regard this solu-
tion as accepable. It is a compromise which can be
acoepted by everyone. Here again onc Member has
tabled an amendment to reduce the duration from 9
not only to 6 bur to 4 months. That would impair the
quality of the wines, end I hope this amendment will
not be acceptcd. The duration of the fermentadon and
the presence of the wine on rhe lees was also increased
from 60 to 75 days, i.e. an improve{nenr in qualiry, and
from 2l rc 30 days if fermentation akes place in con-
tainers with stirrers, a soludon that is quite acceptablc.
The next proposal amends the rcgulation lafng down
the general rules for the description and presentation
of sparkling wines and aerarcd sparkling urines. Parlia-
ment already adopted this proposal on 17 February
this year, when I was also rapportcur. Then too, I
called on lhe Commission in our resoludon rc rcview
the provision that a whole range of ingredients has to
be lisrcd on the labels. Either this list of ingrcdients is
not read and therefore of no value, or it merely con-
fuses the consumer. For, in the end, these ingredicnts
are in no way harmful. Since the Commission has
done nothing about this, I have now proposed 
- 
and
the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has
agreed 
- 
deleting this provision.
I now come to my last proposal. The Commission pro-
posed that the description mdthodc cbampeaoise may
only be used in France and at mosr in Luxembourg.
That is a proposal I do not understand, for this dei-
cription has always been in currenr use in the other
countrics of production and is still used today. Others
should not be forbidden to use it, for it is not a ques-
tion of protecting a product but of a method, i.e. a
process for making sparkling wine. The process itself
is permitted, but orhers are nor permitted rc use this
description on the label. The Committee on Agricul-
ture, Fisheries and Food has agreed with me and
decided that othcr countries should also be permitted
to use this description.
Those are the most imponant points in these three
proposals. I have little rc add. The various dates were
altered because they no longer apply. I hope that the
European Parliament will endorce these three propo-
sals and the amendments adopted by the Commince
on Agriculure, Fisheries and Food so that we can fin-
ally have definirive rules in this area soo.
Mr Eyraud (S).- (FR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe three Commission proposals on spark-
ling wines are bound ro meet with our approvalj they
aue a move towards grearcr consumer prot€ction,
without causing any damage to producers.
On this poinr I should also like to remark that the
interests of the rwo iue very often concomitant, con-
trary to whar cenain of our colleagues would some-
times seem to believe.
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I welcome the major part of Mr Dalsass' repon but
would like to say that I think it preferable for the
ingredients used in the manufacture of sparkling wines
to be listed on the label. On the other hand, I do not
scc eny need for introducing yeast to speed up the fer-
mentation of the wine, as the presence of quality musts
makes it possible to raise the alcohol content and so
raise the qualiry of sparkling wines.
I should also welcome proposals from the Commission
for rcducing chemical preservatives in foodstuffs of
animal and vegetable origin in line with technological
Progress.
'!fle, the Socialist Group, want consumer information
to be as clear as possible. That is why here too 
- 
and
I apologise to my colleague Mr Dalsass 
- 
we are not
in agreement with allowing the words mEthods cham-
panoise to appear on any label. !7e think that this will
tend to mislead the consumer, creating confusion in
his mind. On this point let me mention that we have
seen, first, the introduction of the champagne method
of production in the United States and then the
appe:uance of Californian champagne. For my pan I
would not like the Community to set out along this
road.
That is why we prefer the Commission's wording to
the rapponcu/s in Anicle 5 of the proposed regula-
don. Clarity and information are the aims pursued by
the Commission; they are aims which we wholehean-
edly suppon.
Mr Mohlcn (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the
rappofi€ur, Mr Joachim Dalsass, was quite right to
pay careful attention to the Commission's proposals
on the rules applicable to sparkling wines produced in
the Communiry and to qualiry wines produced in
specified rcgions, as the rwo proposals do indeed merit
close examination, and tmendment on certain points.
I shall confine my comments to examination of the
amendments to Reguladon No 358/79 relating to
sparkling wines produced in the Communiry.
The production of sparkling wines is of significant
imponance in several of our countries, not just France,
Although the manufacture of sparkling wines in the
Community can claim to have regional, even local,
characteristics, it is no less true that the classic sparkl-
ing wines have one feature in common: the traditional
method of production is by fermentation in the bottle,
dso known as the champagne method.
fu producers have always spoken explicitly in favour
of the so-called champagne method, it is difficult to
understand why the Commission is now prohibiting
the use of this term. The ancient method, that of Dom
Perignon, cannot claim exclusive rights to it as it is not
a term which describes the origin of product.
Thus prohibition of the rcrm would amount to intro-
duction of discriminatory tcrritorial protcction in res-
pcct of a manufacturing process, contrary to the prin-
ciples and the letter of Communty law.
The rapporteur was therefore right to introduce an
amendment and to avoid the creation of a dangerous
precedent in the territorial protection of manufactur-
ing processes.
Funhermore, I suppon the rapporteur's opinion that it
should not be obligatory for the ingrediens to be
specified on the label. This would only increase confu-
sion among consumers.
There remains the question of whether a minimum
alcohol content should be laid down and whether it
should be shown on the product. I think that an obli-
gation to show.the alcoholic content would discrimi-
nate against sparkling wine as against other alcoholic
products, as a blankct prohibition of this kind does not
impose similar obligations on other products in the
sector.
I have one last observation, concerning the origin of
wines used in the manufacture of sparkling wines.
fu rhings stand at present the Commission docs not
require producers of sparkling wines to provide details
of rhe origins of the wines used, and it does not intend
to do so in future.
I suppon this view, because producers always have the
option of indicating the national origin of the product,
insofar as they usc only wines produced in the terri-
tory of the country in question.
These, Madam President, are the comments I wished
to make on the Dalsass report.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Madam President, I am pleased rc act
this wening as stand-in for my colleague, Mr Provan,
and help Mr Dalsass in his excellent work, asked me
to speak under the false impression that DOC was a
capital way to spell Doc!
The idea, though, of 'beaded bubbles winking at the
brim' holds more joy than the catalytic conversion of
exhaust fumes which I have been involved with more
recently! It gives me a chancc to remember that
Carbonic calculating Dom
'Vho put the fizz in Perignon!
\(hy do we, incidentally, always have to pay exra
dury for the gas?
'lZines of qualiry must be encouraged throughout the
Communiry and the consumer must find their recogni-
tion eary.
Like that qualiry most pure
From the Marquis de Saluces (The Lur)
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Their standards must be regulatcd, even bouquet and
flavour to flatter the palate, so
Decisions ever must be wise
\Thether or nor to chapralize,
And lessening the SO2
Is such a wholesome thing to do!
Concentration on identifiabiliry of regions is also wor-
thy for they all have their advocates and dedicarees. In
this context I would remind you rhar
Stiddroler or Trentino,
Equally describe fine vino,
And there is nothing phoney,
About my Amarone!
Consultation on quality should lessen the risk of fur-
ther increases in excess production in the Community
and add greatly to the well-deserved income of the
oitiolteur, and even the negociantshould benefit.
'I often wonder what the vintners buy,
One half so precious as rhe goods they sell.'
Merci, Madam President, foyeux No€l!
MrGeai (COM). 
- 
(m Madam President, the pro-
posals for regulations which we are considering are
mo$ impoftant, both because they concern a very
special and imponanr sector, rhar of sparkling wines,
and because the Commission's proposals as modified
by the rapponeur's proposed amendments 
- 
all but
one of which I supporr 
- 
could represenr real pro-
gress in bringing clarity ro the regulation of these
products. They promise a much clearer picture of
sparkling wines and their areas of origin for the con-
sumer who, with the safcguard of the seal of con-
trolled origin, will be able to buy and consume rhese
products in full confidence.
This is why I entenain some doubts as ro rhe rappor-
teur's first amendment which has been adopted by the
Committee on Agriculrure, and which has the effect of
deleting paragraph 3. It seems to me that this amend-
ment is in fact contrary to the committce's intentions.
The regulation as it stands lays down maximum alcoh-
olic strength limits as 3.50/o by volume for wine-grow-
ing zone A and 2.50/o for zone B. There is provision
for increasing rhese in years with exceptionally
unfavourable w'earher condidons.
I think the Commission is right when it proposes
increasing these limits in recognition of rhe general
principle thar sparkling wines, roo, have rc be prod-
uced from raw materials, i.e. from grapes.
Consumer prorefiion is often menrioned in this
House; it has been also referred rc just now. I agree
with the Commission's proposals because what we
need is precise regulations which correspond to the
notions of consumer prorcction. To permit, or rather
to admit, as deletion of Article I of rhe Reguladon
would do, that sparkling wines can have alcohol added
from natural content zero means that this wine will
originate not in the vineyard and on the vine but down
in the cellar. If that's what we want, let us say so
clearly! But then the consumer should be told what he
is drinking; and the farmers should be told, because
they will have difficulty in selling their grapes. That is
why I am against chat deletion of Anicle 1. I am for
the Commission's text whereby rhe present values are
increased, if only by one point, because shat is what
we need.
Accordingly, I have tabled an amendment seeking to
reduce thc sulphur dioxide consenr from 250 mg to
200 
- 
both for ordinary and sparkling wines. I should
like the rapporteur to note that I make no distinction
here. The present regulation lays down 250 mg for
sparkling wincs. Vell now, if the rapponeur agrees rc
the principle and himself proposes rhat 250 mg should
be reduced rc 225,I really don't see why he should be
accusing me of discriminating: rhe distinction exists in
the present regulations. So if the rapporteur agrees
with the principle rhat rhe sulphur dioxide conrenr in
sparkling wines should be reduced, because SO2 is a
chemical additive, I just don't see why ve can't rake
another small step and go down from 250 mg to 200.
Again, as regards rhe minimum time of fermentation
for quality sparkling wines made in closed va$, the
rapporteur mu$ know that modern experience shows
that this rype of winc must be marketed whcn young(in fact he proposes reducing the fermentation time
from nine to six months). This type of sparkling wine
appeals to a special class of consumer and it must not
be allowed rc ate. I feel that a funher reduction is
called for, and four months would be ample.
These are my remarks on rwo panicular aspects of the
proposals, but I would sress once again that the nub
of the whole problem is Anicle 1. Ve cannor agree ro
the amendment seeking deletion. Otherwise we are in
general agreemcnr with the repon and we shall vote
for it.
Mr Musso (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, on rhe whole we would agree with the
first rwo proposals and the rapponeur's amendments,
although I have some reservations as regards Amend-
ment No 2, especially as regards yeasts. This is not
very senous,
On the other hand, we cannor accepr rhe amendment
of the general rules on description. Even if the method
of production is the same, even if there are rwo
alcohol fermentations for the champagne method, it is
by no means customary in other countries to use the
French words mhthodc champmoire. If the German
equivalent of mitbode champenoise is used in Germany,
if the present description is used in Italy, there can be
no objection. But why put it in French when the term
mitbode cbampenoise is a French rcrm which has to be
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writrcn in French on French bottles? It is not the
method of production that is at issue; it is the descrip-
tion on the label and the fact that it is in French.
If we were to carry on in this way we would produce
in France Chiantion which we would wrirc Chianti.It
is intolerable.
Mr Fernrccio Pisoni (PPE). 
- 
(17) Madam Presi-
dent, I rise to express my rctal agreement with the
motion for a resolution presented by the rapponeur,
Mr Dalsass, because I feel that it embodies as realisti-
cally as possible present-day requirements: for exam-
ple, that of providing the consumer with cenirude as
to the meaning of the writing on the labels and the
need to conform to what is written there. It also brings
the regulations into line with the new technologies and
the new method of producing this wine, which has a
respected image that must be safeguarded.
To our French friends who are worried about the
appearance of the French words mdtbode cbampenoise
on the bottle, I want [o point out that this merely
refers to the method used in production. It is just the
same as, in a different field, using the words 'the
d'Hondt method'to describe a cenain way of calculat-
ing proponions. Everybody uses them because there is
no other way of describing the method of calculation.
In the same way the champenoise method is a process
used in a particular geographical location but also used
in other places; it is simply a way of describing the
method. It clearly does not refer to a geographical
region, because were that so, the words m|thodc cbam-
penoise could not be used even in France outside the
geographical limits of the Champagne region.
I also agree with the rapporteur's position on the
amendmenr that have been submitted, and we shall be
acting accordingly.
But I should also like to take this opponunity to draw
rhe attendon of the Council and the Commission to
the general problem of wine, and not just sparkling
wines. The agreement reached in Dublin on regulating
this sector is going to cause a lot of difficulties and has
left rco many things unsaid. It penalizes one country'
almost exclusively, and within that country and im viti-
cultural output it has penalized, so far at least, only
one category of wine: table wines. It is a sacrifice laid
on the altar of the accession of Spain and Ponugal.
But surely this price should not be paid just by one
sector in one country but should be borne equally by
all.
I also want to raise the issue of how the Commission
and the Council intend to put this agreement in princi-
ple into effect and to demand respect for the righrc of
this Assembly in regard to decision-making. It is
unthinkable that the Council should determine agree-
ments in principle which imply definitive decisions and
that Parliament should only be consulted on the imple-
menting mechanisms without being able to alter the
general principles.
That, however, is precisely what has happened with
the regulations we are now debating: while we are
about to give our opinion, the Council has in fact
already made the decision. And it is something that is
happening all too often.
In conclusion, Madam President, I call firmly and
clearly on the Council to respect the prerogatives of
this Parliament and to have the goodness to submit to
our Assembly not just decisions for ratification but the
entire set of proposals for readjustment, in the convic-
tion that we are also perfectly capable of examining
rhem in the light of the general good and that we are
not prone to bend to the pressures of lobbies or
interest groups.'!7e are just as concerned to effect sav-
ings, but ure want a readjustment that leads to an equi-
librium that can benefit everybody: producers, consu-
mers and the community as a whole.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, we
have no objection to the amendments to the Regula-
tion on measures concerned with improving the
quality of wines produced in the Community, and we
shall vote in favour of them.
Our objections and concerns, which reflect those of
400 000 families of Greek vineyard workers, stem
from the Community's measures that aim in one way
or another to restrict viticulture in Greece. Plans have
been made and Communiry subsidies have been prov-
ided for the uprooting of 2 500 hectares (i.e. 25 million
square meres) this year and in the year immediately
following.
Madam President, viticulture is a fundamental branch
of Greece's agricultural economy, accounting for
about 100/o of the gross value of all our plant products
and provding incomes for about I 200 000 Greeks.
Greece has more favourable soil and climatic condi-
tions for viticulture than any other Member State of
the Communiry and produces self-sustaining and
high-grade wines. One might have expected the Com-
munity to take account of all this and to support
Greek viticulture with subsidies for its development,
for the building of storage vats for wine, for the sup-
pon of cooperative wine-making and for the expon of
Greek wines and dried grapes. Unfortunately, pre-
cisely the opposite is happening. The Communiry
wants Greece rc be exclusively a consumer market for
irs own products. The proof of this is that during the
first three years followint our accession Greece paid
out over 800 billion drachmas for imports of dairy and
meat products from her Nonhern partners, applying
the principle of Community preference. And during
the same period, thanks to the rejection of that princi-
ple by her partners, Greece had to bury over I 200 000
ronnes of fruit and vegeable products. Now the Com-
munity wan6 to uproot the Greek vineyards, to safe-
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guard major vesrcd inrcrests in that sector. S7e, how-
ever, ask those responsible: once the Greek vineyards
have been uprooted, what is to become of the Greek
vineyard workers? Are they to sow oregon and
camomile? If the Greek vineyards are uprooted, many
more thousands of uprooted farmers will join the
350 000 unemployed in our country today.
The Community's authorides seem to believe that by
doing away with fruitful cultivations such as viticulrure
and by creating millions of unemployed and hungry
people, they will be able ro ensure the Community's
survival as an organization. I fear that this policy is
more likely rc lead rc the opposite result. \7e shall
have to wait and see.
Mr Contogeorgps, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Madam President, I would first like ro thank
the Comminee on Agriculrure and the rapponeur Mr
Dalsass for their basic suppon of the Commission's
proposals on Communiry regulations concerning the
production and marketing of sparkling wines. Of
course, these have undergone certain amendments,
many of which, in the Commission's opinion, have
contriburcd $eatly ro improving its proposals and
which it will accept. There are, however, some orhers
with which the Commission does nor agree and which
it cannot accept. To be specific, in Amendmenr No I
concerning the modification of Regulation (EEC)
358/79, which relares to the production of sparkling
wines, the rapporteur favours the abolition of the
directives that envisage an increase in the minimum
natural alcohol conrcnr of the musts or wines used to
define the Cuv6e for the producdon of sparkling
wines. The Commission cannor accept this amend-
ment. The minimum natural alcohol conrenr of musrs
and wines is an indicator of the degree of ripeness of
the grapes. Vines of good qualiry can only be prod-
uced from grapes that have reached an adequate level
of ripeness. Because of today's overproduction in the
wine sector, it is indeed justified, and moreover neces-
sary, for quality criteria to be reviewed with rhe aim of
making them more strict. Thus, the Commission can-
not accept Amendment No l. In contrast, I can rcll
you that the Commission accepts Amendment Nos 2,
3 and 5. As for the directives concerning qualiry wines
produced in certain regions, the Commission accepts
four amendments: Nos 6,7, 8 and 9 proposed by the
rapporteur Mr Dalsass.
As for Amendments Nos 10 and 11 concerning the
proposed regulation relating ro rhe general rules cov-
ering the classification and presentation of sparkling
wines, I should like to srress [har the Commission's
initial proposal envisages that the label should compul-
sorily indicate the ingredienm used during the process
of producing sparkling wines. The rapporreur favours
the abolition of compulsory indication of ingredients.
Unfonunately, I cannor supporr this proposal. Spark-
ling wines compere against other alcoholic drinls for
which rhe Council's Directive 79/l12 of tglg specifies
that it is compulsory for the ingredients to be shown
on the label. The Communiry authorities should there-
fore try to adapt the rules governing the description of
sparkling wines to the principles esablished in that
Directive, which concerns the marking and content of
labels for processed foods. As for Amendment No 12,
the Commission proposes that the specificaion Mith-
odc champenoise should be restricted to France alone,
and the specification Metodo cksico to Italy alone.
The rapporteur and other speakers want these specifi-
cations to be used by producers of sparkling wines in
all Member States where they are produced. The
Commission disagrees and cannot accept this proposal.
The specifications Mdthode cbampenoise and Metodo
chssico are the subjects of detailed directives in the
countries where they are used and are subject to strict
control by the French and Italian authorities. These
specifications have contriburcd decisively to the repu-
tation of the sparkling wines produced in France and
Italy. In the Commission's opinion, their use with
sparkling wines produced in other countries as well,
where the corresponding strict rules of conr.rol are not
in force and are not applied, could consdture a rhrear
to legitimate competition and ought nor to be allowed.
As for Amendment No 13, the Commission agrees
with the first paragraph. Concerning the second para-
graph, the Commission canno[ agree because accepr-
ance of the proposed amendmenr would render
point (a) of the proposal devoid of any objective.
Besides, it is quite likely that the names of rhe specified
regions, the geographical regions 
- 
apan from the
exceptions envisaged by the proposal 
- 
would be
untranslatable.
As for Amendment No 15, the Commission cannot
accept it because its proposal already envisages reduc-.
ing ihe maximum iontrnt of sulphur dioiide from'
250 milligrammes per litre to 225 milligrammes per
litre. The Commission considers thir its pfoposal
allows Member States to provide for stricter direcdves
relative to the limiting quantity of sulphur dioxide.
In relation rc Amendment No 16 concerning rhe dura-
tion of preparative processing for sparkling wines, the
Commission cannor agree to its drastic reduction
because it believes that the duration of the process for
producing sparkling wines is a decisive factor in deter-
mining rhe qualiry of the end product. Besides,
Anicle 17 relates to high-quality products and for rhis
reason, in the Commisssion's opinion, a reducdon
from 6 to 4 monrhs would not be justified.
Concerning the Dublin agreemenr on wines, it is true
that the Community is facing a serious problem in
relation to wine production. \7ine is already in sur-
plus, and with the accession of Spain and Ponugal rhis
surplus is likely to increase. Thus, rhe Community will
have m adapt its situation in the wine secror to pres-
ent-day conditions and to the developments antici-
pated.
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In Dublin a start was made towards agreeing the solu-
tions that must be faced, but, of course, the Prime
Ministcrs could not be expeced ro agree the details.
The reached agreement in principle, and this agree-
mcnt will now be converted into specific legislative
acts by the Council of Ministers, so rhat negodations
can continue for the enlargement of the Community
towards Spain and Ponugal. And, as you know, one
of the main points that sdll remain open is an agree-
ment in the sector of wine production.
Madam President, with the proposals it has tabled the
Commission does not intend to threaren the interesm
of any Member Starc. It is trying to find an objective
solution which will safeguard the qualiry of wines and
protect the Communiry against developments that
would create a huge financial burden that it could not
tolerate.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
9. Extraction soloents
President. 
- 
The next item is the second repon
(Doc. 2-1134/84) by Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1111/83 
- 
COM(83) 626final) for a
direcdve on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on extracdon solvents used in the
production of foodstuffs and food ingredients.
Mrs Squercidupi (COM), rapportear. 
- 
gn Madam
President, I shall try to be succinct, if only because,
afrcr a day of political high feeling, this repon from
the Committee on the Environement, Public Health
and Consumer Prorcction may seem a small rhing. But
it is not: it concerns the food we ear every day, and
hence our health, since it deals wirh exrracrion solvents
for foodstuffs and food ingredients, which may be of a
different origin. Typical examples would be solvenm
for exracting olive oil from pressed olives or those
used for decaffeinating coffee beans.
Of panictrlar imponance is that pan of the directive
which lists the permitted solvents for foodstuffs. In
fact, there are really rwo lists: one which contains the
solvents which carry no health risks and in respect of
which no possible residues are indicated, and a second
which contains solvenr rc be used under specified
conditions and for which the residues must be shown.
Parliament has asked that indication of residues be
made compulsory even for those solvents which pres-
ent no panicular health risks, as a safeguard against
the accumulation of impurities which could prove
toxic.
Our committee has elso asked that criteria of puriry be
submitted for these solvents, but it has approved the
'permitted' lisl On the other hand we have rejected
the many excepdons proposed in the motion, as they
would make checks very difficult.
The amendments we propose are yery simple, our aim
being to increase the clariry of the directive. One of
them is especially important: the amendment to
Anicle 8. It is concerned with an institutional issue and
has already been submitted by the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee and adopted by Parliament in May of this year.
It is concerned with new powers for the European
Parliament with regard to introducing in directives
amendments made necessary by technical progress.
These powers used rc be reserved to the Technical
Adaptation Committees: rc put it briefly, we felt that
these bodies were competent rc draft this rype of legis-
lation in a way that we, really, were not. Now we ask
that the European Parliament should be able to give its
opinion on these technical adaptations.
As regards the essential points of this directive, whose
imponance is greater than might at first appear, let me
point out first of all that, as the kgal Affairs Com-
mittee put it, this is 'legislation in anticipation', i.e. a
directive that deals with problems which might arise in
the future and not one that, like the majority of the
direcdves with which s/e are usually concerned, seelts
rc eliminate damage that already exists.
I have done my best rc describe this proposal for a
directive briefly and I have not used up the four min-
utes allocated to me. I hope nevenheless that Parlia-
ment will adopt all the amendmenr, since the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection has voted for them by overwhelming
majorities. This will then bring to a close the long and
fairly tonurous passage of this directive through Par-
liament, delayed as it was by the European elections.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
Vce-President
President. 
- 
Ve shall now inrcrrupt the debare. It will
be continued tomorrow afternoon.
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Rcport (Doc.2-1102/Ul by Mn 'Vieczorek-Zeul, on
behalf of the Committce on Externd Economic Rela-
tions, on the proposd from thc Commission to the
Council for e regulation concerning ttc conclusion of
tfic coopcration agrcemcnt berween tfie European
Economic Community and the Ycmcn Arab Republic
(Doc. 2-800/t4 
- 
COM(t4) 416 fual)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul, you yourself have
tabled some of the amendments. Have you done so as
rapporteur or as a Member of Parliament? In the latrcr
case you would, of course, be personally in favour of
them, but not necessarily as rapporteur.
Mrs Meczorek-Zul (S), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, I already explained that on Monday. Ve
were under great pressure of time in the committee
because the Council did not observe the Luns-'lTester-
rcrp procedure properly. So we were forced to work
on the rcxt of an earlier resolution, to which I as rap-
porteur made the necessary amendments. I tabled
them as rapporteur and I am therefore in favour of all
the amendments on behalf of my committee, although
I would like rc point out that Amendment No 7 has
been withdrawn.
(Parliame* adopted the motionfor a resolution)
Rcport (Doc. 2-1 119 /8al by Mr Formigoni, on behalf
of the Political Affairs Qemmiil66, on tfte appointmcnt
and swearing-in of the new Cqmmissi6a
Title of the motionfor a resolution 
- 
Amendment No 3
Mr Formigoni (PPE), rapportenr.- (m I should like
to know what is the exact intention behind the pro-
posed amendment If it is merely a linguistic matter I
would be inclined to reject it, unless one wanted to
replace'swearing-in' by'solemn pledge' or something
like that. Otherwise, I am against.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) I think, Mr President, that, as
the other amendmen$ show, this is not a linguistic
amendment and that the first amendment should per-
haps be held over in order rc see what becomes of this
amendment, which, as far as the substance is con-
cerned, is an amendment reladng to deletion. The title
could then be adapted afterwards.
Exphnations ofoote
Mr Musso (RDE). 
- 
(FR) fu there is not much time,
I shall simply say that we shall not vote on this repon
as a whole because we believe that we should not be
frivolous. 'S7e are prepared to give a vorc of confi-
dence, but as for ransforming the right of censure 4
posteioi into a right of investiture a piori, taking as a
prercxt an article in the Treary which gives us the right
of censure, we think that, for the time being, that is
frivolous. To do that, we must wait for the implemen-
tation of the treary on European Union.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) \7e shall vote
against the motion for a resolution because, despite
the amendments tabled, its basic defects have not been
put right. One such defect is that it extends beyond the
scope of the Treaties that you wish to respect, and
beyond the constitutional procedures of the Member
States, since the Treaties were radfied on the basis of
those procedures. And this is for f,wo reasons. Firstly,
whereas the Treaties provide that no body has the
competence to decide to exrcnd its own authoriry or
that of orher common authorities, this motion for a
resolution attempts to do just that so far as Parliament
is concerned. Secondly, with this motion for a resolu-
tion an opponunity has been missed to put right an
unacceptable abuse of the implementation of
Anicle 10 according to which the four large countries
each appoint two Commissioners, even though para-
graph 4 of the debated Anicle 10 states that 'each
Member State has the right to appoint one but not
more than two Commissioners', without differentiat-
ing between large and small countries. However, this
is applied inflexibly, and the large countries each
appoint rc/o Commissioners.
For these reasons we shall vote against the Vayssade
motion for a resolution.
Mrs Vcil (L). 
- 
(FR) | shall speak on my own
account and not as the representative of all my Group,
as some of them will abstain. I shall reject this motion,
because I consider that the Coun of Justice has some
functions which should be inviolate, that it is above all
the other institutions and that it is not for Parliament
to send demands to the Court of Justice, or even to
request it to come here to receive the Commissioner's
oaths.
My esteem for the Coun prevents me from addressing
it in the rcrms set out in this resolution. In my opinion,
it is for the Coun to decide what it is to do. That is
why I shall reject this resolution and also ask myself
what the effect on Parliament will be if the Court of
Justice does not accede to this request.
Mrs Bosenrp (COM), in utiting. (DA) On
l9June 1983 the Danish Prime Minister signed the
solemn declaration on political union.
The Danish Governmen[ was possibly convinced of
the reasonableness of the srcp. The majoriry of the
Danish population have never been convinced and, as
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a result of pressure from the popular press, a number
of reservations were made and added as footnotes to
the rcxt.
These footnotes u/ere supposed to be our Bovern-
menr's apology to Danish voters, since scarcely
anyone else akes account of them, cenainly not the
majority here in this Chamber. Now we are to decide
on the question of Parliament's holding a vote of con-
fidence in the new Commission's programme. That is
mentioned in paragraph 2.3.6 of the Stumgart declara-
tion, and there is a Danish reservation with regard to
that point.
European windbags here will naturally take no notice
of the Danes. But I shall. I am voting against this
report and I presume that other Danish Members
share this attitude.
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE), in uiting. 
- 
(FR) I shall
vorc for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr For-
niigoni, on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee,
because its purpose is to strengthen and improve the
working of the European Community.
There are two ways of advancing the European Com-
munity: through written or statute law and through
unwritten or common law. To proceed by way of sta-
tute law requires that the Treaties be amended or that
new treaties be negotiated, with subsequent ratifica-
tion by each of the nadonal parliaments. This is not
always easy. Common law affords another method
which is at once easier and more flexible. I need quote
only one example, namely, the establishment, by cus-
tomary law, of the European Council of Heads of
State and Government. Nowhere is this laid down in
the Treaties, but it has become a corner stone of Euro-
pean construction and has been 'institutionalized'.
Obviously, common law may not contravene the Trea-
ties. Howeve r, it may legitimately explore areas where
the Treaties lay down no binding provisions. This is
the method that has been chosen by the motion for a
resolution tabled by our Political Affairs Committee.
Not only is this resolution in no way at variance with
the letter of the Treary but, better still, it is entirely in
line with its spirit. By giving Parliament, in Anicle 144
of the Treaty of Rome, the right to censure the Com-
mission, the Treaty obviously subjects the work of the
Commission to the confidence of Parliament. It is
therefore endrely reasonable that, when a new Com-
mission is being appointed, a vote on its programme
should give it, or not give it as the case may be, an
assurance of Parliament's confidence in it.
To sum up then, the Political Affairs Committee's
motion for a resolution aims at achieving a bemer bal-
ance between the Community institutions, settint the
cooperation berween the Commission and Parliament
on a firmer footing of mutual trust and upgrading the
role of our Assembly.
For these three reasons this is a logical and wonhwhile
forward step on the pan of the European Community'
That is why I shall vorc in favour.
Mr Formigoni (PPE), rdpPorteur (in witing). 
-(fl The resolution we have adoprcd is of great
imponance for the future of the Community Institu-
tions.
Mrs Hammerich (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(DA) This
repofi, from the Political Affairs Committee seeks to
give Parliament some influence over the Commission's
progr"m... The Commission is to take an oath of off-
ice before the Padiament, which is rc hold a debate
and a vote of confidence on the programme. It is not
surprising that the Political Affairs Committee should
propose this. Nor is it surprising that the People's
Movement should be against all these small steps to
give power to the Parliament. 'We believe, as evelyone
knows, in local democrary.
But it was astonishing that the representative of the
Danish Social Democrats in the Political Affairs Com-
mittee should vorc for the repon. That not only runs
completely contrary to the Social Democrats' policy
on the Community, but is also contrary rc the offical
Danish position. As is well-known, in the Stuttgan
declaration Denmark, in fact, dissociated iaelf from
giving Parliament authoriry over the new Commis-
sion's appointment. All Danish Members should there-
fore vote against the Formigoni repon.
Mr Rogalla (S), in utiting.- (DE) Attempts are fre-
quently made in the House to gain more influence and
powers within the Community strudure. These endea-
vours are legitimate and must be pursued. I therefore
vote in favour of the Formigoni repon, which indi-
cated practical means of achieving this.
The solemn undertaking by the Commission pursuant
to the third subparagraph of Anicle 10(2) of the Mer-
gerTreaty 
- 
which can also be called the swearing-in
- 
should be a matter for this European Parliament.
Hitheno it has mken place before the European Court
of Justice, simply for practical reasons. That uras tena-
ble as long as this House, especially when it appoinrcd
the outgoing Commission four years ago, was still
searching for its identity as the directly elected repre-
sentative of the European citizens.
After the second direct election this search can in all
conscience be regarded as concluded. A similar oppor-
tuniry could only arise four years from now at the ear-
liest, without involving considerable exra costs and
changes to the provisions of Communiry law.
I therefore call on all those responsible in our Parlia-
ment, and in panicular on the President and the
Bureau, not to y/asrc this opponunity to strengthen
the dignity, self-image and influence of the European
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Parliament step by step. That means that by rhe begin-
ning of next week at the latest we need personal cion-
tacts with the Coun of Justice and the appoinrcd
Members of the Commission so that thir solemn
undenaking can be given on the Monday of the Janu-
ary pan-session. May I also hope that the Bureau will
personally ensure rhat officialdom does not, for what-
ever. practical considerations, proceed according to
administrative rules and say:
'Ve have never done it like that, then anyone could
do it, especially an eleced Member of Parliament, and
what would this lead to . . .'
May I therefore, Mr President, personally requesr you
to inform us soon how the Bureau will carry out ihis
House's wishes?
Mr van Acrssen (PPE), in afiting. 
- 
(DE) I will
abstain on this repoft.
I entirely agree with recital D that Parliament must
introduce a procedure for the debate and vote of con-
fidence. But I am not convinced that paragraphs 2 and
3 propose a feasible procedure for thar purpose and I
am exuemely surprised rhat the resolution lags behind
what Parliament decided during its first period of leg-
islature.
In its resoludon of 17 April 1980 (Rey repon), parlia-
ment found that it was incumbent on it to approve the
Commission's protramme. Once the programme is
known, a debate should be held which would end in a
vote on the appointments and a vote of confidence.
In its resoludon of l2 February l98l parliament
approved the appointment of the Commission, bur
only because it was able rc take cognizance of rhe
Commission's programme ar the same time and could
declare itself in agreemenr with its policy guidelines.
Now it is to be decided that at the January pan-
session we will only discuss tJre main policy linej and
then hold a vorc of confidence. I regard thii procedure
irs a step backwards ois-ti-ois rhe resolution I have
quot€d.
I also note that the requesr for a bilateral interinsritu-
tional agreemenr has not been repeated. Clearly no
one even took the trouble to read through rhe earlier
tcxts when this resolution was drafud.
I am convinced thar turning the vote of no confidence
into a vote of confidence would be meaningless unless
at the same time the Commission undertakes ro carry
out a programme approved by Parliamenu I am also
convinced, however, rhar the Commission nkes office
with the best of inrcntions.
But in addition I call for a provision whereby this
directly legitimized Parliamenr can asserr its polirical
resolve ois-ti-ois the Commission in case of conhict.
( Parliament adopted tbe resolation)t
o*o
Rcport (Doc.2-11451t41W Mrs Vayssadc, on behdf
of the Committcc on Lcgal Affairs and Citizcns'
Right", on thc eppointmcnt of Lord Cockfteld as
Membcr of the Commission of the Euopeen Commu-
nitics and on the intcrprctetion and application of
Articlc 10 of the Treaty esteblishing a singlc Couacil
and a single Commission of thc European Comnuni-
tics (Treaties, 197t, p. 7 t5)
Exphnations ofoote
Mr McMehon (S). 
- 
Mr President, this is a yery
imponant legal matter, and I think our Continental
colleagues have not understood rhe intricacies of Bri-
dsh law. There is no precedent in English law for a life
peer to give up his title. If you turn to the aurhoriries
- 
Holdswonh or Vade and Phillips and so on 
- 
you
will see that there is no precedent for this. This is a
maufr which should be tried in the couns. It ill
becomes the woman who sits in No l0 
- 
she who
must be obeyed 
- 
to deliver homilies to the miners
and other people on law and order, when she is openly
breaking the established practice and conventiors of
British constirutional law by appointing a life peer to
this position.
(Apphuse)
Miss Tongue (S). 
- 
I must admit that I am very dis-
ml-y_ed at 
_the opinion of rhe Commitree on 
-Icgal
Affairs and Cirizens' Rights and the way the amenld-
ments have actually been voted in this House. I believe
the issues are quite simple in this mawer. Lord Cock-
field is a Member of rhe House of Lords. However he
chooses ro fiddle the rules and the Trcaty of Rome, he
remains a Member of the House of lords. This House
cannot possibly sanction his appointment, quite simply
because it contravenes the Treaty.
Lady Ellcs (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr presi-
denr fu a Member of the House of Lords I deeply
resent and deplore the statement by Miss Tongue that
there was any fiddling of any rulej by any Me-mber of
that House. I consider it a grave discounery to any
peer or any Member of the House of Lords, lori
Cockfield, myself or anybody els.
(Mixed reactions)
I The rapponcurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendmcnts Nos t, 2, 5 to 8;
- 
AGAINSTAmcndment No 4.
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Presidcnt. 
- 
Lady Elles, our Rules of procedure have
nothing to say about the legal status of a member of
the House of lords. That was not a point of order.
Mr Viisenbccck (L), in afiting. 
- 
(NL) The Liberal
and Democratic Group will vote for this report.
Nevenheless, we would like to draw attention in pani-
cular rc the fact that, according to reports, lord
Cockfield has not as yet requested leave of absence
from the House of Lords.
Since the new Commission has already, albeit infor-
mally, begun its work, we feel that this does not tally
with the undenakings that have been given with
regard to this whole matter.
I would ask our Group, which at the moment holds
the chairmanship of the Legal Affairs Committee, to
keep a very close watch to see that this is done. Other-
wise, the House will have to take up the matter again
at its January part-session.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)t
ooo
Report (Doc. 2-11J3 /S+) by Mr Gauticr, on behalf of
the Committec on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and lndustrial policy, on the Thirteenth Report of thc
Commission on competition policy (Doc. 1-208/8a)
Expknations ofoote
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) On other occasions I
have submitted the explanation of vote in writing, and
I would have done the same this time had this resolu-
tion nor, in our opinion, constiturcd a rynical and
extreme declaration of monopolistic supremacy. 'Sfle
are sincerely distressed that it has been signed by the
Socialist Group. It is quite apparent that many people,
insrcad of looking towards a multinational Europe of
the people, as they say, are only interested in a Europe
of the multinationals. This resolution calls for the abo-
lition of national subsidies, the closure of problematic
firms, the proscription of any Bovernment interven-
don, the abandonment of air transpon, banks and
insurance companies to the mercy of Community
competition, the intensification of the already great
stream of conversions of government-owned enter-
prises to the private sector, and the only point on
which it will not accept competition is in connection
with canels or agreements between large firms. For
these reasons the Members of the Greek Communist
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I and 2.
Parry will vote against it, and we really sound the
warning bells for the Greek Government since it seems
that the only thing it can expect, in some peoples'
view, is for Greece to become a country with no
industry, no national air carrier, no banks, no, insur-
ance companles, a country of Euro-waiters for Mr
Gautier to come and spend his holidays in.
Mr Adam (S). 
- 
I am going to vote against this
report. I have no confidence at all in the way Com-
muniry competition poliry is being operated at the
present time. !fle are allowing much of our industry to
be decimated by our competitors, as is very clearly
seen in the shipbuilding industry. !7e are giving
limited financial support and sitting back while the
Japanese, and particularly the Koreans, are operating
a cut-price policy. They are cutting the throats of our
shipbuilders and creating havoc in our shipyards.
Korea is the major threat. \7e should tell them that if
they do not stop it, they will face avade war. It is no
good talking about free trade internally and fair trade
in the Communiry if the conditions outside are not
fair, and we should rcll them so.
Mr Metten (S). 
- 
(NL) ln this resolution the call is
made on page after page to leave the regulation of the
economy to the free market and to allow the State to
play a very restricted r6le. I am not clear what pan
there still is for politics to play in this vision. In any
event I see no funher rOle for Socialist economic
poliry. I shall therefore vote against.
Mr Gautier (S'1, rapportear. 
- 
(DE) I will vote for
this repon. I am also exremely grateful rc the British
Conservatives for voting with the Socialist Group on
several central points, such as the panicipation by
workers in formulating crisis canels. I am also grateful
to Mr Franz for withdrawing his amendments on the
question of privatization, because they have linle to do
with competition. Since we can now, so I believe, take
a sensible line in most cases, I will vote for this repon
and observe the arrangements we have agreed.
(Apphuse)
Mr Bonaccini (COM), in afiting. 
- 
(m The result
of the voting is that the original text submitted by Mr
Gautier to the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Policy has not been restored.
Consequently, as we have declared in the debate, we
shall be voting against the whole resolution.
Mr Christenscn (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(DA) My
country, Denmark, has always pursued a policy aimed,
both nationally and internationally, at securing free
and fair competition without public subsidies or the
development of monopolies.
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Our count4/s membership of the European Com-
muniry was based, as regards economics, on the desire
to eliminate narional subsidies, panicularly in the
sphere of agriculture. It is therefore depressing ro nore
that the motion for a resolution ignores completely
that sector where national and, according to the
Treaty of Rome, unlawful subsidies are of such over-
whelming imponance and higher rhan at any previous
tlme.
The opinion of our Danish People's Movement
against the European Communiry is that subsidies
should be derermined on the basis of international
negotiarions between sovereign States with equal pow-
ers. GATT, the OECD and UNCTAD are suirable
fora.
'!7e cannot accepr thar, in ir ardour to eliminate tech-
nical barriers ro ffade, the Community should, by
means of directives, regulations and judgments of the
Court, destroy the right of individual counuies ro
determine their own policies on raxadon, rhe environ-
ment, health, working conditions and veterinary mat-
ters.
Ve cannot suppoft this repon.
Mrs Ddy (ED), iz utriting. 
- 
In supponing the Gau-
tier repon on comperirion policy I am panicularly glad
that the rappofteur has referred specifically to rhe
reintroduction of a preferendal mriff for Durch honi-
culturists.
This action was complercly contrary ro rhe agreemenr
reached between the Communiry and the Dutch
Government which owed much to the constant pres-
sure by my colleagues in the last Parliament.
Honiculturists in my consrituency and in other British
constituencies where glasshouse culdvation is impor-
tant expecr the Commission to take veqy firm legal act-
ion to stop this unfair subsidization by rhe Dutch
Government.
In supponing this repon ronight, I hope rhat the
House as a whole will bring pressure to bear ro ensure
that fair competition prevails in rhis sector.
Mrs Lizin, in utriting. 
- 
(FR) I shall vote against the
Gautier repon for a reason of principle. Firstly,
because it reflecm the options of a liberal economic
policy which is responsible for the decline of Europe.
Then for a special reason: I consider that this repon is
in fact too feeble as regards the position to be adoprcd
towards the discriminatory pracrices on rhe pricing of
Dutch natural gas.
Not only must such practices be denounced, rhe vic-
dms of these practices musr also be compensated,
which may cause problems for major companies in the
Member States, notably Carbocbimique de Belgique.
Mr Penders (PPE), in afiting. 
- 
(NL) I voted
against paragraph 19 regarding the natural gas tariff
for Netherlands glasshouse cultivation, for the follow-
rn8 reasons.
The Gautier report, a good reporr, is general in char-
acter. It is not a good thing to nail a single country ro
the pillory. If Mr Gautier wished to include a lisr of
complaints in his repon, I have no objection, but then
there are more specific problems wonh recording.
Furthermore, the question of the natural gas tariff for
Netherlands glasshouse cultivation is under discussion.
The Commission has pur quesrions to the Netherlands
Governmenr. I lost the vore on paragraph 19. I am
now compelled to abstain from voting on rhe report as
a whole. I am giving this explanation of vote also in
the name of my colleagues Mr Vergeer, Mr Cornelis-
sen and Mrs Maij-!7eggen.
Mr Prout (ED), iz afiting.- In the 13th competition
policy reporr (points 217-218), the Commission
encourages private cirizens to bring private acdons ro
enforce their rights under Communiry law instead of,
or in addition to, requesring rhe Commission to take
action. The Commission believes that spreading the
enforcement of Community law will reduce its work-
load.
Since national laws differ both as to procedure and
substance from one Member State to another, the
Commission's poliry will lead to divergent prorccrion
and disharmony within the Communiry. For example,
although the Coun of Justice condemned in the San
Giorgio Case (199/82) an Italian law which resricred
the righr ro recover taxes levied contrary to Com-
muniry law, a similar law exists and continues ro be
applied in France thus denying ro raxpayers in rhat
Member State their Communiry rights; again where it
is now clear rhat actions for damages and injunctions
can be brought in the United Kingdom for breaches of
Anicles 30, 85 and 86, it is not clear in other Member
States.
Therefore, the policy of nation'al enforcement must be
accompanied by measures ar Communiry level to
ensure that the remedies available in all Member States
are equivalent in effecr and that Communiry rights are
adequately protecrcd in all Member Srares, as recom-
mended by the committee.
Mr Romeos lS), in utiting.- (GR) As I poinrcd out
in my intervention yesterday, rhe 13th Repon by the
Commission on competition poliry and the related
report by the Economic and Monetary Committee
contain a philosophy of competition that leads to a
Europe of the muldnationals and of large capital. At
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rhe same time it bars the way towards the development
of the Communiq/s less-favoured regions.
Today's voting on the amendments confirmed that
Parliament's conservative majoritiy is insisting on the
promotion of a multi-speed Europe, so undermining
the basic aim of the Treary of Rome which is to con-
verge the economies.
This is proved by the rejection of my Amendment
No 2l which, to quorc: 'stresses that the policy on
competition within the Community should aim at the
creation of equal preconditions for companies in the
Community, and at the elimination of existing inequa-
lities berween the various regions and countries of the
Communiry. Since the conditions of competition for
companies in out-of-the-way regions and less well
developed countries are not the same as in the rest of
rhe Communiry, it is essential to support the moderni-
zation and restructuring of such undenakings. In par-
allel, it is urgently necessary to create appropriate
infrastructures in those regions and countries, but also
the infrastructure for rapid communication with the
remainder of the Community, so that their products
can be passed on to the rest of the Communiry and so
that they may enjoy the same conditions of competi-
[ion.'
For these reasons, the Members of PASOK will vote
against the repon.
Mr Seligman (ED), iz utiting. 
- 
I shall support the
Gautier repoft, in particular because paragraph 19
calls for firm action by the Commission to reverse the
1OVo reduction of gas prices for honiculturalists
introduced by'Gas Unie' in Holland on I October, in
breach of the 1982 agreement.
I understand that the Commission sent a letrcr to the
Dutch on 27 November which initiates action under
Anicle 93 of the Rome Treaty. The Dutch must reply
by 18 December. The Commission then has to decide
whether to accept the Dutch explanation or to instruct
the Dutch to desist. The Durch then have 2 months to
comply.
One can see that the Durch have been very clever in
their timing. It will be March before this distonion of
competition can possibly be rectified. Most of the win-
ter season will be over!
Other unfonunate honiculturalists in the EEC will be
handicapped throughout most of the winter season'
when energy consumption is at its highest.
The Dutch excuse that they have had high interest
costs, from investing in energy saving devices, does
not hold water. They have had a 300 million guilder
grant, just for this purpose.
I hope therefore that the Dutch Government will act
voluntarily and quickly rc recdfy this blatant case of
unfair competition, because it seems that the Commis-
sion's acdon cannot be effective before winrcr is nearly
over. Otherwise there is danger of retaliation, and no
one wan6 rhat!
Mr Stevenson (S), in afiting. 
- 
I shall cenainly vote
against this report and its resolutions and would urge
Pirliament to do likewise, because it will do nothing
to attack unemployment. This repon funher Promotes
the doctrine of a complete free market philosophy and
ltissezfaire economic policies that have produced mas-
sive unemployment, low levels of investment and the
deindustrialization of large areas in Member Sarcs.
This most cenainly applies in the United Kingdom
under the present government.
Have we learned no lessons from the last five years?
Are we to condnue supponing policies that result in
such economic and social deprivation? Let there be no
doubt, that is exactly what will result from this report.
Members on this side of the Chamber have made the
fight against unemployment our top priority. \fhole
tenerations of people are being cast aside into hope-
lissness, which cannot and must not be allowed to
continue. There is precious little hope for these mil-
lions, panicularly the young, in this repon. 'S7e must
not abandon our clear responsibiliry. The Commission
should produce a report that will begin to tackle the
evil of unemployment. That report must be based on
regeneration of the economies and of the indusrial
base in Member States, primed and sustained by posi-
tive public investment in which progressive competi-
tion could be recognized. Ve should welcome a policy
of intervention and public initiative as the only way to
redress the appalling record of failure by private enter-
prise. At this point it is relevant to compare the free
market, unbridled competition philosophy contained
in this repon with the ulraprotectionist and interren-
tion policies applied to agriculture at all costs. Vhat
hypocrisy!
My vote will be against this document of doom and
for a progressive anack on unemployment.
Mr Velsh (ED), in writing. 
- 
I shall vote for this
resolution, which I regard as an excellent piece of
work by the distinguished rapponeur that reflects
great credit on the committee.
However, I deeply reBret that, as regards the proposed
regulation to establish a block exemption for exclusive
distribution agreements for the motor industry, the
Commission appears to have progressively retreated
from the positions established in the first draft, which
were designed to liberalize the market and protect the
rights of consumers.
As rapporteur for a repon on this matter and a resolu-
tion which was adopted by Parliament in May 1984, I
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must point our thar rhe Commission has abandoned
the text endorsed by Parliament in several imponanr
respeds and in a manner which is clearly contrary ro
the interests of consumers throughout the Communiry.
It is very sad that the outgoing Commission appears ro
have capitulated to pressure from the indusrry and
thus lost a significant opponuniry to improve the oper-
ation of this imponant secor.
( Parliamett adopted the resolution)t
oo*
Report (Doc. 2-1103 /t4) W Mr Hermen, on bchalf of
the Committcc on Economic and Monctery Affairs
end Industrial Policy, on thc proposal from the Com-
missi611 to thc Council (Doc. 2-5tSlt4 
- 
COM(84)
3E0 ftnal) for a dccision on tf,c coordinarion of thc
activitics of thc Membcr Statcs and Community insti-
tutions with a view to setting up a Community interin-
stitnionel information systcm (INSIS) : adopted
ooo
Rcport (Doc. 2-1135 lSal by Mr Roga[., on behalf of
thc Committcc on Economic aod Monctary Affairs
end lndustrid Policy, on ttc proposd from tf,e Com-
mission to thc Council (Doe.2a52/t4 
- 
COM(S4)llt ffnal) for I Sixteenth Directivc on thc harmoniza-
tion of thc laws of the Member States relating to tur-
nover tercs 
- 
common system of veluc added tax:
common schcmc for ccrtain goods on which vdue
eddcd tax has bccn finally paid end which arc imported
by e ftn"l consumer in one Mcmber State from anothcr
Afier rejection ofthe Commission proposal
Presidcnt. 
- 
pu15u4n1 to Rule 35 of the Rules of pro-
cedure, I must ask the Commission if it is prepared to
withdraw ir proposal.
Mr Tugcndhe\ Vce-hesidcnt of the Commission. 
-Mr President, I will consult wirh my colleagues and
we will no doubt consult with our successors-'S7e will
convey our view to Parliament thereafter.
Prcsident. 
- 
The Commission therefore is not with-
drawing ir document. Rule 35(3) says:
I The rapponcurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos. 1,6 a 14, 16,
18, 20, 21,30 w 32, 35, 36;
- 
AGAINST Amendmcnts Nos. 2, 3, 15 and 24.
If the Commission does not wirhdraw its proposal,
Parliament may decide not ro vorc on the morion
for a resolution and to refer the marrcr back to the
committee responsible.
Mr Rogdla (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
under Rule 35(3) of our Rules of Procedure we can
now either decide not to vorc on the modon for a
resolution, or we can refer it back to the committee
and vorc on it during the next parr-session. Since the
Commission will soon come ro the end of its term of
office and a new Commission is about to mke office, I
would advise this House, in the inrcrests also of rela-
tions between our institutions, ro refer the repon back
to the committee, provided it makes a new recommen-
dation to rhe House in one month's rime. At rhe same
time I would requesr that the necessary arrangemen$
be made to ensure that the new Commission member
responsible for these quesdons will take paft in rhe
committee meeting on this marter ar the end of
January.
(Parliament decided on referral bach to committee)
ooo
Rcport (Doc. 2-1136/Sal by Mrs Van Rooy, on behalf
of thc Committec on Economic and Monetary Affeirs
and Industrial Policy, on tte proposd from thc Com-
mission to thc Council (Doc. 2-5t9/84 
- 
COM(t4)
412 ftnd) for a Seventccnth Directive on thc hermoni-
zation of the laws of ttc Member States relating to tur-
nover taxcs 
- 
exemption from vdue addcd tar on the
temporery importation of goods otfter ttan meens of
transport
Expknation ofoote
Mr Christenscn (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(DA) This
draft directive affects all other Community harmoni-
zations of VAT.
Since the Danish People's Movemenr against the
European Communiry believes that Denmark should
lave the right to determine its own fiscal policy, some-
thing which we were promised before our enry ino
the EEC, we must reject this draft by voting against it.
Ve would call attention ro rhe fact that overdue pay-
ment of VAT on impons will cost the Danish State a
loss of income of a thousand million. That is, in acrual
fact, the prospec implied by the proposals.
( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)
**
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Rcport (Doc. 2-11a0 /841W Mr Beumer, on bchelf of
thc Committcc on Economic and Monctary Alfairs
and tndustrid Policy, on thc proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council (Doc. 2-446/84 
- 
COM(t4)
r91 f,"d) for a Tvcnticth Directive on tte harmoniza-
tion of the laws of the Member States relating to tur-
novcr texcs 
- 
common system of value added tax:
dcrogetions in connection vith the specid aids granted
to certain farmcrs to conpenslte for t:he dismantle-
ment of Inonctary compcns.tory .mounts applying to
ccrtein .Sricultunl products
Afier rejection of the Commission proposal
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 35 of the Rules of Pro-
cedure, I must ask the Commission if it is prepared to
withdraw its proposal.
Mr Tugcndh"q Vce-President of the Commission. 
-No, Mr President, I am not in a position to withdraw
it. This agreement is an integral pan of the Fontaine-
bleau agreement, which is why ve put it forward. I
will consult with my colleagues and we will consult
wirh our future colleagues, and I suggest that the pro-
cedure most courteously suggested by Mr Rogalla in
relation to his report might be appropriate on this
occasion as well.
Mr Beumcr (PPE), fttpportear. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
I am perfectly happy to accept this suggestion from the
Commission. I would ask therefore that the matter be
referred back to committee.
(Parliament decided on refenal bach to committee)
President. 
- 
I would remind Members that they may
hand in their written explanations of vote up to
10 p.m. but no later.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 8.05 p.m.)l
I Agenfofor next sitting: see Minutes.
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Reply to Oral Question No 0-70lt4
-with debetc-put by Mrdc la Mdlnc
\7hen fixing the agricultural prices for the 1984-1985 marketing year, rhe Council agreed,
by adopting Regulation (EEC) No 855/84,1 to plan for a gradual dismantling of the
MCAs in order tc, restore uniry to the agricultural market, which was compromised by rhe
persistence of different price levels among the Member Stares.
In order to compensate for the reducdon in farmers' incomes resulting from the reduction
in agriculural prices expressed in national currency following the revaluation of the
representative rate of the DM decided upon ro allow the MCAs to be dismantled, the
abovementioned Council Reguladon authorized the Federal Republic of Germany to
grant a special aid to its farmers in the form of VAT relief which should not exceed 3o/o of
the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the agricultural product.
Acknowledging the need to grant this aid in order to avoid a considerable loss of income
for German agriculture, the Council at the same time agreed to adopt a Directive allowing
the Federal Republic of Germany, by way of derogation from the 5rh Directive, to g."nt
aid to its farmers and stating the technical rules for granting such aid.
4ftcr the European Council had agreed in principle to the measure planned by the Federal
Republic of Germany, and at the request of the Federal Republic of Ger."ny, which had
reponed income losses above the 30/o limit being experienced by its farmers, rhe Council
made use of the powers conferred on it by Article 93 of the Treary, taking into account
these exceptional circumstances which justified exceeding the 3o/o limit fixed on 31 March
198a by Regulation (EEC) No 855/84. It therefore adoprcd Decision 84/361/EEC2
authorizing the Federal Republic of Germany rc grant for the period l. 7. l9B4 to 31. 12.
1988 a special aid to its farmers in the form of VAT relief of up to 5olo of the ex-VAT
price for purchasers of the agricultural product.
Unlike the special a-id authorized under Regulation (EEC) No 855/84, the Community is
not involved in the financing of this purely national aid.
In view of ir national character, the Council, in authorizing it, took as its basis the provi-
sions of the EEC reladng to Stare aids, viz. Anicle 93.
\7hen Reguladon (EEC) No 855/84 was adopted, it was clearly understood that imple-
mentation of the aid arrangemen$ which it laid down should not affect the Communiry's
own resources; the recitals of Decision 84/361/EEC state thar the compensation granted
should not exceed the effects arising out of the dismanding of MCAs.
[It is for the Commission ro ensure correcr applicadon of Reguladon (EEC) No Bs5/84,
Decision 84/361/EEc, rhe 6th vAT Directive and 
- 
once it is adopted 
- 
the 20th vAT
Direcdve which will define the technical rules for paying the aid granrcd to German farm-
ers in the form of VAT relief.]. In addition, the aim of the proposal for a 20th Directive,
currently being examined by the internal bodies of the Council and the European Parlia-
ment, which is at present being consulted pursuant to Anicle 100 of the freary, is to
authorize the Federal Republic of Germany, by nry of derogation from the 6;h vAT
Directive, to use vAT to grant the special aid provided for the Regulation (EEC)
No 855/84 and Decision 84/361/EEC.
t oJLroJ 4.ts84.2 oJL 185,12.7.1984.
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President
Are there any comments?
Mr Glczos (S).- (GR) Mr Presidenq I cannot find
1ny name in the list of those who took pan in yesrer-
day's voring on Document ll85/84 by the Committee
on Budgets. I voted in favour of the repon by the
European Parliament's Comminee on Budgets, and
consequendy voted against rhe draft budget of the
European Communities for 1985.
President. 
- 
IZe will make a note of that, Mr Glezos.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, may I ask you
to convey to your colleague my rhanks. yesterday
morning I raised the issue of a written reply and the
oocupant of the Chair yesterday morning kindly had
the matter attended to. Please convey my thanks to
him.
Might I then, Sir, ask you funher with regard to
Question Time that you consider the problJm that
arises regarding written replies. It appears ro me rhar
the written reply comes in the language of the Com-
missioner concerned. I would suggest to you, Sir, that
rather than being circularcd to the Member in the lan-
guage of rhe Commissioner, it should be circulated in
the language appropriate rc the Member. I urould ask
you to have thar marter examined.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve take notice of your requesr, Mr Fitz-
gerald.
IVk'Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, in the vote of the
Parliament to reject the budget yesterday, the vote was
clearly declared as 319 in favour, 5 againsr and
16 abstentions. In rhe record of the vote only 3 people
are recorded as voting against, and I should like-an
explanation as ro rhe discrepanry besween the 5 that
were declared and the 3 that have been recorded.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Tomlinson, I understand that the
reason for the discrepancy is that immediately after the
vote a number of people came ro the front and
explained that they had voted in a way they had not
intended to, so the vore v/as changed.
(I-argbter)
That is what happened.
IVk'Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Does that mean ro say rhen, Mr
Presidenq that rhe House was misled by some of the
explanations of vote from Conservative Members after
the debate?
President. 
- 
Vell, that I cannot go into now. Perhaps
you could pursue it with rhose Members yourself.
(Parlhment approoed the minrtes)
2. Membersbip of Parliamett
President. 
- 
Mr Grigorios Varfis has informed me in
writing of his resignation as a Member of Parliamenc
In accordance with Anicle 12 (2), second subpara-
graph, of th9 Act concerning the election of the repre-
sentatives of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage,
the fusembly establishes that there is a vacancy aird
will inform the Member Sate concerned.
Furthermore, in accordance with the Danish law of
14 December 1977 on Greenland, with panicular
reference to the provisions concerning the election of
representatives rc the European Parliament, Mr
Lynge's term of office ends on 3l December 1984.
The Danish authoriries have informed me that Mr
Lynge is being replaced by Mr John Iversen. I should
like to welcome our new Member and remind the
House of the provisions of Rule 6(3) of our Rulcs of
Procedure.
Mr Mjsenbcck (L). 
- 
M"y I remind you of rhe fact
th.at it is nor yet 31 December and that Mr Lynge is
still among us.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I did say rhat Mr Lynge's term of office
ends on 31 December.
Mr Vijsenbcck (L). 
- 
Yes, but you welcomed
already the new Member.
Mr von dcr Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, would
y9u please be good enough to pass on the good wishes
of th-e House-to Mr Lynge and give him an opportun-
ity of salng farewell?
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, the intention of the
Presidency was ro do that after we had completed the
votes which must be taken this morning.l
I For. items. ancerning petitions, lransfer of apprcpriationqatittet declarations under. Ryle 49, doctneits' receioef
reference to committee, and procedui anitlnut ,eport: see
Minutes.
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3. Votes
Report by Mr Evrigenis, on bchalf of the Committee
on Lcgd Affdrs end Citizens' Right , on ttc proposd
by thc Commission for r Council dircctivc ameading
Directivc 77/7to/EEC on tfie coordination of laws,
rcguletions and administrative provisions pftting to
tf,e taking-up and pursuit of ttre business of credit
institutions (Doc. l-34 1/S4-COM(t4) 250 final) (Doc.
2-1162/t4lz adopted
ooo
Report by Mr Tolman, on bchdf of the Committec on
Agricrrlture, Fishcrics and Food (Doc.2-1159/E41, oa
tte proposels from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-77 s /84-COM(t4) s00 final) for
I. a directive amending Directive 54/432/EEC as
regards cenain measures relating to classical swine
fever and African swine fever
II. a directive amending Directive 72/461/EEC as
regards cenain measures relating to classical swine
fever and African swine fever
III. a directive amending Directive 80/215/EEC as
regards cerain measures relating to African swine
f,ever: adopted.l
ooo
Report by Mr Tolmao, on behalf of the Committee oa
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on the proposal from
thc Commission to the Council (Doc.2-97t/t4'
COM(s4) 565 fuel) for a regulation amending Regu-
lation (EEC) No 652/79 on ttc impact of thc Euro-
peen Monetary Systcn on thc common agdculturd
policy (Doc. 2-ll6l/t4lz adopnd
ooo
Report by Mrs Hoff, on behalf of the Committce on
Budgets, on the fixing of the ECSC lely rate and on
thc drawing up of the ECSC opcrating budgct for 19E5
(Doc. 2-4 67 /E4-COM(s4) 4 I e final) (Doc. 24 ta 3 / 8al
Explanadon of vote
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) The French members of
the Communist and Allies Group will vote against the
Hoff repon. The adoption of Amendment No 1, giv-
ing notice of Parliament's intention to examine the
possibiliry of reducing the levy rate for the financial
year 1985, is not, in our view, a good thing. This
would open the door to an offensive by the Commis-
sion, under pressure from the industrialists, to start
reducing the rarc of these levies, and this we do not
want.
( Parliament adopted tbe resofution)t
ooo
Report by Mr Ddsass, on bchdf of thc Committce on
Agriculture, Fisherics rnd Food (Doc. 2-1095/E4), on
thc proposals from thc Commission to the Council
(Doc. t-374/t4-COM(t4) 283 final) for:
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
358/79 on sparkling wines produced in the Com-
munity and defined in Item 13 of Annex II to Regula-
tion (EEC) No 337 /79
II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
338/79 laying down special provisions relating to
quality wines produced in specified regions, and an
amendment to the proposal for a regulation laying
down general rules for the description and presenta-
tion of sparkling wines and aerated sparkling wines:
adopted2
ooo
4. Biotechnology
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mrs Vie-
hoff, on behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research
and Technology (Doc.2-1144/84), on the proposal
from the Commission m the Council (Doc. l-335/84-
COM(84) 230 final) for a decision adopting a mul-
dannual research action programme of the European
Economic Community in the field of biotechnology
(1e8s-8e).
Mrs Viehoff (Sl, rapportear. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
many of the subjects touched upon in this repon on
biotechnology will be debated in future part-sessions
of the House. Biotechnology will be responsible in the
future for significant changes in the structure of world
trade and the international distribution of labour, in
the same way as the microelectronics industry is at the
moment. Microelecronics has taught us that the
introduction and development of the same line of
production is an uneven and irregular process, that it
is developed and applied more quickly in one region
I The raooortcur sooke in favour of Amendment No l.2 The ralo'ooneur sooke in favour of Amendments Nos I to
3 and i io l4 and against Amendments Nos 15 and 15.I The rapponeur spoke against Amendment No t.
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of the Communiry than in another. This leads to an
even more imbalanced development and can in the
long run considerably hamper European integration.
Vhat I wanted to illustrate clearly 
- 
and I hope you
have understood this from my report 
- 
is that bio-
technology can also lead to political conflict, both
within the Community itself and ben/een the Com-
muniry and the Unircd States and Japan and the third
world, and that is why we musr rry to find a common
political denominator as early on as possible. Here the
European Parliament has an imponant r6le to play.
The repon is an artempt to provide as brief a summary
as possible of rhe major points for discussion on rhe
development of biotechnology. The mosr imponant
point is the political imponance of developing biotech-
nology togerher in Europe and the economic need to
do so. The Communiry cannor afford to become even
more dependenr on the United Sates or perhaps even
Japan in the future. Our countries possess a considera-
ble knowhow porenrial. The Commistee on Energy,
Research and Technology unanimously approved the
proposal from the Commission ro the Council
totether with Amendments Nos I to 10 inclusive and
the draft resoludon. Ve trust the Council will follow
this good example on 19 December.
The Commission clearly indicated in its prepararory
studies thar there was a need for a European biorcch-
nology programme. This met parliament's request
contained in the resoludon accompanyint Mr
Schmid's report. Parliament's second request 
-namely, to indicate clearly the social consequences of
a more intensive use of biotechnology 
- 
has nor been
given such a clearcut answer. Hence the imponance of
paragraph 2 of the resolution, which calls for a Euro-
pean assessmen[ programme of the consequences and
risks. The Dutch version of this paragraph fails ro get
the point across. It talks of evaluation, but evaluation
happens afrcr the event. 'Stre intend rhe assessment ro
be made beforehand. As we are really just starting ro
dwelop biorcchnology, there is still dme ro rake mea-
sures to control this development and avoid possible
nefarious effects.'S7'e must ensure we do not dCvelop a
technology where negarive consequences are only
deteced larcr. In a word, we must avoid the mistakes
made in the developmenr of nuclear energy and the
production of toxic substances. I need only here
remind you of the Seveso disaster and the recenr rcrri-
ble rcxic disasrer in India.
Ve must also ensure that we do not get so involved in
discussions on comperirion in biotechnology with the
United States and Japan that we lose sight of safery
and democratic control.'!7e cannot leave rhe responsi-
bility with rhe world of science and industry alone,
especially not now that because of science curs univ-
ersities and colleges are seeking other sources of
income and nearly always find that in industry. The
wtrole of sociery must share the responsibiliry here.
The safery of laboratory workers musr be guaranteed,
and that means involving the trade unions. The ouride
world must also be adequately protecred against possi-
ble nefarious effects of discoveries in laboratories and
dangers of a bio-hazard, just as we have seen the
chemical hazard in India.
'We must also respect international agreements on saf-
ety. ![e must prevenr countries in rhe rhird world in
panicular from being used as rcsdng srarions for bio-
technological research. Genetic manipulation involves
many ethical, social and legal issues which have yer to
be resolved.
Mr President, technological development, especially
that of biotechnology, cannor be halted or undone,
but possible negative effects must be brought under
control in sufficient time before they control the
human race. Safery and information must therefore be
top prioriry. Many issues call for an open discussion,
because we must ask ourselves whether everfthing that
is technically possible is also always desirable, and with
genetic manipulation in panicular this question is of
maror lmPortance.
I should like to put a final quesrion rc the Commis-
sion. Does the Commission believe that the Council
will adopt this programme on 19 December? I see that
Mr Davignon is not presenr at rhe moment, but per-
haps his substitute can answer. And can he repon on
the discussion on 12 December organized by Mr Dav-
ignon with represenudves of the European chemical,
pharmaceutical and food industries?
(Appkuse)
Mr Metten (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the race
berween the United Sates, Japan and Europe in the
development of new technologies is a subject of topi-
cal interest. Right across the board there is agreemenr
that European effons musr be intensified. The com-
petitive element in this siruadon may appeal to some,
but we are concerned firsr and foremost with econo-
mic and socially significant results.
The planned budget for the Communiq/s multi-
annual biotechnology programme, 88 million ECUs
spread over five years, seems, in the light of the scale
of the programme, roo modest rc be able to expecr ir
will make a substandal contribudon to economic
development. But the importance of this programme is
illustrated by a preliminary assessment of rhe Esprit
programme. The amount of expenditure seems a less
imponant factor than the proper organizadon and
coordination of research and the cross-pollination
effect which emanares from international exchanges.
Vhile Europe's culrural diversiry is often regarded as a
disadvanage when compared with the United States
and Japan, ir can be transformed into an advantage
here through the exchange and interaction of differing
research cuhures.
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If effective coopcradon can produce good economic
results from a modest effon at the European level, the
social effects of this protramme, however, are much
less cenain. If there is not sufficient control of
research and development, there is a grave risk of bio-
technology saddling us with bigger agricultural sur-
pluses in panicular, because it is the agricultural sector
which stands rc gain most from the present rystem of
guaranteed prices, among other things. The social
needs of public health and the environment are much
grearcr, but the expectcd gains smaller. Here the
Communiry can clearly play its pan by keeping a pol-
itical check not only on the direction in which biotech-
nology is developing but also on the way in which
research and development is carried out in relacion to
possible dangers for working people and the environ-
ment. Here I maintain that it is even more urgent to
consult the workers in this programme than in other
sectors,
Mr President, I should like rc wind up by saying that
thc Socialist Group welcomes the Commission's pro-
posal and suppons Mrs ViehofPs resolution.
Mr Reftcry (PPE). 
- 
Mr Presidenq ladies and gen-
tlemen, I would like first of all m compliment Mrs
Viehoff on this excellent report, although there are
some areas in it with which I would not fully agree.
In her speech she mentioned microelectronics. This is
a technology that has had a massive impact on world
economies in recent years. However, one of the essen-
tial differences I see berween microelectronics and bio-
technology is that the microelecronics dechnology has
destroyed jobs in many countries, whereas biotechnol-
ogy will not do that.
She also mentioned the gap bercreen American and
Japanese technology and European technology and, of
course, she is quite right. This gap exists and is grow-
ing. Europe, vhich was once the cradle of science and
tcchnology, is very repidly becoming a third-rate
power in this area. The peneration of world markets
by US and Japanese high-technology products is caus-
ing Europe to lose not only jobs but markets both at
home and abroad. Computers and video-recorders, as
well as cars and various other products, are visibly tak-
ing away our iobs and our markets. The success of
these rwo counries in innovation, especially in the
high-technology field, is one of the principal reasons
why in the past rcn years these two nations have
created 20 million new jobs while in the same period
of time Europe has had an increase in unemployment
in excess of l0 million.
The mistakes we have made in Europe in allowing
Europcan rescarch and development to lag so far
behind, espccially in the areas of computers, micro-
electronics and communications, must not be allowed
to recur in the case of biorcchnology. Biotechnology
has enormous potential for wealth creation across a
whole range of entcrprises from agriculture to phar-
maceuticals, from energ;y to pollution conrol.
In the area of agriculture, its potential for more effi-
cient production through the breeding of bettcr crops
and better livestock, the more efficient utilization and
fixation of leguminous nitrogen as well as better crop
protection is only now being recognized. In food-pro-
tessing, the usc of genctically engineered bactcria is
already helping in the production of cheese and other
fermented products to give us more reliable products
and a betrcr yield. In crcrTi/r there is considerable
scope for the use of this technology to utilize the
waite products of plants and animals, convening these
waste products into utilizable methane and ethynol.
The same is true of the by-products of cenain indus-
tries. One example is the conversion of whey in the
cheese indusry into useful, potable alcohol, which is
already happening in my constitucrc/, thereby not
only creating wealth but also solving a pollution prob-
lem. Indeed, we have examples alrcady of fossil fuels
being used as feedstock rc produce very high-quality
yeast proteins. In the field of medecine too, products
iike inlulin and Interferon, as well as a s'hole range of
vaccines and monoclonal antibodies, can bc produced
for disease prevention and control. The list of poten-
tial uses is apparently endless, but the problems of
realizing this potential are also great, arising for a
number of reasons.
Firsr of all, this technology, unlike many other sci-
ences, is a multi-disciplinary area, to a grearcr exient
than any other science that I can think of, requiring
the skills, for example, of molecular biologists, bioche-
mists, organic chemists, biochemical and chemical
engineers and many others. For success in this area wc
need first of all rc have an adequate number of appro-
priately trained scientists. I regret rc say that we arc
not producing enough of these scientists, cenainly not
at the rate that the Japanese and the Americans are at
the moment. Now we cannot solve this problem over-
night, because thcre is a long lead-in time to switching
around resources. You have to start in the pre-Univ-
ersity sector preparing these people for this kind of
discipline. So we are going to be faced with the prob-
lem for some considerable period of time.
Ve need grearcr investment in this area, but above all
. we need coordination of effon. Ve need therefore this
multiannual approach which the Commission talks of.
Finally, 
- 
and I do not think this rvas emphasized
enough anln here 
- 
we need grearcr efforts to com-
mercialize the resulc of our research findings in
Europe. That is not only useful from the point of viev
of industry and commerce. It is also the best incentive
that research workers can have if they see their find-
ings taken up and udlized by industry.
Mr Turncr (ED). 
- 
Mr Prcsident, we suPPort
entirely Mrs ViehofPs report, and I suppon cntirely
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what she said this morning. I think that this really is
the 'Esprit' of biotcchnology. I know that some people
say it is not exactly the samc and, of counse, it is not
exacdy the same, but basically ir is the same as Esprit,
which is now off the ground. Professor Raftery
cxplained vcry well a lot of the things you can do in
biotechnolog;y. I will not do that.
But I will mcnrion one thing he did not mention. It is
extraordinary to think that in somc years' dme the
chips in micro-elecronic computcrs will not be made
of silicon, they vill be made of biomaterials which will
actudly assemble themsehes in the way you want bio-
genetically. It is cxraordinary to think, therefore, rhat
eventually Esprit and this programme vill come
together.
Now no one knows at the present sage what sphere of
industry will first be struck by lightcning when a bio-
technological proccss is applicd to ic. It might be any-
thing in food industries or any of the other possibilitils
that Professor Raftcry mcntioned. It may come in
Europc, or it may come in Japan or the USA. Ve can-
not say 
- 
it is quite a maner of luck. Here we have
comc in sooner than we did with compurers, in com-
parison with the Americans and Japanese, and there is
a possibility thar we actually lead if we happen to be
the ones who back the right horse.
Mr President, I really yranr ro call this programme
'Biosprit' because Esprit has a good name already, and
I vould like to christen it 'Biosprir' if I may and use
that expression, and I hope everybody else will do so
too, and I claim no copyright for it.
The reason why we need 'Biosprit' is this. Ve must
have a pool of tcchnology which is as vide as Europe,
as we are now trying to get in the microelectronic field
through Esprit. At the present dme our expens are
divided among rcn countries. This is the prime purpose
of the programme: to get a European pobl of e*penise
which can be as widespread as rhat of the Amiricans
or Japanese. Now a very scrious maner has occurred
in America: biotechnology has grown extremely fasr,
in eighr years, from nothing to what it is now.
It all staned in universities. In thc past, univerciry pro-
fessors had been very largely cut-off from industrial
life, they shared their discoveries with each other, they
had been open, they had been publishing their repons.
Now, on this occasion, I regret ro say that in rhe
Unitcd States that has not happened. There are now
over 100 small companies comprising universiry pro-
fgssols tho have got together to sell the products
developed in their universities. This will wenually
result in research in the Unircd States becoming nar-
rorrer, less empirical and less basic. They will git the
advantages at the beginning. At rhe bcginning the
companies will gain from the professors who keep the
informadon so themselves and hide ir from their com-
pctitors. But, in the long run, they will suffer. I give
you one example. Four yearc ago two professors gor
together with a thousand dollars each. Their company
is now wonh $ 160 Million and they own rhe sharcs.
Now that is what has happened.
The reason for it is that developmenr from a basic dis-
covery in biotcchnolog;y takes place very fast, far
faster than in, say, micro-electronics. You can actually
sec the products you are going to make and how you
are going to make rhem almost as soon as you have
made the discovery. Thc result also is thar American
companies have pourcd vasr sums of money into univ-
ersities. A company will adopt a univercity, spending
anything from 20 to 120 million on a laborarory therc,
on prying thc professors and even thc research stu-
dcnts. This means that rhe univcrsities are nos' already
mongagcd to individual companics in the United
Statcs. As I say, the danger is that in the long run this
will lead to a falling off of basic research in America as
they become more and more attached to getting
immediate financial results from what they are work-
ing on.
Now 'Biosprit' is exactly the opposite, because 'Bios-
prit' insists on rhere always being more rhan one com-
pany associated in every project from more than one
country. So any universiry which comes into a project
under'Biosprit' will be dealing with at least two com-
panies, and that is precisely whar is not happening in
the United States. That is a very imponant reason why
we must support'Biosprit'.
The industry, as I think Mrs Viehoff mentioned, dis-
cussed this marrcr s,ith Mr Davignon yesterday. I
would also very much like to know what was said. But
I know that what they wcre talking about beforehand
was: we do not want money from Europe, \re want
cheaper sugar and starch 
- 
the raw materials we need
for biotechnology. I think they are wrong in srying
thar I think thcy do need not EEC moncy but thc iead
of the whole range of biotechnology and will bring
rcgether the companies and the universities in such i
way that we do not fall into the errors that have
occurred in the United States. So, I very much urgc
industry nor ro say we do not wanr the EEC and we
do not need your money and projects. They do not
need our money, but they do need thc projccts. They
do need thc EEC as the 'marriage bureau'. I am
delightcd to think rhat Mr Narjes will be the 'marriage
bureau' operaror from now on. He is thorough and
very hard-working, and I think he will bring th- com-
panies together and we shall avoid the mistakes which
have occurred in the United States.
(Apphuse)
Mr Dc Vrics (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, this House
has little authority when it comes ro legislation. The
influence that we can bring to bear on legislation
depends to a large extent on thc qualiry of the opi-
nions ure exprcss. It is my pleasure to declare on behilf
of my group rhat we consider Mrs ViehofPs report an
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excellent one 
- 
excellent because it is sound, and
excellent becausc of irs political approach. Mrs Vie-
hoff has undoubtedly ried, as she has just explained,
to bridge the gap berween the different groups in this
House and has refrained from riding any ideological
hobbyhorse.
The repon rightly emphasizes the economic impon-
ance of biotechnology. Vhen we think that in the year
2000 the biotechnology market will cover between 50
and 100 thousand million US dollars, then we realize
the enormous amounr at stake. And funhermore, bio-
technology is a strategic sector' a sector which, as the
repon rightly points out, may well offer solutions to
some of the most devastadng problems of our time
such as illness, malnutrition, pollution and the like, a
sector, furthermore, which plays a key r6le in the
development of other indusries, such as food, waste-
processing, pharmaceuticals and petrochemicals. All
these issues occupy a central position in the repon,
and my group heanily approves.
I should like m take this opponunity of making curo
points to the Commission. It is of the utmost impon-
ance that we do not allow the development of biotech-
nology to be frustrated by the nationalism of any
Member States. A free inrcrnal market in biotechnol-
ogy is cxtremely imponant. The advanuge that the
Americans and Japancsc have over us is that they have
one intrrnal market, even in such an imponant sector
as this. And so when it comes to safery sandards, for
example, to drawing up safery requirements for the
development of biotechnology, then we must make
sure ve draw up European and not national safety
standards. I urge the Commission m encourage this
process and to repon to us in its interim Programme at
the beginning of the third year of. this project.
My second point concerns the imponance of small and
medium-sized firms in this sector. As happens so often
in Europe, and biotechnology is no excePtion, it is the
small and medium-sized firms which are in the van-
guard and take the most courageous initiatives in the
field of innovation. May the official organization
within the Commission draw the necessary conclu-
sions from thar The official depanment of the Com-
mission responsible for small and medium-sized
undenakings is vastly understaffed, and if we'rightly
expect small and medium-sized undenakings to be in
the fore front of innovation, we must then draw the
necessary conclusions with regard to staffing.
To sum up, Mr President, biotechnology is one of the
economic sectors of the future. Too often in this
House we must deal with propping up the economic
sectors of the past. Ve welcome this opponuniry of
debating such an imponant economic sector as bio-
technology on the basis of such a clear and excellent
report. My group is happy to support the proposals.
Ms Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dcnt, Nature's pace in transforming the natural heri-
tage and multiplying forms of life is incredibly slow'
These neo, forms of life adapt themselves to the envi-
ronment at an equally slow pace. Now we are begin-
ning to interfere abrupdy 
- 
that we mus! understand
cleaily 
- 
and so must think seriously about the conse-
queni.r of our, actions. 'S7e must not fall into the
iemptation of saying 
- 
as we have heard from several
rp.ikert today 
- 
'America and Japan are miles ahead
oi ur, *. muit hurry to catch up'' Ve made this mis-
ake in the whole of the chemical industry. Ve then
repeated it in the nuclcar industry and said, 'That is
progress, we must catch up quickly.'
Both these big industrial developments have left us
with waste ptoblems which we still have not solved. I
would ask everyone to consider how we should tackle
these problems, because they bring both serious ethical
and social consequ€nces in their wake. This issue has
not been thought through. By no means do we under-
stand it clearly. Ve must realize that. The consequ-
ences for third countries too can be fatal in agriculture
in panicular.
That is why I believe that, although Japan and Amer-
ica may be a cradle of progress, Europe's r6le should
be that of a cradle of sense.
(Applaase fron some bencbes)
Mr Estgcn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like for my part to thank Mrs Viehoff very sincerely-
for her useful and necessary repon and also to wel-
come the Commission's initiative here.
There is no doubt at all that biotechnology has her-
alded the fourth industrial revolution in modern tech-
niques and developed at an extraordinarily fast pace,
even for our times. The decisive new developments in
genetics over the last decade, the complete control of
iecombinant DNA, cell fusion and bioprocess technol-
ogy, will determine our future,and cenainlythat of the
next generation as regards both industry and the econ-
omy, especially agriculture, and also medicine, the
food industry, environmental protection, waste dis-
posal and, last but not least, the production of energy
and bioelecsronics. The biological control we have
gained through genetics raises the question 
- 
which
you will not be surprised to hear from a Chrisdan
Democrat 
- 
of the moral control of these new possi-
bilities which the human intellect has opened up.
The quesdon is whether it is not precisely here that
there is a risk of the mind outstripping the soul, of our
intellect leaving our conscience behind. There is an
explosive growth in the field of applicadon and the
""tor.rpanying 
market. Nearly half of all the products
made in the industrialized countries are of biological
origin. !7e expect biotechnology to solve the most ser-
ioui problems of our time more cheaply 
- 
and justifi-
ably io if only we can make proper use of it. I rctally
agree with the Commission that a sront biotechnol-
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ogy is of stratcgic imponance for the competitive posi-
tion of European industry and agriculture and for the
improvement of human life and the environment. It
can sdmulatc economic growth ancw and become a
k"y to renewing the socio-economic foundations of
our society.
Nevcrthless, I cannot help, panicularly in this connec-
tion, expressing my personal dismay that once again
we see thc Community lcft behind in competition by
the USA and Japan, and I am by no means as con-
vinccd as Mr Turner that we can produce rcp results
without funher ado. And so we simply cannot afford
any dissipation of cffon, any overlapping, any waste
of money, and I think rhat the Commission, especially
the new Commission, must make grcat efforts in thii
area especially. I expect my fellow countryman, Com-
missioner Mosar, who will have the industry ponfolio,
to pay panicular attenrion to rhese aspecrc of biorcch-
nology.
By way of conclusion I should like rc say that I fcel
the Commission's proposal has paid insufficient atten-
tion to the risks ro man and the environment of
genetic tcchnology. Thc Ccmmission says that the
main aim of the programme is ro smengthen agricul-
ture and the competitiveness of industry in the Com-
muniry, and I should not wish to contradict that.
Industry clearly and inevitably takes its decisions from
the point of view of profit expechrions and thereby
very often underestimates the social and health risks.
The Commission must therefore supplement its propo-
sal, praisewonhy though it may be, to cover the ethi-
cal, political and socio-political criteria and we must
have an opponuniry in this House of debating that
addition. On no accounr may the developing coun-
tries, for example, become again the testing-itations
for genetically manipulatcd bactcria. I7e must not
reach thc stage of srying that everything which is
technically possible is cthically desirable.
(Apphusefron the lefi)
I am thinking here panicularly of research into human
gcnetics and embryo manipulation. Ve absolutely
must have a serious debate on these issues in thii
House. Health risks can also develop in alarming pro-
ponions. So we must exercise the uunost caution.
Here the French safng 'science without a conscience
only ruins the soul' is panicularly apt. If Mr Turner
coins the expression 'Biosprit', then I would add the
tcrm'Bio-conscience'.
(Appkrse)
Mr lclign tr (ED). 
- 
Mr Prcsident, my colleague,
Mr Turner, made the suggestion that rhis p.oject
should be called Biosprit. I think that is an unfortunare
idea because this is not a spree, it is a serious pro-
gramme and I think he will have to think again. Bur I
do think that Mrs ViehofPs report is excellent, pani-
cularly the explanatory starement is full of vital infor-
madon. It ccnainly deserves better than a Friday
debate.
This is a vital matter for the Community, and if conr-
purcrs are the third industrial revolution, biotechnol-
ogy is cenainly the founh. It is the ncxt major stcp
forward for man 
- 
the giant step forward. Europe, of
course, is as speakers have said, milcs behind the USA
and Japan in exploiting biotcchnology. Ve have somc
marvellous research going on, I know, in my country
and in other counries, but it is not becoming commer-
cialized. Mark you, I do not rhink that even in Amer-
ica and Japan it is being successfully commercialized.
There is very little profit being made at this time.
But it is nor a quesdon of money. Mr Metten said
E5 m ECU was inadequarc for this programme. It is
not a question of money, because in Europe we iue
spending 130 m ECU on this sort of research. Amcrica
is only spending 200 m, Japan is only spending 50 m,
but they are getting results. Vhy is that? Because they
are coordinating their research. They are avoiding
duplication, and that is exactly what this bioscchnol-
og:f programme must do. It must get firms to work
together. It must avoid more than onc institute doing
the same son of research and not informing the others.
So I think 85 m is quite adequate at this time. But, as
usual, we must get better results from European
research,
The potential for good of biotechnology is cnormous,
panicularly, as the previous speaker said, in helping
the Third Vorld and in developing new species, iuch
as- the green revolution in India, doubling production
of cercals.
I visircd the ICRISAT Research Institution in Hydera-
bad, and I have seen the marvellous work they are
doing there in getting nitrogen fixation from the
atmosphere, not only on clover and that sort of thing,
but on cereals and on pulses. They are producing-a
pigeon p-ea now which can be used not only as a
source of protein, but also as a source of wood'. They
are doing marvellous work in biotcchnolopy in rht
Third Vorld. I think one of the things we sh6uld do is
to spread that knowledge from India to orher coun-
tries in the semi-arid areas of the world.
But there are other rhings we must hdpe this biotech-
nology will do. For instancc, it is being used in Japanfor the exraction of metals from miies. As another
speaker.said, it.is being used.for exractint enerty
trom rubbish and waste materials.
'We musr harness this genetic engineering, we must use
it to produce, for instance, higher conientrations of
alcohol. This would make gasohol a more reasonable
financial prospect. Ve musi use it to develop species
like sunflowers which have a higher carbon 
"ontentand are therefore more effective for cnergy.
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In conclusion, Mr President, there are risks, tlere are
dangers. There is a danger that a madman may use
Recombinant DNA to produce a master race. 'V'e
must be watchful for this. I believe in Japan they are
arranging crosses berween species, beween sheep and
monkeys. That is extremely significant, very danger-
ous. I can think of an appalling possibility, and that is
producing a cross beween a Socialist and a snake in
the grass. That would be frighdul, even worse than the
present situation.
Anyhow, I am not satisfied that conrols on genetic
engineering are adequate, and I think this is the only
area where this repon is not strong enough. 'We must
have bemer conrols.
(Apphuse)
Mr Ven dcr Lck (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, bio-
rcchnology is of course more than just genetic mani-
puladon, but this is the subject which is most impor-
tant, most advanced, and has the most far-reaching
social and ecological effects. And we still know so lit-
tle about it. I am somewhat bewildered by the opti-
mism emanating from many spea\ers and am pleased
to see Mrs Viehoff pufting a brake on it in her repon.
Here I think we should return to basics. At the
moment many firms in lots of counries are doing a
large amount of research and things happen very
quickly, as has already been mentioned. Discoveries
are being made left, right and centre. Dreams that
iould hardly be imagined are becoming realiry. But
what is not happening, or happening too little, is ques-
tioning what will happen, not sp much to research
iaelf and the safery of it, but to iti large-scale applica-
don. There may be remenfous upheavals in the ecol-
ogical balance with major social consequences. Col-
leagues of mine who have ried to paint the picture of
these developmenr have been scoffed at because they
had insufficient money rc research the effects prop-
erly. I do not think it is the Communiq/s job to carry
out more researchl that is being done by the multina-
tionals, the laboratories and all who do not want to be
left behind in this rat-race. I think our job should be to
instruct the researcherc to examine the possible conse-
quences in greater depth.
Mrs Viehoff rightly said that we failed with regard rc
pollution from chemical technology and we failed in
nuclear technology.
That is why we say: no more money for yet more
research. Amendments Nos 13, 14 and 15 state that all
available money in the Community should be used for
research inrc possible effects, i.e., genuine research. If
these amendments are not passed, w'e cannot vote in
favour of the report.
Mr Contogcotgp, Member oJ tbe Commission, 
-(GR) Mr President, the Commission is in complete
atreement with the previous speakers, that Mrs Vie-
hoff has presented a truly excellent repon relating rc
the long-term programme for the development of bio-
rcchnology within the Community. The Commission
thanks and congratulates Mrs Viehoff for her positive
contribution.
There ii no doubt that biorcchnology is a field which
will develop very rapidly in the future; but if we in the
Communiry are to be in a position to exercise full con-
trol over biotechnology and to exploit fully its possible
applications, we must first set high aims for science
and research. The European Communiry must not
ignore this imponant sector, particularly in the light of
what has been achieved by its competitors on the
world market. That is the notion which forms the basis
of the Commission's proposal for a first five-year pro-
gramme of research in the field of biotechnology.
Only with a common European protramme and with
intergovernmenml cooperation vrill it become possible
to concentrate the existing scientific potential of the
Member States and to acdvate it in such a way as to
crearc the prerequisites for achieving the greatest pos-
sible progress in this research. There is no time to lose,
as previous speakers have suessed, and the Commis-
sion concurs with this view completely. That is pre-
cisely the reason why the Commission is urging that a
decision on the programme it proposes should be
fonhcoming as soon as possible.
Mrs Viehoffs report is an imponant step towards that
aim, and makes possible an immediate and positive
decision by the Council which would stipularc the
in-depth evaluation, in a subsequent report, of matters
relating to the application of biotechnology.
In addition, Mrs Viehoff, as author of the repon, the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, as
the commitrce responsible, and the advisory commit-
rces that have worked in depth, have proposed a series
of improvemenr for the completion of the pro-
gramme. The Commission can accept all the amend-
ments approved by the Committee on Enerry and will
in fact support them, if accepted by the House, at
Council's next meeting on 19 December. The amend-
ments in question are Nos I to 10. In contrasq the
Commission cannot accept Amendments Nos 11 to 15,
which were in any case not approved by the Com-
mittee on Energy.
Mrs Viehoff asked whether the Commission believes
that Council, which meets on 19 December, will reach
a decision on the Commission's proposal. It is, of
course, a litde rash for me to anticipate Council's deci-
sion, but the Commission does believe that Council
too will share its opinion, and the opinion so clearly
expressed in Parliament, that there is no time to lose,
and will be prompt to decide upon our proposals 
- 
in
other words, on 19 December.
Mrs Viehoff and Mr Estgen made more specific refer-
ence to the matter of safery. The Commission is con-
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scious of the problems and its proposal provides for
the taking of specific measures; more particularly, sec-
tion I describes rhe activities to be carried out.
I would also recall that the Commission has prepared
guidelines on genetics, which were accepted by Coun-
cil rcro years ago, although I must, of coursg accept
that those guidelines are only a first step and by no
means solve the problem in its entirery. The Commis-
sion will therefore produce a supplementary work in
this connection as soon as it can.
Mn Viehoff (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenq I
should like to thank the committee and colleagues for
all the compliments they have paid me this morning.
For my parr, I should like to thank rhe Commission
for all the material they supplied me, bur especially 
-and perhaps this is not customary 
- 
my personal
assistant, who worked under great pressure to analyse
the material in order to make things easier for me.
Then the group and the committee secretariat who
helped me whenever possible and the colleagues who
encouraged me and showed interest in my repon.
Prcsidcntl 
- 
The debate is closed.
Exphnation ofoote
Mr Ellirtt (S). 
- 
I am going ro supporr this repon. It
would perhaps be odd for a former food scientist not
to support proposals for promoting an exciting new
piece of scientific technology. Indeed, one of tlie last
things I did for my former employers was ro prepare a
report on the commercial potentialities of biotechnol-
ogy for their panicular acriyiries.
11 any new development of this kind we have to give
the maximum possible atrcnrion to the social consequ-
ences. I think it was a piry that Amendment No l4ty
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz, was narrowly defeated,
because I believed it emphasized rhe need for these
social-precautions, I believe that we always need in any
new developments of this kind to place the welfare oi
the people before commercial profit. Indeed, if bio-
rcchnology is to be a new industial revolution we musr
seek to avoid the social evils which have accompanied
earlier indusrrial revolutions. No one menrion,d, for
example, on the quesrion of genetic engineering the
risk of the development of ne*, diseases against which
there would be no safeguard.
I listened with inrcrest to Mr Seligman,s commenrs,
and I had sympathy with them until he made some
rather curious remarks about Socialists. AII I would
say is that one of the developments of genetic engi-
legqing has been ro recreare more primitive species. Ithink developmenm must have proceeded a liitle fur-
ther than I realized, because there are so many of
them amongst the Conservative parties.
( Parliament adopted the re solrtion)t
5. Fisheries
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Thc next irem is the debate on the pro-
posals from the Commission to the Council (Doc. 2-
1240I84-COM(84) 71 1 final) for
I. a decision on rhe conclusion of an Agreement
in the form of an exchange of letrerc berween the
EEC, on the one hand, and the Government of
Denmark and the Local Governmenr of Green-
land, on the other,-concerning the provisional
application of the Agreement on fisheries and the
Protocol on the conditions relating to fishing,
signed on 13 March 1984; and
II. a regulation lrying down specific measures in
connecrion with the special arrangemenr on fish-
eries applicable to Greenland.2
Mr Viisenbcek (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I put my
question to the Council several months ago. Vho
could then suspec rhat there could now be problems
with the fisheries agreemenr berween the pan of the
Communiry which was about to leave, the Kingdom of
Denmark and the Communiry? It is not really all that
surprising in itself; by now the Council must,slowly
have familiarized itself with the ratification procedures
in our various counrries and may perhaps have had the
sligh-test norion, and I am choosing my words very
carefully, thar there might well be some delay, panicu-
larly from thar country which is once again diagging
its feet. I say 'once again' because it ir not thJ -first
time that the one counrry which has not yer completed
the ratification procedure is bringing up the rear.
Mr President, this does nor deracr from the fact that
the subject under discussion is indeed urtenr, for if we
fail to deal with this problem now, anorher fish-war
may break out similar ro thar of several years ago
when 
- 
I nearly said 'fonunately' 
- 
rhe United
Kingdom was nor yet a member of the Community
and a fish-war broke out berween the United King-
dom and Iceland. Such situations musr be avoided it
all costs, and that is why I also approve of the urgent
procedure.
The rapponcur spoke in favour of Amendments Nos I to
10, 14,22 and 23 and against Amendments Nos l l, 13, 15
w 20 and 25.
Also included in the debate was the oral question to the
Council by Mr Vijsenbeek, on behalf of tJre Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the proqress of the nceodations
with Grecnland 6n its witlidriwal from the Eurooean
Communities (Doc. 2- 1269 / 84).
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Mr President, may I now go deeper into the subject,
for today, on this the last day of the plenarv sessions
of this year, we are witnessing e very sad state of
affairs. For the very firct dme in history the Com-
muniry is not becoming larger but smaller, indeed by a
substantial part of the Communiqy's rcrritory.,The sur-
face area of Greenland alone is nearly half the size of
the rest of the Community. Only a handful of people
live there and there was a 520/o vote in favour of leav-
ing thc Community. Something more than 460/o vored
against. Mr President, I think it is a very sorqy state of
affairs that such a small margin should s'wing the bal-
ance when they knew that rhis vorc wpuld entail such
consequences, and that they did not say, 'Let's have a
more wary relationship for some years with the Com-
muniry but at least stay a merqber.'
However that may be, Greenland is leaving the Com-
munity and our predecessors also voted that way. I
regret very much that Mr Lynge, whom I have come
to know over the years as a real European parliamen-
tarian, is leaving this House, Mind you, I wonder
whether the President's statemenr at the commence-
ment of this sitting, that the Danes have appointed a
new member, is really in accordance with rhe regula-
tions. I assume that the Committee on the Verificadon
of Credendals will check this, because in actual fact
Mr Lynge is occupying a Belgian seat which 
- 
as Mr
Tindemans put it at the time 
- 
had been lent to the
Eskimos. Perhaps it should now be returned to rhe
Belgians.
Mr President, a final word. The Danes, who nego-
tiated on bchalf of the Greenlanders, appear mean-
while also'to have c€rtain difficulties with the Euro-
pean Communiry. I carch sight of Mr Fich, our rap-
portcur for the budget, who abstained in yesterday's
vote. I would urge the Danes to consider seriously the
srcp taken by Greenland. It has now emerged that it is
possible to leave the Communiry. Perhaps that could
be the answer for the Danes, and for us too, for then
progress in the Community could perhaps be easier
a8arn.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vice-hesidcnt
Mr Lyngc (S). 
- 
(DA) Madtm President, following
on the speech we have just heard, I should like to say
very briefly that the Council is not responsible for the
delay which has occurred in the ratification procedure.
It is the nitional parliaments and the national tovern-
ments which are rcsponsible for this situation. This
was foreseen last March, and on 13 March the Coun-
cil of Foreign Ministcrs agreed rhat if the situation
which we now have should occur, interim measures
should be adopted. These interim measures in no way
differ from those discussed in this'House. Therefore,
there is no reason whatsoever to debate the issue since
it has already been discussed, dealt with in committee
and submimed to Parliament. A vote has been taken on
il I do not think that any more time should be spent
on the mater. I nrturally feel that it should be dealt
with clearly and as quickly as possible. The mauer was
thrashed out fully when it was dealt wlth urgently at
thp committee mcetings which took place here in
Strasbourg yesterday, and it will be very embarrassing
not only for us in Greenland but also for the European
Community and, possibly, for its fishing interests in
Greenland in Jaquary, February and March, if it is not
adopted now. I therefore strongly recommend its
immediate adopdon.
Finally, Madam President, I should like to make a few
concluding remarks and, at the same time, to express
my thanks for the years I have spent in this Assembly. I
should like to say to you, Madam President, and to
my colleagues that there was a long period in history
when Europe's attitude rcwards overseas countries
and to the people living there was colonial and imperi-
alist. This happened not so ve{y long ago; scarcely a
generation separates it from the present. Those of us
who come from these countries know this very well.
During that time, a deaf ear was turned to the political
aspirations and demands of the colonial territories. It
was even taken for granrcd that the political decision-
making processes were the prerogative of the Euro-
pean centres of power. That has all changed now and
we live in a different world. Ve are told that we are
only a small people, that we only represent such-and
such a percentage, that we should be glad that we are
only such a percentage since we are familiar with the
overwhelming majorities, obtained under an entirely
different form of democrary which we do not acoepr.
\(e have no wish to be reproached for being a small
people. There are many small autonomous peoples
throughout the world who should not be deprived'of
their democratic rights simply because they are small,
The small also have their rights, as we say in Danish.
This type of imperialism has disappeared. Ve have all
come to realize that all overseas peoples, big or small,
have the same right so self-dercrminadon as Euro-
peans and that one has to adjust oneself to this fact.
This is a perfectly good and reasonable development.
No one in his right mind wishes ro put rhe clock back,
and it is cenainly not rhe wish of this House to do so.
It has fully understood that unless the wishes of rhe
people of Greenland are respected, it cannot hope for
reasonable relations bemreen Greenland and rhe Euro-
pean Community in the years to come.
fu the democratically-elected representative of my
country, I should like to conclude by expressing my
appreciation of the efforu which Parliament has made
and the position it has adopted in this matter. Green-
land is now leaving the EEC, but it is doing so in a
spirit of cooperation, mutual respect and 
- 
I would
add on my own behalf 
- 
friendship. I should like to
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express my thanks for the excellent cooperation which
this House has shown in the five-and-a-half years
during which I represented Greenland here and, in
conclusion, express in the language of my own people
my wish for close cooperation in the future:
Suleqatigiinnissattinn*t qiknaarluu tamassi inaulluar-
q*assi:
(Lod applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Lynge, on my own behalf 
- 
I am a
member of the Friends of Greenland Club 
- 
and also
on that of our Assembly, I wish to convey our best
wishes to you personally and also to your counry, the
people of Greenland and the Inuit people.
(Appkuse)
You have decided in favour of more autonomy, and
we can but respect a democratic decision taken in dif-
ficult circumsances and in a difficult world.
Over and above the trade agreements, which remain in
force between the Communiry and Greenland, it is my
most sincere wish that our cultural and personal links
should continue to be cultivated between your country
and our Communiry.
(Proloiged apphuse)
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, the fact that
I intervened yesterday morning to protest against the
manner in which this item came before the House may
have given a wrong impression. I felt that it should not
have come to us as a matt€r of urgenry but that we
should have had it sooner. I was making this protest
mainly because of my concern that the relationship
that we had with Greenland should continue in the
future as in the past and that we should bc given an
opponunity of examining what was before us.
I said yesterday morning that I did nor want to mag-
nify this. I am sure that the Commission and the
Council had fairly good reasons for delaying this item
coming before Parliament. I do not think they need
have delayed as long as they did. I am fully in favour
of the Commission's proposals and I agree entirely
with Mr Finn Lynge. !7e discussed all this last March
and agreed, and I hope that the good relations that
have existod between us will continue in the future,
regardless of the fact that Greenland has now decided
to withdraw.
I would also like to express my appreciation of the Mr
Lynge's contribudon to the whole fisheries question
during his period here in the Communiry. As this is
also Commissioner Contogeorgis' last pan-session, I
should like to thank him for his courtesy and coopera-
tion at all times. He took on this fisheries assignment
at its most difficult stage, and the outcome has been
very satisfactory on the whole. So I should like to
thank you, Mr Contogeorgis, and wish you every hap-
piness and success in whatever you decide to do in the
future.
(Applause)
Mr Battersby (ED). 
- 
Madam President, in the last
Parliament we had the closest possible cooperation
with the Commission during the negotiations on the
agreement on fisheries with Greenland, and the final
document which was approved almost unanimously by
this House earlier in the year was a model of consul-
ation berween Commission and Parliamenl By the
end of the last Parliament, we had achieved a situation
in inrcr-institutional relations on fisheries where our
opinion was normally requesrcd by the Commission
and the Council in good time. It had taken much time
and patience to achieve this harmonious modas oio-
endi, and much credit for this is due to the hard work,
cooperation and friendship of Commissioner Conto-
Seortls.
Today we are faced by a situadon caused by delay in
ratification by the Senate of one Member State,
despite the approval of its national parliament and
agreement by the Member State concerned in the
Council in March. It is always a piry when internal dis-
atreemenB at national level inrcrfere with the smooth
operation of the diplomatic processes of the Com-
muniry. I accept that the Commission waited in good
faith for a change in attitude by the Senate concerned
before taking emergency action. However, we should
have been kept informed as a parliament of the diffi-
culties, and I hope that this lapse in normal procedure
will prove to be an isolated incident. I strongly recom-
mend that we approve the Commission proposal in
order to avoid a potentially dangerous and confused
situation on I January 1985.
Finally, on behalf of my group I would like to wish
Finn Lynge and all our Greenlandic friends e very
merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous future in
friendship and cooperation with our Community. In
his own language I should just like to say qujanaq, and
to Commissioner Conrcgeorgis I would say: Sas e/kar-
isto para poli dia tin ooithh sas.
Mr Bonde (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, on
behalf of the People's Movement I congratulate
Greenland on its increased independence and thank
Finn Lynge for his helpful cooperation. I hope that the
rest of the Danish Kingdom will soon follow suit so
that all Nordic countries may enjoy more individual
and good-neighbourly relations with the EEC.
These proposals concerning the fishery agreement
which we are considering today will cover the situa-
tion that has arisen, a Member State having failed to
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ratify the agreement in good time, and enable us to
avoid an unnecessary cod war in Greenlandic waters.
It would be quite absurd if innocent fishermen in Bre-
merhaven and those who process the fish there, or
Greenland's Treasury were to be the vicdms of a few
months' bureaucratic delay. I would therefore recom-
mend that we vote for the proposals.
At the same time, I would ask the Commission and the
Council of Ministers rc devise methods to pay for fish-
ery concessions as quickly as possible. They rejection
of the budget yesterday was not directed against
Greenland, and it has never been the intention that the
Treary's provisions for rejection should lead to unex-
p."ted difficulties in respect of obligations towards
ihird countries. Under international law the EEC is
bound m pay for fishery concessions, and with a little
goodwill legal ways and means will be found to have
ih. mon.y paid out 
- 
if by no other way, then by
means of an advance from Member States or a special
budget.
I would ask the Commission and the Council of Min-
isters to consider the transfer as a matter of urgency,
since not a single Greenlander 
- 
indeed, no one out-
side this Chamber 
- 
would understand how our com-
plicated budget rules could delay or Prevent an ordi-
nary deal in money or fish. I should certainly not tet
away with it if I went to a fishmonger to buy some fish
andihen looked into my purse and found that my wife
had rejected my budget.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, on
my own behalf, that of my grouP and also the !7ork-
ing-group on Fisheries, of which I have the honour to
bJchairman, I should like to say how gratified I am
that this agreement should have been adopted. It is an
illustradon of the extreme liberalism that exists in our
Communiry, since it is possible, in fields of such fun-
damental imponance as fisheries, to maintain excellent
relations even when some, ladies and gentlemen,
decide to become independent.
I should also like to take this opponuniry of joining
those in the Vorking-BrouP on Fisheries who have
offered Mr Contogeorgis their best wishes for the
future. I have not forgotten that our Commissioner
was in office during the moment of extreme difficulry
that we had to live through when setting uP a common
fisheries policy, and I wish to say how grateful we are
for his exenions on that occasion: you, Madam Presi-
dent, are aware of this more than anyone else. !7e
wish him the best of luck for the future.
If you will permit me, Madam President, I should like
during chis sitdng 
- 
and I hope he will excuse me if
this ii not entirely in accordance with protocol 
- 
to
invite him, before he leaves the Commission, to visit
the !/orking-group on Fisheries, where we shall have
an opponunity of wishing him farewell in a suitable
-"nner. He will also have an opponunity of convey-
ing to us a few paning words before leaving the Com-
mi-ssion, with, perhaps, some ideas and advice for us
who will be continuing our work in this field. That is
my wish. Once more, I hope he will excuse me for
expressing it in this unconventional manner.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
Mr Guermeur, you have my entire suP-
Port.
Mr Contogeotgss, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Madam President, I would first ask to be
allowed to thank all those Members who spoke kindly
of me, and for my part, to say that if we were able to
establish a common fisheries policy, this was due in
very large measure to Parliament's conribution, and
esplcially that of the Subcommittee on Fisheries, with
rrhi"h the Commission and I personally worked very
closely. As you yourself know, Madam President, the
help given by Parliament towards that end was invalu-
abli, and I rco would like to thank all who conributed
to that achievement.
On the subject of Greenland, I should like to say that
in March, when the Treaties were amended to allow
the withdrawal of Greenland, the Governments of the
Member States made a declaration concerning what
would happen in the event that ratification did not
take placebefore the end of this year so that the situa-
tion envisaged following the amendment of the Trea-
ties could be esmblished by I January.
By the end of November, the Commission was per-
suaded by the information available rc it that ratifica-
tion would not be completed before the end of
December, and consequendy submitted to Council
these proposals for a decision and a regulation, which
would on the one hand allow fishing by Community
fleets to continue in Greenland's waters, and on the
other hand regulate the situation concerning impons
to the Community of fishery products from Green-
Iand.
Ve shall have to see what is to become of the 26.5 mil-
lion ECU that we asked should be earmarked in the
1985 budget. Unfortunately, the non-aPproval of the
budget raises questions concerning the availabiliry of
thathoney. Legally the Commission cannot make the
money available, because working with twelfths from
I January it must restrict itself to the appropriations
specified in last year's budget. Thus, this becomes a
more general matter which also affects other cases in
which new sums have been set aside in the budget' !7e
must see how to deal with this situation.
Concerning the decision and the regulation, a Fisher-
ies Conference will ake place on the 19th of this
month and these matters will be on the agenda' \7e
shall also have Parliament's opinion today, which is
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essential, and I hope Parliament vill look favourably
on these rwo proposals.by the Commission.,
Madam President, I should like m rcll Mr Guermeur
that I- accept his invitation. Ve will get together so rhar
one day nexr week I can attend thi fisheries subcom-
mittce.
(Apphase)
Presi&nt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament approoed the proposalfor a dccision and tbe
proposalfor a regrhtion in succession)
6. Customs tenitory ofthe EEC
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next irem is the proposal from the
Commission to rhe Council (Doc.2-1242/84 
-99M(8_4) 723 final) for a regulation amending Regu-lation (EEC) No 2151184 on rhe customs territorfof
the Communiry.
Mr RogdL (S).- (DE) Madam President, I run the
risk of angering my colleagues if I use all of my three
minurcs' speaking-time, and I do not wish that. May I
lnnounc€ here, however, that I, like you, am a mem-ber of the European Parliament-Grienland Associa-
tion, even if only for the past five minutes.
I rise rc speak not inrcnding to influence the course of
E ary and stop Greenlan{ leaving the EuropeanCommuniry, although I personally rigret that move
very much. But that is politics. If one wants to make a
pornt, one musr grasp every opporruniry to hammer it
home. That is why I wish rc- ake this occasion to
express my douba as to whether the Commission,s
proposal before us will achieve the desired aim. I think
the rwo recitals given are contradictory, for the first
one talks about intcrim measures being taken and the
other one 
- 
if I am not misaken 
- 
albout a decision
to reduce the customs rerritory of the Community by
Greenland.
If it is to come into force on 1 January, rhen it must of
course be ratified first of all, and that in panicular is
put in doubt in the firsr recital.
But my main point is thar we must srarr talking wirh
the Commission about the implicationb of layinglown
the boundaries of the cusroms territory of 'the-Com-
muniry, panicularly as regards the exiitence of other
so-called 'small-state' customs rcrritories of the rcn
Member States besides the customs territory of the
Communiry. That is the legal situation. This-anomaly
is based on the. argumenr rhar 'cusroms territo4/ stiil
has some meaning as rhere are still cusr,oms duties for
che ECSC.
I should like to leave it at that. It is a difficult legal
problem so which we in this House must rurn our
atrcntion, as the Commission has in 26 years unfortun-
ltcff not managed to sorr out this legal anomaly.Think you and good luck for this future task!
Prcsident. 
- 
The debatc is closed.
Exphnation ofvote
Mr Hermen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I am not supponing the
texts that have been proposed because I have no wish
to be associated with a decision or other act which in
hlqtory, above all to later generations, will appear as
ridiculous and incomprehensible as Louis XV'i iemark
when he declared shat Canada was no more than ,a
few acres of snow'.
( Parliament approoed the Commision\ proposal)
7. Extraction solve*s (contd)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next ircm is the continuation of the
debarc on the second repon by Mrs Squarcialupi
(Doc. 2-1134/84).t
Mr-Collins (S): 
- 
Madam President, I must say that I
find it extraordinary on this Friday before Christmas
to be able to bring.good tidings of great joy to this
Parliament in rhe form of a litde lecture on rhe narure
of technical adaptation comminees. I cannot think of
anything more fitting for this time of year. None the
less, it is an imponant point, though it may be a bit
obscure.
The position as I understand it, Madam president, is
this. The Commission from time ro rime uses technical
adaptation committees in a way that I think this par-
liament does not always agree with. euite simply, the
committees are there to adapt existing legislation to
technical protress. However, it has bein the view of
both tlre Committee on the Environment, public
Health and Consumer Protection and the Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights fot some time
now that it is possible f6r the Commission to misuse
this arrangement and instead ro secure policy changes
unknown rc Parliament and unknown io the Euio-
pean.public. Now if this Parliament seryes any purpose
at all, it is surely the open scrutiny of the iegislative
processes of the Communiry. It is about scrutiny and it
is about criticisrn. But if these technical adipation
committces are used, then the legislative procesi is not
open to scrutiny and ir is nor open to criticism. Things
can be swept under carpets and things can be pushed
I Sec the previous day's dcbatc.
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into dark corners. That, we say, is wrong' It is up to
this Parliament therefore to assert the rights of the
citizens of Europe openly.
Ve see, therefore, a danger of policy change by the
backdoor. Ve have a problem, I think, this morning,
because on the face of it what v'e are presented with in
the Squarcialupi report is a perfectly reasonable pro-
posal. I want to make it quite clear that I would like
the Commission to accept our proposals on the Proce-
dures to be used in technical adaptation commiuces. I
would like to see the Commission concede this. It
would be a very Christmassy Sesture and I think it
would also be a gesture which would be much appre-
ciated by the people rc whom they are ultimately res-
ponsible 
- 
that is m say, the people out there in
Europe, the 270 million citizens of Europe who will be
excluded unless Amendment No 7 goes through. So I
think we are in some difficulty over whether to give
them this proposal as a Christmas present or to take it
off the agenda and create funher crisis in order rc
assert our position on this point.
So I do commend these amendments and if we do not
get them through this morning, I would warn the
Commission that this Parliament will have to consider
other ways of assening iu position on this matrcr.
Mn Lentz-Comette (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, the EPP group rejects this directive for three
reasons. First, the amount of bureaucratic work
involved in the legislative process is completely out of
proponion to the effect.
Secondly, we do not think that ProPer supervision of
this direcdve can be guaranted with any degree of cer-
tainty.
Thirdly, this directive covers things which do not need
rc be iovered by a direcdve. For example, a foodstuff
which can be freely marketed in any quantity must, if
it is used as an exraction solvent, be passed for mar-
keting, as stated in Anicle 3 (1) and Anicle 2 (3).
\7e think the Communiry is turning itself into a laugh-
ing-stock with such proposals. If Parliament does not
agree with us, then we shall vorc in favour of the com-
mittee procedure proposed in Anicle 8 by the Com-
miuee on legal Affain and Citizens' Rights. For the
rest, we shall vote against the directive and against the
motion for a resolution.
Mr Prout (EDI, drafisnan of the opinion of tbe Com'
mittee on Legal Afairs and Citizens' Rights. 
- 
On
Monday, 2l May, Parliament adopted the motion for
a resoludon contained in the Tyrrell report (Doc. 1-
205/84). This resolution called upon the Commission
rc Eansmit all future delegated legislative measures
upon which it currently consults technical adapation
committees to the European Parliament and to await
the opinion of Parliament before either adopting the
.easu..s themselves or submitting them to the Coun-
cil. It also starcd that the Parliament'Instructs its com-
mittees to have panicular regard to the present resolu-
tion in examining future Commission proposals for
legislative measures.'
Bound by this instruction, the Committee on legal
Affairs 
"nd 
Citizens' fughts had no oPtion but to table
an amendment to Anicle 8 of the Commission's draft
directive which the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection has adopted
as its own Amendment No 7.
Technicat adaptation commistees are composed of
officials from each of the ten Member States presided
over by a Commission official. A favourable opinion of
such a committee allows the Commission to enact
measures of considerable economic and political sig-
nificance without Parliament's being given an oPPor-
tunity to amend or even comment. It is for Parliament
in public, and not national civil servants in secret, to
supervise the work of the Commission.
The Commission have so far opposed our amendment
for rwo reasons. Firsq because it will cause exra delay
and second, because it represents an extension of our
existing powers. Both are groundless. fu to delay, the
procedure we rccommend would take some six
months to complete. Contrast this with the years it
sometimes mkes technical adaptation committees to
reach a decision! The amendmen!, moreover, does not
assert a right to legislative pou/ers which we do not yet
have.
The delegated legislative power of the Commission is
an exerciie of its executive and not its legislative auth-
oriry. Accordingly, it falls within the scope of Parlia-
ment's general supervisory and not its specific advisory
powers of control. The Commission has rhe constitu-
iional power to accept Parliament's amendment, but
so far it has lacked the political courage rc do so' Yet
in this matter our institutional interests are identical
and would be equally well served by the amendment.
You would reclaim executive Powers which you need-
lessly and foolishly tave to the Council but which are
rightly yours by vinue of Anicle 155 of the Treaty!
\7e at last would be able to fulfil our constitudonal
duty to supervise the executive Powers of the Commis-
sion. Hitheno, by denying yourselves the right to be
the Community's executive, you deny us our right to
supervise you.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Madam President, I must say that I
regret that a question of this kind is being discussed
when the hemicycle is so depopulated: 11.30 a.m. on a
Friday morning is just as imponant as 11'30 a.m. on a
Tuesiay or Vtdnesday ot Thursday. I think, unfor-
tunately, too many parliamentarians do not recognize
that.
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Vhenever we discuss questions related to food, which
after all is the first and greatcst necessity of life and
contriburcs greatly ro our human welfare, I think the
occasion is an imponant one for this Parliament. I
regret and deplore thar vhen this quesdon was being
examined, one of the committees in this House, the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, had no
opponunity r,o express any vicw wharever, even
though it is the commirtee responsible for food. Of
course I do not in any way deny thar the Committee
on she Environmenr, Public Health and Consumer
Protection and rhe Commitree on l-egal Affairs and
Citizens' Rights should have a point of view. I am not
saying in any sense that they should not. I believe they
should and I suppon rhat view. Bur I believe that many
of those in the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheriei
and Food are concerned directly in the production of
food and also in the processing of food. Vhen w.e are
dealing wirh questions like rhe use of solvents in the
extracdon process in the processing of food, I think it
is very imponant that the people who are involved in
food production should be able to make a contribu-
tion. Unfonunately, they have been ignored.
Having said rhat, I must say that I suppon any move
owards producing food in whatever way possible that
is more healthy and gives us a bener possibility to lead
a healthy life and a longer life. It is true that some-
times shon-circuit methods are used, somedmes addi-
tives are used, sometimes materials are used which, in
facq lessen the qualiry of the food or the wholesome-
ness of the food. But if we are to have beuer food, ir
must sometimes be more expensive food because we
have to use more expensive merhods. I think this Par-
liament, when ir considers the high priccs that have to
be paid for food, should bear that in mind. If you want
food of good qualiry you musr be prepared to pay for
it. I am amazed when I go inro a health food shop rc
find that people are prepared to pay rwice the prici for
cenain food items than they are prepared m pay in the
ordinary shop or supermarket just because they are
sold in a healrh food shop and produced in a certain
uray.
Mr Contogeorgtrs, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Madam Presidenq during Parliament's pan-
session last May my colleague Mr Narjes referred
extensively ro the Commission's proposal and to the
need for it to be approved. I shall not repeat all the
artuments put by Mr Narjes. I would, however, like
once again rc convey the Commission's appreciation
to- the rapponeur, Mrs Squarcialupi, for her espousal
of the proposal's principles and for her deailed ixami-
nation of its practical application.
Parliament will doubdess remember the Commission's
eaterness at thar time rc accepr mosr of rhe amend-
ments tabled, and I can assure you thar we are still
quite willing to do so. The Commission accepts
Amendments Nos 1, 21 3, 4,6, 8, and ll. Unfonun-
ately, the Commission cannot accept Parliament's wish
to remove additive substances from thc field of appli-
cation of the directive. I refer to Amendment No 15.
Neither can it agree to the deletion of some points in
Anicle 10, according to which the directive will not
apply to expons. The Commission is convinced that
since most exraction solvents sold as such are nor
available to the public, rhere is no need to insist that
the relevant information should be printed on rhe
labels of such solvents in one or more languages. For
this reason rhe Commission does nor acsept rhe
amendment to Anicle 9 requested by Parliament.
I now come to what is perhaps the most imponant
point 
- 
namely, rrhether Parliament's opinion should
be sought concerning technical adaptations. Unfonun-
ately, the Commission cannor accept rhe proposals of
the Lcgal Mairs Committee, even in their form as
amended by the Environmenal Committee, in which
it is proposed rc seek Parliament's opinion over the
technical adaptation of the direcdves. In fact, the
Commission believes that such a procedure presup-
poses an essential clement of flexibiliry in the adoption
of measures with a clearly technical character. Other-
wise dme will be wasted. fu I have repeatedly said and
as the Commission stated during rhe day before yes-
terday's debarc on pollution by car exhaust fumes, the
Commission would be very willing to dispense with
the procedure of technical adaptation commistees in
the case of modifications which are not solely of a
technical nature but posscs wider polidcal significance.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
( Parliament approoed tbe Commis sion\ proposal)
Mr Prout (EDI, drafisnan of tbe opinion of the Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Righr. 
- 
Madam
Presidenr, I would like ar this juncture 
- 
before we
go on to votc on the motion for a resolution 
- 
to
remind the rapponeur that she now has a constitu-
tional dury to ask the Commission wherher it accepts
Parliament's amendments to its proposed legislation.
She musr give the House an opponuniry ro vote on
reference to committee, whatever her own views are
about the marrcr.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), rapportear. 
- 
(m Madam
President, the path of this direcdve has been sffewn
with serious difficulties. Moreover, even rhough the
Commission has on a number of occasions refused to
accept this amendmenr, we have continued to pur it
forqrard. I now leave the decision m the Housi. \7e
have already discussed this matter many times and we
shall have rc continue rc fight our case, panicularly
with the new Commission. Personally, I would not bLin agreement with sending it back to commirree,
because the repon has already been held over a num-
ber of dmes.
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Mr Collins (S). 
- 
My point of order is quite simply
that I think we are missing the point entirely, Madam
President. Thc point is that the Commissioner must
now rise to his feet and tcll the House quite clearly
and unequivocally whether or not he is going to accePt
these amendments. Undl he does that, this House has
no real official knowledge of his position. So let us
hear it from him!
Mr Coatogcoryis, Member of the Commission 
-(GR) I have already stated which amendmcnts arc
acceptable to the Commission. More panicularly, I
havc explained that the Commission cannot accept
Amendment No 7 because it believcs that to call for
Parliament's opinion on the adaptation of technical
directives would deprive thc Community of an essen-
tial flexibiliry. I also said that the Commission will
limit the implementation of this practice rc technical
marers, but that if mattcrs of wider political signific-
anse are involved, then the Commission will not make
use of the technical comminee proccdure. The Com-
mission's position remains unchanged on this point.
Mn Squarcidupi (COM), r4PPorteur. 
- 
(n Madam
President, I am against sending it back to committee. I
would ask that this repon be adopted, since the Com-
mission will then have to face up to the fact of this
vote. There will be other opponunities to go into this
whole matter again, but we cannot block a directive
simply because the Commission says 'no' to one
article.
Mr Hermen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I wanted to invoke Rule
36 and ask that the marer be sent back to committee.
(Parliament rejected thk request)
Explznations ofvote
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I am
entirely in agrecment with everything that serves to
protect the consumcr, but, echoing Mr Maher, I regret
that the Committee on Agriculture has not been con-
sulted. It is, after all, the committee not only on agri-
culture but also on food. Consequently, when this Par-
liament deals with problems of this nature, it is the
Committee on Agriculure that is competent. I should
like this to go down in the Repon of Proceedings.
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
I asked for the floor, Madam
President, because, frankly, I think the Commission's
attitude this morning has been wholly inadequate. I
think it is a shame that when they come to the end of
their four-year rcrm of office they should sdll come
along here on a Friday morning and talk such utter
maddle. They come in here with sad, weak, patheti-
cally widc-of-the-mark sarcments. They come in here
and say that if they adopt Amendment No 7, somehow
or other there will be delays. This Commission talks
about delays!This Commission which has been char-
acterized by delays. If there is one single word which
could sum up the whole pathetic performance to
which we have been subjected over the last three or
four years by this Commission, it is that word delay'
And yet the Commissioner comes in here and talks this
utter nonsense. I do know vho writes his speeches for
him, but, my goodness, I hope he changes pretry
quickly.
I shall vote for this resolution, though not with any
enthusiasm, because I think this is an important consti-
tutional point. I think the Commissioner this morning
does not understand it. He has been given a very bad
brief. I shall vote for it. But I warn the new Commis-
sion that we shall bring this back on the floor of this
House and we shall force a decision sooner or later on
this matter. It is very imponant. This Parliament is for
rolling back the carpet and pointing out what has been
swepiunderneath. It is for casting the light into the
dark corner and leming people see what the Commis-
sion is burying there. Ve are determined to pursue-
this. It is our constitutional right, and it is the right of
the people of Europe to know.
Mr Prout (ED), draftsman of tbe opinion of the Com-
mittee on Legal Afiairs and Citizens' Rigba. 
- 
I abs-
tained in the vote on whether to send this back to the
committee or not, nor only because I was bound to do
so as draftsman for the Committee on Legal Affairs
and Citizens' Rights, but also out of respect for Mrs
Squarcialupi, who has had a remarkably difficult task
as-rapporteur. She has been presented with a conflict
besween the advisory powers of Parliament, i.e., its
responsibility to see that legislation is amended and
properly passed, and the supervisory Powers of Parlia-
ment, i.e., Parliament's right to control the Commis-
sion as an executive.
I share entirely Mr Collins'views. I think the Commis-
sion's attitude is contemptible. If it shows no interest
in asserting its own constitutional powers against the
Council, what hope have we of subjecting the Council
to democratic control? ![e can only be effective as an
insdtution if we work totether with them. But we need
their help just as much as they need ours. If we do not
work together on the control of delegated legisladon,
everything we do with regard to primary legislation in
this House will be meaningless. The Commission came
in like a lamb inJanuary 1981 and is going out like a
lamb in December 1984. Good riddance! Let us hope
its successors do at least a little better.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I share the views
expressed by most of my colleagues, who find that the
Commission is not replying to their questions. At the
same time, however, by voting as they are about to do,
they deprive themselves of the sole means we have of
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putting pressure on the Commission to change its
mind. Ve cannor rise up against the Commission and
rcproach it with not acting as it should and, at rhe
same dme, deprive ourselves of the wlapon sdll left to
us.
(Apphrse)
My vish is that we should all vote against the resolu-
tion.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of tbe Commision. 
-(GX) As I have been informed thar some difficulry has
arisen wirh the ranslation, I will read out in Fiench
what I have already said in Greek regarding the Com-
mission's posirion:
(FR) The Commission considers that this procedure
is an element of flexibiliry which is essential for the
adoption of measures having a strictly technical char-
actcr, since it is exclusively a matter of modifying the
annexes to the directives. As the Commission has
already stated and as it has already shown with regard
rc emissions of exhaust gases, it is determined ro ren-
ounce this procedure of adaptation ro technical pro-
gress wherwer a modification has imponant political
implications.
Mr Colli$ (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent, in view of the Commissioner's statement just
now in French, is it in order for this Parliament to lis-
ten to the same rubbish in several languages? Is thar
pan of the Parliament's dury?
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Collins, rhat was not a point of
order.
( Parlihment adopted the reso lutioQr
8. QuestionTime
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The nexr irem, as decided by Parliament
yesterday morning, is the continuation of Question
Time for the Commission.
Quesdon No 6, by Mr Seligman (H-za3/Bg:
Subject: Virhdrawal and desruction of large
quantities of cinrus fruit
In vieur of the serious damage to rhe large Florida
citrus crop and the world shortage of citrus avail-
able for processing into juice; u,ill the Commission
urgently examine an alternadve regime for cirrus
which will avoid destroying largC quantities of
, 
*: tr :l1r.concerning 
qtriuen &chratioas tnder Rule 49:
Ialian citrus fruit merely because the market price
does not reach the stipulated Community level;
. 
cannot a two-level system be devised to give direct
subsidies to the producer, which could replace the
presen[ rystem of subsidies to the processor,
which costs the Communiry and the processors
many unnecessartr millions of ECU?
Mr Contogcotgis, Member of the Commission, 
-(GR) The Commission shares the Honourable Mem-
ber's concern over the quantities of citrus fruits with-
drawn from the market during the trading period
1983-84 not only in Italy but in Greece as well. How-
ever, the Commission has not yet received information
about how the products withdrawn were used in
accordance with Anicle 21 of Directive lO35/72,
which provides for a number of alternative uses. Thus,
it is perhaps a little premarure ro say that all the fruir
withdrawn was destroyed. Besides, the Commission
believes that it would be difficult to establish a sysrem
of direct subsidy for the producer, because of thelarge
number of producers and the possibiliry that conrrav-
entions would occur in the implemenration of such a
system.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I think the Commissioner is
saying that he does not know whar is going on, and I
think thar is probably true.
Is it not a scandal that 65 000 tonnes of class-three
Sicilian citrus fruit suitable for fruir juice has been des-
troyed unnecessarily because of Directive lO35/72
when the world market and the stan ing world are
crying out for citrus juice? Producers, I believe, prefef
to sell their lemons for high intervention prices rather
than sell ir ro rhe processors. Vorse, I understand that
lorry-loads of rejeced fruit are being recycled and
drawing subsidy three or four times. They just go
lway and come back again, and rre are paying for ill
that. The Commission is prying something lilie 20 m
ECU a year in this intervention scandal. The wholc
thing smells, and it should be investigated by the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control.
Is the Commission prepared urgently to reconsider
this r€gime before the same problem happens in Spain
and Ponugal? Is the Commissioner prepared ro meer a
group of interested parliamentarians to discuss rhe
matrcr in detail, or will he commit his colleague, Mr
Andriessen, to do so early in the New Year?
Mr Contogcorgfu. 
- 
(GR) I referred o the point in
the question which says that 'large quandties of citrus
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fruit were destroyed'. And I said that Directive
1035/72 provides for various alrcrnadve uses apart
from destruction, for example the production of juice.
I said that the Commission does not yet have the full
facts and figures concerning the use of the citrus fruit
withdrawn. Thus, it is premature to say that it was all
destroyed. That was what I said.
Mr Sclign n (ED).- Can I ask him whether he is
prepared rc call a meeting of parliamentarians to con-
sider the subject in more detail? He did not ansurer
that question, which w:s my main question.
Mr Contogeorstr. 
- 
(GR) I trust that my colleague
Mr Andriessen, who will be the competent Commis-
sioner for agricultural matters on the next Commis-
sion, will be happy to meet and discuss the matter.
Prcsident. 
- 
As their authors are not present, Ques-
tions Nos 7 a l0 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 11, by Mrs Oppenheim (H-275/8\:
Subject: Atmospheric polludon
It cannot be denied that some damage to the envi-
ronment recorded in Vestern Europe, panicularly
Vest Germany, is due to atmospheric pollution
caused by industrial undenakings in Eastern
Europe, especially Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Vhat action does the Commission intend to take
in this connection?
Mr Contogcorgjs, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Negotiations vitl the Comecon counries con-
cerning the reduction of atmospheric pollution in the
wider European climate zone are taking place in
Geneva under the United Nadons Economic Commis-
sion for Europe. On 15 November 1979, the Com-
muniry, its Member States and all areas represented on
the Economic Commission for Europe signed an
agreement relating to extensive atmospheric polludon
that exceeds the permitted levels. On 15 July 1982,
and following a relevant decision by Council on 11
July 1981, this agreement was ratified by all the Mem-
ber States and came into force on 16 March 1983. One
of the basic principles of the agreement is that the con-
tributing areas must restrict atmospheric pollution and
wherc.possible eliminate it.
To this end, and within the framework of the agree-
ment in question, meetings for the exchange of infor-
mation and projects of research and monitoring are
bcing undenaken m develop policies and strategies
that will help combat the emission of polluants into
the atmosphere. Account is also taken of effons
already made at national and international level.
Mn Oppcnhcin (ED). 
- 
(DA) tu far as I have
understood the Commissioner, unhappily there is no
specific progress that can be made in connection with
these major problems. I understand that there are a
number of bodies and committees where these ques-
tions may be raised. In my view this is not just an envi-
ronmental question, but rc a large degree has to do
with industrial competidon between the EEC and
other countries. Can the Commission say whether it is
possible to put even more pressurc on the East'Euro-
, pean countries to remedy this state of affairs?
Mr Contogeoryis. 
- 
(GR) I will bring that question
to the attention of the competent colleague, and I ima-
gine it will be the new Commission which will answer
on the matEr.
President. 
- 
fu their authors are no[ present, Ques-
tions Nos 12 and 13 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 14, by Mr Christodoulou (H-28a/8$:
Subject: Communiry financing for the projects of
the five-year Greek programme
In May 1984, the Greek Government submitted to
the Commission a package of industrial and
infrastructure projects rc be financed by the Euro-
pean Community. These projects relate to the
five-year economic and social development pro-
gramme. At the Budget Ministers' meeting on 20
July 1984, the Council decided to enter a special
item in the Community draft budget under the
title 'Five-year Greek programme', with a p.m.
against appropriations for commitment and pay-
ments.
Following the Council's adoption of the draft
budget for 1985, can the Commission state how
and when it intends to implement the relevant
article of the draft budget wich refers to the
financing of the projects of the five-year Greek
programme and, in pinicular, indicate whether
the proposed Community finance is to be fonh-
coming from existing structural funds or whether
additional finance (either in the form of loans or a
grant) is to be sought over and above that prov-
ided for under the Communiq/s existing financial
instruments?
Mr Contogcorgis, Member of the Commission 
-(GR) In replying to the Greek memorandum of
March 1983, the Commission stated, in connecdon
with the more important protrammes of investment
within the framework of the five-year plan for econo-
mic development in Greece, that it would examine in a
favourable spirit any application submitted officially
by the Greek authorities taking into account the cri-t See Annex on Question Time.
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teria relating to aid granrcd by the various financing
organs and the various common policies. Moreover,
for more imponant programmes not eligible for aid
under the integrated Mediterranean programmes, or
for other special cases of aid mentioned in the Com-
mission' statement, the Commission will examine the
possibiliry of applying special measures to supplement
the aid that can be provided by the Community's
funds. If need be, it will submit proposals rc Council
for special measures that will remain in force for four
years at most. The Commission has already given an
answer to that effect.
The programmes to which the question relates were
submitted by the Greek Government at the end of
May 1984. It was necessary to ask for cenain addi-
donal information, which was supplied to the Com-
mission towards the end of July 1984. The matter is
being considered by the Commission, and decisions on
it are expected very shortly.
Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) It surprises me to
find that in some way the Commissioner is evading a
specific reply. I put the same question to the President
of the Council, and he too answered that Council is
entirely unaware of the matrcr, and is awaiting propo-
sals from the Commission.
In the meantime, we are in the third year of the five-
year plan, and if we go on that way the five years will
come to an end and these proposals will have to be
carried over to the next five-year plan. I say this, in
particular, because of the sarcments made a few
weeks ago by Mr Roumeliotis, the Greek Under-
Secreary for the National Economy, when he
announced officially and in considerable detail rhat the
Commission would produce proposals for financing
major infrastructural works in the sectors of transpon,
industqy, energy and research, with Communiry con-
tributions amountint to 500 million ECU. This pani-
cipation will amount to 700/o for the ranspon works
and 400/o for the remainder.
I therefore ask the Commission, are these figures cor-
rect? Are the proponions mentioned by rhe Greek
Under-Secretary f.or the National Economy correct?
And when will the Commission finally produce its pro-
posal? These marrers are being represented in Greece
as already accomplished, while here we find they are
sdll under discussion. fu I said earlier, it makes life
very difficult when a five-year plan is about half-way
through and we still do not knov specificially what is
going to happen.
Mr Contogcorgis. 
- 
(GR) I think I have already
answered Mr Christodoulou. The Commission will
look inrc the matter very shonly, now rhat the file has
been built up completely, which rook some considera-
ble time.
fu for the answer Mr Christodoulou received from the
President of the Council, that reply was also correct of
course, because Council has not yet received the Com-
mission's proposals, and consequently knows nothing
about the matter. I repeat that the Commission will
reach a decision as soon as it can.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
\Zould the Commissioner say
whether the Commission has obtained an independent
economic assessment of the viability of the investments
in all the projects for which the Greek Government
has requested support so that Parliament and the tax-
payers can be convinced that funds are being purpose-
fully used in accordance with Community regulations?
If such an assessment has not been ordered, will he
assure this House that one will be made?
Mr Contogeoryrr.- (GR) The viabiliry of a project
that the Community is to suppon is a presupposition
for the granting of any such suppon. Consequendy,
afiy projects that the Commission decides upon very
shonly, it will by implicadon already have judged rc
be viable.
Mr Avgerinos (S). 
- 
(GR) I would like to ask the
Commissioner, so perhaps helping him to answer the
questioner, whether in fact what was stated by
Under-Secretary Roumeliotis is identical to what was
said by Mr Burke. I imagine the Commissioner must
know this.
Mr ContogeorSrs. 
- 
(GR) In this Chamber I can only
speak about decisions taken by rhe Commission and
not about the preliminary sages, i.e., before these
decisions are taken. The statement referred ro
obviously concerned such preliminary stages.
President. 
- 
As its author is not present, Question No
15 will be answered in writing.t
Quesdon No 16, by Mr Flanagan (H-299/84):
Subject: Social Fund aid for Nonh-South pro-
gramme for the disabled
Has the Commission examined the findings of a
conference held in September at Newcastle, Co
Down, on the rights of the disabled and the need
to protect them against discrimination, and in
particular will the Commission indicate in what
way the Communiry could assist the call at rhis
conference for a Nonh-South programme for the
disabled which would be supponed by the Euro-
pean Social Fund?
Mr Contogeotgjs, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) In its guidelines on the management of the
t S.. A*"r.n Question Time.
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European Social Fund, tJre Commission gives priority
to piogta.-es undertaken in common by the two
Membei States. So far as that is concerned, the pro-
gramme that the Uoited Kingdom and Ireland decide
io submit on behalf of the handicapped, which should
conform rc the rules of the European Social Fund, will
indeed receive prioriry.
President. 
- 
As their authors are not Present, Ques-
tions Nos 17 to 20 will be answered in writing.l
Mr Pattcrcon (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. Ve have now come to the end of the questions
which were carried over from the last Question Time.
A large number of the questioners are not Present.
Could I ask, first of all, how many of these are going
to be carried over to the next Question Time and
secondly, is there any limit? Can these people just turn
up time-after time, their questions always going to the
rcp of the list for the next Question Time? Should
there not be a cut-off?
Presidcnt. 
- 
According to the rule followed so far, if
the author of a question is not present, he receives a
written ansurer from the Commission. It therefore
does not come up at Question Time during the next
pan-session unless its author specifically requesrc that
this be done.
Mr Pattcrson (ED). 
- 
My question to you, Mr Presi-
dent, was: how many authors of the questions with the
limle star against them, indicating that they were car-
ried over from the last Question Time, having failed to
rurn up oday, have asked that they be put onto the
next Quesdon Time?
Is there any limit to the number of times they can do
this?
Prcsident. 
- 
The principle is that they are answered in
writing. That is clear.
Naturally, I cannot prevent the authors of questions
from asking that the question be retabled; but the nor-
mal 
.practiie is that if he is not-Present, the author
recelves an answer rn writing, and this is normally the
end of the matrcr.
Mr Elliott (S).- Mr President, funher to that point
raised by Mr Patterson, I think he is a little mistaken
in thinking that that was the last of the questions
smrred, thire are others that I notice and I would
agree with his remarks.
Could I ask, however, if a Member who has put a
question is not present whether it is permissible for
hi, ,o ask anoiher Member to take charge of that
question on his behalf?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Yes, he may do so provided he makes his
intention clear in writing before the sitting begins.
Question No 21, by Mrs Cinciari Rodano (H'359/
84):1
Subject: The situadon of women in developing
countnes
Can the Commission tell the European Parliament
whether the next Lom6 Convention will contain a
sedion on the situation of women in developing
countries and, if so, what its general tenor will be,
and can it specify what topics in particular-would
be covered by this section, which, according 
-to
press repor[s' would be subsumed under the wider
heading of socio-cultural cooperation?
Mr Contogcotgss, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(GR) | *ould iike to say that under the conditions
decided upon for today's Question Time, there was
not 
"norgh time 
to translate all the answers, but only
the first io. I 
"*, 
however, submit to Parliament all
the remaining answers in the languages in which they
were formulated. That, too, was the view of my col-
leagues who were here when it was decided rc hold a
Quistion Time today 
- 
namely, that oral answers
siould be given only to the first 20 questions. For the
remaining questions I shall submit written answers.
Prcsident. 
- 
I note the Commissioner's statement.
Mr Pattercon (ED). 
- 
Mr President, that is abso-
lurcly ridiculous. Question Time, on our agenda, is to
last ior one-and-a-half hours. Question Time has not
lasted for one-and-a-half hours yet, and is the Com-
mission really telling us that they had not prepared
enough answers in order to continue Question Time
for one-and-a-half hours? That is unacceptable, Mr
President, and I hope you will put that to the new
President of the Commission.
Mr Contogeortis. 
- 
(GR) Todat's agenda allowed
30 minuteJ foi Quesdon Time, and not one-and-a-
half hours; moreover' the decision to hold a Question
Time at all rcday was made under exceptional circum-
stances, and the technical prerequisites for the Com-
mission to ansurer all the questions were not available,
so that we could only cope with the first 20. Despite
this, written answers are available and I shall deposit
them with the Presidency.
I Former oral question with debatc (0-18/84), convened
into a question for Question Time.I See Annex on Question Time.
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Mr Barrca (RDE). 
- 
How many answers did the
Commission have prepared for Tuesday evening?
Only three.questions were ansurered here on Tuesday
evcning a1 fa1 as I remember. Now we are at euesdonNo 22, vhich makes a rctal of 25 at the present time.
Pi4 ,t.y have more than 25 replies prepared in thedifferent languages on Tuesday -for i seision of one
hour and a half?
Mr Contogcorgis. 
- 
(GR) On Tuesday afternoon the
Commission was in a position ro answer all the ques-
tions, and as we know the following procedure has
been established: namely, that thc matcrially responsi-
ble Commissioner should answer in each-case. And
these answers were prepared in the language that each
of them speaks.-Since it was decided] exieptionally,
that there should be a 30-minure euestion Time, and
since as is known the Commission is rcpresented byjust one Commissioner on Fridays, or r*ro at the mos[,
and on this panicular occasion my colleague Mr Haf-
erkamp_, who was to have been hire todiy, could not
appqrr because he has a meedng today in Brussels with
an American delegation from Mr Shultz, it would
have been necessary to translate all the answers into
Greek, and in the event only 20 were so translated.
That was the extent of the technical facilities available.
\7e rhought that 20 questions would cover the half-
hour period set aside for Question Time. However,
most of the Members who submitted those 20 ques-
tions were unfonunarely absent, and this left a gap. h
is all too easy ro be critical in such circumstancis-and
to ignore the burden carried by the services and by all
the members of rhe Commission. And Mr presidenq
on behalf of the Commission let me say that such criti-
cism is unacceptable.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Commissioner, if I have understood
aright, you stated just now that you could give rhe
arlswe.r in a language other than Greek, and in my
view that would be the best solution.
\7e know, of course, that Greek is 'your mother
tongue, but we also know that you have a command of
other languages. There is no rule stipulating that
Commissioners' answers must be given in their morher
tontue.
Mr ContogeorFs. 
- 
(GR) Unfonunately I do not
speak Danish, Flemish or German. I told you that each
answer was formulated in the language of the compe-
tent Commissioner, who was to deliver it.
Prcsident. 
- 
But you speak Englishl
Mr Contogeorsir. 
- 
(GR) lf an answer was to have
been given by Mr Andriessen, it is formulated in Flem-
ish. If it was to given by Mr Dalsager, ir is in Danish,
and if it Eras to be given by Mr Narjes, it is in German;
and I don't speak German.
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
I understand the views of some of
my colleagues in this maner, but I do think that if this
Parliament itself were ro take Question Time more
seriously and_to-use ir as a means of extracting infor-
marion on which it could base somc of its activitics
and pursuing the Commission more diligently, and
were not to push Question Time around to all kinds of
curious pans of rhe week, then the Commission might
take Question Time more seriously too.
Damc Shclegh Robcrts (ED).- Mr President, beins
full of the spirit of goodwill at Christmas-timc, I thinf
that perhaps we ought to put the Commissioher out of
his misery. However, I would like to put a requesr ro
you that rhe Bureau should look at thiJ matter.
I am one of those who had a question tabled for eues;tion Time this week, and had we had the full -one-
and-a-half hours on Vednesday, I do not think for
one momenr it would have been reached, but the cus-
toma{f procedure is that if I had not asked for it be
carried over ro the next pan-session I should have
received a wrirten reply, in my own language, before I
left Suasbourg todiy. Now what has gone wrong with
that arrangement? May I ask the Bureau to look into
this, please?
Mr Guermcur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I shall not stan snip-
ing at the Commission officials, who have undoubi-
edly done all that was possible ro meet parliamenr,s
wishes, but I should like to raise another point.
The point of Question Time is, of course, that each
quesrion should ger an answer from the Commis-
sioner, but it is also to enable each Member to explain,
fairly briefly but fairly fully, the overall thrust of hii
quesdon which could not perhaps be equally well
brought out in the document that we have ail reieived.
Now I can quite well undersand that rhe Commis-
sioner.is not in a position just now rc give us ansvers,
as he [imself explained. However, thJre is no reason
why Members who have made the effon to be present
here should not be able rc give a detailed explanation
of their question at this point. This would enable the
Commission to give a more precise answer when it got
around to doing so in writing.
Mn Jackson (ED). 
- 
I do not know that I am full of
the spirit of goodwill. I would have thought that the
way our of this was for Mr Contogeorgisl if he does
not read Flemish, to hand the answeis that exist ro onc
of his multilingual officials to read thc original anslrer.Ve can then make use of the hiehly paid and
extremely efficienr translators and inte-rpieters whom
we have here to ask our supplementaries. Afte. all, the
Commission is a collegiate body, so that Mr Conto-
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georgis ought to be ablc to answer our supplementar-
ies on whatever subject.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
I readily undersand the Com-
missioner's problem here this morning. There is one
thing I cannot understand. There have been many
occasions on which I wanted a question answered. I
did not mind very much whether it was answered in
writing or orally. Of course if it is answered orally, it
is much betrcr. One has an opponuniry to pursue it
still funher with supplementaries. Is there any reason
- 
and I ask you this as President of Parliament 
-
why, no matter how many questions are on the agenda
for any sitting of one-and-a-half hours, the questioner
is not able to get the answer to his question, if it is not
reached, on the day that the questions are taken? For
20 years I was a Mbmber of a Parliament that had
much fewer resources than the European Parliament,
and I often saw very many more questions on the
agenda. However, anybody could get a written answer
to his question on the same day in the Dail, Ireland's
Parliament.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Clinton, there is the procedure for
written questions, which entails answers in writing'
Mrs Boot (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenq I wish to
make the same point as Dame Shelagh Roberts. I have
talled quesdon No 96. I also voted yesterday irt favour
of extending Question Time precisely in order to be
able to get an answer today. I regret very much that I
have not received either an oral or a written reply. I
should be very pleased to heir rhat the Bureau is doing
its very best to persuade this Commission to give a
written reply to all unanswered questions before the
end of the year.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, since it was
known on Tuesday that we were going to have Ques-
tion Time on Friday, why could preparations not have
been put in hand thenw prepare for this event?
Mr Mahcr (L). 
- 
Mr President, I.would only remind
you that we have practically used up all of Quesdon
Time.
lrcsident. 
- 
That is the disadvantage of points of
order, ladies and gentlemen. They take time, a Sreat
deal of dme . . .
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR) ln the case of questions
discussed on Tuesday, when the Members who sub-
mitted those questions were absent the Commission
deposited written answers with the Presidency. Of
course, the questions coming after the point reached
by the discussion are those that have been pro-
grammed for today, and if I am not mistaken, the
decision to have a Question Time was taken yester-
day, not on Tuesday- Thus, the time available for the
translation of about 90 more quesdons was very
limircd. And I think that should be understood by
Honourable Members, especially since the Commis-
sion can today submit answers rc all the quesdons, in
the language in which they were formulatcd, so that
any Honourable Member vho requires an urgent
reply can have one in writing. Mr President, I think
thit is absolutely reasonable. S7e cannot demand the
impossible, each insisting on his own point of view
wiihout nking account of the conditions under which
the staff of all the various bodies, Parliament, Council
and the Commission, have to work'
President. 
- 
Mr Commissioner, I must say frankly
that I am not convinced that this linguistic obsacle is
as insurmountable as you say it is. I really do not think
so. It would be quite possible for you to answer in
another language than Greek. The queqtion of lan-
Buages should rially be rearcd with a limle more flexi-
bility. Ve cannot go on like this.
Question Time is closed.l
Mr Prout (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I cannot remember
exactly what rule I am referring to, but I would just
like to say that some quite hard things have been said
to Mr Contogeorgis'this morning in his capaciry as the
representative of the Commission and that, both in
r.ipe"t of the Squarcialupi repon and in respect of
Question Time, the remarks urere made rc him as a
ripresentative of the Commission as a college and not
in any way personally.
(Appkase)
Since this is his last appearance before this House as a
Member of the Commission, I should like to add on
behalf of my group how much we appreciate the
amount of work he has put into his r6le and the inevit-
able charm and counery with which he has treated
some exremely difficult questions from Parliament.
(Apphrse)
Mr Contogeotg . 
- 
(GR) Please allow me to thank
Mr Prout very warmly indeed for what he has said,
and to assure Parliament that during my rcrm of office
I did all that I could to develop the greatest possible
collaboration berween Parliament and the Commission
in matters relating to my own sphere of competence' I
must repeat that from Parliament and its Members I
have always found response, and working together
with them has been a constructive Process and has
helped me greatly to take, as I think, the correct line
I See Annex on Question Time.
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in many difficult and complicated matters that I have
had to dealwith.
Mr Presidenr, once more I thank you and, through
you, I thank the whole of Parliament for their esreem
and trust.
(Apphrse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Thank you, Commissioner. I, roo, wish
to ply ribute to the work you have done during the
last few years and also to the excellent relations which
you have cultivated with our Assembly.
This last little difficulry we have had should nor be
allowed to casr the slighrcst shadow on our recollec-
tion of you as a person and of the work you have
done.
I offer you my best wishes for your future.
(Apphtse)
9. Adjounment of the session
President. 
- 
Before closing the sitting, I should like to
wish those of you, ladies and gentlemen, who are still
here a happy Christmas and to offer you my best
wishes for the year 1985.
I declare the session of the European Parliament
adjourned.l
(The sitting closed at 12.25 p.n.)
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